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September 22, 2017

Via email
Case #16-129F

This letter is in response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request that the National
Science Foundation’s (NSF) received on February 29, 2016. In your request, you sought “a copy
of NSF Responses provided to Congressional Committees and Committee Chairs between
May 1, 2013 and December 31, 2015.”
After a thorough we have located the responsive records. Please find them enclosed. Proprietary
information (trade secrets, commercial or financial information, EIN/TID, TIN numbers, pending
and non-Federal grants, details of process methods and innovation) has been withheld under the
provisions of Exemption (b)(4) of the FOIA. Personal information (Names, SSN, personal email
and home address, home phone number, EIN/TID, TIN numbers, bios, and individual salaries)
has been withheld wherever it appears under the privacy protection of Exemption (b)(6) of the
FOIA. Lastly, two records that were deemed non-responsive but are directly related to your
request have been include and contain information protected under the deliberative process
privilege of Exemption (b)(5) of the FOIA.
Your right of administrative appeal is set forth in Section 612.9 of the NSF FOIA regulation
(copy enclosed). Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within 90 days
of the date of the response to your request.
As part of the 2007 FOIA amendments, the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS)
was created to offer mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal
agencies as a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. Using OGIS services does not affect your
right to pursue litigation. If you are requesting access to your own records (which is considered a

Privacy Act request), you should know that OGIS does not have the authority to handle requests
made under the Privacy Act of 1974. You may contact OGIS in any of the following ways:
National Archives and Records Administration
Office of Government Information Services
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS
College Park, MD 20740-6001
E-mail: ogis@nara.gov
Web: https://ogis.archives.gov
Telephone: 202-741-5770
Facsimile: 202-741-5769
Toll-free: 1-877-684-6448
There is no fee for FOIA services in this instance in accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(i)
et seq. Thank you for your interest in the National Science Foundation.
Sincerely,

Justin Guz
Government Information Specialist
Enclosures
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NSF Support for Lifelines in the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program

The National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program {NEHRP) Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2009-2013
(Reference 1) supports earthquake mitigation of critical infrastructure lifelines through the Plan's
following strategic priorities and goals/objectives:
•

One of the nine Strategic Priorities: "Develop guidelines for earthquake-resilient lifeline
components and systems."

•

•

Goal A, Objective 2: Advance understanding of earthquake effects on the built environment:
"NEHRP will support basic research to advance scientific and engineering knowledge of
earthquake effects on the built environment. This research will contribute to developing costeffective design methodologies and technologies for mitigating these effects on soils, lifelines,
existing structures, and new construction."
Goal B, Objective 8: Develop tools to improve the seismic performance of critical infrastructure:
"NEHRP will use the results of basic research in earthquake-resistant design and construction to
develop technologies and measures suitable for system-wide mitigation in new and existing
infrastructure lifelines... and critical facilities (e.g., facilities critical to public health, business
continuity, or key economic or governmental functions)."

The NEHRP Strategic Plan defines critical infrastructure lifelines using the Department of Homeland
Security's National Infrastructure Protection Plan, 2006. This critical infrastructure includes
communications, energy, transportation and water and wastewater systems.
NSF supports research on earthquake effects on lifelines through special program solicitations, core
research programs, and the George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES)
lifelines facility at Cornell University supported during FY 2005 - FY 2014 as under the NEES operations
umbrella award CMMl-0927178 to Purdue University. The attached spreadsheet shows NSF awards
made through these funding opportunities.

Special Solicitations
As FY 2013 and FY 2015 activities, NSF supported program solicitations 12-610 and 14-581,
Interdisciplinary Research in Hazards and Disasters {Hazards SEES)., a joint activity among the
Directorates for Geosciences, Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE}, Engineering
(ENG), Mathematical and Physical Sciences, and Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE). Below
is a synopsis of this solicitation;
The overarching goal of Hazards SEES is to catalyze well-integrated interdisciplinary research
efforts in hazards-related science and engineering in order to improve the understanding of
natural hazards and technological hazards linked to natural phenomena, mitigate their effects,
and to better prepare for, respond to, and recover from disasters. The goal is to effectively
prevent hazards from becoming disasters. Hazards SEES aims to make investments in strongly
interdisciplinary research that will reduce the impact of such hazards, enhance the safety of
society, and contribute to sustainability. The Hazards SEES program is a multi-directorate
program that seeks to: (1) advance understanding of the fundamental processes associated with
specific natural hazards and technological hazards linked to natural phenomena, and their
interactions; (2) better understand the causes, interdependences, impacts and cumulative

effects of these hazards on individuals, the natural and built environment, and society as a
whole; and (3} improve capabilities for forecasting or predicting hazards, mitigating their effects,
and enhancing the capacity to respond to and recover from resultant disasters.
Hazards SEES seeks research projects that will productively cross the boundaries of the
atmospheric and geospace, earth, and ocean sciences; computer and information science;
cyberinfrastructure; engineering; mathematics and statistics; and social, economic, and
behavioral sciences. Successful proposals will integrate across these multiple disciplines to
promote research that advances new paradigms that contribute to creating a society resilient to
hazards. Hazards SEES intends to transform hazards and disaster research by fostering the
development of interdisciplinary research that allows for appropriately targeted data collection,
integration, and management; modeling (including predictive models for real-time decision
making); visualization and simulation; data analytics and data-driven discovery; real-time sensing;
cross-cutting knowledge development; and synthesis of applicable models and theory. Proposals
must demonstrate the inclusion of the appropriate expertise to address the research questions,
hypotheses, and problems being posed. Hazards SEES research projects should be designed
around one or more locations, identifiable hazards, and/or themes. Furthermore, Hazards SEES
research should train the next generation of scientists for interdisciplinary hazards and disaster
research.
As an FY 2014 activity, NSF supported program solicitation NSF 14-524, Resilient Interdependent
Infrastructure Processes and Systems (RIPS} through the Directorates for CISE, ENG, and SBE. The
anticipated funding amount is $15,000,000 and up to 20 awards will be made. Awards will be made by
end of FY 2014. Below is a synopsis of this solicitation:
"Critical infrastructures are the mainstay of our nation's economy, security and health. These
infrastructures are interdependent. For example, the electrical power system depends on the
delivery of fuels to power generating stations through transportation services, the production of
those fuels depends in turn on the use of electrical power, and those fuels are needed by the
transportation services.
The goals of the Resilient Interdependent Infrastructure Processes and Systems (RIPS)
solicitation are (1) to foster an interdisciplinary research community that discovers new
knowledge for the design and operation of infrastructures as processes and services {2} to
enhance the understanding and design of interdependent critical infrastructure systems (ICls}
and processes that provide essential goods and services despite disruptions and failures from
any cause, natural, technological, or malicious, and (3} to create the knowledge for innovation in
JCls to advance society with new goods and services. The objectives of this solicitation are:
• Create theoretical frameworks and multidisciplinary computational models of
interdependent infrastructure systems, processes and services, capable of analytical
prediction of complex behaviors, in response to system and policy changes.
•
Synthesize new approaches to increase resilience, interoperations, performance, and
readiness in ICls.
•
Understand organizational, social, psychological, legal, political and economic obstacles
to improving ICl's, and identifying strategies for overcoming those obstacles.
The RIPS solicitation seeks proposals with transformative ideas that will ensure lCls services
are effective, efficient, dependable, adaptable, resilient, safe, and secure. Successful
proposals are expected to study multiple infrastructures focusing on them as
interdependent systems that deliver services, enabling a new interdisciplinary paradigm in
infrastructure research ... Projects supported under this solicitation may undertake the

collection of new data or use existing curated data depending on the category of award, and
must recognize that a primary objective is integrative predictive modeling that can use the
data to validate the models and which can be integrated into decision making."

NSF Core Research Programs
Research on earthquake mitigation for lifelines has been supported from the following core research
programs in the ENG Directorate, Division of Civil, Mechanical, and Manufacturing Innovation:
• Geotechnical Engineering (GTE)
•
Hazard Mitigation and Structural Engineering (HMSE)
• George E, Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) Research (NEESR)
•
Infrastructure Management and Extreme Events (IMEE)

NEES Lifelines Facility at Cornell University
Located in Cornell University's Department of Civil Engineering, this facility has enabled large-scale
testing to study the effects of large differential ground deformation on buried pipeline and conduit
performance. The slide below show a test at the Cornell lifelines facility investigating the seismic
capacity of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipelines.

Research Innovations Enabled by NEES:
Novel Materials for Earthquake Resiliency (CMMl-0421142)

Understanding complex deformation
patterns in underground uUUly plpe!in es
subJectedtofault rupture. High-density
polyethylene (HDPE)has high ductility
preventing plpeHne rupture during strains
Induced by ground movement
Graphics from httpi/nees.corne/1.edu

national o"r!hqu okc. hazarda reduction program

References:
Strategic Plan for the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, Fiscal Years 2009-2013, October

2008, http://www.nehrp.gov/pdf/strategic plan 2008.pdf
Department of Homeland Security, National Infrastructure Protection Plan, 2006.
http :ljwww. chem ica lsecu rity. co m/i ndex/N atio nalStrategy/N ationa 11 nfrastructu re Protection Pl an{2006).
QQf. Note: The most recent version is dated 2013.
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Tuesday, July 29, 2014

6

House of Representatives,

7

Subcommittee on Research and Technology

8

Committee on Science, Space, and Technology.

9

Washington, D.C.

10

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:04 a.m.,

11

in Room 2318 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Larry

12

Bucshon [Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding.
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Chairman BUCSHON.

Good morning.

2

The Subcommittee on

Research and Technology will come to order.

Welcome to today's hearing entitled ''A Review of the

16

National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program.''

17

you are packets containing the written testimony,

18

biographies, and truth-in-t.e13t.imony disclosures for today s

19

witnesses.

20

opening statement.

21

In front of

1

I recognize myself for 5 minutes now for an

Earthquakes present a potential hazard to eve-:r:y State in

22

our Nation.

23

National Seismic Hazards Maps with research identifying that

24

in the next 50 years, 42 of our 50 States have a chance of

25

experiencing damaging ground shaking from an earthquake.

26

There are 16 States in the United States that have a high

27

likelihood of experiencing damage because they have sustained

28

earthquakes with a seismic magnitude of 6 or greater.

29

home State of Indiana is at risk of experiencing the effects

30

of earthquakes stemming from the New Mad.rid fault.

31

The U.S. Geological Survey recently updated its

My

Earthquakes are unique among natural hazards because

32

they strike without warning.

The cascading nature of an

33

earthquake can induce secondary effects such as landslides,

34

liquefaction, and tsunamis.

35

communities worldwide from the devastation of loss of life

36

and property to the turmoil caused by the disruption of

37

important services, including water, electricity, and other

Earthquakes impact people and
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utilities or lifelines including roads and bridges.

In 1977 the Congress passed the Earthquake Hazards

40

Reduction Act establishing the National Earthquake Ha4ards

41

Production Program; or NEHRP, as a long-term earthquake

42

risk-reduction program for the United States.

Four federal

!l

I

43

agencies contribute to NEHRP research and activities: the

44

National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National

45

Science Foundation, the United States Geological Survey, and

46

a Federal Emergency Management Agency.

47

are focused on supporting the development of earthquake

48

hazard reduction measures, promoting the adoption of these

49

measures by federal,

50

the understanding of earthquakes and their effecLs on people

51

and infrastructure, and developing and maintaining -the

52

Advanced National Seismic System, the George E. Brown, Jr.

53

Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation, or NEES, and a

54

Global Seismographic Network.

55

Program activities

state, and local governments, improving

In Indiana, Purdue University leads the collaborative

56

George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering

57

Simulation, or NEES.

58

improvements in seismic design and performance by serving as

59

an indispensable collaboratory for discovery and innovation_

60

Support for research and activities that strengthen

61

preparedness for,

62

from earthquakes will fortify the Nation's ability to respond

The mission of NEES is to accelerate

reduce the impact of, and aid in recovery

'
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to earthquake hazards.
Today's hearing is a bipartisan effort to learn about

65

NEHRP_ and understand the Nation'B level of earthquake

66

preparedness.

67

two panels of experts who can shed light on these important

68

issues.

69

both of our panels to understand the work NEHRP agencies and

70

how that work intersects with engineers, emergency managers,

71

and lifeline experts.

72

73

We worked across the ainle to bring together

I look forward to hearing from all the witnesses on

[The statement of

Mr.

Bucshon follows:)

*************** INSERT 1 ***************
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At this point I ask unanimous consent

75

to put two letters in the record regarding the NEHRP program:

76

a letter from the American Society of Civil Engineers and a

7'7

letter from the BuildStrong Coalition.

78

ordered.

79

80

Without objection, so

[The information follow·s:]

*************** INSERTS 13, 14 ***************
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Chairman BUCSHON.

At this point I now recognize the

82

gentleman from California, Mr. Peters, for an opening

83

statement.

84

Mr. PETERS.

6

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for

85

holding this hearing today on the National Earthquake Hazards

86

Reduction Program, or NEHRP, an unfor~unate acronym for an

87

important program.

88

for being here today.

89

I want to thank witnesses on both panels

Though infrequent, earthquakes are unique among natural

90

hazards in that they strike without warning.

91

like my home State of California, in addition to Oregon,

92

Washington, and Alaska, are the most well-known for

• 93

While areas

earthquakes, earthquakes are not a hazard confined to the

94

West Coast.· A 2011 earthquake he.re in Washington, D.C.,

95

caused over $200 million in damages,

96

Washington Monument and the Smithsonian, and it is estimated

97

that 75 million Americans in 39 States are exposed to

98

significant seismic risk and nearly all States in the United

99

States have some level of risk.

100

including damage to the

In an effort to mitigate the harmful impacts and better

101

prepare for future earthquakes, Congress authorized the

102

National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, an interageucy

103

program that includes National Institute of Standards and

104

Technology, the National Science Foundation, Federal

105

Emergency Management Agency, and the United States Geological

PAGE
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Survey.
Since NEHRP was founded in 1997, we have learned a lot

108

about how to prepare for, mitigate, and respond to a

109

large-scale earthquake.

110

the University of California San Diego and San Diego State

111

University, are underway to help us better understand

11"2

earthquakes, develop safer building instruction standards,

113

and ensure that affected communities can respond to and

114

recover from earthquakes as quickly as possible.

115

work is needed.

Research programs, including ones at

But more

116

I am pleased we have representatives today from all four

117

agencies here to testify about their activities to reduce the

118

risks of life and property from earthquakes in the United

119

St;:.1tes.

120

stakeholders, both private sector and academic, about how the

121

program is working and what ·if any changes are needed to

122

improve its effectiveness.

123

I am also pleased that we will hear from outside

As my colleagues may kriow, the reauthorization of these

124

risk-reduction programs is long overdue.

The authorization

125

for this program expired in 2009.

126

these improve our understanding of earthquakes and then turn

127

and knowledge into mitigation and outreach activities that

128

will save lives and reduce economic damages.

129

prevent natural disasters, we can do more to lessen the cost

130

to human life and property.

Interagency programs like

While we can't

HSY210.150
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Over the.last 2 years the Federal Government has spent

132

more than $136 billion, much of it off-budget, on relief for

133

hurricanes, tornadoes, droughts, wildfires, and other extreme

134

weather events.

135

in a reactive way to natural disasters and in~tead gets to

136

work efficiently to get ahead of the issue and help States

137

and localities find the best steps to prepare, plan tor, and

138

recover more quickly from these events.

139

It is time that the government stops working

We know that fox- every $1 spent now in resiliency we can

140

avoid at least $4 in-future losses.

141

approach this by thinking how we can make our communities

142

better prepared.

143
144

It makes more sense to

If we are focused on reducing spending,

let's do it in a way that saves us in the long run.
Mr. Chairman, our goals are the same: to decrease the

145

vulnerability of communities across the country including

146

mine in San Diego.

147

colleagues on both sides of the a.isle on a bipartisan bill

148

that would reauthorize t.he Earthquake Hazards Reduction

149

Program and welcome any comments from the witnesses today

150

about changes and updates that should be made to the

151

authorization language.

I look forward to working with my

152

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding the hearing.

153

look toward to hearing the testimony, and I yield back the

154

balance of my Li.me.

155

[The statement of Mr. Peters follows:]

i

· ;I

I
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Chairman BUCSHON.

Thank you, Mr. Peters.

I now

158

recognize the Ranking Member of the full committee for:- a

159

statement, Ms. Johnson.

160

Ms. JOHNSON OF TEXAS.

10

Thank you very much, Mr.

161

Chairman, for holding this important hearing on tbe Nat.ion.al

162

Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, or NEHRP.

163

to thank the Chairman of the full committee, Mr. Smith, for

164_

_agreeing to this hearing.

"I also want.

Chairman smith agreed to hold a

165

hearing on NEHRP and work on the NEHRP-reauthorization bill

166

while we were discussing the National Windstorm Impact

167

Reduction Program.

168

fulfilling that agreement.

169

majority staff for working with my staff on putting together

170

this hearing.

171

This hearing is a good first step in
I want to thank the Chairman and

Though infrequent, earthquakes are unique among natural

172

hazards in that they strike with little or no warning.

In

173

1964 Alaoka was hit with a great eaI'thqu;--,.1ke that measured 9. 2

174

in magnitude.

175

recorded history and resulted in significant damage from both

176

the Garthquake itself and the tsunamis that followed.

177

California has numerous active faults that have produced

178

large eart::hquakes in the last two decades, from 1971, the San

179

Fernando ea:r.thquake to the 1989 Loma Prieta and the 1994

18D

Northridge earthquakes.

181

Congress in response to the 1964 Alaska and the 1971 San

That was the second-strongest earthquake in

In fact, NEHRP was established in

PAGE
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Fernando earthquakes.
Since its creation, NEHRP has accomplished a great deal.
It ha.s improved our understanding of earthquake P.rocesses,

185

improved our earthquake hazard and risk assessments, improved

186

earthquake safety £or new and existing buildings, and

187

increased public awareness of earthquake risk and mitigation

188

techniques.

189

improving the earthquake resilience of communities nationwide

190

and developing cost-effective measures to reduce earthquake

191

impacts on individuals, the environment, and society.

192

But more

work is still neede·d, including

To ensure that this work is accomplished, we need to

193

rE:authorize NEHRP, which has not had Congressional

194

authorization since 2009.

195

H.R. 2132, the Natural Hazards Risk Reduction Act of 2013,

196

which was introduced by Representative Wilson last May,

19'/

2132 would reauthorize NEHRP program, as well as the National

198

Windstorm Impact Reduction Program, and would make changes to

199

the Fire Research Program.

200

bipartisan legislation that passed the House by an

201

overwhelming margin in the 111th Congress.

202

that the Windstorm program is reauthorized

203

bill, H.R. 1786, that was introduced by Representative

204

Neugebauer, and I supported that bill when it passed the

205

House earlier this month.

206

However,

That is why I am a cosponsor of

H.R.

This legislation is modeled after

And I am pleased
in

a separate

I do believe we need to take a multi-hazards

~----.........

~~~

····---

---···-
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approach to disaster mitigation.

208

approach could create opportunities for synergy among the

209

various research and mitigation activities.

216

multi-hazard approach could help achieve the goal of

211

producing communities that are resilient to any and all

212

disasters.

213

bill we look for opportunities to create synergies and

214

coordination across the hazards program.

215

I

Taking a multi~hazards

Further, a

I hope that as we work on NEHRP reauthorization

want to thank the witnesses from both panels for being

216

here today, and it is important to hear from you as we

217

consider reauthorizing this important program.

218

forward to your testimony.

219

220

221

12

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I yield back.

[The Rtatement of Ms. Johnson follows~

*************** INSERT 3 ***************
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Chairrnan BUCSHON.

Thank you.

Just as a s.ideline, I

223

have been in three earthquakes myself, one in Southern

224

California in the late '80s, one in Illinois, southern

225

Illinois when I was a kid, and one iri Evansville, Indiana,

226

about 2001.

227

earthquake,

228

13

in.

So it is a fairly--if you have never been in an

it is a fairly unique experience.

At this point if there are Members \liho wish to submit

229

additional opening statements, your statements will be added

230

to the record.

231

232

[The statement of Mr. Lipinski follows:]

** *** ****** ****
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At this time I would like to

234

introduce our first panel of witnesses.

235

today is Dr. John Hayes, Jr.

236

the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program of the-

237

Engineering Laboratory at the National Institute of Standards

238

and Technology.

239

Our first witness

Dr. Hayes is the Director of

Our next witness is Dr. Pramod--I said this before and

240

now I will get it correct--Khargonekar is the Assistant

241

Director for the Directorate of Engineering at the National

242

Science Foundation.

243

Wilcome.

Our third witness is Dr. David Applegate.

Dr. Applegate

244

is the Associate Director for Natural Hazards at the U.S.

245

Geological Survey.

246

And our final witness on the first panel is Mr. Roy

247

Wright.

248

Management Agency's Deputy Associate Administrator for

249

Mitigation.

250

Mr. Wright serves as the Federal Emergency

As our witnesses should know,

spoken testimony is

I now recognize Dr. Hayes for 5

251

limited to 5 minutes each.

252

minutes to present his testimony.

-----== •-·····-···-··· ·-·-···-.
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253

STATEMENTS OF ,JOHN R, HAYES, JR., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL

254

EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS REDUCTION PROGRAM, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

255

STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY; PRAMOD P. KHARGONEKAR, ASSISTAN'f

256

DIRECTOR 1 DIRECTORATE OF ENGINEERING, NATIONAL SCIENCE

257

FOUNDATION; DAVID APPLEGATE, ASSOCIATE. DIRECTOR FOR NATURAL

258

HAZARDS, U.S.

259

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR-FOR MITIGATION, FEDERAL EMERGENCY

260

MANAGEMENT AGENCY

261

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. HAYES, JR.

262

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY; AND ROYE. WRIGHT, DEPUTY

Mr. HAYES.

Chairman Bucshon, Congressman Peters, and

263

other members of the subcommittee, thank you for inviting me

264

to testify as you review the National Ea.rthqua.ke Hazards

265

Reduction Program, or NEHRP, as you have already said, for

266

possible reauthorization.

267
268

.Mr. Peters, I can assure you that the acronym NEHRP
grows on you after a while so it works.

269

In your invitation to me you asked me to address several

270

topics and I will try to address each one of those briefly in

271

my testimony this morning.

272

NIST fulfills two broad roles within NEHRP.

First, NIST

273

performs statutory lead agency duties, including supporting

274

an Interagency Coordinating Committee and the Advisory

275

Committee ori Earthquake Hazard Reduction, drafting and

·~---------~.

..
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276

updating NEHRP's strategic plans, submitting annual NEHRP

277

reports to Congress, and fostering interagency_coordination

278

and cooperation.

279

Second, NIST performs applied research related to

280

earthquake engineering,

281

performance-based design tools, gu_idelines, and standards for

282

practitioners who design buildings to resist earthquake

283

effects.

284

including developing

A 2003 Applied Technology Council report identified

a

285

major earthquake engineering technology gap between

286

performing basic research and developing earthquake-related

287

provisions for national model building codes and standards_

288

NIST bridges this gap with its Applied Earthquake Engineering

289

Research Program.

290

NEHRP strategic plan which guides our way forward.

291

National Research Council, or NRC, developed a 20-year action

292

plan for improving U.S. earthquake resilience, and in the

293

process endorsed the NEHRP strategic plan.

294

Seismic Safety Council, or BSSC, formulated recommendations

295

for applied research that point us at NIST toward addressing

296

the broad research directions that were set by the NRC plan.

In 2008 the NEHRP agencies produced a
The

The Building

297

NIST research projects address issues identified by

298

leading earthquake engineering practitioners and researchers,

299

as well as the work that was suggested by BSSC in its plan.
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300

Our research includes significant interact.ions with our NEHRP

301

partners and continuous engagement with other leading

302

earthquake researcher8 and practitioners,

303

USGS, we participate in the technical committees that develop

304

new building codes and standards.

305

access to practicing engineers' needs and facilitates the

306

effective transfer of new knowledge gained through our

307

research back to the practitioners.

308

Alongside FEMA and

Thi_s provides us direct

Our work is subdivided into program elements that

309

includes seismic design technical briefs, codes and standards

310

support projects, structural _and geotechnical

311

engineering-related projects,· and planning projects that

312

support both NIST and NEHRP-wide activities.

313

have produced approximately 30 reports on these topics that

314

are widespread or in widespread use by practitioners and

315

reseaxchers alike.

316

inform practitioners in the United States and around the

317

world about these tech briefs.

318

Since 2008 we

Webinars have also been developed to

Coordination among the NEHRP agencies fosters synergies

319

that complement agency capabilities.

320

closely on earthquake hazards definit:ions, hazard mapping,

321

and earthquake monitoring.

322

fulfilling our respective roles for engineering research and

323

imp1ementation and we have formed a very special partnership

324

that involves frequent exchanges of project information and

FEMA and USGS work

NIST and FEMA work closely in
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325

in some instances direct collaboration on critical projects.

326

FEMA., USGS, and NIST work closely with NSF-supported

327

researchers to ensure effective transfer of basic research

328

knowledge into our research programs.

329

In closing,

I note that NEHRP was created to address the

330

reality that earthquakes are inevitable and occur without

331

warning.

332

but much more needs to be done.

333

our research results into actions to ensure that Americans

334

are less threatened by the effects of devastating

335

earthquakes.

336

complementary roles in a partnership not duplicated

337

elsewhere.

338

We have done much to minimize their consequences
The NEHRP agencies translate

The NEHRP agencies fulfill unique but

It is also important that I note that the NEHRP family

339

extends well beyond the four NEHRP program agencies to other

340

federal agencies, state and local governments,

341

nongovernmental professional organizations, model building

342

codes and standard organizations, and earthquake

343

professionals both in the private sector and academia.

344

Without these dedicated professionals, the NEHRP agencies

345

could not satisfy our statutory responsibilities.

346

'l'hank you again for the opportunity to testify this

347

morning.

348

any questions that you may have.

349

This concludes my remarks and I am happy to answer

[The statement of Mr. Hayeo follows:]
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Chairman BUCSHON.
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I now recognize Dr. Khargonekar for his testimony.

353

354
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Thank you, Dr. Hayes.

STATEMENT OF PRAMOD KHARGONEKAR

Mr. KHARGONEKAR.

Chairrnan Bucshon, Ranking Member

355

Lipinski, and other distinguished members of the

356

subcommittee, it is my pleasure to be able to testify before

357

you today on the topic of National Science Foundation 1 s

358

activities in earthquake hazards reduction.

359

Khargonekar, Assistant Director for Engineering at NSF.

360

I am Pramod

Since the start of NEHRP, NSF has supported a broad

361

range of fundamental research in geosciences, engineering,

362

and social sciences relevant to the understanding of the

363

causes and impacts of earthquakes.

364

provides support for education of new scientists and

365

engineers, the integration of research and education, and

366

outreach to professionals and the public.

367

very briefly like to outline NSF's NEHRP efforts related to

368

facilities,

369

The Foundation also

Today, I would

research, and coordination.

NSF funds threedistributedmultiuser national

370

facilities that support critical fundamental research

371

relevant to NEHRP.

372

Earthquake Engineering Simulation, or NEES, the Geodetic

373

Facilities for the Advancement of Geoscience and EarthScope,

The George E. Brown, Jr. Network for
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374

or GAGE, and the Seismological Facilities for the Advancement

375

of Geoscience and EarthScope, or SAGE.

376

NEES currently provides access to 14 earthquake

377

simulation experimental facilities located in eight States.

3'78

The NEES facilities include shake tables, large-scale labs,

379

geotechnical centrifuges, field testing equipment, and a

380

tsunami wave basin.

381

through an award at Purdue University covering the fiscal

382

years 2010 to 2014.

383

strategy for the future of NEES operations, which will

384

.include NSF support for multiple NEES awards·managed under a

385

single program.

386

toward correct research a.nd infrastructure while aligning it

387

more strategically under a multi-hazards approach.

388

NEES operations are currently supported

Following 2014, NSF has updated its

This strategy maintains the NSF commitment

The GAGE and SAGE facilities provide key data,

389

instrumentation, and educational information and basic

390

research and education in the Earth sciences.

391

relevance to NEHRP, SAGE supports the Global Seismographic

392

Network, GSN, a worldwide array of 153 permanent seismic

393

stations funded by NSF and USGS with additional support from

394

the Departments of Energy, State, and Defense.

395

Of particular

Complementing these facilities, NSF funds a wide range

396

of fundamental research into the processes that drive and

397

control earthquakes and into the impacts of earthquakes on

398

the built environment,

This includes individual

---------·-
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investigative grants, research centers, and a variety of
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research collaborations.
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NSF also supports rapid response activities to gather

402

data from disaster sites using its RAPID funding mechanism.

403

In the response to recent earthquakes in .New Zealand and

404

Japan, NSF supported over 30 RAPID awards.

405

Another research effort conducted in partnership by NSF

406

and USGS is EarthScope, an Earth science program to explore

407

the structure of North America and provide a framework of

408

broad integrated studies.

409

are developing a comprehensive understanding of the

410

structure, dynamics 1 and evolution of North America.

411

NSF supports multiagency collaboration on NEHRP

Scientists using EarthScope data

412

activities through a variety o.f matters.

413

research collaboration, NSF activity contributes to the NEHRP

414

Program Coordination Working Group and the Interagency

415

Coordinating Committee.

416

In addition to

Finally, NSF staff regularly briefs the NEHRP Advisory

417

Committee for earthquake hazards reduction and responds with

418

recommendations·for NSF.

419

In closing, I would like to leave you with two quick

420

examples of some recent achievements of NSF-funded grantees.

421

NSF-funded researchers have discovered how to make

422

underground water lines that bend and move rather than snap

423

and rupture in an earthquake.

The Cornell team found that
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424

medium and high density polyethylene pipelines remain intact

425

even when the Earth liquefies and shifts.

426

Angeles is now installing these pipelines in Elizabeth

427

Tunnel, which provides half the city's water supply.

428

The second example concerns ports.

The City of Los

In 2005 NSF

429

supported a research project led by Georgia Tech which

430

examined the seismic vulnerability of ports.

431

researchers found that a majority of the ports located in the

432

areas of high seismic risk had either no or only informal

433

seismic risk mitigation plans.

434

facilities,

435

assessing and managing seismic risk in container ports.

Project

Utilizing unique NEES

the project team developed a new approach for

436

Mr. Chairman, NEHRP is a strong and dynamic program at

437

NSF and we hope to continue to support research, education,

438

and facilities to mitigate the impacts of earthquake hazards.

439

I thank the Subcommittee for considering priorities for

440

reauthorization of the program and appreciate the opportunity

441

to testify today,

442

443

Thank you. -

[The statement of Mr. Khargonekar follows:]
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444

Chairman BUCSHON.

445

I now recognize Dr. Applegate for his testimony.

446

447

Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF DAVID APPLEGATE

Mr. APPLEGATE.

Great.

Well, thank you, Chairman

448

Bucshon and Congressman Lipinski, other members of the

449

subcommittee.

450

U.S. Geological Survey to testify at this hearing.

451

24

I very much appreciate the invitation for the

The USGS is proud to be part of the NEHRP four-agency

452

partnership effort.

453

and continues to make valuable contributions to the Nation's

454

resilience to earthquakes.

455

I think it has been highly successful

As Jack Hayes noted, NEHRP is predicated on the

456

recognition that while earthquakes are inevitable, their

457

consequences are not and there is much that we can do·as a

458

nation to improve public safety when it comes to earthquakes

459

and related hazards,

460

distinct and complement~ry roll essential for the overall

46l

success of the program.

462

broadly shared commitment to translate research results into

463

implementation actions that can reduce earthquake losses.

464

That commitment involves collaboration that goes well beyond

465

the four NEHRP agencies to include other federal partners,

466

plus state, tribal, and local governments, universities,

Within NEHRP, each agency performs a

The heart of this partnership is a
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nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector, as

468

reflected in the second panel.

469

Carrying out its role within NEHRP,

25

the USGS strives to

470

deliver the data and info:i:·rnation tools that engineers and

471

design professionals, emergency managers, government

472

officials, and the public need to prevent earthquake hazards

473

fr.om becoming earthquake disasters.

474

USGS provides rapid and authoritative information on

475

earthquake size and location, shaking intensity, and

476

potential impacts.

477

related products, we support targeted research to improve.our

478

monitoring and assessment capabilities, and we build public

479

awareness of earthquake hazards.

480

With its partne:i:·s, the

We develop hazard assessment maps and

When damaging earthquakes strike here in the United

481

States or around the world, the USGS delivers a broad suite

482

of information tools that are made possible by our Advanced

483

National Seismic Sy-stem and the worldwide coverage of the

484

Global Seismographic Network, which is a program involving

485

USGS, the National Science Foundation, and the Incorporated

486

Research Institutions for Seismology.

487

The ANSS consists of a national backbone network,

488

regional networks that are operated by state and university

489

partners, and the USGS National Earthquake Information

490

Center, ground and structure-based instruments concentrated

491

in high-hazard urban areas.

With funding from Congress since

. ::
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2000, USGS and its partners have installed more than 2,800

493

new and upgraded stations out of a total of 7,100 that are

494

targeted in the ANSS plan for full implementation of the

495

system.

496

information available for emergency responders, engineering

497

performance studies, and long-term earthquake hazard

498

assessments.

499

Investments in ANSS have greatly improved the

Recent earthquakes in Colorado, Oklahoma, and Virginia,

500

that last one felt up and down the East Coast have

501

underscored the national nature of earthquake risk.

502

the most important achievements that NEHRP has made is the

503

translation of research into national models of the location

504

and expected severity of earthquake shaking within specif·ied

505

time periods.

506

that are incorporated into the seil;:;lmic safety elements of

507

building codes and standards.

One of

These models are in turn used to generate maps

508

As you noted in your opening statement, earlier this

509

month the USGS released the latest update of the National

510

Seismic Hazard Maps, the timing coo:r.dinated with the

511

consequent release of the next generation of model building

512

codes and seismic safety standards, a process that involves

513

close collaboration among USGS, FEMA, the Building Seismic

514

Safety Council, American Society of Civil Engineers,

515

International Code Council, and other organizations.

516

Complementing the national maps, urban seismic hazard maps

~-------~
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517

provide more detailed information on local site conditions

518

for use in engineering and planning most recently delivered

519

for Evansville, Indiana.

520

Looking forward, the Administration's 2015 budget

521

continues several initiatives that Congress supported in

522

2014.

523

Warning, which we see as representing the next advance in

524

public safety.

525

circumstances provide a minute or more of warning before the

526

onset of strong shaking.

527

world, operational earthquake early warning systems exist

528

today.

529

toward establishing such a. capability in California and the

530

test system is now operating and delivering warnings to a

531

small group of test users.

532

and equipment deployment will be required to create a robust

533

and reliable warning system but we are on our _way.

534

In particular, I wish to highlight Earthquake Early

Modern se1smic networks can in favorable

In a number of countries around the

The USGS has supported research and development

Considerable additional testing

In conclusion, USGS and the Department of the Interior
It has proven to

535

strongly support reauthorization of NEHRP.

536

be a successful partnership that continues to make valuable

537

contributions to the Nation's resilience to earthquake and

538

other hazards.

539

Thank you, Chairman, for the opportunity to provide the

540

Subcommittee with the USGS views;" and I would be pleased to

541

answer any questions.
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[The statement of Mr. Applegate follows:]
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Chairman BUCSHON.

545

I now recogniz~ M:r. Wright for his testimony.

546

547

29

Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF ROYE. WRIGHT

Mr. WRIGHT.

Good morning, Chairman Bucshon, Ranking

548

Member Lipinski, and members of the subcommittee, thank you

549

for having me here today.

550

I am Roy Wright, the Deputy Associate Administrator for

551

Mitigation within the Department of Homeland Security's

552

Federal Emergency Management Agency.

553

here today to d.iscuss the National Earthquake Hazards

554

Reduction Program and FEMA' s principal responsibilities

555

within that program.

556

It is my pleanure to be

I want to start by giving you my simple bottom line.

By

557

including science into building codes, conducting outreach,

558

and advancing mitigation, the NEHRP funds enable state-level

559

efforts to better prepare for earthquakes.

560

make the Nation more resilient and better able to address

561

this threatening hazard.

562

these are no-notice events and they can be catastrophic.

563

we share the view that while earthquakes may be inevitable,

564

disasters ca.used by earthquakes are not.

565

everything that we do. ·

566

Thec'Je actions

As others have said this morning,

And

This really guides

FEMA and our NEHRP partners have made significant
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567

progress in earthquake safety since NEHRP was established 37

568

years ago.

569

conditions present challenges, the program is committed to

570

building on our progress, developing practical solutions to

571

reduce or eliminate the earthquake risk, and ensuring our

572

nation's continued resilience.

573

Although changing demographics and economic

:i would briefly like to talk with you this morning about

574

two areas of our focus: building codes and education.

In

575

terms of building codes, NEH'RP primarily works with the

576

National Codes and Standards to promote implementation of

577

research results.

578

ensure the promotion of and use of those building codes so

579

that we all can be safer.

5/30

International Code Council and other partners in the 2009

581

edition of the International Residential Code to develop

582

updated provisions for braced sheer wall panels which help

583

ensure the stability of the structure.

That is, we work with stakeholders to

For example,

FEMA worked with the

584

As you can see from the maps on the screens, adoption of

585

these codes strong in some areas of the country, particularly

586

those where they are most likely to experience an earthquake.

587

It is something we are proud of and we have worked hard with

588

our partners to achieve, but there is more to do.

589

still too many areas where the risk is high but adequate

590

building codes have not yet been adopted.

591

communities vulnerable to the impacts of potential

There are

This leaves these
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592

earthquakes.

593

and we are committed to educating these communities on best

594

practices and the importance of earthquake hazard mitigation 1

595

which brings me to our second area of focus: education.

596

we still have much more that needs to be done

FEMA develops and supports public.education an~

597

awareness programs on earthquake loss reduction, sharing best

598

practices, and encouraging mitigation.

S99

of course to create resilience and help ensure the safety of

600

our citizens.

601

our work in this area.

602

of San Francisco,

603

whether it was possible to retrofit only the first story of a

604

weak-story building without altering the rest.

605

weak-story building is a multistory wood-framed building

606

whe:r:e the first floor is much weaker tha.n the upper stories

607

due to a garage or a storefront opening.

608

findings and created an electronic tool that allows an

609

engineer to assess the strength of walls on the first floor

610

and upper floors.

611

these walls and recalculate the strength.

612

strengthen the first fJ.oor just enough so the entire building

613

can withstand an earthquake.

614

We pursue all of this

I would like to give you but one example of
After we were approached by the City

FEMA commissioned a study to examine

So a

FEMA published its

Then the engineer can virtually strengthen
The goal is to

As a Nation, our architects, engineers,

local officials,

615

homeowners, and our federal partners, we all have an

616

indispensable role in--to play in preparing for earthquakes
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617

and mitigating their impacts.

The NEHRP has done a

618

commendable job in identifying the hazards, communicating the

619

risks, and researching how we can protect our citizens.

620

we look forward to reauthorization, more must be done.

621

not enough to educate the public about: what earthquakes can

622

do.

623

to address that risk, we ·have not truly implemented this

624

program.

625

community to move beyond understanding risks to making

626

concrete steps to mitigate and strengthen our collective

627

resilience.

As
It is

Until we are able to convince the public to take act.ion

We must continue to work together across the whole

628

Thank you and I appreciate the opportunity to come

629

before you this morning and I look forward to your questions.

630

631

[The statement 'of Mr. Wright follows:]
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634

635
. 636

637

Chairman BUCSHON.

Thank you very much.

I would like to

thank the witnesses for their testimony.
I am reminding the members that committee rules limit
questioning to 5 minutes.
the round of questions.

The Chair at this point will open.
The Chair recognizes himself for 5

minutes.

638

Dr. Hayes notes in his testimony that maintaining the

639.

serviceability of lifeline systems is critical to societal

640

resilience.

641

through NEHRP related to lifelines in a seismic event and

642

what more needs to be done?

643

Khargonekar first.

644

33

What research and development is being supported

I will address that to Dr.

Chairman Buc_shon, that ia a very, very

Mr. KHARGONEKAR.

645

important question.

646

a number of institutions across the research universities in

647

the United States.

648

are funding, but just to go back to the example I gave

649

about--on hig_h density poJ.yethylene pipes is a major impact

650

off the kind of work that NSF has supported in this space.

6.51

We are funding research in this area at

I don't have a list of projects that we

Chairman BUCSHON.

You might just--when you do have that

652

list might just submit that for the record so we will have·

653

that in the Congressional record what you are doing.

654

Anyone else have any other comments?

655

Dr. Hayes, you made this--you mentioned this in your

656

testimony.

---------~··---·-··
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If I could just comment briefly,

658

the NEHRP agencies are currently in the process of wrapping

659

up a study with a contractor who is examining all of the

660

issues related to lifelines research and implementation.

661

That report should be out sometime in the next, oh, 60 to 90

662

days, and it outlines the kinds of things that-NSF

663

researchers at the basic level need to do, we need to do at

664

the applied level, the kinds of things that USGS needs.to do,

665

the kinds of things that FEMA needs to do to implement

666

lifelines safety efforts as well.

66'7

And one of the key issues there is that lifelines are

668

absolutely critical to societal resilience in ~ny given

669

community around the country, and one of the main findings so

670

far has been that no matter whether it is an earthquake or

671

some other hazard, the disruptions to lifelines are really

·672

673
674

critical and we hope the study will help point all of us in
the future on what we should be doing in that area.
Mr. APPLEGATE.

,Just very briefly, one area that we have

675

been working on is deve_loping scenarios that sort of play out

676

the impacts of events trying to make the hazard real to

677 .people before they have to go through the catastrophic event.
678

And lifelines has been a very important part of that,

679

getting the operators together, getting their input,

680

understanding what those consequences--those cascading

681

consequences are going to be, and enabling, particularly in

-c -
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6821 California and Southern California and now with the new focus
683

on the Hayward Fault in the Bay Area on what those

684

impacts--what can be done before the event to change those

685

outcomes.

686

Chairman BUCSHON.

687

Mr.

Thank you.

Wright, part of the p·reparedness puzzle is learning

688

how to work together and forming a seamless response and

689

recovery effort.

690

federal, state, and local stakeholders and their roles in

691

earthquake response?

692

but kind of talk about that a little more, and how do NEHRP

693

stakeholders coordinate efforts with emergency responders?

694

Mr. WRIGHT.

Can you comment on the coordination between

You had some of that in your testimony,

Absolutely.

It is FEMA's responsibility to

695

look across all hazards and ensure that we are prepared for

696

them.

697

specific investments have been niade_

698"

national-level exercise that looked across the New Madrid

699

area where we brought together the totality of the federal

700

family, but particularly working with the state emergency

701

managers as well as the state and locals, we do this across

702

the West Coast.

703

share with the USGS on this by which we are directed to

704

ensure that the kind of warnings and insights that can be

705

given to us from the USGS then move its way out.

706

from a response and from a recovery.

And as we look at these seismic elements, very
In 2011 there is a

And there is a particular relationship we

That helps

Obviously you look at
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707

these larger earthquakes that played out in California, Loma

708

Prieta, and Northridge where significant dollars were made

709

available under the Disaster Relief Fund after the event, but

710

collectively, it i~ that kind of integrated respond that we

711

do and it is a long-standing relationship, particularly

712

between myself and Dr. Applegate and others across our

713

agencies to make thaL happen as cooperation with the state

714

and locals.

715

Chairman BUCSHON.

Yeah, because I think that is

716

critically important along with the lifelines.

The last

717

earthquake I was in I was on the 6th floor of the hospital in

718

Evansville, Indiana, and, you know, nothing happened but if

719

that was an area where a hospital lost access to water and

720

power, you know, that couldn't be restored quickly, it is a.

721

big issue.

722

patient did ..

723

I think it is an earthquake.

724

earthquake.

725

earthquake.

I didn't think it was an earthquake and the
She said--she was an elderly lady and she said
I said no, it can't be an

So I turned on the TV and sure enough,

726

I now recognize Mr. Lipinski for 5 minutes.

727

Mr. LIPINSKI.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

728

holding this hearing.

729

NEHRP reauthorization soon.

730

731

it was an

Thank you for

I am very hopeful that we can do a

It was good to hear that--all the testimony today.

I

want to thank Dr. Applegate for work USGS has done with my
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st.aff and with me.

733

about an earthquake that I felt sitting at my kitchen table

734

at home that was--we believe was induced by some quarrying

735

activity and there is more work going on with that,

736

was very helpful for me to be able to have those discussions

737

to try to get at and understa_nd what had happened there, so I

738

thank you for--thank USGS for that.

739

We have gone through a few conversations

But it

I wanted to ask Dr. Khargonekar about social science
You ment.ioned in your testimony of the involvement

740

research.

741

of social science research and NSF 1 s efforts on earthqU<":lke

742

research.

743

help with planning effective risk mitigation efforts and how

744

does--how is SB research integrated into NSF's NEHRP

745

activities?

746
747

74.8

How does social, behavioral, and economic research

Mr. KHARGONEKAR.

Congressman Lipinski, thank you very

much for that question, which is evidently very important.

If you think about resiliency, which is certainly one of

749

the major objectives, people's behavior plays a huge role in

750

terms of how we can achieve systems that can recover from a

751

major disaster.

752

area out of the Directorate of Engineering.

753

program on Infrastructure Management and Extreme Events that

754

funds social science type of research.

755

we communicate risk?

756

communications?

NSF is funding a number of projects in that
We have a

For example, how do

How do people respond to those types of
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I mean with the mobile phones

758

and cellular technologies and so forth, people are getting

759

their information in very different ways than used to be the

760

case before.

761

that can allow us to leverage all the advances in technology

762

and couple it to people's p~rception of risk, the reactions

763

to risk, and those types of activities.

764

to be a very important part of the research program.

765

no good to come up with technological solutions that people

766

don't use for improved public safety and the safety of

767

themselves and their property and so on and so forth.

We are funding research into the next frontier

So we believe this

It is

768

Mr. LIPINSKI.

769

And I wanted to--the next thing I want to address is

Thank you.

770

building codes and address this to Dr. Hayes and Mr. Wright.

771

We know with strong and model building codes are often cited

772

as the most effective tools.for limiting the impact of

773

earthquakes.

774

States compared to building codes in other countries such as

775

Chile, Haiti, J·apan,. and New Zealand?

776

lessons have we learned ~bout the design of resilient

777

structures from the recent earthquakes in these countries

778

that I mentioned?

How do model building codes in the United

Dr. Hayes, do you want to begin?

779

Soi

780

Mr. HAYES.

781

And what have we--what

I think our current building codes are

actually quite comparable to those that you would see in some
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782

of the countries you mentioned, particularly New Zealand and

'/83

Japan.

784

slightly different ways, but the earthquake professional

78"5

community around the world is extremely close-knit and the

786

provinions that are in one country will bear a striking

787

resemblance quite often to provisions in another country,

788

They are not identical_

They have evolved in

The NEHRP agencies try to study the earthquake events

789

that_occur in other countries to try to learn from them,

790

particularly when the building codes

791

to construction that is very similar to what we see in our

792

country.

793

occurred down

794

the United States and also the one in New Zealand that

795

occurred that--in Christchurch.

in

those countries lead

And we are very conscious of the earthquake that
in

Chile that led to a lot of interest here in

796

And in Christchurch, frankly we haven't yet had a chance

797

to study that much about it, but a couple of things that have

798

leaped out at us about Christchurch is that the liquefaction

799

that occurred in the area is very similar to liquefaction

800

that could occur in many earthquake-prone areas in our

801

country, particularly in the middle United States.

802

older buildings in Christchurch that were severely damaged

803

bear a striking resemblance to the kinds of brittle or

804

non-·ductal buildings that you would see in many c:i.tie_s in the

805

United Stat.es, and I think there is a lesson there that we

806

all carry that these older buildings are really something

And the
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807

that really need to be looked at very carefully in the future

808

as we look at how we make our society more resilient.

809

In New Zealand also I think that there was a realization

810

that a mocterate earthquake which people had somewhat thought

811

might happen could be m1wh more damaging than perhaps it was

812

expected to be in Christchurch.

813

there and the area has not fully recovered yet over 2 years

814

later.

815

That was a devastating event

It is still working on doing that.

In Chile, their primary means of construction down there

816

was in reinforced concrete, and it turns out that in Chile

817

they have adopted much of the American. Concrete Institute's

818

provisions for seismic design in our country but not all, and

819

we have been studying what happened down there to learn from

820

the--what went well and what didn't go so well in their

821

buildings and have produced a couple of reports on that

822

already.

823
824
825

Mr. LIPINSKI.

End of my t:ime but if the Chairman would

allow Mr. Wright--do you have anything to add?
Mr. WRIGHT.

Just briefly to build on that.

I think

826

that particularly the work we see in Japan and Chile and how

827

that can be learned, we work with the other agencies that a.re

828

here after those events in particular to see how those

829

elements will perform.

830

the building codes in this nation by which we are conb.nuing

831

to make sure that those are being updated.

Again, we are on a 3-year cycle with

The 2015 ones

~~---------~.
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832

have now been set.

And we would look to the kinds of thingG

833

that we will learn from Christchurch and Chile in terms of

834

what it would mean to inform the next cycle.

835

Mr. LIPINSKI.

Thank you.

836

Chairman BUCSHON.

837

I .will just--Chair---Dr. Khargonekar,

838

Mr. KHARGONEKAR.

Thank you.

Well,

go ahead.

I just want--you know 1 J..n the

839

spirit of the question, I would like to offer an example.

840

supported RAPID response team in Hawaii and Oregon St.ate to

841

perform high resolution survey of damaged coastline around

842

Japan after the Tohoku Earthquake.

843

short, they have collected data and their results are now

844

being used by the committee working on Chapter 6 on tsunami

845

loads and effects for ASCE 7 standards.

846

that is a great example where we fund research to go

847

collected data, do all the work, and it comes back in effect.

848

We

Now, cutting long story

So we think that

So we think that once the ASCE 7 standards are opted, it

849

will improve the whole building code in that particular

850

section.

Thank you.

851

Mr. LIPINSKI.

852

Chairman BUCSHON.

853

I now recognize Mr. ,Johnson for his line· of questioning.

854

Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

855

856

Thank you.
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

want to thank our panel for being with us today.
You know, while your agencies are the four NEHRP

And I
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857

agencies as defined in stab1te, I understand that other

858

agencies such as NASA also conduct seismic or

859

earthquake-related research and activities.

860

any related earthquake-related collaborations that your

861

agencies participated in with other agencies?

862

what were those agencies and can you give us any idea of the

863

work that was done to help us better prepare for earthquakes?

864

865

Have there been

And if so,

Any of you?
Mr .. APPLEGATE.

I can start on that one.

866

absolutely.

867

different agencies that are involved in the earthquake arena

868

and we actually have a White House Subcommittee on Disaster

869

Reduction that brings together all of those agencies looking

8'70

at different hazards and it is a way to bring this

.871

872

It is a very good point.

Yeah,

There are many

partnership in and coordinate with the broader effort .
With NASA, the USGS works very closely on, for example,

873

SAR technology, Synthetic Aperture Radar, where you can use

874

overlapping images to see change patterns.

875

remote sensing technology that has been developed through

876

NASA has been very valuable for understanding the damage

877

patterns, for example, after events.

878

And so using that

We also work very closely with the U.S. Nuclear
Of course they have very speci.f:ic

879

Regulatory Commission.

880

concerns and issues as they ensure the safety of the Nation's

881

nuclear power plants and they have supported some tremendous
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882

research looking at particularly some of these sort of very

883

long-term--you know,

884

the eastern and central United States, so a number of either

885

agencies that play a key role here.
Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

887

Anybody else?

888

Mr. KHARGONEKAR.

Okay.

Thank you.

On the disaster recovery side of the

889

problem, we work closely with other agencies such as

890

Department of Transportation, Department of Energy on

891

developing plans on how one would recover from disasters.

892

have ongoing research projects and activities that bring

893

together these communities.

895
896

'(.

the Black Swan type events and events in

886

Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

894

i

Okay.

All right.

We

Well, thank

you.
Shifting gears just a little bit, talking about

897

earthquake hazard mitigation, what type of research in your

898

opinion is needed to better understand and encourage people

899

to adopt earthquake hazard mitigation measures?

900

is our greatest weakness in terms of our current approach to

901

earthquake mitigation?

902

Mr. WRIGHT.

Well, I will start.

I mean what

It is--the country's

903

1.mderstanding of risk is a very difficult thing to somehow

904

pierce through.

905

hazards by which they may understand that there is a hazard

906

that could affect them but they somehow bel.ieve that it won't

We see this across many of the' natural
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907

necessarily impact them the day that it occurs, this kind of

908

cognitive dissonance that sits there.

909

of partnership thut goes towards that social science research

910

that helps us get past those next kind of pieces.

And so it is.that kind

You look across the Nat.ion and, as I was showing the map

911
912

of it earlier, about--there are high seismic r;isks in parts

913

of the country, yet the element that we know does the most to

914

help mitigate that relat.ed t.o building codes, many have not

915

chosen yet to adopt those.

916

we continue to collaborate, particularly with the National

91'7

Science Foundation, but others as well in terms of how do we

918

link what we know on the seismic side with the .social science

919

side?

920
921

922

Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

And so these elements are things

So it is kind of ' ' i t is not

likely to happen to me'' syndrome that we are dealing with?
Mr. WRIGHT.

That is exactly the case.

And we struggle

923

with this across a whole range of hazards that we would deal

924

with in an emergency management space 1 but these kind of

925

no-notice events that happen on sort of a severe or

926

catastrophic level on a far less frequent basis really allow

927

people 1 s attention to them to erode.

928

Mr:.

KHARGONEKAR.

I would like to just add a few

929

comments to what was stated.

You know, one of the questions

930

you miJy ask is what is the impact of having insurance on

931

people's behavior in adoption of solutions?

So we funded
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932

again collaborative research with colleagues in New Zealand

933

because their situation is very similar to the United States'

934

situation with respect to· insurance, and we are funding

935

research, we are collecting data from Christchurch to see

936

what was the impact of having different kinds of insurance on

937

people's behaviors and decisions, so it is sort of the

938

social, behavioral science type of activity, and that

939

complements what was said earlier.
Mr. JOHNSON.OF OHIO.

940

So do you have any examples of

941

low-hanging fruit in overcoming that r:i,sk avoidance or

942

lackadaisical attitude if you will?

943

way to phrase it.

944

that?

945

I guess that is a good

Any ideas on how we go about penetrating

You talked about some of them but-,_
Mr. WRIGHT.

I think part of what we have found when we

946

deal with these issues some of it happens from a grassroots

947

perspective but local elected leaders and particularly the

948

economic drivers in the community often are the kind of place

949

by which they are able to provide the kind of leadership in a

950

State--you look at--there are particular things that happen

951

in some of the major industries that are in the Memphis area

952

and how they began to really lean forward in this space and

953

work with those local electives to pay more attention to this

954

kind of risk.

955

Mr. J'OBNSON OF OHIO.

956

Mr. Chairman,

Okay.

I yield back.

Well, thank you.
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Chairman BUCSHON.

958

I would like to just comment on what you talked about

46

Thank you.

959

briefly and I think in healthcare we are acutely aware of

960

people's lack of understanding of statistical probability.

961

think it may start in grade school where we are not doing a

962

good enough job for people,

963

statistics, and that is very important.

964

understanding, you can't really figure out what the risk i.s

965

so---

I

in all seriousness, understanding
Without that

966

Mr. WRIGHT.

Without question.

967

Chairman BUCSHON.

968

Mr. Collins, I recognize you for 5 minutes.

969

Mr. COLLINS.

970

I am kind of a private sector guy.

Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am new to Congress

971

but I have spent decades in tne private sector, and I always

972

come to work and when I tour companies now, the first thing I

973

look for on the wall is a vision statement.

974

to work today?

975

try to accomplish?

976

plan and so forth and so on, just very metric-driven and

977

results-oriented.

978

Why did you come

And a mission statement, what are we going to
And I always talk about 5-year strategic

So I guess with half the money--Dr. Applegate, for

979

NEHP.P, more or less half of it going to your agency, and I

980

know you are natural hazards so that is beyond just

981

earthquakes, but a simple question.

Is there an underlying
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982

vision statement and/or mission statement related to the work

983

that we are doing on earthquakes that somebody would see when

984. they ·come to work and say this is the Holy Grail?

Or-~and is

And if so,

985

there a stral::egic plan within your organization?

986

are there like three things you could point to, ABC, that you

987

accomplished last year and three more this year and three

988

more noxt year, just kind of hard things?
Mr. APPLEGATE.

989

Sure, absolutely.

I mean I guess

uses

990

working in the broader hazards mission of the

991

oversaw these earthquake efforts previous to that, yeah, you

992

know why you get up in the morning and it is about making the

993

American people safer.

It

994

public safety mission.

We are trying to ensure that science

995

is there to he1p people when the event strikes ·so that we are

996

providing the situational awareness, where the shaking is

997

most intense, what the emergency managers need to be able to

998

respond, what the public needs to know

is

as simple as that.

and I

It is a

But the most important things we do are what happens

999

1000

before the event and that is what a lot has been talked about

1001

here.

1002

everything that we know about the hazard both from the

1003

fundamental research coming through NSF, as well as the

1004

targeted research we do that feeds then into the building

1005

code process and helps to make people safer.

1006

one element is the monitoring, the situational awareness; the

We use our seismic hazard assessments to bring

So you have the
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1007

other is the assessment understanding so that you can build

1008

buildings that are going to be safe for people.

1009

And the third piece of it is education.

It is just what

1·010

we were talking about.

1011

people?

1012

public preparedness arena, the shakeout events which

1013

now--started in California but they now involve--I think we

1014

are up to about 38 of the States--FEMA has been a big

1015

supporter of this--to simply get people to participate and

1016

drop, cover, and hold drills and do one of the things to

1017

protect themselves.

1018

How do you make these hazards real to

And so we do" a lot with our agency partners in the

Jack would be the best to talk about the broader NEHRP

1019

scrategic plan.

1020

hazards program plan within that broader NEHRP strategy as

1021

well as within our broader natural hazards mission.

1022

Within USGS, we have nesced our earthquake

Mr. COLLINS.

Now, I would think early warning, you

1023

know, would go a long way.

1024

pilot program in California, but if there is probably

1025

anything that could truly save lives, you can't prevent the

1026

earthquake, but if somebody had even the--you know, the 1- or

1027

2-minute warning, it--

1028

Mr. APPLEGATE.

And I understand we have got a

Absolutely,

I mean I think what we r.=iaw

1029

in the Japan, there are three key elements.

I mean there

1030

were l7elatively 1ow--from the magnitude 9 earthquake, giant

1031

earthquake that struck that country, relatively low
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1032

fatalities from the earthquake shaking itself, and that

1033

probably in the order of maybe 100, 150.

1034

things.

1035

were in buildings that did not collapse, and that is I think

1036

the first thing and the most import.ant.

1037

public awareness, that culture.

1038

early warning and so people did receive the notice before the

1039

nhaking event so they could get themselves safe.

1040

lot of things that can be done even with just a few seconds.

1041

And so we are trying to move towards that for that very

1042

reason,

1043

One of them is building codes.

Mr. COLLINS.

That reflects three
They were--people

Then it is the--that

The third thing is they have

There are a

Do you have a goal in mind there?

Again,

1044

back to vision statements, is there a goal to have early

1045

warning at least in the most critical areas by dat~ certain

1046

and is there a way to measure that?

1047

Mr. APPLEGATE.

Yeah.

And--

We have just recently issued an

1048

implementation plan for earthquake early warning for the West

1049

Coast, so that is--the beginning phase is the pilot effort in

1050

California. expanding up the West Coast.

1051

high hazard areas, for example, in the central United States

1052

where you are likely to have shaking experience over very

1053

broad areas, you would actually get additional time before

1054

that shaking arrives, so less frequent events but the

1055

potential for damage over much broader areas.

1056

absolutely, we have those plans in place.

But in many ways the

So, yeah,

We--and we would
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1058

Mr. COLLINS.

1059

It looks like my time is expired.

1060

50

Yeah.

No, thank you very much.
I yield back, Mr.

Chairman.

1061

Chairman BUCSHON,

Thank you.

1062

And at this point l would like to thank the witnesses-

1063

for your valuable testimony.

1064

subject.

1065

It is a very fascinating

The members of the committee may have additional

1066

questions as we asked about the list of funding projects for

1067

you and we will ask yo'U to respond to those in writing.

1068

witnesses are excused 1 and at this point we will take a very

1069

short break prior to the next panel.

1070

[Recess.]

1071

Chairman BUCSHON.

1072
1073

The

Thank you very much.

Thank you very much.

Now,

I will

introduce our witnesses for our·oecond panel.
Our first witness of our second panel is Dr. Julio

1074

Ramirez.

1075

Chief Officer of the Network for Earthquake Engineering_

1076

Simulation and NEEScomm Center Director at the George E.

1077

Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation at

1078

Purdue University.

1079

a great facility.

1080
1081

Dr. Ramirez is Professor of Civil Engineering,

And I have visited their facility; it is

Our second witness is Dr. William Savage, Manager of
William Savage Consulting, LLC.

He is also an Adjunct
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1082

Professor in·the Department of Geosciencc and Department of

1083

Civil and Environmental Engineering and Construction at the

1084

University of Nevada Las Vegas.

1085

Our third witnesA is Mr. Jonathan Menken, Director of

1086

the Illinois Emergency Management Agency.·

1087

previously served as Acting Director of the Illinois State

1088

Police and possesses a distinguished military car·eer having

1089

served in Kosovo and Iraq.

1090

is much appreciated.

1091

Mr. Monken

Thank you for tha.t service.

Our final witness is Dr. Andrew Whittaker..

It

Dr.

1092

Whittaker is Professor and Chair of the Department of Civil,

1093

Structural, and Environmental Engineering at the University

1094

at Buffalo, and the Director of MCEER.

1095

As our witnesses know 1 spoken testimony is limited to s

1096

minutes each, after which members of the committee will ask

1097

questions for 5 minutes.

1098

included in the record of the hearing.

1099
1100

Your written testimony will be

I now recognize our first witness, Dr. Ramirez, for 5
minutes.

-----------------•--··
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1101

STATEMENTS OF JULIO A. RAMIREZ, PROFESSOR OF CIVIL

1102

ENGINEERING, NEES CHIEF OFF-ICER AND NEESCOMM CENTER DIRECTOR,

1103

GEORGE E. BROWN,

1104

SIMULATION, PURDUE UNIVERSITY; WILLIAM U. SAVAGE, CONSULTING

1105

SEISMOLOGIST, WILLIAM SAVAGE CONSUL'l'ING, LLC; JONATHAN

J.106

MONKEN, DIR.ECTOR AND HOMELAND SECURITY ADVISOR, ILLINOIS

1107

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY; AND ANDREWS. WHITTAKER,

J.1.08

PROFESSOR AND CHAIR, DIRECTOR MCEER, DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL,

1109

STRUCTURAL, MD ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY AT

1110

BUFFALO, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

1111

STATEMENT OF JULIO A. RAMIREZ

1112

JR. , NET\iJORK FOR EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

Mr. RAMIREZ.

Good morning and thank you for the

1113

opportunity, Chairman Bucshon, Congressman Lipinski, and

1114

distinguished members of the panel, to testify before the

1115

Congress as you work to reauthorize the National Earthquake

1116

Hazards Reduction Program, NEHRP,

1117

I am Julio·Ramirez, a Professor of Structural

1118

Engineering in the School of C.ivil Engineering of Purdue

1119

University in West Lafayette, Indiana, and the Chief Officer

1120

of the NSF-funded George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake

1121

Engineering Simulation, NEES.

1122
1123

Existing vulnerable buildings and infrastructure assets

are the number one seismic safety problem in the United
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1124

States and the world today..

1125

involved in the development of building codes and conducted

1126

research in earthquake safety of buildings and bridges.

1127

have lead or participated in some eight reconnaissance

1128

missions starting with the earthquake of Northridge,

1129

California.

1130

gather perishable data on the performance of bridges and

1131

buildings follovdng major ea:cthquakes to distill lessons to

1132

improve the seismic resilience· of our society.

1133

Since the 19808, I have been

I

The central purpose of these missions was to

The NEHRP vision is for a nation that. is

1134

earthquake-resilient with regard to public safety, economic

1135

strength, and national security.

1136

support structure for seismic protection in the United

1137

States.

1138

NEHRP supporting research in engineering, Earth, and the

1139

social sciences.

1140

the vulnerability of the built environment, the NSF'-funded

1141

NEES originated in 2004 as a national multiuser research

1142

infrastructure, and its central mission aligns with the

1143

larger NEHRP national plan for earthquake risk reduction.

1144

May I have the first slide, please?

1145
1146

NEHRP piovides the critical

The NSF provides the fundamental research arm of

To mitigate the earthquake risk by reducing

[Slide. J
Mr. RAMIREZ.

NEES laboratories are used for research

1147

conducted or funded by the NSF, other government. agencies,

1148

and by private industry.

To date, more than 400 multiyear,
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1149

multi-investigative projects have been completed or are in

1150

progress at NEES sites.

1151

of valuable experimental data and continue

1152

informational research and outcomes that impact the

1153

engineering practice from building models to design

1154

guidelines and codes.

1155

54

These projects are yielding a wealth

to

produce

Information on the impact of NEES work is submitted with

1156

my written testimony as Reference 3,

1157

Decade of Earthquake Engineering Research.''

1158

document there are--there is information regarding lifelines

1159

projects that have been funded by NSF and many other

1160

references as well.

1161

''NEES, 2004-2014, A
In this

The human capital gain in this activity represented by

1162

the more than 2,000 graduate and undergraduate students that

1163

have participated in on-site of NEES researchers also

1164

supports the United States in retaining a competitive edge in

1165

the STEM cj.reas.

1166

as the mitigation of earthquake risk can best be met with a

1167

strong presence of engineers working in teams with social

1168

scientists and other experts, yet the number of U.S.

1169

engineering students is declining.

1170

1

Many of the world's global challenges such

Purdue University and our ColJ.ege of Engineering have

1171

taken a leadership role as part of a national· call to

1172

graduate 10,000 more engineers per year enhancing our state

1173

and national capacity for innovation, economic growth, and
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solutions to global challenges.

1175

Next slide 1 please.

1176

[Slide.]

1177

Mr. RAMIREZ.

Linking the NEES experimental facilities

1178

to its users in the community iGJ the NEES cyber

1179

infrastructure.

1180

researchers participating at the facilities or remotely to

1181

collect, view, process, and store data from NEES experiments

1182

and to conduct numerical simulations with access to key U.S.

1183

high-performance computing resources.

1184

This unique system of IT resources enables

At the heart of this system is NEEShub, a platform

1185

designed to facilitate information exchange and collaboration

1186

among earthquake engineering research and other stakeholders.

1187

NEEShub features the NEES Data Repository with over 2.S

This public repository is used to store

1188

million data files.

1189•

and share data of research and research results.

1190

Final slide, please.

1191

[Slide.]

1192

Mr. RAMIREZ.

Since the first release of·NEEShub in

1193

August 2010 it has served tens of thousands of users of more

1194

than 200 countries.

1195

In conclusion, maintaining a balanced program supporting

1196

research and the Earth science, engineering, and social

1197

sciences .is important.

1198

communities against earthquakes and tsunamis,

In achieving resilience of

--------~-~-------·.
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1199

engineering-related research is of the highest priority as it

1200

directly impacts the mitigation of the extent of damage to

1201

the built environment and can reduce the time needed for

1202

recovery.

1203

1204

Thank you.

[The· statement of Mr. Ramirez follows:]

"k**-k*********** INSERT 9

***************
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1205

Chairman BUCSHON.

1206

I recognize Dr. savage for: 5 minutes for his testimony.

1207

1208
1209
1210

Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF WILLI.Al.\'! U. SAVAGE

·Mr. SAVAGE.

Thank you, Chairman Bucshon, Ranking

Membe:c Lipinski, and members of the subcommittee.
I am speaking to you today on behalf of the

1211

Seismological Society of America, a scientific organization

1212

devoted to the advancement of seismology and the·

1213

understanding of earthquakes for the benefit of society.

1214

also am speaking specifically about lifelines and my

1215

experience there devolves from 15 years working for Pacific

1216

Gas and E1ect.ric Company in San Francisco in the late '80s

1217

until 2000.

1218

I

My written testimony--excuse me--addresses four

1219

pertinent questions that I was asked.

1220

time this morning to cover all four, I would like to discuss

1221

the question asked about my views on the Nation's level of

1222

earthquake preparation and resiliency regarding lifelines,

1223

particularly the urban utility systems for electric power,

1224

natural gas, potable water, and wastewater.

1225

are the underpinning of our modern society.

1226
1227

To get to the essential point,

Although there is not

These systems

I personally think that

we actually _do not know how resilient our urban utilities
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1228

systems are in terms of their opera.bility to deliver customer

1229

service after the next strong earthquake.

1230

may have opinions one way or another but they generally do

1231

not have a strong objective basis for a definitive statement.

1232

Utility personnel

In my written testimony I briefly discussed four

1233

guideline documents prepared by FEMA's American Lifelines

1234

Alliance that use cu~rently available information to provide

1235

guidance for conducting such assessments for the four types

1236

of urban utility systems.

1237

and quantitative consideration of the two key aspects of each

1238

assessment.

1239

earthquake hazards, both ground shaking and ground failures;

1240

and secondly, estimation of the expected performance of the

1241

utility system components given the hazard and the impact of

1242

the performance on customers.

1243

The guidance calls for systematic

First, specification of the local and regional

The American Lifelines Alliance guidelines can only go

1244

so far in giving a rigorous answer to questions about wha·t

1245

would happen if this or that earthquake occurred.

1246

stage.of lifeline resiliency assessment is calling for

1247

development of more refined hazard characterization using

1248

advancer:.1 in geotechnical and seismological modeling to

1249

estimate ground motions and ground failures.

1250

Geological Survey is already engaged in research that is

1251

leading to such advances.

The next

The U.S.

-~----------~------.
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rmbstation equipment,

1253

overhead transmission structures, et cetera, is also

1254

advancing with NSF and NIST exploring research in these

1255

areas.

1256

organizations are evaluating the benefits of such advances

1257

and are likely to help fund them.

1258

neces,sary to achieve a high level of confidence in

1259

understanding the earthquake performance of lifeline

1260

components and thus the resiliency of utility operations.

1261

One of the mechanisms to pursue this goal is a reauthorized

1262

NEHRP program.

1263

provides continuity and stability for the NEHRP agencies.

1264

1265

Operating utilities and related professional

These advances are

Authorization of this valuable program

In closing 1 I should point out the obvious.

There are

two ways to find out if a utility lifeline is resilient to

1266 _earthquakes.

The first way is to invest :i.n improved hazard

1267

characterizations and performance models for lifelines and

1268

plans to mitigate the unacceptable risk.

1269

just wait and see what happens in the next damaging

1270

earthquake.

1271
1272
1273

1274

The second way is

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before you and I

would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
[The statement of Mr. Savage follows:]

*************** INSERT 10 ***************
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Yeah, hopefully we can use the former

1275

Chairman BUCSHON.

1276

in that to figure this out.

1277

I now recognize Mr. Monken for 5 minutes for his

1278

testimony.

1279
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Mr. MONKEN.

Thank you very much 1 Chairman Bucshon,

1281

Ranking Member Lipinski.

1282

opportunity to be here to speak with all of you and represent

1283

the Illinois Emergency Management-Agency, Governor Quinn, and

1284

the State of Illinois to discuss this incredibly important

1285

program of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program.

1286

I very much appreciate the

So it is a critical asse~ not just in our ability to

1287

work with the earthqua~e hazard but all hazards because it is

1288

really about that collaborative nature that the program is

1289

really founded under.

1290

My biggest concern right now with the program overall is

1291

that the collaborative nature in which it was founded to

1292

execute is something that we have kind of • trayed from over

129.3

the course of the past few years.

1294

different reasons why that has happened, but right now,

1295

comes at a time when the risk of this particular hazard, we

1296

are gaining a better understanding of it and we are certainly

And there is a variety of

it

61
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seeing both increased frequency of seismic activity and we

1298

are getting a better understanding of the severity of the

1299

potential threat.

1300

USGS' s release of 'their updated earthquake hazard maps and

1301

some of the statistics that we see just from the last few

1302

years.

1303

And that was mentioned earlier with t.he

So taken in context in Illinois and the central United

1304

States, that area of the country on average from 1981 to 2011

1305

saw an average of 20 earthquakes per year.

1306

year.s we have seen a quintuple increase in the frequency of

1307

earthquakes to the tune of 100 earthquakes per year.

1308

in another itself is certainly concerning but it also

1309

highlights the importance of what we are talking about here.

1310

In the last 3

So this

Now, i t is a little-known fact that the most powerful

1311

earthquake in the continental United States in history

1312

actually happened :Ln the central United St.ates in 1811 and

1313

1812 when a 7.7 magnitude earthquake struck and two

1314

aftershocks.

1315

today in the same area,

1316

total of about $300 billion.

1317

Katrina, the most expensive U.S. disaster in history to date,

1318

was $106 billion.

If a comparable magnitude earthquake struck

it would cause economic damage to the
Put into context, Hurricane

1319

So there is a lot of progress that we can make in a lot

1320

of things that: we have seen to make progress in this area in
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1321

the emergency management community.

1322

the CAPSTONE-14 exercise conducted in June of this year when

1323

we had an opportunity for 2,500 personnel in 20 States to

1324

participate in this 4-day event.

1325

first.-ever multistate common operating picture sharing more

1326

than 13,000 real-time status updates of critical data from

1327

440 counties and 7 impacted States.

1328

launched the first National Resource Database with more than

1329

500 mission-ready packaged asset deploying from 18 different

133.0

States across the country.

1331

for this exercise have fundamentally changed the way we plan

1332

for,

1333

Additionally, we developed awareness campaigns such as the

1334

Great U.S. Shakeout with millions of people participating

1335

across the country.

1336

and created public service announcements to educate those in

1337

areas of the country where the threat still remains a

1338

relative unknown.

1339

A specific example is

We beta-tested the

Additionally, we

The tools and processes created

respond to, and recover from disasters of all types.

We also improved school safety drills

Despite these successes, these efforts also served to

1340

identify gaps in our systems and capabilities, as well as the

1341

inherent weaknesses .in our critical infrastructure and

1342

life-support systems.

1343

because of these issues, right now the track of NEHRP really

1344

threatens to not only lose some of the lessons that we have

1345

learned in recent years but really take us back to a time

The problem in front of us now is,

-~-----~-~~

--•
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that predates the existence of the program.
Some of these problems began with the expiration of the

1347
1348

NEHRP authorization of 2009, as has been discussed

1349

extensively today, and the lack of reauthorization since

1350

then.

1351

priority and balance should be restored in terms of how the

1352

program is governed and funded.

1353

plays a significant role in earthquake preparation response

1354

and mitigation, only 1 of the 15 members of the NEHRP

1355

Advisory Committee actually come from the emergency

1356

management profession.

1357

This program ab~olutely deserves to be a legislative

While emergency management

From a funding perspective, emergency management is also

1358

grossly underrepresent~d, receiving less than 7 percent of

1359

all funds allocated for this part:icular threat.

1360

matters worse, the state-level earthquake program managers

1361

are rapidly disappearing due to a decision by the Federal

1.362

Emergency Management Agency pulling all state funding in

1363

federal fiscal year 2013.

1364:

To make

The need for coordination between all levels of

1365

government has never been greater, and yet the program

1366

continues to lag behind at the federal level because of

1367

FEMA's NEHRP office being buried and fragmented within the

1368

agency.

1369

important for the earthquake consortia located throughout the

1370

State that perform that multistate coordination effort.

This disjointed approach makes it even more

. -

--·

···-----------
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1371

Language related to consortia absolutely needs to be restored

1372

as part of the authorization recognizing these entities as

1373

critical in the process of multistate coordination for these

1374

particular threats and along regional lines.

1375

The most important change in research and development.

1376

measures is a better integration of the components of the

1377

program.

1378

program, not just hazard research, conducts more targeted

1379

risk assessments based on joint evaluations from program

1380

participants.

1381

detailed impact analysis and sect.ors of critical

1382

infrastructure such as road and bridge networks, rail

1383

systems, potable and wastewater systems, voice and data

1384

communications in the national power grid to use the limited

1385

resources that we have on the most i1~portant projects first.

1386
1387
1388

1389

NEHRP was designed to be a hazard reduction

These assessments should be focused on more

I appreciate the time here today and I look forward to

any questions that you _·might have.
[The statement of Mr. Monken follows:]

*************** INSERT 11 ***************
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Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF ANDREWS. WHITTAKER

Mr. WHITTAKER.

Chairman Bucshon, Ranking Member,

Lipinski, and other members of the committee, good morning.
My name is Andrew Whittaker and I am·delighted to appear

1396

befoi::·e you this morning.

1397

engineer employed as a Professor of Civil Engineering in the

1398

Department of Civil, Structural, and Environmental

1399

Engineering at the University at Buffalo and I serve as the

1400

Director of the earthquake-focused center known by the

1401

acronym MCEER.

1402

I am an academic structural

Your letter of invitation asked me to respond to four

1403

specific items in my written testimony and I talk to only one

1404

today, one of the four tod~y for reasons of time.

1405

question is what are your recommendations for research and

14 06

development measures in earthqua.k,e preparation and

1407

mitigation?

And the

1408

The United States Geological Survey is building the

1409

Advanced National Seismic System, as identified previously by

1410

Dr. Applegate.

1411

instruments in the system will permit refinement in the

1412

mapping of the earthquake hazard, the development of improved

Information from these instruments or the
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1413

ground motion prediction equations, and a much better

1414

understanding of how clusters of buildings respond to

1415

earthquakes, and importantly, the successful and complete

1416

deployment of the Advanced National Seismic System by the

141'/

USGS will enable the Earthquake Early Warning System that was

1418

identi~ied previously.

1419

speed originally envisioned and I recommend that ANSS be

1420

completed as quickly as possible and that its maintenance and

1421

use be adequately funded.

ANSS is not being deployed at the

\

1422

Second, the National Science F-oundation has operated the

1423

NEES collaboratory since 2004.

As Professor Ramirez noted,

1424

the equipment sites within the collaboratory offer unique

1425

physical testing capabilities ranging from geotechnical

1426

centrifuges to earthquake simulators to a tsunami wave basin.

1427

University at Buffalo is home to one of these NEES equipment

1428

sites.

1429

that have found their way into our building standards and

1430

building codes already.

1431

September 2014 to be replaced by a smaller number of

1432

equipment sites with an expanded treatment of hazards.

1433

Professor Ramirez identified the benefits of NEES

The NEES collaboratory will end in

It is unclear what the impact on seismic risk reduction

1434

and earthquake resilience will be, but the momentum we have

1435

gained over the past decade will certainly be lost unless the

1436

National Science Foundation's support for earthquake

1437

engineering research is maintained at current levels or
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increa-sed.

1439

Five subject areas deserving of future NEHRP resources

1440

are identified in my written testimony and these cut across

1441

the 18 elements of the National Research Council roadmap.

1442

will focus here on three of th~ five.

1443

Lifelines such as water, gas, and oil pipelines, power

1444

transmission systems, and rail lines and highways and bridges

1445

provide the core of resilience.

1446

thereof has led to significant cascading financial losses in

1447

past earthquakes and their unavailability after an earthquake

1448

dramatically slows response and recovery.

1449

interdependency of lifelines and the regional and national

1450

economic and social impacts of their loss in the event of a

1451

major earthquake are not understood.

1452

focus of NEHRP because they substantially affect earthquake

1453

resilience and in my opinion have received f'ar too little

1454

attention to date.

1455

First,

I

lifelines.

Their failure or part

The

Lifelines should be a

Progress has been made in the domain of

1456

performance-based earthquake engineering through NSF funding,

1457

NEES research, and the FEMA-funded ATC-58 project.

1458

Additional work is needed to refine the tools and calculation

1459

procedures, address other types of buildings and structural

1460

systems to better consider the effects of soil structure

1461

interaction and to extend the products to non-building

1462

structures.
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1463

'Technology tr13-nsfer and earthquake engineering has

1464

traditionally been accomplished by the promulgation of codes,

146.5

standards, and guidelines.

1466

contributions to these standardG, codes, and guidelines, and

1467

these efforts must be continued.

1468

NEHRP has made many significant

In the past 6 years, NIST has sponsored the preparation

1469

of technical briefs that transform basic and applied research

1470

into practical guidance for design professionals, enabling

1471

them to fully leverage federal investments in NSF and USGS,

1472

and this activity rnust also continue.

1473

FEMA plays a critical role in implementing risk

1474

mitigation measures developed by its NEBRP agency partners

1475

and others, and I recommend that ,support for FEMA be

1476

substantially strengthened to enable effective

1477

implementation, which is the key to achieving resilience.

1478

In closing, continued support at NEHRP is vital because

1479

the risk our nation faces measured here inter.ms of economic

1480

loss, busines8 interruption, dislocation of social fabric,

1481

and casualties grows by the day because mission--crit.ical

1482

infr.astructure, property, and population density are

1483

increasing in locations affected by earthquakes.

1484

will not become earthquake-resilient if the NEHRP agency

1485

partnership with the-earthquake professional community is

1486

ended.

1487

Our nation

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
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[The statement of Mr. Whittaker follows:]
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Thank you very much for your

1491

testimony and thank all the witnesses.

And be assured that

1492

your written testimony is critical to the committee even

1493

though we don't have a large number of Members here today.

1494

Your both spoken and written testimony is critical when we

1495

try to reauthorize these programs.

1496

that.

So I wanted you to know

1497

Also, I thank Mr. Monken because this past winter I had

1498

two family members stuck on I-57 for about 12 hours when you

1499

had that big snowstorm.

1500

then but--and your agency was very responsive trying to find

1501

out the status of my family.

1502

there were accidents on 57 and people were· stuck for a long

1503

time, so thank you,

1504

to thank your agency at this point.
Mr.. MONKEN.

1506

Chairman BUCSHON.

1508
1509
1510

It was about 10 below 0 and

And I will take that personal privilege

1505

1507

But··-I don't know if you were there

You are very welcome, sir.
And I am going to remind the Members

that the committee rules limit questioning to 5 minutes.
The Chair at this point will recognize himself for 5
minutes.

And I will direct this to Dr. Ramirez.

And I say this a little tongue-in-cheek, are all the

1511

major problems in earthquake engineering solved and should we

1512

now focus on solving problems in response and recovery?

1513

Mr. RAMIREZ.

Thank you, Chairman,

for the question.

1514

To improve the resilience of our society,

it is
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1515

important not only to facilitate the road to recovery but

1516

also to limit the amount of damage that occurs after an

1517

event.

1518

not only in identifying the vulnerable infrastructure,

1519

assessing it properly, and then putting in place measures to

1520

upgrade its performance.

1521

area and should be continued.

1522

And here is where mitigation playo a critical role

Chairman BUCSHON.

Work is very much needed in that

And Purdue has--also to you, Dr.

1523

Ramirez, Purdue has pledged to increase the number of

1524

engineers graduated.

1525

engineering.students participate in the research funded by

1526

the Natiorial Science Foundation grant to Purdue and NEES, and

1527

how does that contribution to their success--how does that

152fl

contribute to the.i.r success post-graduation?

1529

Mr. RAMIREZ.

How do undergraduate and graduate

Thank you.

The contribution is essent.ial

1530

in the development of the conduct of the research.

They do

1531

it at various levels.

1532

NEES is the research experience for undergraduates.

1533

the program was instituted a.bout 8 yea.rs or so ago, close to

153·4

700 undergraduates have benefited from this experience.

1535

those, fully half of them hc1.ve continued to do research as

1536

graduate students in the earthquake engineering field.

1537

Furthermore, in. these last 2 years, graduates from the REU

1538

program ha.ve been now graduate students mentoring. current REU

1539

students.

One of the most successful programs in

Since

Of
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The graduate students are the blood of the research that
fully including Ph.D.'s and

1541

is conducted throughout NEES,

1542

masters.

1543

Purdue.

1544

into academia and are now many of them research~rs in NEES as

1545

well.

Over 1,200 of them have gotten their degrees to

Of the Ph.D. students, 75 percent of them have g~me

1546

Chairman BUCSHON.

Thank you very much.

1547

And this would be for all witnesses.

What is the

1548

greatest weakness in the current approach to earthquake

1549

mitigation?

Anyone want to tackle the question?

1550

Mr. Monken.

1551

Mr. MONKEN.

So, first off,

1552

operations center all night.

1553

made it out at about 5:00 a.m.--

1554

Chairman.BUCSHON.

1555

Mr. MONKEN.

1556

I was 1.n the emergency

I didn't sleep until everyone

You remember that,

Every--absolutely.

right?

January 6 I will not

forget.

1·557

Chairman BUCSHON.

1558

Mr. MONKEN.

Yeah.

I think for--when it comes to mitigation

1559

the hard part is the size of the elephant is enormous and

1"560

trying to prioritize those efforts is where we run into

1561

significant issues,.

1562

and there aren't enough programs in the world to address them

1563

all.

1564

members of the NEHRP really comes down to a more tcn:geted

There is not enough funding in the world

And I think the untapped potential that exists with the
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1565

approach of risk assessment as we go through and identify the

1566

projects that are most critical.

1567

lifeline sources, that was articulated well by many of the

1568

witnesses here today,

1569

be able to try and address some of the systemic weaknesses

1570

that exist within the systems I think will have the most

1571

significant impact in terms of loss of life and property.

1572

that prioritization I think in mitigation is the biggest

1573

shortfall that we had today to make sure that we are making

1574

the best use of limited assets.

So when we look at those

starting with some of thm:e systems to

.-

1575
15'76

1577

Chairman BUCSHON.

How _do we do that?

So

How do we make

that happen?
Mr. MONKEN,

I think with a greater integration when we

1578

look at things J.ike the exercises that we conduct and a

1579

better integration with the private sector.

1580

exercise. we conducted ·was extremely valuable because we had

1581

45 companies running parallel exercises simultaneously to

1582

give us a better and more detailed understanding of that 85

1583

percent of all critical infrastructure that resides within

1584

the private sector.

1585

their efforts and we can do a better assessment holistically

1586

if we see that better cross-section of the research community

1587

embedded within the exercise programs of emergency management

1588

as well,

1589

So

Chairman BUCSHON.

So the last

they can help us prioritize some of

Anyone else have any comments?
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Dr. Savage.

1591

Mr. SAVAGE.

74

I think the uncertainty in the NEHRP

1592

organizations based on the lack of authorization of the

1593

program is a tremendous threat, and I think that action that

1594

yo:u all are looking at is probably in·the near term the most

1595

important thing that can be done.

1596

Chairman BUCSHON.

1597

Mr. WHITTAKER.

Thank you.

Dr. Whittaker, you have--

Just a short comment.

You asked what is
I would say not

1598

t-he greatest weakness in risk mitigation?

1599

knowing our exposure.

1600

example of the port.s of L.A. and Long Beach through which 40

1601

percent of our nation's imports flow.

1602

ports would have a catastrophic financial impact on our

1603

nation, not just Southern California but the impact would

1604

stretch all the way across the country.

1605

know what those impacts would be.

We don't know the

1606

interdependency of the lifelines.

And until we know that,

1607

is difficult to develop cost-effective mitigation strategies.

And in my written testimony have an

1608

Chairman BUCSHON.

1609

I now recognize Mr. Lipinski.

1610

Mr. LIPINSKI.

The loss of those

We just don't yet

Thank you.

I want to start off by thanking Dr.

1611

Ramirez for emphasizing the need for more training more

1612

engineers in our country.

1613

in our nation and we need more engineers in Congress also I

1614

think.

We certainly need more engineers

it
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Director Monken, I want to also thank you for your

1616

se:r:vice to our nation and your service now to the State of

1617

Illinois.

1618

story he relayed, you are doing a good job there in some very

1619

tough times.

1620

Obviously from what Chairman Bucshon was--the

One question I wanted to ask Director Monken, how is

1621

the--how is your work with the Federal Government?

1622

more that the Federal Government can be doing, sort of

1623

coordinating with States?

1624

recommend?

1625

Mr. MONKEN.

Is there

Is there anything that you would

Yeah, I think there is a couple.issues that

1626

are out there right now.

1627

Program is not treated similarly to other catastrophic

1628

hazards, specifically hurricane is an example.

1629

National Earthquake Program does not have a dedicated program

1630

manager; there is not an S'rS-level individual at FEMA

1631

dedicated to the earthquake program.

1632

in Mitigation, which is not obviously an unimportant

1633

component of what we a.re talking about.

1634

important.

1635

presence in Mitigation, it doesn't give it full access to the

1636

capacity of FEMA as the hurricane program has in the response

1637

and recovery division in terms of access to funding,

1638

additional resources, things like that.

1639

One is that the National Earthquake

So the

It is currently housed

It is hugely

However, it does not give--because of its

And then as I mentioned in my testimony, the removal of
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1640

funding directly to States to fund earthquake program

1641

managers at the state l~vel being pulled in fiscal year 2013

1642

has really created a situation now where we have very, very

1643

limited engagement.

1644

that don't have an earthquake program manager than FEMA

1645

regions that do, and that is a huge problem because that is

1646

the point of coordination for emergency management nationally

1647

and it also underscoreo the importance of these consortia,

1648

the three earthquake consortia located throughout the United

1649

States that are region-Gpecific.

1650

incredible task of that state-to-state coordination and yet

1651

have not seen any changes int.heir funding or programmatic or

1652

policy-level support in the past 20 years.

1653

emphasis on some of those grassroots coordinating programs I

1654

think has had a detrimental effect.

1655

Mr. LIPINSKI,

Right now, there are more FEMA regions

And they perform an

So the lack of

And one other quest,ion I wanted to ask,

1656

as you notice a theme here,

1657

social scientist.

1658

science aspects of--in the issue we are dealing with and the

1659

research and how you deal with the human element.

1660

I·am an engineer.

I am also a

I have always asked about the social

So I want to start with Director Monken.

What kind of

1661

work do you do to try to ensure that people of the State of

1662

Illinois understand the risks.from earthquakes?

1663

a--do you find this to be a big problem?

1664

are going to think more about tornadoes than they do about

Is this

I know most people

77
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earthquakes, but how does all of that come together?

1666

what you do in terms of trying to make people aware of the

1667

risk and also to prepare in--so that they know what to do in

1668

case there is a major earthquake?

1669

Mr. MONKEN.

Yes, sir.

And

It is a great question and I

1670

think it is accurately highlighted as a significant issue.

1671

We have had_ 11 declaI·ed disasters in Illinois in the last 5

1672

years,- none of which were earthquakes, so that is really

1673

where a lot of the emphasis happened.

1674

the public awareness campaigns that we have done, the areas

1675

where we have had specific success is certainly wi~hin

1676

schools and that is where Chairman Bucshon was right on.

1677

Elementary school students, these are the folks actually

1678

retain this information for the rest of their lives.

1679

have made up their minds for all intents and purposes.

1680

trying to reach out to students and educate them on those

1681

threats, there is tb.e educational component that exists with

1682

it and that extends through the development and training of

1683

engineers at all levels.

1684

are important.

1685

But I think some of

Adults

In

All those levels of understanding

We also saw that our PSAs were actually generated by

1686

high school and college students in the States, so we

168'7

actually put it to them to come up with public awareness

1688

campaigns, videos, and radio bits that were much moro

1689

effective in actually reaching their peers instead of a
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1690

government person like myself trying to relate to a

1691

12-year-old and telling them why this is important.

1692

another one of their fellow students communicate that message

1693

to them.

1694

Have

And the Shakeout grew from j:ust a handful of, you know,

1695

a few thousand people the first yea.r to the annua1

1696

competition between Illinois and Indiana to see who can get

1697 .more people to participate and over 10 million people
1698

participating nationally last year, those a:r'e successes that

1699

really need to be reinforced.

1700

Mr. LIPINSKI.

Thank you, and I appreciate all of the

1701

witnesses' comments on NEHRP, and again I emphasize that

1702

hopefully we will get reauthorizati.on done.

1703

of your comments have·· -are very helpful to us as we work to

1704

move that forward.

1705

So I yield back.

1706

Chairman BUCSHON.

1707

I recognize Mr. Hultgren.

1708

Mr. HULTGREN.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

for being here.

And I think all

Thank you so much,

1709

panel,

I think this is really important for

1710

us to be able to hear how NEHRP affects practitioners,

1711

especially those at, you know, state and local level, really

1712

on the ground, so I really thank you.

1713

to thank Dr. Monken.

1714

your service to our country and to our State, and please say

And I especially want

So good to have you here.

I appreciate

1715

79
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hi to yo~r family back in St. Charles as well.

1716

Mr. MONKEN.

1717

Mr. HULTGREN.

1718

Director Monken, I wanted to address a couple questions

Yes, sir.
I

Will do.

am glad you are here.

1719

to you first if I could.

1720

program.produce actionable data for the emergency management

1721

community?

1722

and utilized, and how are technical guidance, behavior

1723

research, and other information produced by NEHRP agencies

1724

shared with local stakeholders?

1725

First, does NEHRP program--does the

If so, what types of data are produced, shared,

Mr. MONKEN.

So the answer is yes and no,

So there is

1 726

actually an inc1:edible amount of information and data that is

1727

generated from the entities that are represented here as

1728

witnesses today and many other folks who are not, but: the

1'729

hard part is turning information into intelligence, and the

1730

difference is whether or not it is actionable.

1731

gotten a good partnership with U.S. Geological Survey.

1732

had been able to use some of there what they call the PAGER

1733

prog·ram where people can actually report ground shake from

1734

their mobile phones to give us a clear picture of what is

1735

happening and to what extent the ground is shaking.

1736

things are all very, very important.

1737

What we want to

do

And we have

We

Those

is tie it together in a more

1738

practical sense and have a more collaborative outreach

1739

between emergency management to make sure that those efforts

~----
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1740

are as integrated as possible to make sure that the time

1741

being spent on research is targeted to the areas with

1742

greatest impact in terms of lives and property saved and

80

1743 - really trying to make sure that it is more of a user-defined
1 744

1745

system ..
So some of the information-sharing that we pilot-tested

1 '746

during the exercises here was unprecedented.

1747

and forty counties in seven States have never shared data in

1'748

any way, shape, or form in any disaoter in D.S. history.

1749

can't overstate the importance of that.

1750

community absolutely needs to be integrated into that process

1751

to make sure that the models tha.t are being generated and

1752

research are being compared and utilized to effectively

1753

execute the exercise.

1754

Mr. HULTGREN.

Four hundred

But the research

Is there an openness you think for that,

1755

first of all recognizing that the successes of the pilot

1756

program but then seeing potential hurdles and dealing with

1757

those hurdles?

1758

we help?

1759

Mr. MONKEN.

I

Is there an openness there?

Yes, sir.

I guess how can

Well, certainly the

1760

reauthorization of the program is hugely important and some

1761

of the changes I mentioned at FEMA I think would go a long

1762

way to making sure we are doing that, and then supporting the

1763

consortia because that is--CUSEC, the Central United States

1764

Earthquake Consortium that Illinois and Indiana are part of,
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was actually the organization that ran that exercise.

l'/66

wasn't a federally led effort.

1767

success is absolutely important.

1768

81

It

So reinforcing that type of

But I think it is fertile ground.

Everybody wants the

1769

same thing when it comes down to it.

1770

sure, as I mentioned, the NEHRP Advisory Council out of 15

1771

people only has one emergency manager on it..

1772

difficult to understand local and state impact when they are

1773

not represented on that group that is consulting on how we

1774

should be guiding the program.

1775

The hard part is making

It is very

So that is hugely important.

But I think it is fertile ground to do it and I think

1776

the folks that are doing the research, they want that input;

1777

they want· that interplay because·it only makes their research

1778

more targeted and more effective 1ust like we want access to

1779

that information to build our exercises around and then

1780

ultimately compare that to. a real-world event.

1781

Mr. HULTGREN.

Dr. Monken, I wondered if you could

1782

address--quickly, we touched on this a little bit--but if you

1783

could talk a little bit more about the state of research and

1784

development for hazard mitigation tools and products.

1785

activities must meet the needs of state and local officials

1786

who must prepare their communities for disaster and help them

1787

respond.

1788

needs and how could efforts be better aligned?

These

How well do NEHRP activities meet state and local
We kind of

-------~-~HSY210.150
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1789

touched on that already, but what are the lessons that··can be

1790

drawn from the resilience demonstrated in responding to a

1791

moderate earthquake and in preparing for a great one?
Mr. MONKEN.

1792

So I think the issues that we have seen

1793

that we have run into is in large part some of the state and

1794

local mitigation programs are very compartmentalized.

1795

each of the programs or proposals are analyzed individually.

1796

So as we go through the FEMA proceso for spending mitigation

1797

dollars, each program is evaluated on its own merits without

1798

a great deal of consideration for the interconnectivity with

1799

corresponding projects in the same a1:ea of impact within the

1800

same scope of the hazard.

So

1801

So I think that component needs to be brought to bear in

1802

more detail, not to mention the fact that in many cases if it

1803

is the private sector that benefits specifically from it, so

1804

if it is a utility company that has a mitigation project they

1805

want to do, that is not something that we do within the

1806

federal mitigation program.

1807

efforts to make sure that we don't build, as we like to say,

1808

cylinders of excellence or these individual silos that

1809

are--that have these pockets of competency that aren't really

1810

tied into the interconnectivity of these lifeline systems

1811

that are out there?
So that is where the private sector outreach comes into

1812

1813

So how do we coordinate their

play.

So utility companies alone, there are 3,000 utility
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1814

providers in t:he country, and trying to tie those folks

1815

together is difficult .but they are willing participants to do

1816

it.

1817

earthquake like this hit the central United States, power

1818

would be out for 6 to 9 months, not days or weeks.

1819

And I think some of the issues are really known.

. Mr,

HULTGREN.

Yeah.

Well, my time

lS

If an

coming to a

Thank you again, all of you, for being here.

1820

close.

1821

appreciate your input on this important program.

I

1B22

Thank you.

I yield back.

1823

Chairman BUCSHON.

1B24

At this point I will thank all the witnesses for your

Thank you.

1825

valuable testimony.

1826

testimony--your spoken testimony is very important to the

1827

committee and for the members for their questions.

1828

Like I said, your written

The members of tho committee may have additional

1829

questions for you and we will ask you to respond in writing.

1830

The record will remain open for 2 weeks for additional

1831

comments and written questions from members.

1832

1833
1834
1835

At this point the witnesses are excused and the hearing
is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:49 a.m., the Subcommittee was
adjourned.]
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August 28, 2014
Dr. Pramod P, Khargonekar
Assistant Director
Directorate of Engineering
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 2223 0
Dear Dr. Khargonekar,
On behalf of the Subcommittee on Research and Technology, I want to express my
appreciation for your participation in the July 29, 2014 hearing titled, u A Review of the Nation.al
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program."

I have attached a verbatim electronic transcript of the hearing for your review. The
Committee's rule pe1taining to the printing of transcripts is as follows:
The transcripts of those hearings conducted by the Committee and Subcommittees shall
be published as a substantially verbatim account of remarks actually made during the
proceedings, subject only to technical, grammatical, and typographical corrections
authorized by the person making the remarks involved
Transcript edits> if any, should be submitted no later than September 11, 2014. If no edits
are received by the above date, I will presume that you have no suggested edits to the transcript.
I am also enclosing questions submitted for the record by Members of the Committee.
These are questions that the Members were unable to pursue during the time allotted at the hearing,
but felt were important to address as part of the official record. Responses to the enclosed questions
·
must be received no later than September 11, 2014,
All transcript edits should be submitted to me and directed to the attention of Christian
Rice at Christian.Rice@mail.house.gov. If you have any further questions or concerns> please
·
contact Mr. Rice at 202.225,6371.

Dr. Pramod P, Kb.argonekar
Aiigust 28, 2014
Page2

Thank you again for your testimony.
Sincerely,

.

J~Bucshon
· Chairman

Subcommittee on Research

and Technology
cc: Rep. Dan Lipinski
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Research and Technology
Enclosures: Transcript

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
"A Review of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program"
Dr. Pramod P. K.hargonekar, Assistant Director, Directorate of Engineering, National Science
Foundation
Question submitted by Rep. Larry Bucshon, Chairman, Subcommittee on Research and
Technology
1. Following~up on my question during the hearing, please provide a list of the research and
development being supported thmugh NEHRP related to lifelines in a seismic event.
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6

House of Representatives~

7

Subcomniitte-e on Research and Technology

8

Commit.tee on Sc:ience, Space, and Technology

9

Washington, D.C.

10

ALPINGER

The Subcommit.t.ee met, pursuant to call, at 10!04 a .. m.,

1.1

in Room 2318 of th~ Rayburn Rouse Office Building, Hon. L,;1rry

12

Bucshon. [Chalxma.n of tl1e Subcommittee] _presiding.
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Chairman BCTCSHON.

352

I now recognize Dr. Khargnnekar fox his testimony ..

·• ··•···-

_..,. l· .•..

20'

Thank you, Dr. Hayes.
I

l~

353

354

STATEMENT OF PAA.MOD KHARGONEKAR

Mr.. KEAROONEKAR.

,.i

Chairman Bucshon, · F;anking Member

355

Lipinski, and other distinguished members of the

356

subcom:nittee, it is my pleasure to be able to testify.before

.

\

357\ you toda.y on the topic of National Science Foundation's

358 .activities in earthquake hazards reduction.
359
360

I am Pramod

Khargoneka:r, Assistant .Director for Engineering at NSF.
Since the start of NEBRP, NSF has.supported a broad

36l

range of fu:n.damental research in geosciences·, engineering,

362

and social sciences relevant to the understanding of the

363

causes and impacts of earthquakes.

3:64

provides support for education of new scientists and

365

engineers). the integration. of :reseai·ch· and education, and

366

outreach to professionals and the public.

367

very briefly like to outline NSF 1 s NEHRP efforts related to

368

facilities, research, and coordination.

369

The Foundation also

T-oq.ay, ·1 would

NSF funds thJ:ee- distributed multiuser national

370

facilities that support critical hmdameµtal research

371

relevant to NEBRP,

372

Earthquake Engineering Simulation:, or NEES, ~, ei..:..edet&..g..

3 73

Factttt±@ fot Ch€ Ad0iifuelfianL=e:i; Goosciene:e-"ttl;1cl ~ ,

The George E. Brown, Jr. Network for

c;eoctes:1 IJ.cJua(lcrj

6'eosc/e,y;ces.

an; Celr'f-h S, C "f c'.,J
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374

or GAGE, and the Seismological Facilities for the Advancement

375

of Geoscience and EartbScope, or SAGE.

376

NEES currently provides access to 14 earthquake

377

simulation experimental facilities located in eight States-

378

The NEES facilities include shake tables 1 large-scale labs,

3'?9

ge.otechnical centrifuges, field _testing equipment, and a

380

tsunami wave basin.

381

through an award at Purdue University covering the fiscal

382

years 2010 to 2014,

383

strategy for the future of NEES operations, which will

384:

include NSF support for multiple NEES awards•managed under a

385

single ~-ranL
c;ia,

r

NEES operations are currently supported

Following 2014 1 NSF has···updated its

Th±s st:ra:tegy maintains the NSF commitment

_u0-..ke

. res ear ch and infrastructure while aligning it

386

t ~ · · - ·,;_

387

more strategically under a multi-hazards app·roach.

388

389

The GAGE and SAGE facilities provide key data,
instrumentation, and· .educational. in£ormation and basic.
:resea:r:ch a.nd education in. the Ea.r.th sciences.

Of particula.r

relevance t;o N.EBRP, SAGE supports the Global Seismographic.
392

Network, GSN, a worldwide array of 153 perma:ne11t seismic

393

stations funded by NSF and USGS with additional support from

394

the Department$. of Energy, State, and Defe11.se.

395

Complementing these facilities, NSF funds a wide range

396

of fundamental research into the processes th?tt drive and

397

control earthquakes and into the impacts of earthquakes on

398

the built environment.

This includes individual

.·::···.. ,.

.,,~--·
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investigative grantsr research centers, and a ·va:riety of

400

research collaborations.

401·

22

NSF also supports rapid response activities to gather

402 . dat·a £:com disaster -sites uaing its RAPID funding mechanism,

403

In the.response. to recent. earthquakes in.New Zealand and

404

Japan, NSF supported over 30 RAPID awards.

405

An.other research effort conducted in partnership by NSF

406

and USGS is EarthScope, an Earth science program to explore

407

the structure of North America and provide a framework of

408

broaci. in;:e9rated studies.

409

are developing a comprehensive understanding of the

410

structu.re,·dynamics, and evolution of North America.

411

· NSF supports multiagency colJ.aborat:ton · on '.NEHRP

Scientists using EaxthScope data

412

activities through a variety of matters.

413

research collaboration{ NSF activity contributes to the NBHRP
"·
Program Coordination Working Group and.the Interagency

·414
415
416

417
.418
419

In addition to

Coordinating Commitfee.
Finally, NSF staff regularly briefa the NEBR)? Advisory

·committee·for earthquake hazards reduction and responds\~·

recommendations fer NSF.
In closing, I would like to leave you with two quick

420

examples of some recent achievernents of NSF~funded grantees.

421

NSF-funded-researchers have disc"overed· how to make

422

underground water lines that' bend and 1nove rathex than anap

423

and r1.1pture in an .earthquake.,

The Cornell team found that.

.i

-.-_.·.·.·.:: ··:-,::-:·:
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medium and high density polyethylene pipelines

425

eve11 ·when the Earth· liquefies- .and sltlfts.

426.

Angeles is now installing these· pipelines :l.11.

427

Tull!lel, which provides half the city's water ·supply.

The second example concerns ports.

42~

23

v!J-,

intact

424

428

'.

Los

ln 2005 NSF

supported a xesearch project led by Qeorgia Tech which

430 · ex.a.mined the seismic -vu_lnerability of ports,

Project

431 ·-researchers found that a majority of the ports. lo_cated in the

432° ·"-i:1.reas of bigh seismic risk had either no or only informal
433'

se~smic risk m-itigation plans.

Utilizir:1g unique NSES

434

facilities, the project team developed a-new approach for

435

assessing and managing seismic risk in container ports.

436

-:")~;r:- ~ ;_ Chai:r:i.nan 1 NEHRP is a .strong and dynamic :program .at

437

NSF andwe hope to continue t.o support :research, education,

438

and facilities to mitigate the impacts of earthquake hazards,

439

·r

440

reauthorization of the _program and appreciate the opportur1i ty

441

to testify today.

. 442

443

thank the Subcommittee for. considering priorities for

Thank you,.

["rhe statement of. Mr. Khargonekar follows! J
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.

Chairman BUCSEON.

Thank you very much.

I would like to
i

thank the witnesses fo:r their testimony.

633

!

.,

J am reminding the members that committee rules· 1imit

634

I
I

questioning to 5 minutes.

63'-5

636 ·the round of quest.ions.

The Chair

~t

!

this point will open·

The Chair. recognizes himself for.5

·minutes,

637

638

Dr. Hayes notes in his testimony that maintain:i:.ng the

639.

serviceability of lifeline .systems is c:c:l.tical to societ_al

640! resilience.

Whctt._J;esearch and_ development is being Si.lpported

i

641

through NEHRP related to lifelines in a seismic event and

642

what more needs to be done?

64~

644

1·

l

i

l

I will address that t:o Dr.

_Khargonekar first.
Mr. ICETARGONEKAR ...

Chairman Buc.shon, that is a very, very

645

import.ant question,

We are· funding research in th1s. area at

646

a number of institutions across the research universities in

647

the United States.

I don 1 t have a list.of projects that we

648 .;;i.re funding1 but just.to.go back to the example I gave
·
r
.
·tit is
649 about--en: hi$~ density polyethylene pipes Js a major impact
650
651 ·

off_ the kind of

1

w~rk that NSF haa supported in th.i,s space.

Chairman BUCSHON·.

You might just· -when you do ·have that -

_652. list mightjus:t submit, that for th.e record so we will have
653
654

655
656

that in the Congressional record what you are d~i:ng; ·
· Anyone else have any other comments?

Dr. Hayes 1 you madethis--you mentioned thi_s in your
testimony. ·
i .
I

..

~

.. : : ...

.'·.

~

.

'

... ·•·····.··, ·.

···..::l

.
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3.9

of the countries you mentioned, particularly ~ew·zealand.and

783. . Japan.

They_ are not identical.

.!

They have· evol~Ied i11

· --··-':rfa4:' :ilightly different ways I J::rut the ea:r:thquake_· professional
785

co1nmunity around· the world is extremely close-kriit ancf.the

786 _ provisions that are iri one country will bear a striking

787
788

resemblanr:::e quite often to provisions in another country.
The '.NEHRP agencies try to. study the earthquake ev-en,ts

789

that
occur in other
countries to try to learn f:rom them,
.
'
.

7_90

:parti.cularly when the building codes in those countries lead

791

to construction that is very simil~r to what we see in oltr

792

country.

7 93

occurred down in Chile _that led to a lot of interest here in

794

the United States and also the one in New Zealand that

795

occurred that--:i.n Christchurch.

796

And we are very conscious of the earthquake that

And in Christchurch,· frankly we haven 1 t yet had a chance·

797

to study that much.about it, but a couple of things that have

798

leaped out at us about Christchurch is that the liquefaction

799

tha·t occurred in the area is ve:ry similar to liquefaction

800

that could occur in many earthquake-prone ai-eas in our

-soi

And. }::he

coul'ltry, particularly in the middle U11i ted States.

802

older buildings in Christchurch that were severely damaged

$03

------c..---..c~--..::

ng resemblance to the kinds of brittle or
J.ildings that you would see in many citie.s in the
.

8

906

.

.

and I think there is a lesson there that we
all carry that these older buildings are really something

'.
;

. ·.· ~.::·~·.-.~.- :-:· ... ~.:

. ·-: . ·,

•'

'·.

···::·.·•:;:_-_:.
~
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832

have now beeu· set.

And we would look to the kinds of things

833

that we will learn .from Christchurch a11.d' Chile in ternis of·

834

what. it ·would mean to 'inform the riext cycle ..

[

l'

I
I

'

!
iI

,·
}
i

Mr •. LIPINSKI.

83.6

.Chairman BUCSHON.

Thank you ..

I .will just--Chair--Dr. Khargonekar, go ahead.

·837
8 3 8. .

'

Thank. you.

83-5

Mr. K."iARGONEKAR. • We 11 r I just want~ -you· kno"{, in the

839

.
.
.
.
. ..
spirit.
of
the
question,
I
would
like
to
'
. a.,,
. ' offer an example.

840

supported-ilxm-J?Il) response team in Hawaii and Oregon State. to.

1341

performf'high :r:esol1.1tion survey of damagep coastline around

.

~

We

'

842 · Japan after the Tohoku :Earthquake . . Now, _cutting long story

843

short, they have c.ol lected <la.ta and their results are now . ·

844

being used by the committee worl<:ing on Chapter 6 on· ·tsunami

845

loads and effects for ASCE 7 standards,

846

that ~ ~ r e a t ex.ample where we fund research to go

847

c o l l ~ t a , do all the work, and it cOmes b

848

So we think that

So we think that once the ASCE 7 standa:r;ds a

849

will improve the-whole -building code in that

850

aecti6n..

851
852

·

-ect.

CfM., ·..:.t·

Thank you.

M:r. LIPINSKI..

Tha:nk you.

. Chairman BUCSHON •

Thank you ..

853

I .uow recognize Mr. Johnson for

854

Mr , JOHNSON OF OHIO. · Thank you, Mx.

855

want to thank ou~ panel for being with ua

S56

~-in~/-6-.-e-

You know, while your agencies are

questioning.'

And I

e four NEHRP

'

l

.

..·.... ,- .-.-.- .

.:-., ·:·:. -· ..

,· -·-.:·,•.·.,•-;,
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some ·of thes~ aor~ of very

882

research looking at particularly

883

long-teim--you know, the Black sw.an type events and evepts in.

884

the eastern and central united States, so a number· of other

885

agencies that play a key role here.

6$6

Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

887

A.TJ.ybody else?

888

Mr. KHARGONEKAR.

· 889

Okay.

L

i
1~

Thank you.

O;o. the disaster recovery side of th$

.

problem, we work closely"

er agencies such

~~-

890

Department of Transportat

891-

developing plans on how one would recover from disasters.

-

on

.

We

have ongoing research projects and acti vi.ties that bring

893

together these communities.
Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

894
895

896

Okay..

All right.

Well, thank ·

you.

shifting gears just a little bit, talking about

897

earthquake hazard mitigation,· what type of research in your

8 98

opinion is needed t.o better understand and encourage people

$99

to adopt earthquake hazard mitigation measures?

900

is our greatest weakness in terms of our current approach to.

90i

earthquake mitigation?

902·

Mr. WRIGHT.

Well, I will.start.

I mean what

It is-~the country's

903

understanding of risk is a very difficult thing to somehow

904

pierce through.

905

hazards by which they may understand th~t there :is a hazard

906

that could affect them but they somellow believe that it won't

We see thii,; across ·many

OF

27-

· .·,:

the natural

l-

r

,.··.'.:

_:... .- . ·......

1-.·.·

;

.
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.i
907

necessa:rily irnpact them the day that it occurs, this kind·of

·908 · cognitive dissonance that s_its there.

And so it ·.is. that kin~

909 : of pa:i::tne:r:-ship that ·goes towards that so~ial science research
.!'

910

that helps us get past tJ:tose _next kind of pieces.
i

You look across the N.'ation and, as I was showing the map

911

I

912

of it earlier, about- -there are high seisU\ic :dsks in pa:rts

913

of the country, yet·the element that we know does the most .:t.o

!

914

help mitigate that relat_ed to building oodes, many have not

i'

915

chosen y~t to adopt those.

916

WB

917

Science Foundation, but others· as well in te.rms of how do we

91S

link what

919

side?

I•

920

921
922

11-..nd so these elements are things
.
contim.ie to collaborate, ·particularly with the Nc:itional

we.

know.on the seismic side with the.social science

Mr. JOHNSON OF OHIO.

So it is

kind of ' ' it is not

likely to.happen l:a me'' syndrome. that .we are dealing with?
Mr. WR1GB.T. • That is· exactly the case..

And ·we struggle

923

with this across a whole. range @f hazards that we would deal ·

.924

with in an em<:!rgency management space, but these kind of

925

no-notice events that happen on sort of a p1ever.e or

926

catastrophic level on a far less frequent basis really allow

927

people~s attention to them to ~rode.

928

Mr. KHARGON:EKAR.

I would like to just.add a few

comments to what was stated.

You know, one of the questions

you cuay·ask is what is the impact of having insurance on
people's behavior in· adoption of sol utiona?

So

.no ~ a c t

I

.. ·-·::-.::;.;,·-·.

'--+-------~-..·-----· ·.... '··.,·
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932 ~-· ~coll_aborative _research~ with colleagues in New Zealand

v'1:y

similar _to the United States'

933

because their situation is

934.

situation with respect to· insurance..,;....a.aa we €¼re funding
~i,..'ovvh \-,n. ·
_
·
·
:g:es,,.~at?eih, we are collecting data from Christchurch to see

!-

935
· 936

-·

· what was the.. impact of having different kinds of insurance. on

937 ·people's- behaviors and decisions,. so it i$ sort of the
938 · social·, behavioral -science type of actiyJty, and that

939

complements what was said earlier.

940. ·

So do you have any examples of

·. 94:l

low~hanging fruit in overcoming that risk avoidance or -

_942

lackadai;:Cciai atti.t:~ude

94·3

way to phrase it.

· 94_4
94.-5

.I

Mr. JOHNSON .OF· OHIO.

that?

:if you will?

I guess that is a good

Al.1.y ideas on how we go abo1.it

penetrating

You talked about some of :them but-Mr, w:R.IGl--I':(.

r

think part of what ··we have found when we

946

deal with these issues some of it happens from a-grassroots

94 7

perspective bu:t local· elected leaders and particularly the_

948

economic driveJ:-s in the ~--ommunity often are the kind of pl.ace

949

by which they are able to provide the kind of leadership in a

950

State--you look at--_there are particular things that happen

951

in some of the major industries that are in the Memphis area

952

and how they began to rea11y lean fo.rward in this · space and

953

wo:rk with those local electives to pay more attention to this

954

kind of risk.

955

Mr. ,:ro:am-SON OF OBlO'

956

Mr. · Chairman, I yield back. ·

Okay -

Well f thank you.

!
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House Committee on Science, Space and Technology Subcommittee on Research and
Technology
"A Review of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program"
Pramod P. Khargonekar, Assistant Director, Directorate of Engineering, National Science
Foundation
Questions submitted by Rep. Larry Bucshon, Chairman,
Subcommittee on Research and Technology

Following up on my questions during the hearing, please provide a list of the research and
development being supported through NEHRP related to lifelines in a seismic event.

National Science Foundation Support for Impacts of Seismic Events on Lifelines in the
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program

The National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years

2009-2013 (Reference 1) addresses earthquake mitigation of critical infrastructure lifelines
through the Plan's following strategic priorities and goals/objectives:
•

One of the nine Strategic Priorities: "Develop guidelines for earthquake-resilient lifeline
components and systems/'

•

•

Goal A, Objective 2: Advance understanding of earthquake effects on the built
environment: "NEHRP will support basic research to advance scientific and engineering
knowledge of earthquake effects on the built environment. This research will contribute
to developing cost-effective design methodologies and technologies for mitigating these
effects on soils, lifelines, existing structures, and new construction."
Goal B, Objective 8: Develop tools to improve the seismic performance of critical
infrastructure: "NEHRP will use the results of basic research in earthquake-resistant
design and construction to develop technologies and measures suitable for system-wide
mitigation in new and existing infrastructure lifelines ... and critical facilities (e.g.,
facilities critical to public health, business continuity, or key economic or governmental
functions}."

2

The NEHRP Strategic Plan, published in 2008, links infrastructure lifelines to critical
infrastructure as defined by the Department of Homeland Security's National Infrastructure
Protection Plan, 2006 {Reference 2). This critical infrastructure includes communications,
energy, transportation, and water and wastewater systems.
NSF supports research on earthquake effects on lifelines through special program solicitations,
core research programs, rapid response research (RAPID} grants, and the George E. Brown, Jr.
Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES} lifelines facility at Cornell University
supported during fiscal years 2005 - 2014 under the NSF NEES operations umbrella award
0927178 to Purdue University.

The attachment provides a list of active NSF awards that

include a research focus on the impacts of seismic events on lifelines and recently expired NSF
RAPID awards of short duration that investigated the impacts on lifelines of major seismic
events during 2010 - 2011 in Haiti, Chile, Japan, and New Zealand.

Special Solicitations
As FY 2013 and FY 2015 activities, NSF program solicitations 12-610 and 14-581,
Interdisciplinary Research in Hazards and Disasters (Hazards SEES}., are a joint activity among
the Directorates for Geosciences (GEO); Computer and Information Science and Engineering
{CISE}; Engineering (ENG); Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS); Social, Behavioral and
Economic Sciences {SBE); and the Office of Integrative and International Affairs {OIIA). Below is
a synopsis of this solicitation:
"The overarching goal of Hazards SEES is to catalyze well-integrated interdisciplinary
research efforts in hazards-related science and engineering in order to improve the
understanding of natural hazards and technological hazards linked to natural
phenomena, mitigate their effects, and to better prepare for, respond to, and recover
from disasters. The goal is to effectively prevent hazards from becoming disasters.
Hazards SEES aims to make investments in strongly interdisciplinary research that will
reduce the impact of such hazards, enhance the safety of society, and contribute to
sustainability. The Hazards SEES program is a multi-directorate program that seeks to:
{1) advance understanding of the fundamental processes associated with specific
natural hazards and technological hazards linked to natural phenomena, and their
interactions; (2) better understand the causes, interdependences, impacts and
cumulative effects of these hazards on individuals, the natural and built environment,
and society as a whole; and {3} improve capabilities for forecasting or predicting
hazards, mitigating their effects, and enhancing the capacity to respond to and recover
from resultant disasters.
Hazards SEES seeks research projects that will productively cross the boundaries of the
atmospheric and geospace, earth, and ocean sciences; computer and information
science; cyberinfrastructure; engineering; mathematics and statistics; and social,
economic, and behavioral sciences. Successful proposals will integrate across these

3

multiple disciplines to promote research that advances new paradigms that contribute
to creating a society resilient to hazards. Hazards SEES intends to transform hazards and
disaster research by fostering the development of interdisciplinary research that allows
for appropriately targeted data collection, integration, and management; modeling
(including predictive models for real-time decision making}; visualization and simulation;
data analytics and data-driven discovery; real-time sensing; cross-cutting knowledge
development; and synthesis of applicable models and theory. Proposals must
demonstrate the inclusion of the appropriate expertise to address the research
questions, hypotheses, and problems being posed. Hazards SEES research projects
should be designed around one or more locations, identifiable hazards, and/or themes.
Furthermore, Hazards SEES research should train the next generation of scientists for
interdisciplinary hazards and disaster research."
As an FY 2014 activity, NSF supported program solicitation NSF 14-524, Resilient
Interdependent Infrastructure Processes and Systems (RIPS), through the Directorates for CISE,
ENG, and SBE. The anticipated funding amount is $15,000,000 and up to 20 awards will be
made. Awards will be made by end of FY 2014. Below is a synopsis of this solicitation:
"Critical infrastructures are the mainstay of our nation's economy, security and health.
These infrastructures are interdependent. For example, the electrical power system
depends on the delivery offuels to power generating stations through transportation
services, the production of those fuels depends in turn on the use of electrical power,
and those fuels are needed by the transportation services.
The goals of the Resilient Interdependent Infrastructure Processes and Systems (RIPS)
solicitation are (1) to foster an interdisciplinary research community that discovers new
knowledge for the design and operation of infrastructures as processes and services (2}
to enhance the understanding and design of interdependent critical infrastructure
systems (1Cls) and processes that provide essential goods and services despite
disruptions and failures from any cause, natural, technological, or malicious, and (3) to
create the knowledge for innovation in ICls to advance society with new goods and
services. The objectives of this solicitation are:
• Create theoretical frameworks and multidisciplinary computational models of
interdependent infrastructure systems, processes and services, capable of
analytical prediction of complex behaviors, in response to system and policy
changes.
• Synthesize new approaches to increase resilience, interoperations, performance,
and readiness in ICls.
• Understand organizational, social, psychological, legal, political and economic
obstacles to improving ICl's, and identifying strategies for overcoming those
obstacles.
The RIPS solicitation seeks proposals with transformative ideas that will ensure ICls
services are effective, efficient, dependable, adaptable, resilient, safe, and secure.
Successful proposals are expected to study multiple infrastructures focusing on

4

them as interdependent systems that deliver s·ervices, enabling a new
interdisciplinary paradigm in infrastructure research ... Projects supported under this
solicitation may undertake the collection of new data or use existing curated data
depending on the category of award, and must recognize that a primary objective is
integrative predictive modeling that can use the data to validate the models and
which can be integrated into decision making."
NSF Core Research Programs
Research on earthquake mitigation for lifelines has been supported from the following core
research programs in the ENG Directorate, Division of Civil, Mechanical, and Manufacturing
Innovation:
•

Geotechnical Engineering (GTE}

•

Hazard Mitigation and Structural Engineering (HMSE)

•

George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES} Research
(NEESR)

•

Infrastructure Management and Extreme Events (IMEE)

NEES Lifelines Facility at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, supported under NEES
Operations Umbrella Award 0927178 to Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
located in Cornell University's Department of Civil Engineering, this facility has enabled largescale testing to study the effects of large differential ground deformation on buried pipeline
and conduit performance. The slide below show a test at the Cornell lifelines facility
investigating the seismic capacity of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipelines used in water
utility distribution systems.
Research Innovations Enabled by NEES:
Novel Materials for Earthquake Reslliency (CMMf-0421142)

Understanding complex deform atlon
pa!lerns In underground utility pipellnes
subjected to fault rupture. High•densily
polyethylene (HOPE) has fligh ductillly
prevenllng pipeline rupture during strains
induced by ground movement.

GraphlcMrom httpi/nees.corne/1.edu

--:'11i~l'p .....""""................._____________
}°'·.::-:;:,

nationalo.111i1qu~~"hazard&rnductJ1mprogram
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References:
1. Strategic Plan for the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, Fiscal Years

2009-2013, October 2008, http://www.nehrp.gov/pdf/strategic plan 2008.pdf
2. Department of Homeland Security, National Infrastructure Protection Plan, 2006.
http://www.chemicalsecurity.com/index/NationalStrategy/NationallnfrastructureProtec
tionPlan(2006).pdf. Note: The most recent version is dated 2013.
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NSF

Research Award Title

Institution

Location

Investment

Collaborative Research: RIPS Type
2: Quantifying Disaster Resilience
of Critical Infrastructure-based
Societal Systems with Emergent
Behavior and Dynamic
Interdependencies
Collaborative Research: RIPS Type
2: Quantifying Disaster Resilience
of Critical Infrastructure-based
Societal Systems with Emergent
Behavior and Dynamic
Interdependencies
Three-Dimensional Isolation
System for Building Resilience to
Earthquake Hazard
Collaborative Research: Optimal
Design of Smart Damping for
Structural Systems to Mitigate the
Impacts of Natural Hazards
Collaborative Research: Optimal
Design of Smart Damping for
Structural Systems to Mitigate the
Impacts of Natural Hazards
Evaluation of Earthquake-Induced
Liquefaction Damage Potential to
lnfrastructu re

University of
Maryland
College Park

College Park

Maryland

$1,452,773

Johns
Hopkins
University

Baltimore

-Maryland

$1,047,227

University of
Nevada,
Reno
Clarkson
University

Reno

Nevada

$359,132

Potsdam

New York

$68,885

University of
Southern
California

Los Angeles

California

$206,107

Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute and
State
University
Johns
Hopkins
University

Blacksburg

Virginia

$255,316

Baltimore

Maryland

$5,070

Brookings

South
Dakota

$209,999

Clemson

South
Carolina

$170,000

Clemson

South
Carolina

$264,123

Award

1441224

1441209

1437003

1436058

1436018

1435494

1414903

1408486

1408141

1360664

EAPS1: Quantifying the Effect of
Centralization on the Resilience of
the Regional Healthcare System in
the 2010-11 Canterbury
Earthquake Sequence
Collaborative Research: An
Intelligent Restoration System for
a Self-healing Smart Grid
Collaborative Research: An
Intelligent Restoration System for
a Self-healing Smart Grid {IRS-SG)
Spider Orb-Web Inspired
Cognitive, Fault-Tolerant Fiber

South
Dakota State
University
Clemson
University
Clemson
University
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1360041

1361222

1351591

1344695

1344615

1344705

1344630

1344619

1331412

Optic Sensor Network for SHM
under Harsh Conditions
Collaborative Research:
Optimization of Remote Sensing
Networks for Time-sensitive
Detection of Fine Scale Damage to
Critical Infrastructure
Collaborative Research:
Optimization of Remote Sensing
Networks for Time-sensitive
Detection of Fine Scale Damage to
Critical Infrastructure
CAREER: A Performance-Based
Multi-Objective Optimization
Framework to Define Innovative
Structural Concepts and Support
the Seismic Design of Critical
Buildings
NEESR Planning/Collaborative
Research: Simulation and Design
Tools for Tsunami Bridge
Engineering
NEESR Planning/Collaborative
Research: Simulation and Design
Tools for Tsunami Bridge
Engineering
N EESR Planning/Collaborative
Research: Liquefaction
Experiments and Analysis Projects
{LEAP) for Validation
NEESR Planning/Collaborative
Research: Liquefaction
Experiments and Analysis Projects
{LEAP) for Validation
NEESR Planning/Collaborative
Research: Liquefaction
Experiments and Analysis Projects
(LEAP) for Validation
Hazards SEES Type 2: Magnitude
9 Earthquake Scenarios Probabilistic Modeling, Warnings,
Response and Resilience in the
Pacific Northwest

University of
New Mexico

Albuquerque

New
Mexico

$172,233

San Diego
State
University

San Diego

California

$365,320

Pennsylvania
State
University

University
Park

Pennsylv
ania

$400,000

Oregon State
University

Corvallis

Oregon

$135,000

University of
Washington

Seattle

Washingt
on

$315,000

George
Washington
University

Washington

District of
Columbia

$216,614

University of
CaliforniaDavis

Davis

California

$159,103

Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute

Troy

New York

$161,325

University of
Washington

Seattle

Washingt
on

$2,937,478

8

1306261

RAPID: Liquefaction and its Effects
on Buildings and Lifelines in the
2010-2011 Canterbury, New
Zealand Earthquake Sequence

1235573

Seismic Observatory for
Community Resilience -A Program
to Learn from Earthquakes

1235526

Development and Validation of
Performance Based Design
Procedures for Kinematic Loading
of Pile Foundations During Lateral
Spreading
Multi-Criteria Disaster
Vulnerability Assessment: Critical
Infrastructure, Human Behavior,
and Public Policy
NEESR: Levees and Earthquakes:
Averting an Impending Disaster

1234228

1208170

1208026

1207903
1150462

1136040

1134968

1129396

1055640

NEESR: Performance Based
Seismic Design of Geomembrane
Liner Systems for Waste
Containment
NEESR: Seismic Resilience of PreTensioned Bridge Bents
CAREER: Passive Seismic
Protective Systems for
Nonstructural Systems and
Components in Multistory Building
Components, Run-time Substrates,
and Systems: Medium: Holonic
Multi-Agent Control of Intelligent
Power Distribution Systems
NEESR: Seismic Response of
Shallow Underground Structures in
Dense Urban Environments
Seismic Response of Concrete
Gravity Dams Subjected to
Spatially Variable Excitations
CAREER: Innovative Confinement
Technology for Strong Main Shock-

Blacksburg

Virginia

$101,916

Oakland

California

$240,000

Provo

Utah

$220,492

Johns
Hopkins
University

Baltimore

Maryland

$380,001

University of
CaliforniaLos Angeles
Arizona State
University

Los Angeles

California

$651,066

Tempe

Arizona

$299,998

University of
Washington
Howard
University

Seattle

Washingt
on
District of
Columbia

$999,998

Kansas State
University

Manhattan

Kansas

$1,100,000

University of
Colorado at
Boulder
Drexel
University

Boulder

Colorado

$704,843

Philadelphia

Pennsylv
ania

$259,932

Champaign

llli nois

$400,062

Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute and
State
University
Earthquake
Engineering
Research
Institute
Brigham
Young
University

University of
Illinois at

Washington

$400,000

9

Aftershock Damage Mitigation

1041498

1031318

1030399

0952402

0927178

1142058

1138655

1137977

1125114

1049340

NEESR-CR: Earthquake Response
and Rehabilitation of Critical
Lifelines
Risk-informed Management and
Post-disaster Operations of Lifeline
Networks by Rapid, Conditionbased System Reliability Analysis
Exploring Polymer Cross-Linked
Aerogels for Their Strength and
Energy Absorption in Seismic
Retrofit of RC Structures
CAREER: Assessment of
Infrastructure Risk Under Natural
Disasters in a Multiscale
Probabilistic Framework
NEES Operations (one of the 14
experimental facilities supported is
a lifeline/pipeline testing facility at
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York)
RAPID: Learning from Earthquakes
- Performance and Resilience Data
from the March 2011 Tohoku,
Japan Earthquake on Bridges,
Buildings, and Government and
Community Response
RAPID: Impact of Earthquakes on
the Electricity Infrastructure

RAPID: Liquefaction and Its Effects
on Buildings and Lifelines in the
February 22, 2011 Christchurch,
New Zealand Earthquake
BRIGE: Preventing Imminent
Failures of Pipeline Networks via
Real Time Damage Detection and
Location System
Disaster Resilient Rural
Communities: The Effect of
Information Access on Rural

UrbanaChampaign
Cornell
University

Ithaca

New York

$1,236,000

University of
Illinois at
UrbanaChampaign
Missouri
University of
Science and
Technology
Stanford
University

Champaign

Illinois

$311,568

Rolla

Missouri

$295,000

Palo Alto

California

$403,513

Purdue
University

West
Lafayette

Indiana

$103,451,624

Earthquake
Engineering
Research
Institute

Oakland

California

$45,000

Missouri
University of
Science and
Technology
University of
CaliforniaBerkeley

Rolla

Missouri

$49,783

Berkeley

California

$99,554

University of
Illinois at
Chicago

Chicago

Illinois

$173,559

University of
Colorado at
Colorado

Colorado
Springs

Colorado

$399,999

10

Collective Efficacy
1034831

1034793

1034667

1025582

Springs

RAPID: Geotechnical Engineering
University of
Reconnaissance of the M 8.8 Chile
CaliforniaBerkeley
Earthquake of February 27, 2010
RAPID: Seismic Performance
Georgia Tech
Research
Assessment of the Wharf and Pier
at the Port de Port-au-Prince
Corporation
RAPID: Haitian-Americans as
Florida
- Atlantic
Critical Bridges and Lifelines for
Recovery and Rebuilding in Haiti
University
RAPID: Geotechnical Engineering
University of
Reconnaissance of the 2010 Haiti
Texas at
Austin
Earthquake

Berkeley

California

$96,894

Atlanta

Georgia

$85,000

Boca Raton

Florida

$39,827

Austin

Texas

$25,200

Mason, David
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jester, Julia
Wednesday, September 24, 2014 9:56 AM
Macklin, Sheila V.
Re: Cleared QFR response from 7/29 NEHRP hearing

Yes

> On Sep 24, 2014, at 9:50 AM, Macklin, Sheila V.<smacklin@nsf.gov> wrote:
>
> Julia,

>
> Was the response cleared by 0MB before you sent to the Committee?
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Jester, Julia
> Sent: Friday, September 12, 2014 2:42 PM
> To: Macklin, Sheila V.
> Subject: Cleared QFR response from 7/29 NEHRP hearing

>
> Sheila,
>
> Attached is the final response to the QFR from Rep. Bucshon. It is also saved in the appropriate folder on the S: drive.
I think I left the transcript with you? Would you be able to scan the pages with modifications so we have that ready to
send back to the Committee along with this?

>
> Thank you!

>
> Julia

1

/1 '.ro V
lAMAR S. SMITH, Texas
CHAIRMAN

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON, Texas
RANKING MEMBER

<t:onyrrss of tht tlnitrd ~tatcs
!\ouse of 1RQJrescntatiurs
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 RAYBURN House OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON,

DC 20515-6301

(202) 225-6371
www.sclence.house.gov

May 3, 2013

The Honorable Cora Marrett
Acting Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22230
Dear Dr. Marrett:
On behalf of the Subcommittee on Research, I want to express my appreciation for your
participation in the hearing entitled "An Ov.erview of the National Science Foundation Budget
for Fiscal Year 2014" on Wednesday,
·
.
. April 17, 2013.
You have received a verbatim electronic transcript of the hearing for your review. The .
Committee's rule pertaining to the printing of transcripts is as follows:

The transcripts of those hearings conducte.d by the Committee and Subcommittees shall
be published as a substantially verbatim account of remarks actually made during the ·
proceedings, subject only to technical, grammatic(Jl, a!'ld· typographical corrections
authorized by the person making the remarks involved.
·Transcript edits, if any, should be submitted no later than May 17, 2013. If no edits are
received by the above date, we will presume that you have no suggested edits to the transcript.
I am also enclosing questions submitted for the record by Members of the Committee.
These are questions .that the Members were unable to pursue during the time allotted at the
hearing, but felt were important to address as part of the official record. All of the enclosed
questions must be responded to no later than May 17, 2013.
· All transcript edits and responses to the enclosed questiorts should be submitted to us and
directed to the attention of Melia Jones at melia.jones@mail.house.gov. If you have any further
questions or concerns, please contact Ms. Jones at 202.226.2040.
·

Thank you again for your testimony.

;;:.~·~/

v::::-lucshon

Chairman
Subcommittee on Research

Enclosure: Member Questions

QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
THE HONORABLE LARRY BUCSHON (R-1D)
U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Subcommittee on Research

An Overview of the National Science Foundation Budget for Fiscal Year 2014
Wednesday, April 17, 2013

1. What are examples of NSF-related policy issues that you and the board currently disagree?
Please elaborate.
. .
)

2. The pressure by investigators to obtain research grants will increase, especially in this
_competitive research funding climate. I believe most investigators will apply for NSF grants
with integrity and also conduct their research in a noble manner. However, the number of
1
cases of research misconduct is growing. Do you believe that this situation will get worse
with time? If yes, what is behind this growth?_Please explain.
3, I am concerned that the emphasis on clean energy research may be at the expense of other
potentially transformative research. How can we ensure that this will not become the case?
4. In your NSF budget, you have $63 Million being devoted to the INSPIRE program. Your
test1mony states that this investment will strengthen "NSF's support of interdisciplinary,
potentially transformative research by complementing existing efforts." Which 'existing
efforts' are you specifically targeting?
5, In your NSF _,Budget request, you have $14 million going to cognitive science and
neuroscience. It.seems a big part of this funqing will be going towards workshops to iden,tify
specific gaps in our current understanding of the brain. Why are you taking this approach?
Don't you think the National Academy of Sciences should commissionra study? After all,
acting in their capacity as our nation's main scientific advisory body, aren't these gaps what
they are best tasked to determine? What alternative approaches could be used with this
money? How are these proposed workshops going to be productive, with consensus being
reached on the scientific framework?
· 6. The Administration's FY 2014 budget request includes a proposal to reduce or consolidate
114 STEM programs across the federal government. The proposal shifts a number of those
programs being consolidated to NSF, and NSF is consolidating some of its own
programs. Ho·w were programs evaluated to determine whether or not they should be
consolidated or cut? Does NSF have the capacity to effectively and efficiently run all of the
programs that are being brought from other agencies?

QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

THE HONORABLE DANIEL LIPINSKI (D-IL)
U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Subcommittee on Research

An Overview of the National Science FoundaUon Budget for Fiscal Year 2014
Wednesday, April 17, 2013

1. Dr. Marrett, the National Science Foundation (NSF) is. proposing an increase in nearly $50
million in support for advanced manufacturing in fiscal year (FY) 2014. Can you describe
NSF's contribution to the Administration's
efforts in advanced manufacturing R&D?
I
.
Specifically, can you describe 'NSF's role in and level of commitment to the National
Network for Manufacturing Innovation?

2. Dr. Marrett, NSF is proposing a significant cut to the informal STEM education program
(AISL) even as the overall Education and Human Resources budget grows. I understand this .
· may· be part of the larger Administration STEM overhaul that creates a new _role for
Smithsonian in federal informal STEM efforts, but I still have concerns.
•

How do you justify this cut in an otherwis_e growing budget? How will you work with the
Smithsonian to help build their capacity to support info~mal STEM education and
outreach across the nation? How will you work with science centers across the country
as you refocus the AISL program?
·
·

•

Also; I ·worry this cut could diminish NSPs opportunities for branding, which increases
public recognition and support for the ~SF mission. ,Can you comment on that aspect of
it too?

3. Dr. Marrett, as part of the broad overhaul of STEM education programs being proposed by
the Administration, NSF has been designated the lead agency for federally supported
undergraduate and graduate-level programs, including programs that have been managed
within their respective mission agencies for years.
•

At the graduate level, the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program is being expanded
to be a National Graduate Fellowship Program (NGFP). As mission agencies phase out
their own graduate- fellowship programs, how will you ensure that the mission-specific
needs of those agencies continue to be met under NGFP?
What interagency
infrastructure is in place or will you have to establish to meet this goal?

•

Likewise, how will you address consolidation at the undergraduate level in terms of
making sure that the mission-specific needs of the agencies and the research communities
they support are being met?
r

4. Dr. Marrett, last year the Astronomy :pi vision carried out a community-based review of its
full portfolio of facilities. Taking into consideration limited budgets and new telescopes
coming online over the next several years, the reviewers recommended that NSF ~ake steps to
di vest a number of older tel escapes. I am hearing concerns from the community. that the
proposed schedule for divestment decisions by the end of 2013 may be unattainable even as
stakeholders work -together to develop new sources of funding to keep some of these
r
telescopes operational.
•

What would be the consequences of granting additional time for potential consortia to
develop more fully?

• .Can you tell us ·where things stand with respect to considering and implementing the
Portfolio Review recommendations, including any schedule for management decisions on '
these facilities?
•

Finally, how will you seek "community_ input on the implementation of the. Portfolio
Review?

S1'F_NOGRi,PHIC :tvITNlJTES
Unrevised and Unedited
Not for Quotation or
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION BUDGET FOR
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FISCAL YEAR 2014
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Wednesday, April 17, 2013

7

House of Representatives,
8

9
tO

11

Subcomm.ittee on Research
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:25 p.m., in

12

Room 2318 of the Rayburn House Office Building,

Hon. Larry

13

Bucshon [Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding.

1
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14
Chairman BUCSHON. Good afternoon. Welcome to today 1 s

15

hearing entitled,

"An Overview of the National Science

16

Foundation Budget for Fiscal Year 2014." In front of you

17

are packets containing the written testimony, biographies,

18

and truth in testimony disclosures for today 1 s witnesses.

19
20

21

I now recognize myself for 5 minutes for an opening
statement.
Thank you to everyone here today for this Research

22

Subcommittee hearing. I am pleased to welcome Acting

23

Director, Dr. Marrett, and President Arvizu to discuss NSF's

24

priorities for fiscal year 2014. Thank you both for coming.

25

Before we begin today 1 s hearing, I would like to make a

26

few comments about the recent budget proposed by the

27

President for 2014. Today our national debt stands at almost

28

$17 trillion, and 62 cents of every dollar is spent on our

29

mandatory spending or entitlement programs,

30

pretty much agrees that these are the largest drivers of our

31

debt. Since 2008, approximately 19 cents of every dollar has

32

been spent on Medicare and Medicaid, and 4 years later

33

currently we are spending 23 cents of every dollar on these

34

35

and everyone

programs. Without reform this trend will continue.
Before my time in Congress, as a cardio thoracic surgeon

36

in Evansville, Indiana, I saw firsthand how these spiraling

37

costs were crowding out funding for other federally-funded

38

programs like scientific research and development.

HSY107.140
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Instead of in my view showing leadership, the President
has spent his time in office defending a healthcare law that
1nakes matters even worse. The Administration has not offered
a pathway forward on our mandatory spending programs other
than continually cutting the funding for provider
reimbursement to hospitals and practitioners, risking access
45
ilb
q I

to quality healthcare for our Nation's seniors.
At this point I don't see any evidence the Affordable
Care Act will lower medical costs in the future.

Instead it

qlj

continues to irresponsibly add to our yearly deficit and

4:1

total national debt in spite of the rhetoric to the contrary.

:)U

Unfortunately, the proposed fiscal year budget from the
Administration has a lot of accounting gimmicks. Because of
the Administration's failed leadership and failed economic
policies, we are left with a non-targeted cuts in
sequestration and ongoing record deficits and debt.
Washington's inability to address these fiscal issues is
hampering the ability of our economy to recover from
recession.
Hardworking Americans who stand to benefit from the
research and technology our country develops may be the
victims. House Republicans have tried to address these
issues by passing responsible budgets for the last 3 years,
however, we have not--we don't control Washington, D.C. The

b3

other budgets offered from our friends on the other side have

HSY107.140

64
65

RAGE

included higher taxes, more spending, and more importantly
for this discussion 1 don't begin to address the significant

66

drivers of our debt, and that is our mandatory programs. In

67

addition, the budgets that have been proposed never balance.

68

69

4

I stress in my view if we do not address our mandatory
spending programs, funding for all other federal programs
will continue to feel the financial pinch.

70

71
72

Imagine the high-paying jobs that will result when
today's basic science discoveries turn into tomorrow's
marketable technologies. Tomorrow's prosperity depends on

73
what we do here today.

74
75
76

77

And back to our present situation and the current year
budget for the National Science Foundation. We must now
focus on answering what is the appropriate role of the
Federal Government in funding science research.

I believe

78

that asking this and related questions, by asking this and
79

related questions we can create a stronger, more efficient
80
National Science Foundation nimble enough to tackle the

81
82
83

numerous scientific challenges of tomorrow. As a Nation we
must focus our scientific priorities and stretch every dollar
for maximum benefit in these tight financial times.

84
As an example, do we need to fund studies such as the
85

International Criminal Court in Pursuit of Justice, $260,000
86

87

funded through NSF? I think that is a good discussion to

HSY107 .140
88
89

PAGE

have. These can be luxury things to fund. It would be nice
to fund if we have the money 1 but it is not something in my

90

view that we need to fund. This type of research may be more

91

appropriately funded through the private sector or other

92

government agencies.

93

94
95

96
97

Our charge is to ensure the American taxpayer is getting
value for their hard-earned dollars that we spend on research
through NSF. I strongly support NSF funding in mathematics,
physics, chemistry, biology 1 engineering, cyber security, and
STEM education, among others. Although the scientific

98

community is not facing ideal fiscal environments, I still

99

believe that America's best and brightest scientists will

100

continue to persevere and produce the innovations and

101

discoveries of tomorrow. We should support the hardworking

102

scientist who stays up all night to repeat their experiments

103

and doggedly pursues their ideas because they believe they

104

are onto the next great discovery and may answer the next big

105

question in their chosen field.

106

I recently visited several universities and colleges in

107

Indiana, including Purdue University and Indiana University,

108

and talked to NSF-funded researchers, and I was impressed. I

109

still have a great faith and optimism in the scientific

110

community and that its strength will continue and improve.

111

But for Arnerican science to succeed we must be sure that

112

the NSF remains focused on its scientific goals and missions.

PAGE
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I look forward to the thoughtful discussion that will ensue.
At this point I would also like to thank Ranking Member
Lipinski and everyone participating in today 1 s hearing.
[The statement of Mr. Bucshon follows:]

*************** INSERT 1 ***************
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118

Chairman BUCSHON. With that I now recognize the Ranking

119

Member, the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Lipinski, for an

120

opening statement.

121

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you, Chairman Bucshon, for holding

122

this hearing, and I want to welcome Dr. Marrett and Dr.

123

Arvizu.

124

7

Let me begin by saying that I understand that America

125

faces a serious debt threat. We don't do anything to reign

126

in our long-term debt our economic future will be imperiled.

127

Solving this problem requires some budget cuts, but I hope

128

that going forward we can make these cuts in a smart way that

129

addresses the various near-term and long-term challenges that

130

our Nation faces.

131

And during this we will have to set priorities.

132

Sometimes when you set priorities, this will mean cutting,

133

spending, and sometimes it may mean increasing investments in

134

areas that deliver real returns for taxpayers by improving

135
136
137
138
139

140
141
142

our quality of life, protecting our population from natural
and manmade threats, and ensuring our economic
competitiveness.
Therefore, I am pleased that the Administration 1 s fiscal
year 2014 budget request continues to emphasize science
innovation and STEM education generally and the National
Science Foundation in particular.
Even though NSF has fared well in recent appropriations

PAGE
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143 bills, continued uncertainty over funding levels has hurt
144 scientific progress. The agencies and universities can't

145 plan. Some of the best and brightest give up and leave their
146 labs, and younger generation sees ~hat their mentors are up
147 against and choose a different path altogether.
148

Our own committee will have the opportunity to weigh in

149 on budget and programmatic priorities across the agency as we
150 consider an NSF Reauthorization Bill sometime in the next
151 several weeks. So I appreciate this opportunity to learn

152 more about the nature and scope of research and STEM
153 education activities proposed in the budget.

154

Let me just comment on a few of the priorities described

155 in the budget. First, you will not be surprised I am excited
156 to see the proposed increase in the I-Corps Program. As I
157 have said many times now,

I strongly believe that this

158 program bodies the NSF's original mission of both promoting
159 the progress of science and advancing the national
160 prosperity. Although it is only a fraction of a percent of
161 NSF's budget, early results support my long-held belief that
162 I-Corps will yield exponential benefits, helping turn NSF's
163 research investments into new companies and jobs for the
164 benefit of all Americans.
165

Last summer I hosted a field hearing in Chicago to learn

166 more about this program and its early successes. For my new
167 colleagues who haventt looked at this program in depth,

it is

PAGE
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168 important to note that this program educates scientists on
169 how to develop viable commercial products from their
170 research. It connects them with like-mind venture
171 capitalists and entrepreneurs.
172

The final decisions on whether or not to commercialize

173 research still rests with scientists in question, and of
174 course, with the private sector which would fund the ideas.
175 Already we are seeing results with I-Corps graduates such as
176 NEON, receiving venture capital funding for a product
177 developed through the program. This public-to-private
178 partnership is in the best tradition of U.S. science policy,
179 and I look forward to working with the NSF as this program
180 develops.
181

Second, I am pleased with the continued emphasis on

182 Advanced Manufacturing NSF and several other agencies. We
183 must regrow our American manufacturing base. It will not do
184 it with the technologies and processes of yesterday, but the
185 small and medium-sized industries that comprise a significant
186 portion of our manufacturing capacity can't do it all on
187 their own, and they certainly don't have the resources or
188 capacity to invest in most far-reaching R&D. NSF plays a
189 critical role in funding basic research with potential
190 application to advanced manufacturing technologies and
191 processes of the future.
192

There are many other interesting proposals in this

PAGE
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193 budget request 1 including the increased focus on big data 1
194 the expansion of the INSPIRE Program to support
195 interdisciplinary research and NSF 1 s plan to begin to
196 implement the OSTP Policy Memorandum on public access to the
197 results of federally-funded research. It is also good to see
198 that all the current MREFC projects are on track, and NSF is
199 moving ahead with the large synoptic survey telescope.
200

I will wrap up with a few comments and questions about

201 the agency 1 s proposals for consolidating many of its STEM
202 education programs 1 both within the agency and as part of the
203 Administration's federal-wide STEM reorganization. Mostly I
204 would like to hear more details about all of these proposals
205 because some of them seem to still be rough sketches.
206

For example, with respect to the Consolidated National

207 Graduate Research Fellowship Program, I have no doubt that
208 NSF 1 s own graduate research fellowships will continue without
209 disruption, but I wonder how NSF will work with the mission
210 agencies to ensure that their mission-specific needs are
211 being met through this new consolidated national program
212 administered by NSF.
213

I would also like to understand better what is being

214 proposed for graduate traineeships and what is new about the
215 consolidated undergraduate program or if it is mostly a
216 repackaging of existing programs. I suspect many of my
217 colleagues will have STEM questions for you today also.

HSY107.140
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With that I want to thank, again, Dr. Marrett and Dr.

219

Arvizu, for being here today. I look forward to your

220

testimony and our discussion.

221
222

223

With that I will yield back.
[The statement of Mr. Lipinski follows:)

*************** INSERT 2 ***************
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224

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you, Mr. Lipinski.

225

I now recognize the Chairman of the full committee,

226
227

Chairman Smith, for an opening statement.
Chairman SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to

228

follow up on your good opening statement in regard to the

229

National Science Foundation funding.

230

12

We are now in a situation where we must maximize every

231

dollar being spent by every federal agency. Our focus should

232

be on how the Federal Government, including the National Science

233

Foundation, can maximize returns from taxpayer-funded research.

234

How can the NSF better prioritize which areas of science and

235

engineering it supports?

236

The NSF has great potential to help American science

237

flourish and thus contribute to our economy and the wellbeing

238

of our country. But in my view the NSF has funded several

239

studies that should not have been approved, however, I do not

240

think that we should pick winners and losers by micromanaging

241

grant decisions at the NSF. It is the responsibility of the

242

professionals at the NSF to exercise their best judgment and

243

ensure that only proposals that benefit the taxpayer get funded.

244

It is Congress 1 job to ensure accountability and transparency for

245

the American taxpayer. How do we avoid micromanaging but achieve

246

accountability at the National Science Foundation? And how we

247

248

ensure an environment where the creativity and the
determination of our very best

249

13
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scientists is encouraged?

250

Mr. Chairman, let me stop there but say that I hope

251

that.our witnesses will be able to address some of these

252

questions. They are not easy,

253

common understanding and appreciation for what the National

254

Science Foundation does but also a recognition that we may be

255

able to improve the process whereby the NSF grants are

256

approved.

257
258

259

and it requires,

I yield back. Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Smith follows:]

*************** COMMITTEE INSERT***************

I think,

a

260
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At this

261 time I would like to introduce our witnesses. Our first
262 witness is Dr. Cora Marrett, the Acting Director of the
263 National Science Foundation. She has served in this role
264 since January, 2009. Prior to that Dr. Marrett served as the
265 NSF--served the NSF as the Assistant Director for Education
266 and Human Resources and the Assistant Director for the Social
267 Behavioral and Economic Sciences. She has also held
268 positions at the University of Wisconsin and the University
269 of Massachusetts at Amherst. Dr. Marrett has a Bachelor of
270 Arts from Virginia Union University and Master of Arts and a
271 Doctorate from Wake Forest University. Welcome.
272

Our next witness is Dr. Dan Arvizu, Chairman of the

273 National Science Foundation Board. In 2004, Dr. Arvizu was
274 appointed by President George W. Bush for a 6-year term on
275 the National Science Board and in 2010, was reappointed by
276 President Barack Obama to a second 6-year term. In 2012,

Dr.

277 Arvizu was elected as Chairman of the NSB. Dr. Arvizu is the
278 Director and Chief Executive of the Department of Energy 1 s
279 National Renewable Energy Laboratory; Dr. Arvizu has a
280 Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering from New
281 Mexico State University and a Master of Science degree and
282 Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from Stanford University.
283

As our witnesses should know, spoken testimony is

284 limited to 5 minutes each, after which the members of the
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committee will have 5 minutes each to ask questions.

I now recognize Dr. Marrett for 5 minutes to present her
testimony.

288
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CORA MARRETT, ACTING DIRECTOR,

289

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION; AND THE HONORABLE DAN ARVIZU,

290

CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD
STATEMENT OF CORA MARRETT

291

Ms. MARRETT. Thank you, Chairman Bucshon,

Ranking

292

Member Lipinski, and members of the subcommittee.

293

indeed my privilege to be able to be here with you today to

294

present the National Science Foundation's budget for the 2014

295

fiscal year.

296

It is

NSF is bhe only federal agency dedicated to support

297

basic research and education in all fields of science and

298

engineering. That wide-angle vision has permitted

299

unprecedented developments over the past 60 years and seems

300

especially imperative for the complex problems and the

301

question that the Nation currently faces.

302

Our mission and our reach can be expressed quite simply.

303

We empower the discoveries that keep our Nation at the

304

forefront,

305

enterprise. So for more than 6 decades we have supported

306

fundamental research and education that has pushed forward

307

the frontiers of scientific knowledge.

308
309
310

the forefront of the world's innovation

We allocate 94 percent of our budget directly in support
of research, education, and scientific infrastructure. That
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means we work with a very lean 6 percent administrative
overhead. We invest directly into the Nation's research and
development enterprise by making approximately 10,000

314

merit-reviewed awards to researchers and educators in all

315

disciplines .

. 316
317
318
319
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It is only with a strong commitment and partnership with
Congress and this subcommittee specifically that we have
created and refined the world's gold standard for science
funding.

That standard having to be merit review. We

320
321

greatly appreciate the longstanding support of the full
committee, the subcommittee for the strong model that we have

322

in place.
323
324
325

The request before you is for $7.6 billion. This is an
increase of 500 million over fiscal year 2012. We know this

326

is an era of fiscal restraints that requires difficult

327

tradeoffs. The overall support for NSF reflects the

328

Administration's clear determination to build on the Nation's

329

history of success and leading-edge discovery and innovation.

330
331

Most of our funding goes into core fundamental research,

332

but we also make major targeted investments that enable

333

cutting-edge research. There encompass as we look at the

334

infrastructure that is necessary, these encompass telescopes,

335

ships, other facilities and capabilities. Some of our best
examples draw on NSF's legacy of funding visionary computer
science, and this is a part of a comprehensive portfolio of
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336 advanced computational infrastructure, infrastructure,
337 programs, and other resources.
338

In the last year we launched three new advanced

339 facilities. Yellowstone at the National Center for
340 Atmospheric Research in Wyoming, Stampede at the Texas
341 Advanced Computing Center, thank you very much, Mr. Smith,
342 for being there, Blue Waters at the University of Illinois
343 with Mr. Lipinski. The recently-launched Alaska Region
344 Research Vessel,

Sikuliaq, will soon embark on its first

345 science mission. It will explore the Arctic to advance our
346 understanding of the climate and oceanography. Our priority
347 investment in secure and trustworthy cyberspace offers a
348 different kind of example of NSF's contribution to the
349 Nation. This program will help protect the Nation's critical
350 information technology infrastructure, including the
351 internet, from a wide range of threats. We are educating the
352 next generation cyber security workforce, helping to
353 transition what has been learned in the laboratory into
354 day-to-day practice.
355

The budget request also continues NSF's long history of

356 support for the next generation of leaders in other fields of
357 science, technology, engineering, and mathematics or STEM
358 education. This is a part of the Administration's
359 multiagency effort to increase the impact of federal
360 investments in STEM achievement.
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NSF will support the efforts of almost 340,000

362

researchers, post-doctoral fellows, teachers, and students.

363

More than ever the future prosperity and wellbeing of

364

Americans depend on sustained investments in science and

365

engineering. NSF promises to continue to be central to that

3 66

effort.

367
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee 1 I hope

368

this summary has qiven you an idea of how important the
369

National Science Foundation is to our Nation's progress, and
370

I look forward to the dialogue that will follow.

371

372

Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Marrett follows:]

373

*************** INSERT A***************
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you for your testimony.

375

I now recognize Dr. Arvizu for 5 minutes to present his

376
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testimony.
STATEMENT OF DAN ARVIZU

377
Mr. ARVIZU. Thank you, Chairman Bucshon, Ranking Member
378

Lipinski, and members of the subcommittee. I appreciate this

379

opportunity to speak with you today in support of the

380

National Science Foundation's fiscal year 2014 budget. I am

381

Dan Arvizu, Chairman of the National Science Board and

382
383
384

Director and Chief Executive of the Department of Energy 1 s
Jational Renewable Energy Laboratory, and with your
concurrence I submit my written record, testimony to the
record, please.

385
386

Before I go on with my testimony I would like to comment
on the recent leadership transition here at the NSF. Dr.

387

Subra Suresh, who many of you know, an extraordinary leader,
388

will be missed, but I wanted to also acknowledge that Dr.
389

390
391
392
393

394
395

396

Cora Marrett has more than capably managed a very smooth
transition and continues the strong working relationship both
with the Board and the NSF Senior Management. And I have
worked closely with Cora now for more than 9 years, and I
believe her experience and dedication to the Foundation will
serve the Nation well.
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Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the 25-member National

398 Science Board and the engineering and science and education
399 communities that we represent,

I would like to thank the

400 members of this subcommittee for their longstanding support

401 of the National Science Foundation. My colleagues on the
402 Board and I do not take this continued support for granted,
403 and our top priority is to provide the strong governance,
404 proper stewardship of this most-important taxpayer

405 investment.
406

For over 60 years NSF has seeded our Nation's innovation

407 ecosystem by funding the transformative research that
408 underpins long-term scientific and technological progress.
409 With the support of Congress NSF has always focused on
410 funding the best science through a rigorous merit-review
411 system and by encouraging scientists and engineers to submit
412 their most innovative proposals.
413

Although businesses fund over 60 percent of total R&D in

414 the U.S., only 5 percent of that goes to basic research.
415 Here the Federal Government plays a critical, complimentary
416 role accounting for more than half of all the basic research
417 in this country. This is especially true for knowledge in
418 technology-intensive or KTI industries that produce 1/4 of
419 the U.S. GDP and employ about 20 million U.S. workers with
420 very high-paying jobs.
421

The NSF 2014 budget request reflects a strategic
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commitment to supporting the best basic research, economic

423

growth,

424

competitive science and engineering workforce. The Board

425

believes that the priorities in this proposal reflect a clear

426

commitment into investments that strengthen our Nation for the

427

long term.

428

job creation through innovation,

and globally-

I would particularly ask for your support for full

429

funding for the NSF's Agency Operation and Award Management

430

Account.

431

received at NSF has increased over 60 percent in the past

432

decade, the Foundation still replies to roughly 78 percent of

433

those within the first 6 months of having received them,

434

which exceeds the goals that we have set for ourselves. The

435

proposed increase would help NSF process an increasing number

436

of proposals in a way that protects taxpayer dollars while

437
438
439

I note that although the number of proposals

keeping our overhead rate at the very lean 6 percent that Dr.
Marrett mentioned.
I will refer you to more details in my written testimony

440

for more of the other things that I would like to say, but I

441

would like to take this opportunitY to briefly comment on the

442

fiscal year 2013 Continuing Resolution.

443

bill restricts the NSF on what it could fund in political

444

science. Well, NSF and the National Science Board fully will

445

comply with the law, and I would like to understand that that

446

is important to all of us.

In that bill th~

I would like to also raise
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447 concerns about how these structures could undermine the Merit
448 Review Process and the progress of science.

449

Although we recognize that it is Congress'

450 responsibility to set funding priorities and clearly very

451 attentive to that, the Board is unanimous and believes very
452 strongly that legislatively-imposing restrictions on a class
453 of research can run significant risks in not serving the
454 national interest. The Foundation's Merit Review Policies
455 which are allotted and emulated internationally hinge on
456 being open to receive the best scientific ideas, having those
457 ideas judged by independent experts, and accessed the
458 soundness and the promise of what is proposed and making
459 decisions based. on potential scientific and societal value.

460 To cut a whole class of science from consideration could have
461 significant, unanticipated consequences.
462

For example, when NSF funded Elinor Ostrom 1 s work, which

463 I know many of you are aware of, on common property, it was
464 not expected that her findings would challenge conventional
465 wisdom, and her research concluded that common resources is
466 sometimes best managed by not regulating them. I think maybe

467 something that we all appreciate. Nor was it anticipated
468 that this political scientist would eventually win the Nobel
469 Prize in economics.
470

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to, again, thank

471 the subcommittee for their leadership on science and
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472

engineering issues. We recognize the fiscal responsibilities

473

confronting the committee and Congress, and we pledge to work

474

close with the Director to set priorities. But even in the

475

time of severe constraints, the Board believes that

476

investments in science and technology capabilities, including

477

our S&E workforce, are essential to our Nation 1 s long-term

478

prosperity and security.

479
480

So thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I look
forward to your questions. That concludes my report.

481

[The statement of Mr.)krvizu follows:)
482

*************** INSERT g ***************
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483

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you for your testimony. I thank the

484

witnessesr both the witnesses for their testimony.

485

Reminding members that committee rules limit question ng

486 to 5 minutes.
487

The Chair at this point will open the round of

488 questions. I recognize myself for 5 minutes.
489

Dr. Marrett, I fully support the hypothesis-based

490 data-driven research to better understanding traumatic brain
491 injury, Alzheimer's, epilepsy, autism, and a whole host of
492 other brain-related ailments. It is very important research
493 as a medical professional.
494

However, I am concerned about the lack of focus and

495 clarity in the present Brain Initiative, especially as it
496 concerns the NSF. How will we ensure there will be a
497 sutficient focus going forward and that we are not just
498 fishing around for ideas?
499

Ms. MARRETT. Thank you for the question, and in fact,

500 we are more than willing to get back with more details
501 because this happened to have come to--it fits quite well
502 into what was already on the NSF agenda. We have been
503 investing in neuro and cognitive science for some time, gave
504 a presentation to the Science Board to indicate the
505 directions that we have in mind, and thus, what we intend to
506 do in connection with the Brain Initiative will follow
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507 through on what the program of research already has been at
508 NSF.
509

So for us it is a wonderful way for being able to

510 articulate and as you know quite well 1 the idea of being able
511 to address questions about Alzheimer's, autism, those are far
512 into the future. We do not have the models,

the tools right

513 now to get to that level. The amount of fundamental work
514 that is required is something that we are very--we are
515 investing in. It is not a matter then for us of a fishing
516 expedition but as I said, we are more than willing to provide
517 you details on what the NSF portfolio will be with reference
518 to the Brain Initiative.
519

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you, and one of the researchers

520 at Purdue University I just met with is doing research on
521 football helmets 1 which is obviously--been on the front page
522 recently as it relates to chronic traumatic brain injury
523 funded by the NSF.
524

The next question. In your budget you have 372 million

525 being spent on clean energy research. This includes research
526 related to smart grid, energy use,

energy efficiency. How

527 are you working with the DOE Office of Science to ensure that
528 we don't duplicate research with our funding efforts? And
529 are you encouraging collaboration between the appropriate
530 offices at NSF and DOE to make sure that this doesn't happen?
531

Ms. MARRETT. We work very closely with DOE with several
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532 offices from the Office of Science at DOE and support of CERN
533 in Switzerland with the Office of High Energy Physics. The
534 connections are very deep that we have. We pay a lot of
535 attention to the matters of ensuring that there isn 1 t

the

536 duplication 1 and in part why that is not all that difficult
537 is 1

let me again note 1 our investments at the very

538 fundamental and basic levels will mean that we need the

539 connections with other agencies 1 other places if many of the
540 ideas and the results are going to move into the larger

541 sector. So DOE is a strong partner in so many of the things
542 that we do including the area of clean energy.

543

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you. Dr. Arvizu 1 can you talk

544 to us a little bit about the role of--that private industry

545 plays in terms of creating and retaining science and
546 engineering jobs versus the types of positions funded with

547 federal dollars? How do we ensure science and engineering
548 workforce continues to grow, perhaps better focusing this
549 responsibility on the private sector?
550

Mr. ARVIZU. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman 1 for that

551 question.

I think it is very clear that one of the long-term

552 benefits that you get from funding basic research is the
553 societal benefit that ultimately finds its way into service

554 for the public good.
555

There is a whole ecosystem of what it takes to get from

556 basic research all the way out to commercial products and
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557 hopefully things that are making a difference in the way we
558 produce things and consume things.
559

There is a, in many respects, a series of barriers that

560 sometimes mitigate the quick adoption of technology. So in
561 the case of the work that NSF does with I-Corps, for
562 instance, there we are trying to help researchers find those
563 pathways which are typically more driven by the private
564 sector through public private partnerships, many times state
565 incubators, university research programs, where there
566 actually are mechanisms already in place that the private
567 sector would find access to venture capital, those kinds of
568 things, that help that technology move more quickly.
569

And the work, I think 1 within the government's role and

570 specifically for the National Science Foundation, is to help
571 facilitate that.

I think we don't want to lose track of the

572 idea •that the mission objective of NSF is really to do
573 fundamental work, to do basic discovery science.
574

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you.

I now recognize Mr.

575 Lipinski for 5 minutes for questions.
576

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you 1 Mr. Chairman. I am going to

577 surprise everyone, first of all, by not asking a ,question on
578 I-Corps right now. If you were here this morning, you know I
579 talked about that, I talked about an opening statement, but
580 let's go to talking about funding for social behavioral and
581 economic sciences, and of course,

I have to disclose I do
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582 have a Ph.D. in political science and at one time had an NSF
583 grant, a very, very small one, when I was in grad school.
584

But as Dr. Arvizu had mentioned about the amendment in

585 the House, well, the amendment, let's say we did have an
586 amendment in the House to do funding for political science
587 research, which it didn't wind up going through but then the
588 Senate version that limited the grants to those promoting
539 national security, economic interests, we had the majority
590 leader of the House talk about, you know, questioning the
591 funding of social sciences, and Dr. Arvizu, you pointed out
592 Elinor Ostrom, political scientist, who got NSF funding,
593 received NSF funding, won the Nobel Prize. I could point out
594 NSF-funded research by L. Roth and others who did research in
595 the kidney exchange matching program that led to over 125
596 kidney transplants since 2007 1 research that, you know,
597 directly saved lives, and he received the 2012 Nobel Prize in
598 economics for his work.
599

So there is a lot of social science work that we could

600 talk about that does have an impact, a direct impact on
601 people 1 s lives. So I want to give Dr. Marrett the
602 opportunity to talk about the value of social science
603 research, why the NSF funds it 1 and other thing, first I want
604 you to start off by telling us what percentage of NSF funding
605 goes into the SEE Directorate.
606

So, Dr. Marrett.
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Ms. MARRETT. All right. The--I will get you the exact

608 percentage but of the $7 billion budget for NSF for the
609 social behavioral economic sciences it is just over 259
610 million. So this is not the large fraction of the support in
611 these fields.
612

Now, when I think about the social behavior economic

613 sciences, let me start with our notion of what is important
614 when we think of science. Science we especially emphasize
615 has to do with using an approach that is systematic, orderly,
616 it is theoretically driven, and it is the findings, there is
617 replicability. So it is more in the approach that one takes
618 than the phenomena that would be considered. That means that
619 you can apply this approach to any number of areas 1 fields,
620 questions, and that is the way in which we say then the
621 social behavioral economic sciences follow the same model
622 that one sees for the physical sciences, for the life
623 sciences, for engineering at the National Science Foundation.
624

Now, what about the investments? It is possible to talk

625 about the particular kinds of projects as we often do, but it
626 is also very important of the link to this other concern we
627 have, and that is attracting people's interest, attracting
628 young people often, even though for the National Science
629 Foundation and for decision makers, we often think about
630 science and engineering being important for the innovation in
631 the Nation. But I have said on more than one occasion, I
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can 1 t think of very many 10-year-olds who will say I want to
be a scientist or engineer so I can innovate for the Nation.

634

No.

635

things they have a chance to explore, and that exploration

636

that can take place, we call it the chance for the authentic

637

.experiences, the authentic experiences can occur through any

638

number of realms, and that is where we have discovered that

639

the social behavioral sciences, along with, again, the life

640

sciences, physical sciences, become important means through

641

which any number of young people, older people as well, get

642

to understand something about the way in which processes

643

occur and can question, can understand the dynamics that can

644

be at play.

It is more about the attractiveness of the kinds of

645

So that is probably a longer way around to what was a

646

very interesting question about what we have in mind, and

647

that is why we remain so committed to the notion of we want

648

to see that the best work is done in all fields because of

649

the consequences that can be there, yes, for the problems the

650

Nation faces, but also for the curiosity that we often have

651
652
653

as human beings about the worlds we inhabit, the worlds that
we create.
Mr. LIPINSKI. Well, very quickly,

I am out of time,

654

thank you, Dr. Marrett, but I wanted to--I came from an

655

engineering background, had a couple degrees in engineering

656

before I went into political science, but I understand that
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657 there are issues. We were just talking about--had two bills
658 on the Floor yesterday. One was Cyber Security Enhancement
659 Act that I did with Mr. Mccaul, and one of the important
660 things to look at is, yes, we think about this as a
661 technological issue, but one of the biggest issues in this in
662 cyber security is internet hygiene, computer hygiene. That
663 is what people are doing, the mistakes people make that
664 humans are the weakest link in there, and that is getting
665 into the social sciences and trying to figure out what--how
666 we sure up security when it comes to human beings which could
667 unravel the whole, whatever we do on the technological side.
668

So that--I will yield back.

669

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you.

I now recognize Mr.

670 Stockman for 5 minutes.
671

Mr. STOCKMAN. I think you are going to find generally

672 on both sides of the aisle we support you, and I think what
673 we are trying to get at is when we go back to our home
674 districts 1

I know you had a disagreement with some of the CR,

675 but we have to go, back, and we have to present to you what
676 you put forth to our constituents, and so sometimes when
677 these, out of 10,000 grants, some of these anomalies come up,
678 it is a difficult challenge to present and defend 1 especially
679 in these tight budgets.
680

My father,

I took care of him for 8 years with

681 Alzheimer's Disease, and he died. So when the President
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682 announced his initiative, I was actually fairly excited until
683 I heard on April 5 on NPR, and let me quote you here, Susan
684 Fitzpatrick, who runs the leading foundation that finances
685 brain research, it is called the James McDowell Foundation.
686 Are you both aware of that?
687

And she says, "To be quite honest, I am befuddled,

I

688 was befuddled, I don't understand what the President 1 s
689 talking about.'' This is the lead person, and so I guess
690 what I am asking you is if this goes out, there are 20
691 million people listening to it, and I go and have a town hall
692 meeting, and I am sympathetic to your views, and I have to
693 defend what you are doing, and yet we have someone that is
694 the lead scientist saying you are doing the wrong thing, I am
695 stuck in the middle. I am your messenger.
696

I guess what I want to know is--go ahead. I can tell

697 you are wanting to go.
698

Ms. MARRETT. No. It is exactly why we want the kind of

699 dialogue, because you are right, and if we have not been
700 clear enough, you keep pushing us for that clarity. I heard
701 that same NPR account and thought immediately I was going to
702 turn to my colleague, Dan Arvizu, because the President of
703 the McDonald Foundation was a former colleague of his on the
704 National Science Board.

705

So I think in that case that was our failure probably to

706 have included the colleague in as the developments were
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707 unfolding. So it was not-- and knowing him I am sure that he
708 would not take the position that this is completely
709 unreasonable, but it is a matter of trying to bring a number
710 of people to the table.
711

Dan?

712

Mr. ARVIZU. Yeah, and I would just add to that, you

713 know, one thing that I think in terms of how you respond or
714 otherwise communicate to constituents who are anxious to
715 understand who does, you know, how are the decisions being
716 made and what process are you using, one thing I will say is
717 that the process of going through merit-based peer review and
718 trying to understand what things to fund and what--how to set
719 priorities is actually evolving as things, as we learn more,
720 as we gain more understanding, as we gain more insights.
721

Everything is changing in a fairly rapid rate. I think

722 there is no substitute for having the best minds come
723 together and debate, discuss, otherwise disagree but
724 ultimately come up with a process that serves the Nation and
725 the country to move the societal benefits.
726

So we are trying to do that, and we are trying to

727 improve. Certainly room for improvement in all the processes
728 we have, but it is as Dr. Marrett has said, the gold standard
729 so far.
730

Mr. STOCKMAN. But in that NPR story they said it was

731 more of a PR stunt. Would you--have you reached out to these
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folks and talked to them about--I mean, that is a pretty big

733 disagreement with the President.
734

Ms. MARRETT. Yes. As a matter of fact, we are going to

735 send you far more details. One of my colleagues sitting here
736 with me, John Wingfield, who is the Assistant Director for
737 the biological sciences, has the lead for the Foundation in
738 articulating, presenting what we have in our program and
739 would welcome every opportunity imaginable to be able to
740 communicate that,

to convey, because as we said, we know we

741 receive funding from the public. We have to be able to
742 explain, to listen, to be able to share with that public. So
743 we do want to get to you more of those details.
744

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yeah. I would actually,

if you could

745 write up how, you know, how it is decided, the kind of
746 formulated, how you guys go through the process. That would
747 be helpful to us, but--and I don't know if there are some
748 studies we can point out there which back in my district I
749 would have a hard time explaining, so I would appreciate the
750 formula and the mathematics or however it is structured so
751 that I can explain it to my own constituent.
752

And with that I yield back the balance of my time, Mr.

753 Chairman.
754

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you.

I now recognize Dr. Bera.

755

Mr. BERA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Ranking
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Member. Thank you, Dr. Marrett and Dr. Arvizu.
You know, as a biological sciences major,

I spent a lot

758

of time doing basic research, and as a physician I spent a

759

lot of time in medical school doing research and as a faculty

760

member and a former associate dean, have mentored many

761

medical students that have gone through the research process.

762

So I understand that 1 you know, part of research is you

763

do experiments. You don't always know what the expected

764

outcome is going to be, and it often is that the biggest

765

breakthroughs are the unexpected discoveries. And those

766

clearly have 1

767

and look at a lot of those unintended discoveries that have

768

really propelled our economy forward and our science forward.

769

770

771

you know, we can go back through our history

I appreciate the fact that we have to be very conscious
of how we are spending the taxpayer's resources. We have to
be conscious of the debt and the deficit so we do have the
resources to invest and make strategic investments, but it

772

can't just be a discussion of cutting versus raising revenue.

773

774

It also has to be a discussion of where can we get the best
return on our investment, and throughout NSF, the Science

775
776

Foundation's history, we see these discoveries, you know. I
will quote a simple example.

777
You know, in the 1990s the NSF led a multiagency project
778
779

for digital library initiative. You know, there were two
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780 young Stanford University grad students that participated in
781 this. One,

Sergey Brin, was funded by an NSF fellowship.

I

782 donrt have--history is going to tell you what that research
783 led to. It is a company called Google that is now worth over
784 $200 billion and employs over 30,000 individuals. It is
785 transformed how we live.
786

You know, there are countless examples of those

787 unexpected discoveries that have spurned innovation and moved
788 us forward. You know, we can look at advanced manufacturing.
789 You know, it was NSF-funded research that produced one of
790 the first 30 printers. You know 1 I had, recently had the
791 ability to go visit my alma mater at the University of
792 California Irvine and visit the engineering department, and
793 it is amazing what they can do now, and the applications of
794 the 30 printing and the advanced manufacturing is really
795 going to propel us forward, both in my profession as a
796 physician but across the board.
797

Dr. Marrett or Dr. Arvizu, can you give us a few other

798 examples of areas that NSF has focused tackling some of these
799 challenges for, you know, on the issue of agribusiness, on
800 the issue of, you know, honeybees and so forth?
801

Ms. MARRETT. The list could be so long I hardly know

802 where to start. We actually produce publications around
803 exactly that. There is a whole process we have used called
804 Traces in which you could trace back. Here is a given
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805 development and what led to that. So you have seen that a
806 lot in what we have shown in the whole area of cognitive
807 tutors. That started with just some very fundamental work
808 out of cognitive science that continued to be refined, that
809 led finally to this whole notion that it is really--there is
810 the accompanied, there are the things that are done
811 financially out of that about how you improve the whole
812 tutoring process.
813

We have cited time and again another that started with

814 just some very basic research out of the conceptual notion of
815 game theory that led to the use of the auctions, auctioning
816 that radio spectrwn, a process that has brought now billions
817 of dollars to the U.S. government.
818

We have then any number of ways in which it is quite

819 possible to have some outcomes you just never anticipated,
820 and as all of the examples show, it usually takes time. So
821 these aren't things that happen all of a sudden, that it is a
822 matter usually of continued investment in areas, but there is
823 no shortage of the kinds of examples, and my colleague is
824 ready to offer some others.
825

Mr. ARVIZU. I will just give you the short version

826 here. Lots of technology that relates to the internet, web
827 browsers, Doppler radar, magnetic residence imaging, DNA,
828 fingerprinting, barcodes to name a few. There is a host of
829 others.
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830

Mr. BER. Well
831
832

1

thank you. We,

you know,

in order for

us to maintain this competitive advantage over the rest of
the world, we are the most innovative country in the history

833

of our planet. We have to continue making these investments

834

to make sure we continue to lead the world in innovation, and

835

with that I yield back, Mr. Chairman.

836

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you.

837

I recognize now the Chairman of the full committee.

838

Chairman SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

839

Chairman BUCSHON. Chairman Smith.

840

Chairman SMITH. I don't know if it is been covered or

841

not, but I would like to go back to a subject that I

842

in my opening statement, and ask both witnesses if I could

843

for suggestions. Help us come up with a way where we can try

844

to discourage the approval of National Science Foundation

845

grants that don 1 t benefit the American people or our economy

846

or our science discoveries or any of those things that we

847

would all agree upon. And I actually mentioned it this

848

morning at a full committee meeting with Dr. Holdren, but you

849

have these examples, and I think I have got 50 of them 1 but

850

the two or three that I recall right now is the grant that

851

was approved to study National Geographic photos of animals

852

from 1988,

853

seeing the photos of animals, but should that be--study be

854

conducted at taxpayer expense?

to 2008.

I love National Geographic.

raised

I love
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The other one was I think the labor force in China in
the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries. Is there something we

857

can do to make sure and maybe it is the approval process,

858

maybe it is expressing Congress 1 sentiments, what can we do

859

to better the approval process so that the American people

860

will agree that their taxpayer dollars are being spent in a

861

worthwhile way?

862

And that is part of it but--and it is not to deny that

863

almost anything can be justified or have scientific value,

864

but when only one out of every seven grants are being

865

approved,

866

standard that allows proposals like that to be approved. And

867

that is not to say they shouldn 1 t occur. Those studies might

868

well should occur, but it should be on somebody else 1 s dime,

869

perhaps, rather than the taxpayers, and I welcome your

870

comments, Dr. Marrett.

871

Ms.

there ought to be a higher standard than the

MARRETT. Yes.

I

think i t is a

fascinating

872

question, and it is one that we certainly wrestle with.

873

would make a distinction, though, between the title of a

874

project and what I think your basic concern is you asked

875

about the benefits, and as I was explaining earlier, the

876

benefits are not always known when that project is, in fact,

877

being developed. The title then can be very misleading.

878

879

I

like the example we often use of Google. This was

brought up--the initial title for that activity was a backrub
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880 that this was hardly--so if we had just been looking at

881 titles I have a feeling that there would have been someone
882 saying,

what? The National Science Foundation is going to

883 fund something called backrub.

884

Chairman SMITH. And that is well and good, and I can

885 appreciate that, but in these cases I have read the
886 several-hundred-word summary of these projects, and that is
887 almost intellectual dishonesty if you are going to study
888 something that you don't describe in two or 300 words. I
889 assume that they meant what they said, but I also don't think
890 you are saying that there aren't proposals that are approved

891 that shouldn't be approved, and I realize they are a very
892 small percentage.

893

And but that is just it. You don't want them to color

894 the overall process, and if there is a rational, reasonable
895 way to try to eliminate some of these proposals from being

896 approved,

I assume that you would support that, and if so,

897 then, what would--how could the process be improved?
898

Ms. MARRETT. That is what I said. We are--we can come

899 back to you-900

Chairman SMITH. Okay.

901

Ms. MARRETT. --with suggestions and ideas because it is

902 extremely complicated. In the list of projects that have
903 sometimes been cited as having funny titles or a number of
904 other things, you will see a number of them are dissertation
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topics. They were graduate students, and I can just envision
that the reviewers were saying,

let's not give up on them.

907

Let 1 s see what might be developed out of that. That is why I
908

am saying it is a complicated process to determine, to ensure
909

910

that we don't in many ways make it difficult for the best
ideas to evolve.

911
912

The other thing that we are more than willing to do is
to have the conversations about how the process, as I have

913
said earlier, how our whole process works; because it is a
914
915
916
917

• 918
919

920

process in which we make special efforts to try to reach
across the best of the experts to try to weigh in on what
makes sense for all of what is being developed, but we
welcome.
Chairman SMITH. Good.

I am glad you admit we can

improve the process, and we will follow up on that.
Dr. Arvizu.

921
922

Mr. ARVIZU. Yeah,

and I will just quickly just

923

piggyback a little bit on what Dr. Marrett has said.

924

know, right now we have two criteria; intellectual merit,

925

broadening participation, and the Board conducted a review on

926

927

You

those criteria just as recently as last year to think through
what are all of the implications of that on the community

928

929

broadly. What--how do we justify that the taxpayer, that the
U.S. public is getting the best science, the best proposals,
transformative research, to ensure that there is not built-in
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biases that we donrt understand.
And so we are very anxious to continue to improve that

932

process, and to the degree there are things that can be done

933

that will help remove perhaps those that fall into that

934

category called questionable, certainly are very open and

935

willing to--

936

Chairman SMITH. Mr. Chairman, if you will give me

937

another couple of seconds here. I am a little bit over.

938

Would you all agree to add to the guidelines something

939

along the lines of that any proposal approved would have to

940

directly benefit the American people?

941
942
943
944

Mr. ARVIZU. So that--that sounds like a great
statement. I am-Chairman SMITH. I am thinking about those I have seen
that had to do with people in China. Not that there is
anything wrong with that, but I would like--

945

Mr. ARVIZU. Yeah.
946

Chairman SMITH. --to direct that--

947

Mr. ARVIZU. That has more direct benefit. I think the
948

issue and the question really is how do you start down a path
949

of limiting or otherwise rephrasing that criteria so that it
950
951
952
953
954

catches the things that you want and perhaps eliminates the
things that you don't. In that case I think it begins to
sound or to us feel like it is compromising the integrity of
the basic process.

955

44
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Chairman SMITH. To say that--let me get this right. To

956

say that National Science Foundation proposals paid for by

957

the American taxpayer,

958

benefit Americans?

959

Mr.

ARVIZU.

it compromises to say that it should

I wouldn't--certainly not put it that way.

960

I

961

opportunity for societal benefit to actually be gained by--

962

963
964

965
966
967

968
969
970

would

say that

if

we have

criteria

that unduly limits

the

Chairman SMITH. But shouldn't they be able to state
what those societal benefits are?
Mr. ARVIZU. We should be able to do that,

and we

believe that the criteria that we have today actually get at
that in as robust a way as we know how. Certainly open t
Chairman SMITH. And how do you explain all those
proposals?
Mr.
respects,

ARVIZU.
but I

We are certainly not perfect in a

am not in a position where I

lot

of

can talk about

the specifics.
971
972
973

Ms. MARRETT.

I was going to ask would you mind--

Chairman SMITH. Who am I holding up here 1 Mr. Chairman?
Who has questions left besides me?

974
Chairman BUCSHON. Ms. Lummis.

975
976
977
978
979

Chairman SMITH. Okay.

I better--

Mrs. LUMMIS. And let me yield one of my minutes to you,
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman SMITH.

Okay.

Thank you.

Sorry.

I hopefully
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won't use that.
Dr. Marrett, did you want to reply?
Ms. MARRETT.

I was simply going to ask would you mind

983

if we--you were asking the Science Board to take a look at

984

exactly that kind of a question. What would it mean to say

985
986
987

45

that the research, that the specific benefits because we
already--our funding is to the U.S. group of scientists and
engineers.
Chairman SMITH. Yeah.

988
989
990

Ms. MARRETT. So we don't fund the international, and it
is always the assumption that the benefits accrue to the U.S.
population, but how one would try to formulate that more

991

sharply I think my colleague from the Board is more than
992

willing to say-993

Chairman SMITH. So you are open to new-994
995
996
997

Ms. MARRETT. --the Board can take that up.
Chairman SMITH. --guidelines. You are open to new
guidelines?
Mr. ARVIZU. We are open certainly to continue to

998

evaluate if those guidelines serve the national interest, and

999

I would certainly be open to--

1000
1001

1002
1003

1004

Chairman SMITH. The guidelines don't even say national
interest, do they?
Mr. ARVIZU. I think the--yeah. I think the organic act
that formulated the foundation says in something about the
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1005 national interest, I believe, and prosperity.
1006

Chairman SMITH. Well 1 I havenTt seen in all the

1007 write-ups I have read of these suspect proposals 1 I have
1008 never seen any reference to the national interest.
1009

Mr. ARVIZU. Yeah. The guidelines that we use,

I think

1010 that the Foundation uses, the two that I mentioned earlier,
1011 intellectual merit and broadening participation-1012

Chairman SMITH. It might be good if those who write the

1013 proposals mention that. I would recommend that anyway.
1014 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for your time, Ms.
1015 Lummis, as well.
1016

Chairman BUCSHON. I now yield to Ms. Lummis for her

1017 questions.
1018

Mrs. LUMMIS. Thank you, Mr .. Chairman.

1019

First 1 Dr. Marrett, just to give you a head's up, my

1020 first

question is about Clean Energy Initiative,

1021 about supercomputing,

and the third is for Dr.

second is

Arvizu about

1022 recommendations on regulations

that

102 3 costs at

research universities.

research ins ti tut es,

increase administrative
Okay.

1024 So, Dr. Marrett first.
1025

Does any of the $372 million requested for Clean Energy

1026 Initiatives go to the U.S. Global Change Research Program?
1027 Do you know? And if so, how much?

1028

Ms. MARRETT. I can't give you the exact figures, but as

1029 you can tell from the budget the U.S. Global Change Research
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1030 Program is what we call a crosscut in that it is organized
1031

through the National Science and Technology Council out of

1032 the Office of Science and Technology Policy.

So that has,

1033 that means that things are reported in a particular way for
1034 that program.
1035

For the Clean Energy Initiative, that is a slightly

1036 different formulation that asks agencies what they are
1037 actually undertaking with reference to the clean energy. You
1038 wanted to know the amount that we have--are funding in the
1039 Global Change Research Program. The request for

'14 is 205

1040 million, and that program is to be a comprehensive research
1041 program, but I think your other question is a link between
1042 that and the Clean Energy, and if my colleagues here don 1 t
1043 have the answer for me right now,

they will have it

1044 either--in a short time.
1045

Mrs. LUMMIS. And I appreciate that.

1046 very specific question,

I

know that is a

so if you could follow up with my

1047 office on the answer to that question, you know you are your
1048 convenience. At your earliest convenience.
1049 great,
1050

That would be

Dr. Marrett.
Now,

turning to supercomputing, what portion of your

1051 budget deals with supercomputing or maybe I should put it
• 1052 this way. What is the budget for supercomputing?
1053

Ms. MARRETT. Probably the easiest way to describe that

1054 is the budget for our--the--what is now the division for
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1055 cyber infrastructure. Now, that includes--but I would have
1056 to modify that a bit because that is not just about
1057 supercomputing, that especially moving in recent years to try
1058 to ensure that the infrastructure, the information
1059 infrastructure is going to be what is available and useful
1060 for all scientists and engineers. Supercomputing had--some
1061 of what was developing was for the very high-end user, and we
1062 had other than high-end users, but, again, the exact budget
1063 they will give me momentarily.
1064

Mrs. LUMMIS. And I appreciate that because I know I am

1065 asking really specific questions.
1066

Dr. Arvizu, question for you. I note that there was

1067 about a year ago a report called Research Universities and
1068 the Future of America, and it had in it ten recommendations,
1069 one of which, recommendation seven, reads as follows.
1070 nReduce or eliminate regulations that increase
1071 administrative costs,

impede research productivity, and

1072 deflect creative energy without substantially improving the
1073 research environment."
1074

Can you describe the taskforce work, the taskforce on

1075 administrative burdens, and what it is found with respect to
1076 unnecessary burdens on research universities?
1077

Mr. ARVIZU. Thank you, Congresswoman Lummis, for that

1078 question. That is a topic of great interest to us at the
1079 Board, and so we have put together a subcommittee that will
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1080 focus specifically on trying to understand that which you
1081 refer to is our Administrative Burden Subcommittee. The
1082 findings to date are still very, very preliminary. In other
1083 words, we have just started the investigations, we have held
1084 already some workshops. We will hold more. There are a
1085 number of Board members who are very active in the community
1086 and are very anxious and interested to get at that, but we
1087 will give you a full report on the findings of that taskforce
1088 as soon as they come available.

Right now it is still in the

1089 early stages.
1090

Mrs. LUMMIS. Great, and Mr. Chairman, for all three of

1091 these questions, which I know were specific 1

I would be

1092 really grateful if you would sort of flag that Congressman
1093 Lummis is interested in this, and it would be just really
1094 terrific if you would follow up with me certainly when your
1095 findings become more solidified rather than preliminary
1096 and--because I have a tendency to jump the gun a little bit,
1097 and I want to make sure you have time to be really confidence
1098 in your recommendations.
1099

And, you know, Dr. Marrett, some thing. If you need a

1100 little extra time to get back to my office with these or your
1101 staff could, that would be just super.
1102

Ms. MARRETT. I will tell you right now for the academic

1103 cyber, the Advanced Cyber Infrastructure Division that I was
1104 describing, the budget is 225 million, and I only wanted to
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1105 give that to you now because I failed earlier to thank you
1106 for being present at the Wyoming supercomputer opening.
1107 Thank you.
1108

Mrs. LUMMIS. Well, we are very excited about it as you

1109 can well imagine. I just canrt even contemplate the number
1110 of computations that those computers are capable of making
1111 every nanosecond, and the fact that atmospheric research is
1112 so ·important, we are truly excited and committed as a
1113 university conglomerate, all of the universities involved in
1114 academic research just think that this is an absolutely
1115 terrific thing. And we really want to thank the NSF for
1116 recognizing the importance of supercomputing and scientific
1117 research, particularly atmospheric research.
1118

And when I was my state treasurer, I was on the very,

1119 very,

frontend of helping fund that center and have toured

1120 the Boulder Mother Ship for NCAR, and it is really, really a
1121 wonder,

an American accomplishment. So kudos to you all.

1122 Thank you.
1123

I yield back.

1124

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you. We are going to go into a

1125 short--a second line of questioning, and you are in luck
1126 because there is only a few of us left.
1127

And I yield 5 minutes to myself.

1128

Dr. Marrett, we had a hearing as you probably know on

1129 open access issues to publically-funded scientific research
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1130 data, and I see in your NSF budget you have 2.5 million
1131 dedicated towards ensuring public access. That is actually a

1132 small amount 1 but there are some significant policy
1133 implications with that,
1134

I think.

What specifically do you hope to accomplish with this

1135 funding, and is $2.5 million enough to accomplish your goals,

1136 and then I will have a follow up.
1137

Ms. MARRETT. Well,

thank you. Obviously,

2.5 million

1138 is not enough to ensure public access to the publications

1139 that NSF supports and to the data. That is really there for
1140 the planning that we must undertake because that is--we have
1141 the question of what can we,

in fact,

achieve,

and we are

1142 starting on the publication side, but another reason why
1143 there isn't a fully-flushed out proposal yet or plan yet is
1144 that all agencies have been asked by the Office of Science
1145 and Technology Policy to develop a plan.

1146

So it would be premature to come in at this point with

1147 the full details when we are working on the plan for what we
1148 will have to submit. We will be developing more, and again,
1149 we will be open to giving you any--the information as it
1150 evolves.
1151

Chairman BUCSHON. So the funding is specifically just

1152 in the--for the planning stages of-1153

Ms. MARRETT. That is right.

1154

Chairman BUCSHON. --that. That is great, because I
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1155 think, you know, as a result of our hearing we found out that
1156 I think it is important if the taxpayers are funding research
1157 projects,

I think for the taxpayers and the American people

1158 to have access to probably not only the results but now
1159 because it is--everything is on computers, the actual data
1160 that generated the results so that we can--because some of
1161 the ability to duplicate scientific studies and get similar
1162 results has been a controversial thing for a long time. And
1163 part of that has been, I think, is because people haven't had
1164 the access probably to the full data set that has been used
1165 by the researcher in the first place.
1166

And so the follow up was probably inaccurate, and we saw

1167 that--we see that a lot in my medical profession of cardiac
1168 surgery where there have been multiple studies on all kinds
1169 of things that seem to contradict each other, but when
1170 actually you get into the weeds, they really are very similar
1171 or there was a missing piece of information that the
1172 follow-up researcher did not have access to.
1173

So thank you for that answer, and I don't have any other

1174 questions.
1175

I will now yield to Mr. Lipinski.

1176

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to go

1177 back to Chairman, what Chairman Smith was discussing. I just
1178 wanted to--maybe it is because I was the author of the NSF
1179 Reauthorization Bill last time, but I just wanted to bring up
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something that we put in there, it is Section 526 of the

1181

final bill, the America COMPETES Reauthorization, the Broader

1182

Impacts Review Criterion.

1183

And let me just read this here so everyone is aware of

1184

this, and we have this on the record. If you look there,

1185

under goals, "The Foundation shall apply a broader impacts

1186

review criterion to achieve the following goals."

1187

So these are for anyone who is submitting a proposal is

1188

supposed to discuss how it meets one or more of these

1189

criterion. "One, increase economic competitiveness of the

1190

United States, two, development of globally-competitive STEM

1191

workforce,

1192

under-represented minorities in STEM, four, increase

1193

partnerships between academia and industry,

1194

pre-K through 12 STEM education and teacher development, six,

1195

improved undergraduate STEM education,

1196

public scientific literacy, and eight, increased national

1197

security." So we have bookend there,

1198

competitiveness and the increased national security there is

1199

number eight.

1200

three,

increase participation of women and

five,

seven,

improved

increased

increased economic

But so right now those are to be considered when any

1201

proposal is being reviewed by the NSF.

1202

to--I don 1 t think I really had a question. I wanted to make

1203

sure that I brought that out there that this is already--we

1204

codified it for the first time in the Reauthorization, which

So I just wanted
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was in the COMPETES Reauthorization back in 2010.
So I just wanted to have that out there for the record.

1207

I don 1 t

1208

Marrett or Dr, Arvizu had anything to add to that, you are

1209
1210
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know. There is no need for a comment, but if Dr,

welcome to add it. If not, I can just move on.
Ms. MARRETT.

I suppose my only comment is since Dr.

1211

Arvizu had said the Board would be willing to think about the

1212

benefits to the Nation, what those--the criteria are already,

1213

1214

perhaps they don 1 t

say a benefit to the U.S., but that is

really what they are directed towards. So that is the way I
interpret your comments.

1215
1216

Mr. LIPINSKI. That is certainly what we intended and
put those specific categories out there.

1217

1218
1219
1220

1221
1222

Mr. ARVIZU. Yeah, and I just want to clarify, and thank
you for reading the sub bullets on each of those two
criteria. I think those both found at least in the reviews
that we have had to date, been sufficiently robust that we
couldn't figure out how to improve on them. Certainly
willing to listen to suggestions about how to improve them,

1223
but the last review went through this process and looked at

1224
it and said that really achieves the results that we were

1225

trying to accomplish.

1226

1227

Still, I am open to the idea that there would be
opportunities to improve on that, but, again, it is a subject

1228
1229

of debate and discussion. The Board is made up of 25
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1230 members. Each of them have a different perspective on how to
1231 approach scientific and intellectual merit, and I think to a
1232 large degree the value that the Board brings is the diversity
1233 of opinion, and when they come together and they codify this,
1234 and that kind of is the latest position that we take.
1235 Certainly continuous improvement requires that we go back and
1236 revisit those on occasion.
1237

Mr. LIPINSKI. And I certainly won't claim that I am

1238 perfect and we were perfect in putting this together in 2010,
1239 but certainly I think we certainly gave a lot of
1240 consideration to this, and if there are suggestions on how
1241 this can be improved,
1242
1243

I think we should all be open to that.

I think with that I will yield back.
Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you.

I would like to say in

1244 closing that--thank you for your testimony. It is valuable
1245 testimony to the committee. Also thank the other
1246 representatives from the National Science Foundation who are
1247 here today,

and there is a whole row there and that as the

1248 Chairman of the subcommittee I fully support,
1249 scientific research,

obviously,

and I think that we want to make sure

1250 that as the Federal Government we are not short-sighted in
1251 our role as it comes--as it relates to funding basic science
1252 research. We have had a couple of hearings where people from
1253 the private sector that spend quite a bit of money on
1254 research did tell us how important the NSF still is and will
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56

1255

continue to be when it comes to funding basic science

1256

research for the future of our country, and thank you, again,

1257

for coming.

1258
1259
1260
1261
1262

Thank the members of the committee. The members of the
committee may have additional questions for you,

and they

will ask you to respond to those in writing. The record will
remain open for two weeks for additional comments and written
questions from the members.

1263
1264
1265
1266

The witnesses are excused, and the hearing is adjourned.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:36 p.m., the Subcommittee was
adjourned. ]

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology

Subcommittee on Research
Hearing on
An Overview of the National Science Foundation Budget for Fiscal Year 2014
April 17, 2013
Dr. Cora Marrett, Director (Acting), National Science Foundation
Questions for the Record Submitted by
Larry Bucshon
National Science Board
Question 1. What are examples of NSF-related policy issues that you and the board
currently disagree? Please elaborate.
Answer: The National Science Board and the Director jointly pursue the goals and functions of
the NSF. There are no policy issues on which there is significant disagreement.
Research Misconduct
Question 2. The pressure by investigators to obtain research grants will increase1
especially in this competitive research funding climate. I believe most investigators will
apply for NSF grants with integrity and also conduct their research in a noble manner.
However, the number of cases of research misconduct is growing. Do you believe that
this situation will get worse with time? If yes, what is behind this growth? Please explain.
Answer: Research misconduct includes fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism. Most of the

research misconduct cases addressed by NSF fall into· the category of plagiarism. NSF takes
seriously all types of research misconduct and takes measures to prevent its occurrence. For
example, NSF requires that organizations submitting proposals certify that they have a plan to
provide training in ethical research and verify that the students and post-doctoral associates on
NSF-funded awards have received the training. Additionally, NSF provides training to its staff
and outreach to the research community. Selected NSF funding opportunities include ethics
components on the promotion of ethical research, such as Ethics Education in Science and
Engineering. Such measures are intended to address the multiple causes of research
misconduct.
Clean Energy Research
Question 3. I am concerned that the emphasis on clean energy research may be at the
expense of other potentially transformative research. How can we ensure that this will
not become the case?
Answer: The National Science Foundation (NSF) funds fundamental potentially transformative

research proposals from all disciplines of science and engineering. These proposals may be
submitted in response to topical specific solicitations or to any of NSF's fundamental research
programs. This structure ensures that NSF supports research in areas the scientific community
considers currently promising. Clean energy research is only one general topic within a broad
portfolio. The "emphasis" on clean energy research is mainly driven by the unsolicited
proposals received addressing fundamental science and engineering questions and strong
interest in the science and engineering research communities in this general topic area. NSF
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partners with the research community through the peer-review process to ensure that the most
meritorious, impactful, and potentially transfonnative research proposals are recommended for
funding.

INSPIRE
Question 4. In your NSF budget, you have $63 Million being devoted to the INSPIRE
program, Your testimony states that this investment will strengthen "NSF's support of
Interdisciplinary, potentially transformative research by complementing existing efforts."
Which 'existing efforts' are you specifically targeting?
Answer: The INSPIRE program comprises proposal opportunities for ideas that are required
both to be interdisciplinary and to exhibit potentially transformative research (IDR and PTR,
respectively). It is complementary to existing efforts in that INSPIRE was created to handle
proposals whose:
•
•
•

Scientific advances lie in great part outside the scope of a single program or discipline, such
that substantial funding support from a single distinct program or discipline is unlikely.
Lines of research explore bold methodologies that are beyond wen-established practices in
accordance with expected progress in their fields.
Evaluation through non-standard merit review processes might reveal prospective
discoveries hidden at the interfaces of disciplinary. boundaries.

Also, although NSF has specific solicitations for IDR or PTR in selected targeted areas of
science, INSPIRE complements these since it is open to all areas of science supported by NSF
and there are no favored topics. INSPIRE is an experimental activity that will be assessed over
the next five years to determine if its various funding ·opportunities have resulted in support for
proposals that normally would not be submitted to NSF.

Cognitive Science and Neuroscience
Question 5. In your NSF Budget request, you have $14 million going to cognitive science
and neuroscience. It seems a big part of this funding will be going towards workshops to
identify specific gaps in our current understanding of the brain. Why are you taking this
approach? Don't you think the National Academy of Sciences should commission a
study? After all, acting in their capacity as our nation's main scientific advisory body,
aren't these gaps what they are best tasked to determine? What alternative approaches
could be used with this money? How are these proposed workshops going to be
productive. with consensus being reached on the scientific framework?
Answer:
While some of the enhanced funding will certainly be used productively in
workshops-which are important starting points for scientific collaboration and discussion
across disciplines and in framing research agendas-most of the funds will not be used for that
purpose. NSF is committed to making targeted investments in collaborative science and
innovative technologies to accelerate discovery that will revolutionize our understanding of the
brain. NSF is uniquely positioned to tead a broad multi-disciplinary effort that brings the
imagination of scientists and engineers together to advance a comprehensive understanding of
brain structure and function. Progress in this area holds an almost unlimited potential for
improving our educational, economic, health, and social institutions and for enhancing the fives
of Americans.
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The proposed cross-foundation activity responds to a number of societal needs and scientific
community challenges. The integration of research in cognitive science and neuroscience
across scales has the potential to accelerate scientific discovery and innovation, promote
advances in technology, and contribute to improved U.S. economic competitiveness.
In FY 2013, the Cognitive Science and Neuroscience Working Group, with representatives from
six NSF directorates, drafted a Dear Colleague Letter (DCL) titled "Accelerating Integrative
Research in Neuroscience and Cognitive Science (AIR-NCS)." The intent of this DCL is to
direct researchers interested in integrative neuroscience to use existing funding mechanisms
(EAGERs, Research Coordination Networks (RCNs), and INSPIRE) to further their scientific
endeavors.
In FY 2014, NSF plans to enhance support (+$13.85 million) for an NSF-wide integrative activity
on neuroscience and cognitive science. Support will continue for the EAGERs, RCNs, and
INSPIRE, and will include research on understanding the brain, including mapping of circuits
that drive behavior in a variety of organisms. A cross-foundation AIR-NCS solicitation will be
released that builds on the foundation and themes in the FY 2013 DCL.
Consolidation of federal STEM education prQgrams
Question 6. The Administration's FY 2014 budget request includes a proposal to reduce
or consolidate 114 STEM programs across the federal government. The proposal shifts a
number of those programs being consolidated to NSF, and NSF is consolidating some of
its own programs. How were programs evaluated to determine whether or not they
should be consolidated or cut? Does NSF have the capacity to effectively and efficiently
run all of the programs that are being brought from other agencies?
Answer: NSF does not interpret the President's proposed STEM-education reorganization to
mean that programs from other agencies will be "shifted" to NSF. Rather, NSF programs will be
expanded and coordinated within new frameworks and will introduce additional approaches for
improved impact and efficiencies. The functions of consolidated programs will be reviewed
jointly by the lead and collaborating agencies during the implementation planning and transition
into this new system of delivering STEM education. As appropriate, critical functions will then
be incorporated Into existing or new programs at the lead agencies. Under NSF leadership,
cross~agency planning has already been underway among the agencies involved ln the
reorganization of programs in the areas of undergraduate education reform and graduate
fellowships.

For the internal undergraduate consolidations at NSF, programs based in the Research and
Related Activities (R&RA) directorates that have a full or partial focus on undergraduate
education were identified as suitable for inclusion in the broader framework, Catalyzing
Advances in Undergraduate STEM Education (CAUSE), to bring coherence to NSF's
undergraduate STEM-education reform investment The programs brought together under the
CAUSE framework share common goals such as: improving the quality of undergraduate
preparation in STEM; increasing the retention of undergraduates in STEM fields and the
quantity of STEM graduates; and addressing issues of institutional capacity and scale. Key
findings from past and ongoing evaluations, along with Committee of Visitor recommendations,
will be carefully considered as CAUSE planning and implementation proceeds.
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The CAUSE program will be managed by NSF's Directorate for Education and Human
Resources' Division of Undergraduate Education (DUE). The scientific staff in DUE includes
thirty program officers whose expertise span all STEM disciplines as well as research in
undergraduate STEM education. DUE expertise will be augmented with program expertise from
NSF's R&RA directorates that oversee programs included tn the internal consolidation, and
through collaborations with staff in undergraduate programs from other agencies. CAUSE will
be anchored by the consolidation of three major DUE programs: Transforming Undergraduate
STEM Education (TUES), Widening lmptementation and Demonstration of Evidence-Based
Reforms (WIDER), and the STEM Talent Expansion Program (STEP). Combining these three
programs into a single program will enable significant efficiencies In reviewing proposals, project
oversight, evaluation, and program design and improvement. NSF is confident it has and can
amass sufficient scientific, education, and administrative capacity to lead this initiative within the
proposed budget.
Several programs in the proposed STEM education reorganization are graduate fellowship
programs at mission agencies. As the lead agency for STEM graduate fellowships under the
reorganization, NSF has proposed expanding its Graduate Research Fellowship Program to
include a set of "targeted opportunities" that will enable graduate fellows funded by NSF to
participate In the mission-specific graduate experiences that would improve their career
readiness and address national scientific needs. NSF's Division of Graduate Education is
adequately staffed to design and manage the initiaf stages of this expansion, and wUI partner
with colleagues across government who work together regularly on graduate fellowships.
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Concerning NSF's contribution to the Administration's efforts in advanced manufacturing R&D,
and specifically, the Foundation's role in and level of commitment to the National Network for
Manufacturing Innovation (NNMI), NSF has been participating in meetings with the National
Economic Council (NEC), Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), and senior leaders
from various agencies to strengthen interagency coordination and tmprove efficiency and
effectiveness of the U.S. Government's advanced manufacturing investments through
coordinated and collaborative ventures. NSF feels that participation in these efforts significantly
increases the impact of our basic research investments in areas cited above while increasing
the relevance of our research programs. _
NSF's greatest strength is its university-based research community. The pilot institutes planned
under NNMI offer the opportunity to more tightly integrate NSF basic research activities and our
STEM educational programs with the more focused and applied research and development
activities occurring at the institutes. We plan to do this in ways that were recommended in the
Advanced Manufacturing Partnership (AMP) report published by PCAST in July, 2012: Report to
the President on Capturing Domestic Competitive Advantage in Advanced Manufacturing.
Toward that end, NSF's role in the 2012 pilot institute and the additional three planned institutes
ls described below.
NSF supported the first pilot institute on additive manufacturing managed by the Department of
Defense (DOD) through a $1.0 million direct investment with the goal of facilitating collaboration,
enhancing opportunities for technology transition, and coordinating educational activities with
existing NSF grantees. NSF is an active partner in this multi-agency management team. It is
noteworthy that the fundamental research in additive manufacturing was supported by NSF in
the early 1990s.
NSF will partner with DOD and the Department of Energy (DOE) to support three additional
institutes (2 DoD, 1 DOE) that were described during the President's State of the Union
address. NSF plans on investing directly in the two new DOD institutes, and we envision
supplements to NSF Grantees' research to establish collaborations with institutes, including
supplements to support students/post-docs working with/onsite at the institutes; establishment
of linkages between institutes and existing NSF/ATE programs; as well as potentially placing
students on site, sharing best practices, curricula development with industry, etc. In addition to
these DOD and DOE efforts, NSF anticipates working closely with the Department of
Commerce on additional institutes, if the full NNM! is authorized and funded by Congress.
lnfonnal STEM Education
2. Dr. Marrett. NSF is proposing a significant cut to the infonnal STEM education
program (AISL) even as the overall Education and Human Resources budget grows. I
understand this may be part of the larger Administration STEM overhaul that creates a
new role for Smithsonian in federal informal STEM efforts, but I still have concerns.
Question: How do you justify this cut in an otherwise growing budget? How will you
work with the Smithsonian to help build their capacity to support informal STEM
education and outreach across the nation? How will you work with science centers
across the country as you refocus the AISL program? Also, I worry this cut could
diminish NSF's opportunities for branding, which increases public recognition and
support for the NSF mission. Can you comment on that aspect of it too?
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Answer: NSF's unique role in informal STEM learning/engagement is to support research and

development in order to develop an evidence base around exciting, innovative models for
informal learning. This is accomplished through collaborations among educators, scientists, and
other technical professionals, and is supported through multiple NSF programs, including
Advancing Informal STEM Leaming (AISL). The FY 2014 funding level proposed for AISL is to
ensure its research focus on innovative learning and engagement strategies amidst the
increasingly broad set of environments in which STEM learning occurs outside. of school.
Coordination of NSF programs that fund informal STEM-education [primarily AISL plus
Discovery Research K-12 (DR-K12), Research on Education and Leaming (REAL), Innovative
Technology Experiences for Students and Teachers (!TEST), and Cyberleaming Learning
Transforming Education (CTE)] with the public engagement and outreach programs of NSFfunded Research and Relatetj. Activities (R&RA) projects will not only achieve resource
efficiencies but will provide real-time, ongoing test beds for understanding how STEM learning
occurs beyond the school environment.
New anon-traditional" players in informal STEM education, such as the business community,
private foundations, civic groups, technology developers, and other out-of-school entities, also
create new opportunities to leverage resources through strategic collaborations. New social
models, approaches to scientific research, and emerging technologies, such as citizen science,
virtual networks, cyber-enabled learning, and educational gaming, create rich but unexplored
opportunities to reach broad out-of-school and lifelong learning communities.
AISL investments will continue to advance the field by funding innovative projects that further
understanding of how best to increase the STEM knowledge, practice, infrastructure, and
professional capacity of people participating in informal STEM-learning settings. Those
interventions can then serve as tested models, with strong evidence bases, for wider
implementation and use at full scale through partnerships with other entities, such as· the
Smithsonian Institution, and be taken to scale through networks funded by the Department of
Education.
Through the Office of Legislative and Public Affairs, NSF seeks opportunities to highlight all
NSF-funded research. Those efforts would not be impacted.
Consolidation of federal Graduate and Undergraduate STEM Education programs
3. Dr. Marrett, as part of the broad overhaul of STEM education programs being
proposed by the Administration, NSF has been designated the lead agency for federally
supported undergraduate and graduate-level programs, including programs that have
been managed within their respective mission agencies for years.
Question
• At the graduate level, the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program Is being
expanded to be a National Graduate Fellowship Program (NGFP). As mission
agencies phase out their own graduate fellowship programs, how will you ensure that
the mission-specific needs of those agencies continue to be met under NGFP? What
interagency infrastructure is in place or will you have to establish to meet this goal?
•

Likewise, how will you address consolidation at the undergraduate level in terms of
making sure that the mission-specific needs of the agencies and the research
communities they support are being met?
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Answer: The President's proposed STEM-education reorganization, which desfgnates NSF as
the lead federal agency for STEM undergraduate and graduate education, expands and
coordinates NSF programs within new frameworks that introduce additional approaches to
achieve improved impact and efficiency. NSF staff will continue to collaborate with colleagues
from agencies whose undergraduate programs and graduate fellowship programs are being
realigned to fully understand the specific goals and operational features of those programs, as
well as the agency assets (e.g. laboratories, facilities, scientists, and instruments) that have
been avaHable to participants in those programs. As much as possible, NSF will incorporate
into these realigned programs (Catalyzing Advances in Undergraduate STEM Education or
CAUSE, National Graduate Research Fellowships, and NSF Research Traineeships) the
intentions and goals of programs from other agencies, and will be cognizant of how NSF's
programs can meet the particular educational goals of science mission agencies. NSF staff will
work collaboratively with other agencies to determine how participants in the NSF programs can
have appropriate access to facilities and assets of other agencies as part of their preparation for
the STEM workforce.
Although pre-planning had been underway, the White House organized a meeting of agencies
after the release of the FY 2014 Budget to move forward in implementation planning of
realigned programs, including the National Graduate Research Fellowship Program (NGRF).
As described in the FY 2014 Budget, the NGRF design will include opportunities for fellows to
obtain the technical and professional development specified by the mission agencies. In
addition, NGRF administration will include mechanisms for mission agencies to be involved in
selecting fellows in general, and, more specifically, for participation in specialized technical and
professional development relevant to their agencies. The lnteragency Working Group on STEM
Graduate Fellowships and the NSTC Committee on Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics Education (CoSTEM) are two interagency groups that provide infrastructure to
help ensure the mission-specific needs of agencies are met. Meetings between NSF and
individual agencies are underway to address considerations specific to each agency.
NSF's new CAUSE program is a natural evolution and consolidation of the Foundation's
ongoing efforts to couple STEM disciplinary expertise with education~research expertise to
better understand and improve undergraduate STEM learning and persistence of students from
all groups and to support STEM workforce development. Developing the framework for CAUSE
will be informed by input from others who have been managing undergraduate programs in their
respective mission agencies. Conversations with those agencies are underway and will
continue.
0MB hosted a meeting with representatives from NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, the National Institutes of Health, and the Department of Defense to initiate
conversations about goals, priorities, and ways to leverage each other's assets to support the
implementation of the STEM reorganization, including in the area of undergraduate education.
NSF staff have initiated subsequent meetings with USDA and the Department of Energy and will
soon host a gathering of an federal agencies that have investments in undergraduate education.
In addition, we will continue to engage with agencies one on one. Our conversations buHd upon
and are guided by the extensive collaborative work that has been underway for several years
through CoSTEM to leverage our collective expertise and assets to improve undergraduate
STEM education.
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Astronomy Portfolio Review
4. Dr. Marrett, last year the Astronomy Division carried out a community-based review of
its full portfolio of facilities. Taking into consideration limited budgets and new
telescopes coming online over the next several years, the reviewers recommended that
NSF take steps to divest a number of older telescopes. I am hearing concerns from the
community that the proposed schedule for divestment decisions by the end of 2013 may
be unattainable even as stakeholders work together to develop new sources of funding
to keep some of these telescopes operational.
Question; What would be the consequences of granting additional time for potential
consortia to develop more fully?
Answer; NSF has stated publicly that decisions regarding divestment paths will need to be
taken near the end of Calendar Year 2013 in order to realize savings in the FY 2017 budget.
NSF also has stated publicly that this does not require fully formed consortia and signed
Memoranda of Understanding by the end of 2013, but does require significant evidence of likely
commitment levels beyond e-mail expressions of interest. Deferring divestment decisions will
carry the realization of savings out to time frames beyond FY 2017.

Depending on the amount of delay, this most likely will result in one or more of the following:
(1) reduction of individual investigator funding rates to less than 10 percent, or complete
cancellation of individual investigator programs in some years beginning in FY 2015-2016,
depending on which budget scenarios are realized for MPS/AST;
(2) delay of the Mid-Scale Innovations Program that was the number two priority for large
ground-based projects in the 2010 decadal survey and is included in the NSF FY 2014
Budget Request to Congress;
(3) inability to commit to operations of the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (ATST)
beginning in FY 2015;
(4) deferral of the construction start of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, also in the
FY 2014 Budget Request. because of a lack of projected funding available for operations,
which begin in 2018-2019.
Question: Can you tell us where thin.gs stand with respect to considering and
implementing the Portfolio Review recommendations, including any schedule for
management decisions on these facilities?
Answer: NSF has separated two telescopes, the Green Bank Telescope and the Very Long
Baseline Array, from the primary management competition for the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO), in order to provide maximum flexibility for the development of funding
partnerships. NSF ls preparing solicitations for competition of the management of the National
Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO) and of NRAO that describe the scope of those
observatories beyond 2015. NSF has asked its observatory management organizations to
solicit expressions of interest from potential partners, which in some cases have led to direct
discussions between NSF and the possible partners or consortia. Some of these potential
partners are universfty-based, and some are other federal agencies. NSF continues to hold to
its schedule of making divestment decisions by the end of 2013.
Question: Finally. how will you seek community input on the implementation of the

Portfolio Review?
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Answer: The Portfolio Review was an inherently community~based process, with a broadly
representative committee of community astronomers that solicited input from individual
astronomers and from representatives of au the national astronomy facilities. Furthermore, the
Portfolio Review instructions required them to accept the science and program priorities set by
the National Academy decadal surveys, which were based on extensive community input and
discussion. The results of the Portfolio Review, and the NSF plans as they develop, have been
presented in multiple town hall meetings of the American Astronomical Society, to multiple
standing National Academy advisory committees, to the Astronomy and Astrophysics Advisory
Committee (AAAC, chartered by Congress), to a meeting of the country's astronomy
department chairs, and via a web-based presentation to the entire community; in all these
forums, ample opportunity was given to ask questions. Discussions regarding implementation
have been held with the managing organizations of the national facilities as well as with
representatives of tenant organizations that operate on NSF observatory sites.
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Dr. Farnam Jahanian
Assistant Director
Directorate of Computer and Information Science and Engineering
National Science Foundation
·
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington> VA 22230
Dear Dr. Jahanian:
On behalf of the Subcommittee on Research and the Subc01mnittee on Technology, we
want to express our appreciation for your participation in the hearing entitled "Next Generation
Computing and Big Data Analytics" on Wednesday, April 24, 2013.
You have receiveq a verbatim electronic transcript of the hearing for your review. The
Committee}s rule pertaining to the printing of transcripts is as follows:

The transcripts of those hearings conducted by the Committee and Subcommittees shall
be published as a substantially verbatim account of remarks actually made during the
proceedings, subject only to technical, grammatical, and typographical corrections
authorized by the person making the remarks involved
Transcript edits, if any, should be submitted no later than May 23, 2013. If no edits are
received by the above date, we will presume that you have no suggested edits to the transcript.
We are also enclosing questions submitted for the record by Members of the Co1mnittee.
These are questions that the Mempers were unable to pursue during the time allotted at the
hearing, but felt were important to address as prut of the official record. All of the enclosed
que_stions must be responded to no later than May 23, 2013.
All transcript edits and responses to the enclosed questions should be submitted to us and
directed to the attention of Melia Jones at melia.jones@mail.house.gov. If you have any further
questions or concerns, please contact Ms. Jones at 202.226.2040.

Thank you again for your testimony.

Sincerely,

Chairman
Subcommittee on Research

Enclosure: Member Questions

Thomas Massie
Chairman
Subcommittee on Technology

QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
THE HONORABI.,,E CYNTHIA LUMMIS (R-WY)
U,S. H:ouse Committee on Science, Space, and Technology

Next Generation Computing and Big Data Analytics

Wednesday, April 24, 2913
1. The massive volumes of data generated daily across a range of industries and public sector
organizations necessitate new methods to store and manage the data. The National Science
Foundation (NSF) Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering Directorate (CISE)
helps develop and maintain cutting:._edge national computing and info1mation infrastructure for
research and-education. This data must be analyzed to extract knowledge and promote discovery.
Often this data resides i:µ scattered .locations.

For the nation to take advantage of the discovery that can be derived from big data, please
explain how an effective infrastructure can be constructed to connect the entities developing and
using Big Data to drive discovery. Additionally, please describe how the infrastructure,
connections, and broadband would be developed to enable the entire community of research
universities, in particular those like the University of Wyoming from EPSCoR states.
2. Within NSF, the Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering Directorate (CISE)
helps develop and maintain cutting-edge national computing and information infrastructure for
research and education. NSF has significant investment in computing infrastructure, including
the NCAR-Wyoming Superco~puting Center, among others. These high performance computers
are capable of processing complex data sets at a greater rate, enabling scientific research and
discoveries.
1

The ability to analyze and utilize information from increasing quantities of data sets is crucial to
advancing knowledge. Please describe the contributions these facilities ·are expected to make to
the development and use of Big Data over the next three to five years.

QUE_STIONS FOR THE RECORD
THE HONORABLE DEREK KILMER (D-WA)
U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology

Next Generation Computing and Big Data Analytics
Wednesday, April 24, 2013
There have been a number of big data reports generated recently by a number of industry leaders.
I'm proud to say that companies, EMC and Isilon, which is headquartered in Washington State,
have done a lot of great work on big data. EMC recently released their latest "Digital Universe"
study, ~onducted by IDC. Amazingly, this study projects that the digital universe will reach 40
Zettabytes by 2020.
One of the issues I have been passionate about, both in the state legislature and in my first few
months in Congress, is STEM education. It seems to be that many of these reports make a
compelling case that there is a dire need for more data scientists.
I have hvo questions:
1. How are your organizations specifically addressing the need for more data scientists and
employees with STEM backgrounds?
2, In your testimony, you both discuss how our nation is facing a data scientist sho1iage.
What policies would you recommend Congress consider to address that shortage?
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14

Bucshon [Chairman of the Subcommittee on Research] presiding.
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Chairman BUCSHON. All right. This joint hearing of the
Subcommittee on Research and the Subcommittee on Technology

17 'will come to order.
18

Good morning, and welcome to today 1 s joint hearing

19

entitled "Next Generation Computing and Big Data Analytics.

20

In front of you are packets .containing the written testimony,

21

biographies and Truth in Testimony disclosures for today's

22

witnesses.

23

Before.I get started, since this is a joint hearing

24

involving two subcommittees, I want to explain how we will

25

operate procedurally so all members understand how the

26

question-and-answer period will be handled. As always,

27

will alternate rounds of questioning between majority and

28

minority members. The chairmen and ranking members of the

29

Research and Technology Subcommittees will be recognized

30

first.

31

in order of seniority on the full Committee and those coming

32

in after the gavel will be recognized in order of their

33
34
35

we

Then we will recognize members present at the gavel

arrival.

I now recognize myself for 5 minutes for an opening

statement.
Again,

I would like to welcome everyone to today's

36

hearing where we will examine how advancements in information

37

technology and data analytics enable private and public

38

39

sector organizations to provide greater value to their
customers and citizens.

Industry, academia, and government
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3

40 are all interested in determining how to extract value, gain
41 insights, and make better decisions based on the wealth of
4 2 data that is generated today.

In recent years,

"big o.a ta"

43 has become the popular term used to encompass this
44 phenomenon.

45

TechAmerica, an information technology trade

46 association, defines big data as "large volumes of
47 high-velocity, complex and variable data that require
48 advanced techniques and technologies to enable the capture,
49 storage, distribution, management and analysis of the
50 information."
51

Big data offers a range of opportunities for private

52 industry to reduce costs and increase profitability. It can
53 enable scientists to make discoveries on a previously
54 unreachable scale. And it can allow governments to identify
55 ways to serve its citizens more efficiently.
56

The McKinsey Global Institute predicts that effective

57 information management can provide $300 billion in annual
58 value to the U.S. health care sector alone. TechAmerica
59 released a report last year highlighting how big-data
60 initiatives can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
61 government services, and through the use of advanced
62 computing power and analytic techniques, universities and
63 federal laboratories can drive new research initiatives that
64 will significantly increase our scientific knowledge base.
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There are also various challenges associated with big

66 data that the Committee will explore today. McKinsey has
67 estimated that the U.S. ·will face a shortfall of 140,000 to
68 190,000 professionals with significant technical depth in
69 data analytics, and a further shortfall of an additional 1.5
70 million managers and analysts who can work effectively with
71 big-data analysis by 2018. Committee members will be
72 interested to learn how industry, academia, and government
73 are addressing this shortfall.
74

While the term "big data" is relatively new, public

75 and private organizations have been investing in computing
76 power and data analytics for a number of years. In March of
77 last year, the Obama Administration announced a Big Data
78 Research and Development Initiative, including $200 million
79 in new funding across six different government departments
80 and agencies.

I am interested to learn how effectively these

81 programs are being coordinated across the different federal
82 agencies to ensure that taxpayer dollars are being leveraged
83 effectively. Finally, privacy and security are major
84 concerns when private and public organizations are
85 collecting, analyzing and disseminating massive data sets.
86

We have an excellent panel of witnesses ranging across

87 industry, academia and government.

I would like to extend my

88 appreciation to each of our witnesses for taking the time and
89 effort to appear before us today. We look forward to your
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92

testimony.
[The statement of Mr. Bucshon follows:]
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94

Chairman BUCSHON. I will now yield to Mr. Lipinski for
his opening statement.

95

Mr.

LIPINSKI.

96

Bucshon,

and I

97

hearing.

I

98

here.

99

Thank you.

I

want to thank you,

Chairman

want to thank Chairman Massie for holding this

want to welcome and thank the witnesses for being

Today's hearing gives us an opportunity to talk about

100

the new tools and analytics that are being developed for big

101

data. AS Chairman Bucshon stated, big data can be thought of

102

as large volumes of complex and diverse types of data that

103

change rapidly with time.

104

In basic scientific research in national security as

105

well as in economic sectors ranging from energy to health

106

care, big-data challenges are becoming fundamentally

107

important. Effectively dealing with big data can impact how

108
109

we do business and how we think about the world.
As a member of the Research Subcommittee for several

I have watched as the amount and complexity of

110

years now,

111

data has grown by leaps and bounds. The field of astronomy

112

is a great example. When the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

113

started work in 2000, its telescope in New Mexico collected

114

more data in a few weeks than had been collected in the

115

history of astronomy, and that telescope will be surpassed

116
117

when the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope begins scientific
operations in 2020. LSST will photograph the entire sky
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118 every few days, producing data at a rate almost 100 times
119 greater than the Sloan Survey. But data is useless without
120 the means to store and analyze it in an efficient manner.
121

The types of data are changing as well. Data has gone

122 from being mostly numbers entered into Excel spreadsheets to
123 data coming from sensors, cell phone cameras and millions of
124 email messages. In fact,

it is estimated that over 85

125 percent of data generated today are these kinds of
126 unstructured data, data like videos or emails. The change in
127 the volume and variety of data as well as how fast data is
128 being produced and changed creates almost limitless
129 opportunities.

For example, since cybersecurity data is

130 massive, varied, and changing quickly, big-data technologies
131 have the potential to detect and prevent cyber attacks before
132 they happen.

I know that organizations like IBM are

133 developing technologies to do just that. Additionally, big
134 data could be used to establish new business models, create
135 transparency, improve decision-making and reduce
136 inefficiencies within businesses and government.
137

But along with the opportunities, there are a number of

138 challenges. We need new tools and software packages to
139 manage, organize, and analyze all these different kinds of
140 data. Additionally, we will need an analytic workforce to
141 ensure the gains of big data. These challenges necessitate
142 involvement from government, academia and the private sector.
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143 That is why I am happy to see all those sectors represented
144 today.
145

The government has and will continue to play an

146 instrumental role in this area. For instance, the Networking
147 and Information Technology Research and Development program,
148 or NITRO, created an interagency big-data group that is
149 coordinating federal efforts in technologies, research,
150 competitions, and workforce development for big data. We had
151 a hearing on the NITRD program back in February, and I expect
152 that we will be able to take a broader look at many of the
153 same issues in today's hearing.
154

In some cases, agencies have teamed up to issue joint

155 solicitations. For example 1 NSF and NIH ,have a joint
156 big-data grant program that awarded nearly $15 million of
157 grants to eight teams of researchers last year. These first
158 award grants went to projects focused on designing new tools
159 for big data and new data analytic approaches. We will be
160 hearing more about these and other interagency activities
161 from Dr. Jahanian in his testimony. We will also learn more
162 about specific programs at NSF, one of the leading agencies
163 in federal big-data efforts on both the analytics side and
164 the computational resources side.
165

As I mentioned before, one of the areas being

166 coordinated through NITRO is workforce development for big
167 data. Several agencies, including NSF, have education
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activities to support a new generation of big-data

169

researchers. As we will likely hear from all of the

170

witnesses, we face a looming shortage of workers with the

171

skills needed to analyze and manage large, complex and

172

high-velocity data sets. There is some overlap with the

173

broader STEM skills we so often speak about in this

174

committee, but there are also some unique skills required to

175

address the big challenges of big data. We need to consider

176

how to build those skills into STEM curricula, especially at

177

the undergraduate and graduate levels. I look forward to

178

hearing from our witnesses about the current educational

179

efforts and what additional initiatives may be necessary.

180

181
182
183

And finally,

since big data involves different types of

data that can be produced and transferred quickly,
concerns over privacy.

there are

We need to ensure that we strike the

right balance between exploring and implementing all of the

184
185
186

potential benefits of big data while also protecting
individuals' personal information.
I look forward to hearing the witnesses' testimony and

187

9

188

our discussion today, and I yield back the balance of my

189

time.
[The statement of Mr. Lipinski follows:]

190
*************** INSERT 2 ***************
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you, Mr. Lipinski. The ~hair

192

now recognizes the chairman of the Subcommittee on

193

Technology 1 Mr. Massie 1 for 5 minutes for his opening

194

statement.

195

Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Chairman.

196

Good morning. Today we are examining an issue that we

197

hear a lot about.

198

can mean a lot of different things. The scientific

199

community, though, has generated and used big data before

200

there was the term "big data." In fact,

201

Committee authored the High Performance Computing Act, which

202

organized the federal agency research, development and

2 03

training efforts in support of advanced computing.

204

uBig data" is a popular new term that

in 1991 this

Individual researchers have always been faced with

205

difficult decisions about their data: what to keep, what to

206

toss, what to verify with additional experiments. And as our

207

computing power has increased, so has the luxury of storing.

208

more data. Incorporating computer power to process more

209

scientific data is transforming laboratories across the

210

country.

211

At the same time, the ability to analyze large amounts

212

of data across multiple networked platforms is also

213

transforming theprivate sector. Through big-data

214

applications, businesses have not only revealed previously

215

hidden efficiency improvements in their internal operations,
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but, more importantly 1 also uncovered entirely new types of

217

businesses built around data that was previously not

218

accessible due to its size and complexity.

219

Today 1 s hearing will examine the hype around big data. Is

220

the United States the most innovative Nation in big data? Is

221

our regulatory system creating any burdens on businesses? Could

222

public-private

223

improved to allow for more data innovations?

224

partnerships

with

the

federal

agencies

I thank our witnesses today for their participation

225

today and I look forward to hearing their testimony. Thank

226

you.

227

I yield back.
[The statement of Mr. Massie follows:]

*************** INSERT 3 ***************
228

be
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you 1 Mr. Massie. The chair now

230 recognizes Ms. Wilson for 5 minutes for her opening
231 statement.
232

Ms. WILSON. First of all 1 I would like to thank both

233 Chairman Bucshon and Chairman Massie for holding this joint
234 hearing, and thank you all to our witnesses for being here
235 today. Welcome.
236

This morning's hearing provides us with the opportunity

237 to discuss one of the newest buzzwords in Washington, and you
238 know we have many buzzwords here. This one: big data. This
239 buzzword is not an exaggeration. A computer that used to
240 take up the space of this entire room now fits in the palm of
241 your hand. It is remarkable.
242

Just as computers have gotten immensely smaller, they

243 have als8 gotten immensely more powerful. Instead of talking
244 about megabytes, we are now talking about petabytes and
245 zettabytes--quadrillions and sextillions of units of
246 information. It boggles the mind. Collecting and storing
247 this huge volume of data would have been impossible just a
248 few years ago.
249

I am looking forward to your testimony and learning more

250 about the benefits of big data to society. As I understand
251 it, big data has potential to improve nearly all sectors of
252 society. The National Cancer Institute is funding a
253 prototype in biological big data that could lead to new
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254 advances in cancer treatment. Companies and agencies are
255 using big data to run controlled experiments that improve
256 decision-making. Scientists at Florida International
257 University in my district are using big data to advance
258 understanding of topics including cybersecurity, social
259 networks and cloud computing.
260

But there are challenges. In order to reap all the

261 benefits of complex and broadly available data, we need new
262 technologies and software. We also need a workforce, a
263 workforce with the skills necessary to analyze data of such
264 great volume and complexity. A recent study estimates that
265 the United States is in need of 190,000 additional data
266 scientists.
267

In thinking about this hearing on big data, I couldn't

268 help but think about the tragic events last week in Boston.
269 The marathon bombings may be one of the most photographed
270 attacks in history. The Massachusetts State Police asked the
271 public to share the photos and videos taken on that awful
272 day. Now all of this digital information has been and is
273 being used by the Boston Police Department and the FBI in
274 their investigation. It appears that this data has been
275 instrumental in helping to identify the individuals who were
276 involved.
277

Examples like this one demonstrate how important it is

278 that we develop and attain the tools and the skills people
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279

need to analyze tremendous amounts of complex data. Big data

280

can not only lead to amazing scientific discoveries; it can

281

also save lives.

282
As we learn more about these opportunities and
283
challenges today,

I hope our witnesses will offer

284
recommendations on how th Federal Government can help create
285

the new tools, software and workforce needed to realize the

286
full potential of big data.
287

Chairman Bucshon, Chairman Massie, thank you again for

288
289

holding this hearing 1 and I yield back the balance of my

290

time.
[The statement of Ms. Wilson follows:)

291
*************** INSERT 4 **************
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Chairman 1 BUCSHON. Thank you, Ms. Wilson.
If there are members who wish to submit additional

294

opening statements, your statements will be added to the

295

record at this point.

296

It is now time to introduce our panel of witnesses. Our

297

first witness is Dr. David McQueeney, the Vice President of

298

Technical Strategy and Worldwide Operations at IBM Research.

299

In this capacity, he is responsible for setting the direction

300

of IBM's overall research strategy across 12 worldwide labs

301

and leading the global operations and information systems

302

teams. Dr. McQueeney 1 s background covers a wide range of

303

disciplines,

304

researcher in research executive and half in IBM 1 s

305

customer-focused areas. He holds an M.S. and Ph.D. in

306

solid-state physics from Cornell University and an A.B. in

307

physics from Dartmouth College. Welcome.

spending about half of his career as a

308

Our second witness is Dr. Michael Rappa, the Executive

309

Director of the Institute for Advanced Analytics and Faculty

310

Member of the Department of Computer Science at North

311

Carolina State University. Dr. Rappa has 25 years of

312

experience as a professor working across academic disciplines

313

at the intersection of management and computing. He began

314

his teaching career at the University of Minnesota where he

315

earned his doctorate degree. Welcome.

316

And our final witness is Dr. Farnam Jahanian, the
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317

Assistant Director for the Computer and Information Science

318

and Engineering Directorate at the National Science

319

Foundation and a frequent visitor to our subcommittee. He

320

oversees the CISE 1 s mission to uphold the Nation's leadership

321

in computer and information science and engineering. He also

322

serves as Co-chair of the Networking and Information

323

Technology Research and Development, or NITRO, Subcommittee

324

of the National Science and Technology Council Committee on

325

Technology, providing overall coordination for the activities

326

of 14 government agencies. Dr. Jahanian holds a master's

327

degree and a Ph.D. in computer science from the University of

328

Texas at Austin. Welcome again.

329

330
331
332

As our witnesses should know,

spoken testimony is

limited to 5 minutes each after which members of the
Committee have 5 minutes each to ask questions. Your written
testimony will be included in the record of the hearing.

333
334

I now recognize our first witness, Dr. McQueeney, for 5
minutes for his testimony.
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335

STATEMENTS OF DR. DAVID MCQUEENEY, VICE PRESIDENT, TECHNICAL
336

STRATEGY AND WORLDWIDE OPERATIONS, IBM RESEARCH; DR. MICHAEL

337

RAPPA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED

338

ANALYTICS, DISTINGUISHED UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR, NORTH CAROLINA

339

STATE UNIVERSITY; AND DR. FARNAM JAHANIAN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

340

FOR THE COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

341

(CISE} DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)
STATEMENT OF DAVID MCQUEENEY

342

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, ranking
343

344

members, members of the Subcommittees. Thank you for the
opportunity to testify today. My written testimony covers

345

next-generation computing, big data and analytics, workforce

346

development and the role of government.

347

will focus on areas where I can offer critical insights from

348

my personal experience.

349

In my 5 minutes,

I

Computing today is undergoing profound change. We are

350

moving from computing based on processors that are programmed

351

to follow a predesigned sequence of instructions to cognitive

352

computing systems based on massive amounts of data evolving

353

into systems that can learn. This new approach will new

354

require new strategies in hardware and in software and

355

improved skills to maintain U.S.

356

systems will digest and exploit massive data volumes. Tools

357

leadership. Cognitive
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such as mobile phones, videos and social networks generate as

359

much data in 2 days in 2013 as in all of human history prior

360

to 2003.

361
362

Advanced analytics can be thought of as tools for
infusing all this data to make decisions on facts rather than

363

intuition. The challenge is to transform latent data into

364

actionable information to decide what to do next.

365

example, the Memphis Police Department is using data

366

analytics to map crime hotspots and find patterns. As a

367

result, they have been able to reduce crime by 30 percent

368

with no increase in overall police manpower.

369

For

To run advanced analytics, it is essential to have the

370

most powerful computing systems. However, current

371

supercomputing systems are reaching performance levels that

372

will stagnate without significant innovation. We must move

373

to the next generation of large-scale computing called

374

exascale computing, a thousand times faster than today's

375

petascale machined.

376

The United States needs to invest now in the research

377

and development for exascale systems to maintain strategic

378

and economic leadership. Government-funded research on

379

domain skills, ·especially at our national laboratories,

380

should target systems for modeling, simulation and analytics

381
382

on big data.
Before 2005, the United States had a clear lead in the
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383 global supercomputing race. Today 1 we are still ahead but
384 the rest of the world is catching up rapidly. To stay ahead
385 will require new skills and knowledge and new types of
386

1

decision-making. Nearly 2 million IT jobs will be created by

387 2015 in the United States to support big data, and the job
388 candidates with analytic skills will get these jbbs.
389

Industry is developing many collaborative skills

390 programs, as enumerated in my testimony.

I highlight our

391 announcement today with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute to
392 offer a graduate degree program in the fall of 2013, the
393 master of science in business analytics.
394

Privacy must be considered in the design of big-data

395 systems. Big data does not require the sacrifice of personal
396 privacy. When personal information is used, design-in
397 processes such as IBM's Privacy By Design can protect
398 privacy. When people understand how information is used,
399 have the ability to set data usage policies and enjoy
400 benefits of the analysis, they tend not to have privacy
401 concerns.
402

The government's role should focus on research and

403 skills.

First,

federal research investment in

404 high-performance computing is critical to big data.

Industry

405 needs university-based exploratory research into numerous
406 areas including system design,

flexible software defined

407 environments and IT infrastructure.
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Second, IBM strongly supports the reauthorization of the

409 Department of Energy High End Computing Revitalization Act of
410 2004 to be offered by Representative Hultgren. This bill
411 will improve high-end computing R&D at the DOE and strengthen
412 government industry partnerships for exascale platforms. IBM
413 has a long history of successful partnershi 1ps with DOE. This
414 partnership established computational simulation as an
415 essential tool for scientific inquiry and led to world
416 leadership in the United States in high-performance
417 computing. The challenge ahead is to continue this growth.
418 Past federal investments in HP-related research, particularly
419 at DOE 1 s national labs, have underpinned mission-critical
420 supercomputers at

DOD 1

NASA, NOAA and in the intelligence

421 agencies.
422

Third, the professional science masters program

423 supported by NSF is particularly relevant as it provides
424 advanced training in science or mathematics and develops
425 workplace skills valued by employers. Finally, Congress
426 should reauthorize the Carl D. Perkins Act and the federal
427 work-study program and restructure them to align workforce
428 needs and big data.
429

In conclusion, there exists today a tremendous abundance

430 of data about our world. New cognitive computing
431 capabilities will help determine which countries and
432 businesses will thrive. The United States should support
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433

advanced computing and build its workforce to seize the

434

future.

435
Thank you, and I welcome your questions.

436

437

[The statement of Mr. McQueeney follows:]

*************** INSERT A***************
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you, Dr. McQueeney.

439

I now recognize Dr. Rappa for 5 minutes for his

440

22

testimony,
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL RAPPA

441
Mr. RAPPA. Good morning, Chairman Bucshon, Chairman
442

Massie, Ranking Member Lipinski, Ranking Member Wilson and

443

other members of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the

444

opportunity to be here this morning to speak with you about

445

data analytics and the role institutions of higher learning

446

can play in advancing the field.

447

I am going to draw this morning today testimony on my

448

own behalf as a professor and director of a research

449

institute, educational institute for over the past 25 years.

450

I think it is important to start with the fact that the

451

world is changing around data very, rapidly and our ability to

452

productively use it becomes a very central part of what we do

453

as a society today, as has been heard already. A generation

454

ago, data was scarce, expensive, time consuming to collect

455

and difficult to analyze. Today, data is everywhere.

456

Advances in computer technology and powerful analytic

457

tools make it possible not only to collect vast quantities of

458

data but also analyze and draw insights from data to solve

459

pressing problems from increasing operational efficiency to

460
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461 combating fraud to better health care 1 to protecting national
462 security. Data is everywhere. The question is, how well are
463 we prepared to use it. We have the data, the technology,

the

464 methods and tools, all of which continue to advance. The
465 national challenge, in my view 1 going forward will be our
466 ability to educate a data-savvy workforce that has the
467 analytical skills to put data into action. Estimates of the
468 talent gap as we have heard are large and growing.
469

This is a dire but solvable problem. As we have shown

470 at NC State, working closely with employers and focusing on
471 their needs, we can produce the kind of talent that is so
472 desperately needed today. We do it quickly in just 10 months
473 with a domestic student population ranging from their early
474 20s to their late 50s, many of whom are returning to school.
475 We have done this now for 6 years economically with
476 consistently high student outcomes using a sustainable and
477 scalable business model based on self-financed tuition.
478

What it comes down to is creative innovation, how we

479 organize graduate education, allowing us to engage with
480 employers more productively to yield high-quality results in
481 the skills and readiness of our graduates.
482

I encourage the Committee to focus its attention on

483 workforce needs, to encourage the government to seek out
484 innovation in higher education and to promote new and novel
485 learning models. This is a solvable problem. With the
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486

proper incentives, focused resources, open collaboration with

487

industry, we can produce the analytics professionals needed

488

to extract value from big data and to move the economy

489

forward. As I said, we have done this ourselves now for 6

490

straight years to great effect. We will graduate a class in

491

a matter of another week,

492

sciences and analytics program, with already 95 percent of

493

them placed in jobs. They are literally the most sought

494

after and highest-paid graduates of the university.

495

49G

80 students in the master of

So we can do this. It is a solvable problem. Thank you
again for your time. I will be glad to answer any questions.

497
[The statement of Mr. Rappa follows:]
498

*************** INSERT B ***************
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you for your testimony.

500

I now recognize our final witness, Dr. Jahanian, for 5

501
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minutes for his testimony.
STATEMENT OF FARNAM JAHANIAN

• 502
JAHANIAN. Good morning, Chairman Massie, Chairman

503

Bucshon, Ranking Members Wilson and Lipinski, and members of

504

the Subcommittee. It is my pleasure to be back here to

505

discuss the next generation of computing and big-data

506

analytics.

507

Today we leave in an era of data and information enabled

508

by advanced technologies that surround us. Data is generated

509

510
511

by modern experimental methods, scientific instruments such
as telescopes and particle accelerators, large-scale
simulators, Internet transactions, email, video images,
clickstreams and widespread deployment of sensors everywhere.

512
513

514
515
516

Approximately 90 percent of the data in the world today were
created in the last 2 years alone. However, when we talk
about big data, it is important to emphasize not only the
enormous volume of data being generated but also the
velocity, heterogeneity and complexity of data that now

517

confronts us.
518

519

Why is big data important? Several others have alluded
to this already. Data represents a transformative new

520
521
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522 currency. Big data is increasingly important to all facets
523 of our Nation's discovery and innovation ecosystem. First,
524 insights and more accurate predictions from large and complex
525 collections of data are creating opportunities in new
526 markets, driving the creation of IT products and services and
527 boosting the productivity of businesses. Second, advances

in

528 our ability to store, integrate and extract meaning and
529 information from data are accelerating the pace of discovery
530 in almost every science and engineering discipline. Third,
531 big data has the potential to solve many of the Nation 1 s most
532 pressing challenges from health care and education to
533 cybersecurity and public safety, yielding enormous societal
534 benefits and ensuring sustained U.S. competitiveness.
535

Let me share with you just a few examples of the promise

536 of big data. These are all grounded in research that is
537 funded by the Federal Government or by the private sector,
538 the work that is done in the private sector. By integrating
539 biomedical 1 clinical and scientific data, we can predict the
540 onset of diseases and identify unwanted drug interactions.
541 By coupling roadway sensors, traffic cameras, individual GPS
542 devices, we can reduce traffic congestion and generate
543 significant savings in time and fuel.

By accurately

544 predicting natural disasters such as hurricanes and
545 tornadoes, we can employ lifesaving and preventative measures
546 that mitigate their potential impact. By correlating
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disparate data streams through text mining,

27

image analysis

and face recognition, we can enhance public safety and public

549

security. By integrating emerging technologies such as MOOC

550

and inverted classrooms with knowledge from research about

551

how people learn, we can transform formal and informal

552

education.

553

554
555

What does this mean for scientific discovery? Datadriven discovery, also called the fourth paradigm, is
revolutionizing scientific exploration and engineering

556

innovations.

557

provides novel approaches to driving discovery and decision-

558

making, yields increasingly accurate predictions and provides

559

deeper understanding of causal relationship based on advanced

.560

data analysis.

561

It enables extraction of new knowledge,

What is government doing to ensure we harness this

562

potential? As it was mentioned already,

563

Networking and Information Technology Research and

564

Development program, also called NITRD,

565

senior steering group to identify, initiate and coordinate

566

big-data research and development activities across the

in 2011 U.S.

formed a big-data

567

government to ensure that federal agencies,

568

research enterprise and public maximally benefit from

569

data-driven discovery.

570

R&D Initiative was launched, focusing the steering committee

571

group's focus on the tools,

In March 2012,

the scientific

the National Big Data

technologies and hurnan capital
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572 needed to move from data to knowledge to action. We see
573 exciting new partnership opportunities with the private
574 sector, state and local governments, academia and nonprofits.
575

At NSF, we have identified four major investment areas

576 that address current challenges and promise to serve as the
577 foundation of comprehensive long-term agenda: first,
578 investment in foundational research to advance big-data
579 techniques and technologies; second, support for building new
580 interdisciplinary research communities;, third, investment in
581 education and workforce development; and finally,

development

582 and deployment of cyber infrastructure to capture, manage and
583 analyze and share digital data.

584

I should add that NSF 1 s investment in cyber

585 infrastructure includes advanced computational resources that

586 support data-enabled science. In particular, the newly
587 dedicated Blue Waters, Stampede and Yellowstone
E,88 supercomputers will expand our Nation 1 s computational

589 capabilities significantly.
590

In summary, big data represents enormous opportunities

591 for our Nation. Investments in big-data research and
592 education will advance the frontier of knowledge,

further

593 fostering innovation, creating new economic opportunities and
594 yielding new approaches to addressing national priorities.
595

Thank you again for this opportunity. I would be happy

596 to answer any questions.
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[The statement of Mr. Jahanian follows:]
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you for your testimony.
would like to thank all the witnesses for their testimony.

601

am reminding members that Committee rules limit questioning

602

to 5 minutes, and the chair at this point will recognize

603

himself for 5 minutes to start the questions.

604

First,

Dr. Jahanian, the Administration announced his

605

Big Data Research and Development Initiative in March 2012

606

including $200 million in new commitments for big-data

607

research initiatives. However, the National Science

608

Foundation, Department of Defense, Department of Energy and

609

other agencies have had significant research programs and

610

data analytics that predated the initiative. How has the

611

Administration's initiative changed the ways these agency

612

research programs are coordinated and are we effectively

613

managing and leveraging our research investments across

614

agencies?

615

Mr. JAHANIAN. Thank you for your question. You are

616

absolutely right that it is not that suddenly last March we

617

woke up and said boy, data is really important, we need to do

618

something about it. There has been significant investment by

619

the federal sector and private sector in areas having to do

620

with data. The challenges we face are many--stewardship of

621

digital data and software, for example. Many data sets, as

622

was mentioned, are too poorly organized or also unstructured.

623

Many data sets are heterogeneous. The utility of data is
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also limited by our ability to interpret them. Many data are
being collected at a scale that we can 1 t even store them, let

626

alone analyze them. Also, large and linked data sets may be

627

exploited to identify individuals and so there are also the

628

privacy issues.

629

face.

630

So there are enormous challenges that we

As you alluded to, on March 29, 2012, OSTP in concert

631

with a number of federal agencies launched the national Big

632

Data Research Initiative.

633

activities in several directions,

634

the-art core technologies that we need to collect, store,

635

preserve, manage and analyze data, harnessing these

636

technologies to accelerate pace of discovery,

637

responsible stewardship, for example, and sustainable

638

business models for big data.

639

It expands the scope of our
for example,

state-of-

supporting

There are a number of cross-coordination that is taking

640

place under NITRO. Let me start with NSF. All NSF

641

directorates, for example, are participating in this. A

642

multidisciplinary panel of experts are making recommendation

643

on funding of this.

644

coordinated through a senior steering group that reports to

645

the assistant directors at NSF for all the coordination

646

because it involves every science and engineering discipline.

647
648

Furthermore,

big data is being

As far as the Federal Government is concerned, Big R&D
Initiative is coordinated through the NITRO subcommittee, as
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649
you know.
650
651

I

chair the subcommittee.

There is a senior

steering group that regularly meets to coordinate the
activities on many of the fronts that I

alluded to There

652

are also enormous opportunities not only in terms of joint

653

solicitations but there are a number of workshops that we are

654

holding jointly with other agencies including NIH, NIST, DOE,

655

DOD to advance the frontiers of knowledge and exploration in

656

big data.

657
658
659
660

661

I should also mention that when it comes to this
initiative 1 we can 1 t forget that the private sector plays a
significant role. When we think about innovation and
discovery ecosystems, not only are we talking about
universities, we are talking about scientists and engineers,

662

you know,

663

research and education, and of course, a vibrant private

664

sector. So there are a number of programs that we have at

665

NSF that attempt to connect the dots when it comes to

666

transfer of knowledge.

667

a rich,

talented labor force,

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you.

I

investment in

am glad to hear there

668

is quite a bit of coordination at the federal level because I

669

think all of us are concerned about that,

670

investing the taxpayer dollar wisely.

671

Dr. Rappa,

and again,

I also serve on the Education and Workforce

672

Committee, and I have got children age 9 through 20, four of

~3

them, and I have a really strong interest in how we get young
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674 people interested in different fields of study, and obviously
675 we have a tremendous challenge not only with this area but
676 many others, and do you think that--what are your ideas on
677 how we engage young people in understanding what
678 opportunities there are in this area and what the jobs of the
679 future might hold? I mean, how do we do that? Because, you
680 know, when you go to a high-school class, and I talk to a lot
681 of high-school class, people say, you know, not many people
682 come up when you ask them what they want to be, you know,
683 they want to analyze big data. So how do you do that? What
684 is your recommendation?
685

Mr. RAPPA. Well, thank you very much for your question,

686 and I understand exactly what you are saying, and I think
687 that things are changing. You know,

I think it is exactly

688 true that your average 8-year-old doesn't say they want to
689 grow up,

for example, to be a statistician. It is not

690 common, unless they are really interested in sports. Then
691 you see a sort of nexus there because of the relationship.
692 But I think what is changing is that it is really about
693 producing education, in my case, at the graduate level,
694 reaching further into the pipeline down into undergraduate
695 education and even touching upon high school where people
696 begin--where students begin to understand how data is really
697 used in action. So it is really about creating, not just
698 sort of creating knowledge or understanding but also applying
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that knowledge. And. when our students--our whole education
is driven around the application of that knowledge, and so

701

students really understand and increasingly undergraduates

702

understand that this kind of graduation education is going to

703

lead them to a very interesting, compelling professional

704

life.

705

Chairman BUCSHON. Well,

thank you, because I think that

706

we do--you know, we do need to have this type of information

707

gravitate down,

708

interested, and there is a program in Indianapolis called

709

Project Lead the Way who I

710

to do that at the high-school level, and it is showing some

711

success.

712

even to middle-school kids to get them

know very well that is beginning

But my time is expired, so I would love to talk more

713

about that but at this point I am going to yield to Ms.

714

Wilson for 5 minutes for her questions.

715

Ms. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

716

Along those lines, can you tell me either one of you

717

what skills are necessary for the big-data workforce? I

718

heard you say something about an analytical something. And

719
720
721
722
723

also as you are speaking, I would like to hear from you what
role can community colleges play in preparing the nextgeneration workforce for big data.
Mr. RAPPA. Thank you very much for your question.
would like to try my hand at that. So what is sort of
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724

interesting and novel about what we have done around the

725

education, we really started from scratch in building an

726

entire new graduate degree program, and we really wanted to

727

address this question of what skills were needed, and we

728

focused ourselves really looking at the employer as the

729

customer in a sense, the person, the individuals who buy our

730

product and the students and really tried to understand the

731

skills that they need, and really where that brings you is

732

that there is these technical skills which are important in

733

programming,

734

want much more than that. They want individuals who can work

735

well in teams 1 who can communicate these insights to decision

736

makers, who can actually use the tools and apply the

737

knowledge in an organizational context, and so we have

738

structured the whole education to build a very balanced set

739

of skills as opposed to what I think is really the

740

conventional approach in graduate education and to some

741

extent undergraduate education to focus on the technical

in math and statistics, but employers really

742

skills almost exclusively. And so really what we need to do

743

is sort of approach the whole student. Now,

744

community colleges can play a very important role because you

745

can really begin to channel pipelines where students can go

746

and get the prerequisite knowledge that they need, the early

747

748

I think

levels of math and statistics, before they go on to graduate
education. Thank you.
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Mr. MCQUEENEY. I would just like to comment that a lot

750 of the focus in the past has been on the graduate level of
751 education, as Dr. Rappa just talked about, and while we
752 continue to have a strong need for Ph.D. 1 s and computer
753 science and electric engineering and mathematics, the biggest
754 skill gap that we see is at the masters level, quite frankly,
755 of people who may not have the mathematical skills to create
756 an entire new type of analysis of data but who have more than
757 basic IT skills who actually can understand the implications
758 of using different analytical techniques given a problem,
759 given a data set with certain statistical properties, what
760 would be the appropriate analytical technique to use, and
761 when you apply that technique, how could you be sure that the
762 results would be reliable and proper, and so a lot of our
763 focus has been on creating an intermediate level of skill
764 that has the basic understanding of how to use these tools
765 even if it would fall on someone with more of a Ph.D. level
766 of training to create new analytical approaches.
767

Mr. JAHANIAN. Representative Wilson, I want to echo

768 something that has been said. If you think about big data,
769 let us just step back. There are three related problems that
770 goes beyond big data. It includes all of our IT workforce,
771 computer science, computational science and so on. These
772 problems have to do with underproduction, which everybody
773 recognizes, underrepresentation and then pipeline issues.
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that we need to

775 worry about our high schools, we need to worry about
776 pipeline. I have three kids, and I know where we lose our
777 kids, it is not in masters or Ph.D., we lose the interest of
778 our kids in high schools and middle schools, so that has to
779 be fixed, and there are a number of programs that we have
780 initiated, pilot programs that try to address that issue.
781

Let me share with you one anecdotal sort of evidence the

782 data on this. Annualized Bureau of Labor Statistics data
783 that predicts that each year we need about 140,000 job
784 openings. We will have 140,000 job openings in yomputing and
785 broadly speaking IT-related jobs but we are only producing
786 about 100,000 including masters, Ph.D., undergraduate and
787 community colleges. In fact, many of these jobs would be
788 available to individual who have 2-year or 4-year degrees.
789

Another data point that I want to share with you is that

790 62 percent of all newly created STEM job openings between
791 2010 and 2020 will be in computing and IT. Let us not forget
792 that. And that includes data, that includes computational
793 skills and many of the other skills that the other witnesses
794 alluded to. Thank you.
795

Ms. WILSON. In my 16--oh, 10, 9, 8--what would you

796 suggest that we begin to--how do we begin to get children
797 interested in these sort of skills? I know every little
798 child has an iPad. They can work these computers better than
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799 adults. What do you think we can do to stimulate that all
800 the way from K-12 and into the community colleges so we will
801 have more IT graduates? Do you suggest we buy each one--we
802 outfit classrooms with iPads, or what do you think?
803

Mr, MCQUEENEY. I think there is an intrinsic curiosity

804 in younger folks about a lot of the too+s they use to
805 communicate with each other that have tremendously greater
806 scalability than the tools that I use to communicate with my
807 friends.
808

Ms. WILSON. Right.

809

Mr. MCQUEENEY. So the essence of what is a large

810 communityrs opinion on a topic of interest could involve the
811 opinions of thousands or millions of people and so I think a
812 lot of the young folks I talk to when I visit K-12 programs
813 or, you know, in programs like e-week, they have an intrinsic
814 sense not only of the device and the technology but they have
815 a sense of the reach of that device and technology which is
816 the beginning of an appreciation of really what we are
817 talking about with big data, that there are trends that they
81& can reach with that device, and I think that fires their
819 imagination in a very powerful way.
820

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you. I will now recognize Mr.

821 Massie, Chairman Massie, for his questioning.
822
823

Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Chairman.
So one of the questions that I have as we deal with the
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interface between government and private industry here is,
are you aware of any government data sets that we need to get
more into the public domain for usage? For instance,

I think

we have done a pretty good job about getting some of the
mapping stuff out there but some of that map information is

829

old, goes back to the 1940s and 1950s, and I know the

830

government has been paying for LIDAR mapping 1

831

high~resolution terrain mapping, and I am kind of concerned

832

that that is not getting out there. Are you aware of that,

833

and are there any other data sets that would be useful to the

834

public that the public has paid for that we might want to

835

work on getting out to the public?

836
837
838

Mr. MCQUEENEY.

which is a

I think the government has done an

excellent job and had many initiatives that were very focused
on getting that valuable data out so it could be used. You

839

mentioned LIDAR.

840

promising for LIDAR is to do something like an inventory of

I know' that one of the uses that is very

841

the forests in the country 1 to actually be able to conduct a

842

definitive inventory. Right now 1 the agencies that are

843

responsible for that use a statistical sampling technique but

844

in a world where you can take LIDAR images and process that

845

enormous data volume 1 you are able to move then from a

846

statistical sampling basis, which is all we could do before,

847

to a more definitive approach to get a very,

848

picture of one of the more valuable natural resources that

very good
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needs tremendous amounts of stewardship. So I think that is
an example of a data set that could be extremely valuable.

851

But I think in general, the government is very well and

852

properly focused on getting those valuable data sources out.

853

Weather would be another--basic weather data would be another

854

good example that can be built on to add extra value.

855
856
857

Mr. MASSIE. Are the other witnesses aware of any data
sets that we need to promote more?
Mr. JAHANIAN. I want to highlight a couple of things.

858

I am sure you are aware of data.gov, which is a Web site that

859

makes a lot of government data sets available, and the goal

860

here is to increase public access to high-value machine

861

readable data sets that is generated by the government.

862

Hopefully it will create new economic values. There are also

863

a number of activities in encouraging the private sector,

864

entrepreneurs to develop applications on top of that data.

865

It is not just making the data available but also making the

866

data valuable so there are a number of essential activities

867

868

related to that.
There was a recent Wall Street Journal article actually

869

that highlighted'at least a dozen different kind of

870

government data sets that have been made available from labor

871

and health violations to flu incidents, energy prize,

872
873

offshore activities, solar information and so on and so on
that are interesting. From the National Science Foundation's

874
875
876

41
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I should mention that as you may know, we have

a number of large facilities--LSST was mentioned, Neon, which
is another facility that collects a lot of data, will be

877

collecting a lot of data. The science and engineering

878

community needs that data, and many federal agencies are

879

working very hard to make that data available. There are a

880

number of issues having to do with open access that go beyond

881

the scope of this question.

882

Mr. MASSIE. Let me ask a follow-up question to that.

883

So big data like any other data could be misused, altered,

884

hacked, illegally accessed 1 and sometimes it may just be an

885

honest mistake. We share data that we probably shouldn 1 t

886

have, for instance, where some farm data that got out there

887

and it could really compromise our food safety if people know

888

where all the food sources are.

889

the desire

890

privacy,

891

under a microscope?

892
893

for privacy,

How do we balance,

you know,

actually the constitutional right

to

with sharing all of this data now that everybody is

Mr. RAPPA.

I thank you for your question,

and I would

like to sort of just turn it a little bit because we do

894

work--each year we work with about 16, 17 organizations that

895

share data under a confidentiality agreement including three

896

government agencies in which we put teams of students working

897

on very complex analytics projects, and so while I applaud,

898

and I think it is very important and I do think the
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899 government is doing a good job at sharing data openly, it is
900 a very important thing to do,

I think there is also an

901 opportunity to engage the academic community in other ways to
902 help understand that data, which might mitigate some of these
903 issues around the privacy element.
904

Mr. MASSIE.

Dr. McQueeney?

905

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Yes,

that is an excellent question.

906 Thank you for that. One of the things that we can do is to
907 get data about the data. We call it metadata. So we analyze
908 the data and we don't just look at what information we can
909 get from the data but we describe the data perhaps in terms
910 of its sensitivity--is this more or less sensitive from a
911 point of view of privacy or security or secrecy--and we can
912 then tag those data sets with metadata that describes the
913 implications of using that data and then we can build into
914 the systems that handle the data policies that look not only
915 at the data but the metadata that describes what are the
916 contents and what are the implications of sharing and
917 combining that data and so we can actually build into the
918 foundation of big-data systems the ability to interpret
919 policies that we have set in a very conscious and clear-eyed
920 way and as they process the data they can be respectful of
921 that metadata. The medical community has actually done a lot
922 of very good work around patient confidentiality while still
923 getting very good pattern analysis of different kinds of
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Mr. MASSIE.

Thank you very much. My time

926

expired .• appreciate your answer and concern for that

927

question, Mr. Chairman.

928
929
930
931
932
933

Mr. BUCSHON. Thank you, Mr. Massie. I now recognize
Dr. Bera for 5 minutes for his questions.
Mr. BERA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
the series of hearings that we have had on the Subcommittee.
It has been great.
You know, big data is incredibly important and how we

934

manage data and with the rapidity of how the world is

935

changing. I mean, when I think back to being a high-school

936
937

43

student, and for me·it was, you know, going and looking at
the index cards, walking down and looking in the

938

encyclopedia. Now, when my daughter, you know, she has vast

939

access, or when I do rounds in the hospital, you know, we

940

would have to race down to the library to get information but

941

now before we are even finished presenting, the medical

942

students or the residents can just look at the latest data

943
944
945
946

on, you know, a device like this and get access to the most
accurate and timely information. So it is incredibly
important that we make these investments to not only manage
the data, to sort that data and then to make sure it is
accessible. It is a critical priority that we have that

947
948

workforce both at the professional level but then also at the
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think the number that I

950 read was we need about 1.5 million managers. So there is a
951 huge need but also a huge opportunity.
952

When I think back to the talent that has been impacted

953 in the last 4 years in the recession,

you know 1 there are a

954 large number of extremely intelligent and talented
955 individuals in their 30s and 40s who have been hit hard. You
956 know 1 these are folks like myself that were trained for a
957 20th-century workforce but now we find ourselves in a
958 21st-century economy.
959

Dr. Rappa, are there some best practices--and these

960 aren't individuals that need to get a graduate degree, you
961 know 1 they are talented individuals--where we could take them
962 and quickly train them for this new economy? Are there
963 examples?
964

Mr. RAPPA. Right. So we do offer it as a graduate

965 degree but we do this in 10 months, and indeed, a good,
966 fairly substantial, larger portion of our population are
967 people who are returning from--or coming from the workforce
968 to go through this and some of them are in exactly the
969 position that you say. They were transitioning, their
970 companies were faltering. And so the key really with this is
971 short duration. Ten months is actually a very reasonably
972 good time because you could build the skills that you need.
973 If it is too short, you can't accumulate the skills but the
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974 key thing is that you have really demonstrated ROI on that
975 education because that person who is coming in to do that has
976 to know that they have a very high probability of getting a
977 job when they leave and at a particular salary rate so that
978 they can justify the investment and time, and that is really
979 what we have done.
980

Mr. BERA. Dr. McQueeney, are there potentially any

981 examples--you know, again, a lot of these folks are also
982 paying their mortgage, they have to, you know, continue to
983 foot their bills--of possibly even, you know, doing an
984 advanced work-study type of program where you recruit this
985 talent and they are getting on-the-job training as opposed to
986 a traditional school model?
987

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Yes.

In fact,

there is a related topic

988 here that I think is quite interesting, which is the
989 application of big data and analytics back on to the
990 educational process itself. You have been the great upsurge
991 in videos that attempt to replace traditional
992 brick-and-mortar classroom attendance, coursework. You have
993 seen a number of startup companies formed in this space. If
994 you look at the education process, each of us really learns
995 quite differently. Some of us may learn more from hearing or
996 from seeing or from working problems, and great teachers,
997 great professors are sensitive to how their different
998 students learn and are capable of presenting material in
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999 alternate ways to make sure they reach all the students.

1000 With electronic delivery of course materials and monitoring
1001 of student progress 1 we generate digital exhaust 1 if you
1002 will, that describes how that student is learning, how that
1003 student responds to the instruction, and for the parts of the
1004 instruction that are delivered electronically 1 we actually
1005 have the ability to do analytics and to do an optimization
1006 process so that each of us on the panel might not get the
1007 same length of lecture on five different topics. It might be
1008 adjusted to our historical learning patterns.
1009
1010 other,

So we have worked with a number of universities and
you

know,

non-traditional educational ins ti tut ions to

1011 apply the big-data and analytics techniques to the education
1012 and training process itself.
1013

Mr. BERA. Great.

In my last 30 seconds, so we have

1014 access to data. I think one element that we should also be
1015 conscious of is the quality of the data because there
1016 certainly is very good-quality data but at the same time
1017 there is very poor-quality data that is out there and, you
1018 know 1 any of you who want to comment on how we monitor
1019 quality?
1020

Mr. RAPPA, I think most data starts off as bad data,

1021 for the most part, unless it is being collected in a highly
1022 careful way. And so it is, you know--I think just as we hear
1023 about big data today, we are going to hear about bad data in
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the future. Most projects start out where you have enormous

1025

front ehd to them to really understanding cleaning and

1026

cultivating that data to make it useful, and that is an

1027

important part of the educational process.

1028

Mr.

JAHANIAN.

I would just add that there are a number

1029

of techniques that have been developed and are in development

1030

dealing with data exploration, data cleaning and so on.

1031

Furthermore, when we talk about large-scale data sets, there

1032

are statistical techniques that are being applied that really

1033

take care of the noise, take care of some of these

l034

inconsistencies, and that is one of the attractions of big

1035

data.

1036

Mr. BERA.

1037

Mr. MASSIE.

1038
1039
1040
1041
1042

Great.

Thank you.

[Presiding] Thank you, Mr. Bera.

I now

recognize Mr. Schweikert from Arizona for 5 minutes.
Mr. SCHWEIKERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is one of those types of conversations, you know,
we could all sit around and buy you some well-catfeinated
coffee and talk for hours and still have no,idea if we made
any progress.

1043
Doctor, is it McQueeney?
1044
Mr. MCQUEENEY. Yes.
1045
1046
1047
1048

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. First,

you are with IBM?

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Yes.
Mr. SCHWEIKERT. In your testimony, help me do a little
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ferreting out here. Hardware technology or IT talent 1 what

1050

is your biggest bottleneck right now?

1051

Mr. MCQUEENEY.

48

There are bottlenecks in a number of

1052

areas.

1053

challenge getting from the petascale to the exascale is

1054

actually the power dissipation of the systems.

1055

technology work that we are doing is to get the computations

1056

more efficient in terms of floating point operations per watt

1057

so that if you assembled a system a thousand times bigger

1058

than today's supercomputers you could house it and cool it.

1059

Mr: SCHWEIKERT. You don't want to take down the power

1060
1061
1062

If I

looked at the hardware itself,

the biggest

The new

grid?
Mr. MCQUEENEY.

The power grid may not in fact be able

to supply enough power if we didn't make some innovations.
•That is a good point.

1063
1064

Mr.

SCHWEIKERT. But hasn't your company actually been

one of the leaders at producing some of those breakthroughs?
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

Mr. MCQUEENEY.

In fact,

we have,

and in fact,

a lot of

that history goes back to work that started with the
Department of Energy many years ago,

and this bears on an

interesting historical point.

time when we are

In a

concerned about making investments efficiently,

if I go back

1070
to the beginning of the ASCII program with the Department of
1071
Energy to do the nuclear weapons stockpile stewardship
1072
program,
1073

the Department of Energy scientists did a very
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1075 analytics,

if you will,

in today's language,
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the core

that needed to

1076 be done at a certain level to provide the mission that they
1077 needed to provide, and they found that the current path at
1078 that time of supercomputing was going to take 5 years to
1079 produce a machine that they needed in 1 or 2 years. The
1080 analysis they did was thorough enough to reveal that there
1081 weren't bottlenecks everywhere but at that time there were
1082 bottlenecks mostly in the inner process or communication. So
1083 they made a very thoughtful, very surgical investment in
1084 accelerating just the piece that was needed to close their
1085 mission gap,

which was the beginning of a very long run of

1086 government-industry collaboration.
1087

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. But you are in some ways heading

1088 towards where my question is. So if that bottleneck, in
1089 today's world, do I find the technology if I went out to the
1090 private sector around the world that is competing and
1091 producing high-end supercomputing or is it coming out of a
1092 government lab? And I know the pop culture terminology is
1093 "public-private partnership" but the reality,

they do

1094 operate in pretty substantially different silos.
1095

Mr. MCQUEENEY. The real forcing function for a

1096 breakthrough is a critical mission need. So in the case of
1097 high-performance computing, it has often been a government
1098 agency with a critical mission that--
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Mr. SCHWEIKERT. But they were doing a specific request

1100

for how they wanted to manage their data?

1101

Mr. MCQUEENEY. That is correct,

and once that

1102

technology is available, it can be consumed very rapidly in

1103

lots of other applications that could take great advantage of

1104
1105
1106

it but didn 1 t have a compelling enough need to get over that
hurdle. That is when the disbursal of technology starts.
Mr.

SCHWEIKERT. Just as an aside, only because I had

1107

some acquaintances who were--I used to be an old SQL

1108

programmer so I am way out of date now. IBM was actually

1109

running a fascinating large data project where they were

1110
1111

1112

doing sweeping data sets through the world's social media and
gathering it and looking for trends. Can you in 30 seconds
or so tell me your knowledge on that?

1113

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Yeah, we have analyzed the public social

1114

media sources with several of our customers and we can gain a

1115

lot of insights. For example, you know, retailers can gain

1116
1117

1118
1119
1120

insights about trends and their clients. Transportation
agencies can gain insights about likely traffic congestion.
There are many sources of public data both social media and
other forms that can be analyzed to reveal patterns about how
people conduct their daily activities that are very useful
for optimizing the public infrastructure.

1121
1122

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. Forgive me, I am blind as a bat without
these.

1123

Is it Dr. Rappa?
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1124

Mr. RAPPA. Yes.

1125

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. Isn't my single biggest problem in big

1126 data right now is noise that when I put data set after data
1127 set after data set and build on it, that just small
1128 incremental errors actually create really bad decisions on
1129 the end?
1130

Mr. RAPPA. Well,

I think part of the education around

1131 handling big data deals very squarely with the quality of the
1132 data and how to clean it and cultivate it to reduce the
1133 noise, to-1134

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. But you and I can go over a long series

1135 of public policies, both state, national, you know 1 military,
1136 others, where we built it on really gigantic analyzed data
1137 sets and it was wrong.
1138

Mr. RAPPA. Well,

I think that, you know, the challenge

1139 here is education. So as I alluded to earlier, we have teams
1140 of students-1141

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. Is it education or developing

1142 educational skepticism?
1143

Mr. RAPPA. It is developing the education around how to

1144 squarely understand the inherent challenges in data. Data is
1145 not born clean. It isn't born ready to be analyzed.
1146

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. And when you and I build our model, the

1147 way we wait,

you know, because we start plugging iri human

1148 factors that, you know, you and I bring our biases and we--
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Mr. RAPPA. And this is why we really need a focused
education squarely around how do you draw insights from data

1151

because there are these inherent problems in datar especially

1152

as you scale them up, as you combine different data sets, as

1153

you combine different types of data.

1154
1155

Mr. SCHWEIKERT. Thank you,

Doctor, and Mr. Chairman,

thank you for tolerating. It is just one of my great

1156

fears .. And look, I am a data freak.

1157

see the servers and stuff I have at home. But I have learned

1158

when we make big-time public policy on something we all know

1159

is right, we keep making huge, very costly mistakes.

1160
1161
1162

I mean, you have got to

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you, Mr. Schweikert. I now
recognize Mr. Hultgren from Illinois for 5 minutes.
Mr. HULTGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you all

1163

for being here. First of all,

1164

McQueeney too. I appreciate your mention and your support

1165

for the exascale computing bill I am currently authoring.

1166

am very excited about the potential there and see some huge

1167

shift in our national computing capabilities and I am very

1168

excited about that, so I appreciate your mention and support

1169
1170
1171
1172
1173

I just want to thank Dr.

of that.
I do have a few questions, and first I guess I would
address this one to Dr. McQueeney and also Dr. Jahanian. Is
that right? I arrt sorry.

I wonder if you could comment

briefly on where the United States stands in your opinion in
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1174

worldwide computing leadership? I know the metric of the

1175

fastest supercomputer is one metric but. what do you use as a

1176

metric for big data to determine which countries are using it

1177

most effectively?

1178

Mr. MCQUEENEY. The common thing that is cited in these

1179

discussions is the top 500 supercomputers list. That is

1180

something that is compiled twice a year, as you well know,

1181

and we have usually been at the top of that list. We have

1182

continued to be the majority of the systems on that list but

1183

other countries have noticed the success that we had in, you

1184

know, government leading the way on high-performance

1185

computing breakthroughs. Once those systems are built, they

1186

find hundreds and thousands of other applications, each with

1187

a client that might not have been able to fund that

1188

breakthrough themselves but can certainly utilize it. Other

1189

countries have popped up on the top of that list because they

1190

are interested in emulating the success we have had in

1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196

1197
1198

leading the way with innovation and then seeing that
innovation used broadly across the commercial sector. So the
top 500 list is a very technical, perhaps very geeky measure
of who is on top, and I would say that we are still in a
leadership position there but it has been stronger in the
past than it is today.
If you turn to more of a business view, you would want
to look at the companies that were taking the best advantage
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1199

of data sources, either to drive value in their companies or

1200

to provide benefits such as public safety or health benefits,

1201

and there again I think we are in a good position but it is a

1202

very different kind of skill, a conversation we didnrt quite

1203

finish before about the skill to build these large systems is

a204

a very focused, very large-scale, very capital-intensive

1205

activity but the skills to use these systems are more focused

1206

on creativity and are actually better done by large groups of

1207

small teams. In fact, you know, the NSF has been a leader in

1208

fostering that kind of innovation where thousands and

1209
1210

thousands of groups can build innovative applications and
take advantage of these systems.
Mr. HULTGREN. Thanks. Dr.

Jahanian?

1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219

Mr. JAHANIAN. Yes,

just a couple of quick comments.

There is no question that we continue to maintain our
leadership worldwide in this area, and there is no doubt that
continued investment in this area is extremely important to
the future of the country. As I mentioned just a few minutes
ago, NSF's investment in Blue Waters, Stampede as well as the
Yellowstone supercomputing centers represent a range of
investments that we make in high-performance computing,
addressing the needs of not only top 5 percent of application

1220

that have exceptionally high computational needs but also a
1221

broad spectrum of researchers across the country in science
1222

and engineering who would need computational resources.
1223

1224
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A couple of comments.

Just look at Blue Waters,

for

1225

example, which is at University of Illinois. A couple of

1226

data points about it.

1227

computing power of it, if you could multiply two numbers

1228

together every second, it would take 32 million years to do

1229

what Blue Waters does in one second. That is astonishing

1230
1231

power,

It has--if you could--just the

for example, of Blue Waters.

In terms of storage

capacity, memory capacity and so on, similar kind of scale.

1232

The second point that I want to make is, we view

1233

computation and data to be two sides of the same coin. You

1234

really need to address both. So when we talk about

1235

computational capabilities, we also have to worry about cyber

1236

infrastructure to manage 1 to curate, to serve data to science

1237
1238
1239

1240

and engineering community, and the investment in cyber
infrastructure has to be balanced between the computation
side of it as well as management and curation of data.
Mr. HULTGREN. Let me have--my time is running out but I

1241

have a follow-up question to the two of you as well if you

1242

could both comment in the time I have.

1243

1244
1245

It seems to me that

exascale computing is focused on solving discrete problems
that necessitate massive computing power and speed. Are
these different problems than those we are addressing through
big-data analytical tools and how do these two terms, how are

1246
they different, how are they similar?

1247
Mr. MCQUEENEY. Historically, we have tended to talk

1248
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1249

about them differently, but as we project how the exascale

1250

systems will be built and how they will be used and we look

1251

at the growing importance of big-data analytic systems, we

1252

see that the platforms on which these systems will both

1253

depend will be much more common than separate, and in fact,

1254

we see that there is no conflict between investments in

1255

classically what we have called HPC and what we are now

1256

calling big-data analytics, and both are changing actually.

1257

The way we use an exascale system will not be the same way

1258

1259
1260

1261

that we use a petascale system. There isn 1 t time here to go
into it, but it actually morphs into a direction that is much
more common with what we will do in big data and analytics.
Mr. JAHANIAN.

I would just add that many of the

1262

problems that the business community needs, the science and

1263

engineering community needs are being addressed today through

1264

different kind of computational architectures that doesn't

1265

necessarily require today to have exascale computing

1266
1267
1268
1269
1270

including weather modeling, a number of other applications
that has been mentioned. So i t is really important to
consider the investment in exascale computing in the spectrum
of investment that we make to support computational and data
needs of the entire science and engineering community and of
course the private sector.

1271
1272
1273

Mr. HULTGREN. Thank you so much. Chairman,
I yield back.

thank you.
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I now recognize Mr. Lipinski from Illinois

1275 for 5 minutes.
1276
1277 Dr.

Mr.

LIPINSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Jahanian mentioned Blue Waters there.

1278 not that long ago,

I am glad that

We were just there

but since you covered that,

I

can move on

1279 to a different area.
1280

Dr. McQueeney, in your testimony you talk about how the

1281 Federal Government needs to invest in big data if the United
1282 States is going to maintain its leadership and competitive
1283 edge in this area. The needs and potential benefits of big
1284 data for the Federal Government align closely with those of
1285 private industry in a number of areas. If that is the case,
1286 how can the Federal Government more effectively partner with
1287 industry to achieve common goals and do you believe that
1288 industry has sufficient input in the Federal Government's
1289 research agenda as it relates to big data?
1290

Mr. MCQUEENEY.

I do think we have sufficient input.

1291 think we have excellent dialogs with the relevant agencies
1292 and national laboratories, and I think the roles are
1293 complementary. I go back to the story about the early days
1294 of the ASCII program where through a collaboration we
1295 realized that the key piece of a supercomputing system that
1296 needed to be accelerated was not the entire investment. We
1297 could ride on the commercial investments for most of the
1298 components of the supercomputing systems at that time except•

I
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1299 for one, which was the high-bandwidth switching between
1300 processors. And so that kind of thoughtful connection
1301 between the leaders in commercial computing and the leaders
1302 on the government side has been able historically to identify
1303 which areas are critical to attain government mission
1304 imperatives and where we can leverage commercial technology
1305 and where we need to accelerate that in a surgical fashion.
1306 So it has, in our view, been a very good partnership based on
1307 very high-bandwidth technical communications, understanding
1308 of applications and knowing when the government should be
1309 leveraging commercial investments and when they need to
1310 accelerate parts of that investment to attain unique mission
1311 goals,

and again,

as I

have said before,

once those barriers

1312 are crossed in terms of either the scalability of the system
1313 or the internal bandwidth of the system, it opens up
1314 thousands of new applications where there were ready problems
1315 to be analyzed but those applications weren't large enough to
1316 drive that breakthrough. So that is how the effect works of
1317 the leadership coming from some of the government agencies
1318 and then being realized broadly across industry. That is the
1319 essence of where this leadership has come from so
1320 successfully over the years.
1321

Mr. LIPINSKI.

I want to follow up with Dr. Rappa on

1322 that. Dr. Rappa, you discussed the importance of

1323 public-private partnerships to realizing the benefits of big
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1324 data and stated specifically that we must intensify and
1325 accelerate the national investment in proven models. What
1326 characteristics make a public-private partnership successful
1327 and what models should we be investing to? What were you
1328 referring to there?
1329

Mr. RAPPA. Well, I think first of all, we have been

1330 doing this now for 6 years and so I think we do have a fairly
1331 interesting, novel model for producing talent in this field
1332 with a kind of proven track record based on data, based on
1333 market value of the graduates, but I think it comes really,
1334 you know, partly from the university community, partly from
1335 the academic corrununity. Obviously we have a set of missions
1336 to educate students but we need to also I think do that by
1337 trying to really understand .the employer, what are they
1338 looking for when they hire talent, what are the kinds of
1339 skills that they need in order to be effective on the job,
1340 and I think employers need to sort of be open to working with
1341 the academic corrununity. You know, there is a certain amount
1342 of dissidence that naturally occurs because there are two
1343 different worlds with different missions but I think it is
1344 really--I think we have shown that it is possible with
1345 organizational innovation, with a focused effort, with a
1346 sense of openness to engage the private sector in a very
1347 positive way 1 not just at NC State but at other universities.
1348 There are many, many examples now that I hope we are
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1349

providing some leadership on but that other universities are

1350

working with our model but also presuming other creative

1351

models to do this. There are probably about two dozen around

1352

the country already.

1353
1354
1355

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you. Dr.

Jahanian, anything you

want to add about public-private partnerships?
Mr.

JAHANIAN. Yes,

indeed. There is no question that

1356

when we think about the innovation ecosystem in this country,

1357

it includes academia,

1358

includes government investment and a talent-rich workforce.

1359

The private sector is investing heavily in cloud computing,

1360
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365

as you know.

it includes the private sector, it

It is investing heavily in making computational

resources also available.

I

think there are opportunities

for the federal investment to leverage that and make some of
that available of course that is commercially available today
to our researchers, to our scientists and engineers who could
rely on those systems. We have announced a number of
partnerships, one with IBM and Google, another one with

1366
Microsoft that make some of those resources available to the
1367
research community.
1368
1369
1370
1371

1372

Dr. McQueeney already mentioned this,

high-bandwidth communication between the private sector and
various federal agencies. I can tell you from NSF's
perspective, it is very, very rich collaboration. On my
advisory committee,

1373

that there is

I have a number of senior leadership from
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1374 private sector who serve on my advisory committee advising us
1375 on our portfolio,

on our investments in addition to academics

1376 who serve on my advisory committee.
1377

The final comment that I want to make is, there are a

1378 number of programs at NSF, and I know you are familiar with
1379 all of them, including SBIR, including I-Corps and so on that
1380 focus on transfer of knowledge from lab to practice. Federal
1381 Government invests heavily in advancing frontiers of
1382 knowledge. For us to accelerate that programs such as
1383 I-Corps, SBIR and so on serve a tremendous purpose, and here
1384 again, there are opportunities to engage the private sector
1385 and accelera~e the transfer of knowledge to practice to
1386 benefit the Nation. Thank you.
1387

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you.

1388

Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Mr. Lipinski. I now recognize

1389 Mr. Bridenstine from Oklahoma for 5 minutes.
1390

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1391

I also serve on the House Armed Services Committee, and

1392 I am aware that the Department of Defense is moving towards
1393 cloud-based computing solutions, and this of course creates
1394 some consternation about security issues,

cyber hacking,

1395 other cyber crimes, and I was wondering if any of your
1396 organizations are involved in helping the Department of
1397 Defense work through these issues and what those solutions
1398 might be, if you could share with us on that?
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Mr. MCQUEENEY. Sure, if I could start? You are quite

1400 right to raise the concern about security for any systems
1401 used by the Defense Department especially, although it would
1402 be true for all federal agencies. And when you move to a
1403 cloud computing model,

there is an extra imperative to be

1404 concerned about security, and if you think of it in terms of
1405 the DOD might think of it,

if that environment should be

1406 compromised by an enemy, it is a bigger piece of resource
1407 than an individual machine so it requires special vigilance.
1408 Now, the good news technically is, the way we handle
1409 virtualization, which is the foundation of how cloud
1410 computing is delivered from a compute virtualization point of
1411 view, there are actually sophisticated techniques that can
1412 provide additional security in a virtualized environment than
1413 we can provide even when using things running on bare metal.
1414 We have additional abilities to instrument the operation of
1415 that cloud and to very rapidly detect any kind of pattern of
1416 behavior that is indicative of a threat.
1417

We did a project a number of years ago with the U.S. Air

1418 Force and they graciously let us ride a short press release
1419 on it where we built a cloud-computing environment that was
1420 at the cutting edge a few years ago. We instrumented it very
1421 thoroughly with watching the package flowing on the
1422 interconnected network that built the cloud in question and
1423 we very carefully isolated it from the rest of the world,
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1424

introduced known cyber attacks into it and were able to show

1425

that if we knew the patterns of command and control, as the

1426

defense folks might say, of these cyber attacks, we could

1427

actually spot them assembling themselves and interrupt them

1428

before they had a chance to launch. So having tremendous

1429

control over the environment out of which we were getting

1430

compute resources gave us abilities to do additional security

1431

and additional monitoring, even if we assumed the security

1432

was not perfect and could be breached, could we essentially

1433

in real time detect that breach and interrupt it before it

1434

stopped. I thought that was a very forward-looking piece of

1435

work that was driven by the Air Force CIO's office.

1436
1437
1438
1439
1440

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Excellent. Go ahead.
Mr. JAHANIAN. As you alluded to 1 these new
environments, whether it is mobile platforms or cloud
computing, are introducing new challenges, and we recognize
that attackers and defenders are coevolving and there are
_ enormous challenges to protecting our critical infrastructure

1441

and our cyber infrastructure.

1442
1443
1444
1445

I wanted to mention NSF's Secure and Trustworthy
computing program, which is a research program addressing
many of the challenges that we alluded to, and this is a
research program that addresses not only the technology

1446
issues but also transition to practice. Furthermore, the

1447
1448

NITRO research and development subcommittee has a working
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group that

focuses

1450

agencies on cybersecuri ty and there

1451

various agencies on that issue.

64

on coordination of activity across various
is

rich dialog involving

1452

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Excellent. Are there any other things

1453

that the Department of Defense could do to help you guys with

1454

1455
1456

the objective of securing cloud computing for the Department
of Defense?
Mr. RAPPA. So I am current co-director project with a

1457

colleague at NC State, which is science of secur~ty project

1458

that is done in collaboration with Carnegie-Mellon University

1459

and University of Illinois,

1460

1461
1462
1463
1464

1465

and we are trying to bring

together large groups, multidisciplinary groups of faculty to
really try to understand the underpinning of the security
problem and how to produce science around it.

It is a very

long-term challenge but it is one which I think has to start
with getting the faculty across different disciplines focused
on it and certainly I think it has been a tremendous
opportunity and I look forward to moving into the future.

1466
1467
1468

1469
1470
1471

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Yeah,

Dr. Rappa makes a very interesting

point, to close the loop here. The cyberseourity problem is
itself a big-data and fast-data problem, and in fact,

with

some of the advanced persistent threats that we see today,
which depend on breaching an infrastructure and then laying
dormant for several months, what the attacker is trying to do

1472
is to wait out how long you keep your log file data so that
1473

65
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when they launch themselves 1 it is difficult to do forensics 1

1475

and so what we have learned is that these log files are

1476

actually the essence of the big data you need to do pattern

1477

analysis 1 pattern discovery on forensics 1 you know 1 should

1478

any attack occur. So in fact, most of the science behind big

1479

data including data at rest and large-scale computation and

1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485

fast data that are eating very high-speed streams is directly
relevant to the subject of cyber defense.
Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Thank you.
Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Mr. Bridenstine. If the ranking
member is amenable to this, I think we will do another round
of questions?
Ms. WILSON. Yes.

1486
1487

Mr. MASSIE. Did you have something to introduce into
the record?

1488
1489
1490

1491
1492

Ms. WILSON.

I do. Thank you 1 Mr.

Chair.

Mr.

Kilmer

has lots of conflicts. As we saw him come to the meeting, he
had to leave, and I want to ask unanimous consent on behalf
of Mr. Kilmer to introduce a report on big data from IDC into
the record, and then I have a question.

1493
1494

1495

Mr. MASSIE. Without objection 1 so ordered. It will be
set into the record.
[The information follows:]

1496

1497

*************** COMMITTEE INSERT***************
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1498

Ms. WILSON. Thank you. This question is for everyone.

1499

We have all had several discussions lately about the

1500 value of NSF-funded research to society and how we might
1501 certify that value based on the grant proposal.

I think we

1502 might use big data instructively here. It is an incredibly
1503 interdisciplinary field where tools are developed in the
1504 pursuit of one narrow research question,

let us say in the

1505 social sciences might have profound applications across many
1506 fields of science and even in many sectors of the economy
1507 that can't possibly be anticipated at the time of the
1508 proposal. What is the potential for data analytics being
1509 developed in one little seemingly irrelevant corner having
1510 unintended benefits to other fields and societal
1511 applications? And if you have concrete examples, that would
1512 be even better for us to understand. Thank you.
1513

Mr.

JAHANIAN. Okay.

I guess I will start.

There is no

1514 question there are all sorts of explorations that we are
1515 doing in the area of big data that we can't even begin to see
1516 the potential impact of it.

I

will give you an example.

NSF

1517 has been investing and other agencies with the private sector
1518 in what is known as the area of machine learning. These
1519 investments have taken place for at least 20 or 30 years. In
1520 fact 1

IBM has also led efforts in this area.

I can tell you

1521 that it is investment of last 20 or 30 years that has come to
1522 fruition such that these machine learning algorithms that
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1523 essentially allow us to look at these large data sets and
1524 identify trends and be able to adapt essentially that have
1525 broad range of applications from weather forecasting to
1526 financial modeling to biomedical research and so on have had
1527 tremendous, tremendous impact and now we use these techniques
1528 as if they are off-the-shelf essentially solutions available
1529 that you can buy. These are through years of investment that
1530 we have made that have come to fruition,

so that is an

1531 example of that.
1532

We are investing in all sorts of area in natural

1533 language understanding, in information retrieval, in various
1534 algorithms and approaches to automated scalable approaches to
1535 reasoning that could be applied to understanding relationship
1536 between gene sequence structure and biological functions.
1537 These are all essentially kinds of investments that we are
1538 making that some of us we could see how it comes to fruition.
1539

Some of it relies on decades of investment that we have

1540 already made in computational techniques and data-intensive
1541 techniques.
1542

Mr. MCQUEENEY. If I could offer you an example from the

1543 medical world, one of the critical problems in medicine is
1544 the loss of premature infants due to infections, and
1545 physicians have struggled for a long time with identifying
1546 the onset of an infection at a very early point because as
1547 these infections can grow exponentially, the earlier you can
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1548 intercept them, the more likely you are to have a lifesaving
1549 benefit for someone who is very vulnerable such as a
1550 premature infant. We have done work with the Toronto
1551 Hospital for Sick Kids where a physician up there had an idea
1552 that all the instrumentation in the NICU that is--you know,
1553 you have probably been in a hospital room or intensive-care
1554 room,

all the instruments around the bed, someone comes in

1.555 every half an hour and writes down those numbers but the
1556 instruments are producing readings continuously, and this
1557 physician had the idea that if we kept allthat data and we
1558 stored all that data as it came out of the machines in real
1559 time, which was a tremendous aggregation from a velocity of
1560 data point of view and correlated with the eventual issues
1561 that these premature infants had, we might be able to detect
1562 patterns using techniques such as machine learning that we
1563 were just hearing about that would give us an early
1564 identification of an upcoming infection, the ability to treat
1565 it before it got out of control, and her theories were
1566 absolutely correct. There were signatures in the data that
1567 gave up to 24 hours advance notice of an onset of an
1568 infection that was time for the doctors to in many cases
1569 provide some kind of lifesaving therapy.
1570 example of very, very deep mathematics,

So there is an
computer science

1571 being applied to a problem where the data was being produced
1572 every day by these instruments and it wasn't being captured
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1573

and it wasn't being looked at and it wasn't being correlated

1574

with results to produce a fantastic outcome,

1575

Mr. RAPPA.

I would just sum up by saying that really

1576

big data is part of a decades-long process that really

1577

started with computerization in the 1940s and 1950s and

1578

eventually got interconnected through the Internet in the

1579

1970s 1 1980s and 1990s that the world that we are turning

1580

into, data is going to be everywhere. It is going to affect

1581

exactly what happens here. It is going to affect hospitals,

1582

universities, every corner of the economy literally, and so

1583

we need to take approaches to that to try to develop

1584
1585
1586
1587
1588
1589

understanding around big data, how it is applied 1 how the
tools of analytics are applied across,

you know, virtually

every sector of the economy, and so I would take a very broad
view, not looking at it as specifically, you know, a realm of
computer technology or some other sort of isolated realm but
looking at it as, you know, unfortunately as the big thing it
1S.

1590
1591

Mr. JAHANIAN. May I offer another example as I was

1592

thinking about ~t? I am reminded of the work by Daphne

1593

Koller and her collaborators at Stanford on classifying

1594
1595
1596

breast cancer via image analysis. As you know, 40,000 women
die from this disease each year. By extending essentially
image analysis techniques to hundreds of, I should say
thousands and thousands of biopsy images, they were able to

1597
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identify a subset of cellular features.
possible features,

70

Out of 6,000

they were able to essentially identify a

1600

few of them that were predictive of survival time among

1601

breast cancer patients. What is really surprising is that

1602

the feature that they identified, it wasn't just from--the

1603

best feature,

1604

was not from the cancerous tissue itself but it was from the

1605

surrounding one, and that has led to new kinds of treatments.

1606

It has led to new kinds of diagnosis techniques and also a

I should say,

that predictor of the survival,

1607

very personalized treatment that could aim to improve

1608

survival times in patients. That is a very, very concrete

1609

example.

1610

Another example is the work that Google had done during

1611

HlNl virus.

1612

actually discovered a vaccine, we wanted to track the spread

1613

of disease. Google engineers used data that had nothing to

1614

do with the virus directly from billions of essentially web

1615

searches from around.the world together from publicly

1616

available, flu essentially historic data on flu trends to

1617

predict the spread of flu virus down to small regions in the

1618

country--or across the world, rather. This is a remarkable

1619

essentially application of data that one would have never

1620

thought could be applicable to something like HlNl virus.

1621
1622

I will be very brief about this. Before they

Ms. WILSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Ms. Wilson. Thank you for that
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1623 very excellent example of how we can use-a private company
1624 can find information in the data.
1625

We got a little bit out of order so the last question is

1626 going to be mine.

I reserve 5 minutes for myself. And the

1627 question I want to ask is, we have heard about banks that are
1628 too big to fail,

and we also know that the Internet is now

1629 too big to fail.

We recently in the House passed a CISPA

1630 bill which is somewhat controversial but some people felt it
1631 was necessary to do because the Internet was so big and
1632 pervasive in our lives. So my question to you is, are there
1633 any big-data sets that are too big to fail? In other words,
1634 are there ones that are pervasive that we have let through
1635 osmosis become--we have become too dependent upon or maybe
1636 not too dependent but we are dependent upon these data sets,
1637 for instance, weather, you know,

and early warning systems?

1638 Not all of those, I imagine, are government systems. Some of
1639 them are private but possibly the government is relying on
1640 these systems and so I would be remiss if I didn't ask this
1641 question now before something fails, but tell us what is too
1642 big to fail right now? What would we bail out, and is there
1643 sufficient redundancy in the collection, storage and access
1644 of these data sets? Thank you.
1645

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Well, £irst,

I would just like to say

1646 that we were delighted to support that cyber bill, and I
1647 congratulate you on such broad bipartisan support in the
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House for getting that acted upon.
Data sets have the property that they can often be
subdivided and often be replicated,

and so we have a lot of

techniques by which we can assure the continuity of data if

1652

we take the time to do it, and if there were vary valuable

1653

historical records on things like long-term weather trends

1654

that were only stored in one place, that actually could be a

1655

concern because that is literally irreplaceable data. But

1656

essentially all of the IT techniques needed to take those

1657

large data sets and segment them and replicate them in

1658

different secure places so they could be re-created do exist

1659

but I think you raise an interesting point,

1660

worthwhile to periodically check that we are being

1661

appropriately vigilant with the digital archives that are so

1662

valuable.

1663

Mr. MASSIE.

1664

Mr.

Dr.

JAHANIAN.

that it is

Jahanian?

I don't have-a specific example. What I

1665

can tell you is that similar to the issue of cybersecurity,

1666

as Nation's critical infrastructure and more generally the

1667

Internet is playing a vital role in integrating the economic,

1668

you know, political, societal fabric of our society, we are

1669

going to become more and more dependent on data, and data is

1670
1671
1672

going to play an increasingly significant role in our dayto-day lives,

and for that reason,

I think the same sort of

issues that apply to all sorts of IT solutions that we
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take for granted will increasingly be applied to data.
From a research and engineering community 1 s point of

1674
1675

view, it is not just failure of the data but making that data

1676

accessible and also making the data accessible to broad

1677

community of scientists and engineers is an issue that we are

1678

quite concerned about.

1679
1680
1681

Mr.

MASSIE.

Thank you very much.

bipartisan on CISPA,

I was part of the

opposing CISPA actually,

but that is

okay.

1682
1683
1684

1685
1686
1687
1688
1689
1690

I want to thank the witnesses for their valuable
testimony and the members for their questions today. The
members in the Corrunittee may have additional questions for
you, and we will ask that you respond to those in writing.
The record will remain open for 2 weeks for additional
cormnents and written questions from the members.
The witnesses are excused and this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the Subcorrunittees were
adjourned.]
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you for your testimony.

500

I now recognize our final witness, Dr. Jahanian, for 5
minutes for his testimony.

501

25

STATEMENT OF FARNAM JAHANIAN
• 502

JAHANIAN. Good morning, Chairman Massie, Chairman
503

Bucshon, Ranking Members Wilson and Lipinski, and members of

504

the Subcommittee. It is my pleasure to be back here to

505

discuss the next generation of computing and big-data

506

analytics.
l

507

Today we le-ave in an era of data and information enabled

508

by advanced technologies that surround us. Data is generated

509

by modern experimental methods,

510
511
512
513
514

515
516

517

scientific instruments such

as telescopes and particle accelerators,

large-scale

simulators, Internet transactions, email, video images,
clickstreams and widespread deployment of sensors everywhere.
Approximately 90 percent of the data in the world today were
created in the last 2 years alone. However, when we talk
about big data, it is important to emphasize not only the
enormous volume of data being generated but also the
velocity, heterogeneity and complexity of data that now
confronts us.

518

519

Why is big data important? Several others have alluded
to this already. Data represents a transformative new

520
521
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522 currency. Big data is increasingly important to all facets
523 of our Nation's discovery and innovation ecosystem. First,
524 insights and more accurate predictions from large and complex
525 collections of data are creating opportunities in new
526 markets, driving the creation of IT products and services and
527 boosting the productivity of businesses. Second, advances in
528 our ability to store, integrate and extract meaning and
529 information from data are accelerating the pace of discovery
530 in almost every science and engineering discipline. Third,
531 big data has the potential to solve many of the Nation's most
532 pressing challenges from health care and education to
533 cybersecurity and public safety, yielding enormous societal
534 benefits and ensuring sustained U.S. competitiveness.
535

Let me share with you just a few examples of the promise

536 of big data. These are all grounded in research that is
537 funded by the Federal Government or by

~~e

pri?ate s-eeto-a::,

538 the work that is done in the private sector. By integrating
539 biomedical, clinical and scientific data, we can predict the
540 onset of diseases and identify unwanted drug interactions.

541 By coupling roadway sensors, traffic cameras, individual GPS
542 devices, we can reduce traffic congestion and generate
543 significant savings in time and fuel. By accurately
544 predicting natural disasters such as hurricanes and

545 tornadoes, we can employ lifesaving and preventative measures
546 that mitigate their potential impact. By correlating
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disparate data streams through text mining, ima·ge analysis
and face recognition, we can enhance public safety and public

549

security. By integrating emerging technologies such as MOOC S

550

and inverted classrooms with knowledge from research about

551

how people learn, we can transform formal and informal

552

education.

553

554
555

What does this mean for scientific discovery? Datadriven discovery, also called the fourth paradigm, is
revolutionizing scientific exploration and engineering

556

innovations. It enables extraction of new knowledge,

557

provides novel approaches to driving discovery and decision-

558

making, yields increasingly accurate predictions and provides

559

deeper understanding of causal relationship based on advanced

560

data analysis.

561

What is government doing to ensure we harness this

562

potential? As it was mentioned already, in 2011 U.S.

563

Networking and Information Technology Research and

564

Development program, also called NITRD, formed a big-data

565

senior steering group to identify, initiate and coordinate

566

big-data research and development activities across the

567

government to ensure that federal agencies, the scientific

568

research enterprise and public maximally benefit from

569

data-driven discovery. In March 2012, the National Big Data

570

R&D Initiative was launched, focusing the steering committee

571

group's focus on the tools, technologies and human capital

V
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Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you for your testimony.
would like to thank all the witnesses for their testimony.

601

am reminding members that Committee rules limit questioning

602

to 5 minutes, and the chair at this point will recognize

603

himself for 5 minutes to start the questions.

604

First, Dr. Jahanian, the Administration announced his

605

Big Data Research and Development Initiative in March 2012

606

including $200 million in new commitments for big-data

607

research initiatives. However, the National Science

608

Foundation, Department of Defense, Department of Energy and

609

other agencies have had significant research programs and

610

data analytics that predated the initiative. How has the

611

Administration's initiative changed the ways these agency

612

research programs are coordinated and are we effectively

613

managing and leveraging our research investments across

614

agencies?

. ,,::::::::~=--"-)
,,,.......-,,...( M_~>".JAHANIAN. Thank you for your question. You are
absoTutely right that it is not that suddenly last March we
woke up and said boy, data is really important, we need to do
something about it. There has been significant investment by
the federal sector and private sector in areas having to do
with data. The challenges we face are many--stewardship of
digital data and software, for example. Many data sets, as

622

was mentioned, are too poorly organized or also unstructured.

623

Many data sets are heterogeneous. The utility of data is
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also limited by our ability to interpret them. Many data are
being collected at a scale that we can't even store them, let

626

alone analyze them. Also, large and linked data sets may be

627

exploited to identify individuals and so there are also the

628

privacy issues. So there are enormous challenges that we

629

face.

630

As you alluded to, on March 29, 2012, OSTP in concert

631

with a number of federal agencies launched the national Big

632

Data Research Initiative. It expands the scope of our

633

activities in several directions, for example, state-of-

634

the-art core technologies that we need to collect, store,

635

preserve, manage and analyze data, harnessing these

636

technologies to accelerate pace of discovery, supporting

637

responsible stewardship, for example, and sustainable

638

business models for big data.

639

~

There are a number of cross-coordinationAthat i-s taking

640

place under NITRD. Let me start with NSF. All NSF

641

directorates, for example, are participating in this. A

642

multidisciplinary panel of experts are making recommendations

643

on funding of this. Furthermore, big data is being

644

coordinated through a senior steering group that reports to

645

the assistant directors at NSF f&r all the coordinatiol'i

646 because it involves every science and engineering discipline .
647
648

.-f-µ~

As far as the Federal Government is concerned,ABigAR&D
Initiative is coordinated through the NITRD subcommittee, as

-
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you know. I chair the subcommittee. There is a senior
steering group that regularly meets to coordinate the
activities on many of the fronts that I alluded t@here
are also enormous opportunities not only in terms of joint

653

solicitations but there are a number of workshops that we are

654

holding jointly with other agencies including NIH, NIST, DOE,

655

DOD to advance the frontiers of knowledge and exploration in

656

big data.

657
658
659
660

I should also mention that when it comes to this
initiative, we can't forget that the private sector plays a
significant role. When we think about innovation and
discovery ecosystems, not only are we talking about

661

universities, we are talking about scientists and engineers,

662

you know, a rich, talented labor force, investmentSin

663

research and education, and of course, a vibrant private

664

sector. So there are a number of programs that we have at

665

NSF that attempt to connect the dots when it comes to

666

transfer of knowledge.

667

Chairman BUCSHON. Thank you. I am glad to hear there

668

is quite a bit of coordination at the federal level because I

669

think all of us are concerned about that, and again,

670

investing the taxpayer dollar wisely.

~1

Dr. Rappa, I also serve on the Education and Workforce

672

Committee, and I have got children age 9 through 20, four of

673

them, and I have a really strong interest in how we get young
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Mr. MCQUEENEY. I would just like to conunent that a lot

750 of the focus in the past has been on the graduate level of
751 education, as Dr. Rappa just talked about, and while we
752 continue to have a strong need for Ph.D. 1 s and computer
753 science and electric engineering and mathematics, the biggest
754 skill gap that we see is at the masters level, quite frankly,
755 of people who may not have the mathematical skills to create
756 an entire new type of analysis of data but who have more than
757 basic IT skills who actually can understand the implications
758 of using different analytical techniques given a problem,
759 given a data set with certain statistical properties, what
760 would be the appropriate analytical technique to use, and
761 when you apply that technique, how could you be sure that the
762 results would be reliable and proper, and so a lot of our
763 focus has been on creating an intermediate level of skill
764 that has the basic understanding of how to use these tools
765 even if it would fall on someone with more of a Ph.D. level
766 of training to create new analytical approaches.
767

Mr. JAHANIAN. Representative Wilson, I want to echo

768 something that has been said. If you think about big data,
769 let us just step back. There are three related problems that
770 go9-e beyond big data. It includes all of our IT workforce,
771 computer science, computational science and so on. These
772 problems have to do with underproduction, which everybody
773 recognizes, underrepresentation and then pipeline issues.
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774 Chairman Bucshon already alluded to this, that we need to
775 worry about our high schools, we need to worry about

-ffv._,

776 pipeline. I have three kids, and I know where we lose our
777 kids, it is not in masters or Ph.D., we lose the interest of
778 our kids in high schools and middle schools, so that has to
779 be fixed, and there are a number of programs that we have
780 initiated, pilot programs that try to address that issue.~f~o~~!
781

Let me share with you one anecdotal sort of evidence ttrr:r

782 data on this. Annualized Bureau of Labor Statistics data
783 t:-hcrt: predicts that each year we ~ b o u t 140,000 job
784 openings. We will have 140,000 job openings in computing and
785 broadly speaking ~'J;,-felate1 jo~s put we are only producing
Cf Uo...l: .\'.'.'.-1 e-d._ 1 r-oJ. i VI a Lh 1~
786 about 100,000~including masters, Ph.D., undergraduate and
787 community colleges. In fact, many of these jobs would be
788 available to individuaJ?who have 2-year or 4-year degrees.
789

Another data po~nt that I want to share with you is that

790 62 percent of all newly created STEM job openings between
791 2010 and 2020 will be in computing and IT. Let us not forget
792 that. And that includes data, that includes computational
793 skills and many of the other skills that the other witnesses
794 alluded to. Thank you.
795

Ms. WILSON. In my 16--oh, 10, 9, 8--what would you

796 suggest that we begin to--how do we begin to get children
797 interested in these sort of skills? I know every little
798 child has an iPad. They can work these computers better than
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needs tremendous amounts of stewardship. So I think that is
an example of a data set that could be extremely valuable.

851

But I think in general, the government is very well and

852

properly focused on getting those valuable data sources out.

853

Weather would be another--basic weather data would be another

854

good example that can be built on to add extra value.

855

Mr. MASSIE. Are the other witnesses aware of any data
sets that we need to promote more?

856
857

Mr. JAHANIAN. I want to highlight a couple of things.

858

I am sure you are aware of data.gov, which is a Web site that

859

makes a lot of government data sets available, and the goal

860

here is to increase public access to high-value machine

861

readab1e data sets that .i-s- generated by the government.

862

Hopefully it will create new economic values. There are also

863

a number of activities in encouraging the private sector,

864

entrepreneurs to develop applications on top of that data.

a~e--

865

It is not just making the data available but also making the

866

data valuable so there are a number of essential activities

867

868

related to that.
There was a recent Wall Street Journal article actually

869

that highlighted'at least a dozen different kind of

870

government data sets that have been made available from labor

871

and health violations to flu incidents, energy prize,

872

offshore activities, solar information and so on and so on

873

that are interesting. From the National Science Foundation's
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1199

of data sources, either to drive value in their companies or

1200

to provide benefits such as public safety or health benefits,

1201

and there again I think we are in a good position but it is a

1202

very different kind of skill, a con_versation we didn I t quite

1203

finish before about the skill to build these large systems is

a204

a very focused, very large-scale, very capital-intensive

1205

activity but the skills to use these systems are more focused

1206

on creativity and are actually better done by large groups of

1207

small teams. In fact, you know, the NSF has been a leader in

1208

fostering that kind of innovation where thousands and

1209

thousands of groups can build innovative applications and

1210

take advantage of these systems.

1211
1212

Mr. HULTGREN. Thanks. Dr. Jahanian?
Mr. JAHANIAN. Yes, just a couple of quick comments.

1213

There is no question that we continue to maintain our

1214

leadership worldwide in this area, and there is no doubt that

1215

continued investment in this area is extremely important to

1216

the future of the country. As I mentioned just a few minutes

1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223

ago, NSF's investment in Blue Waters, Stampede as well as the
Yellowstone supercomputing centers represent a range of
investments that we make in high-performance computing,
addressing the needs of not onl~p 5 percent of applications
that have exceptionally high computational needs but also a
broad spectrum of researchers across the country in science
and engineering who would need computational resources.
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A couple of comments. Just look at Blue Waters, for

1225

example, which is at University of Illinois. A couple of

1226

data points about it.

1227

~w.1,,,1......._....-r,y

1228

together every second, it would take 32 million years to do

1229

what Blue Waters does in one second. That is astonishing

1230

power, for example, of Blue Water91 In terms of storage

1231

capacity, memory capacity and so on, simil•ar kind of scale.

1232

55

u haa-=it you could--Just ttrn-/2

't,_J.t

you could multiply two numbers

d:µ\'--e. \5ct.,
(\

The second point that I want to make is, we view

1233 · computation and data to be two sides of the same coin. You
1234

really need to address both. So when we talk about

1235

computational capabilities, we also have to worry about cyber

1236

infrastructure to manage, to curate, to serve data to science

1237
1238

1239
1240

and engineering community, and the investment in cyber
infrastructure has' to be balanced between the computation
side of it as well as management and curation of data.
Mr. HULTGREN. Let me have--my time is running out but I

1241

have a follow-up question to the two of you as well if you

1242

could both comment in the time I have. It seems to me that

1243

exascale computing is focused on solving discrete problems

1244
1245
1246

that necessitate massive computing power and speed. Are
these different problems than those we are addressing through
big-data analytical tools and how do these two terms, how are
they different, how are they similar?

1247

Mr. MCQUEENEY. Historically, we have tended to talk
1248

(__
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1249

about them differently, but as we project how the exascale

1250

systems will be built and how they will be used and we look

1251

at the growing importance of big-data analytic systems, we

1252

see that the platforms on which these systems will both

1253

depend will be much more common than separate, and in fact,

1254

we see that there is no conflict between investments in

1255

classically what we have called HPC and what we are now

1256

calling big-data analytics, and both are changing actually.

1257

The way we use an exascale system will not be the same way

125B

that we use a petascale system. There isn't time here to go

1259

into it, but it actually morphs into a direction that is much

1260

more common with what we will do in big data and analytics.

1261

Mr. JAHANIAN. I would just add that many of the

1262

problems that the business community needs, the science and

1263

engineering community needs are being addressed today through

1264

different kind of computational architectures that doesn't

1265

necessarily require today to have exascale computing

1266

including weather modeling, a number of other applications

1267

that ha~ been mentioned. So it is really important to

1268

1269
1270
1271
1272

1273

.e.,,-

consider the investment in exascale computing in the spectrum
of investment that we make to support computational and data
needs of the entire science and engineering community and of
course the private sector.
Mr. ~ULTGREN. Thank you so much. Chairman, thank you.
I yield back.
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1349

providing some leadership on but that other universities are

1350

working with our model but also presuming other creative

1351

models to do this. There are probably about two dozen around

1352

the country already.

1353
1354
1355

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you. Dr. Jahanian, anything you
want to add about public-private partnerships?
Mr. JAHANIAN. Yes, indeed. There is no question that

1356

when we think about the innovation ecosystem in this country,

1357

it includes academia, it includes the private sector, it

1358

includes government investment and a talent-rich workforce.

1359

The private sector is investing heavily in cloud computing,

1360

as you know. It is investing heavily in making computational

1361

resources also available. I think there are opportunities

1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373

for the federal investment to leverage that and make some of
that available of course that is commercially available today
to our researchers, to our scientists and engineers who could
rely on those systems. We have announced a number of
partnerships, one with IBM and Google, another one with
Microsoft that make some of those resources available to the
research community.
Dr. McQueeney already mentioned this, that there is
high-bandwidth communication between the private sector and
various federal agencies. I can tell you from NSF's
perspective, it is very, very rich collaboration. on my
advisory committee, I have a number of senior leadersh±p' from
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1374 private sector who serve on my advisory committee advising us
1375 on our portfolio,

on our investments in addition to academics

1376 who serve on my advisory committee.
1377

The final comment that I want to make is, there are a

1378 number of programs at NSF, and I know you are familiar with
1379 all of them, including SBIR, including I-Corps and so on that
1380 focus on transfer of knowledge from lab to practice. Federal
1381 Government invests heavily in advancing frontiers of
1382 knowledge. For us to accelerate that programs such as
1383 I-Corps, SBIR and so on serveS,a tremendous purpose, and here
1384 again, there are opportunities to engage the private sector
1385 and accelerate the transfer of knowledge to practice to
1386 benefit the Nation. Thank you.
1387

Mr. LIPINSKI. Thank you.

1388

Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Mr. Lipinski. I now recognize

1389 Mr. Bridenstine from Oklahoma for 5 minutes.
1390

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1391

I also serve on the House Armed Services Committee, and

1392 I am aware that the Department of Defense is moving towards
1393 cloud-based computing solutions, and this of course creates
1394 some consternation about security issues, cyber hacking,
1395 other cyber crimes, and I was wondering if any of your
1396 organizations are involved in helping the Department of
1397 Defense work through these issues and what those solutions
1398 might be, if you could share with us on that?
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1424

introduced known cyber attacks into it and were able to show

1425

that if we knew the patterns of command and control, as the

1426

defense folks might say, of these cyber attacks, we could

1427

actually spot them assembling themselves and interrupt them

1428

before they had a chance to launch. So having tremendous

1429

control over the environment out of which we were getting

1430

compute resources gave us abilities to do additional security

1431

and additional monitoring, even if we assumed the security

1432

was not perfect and could be breached, could we essentially

1433

in real time detect that breach and interrupt it before it

1434

stopped. I thought that was a very forward-looking piece of

1435

work that was driven by the Air Force CIO's office.

1436
1437
1438
1439
1440

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Excellent. Go ahead.
Mr. JAHANIAN. As you alluded to, these new
environments, whether it is mobile platforms or cloud
computing, are introducing new challenges, and we recognize
that attackers and defenders are coevolving and there are
enormous challenges to protecting our critical infrastructure

1441

and our cyber infrastructure.

1442
I wanted to mention NSF's Secure and Trustworthy
1443 01'&~,sr;>~
,Gorapnt.i.ng program, which is a research program addressing
1444
many of the challenges that we alluded to, and this is a
1445
research program that addresses not only the technology
1446
issues but also transition to practice. Furthermore, the
1447
NITRO research and development subcommittee has a working
1448
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1498

Ms. WILSON. Thank you. This question is for everyone.

1499

We have all had several discussions lately about the

1500 value of NSF-funded research to society and how we might
1501 certify that value based on the grant proposal. I think we
1502 might use big data instructively here. It is an incredibly
1503 interdisciplinary field where tools are developed in the
1504 pursuit of one narrow research question, let us say in the
1505 social sciences might have profound applications across many
1506 fields of science and even in many sectors of the economy
1507 that can't possibly be anticipated at the time of the
1508 proposal. What is the potential for data analytics being
1509 developed in one little seemingly irrelevant corner having
1510 unintended benefits to other fields and societal
1511 applications? And if you have concrete examples, that would
1512 be even better for us to understand. Thank you.
1513

Mr. JAHANIAN. Okay. I guess I will start. There is no

1514 question there are all sorts of explorations that we are
1515 doing in the area of big data that we can't even begin to see
1516 the potential impact of it.

I will give you an example. NSF

1517 has been investing and other agencies with the private sector
1518 in what is known as the area of machine learning. These
1519 investments have taken place for at least 20 or 30 years. In
1520 fact, IBM has also led efforts in this area. I can tell you
1521 that it is investment?o/fast 20 or 30 years that haV~me to
A

A

1522 fruition such that these machine learning algorithms ~hat,..

PAGE
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1523 essentially allow us to look at these large data sets and
1524 identify trends and be able to ada·-__£.,_sentially ti$havea....
~~

J

A

1525 broad range of applications from weather forecasting to
1526 financial modeling to biomedical research and so

otR!v.e

had

1527 tremendous, tremendous impact and now we use these techniques
1528 as if they are off-the-shelf e-&Bc11Lia1~y solutions available
1529 that you can buy. These are through years of investment that
1530 we have made that have come to fruition, so that is an
1531 example of that.
1532

We are investing in all sorts of area in natural

1533 language understanding, in information retrieval, in various
1534 algorithms and approaches to automated scalable approaches to
1535 reasoning that could be applied to understanding relationship5
1536 between gene sequence structure and biological functions.

-rn~

1537 These are all essentially kinds of investments that we are
."I

1538 making that some of us we could see how it comes to fruition.
1539

Some of it relies on decades of investment that we have

1540 already made in computational techniques and data-intensive
1541 techniques.
1542

Mr. MCQUEENEY. If I could offer you an example from the

1543 medical world, one of the critical problems in medicine is
1544 the loss of premature infants due to infections, and
1545 physicians have struggled for a long time with identifying
1546 the onset of an infection at a very early point because as
1547 these infections can grow exponentially, the earlier you can
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identify a subset of cellular features. Out of 6,000
possible features, they were able to essentially identify a

1600

few of them that were predictive of survival time among

1601

breast cancer patients. What is really surprising is that

1602

the feature that they identified, it wasn't just from--the

1603

best feature, I should say, that I\;predictor of t,l::n:(survival,

1604

was not from the cancerous tissue itself but it was from the
,lSSlk
surrounding efte, and that has led to new kinds of treatments.

1605

~ ()-'

r...

1606

It has led to new kinds of diagnosis techniques and also a

1607

very personalized treatment that could aim to improve

1608

survival times in patients. That is a very, very concrete

1609

example.

1610

Another example is the work that Google had done during

1611

HlNl virus. I will be very brief about this. Before they

1612

'
actually discovered a vaccine, we wanted to track the spread

1613

of disease. Google engineers used data that had nothing to

1614

do with the virus directly from billions of essentially web

1615

searches from around the world together from publicly

1616

available, flu essentially historic data on flu trends to

1617

predict the spread of flu virus down to small regions in the

1618

country--or across the world, rather. This is a remarkable

1619

~

1620

thought could be applicable to something like HlNl virus.

1621

1622

application of data that one would have never

Ms. WILSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. MASSIE. Thank you, Ms. Wilson. Thank you for that

QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
THE HONORABLE CYNTHIA LUMMIS (R-WY)
U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Next Generation Computing and Big Data Analytics

Wednesday, April 24, 2013
1. The massive volumes of data generated daily across a range of industries and public sector
organizations necessitate new methods to store and manage the data. The National Science
Foundation (NSF) Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering Directorate (CISE) helps
develop and maintain cutting-edge national computing and information infrastructure for
research and education. This data must be analyzed to extract knowledge and promote
discovery. Often this data resides in scattered locations.

For the nation to take advantage of the discovery that can be derived from big data, please
explain how an effective infrastructure can be constructed to connect the entities developing
and using Big Data to drive discovery. Additionally, please describe how the infrastructure,
connections, and broadband would be developed to enable the entire community of research
universities, in particular those like the University of Wyoming from EPSCoR states.
The Division of Advanced Cyberinfrstructure (ACI) in NSF/CISE supports three major programs
that emphasize the development of computational infrastructure and participation in Big Data
activities: The first program is Data Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBS); the second is Campus
Cyberinfrastructure - Network Infrastructure and Engineering (CC-NIE); and the third is
Cyberinfrastructme Framework for 21st Century Science and Engineering (CIF21). All three
programs support research and discovery efforts in data as well as helping campuses to obtain
the infrastructure connections and facilities required to participate in Big Data. They are
discussed below.
The DIBBS Program focuses on how to develop, implement, and support the new methods,
management structures and technologies to store and manage the diversity, size, and complexity
of current and future data sets and data streams. DIBBS has three types of awards:
• Conceptualization awards support design specifications for creating a sustainable data
infrastructure that will be discoverable, searchable, accessible, and usable to the entire
research and education community;
• Implementation awards support development and implementation of technologies and
infrastructure that addresses elements ofthe data preservation and access; and
• Interoperability awards develop frameworks that provide consistency or commonality of
design across communities and implementation for data acquisition, management,
preservation, sharing, and dissemination.

The CC-NIE Program invests in improving and re-engineering networks at the campus level to
support a range of data transfers supporting computational science and computer networks and
systems research. CC-NIE has two major types of awards:
•
•

Data Driven Networking and Infrastructure for the Campus and Researcher; and
Network Integration and Applied Innovation awards.

The CIF21 effort has participation from every NSF Directorate. CIF2 l focuses on foundational
research, infrastructure support and deployment, and community building. Since CIF21 supports
the entire cyberinfrastrncture eco-system, it also supports projects involving data, computational
science and building research communities.
NSF EPSCoR supports programs that focus on connectivity and cyberinfrastructure for Big Data.
These are discussed below, specifically focusing on EPSCoR activities in Wyoming.
Connectivity: Wyoming is a founding member ofthe Front Range Gigapop (FRGP) in Denver,
which provides 10Gbit/sec connectivity between the University of Wyoming and institutions in
Colorado, including NCAR, as well as connectivity to the Abilene Network and National
Lambda Rail. A significant amount of the nation's long-haul telecommunications fiber transits
through Wyoming's southern quarter along the mainline of the Union Pacific railroad and
Interstate 80. Major telecommunications centers as well as the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) - Wyoming Supercomputing Center are located in Cheyenne. Fiber
connectivity along with the availability of electrical power and favorable climate for data center
operation is making southeastern Wyoming an important IT hub.
Managing Big Data: Wyoming has an NSF EPSCoR award that pilots an effective
cyberinfrastructure that connects EPSCoR entities developing and using Big Data to drive
discovery. The RII Track-2, Cl-Water, allows a consortium of Utah and Wyoming researchers to
acquire and develop hardware and software cyberinfrastructure to support the development
and use of large-scale, high-resolution computational water resources models to enable
comprehensive examination of integrated system behavior through physically-based, datadriven simulation. Successful integration requires data, software, hardware, simulation models,
tools to visualize and disseminate results, and outreach to engage stakeholders and impart
science into policy, management, and decisions. The computational requirements of stochastic
methods to consider uncertainties, fine spatial and temporal resolutions to improve accuracy,
and representation of dynamic processes that include feedbacks among system components
demand use of state-of-the-art high-performance computing (HPC). Cl-WATER is working to
develop a robust and distributed Cl consisting of integrated data services, modeling and
visualization tools, and a comprehensive education and outreach program that will
revolutionize how computer models are used to support water resources research in the
lntermountain West and beyond.

2. Within NSF, the Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering Directorate {CISE)
helps develop and maintain cutting-edge national computing and information infrastructure
for research and education. NSF has significant investment in computing infrastructure,
including the NCAR-Wyoming Supercomputing Center, among others. These high performance
computers are capable of processing complex data sets at a greater rate, enabling scientific
research and discoveries.
The ability to analyze and utilize information from increasing quantities of data sets is crucial to
advancing knowledge. Please describe the contributions these facilities are expected to make to
the development and use of Big Data over the next three to five years.
ACI supports national efforts in advanced and cutting edge computational facilities including the
recently announced facilities in Texas (Stampede) and Illinois (Blue Waters). While both of
these facilities support very high performance and complex data problems, the Blue Waters
facility has the largest data storage and management system in the world. When these facilities
are in full production, they will permit investigators across the country to engage in innovative
research demanding petascale capabilities.
ACI also supports the XSEDE project, which manages and operates 17 different high
performance systems across the nation with a common interface to ensure that researchers can
get what they need without having to contact each site. XSEDE also manages the allocation
process that provides researchers with the resources they need. Usage of these facilities is
done via peer review so that the best research is supported.
The NCAR Wyoming Supercomputing Center {NWSC) provides high-performance Cl that will
enable researchers to perform high-resolution simulations of weather phenomena, global and
regional climate, coastal oceans, sunspots, subsurface flow, and more. Earth System research
and education will be transformed by the NWSC, as the next generation of Earth science
researchers and computational scientists will be attracted by the importance of the problem
and the scale ofthe facilities available to them. Current and planned education, outreach, and
training programs built around the facility will help to broaden the impact of the NWSC project
on both regional and national scales. Integration of the NWSC with other NSF high-performance
Cl will provide important linkages with other resource providers and will directly support NSF 1s
vision of a transformative national petascale cyberinfrastructure for science and engineering.
Finally, the NWSC has the potential to contribute to economic development in the State of
Wyoming in the form of well-paying jobs, workforce training opportunities, and in the
transformation of the state into a destination of choice for other high-technology enterprises.
Through the facility partnership with Wyoming, these benefits can be extended to other EPSCoR
states as well.
NCAR aims to improve researchers' abilities to analyze and utilize information via various efforts
focused on data manipulation and visualization {e.g., Globally Accessible Data Environment,
GLADE, http://www2.cisl.ucar.edu/resources/glade; data analysis and visualization,
http://www2.cisl.ucar.edu/resources/software/dav).

QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
THE HONORABLE DEREK KILMER (D-WA)
U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
Next Generation Computing and Big Data Analytics
Wednesday, April 24, 2013
There have been a number of big data reports generated recently by a number of industry leaders.
I'm proud to say that companies, EMC and lsilon, which is headquartered in Washington State,
have done a lot of great work on big data. EMC recently released their latest "Digital Universe"
study, conducted by IDC. Amazingly, this study projects that the digital universe will reach 40
Zettabytes by 2020.
One of the issues I have been passionate about, both in the state legislature and in my first
few months in Congress, is STEM education. It seems to be that many of these reports make
a compelling case that there is a dire need for more data scientists.
I have two questions:

1. How are your organizations specifically addressing the need for more data scientists
and employees with STEM backgrounds?
NSF has focused for many years on developing the STEM workforce through investments in its
research and education programs and projects. Increasingly, the development of skills in the use
of large data sets is a critical part of the training needed for the STEM workforce. Collectively,
STEM programs support, for example, curriculum development, strategies to increase student
retention and success in STEM, anci'student support through scholarships and fellowships. As
part of the merit review of these projects, they have to show evidence that the measures taken
will ensure effective learning.
Many of these programs focus on undergraduate and graduate students in formal and informal
education settings. In addition, across NSF- in all the science directorates- research projects
support graduate students as research assistants. Increasingly, these assistantships require
data-intensive research, often involving large-scale data sets. These hands-on learning
opportunities are critical in helping to develop a workforce with sophisticated and real
experience in deploying these skills.
In the FY14 Budget Request, NSF proposes STEM-C Partnerships (i.e., STEM with an emphasis on
computing) as one of its primary approaches to advance K-12 teacher and student development
of computational skills. NSF also supports research that develops and evolves the knowledge
base that informs improvements in the preparation of the workforce. {See
http://www.nsf.gov/about/budget/fy2014/pdf/25_fy2014.pdf.)

2. In your testimony, you both discuss how our nation is facing a data scientist shortage.
What policies would you recommend Congress consider to address that shortage?

Congress should continue to support STEM education at all levels - from kindergarten through
lifelong learning. In particular, NSF is looking to invest in evidence-based and evidencegenerating approaches to achieve specific educational outcomes. While anecdotal evidence
may point to a variety of policy options, NSF, working in partnership with private and public
sector stakeholders, is laying the foundation for policies and programs that are rooted in
empirical evidence. In particular, retraining efforts, and initiatives that are aligned with the
changing needs of business and industry, may be promising areas for strategic investment.

111 '11.....

The Honorable Michael M. Honda
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies
Questions for the Record
Hearing on National Science Foundation FY 15 Budget
Witness: Dr. Cora Marrett

1, Often, startup companies and researchers have trouble transitioning discoveries and
inventions from the lab to the market. The NSF Innovation Corps program is purposed with
connecting NSF-funded research with the technological, entrepreneurial, and business
communities to help bridge this gap between discoveries and downstream technological
applications. How do the Innovation Corps and the "Nodes" and "Sites" that NSF supports
work with researchers to "build, utilize, and sustain a national innovation ecosystem that
augments the development of technologies, products, and processes that benefit the Nation"?
How else is the NSF helping researchers transition their innovations from the lab to the
marketplace?

2. I often hear from technology leaders in Silicon Valley that the government and this country
must get more serious on cyber security. The number of attacks is increasing dramatically and
as our lives, personal data and the Nation's critical infrastructure become more connected
online, we put ourselves ever more at risk to large scale destrnctive breaches and attacks. A
key step to addressing these cyber threats is bringing academics, government agencies,
internet/telecommunication companies, and cyber security companies together in a safe haven
environment to share experience and strategies to more effectively combat this growing
problem. I have introduced legislation (the Excellence in Cybersecurity Act) that
would create centers of excellence around the country to bring together industry leaders with
government agencies to identify and analyze existing and future cyber security challenges
faced by various industries, to create solutions and promote best practices to address such
challenges, and to collaborate with individuals in those industries to share knowledge. How
is the NSF's Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC) program addressing the issue of
cyber security? Will the SaTC program partner with cyber security industry leaders and try to
find industry specific solutions by sharing experience and knowledge?
3. I commend the NSF for its important and historic role in advancing the Nation's
competitiveness through support of advanced computing infrastructure and the science and
engineering applications it enables. In view ofNSF's considerable expertise in highperformance computing for open science, what is NSF's vision for its leadership role in the
broader federal context of science-supporting agencies? In particular, how is NSF planning
for, and how committed is it to, its vision for maintaining and modernizing its world-class big
data and high-performance computing infrastructure, software, and applications that support
all areas of scientific research and education, including the most demanding "grand challenge"
science problems, accelerating transition to practice?

The Honorable Adam B. Schiff
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies
Questions for the Record
Hearing on National Science Foundation FY 15 Budget
Witness: Dr. Cora Marrett

1. As you know, the America COMPETES Act of 2007 authorized an NSF program to
support Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSis ). Despite language in the reauthorization of
America COMPETES Act of 2010 directing the NSF to maintain support for each of its
existing programs for minority-serving institutions -- including HSis - an HSI-specific
program has not yet been established.
In both FY 2013 and 2014, the Committee weighed in on the issue and asked the NSF to
report back on plans to establish an HSI-focused program'and how existing and planned
efforts will meet the specific needs ofHSis through NSF's other programs. Subsequently,
the NSF reported on the logistical difficulties of establishing and managing such an
initiative and then "proposed a multi-pronged approach ... to meet the needs ofHSis by
building on prior efforts and focusing on efforts to build capacity, especially in
community colleges ... including opportunities to increase the participation, retention, and
graduation of Hispanics in STEM".
While programs dedicated to Historically-Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and
Tribal-Serving Institutions (TSis) have been in place at the NSF for over a decade,
Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSis) remain one of the most crucial cohorts of minorityserving institutions yet to receive targeted NSF infrastructure development funding in the
areas of science, technology, engineering, and math. Recognizing that NSF funding to
HBCUs and TSis have proven essential to the demonstrated success of strengthening
STEM initiatives at these institutions and assisting in preparing a strong STEM
workforce in a time of utmost need, it would be remiss for us not to continue encouraging
and working with the NSF to assist HSis as well.
Can you elaborate on the logistical difficulties of establishing and managing a dedicated
HSI program at the NSF, and explain why, in light of the existing program models for
other minority-serving institutions that the NSF has managed for over ten years, these
difficulties could or could not be overcome?
2. Can you update the Committee on the progress of the NSF's proposed initiatives to meet
the needs of HSis that the Foundation committed to undertaking in its August 2013 report
to the Committee? In particular, how has the NSF proceeded to assist STEM initiatives in
community colleges?
3. Has the NSF considered the possibility of creating, or at the very least beginning
outlining a plan to create, an HSI-focused program in FY 2015 and to what extent has
this been discussed?

The Honorable Jose Serrano
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies
Questions for the Record
Hearing on National Science Foundation FY 15 Budget Request
Witness: Dr. Cora Marrett

1. NSF has specialized undergraduate education programs for Blacks and Native
Americans, but not specialized programs for Latinos. Since fiscal year 2010, there has
been appropriations report language directing the NSF to address the needs ofHSis. The
House passed bill for fiscal year 2013 repeated report language that stated: "The
Committee has previously asked NSF to consider the concept of creating a program
within EHR to focus on Hfapanic Serving Institutions (HSis). NSF shall provide to the
Committees on Appropriations a report outlining how the needs of HSis will be
addressed in fiscal year 2013 and any plans to establish an HS/focused program in
fiscal year 2014. This report shall be submitted no later than 120 days after the
enactment of this Act. " Although the House bill became stuck in the Senate, there are
still several years of pending instructions in this area.
While I appreciate the effmis NSF is making in expanding opportunities to
underrepresented minorities, including through the establishment of a new program in
this year's budget, I am troubled that NSF has not established a dedicated Hispanic
Serving Institutions MUndergraduate program. Latinos are now the largest minority
group in the United States, and are severely underrepresented in the STEM fields. More
importantly, Congressional instruction was very clear in this regard.
In addition to report language, the America COMPETES Act, P .L. 110M69 authorized the
creation of a HispanicMServing Institutions Undergraduate Program at the NSF for $30
million.
Earlier this month, 21 of my colleagues and I sent a letter to President Obama restating
our support for the creation of a dedicated HSI STEM program within the NSF and
encouraging the Administration to work with Congress as the America COMPETES Act
Reauthorization approaches.
What is the status of the report? Why has the NSF refused to comply with Congressional
instruction?

The Honorable Frank R. Wolf
Chairman, Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies
Questions for the Record
Hearing on National Science Foundation FY 15 Budget Request
Witness: Dr. Cora Marrett

I. NSF's recent budget requests have placed a lot of emphasis on graduate-level fellowship
programs, with much smaller increases requested for traineeships. Why has NSF chosen
to focus its resources in this way? How do you respond to critics who believe that
fellowship and traineeship opportunities need to be better balanced with one another in
your budget?
2. In fiscal year 2014, NSF unsuccessfully proposed to consolidate 3 of its undergraduate
STEM programs into a new initiative called Catalyzing Advances in Undergraduate
STEM Education (CAUSE). Now the fiscal year 2015 request consolidates those same 3
programs into a new initiative called Improving Undergraduate STEM Education (IUSE).
What is the difference between last year's CAUSE initiative and this year's IUSE
proposal?
3. NSF's budget requests imply that the agency thinks the CyberCorps: Scholarships for
Service program has too much money. Are there significant differences in the annual
funding rates for this program versus other major NSF programs or the agency-wide
average? Are there significant differences in NSF's ability to efficiently obligate funding
for CyberCorps versus other major NSF programs?
4. The budget request projects that 11,400 awards will be made in fiscal year 2015, an
increase of 100 awards over the fiscal year 2014 projection. How is this possible when
the request for Research and Related Activities is a decrease and the increase proposed
for Education and Human Resources is primarily needed to pay for higher Graduate
Research Fellowship stipends?
5. The projected agency-wide funding rate for fiscal year 2015 is 22%, the same as fiscal
year 2014. In your opinion, what is a healthy agency-wide funding rate that would
indicate sufficient budgetary resources available to all programs?
6. Last year, you indicated that NSF was seeking to address the unusually low funding rate
in the Engineering Directorate, but the budget request does not appear to do anything to
improve it. How does the budget request address the problem of low funding rates in
Engineering?

7. At the hearing, NSF indicated that it does not calculate or track a research-specific
inflation factor similar to NIH's Biomedical Research and Development Price Index. In
the absence of an NSF-specific inflation estimate, what was the general inflation factor
assumed for fiscal year 2015 in the President's budget request? How does this inflation
factor compare to the I .2% increase requested for NSF?

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Appropriations
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies
Hearing on
National Science Foundation FY 15 Budget Request
March 27, 2014
Dr. Cora Marrett, Acting Director, National Science Foundation
Questions for the Record Submitted by
Frank R. Wolf
Education and Human Resources (EHR) Programs
Question 1. NSF's recent budget requests have placed a lot of emphasis on graduatelevel fellowship programs, with much smaller increases requested for traineeships. Why
has NSF chosen to focus its resources in this way? How do you respond to critics who
believe that fellowship and traineeship opportunities need to be better balanced with one
another in your budget?
Answer: NSF recognizes the importance of appropriately balancing its investments in graduate
education. As is noted in the FY 2015 Request, the agency is addressing this through the
development of a five year strategic plan for its investments in graduate students and graduate
education. This plan builds on four related effo1is: 1) the recommendations of the National
Science and Technology Council's Committee on Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics Education (Co-STEM) 5-Year Strategic Plan 1 2) on-going interagency discussions
about leveraging assets; 3) recent national reports on graduate education 2, 3 ,4 , 5 and 4) NSF-wide
efforts to ensure that its many forms of investment in graduate education form a coherent
agency strategy. A key driver of this effort is the recognition that graduate training in STEM
must continue to evolve in order to provide a supply of scientists and engineers who not only
meet the needs of the emerging STEM enterprise, but who have the knowledge, skills, and
preparation to advance it, both within and outside of academia.
Question 2. In fiscal year 2014, NSF unsuccessfully proposed to consolidate 3 of its
undergraduate STEM programs into a new initiative called Catalyzing Advances in
Undergraduate STEM Education (CAUSE), Now the fiscal year 2015 request consolidates
those same 3 programs into a new initiative called Improving Undergraduate STEM
Education (IUSE}. What is the difference between last year's CAUSE initiative and this
year's /USE proposal?
Answer: As a part of continuing efforts to stimulate innovations in undergraduate education, in
FY 2014 NSF merged three undergraduate STEM education programs - Transforming
1

National Science and Technology Council, Committee on STEM Education (2013) Federal Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 5-Year Strategic Plan
www.whitehouse.gov/s ites/defa u ll/fi les/m icrosites/ostp/ste m_ stra!plan_ 2013. pdf.
2
Council of Graduate Schools (2012) Pathways through Graduate School and Into Careers,
http: //pathway sreport. o rg/rsc/pdf/19089_PathwaysRept_ Lin ks. pdf
3
National lnsli!utes of Health (2012) Biomedical Research Workforce Working Group Repott,
http://acd. od _n i h.gov/b iom edica!_research_wg report. pdf
4
American Chemical Society (2012) Advancing Graduate Education in the Chemical Sciences,
www.acs.org/con tent/da m/acsorg/a bout/governance/acs-commission-on-g raduate-edu cation-summary-report. pdf
5
National Research Council (2012) Research Universities and the Future of America,
www. federalre!ation s. wisc.edu/docs/F utureofArnericaU. pdf
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Undergraduate Education in STEM (TUES), STEM Talent Enhancement Program (STEP), and
Widening implementation and Dissemination of Evidence-based Reforms (WIDER) - into an
umbrella program description, Improving Undergraduate STEM Education (IUSE). !USE, an
NSF program, provides grantees with greater flexibility to integrate multiple approaches to
increase attraction to STEM; to increase persistence and retention in STEM of all students; to
improve the quality of the undergraduate STEM learning experience; and to prepare both a
quality STEM workforce and a STEM literate citizenry. Over the past year, NSF has made
considerable progress toward a stronger, more cohesive infrastructure for delivering
undergraduate STEM education programs. IUSE provides a core that in fiscal year 2015 will
lead to greater effectiveness, efficiency, and impact. The coherency of IUSE supports the
development of common metrics and evaluation to measure the impact of NSF awards on
undergraduate education.
In the fiscal year 2014 budget, NSF's request to integrate undergraduate STEM programs was
presented in a broader cross-government context of Catalyzing Advances in Undergraduate
STEM Education (CAUSE). In this broader context, undergraduate programs across federal
agencies were proposed for reorganization. Respecting the request of Congress, this crossgovernment reorganization did not occur as originally proposed. NSF has continued with
internal efforts, however, notably the integration of these three undergraduate programs at NSF
through the IUSE program description.
Question 3. NSF's budget requests imply that the agency thinks the CyberCorps:
Scholarships for Service program has too much money. Are there significant differences
in the annual funding rates for this program versus other major NSF programs or the
agency-wide average? Are there significant differences in NSF's ability to efficiently
obligate funding for CyberCorps versus other major NSF programs?

The budget requests for the CyberCorps: Scholarships for Service (SFS) program
have been in keeping with an assessment of the growth of the field and the capacity of the
training community so that highly meritorious programs could be identified and funded.
Answer:

NSF has been asked by Congress to enhance funds available for the program by an additional
$20.0 million in each of fiscal years 2012, 2013, and 2014. As a result, the additional projects
funded have expanded the original SFS mandate, which called for maintaining 300 students on
SFS scholarships, to the 470 that the program currently supports. It is expected that alreadyfunded projects will increase this number to 600 students during the next few academic
years. At the same time, the number of universities offering SFS scholarships increased from
35 in 2011 to 54 in 2014. In FY 2011, the funding rate for the SFS program rose to levels
significantly higher than the NSF average (35 percent for SFS vs 22 percent for NSF overall);
however, the SFS institutional capacity is now at the point that the SFS funding rate is
anticipated to be closer to the NSF average (in FY 2013 the SFS funding rate was 25 percent
versus 22 percent for NSF overall).
In keeping with the enhanced capacity that has been developed in the field, the FY2015 NSF
budget request for the SFS is $25.0 million. An additional $20.0 million is provided through the
Administration's Opportunity, Growth, and Security Initiative (OGSI). In FY 2014, $45.0 million
is allocated for SFS.
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Number of Awards and Funding Rate
Question 4, The budget request projects that 11,400 awards will be made in fiscal year
2015, an increase of 100 awards over the fiscal year 2014 projection, How is this possible
when the request for Research and Related Activities is a decrease and the increase
proposed for Education and Human Resources is primarily needed to pay for higher
Graduate Research Fellowship stipends?
Answer: In FY 2015 NSF estimates making 11,400 awards, a one percent increase over the
11,300 awards estimated for FY 2014. This increase is due to a combination of additional
education grants and a small increase to the percentage of continuing grants in FY 2015. NSF
can shift the balance of standard versus continuing awards to increase the overall number of
new awards made in a given year in order to mitigate impact to funding rate under scenarfos of
increasing proposal pressure and/or decreasing funding. Keep in mind, however, that because
continuing grants require out-year commitments, they encumber future funding that could
otherwise be used to make new awards. Repeatedly increasing the share of continuing grants
over a number of years would increase the total 'mortgage' owed and could actually have a
detrimental effect on future funding rates if high mortgage levels prevent a sufficient number of
new awards from being made.
Question 5, The projected agency-wide funding rate for fiscal year 2015 is 22%, the same
as fiscal year 2014. ln your opinion, what is a healthy agency-wide funding rate that
would indicate sufficient budgetary resources available. to all programs?
Answer: Since NSF issues awards based on the availability of funds there is no target or
'healthy' funding rate. The funding rate is determined by a number of factors in addition to the
budgetary resources available, such as the number of proposals submitted, the qualtty of
proposals, the size of awards, and the balance between standard awards and continuing
awards.
Question 6, Last year, you indicated that NSF was seeking to address the unusually low
funding rate in the Engineering Directorate, but the budget request does not appear to do
anything to improve it. How does the budget request address the problem of low funding
rates in Engineering?
Answer: In a climate of constrained budgets, addressing this issue is quite challenging. Each
of the Foundation's research directorates plays an important role in national and emerging
priorities worthy of support. The FY 2015 budget request recognizes the importance of
balancing these issues. The Directorate for Engineering (ENG) continues to seek innovative
ways of addressing this issue, including making some changes in business processes, which
has helped increase funding rates. Two engineering research divisions have gone from two
annual proposal submission windows to a single submission window and all divisions have
revised the focus of their program descriptions. As a result of these changes, the directorate
has seen a decrease of over 10 percent in the total number of research proposals received
since FY 2010. In addition, ENG achieved a funding rate of 18 percent in FY 2014, equivalent
to three other Research & Related Activities directorates. This is an increase of one percentage
point over FY 2012 and 3 percentage points over FY 2010 and FY 2011. We will continue to
pay close attention to this issue in future fiscal years.
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NSF Inflation Factor
Question 7. At the hearing, NSF indicated that it does not calculate or track a researchspecific inflation factor similar to NIH's Biomedical Research and Development Price
Index. In the absence of an NSF-specific inflation estimate, what was the general inflation
factor assumed for fiscal year 2015 in the President's budget request? How does this
fnflation factor compare to the 1.2% increase requested for NSF?
Answer: NSF does not use an across-the-board inflation factor to formulate its budget
requests. However, there may be unique instances where a factor is used for planning
purposes, such as for large facilities and MREFC projects. In those instances, NSF uses
economic assumptions that are shared across government.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by
Jose E. Serrano
Hispanic-Serving Institutions Program
NSF has specialized undergraduate education programs for Blacks and Native
Americans, but not specialized programs for Latinos. Since fiscal year 2010, there has
been appropriations report language directing the NSF to address the needs of HSls.
The House passed bill for Fiscal year 2013 repeated report language that stated: "The
Committee has previously asked NSF to consider the concept of creating a program
within EHR to focus on Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSls). NSF shall provide to the
Committees on Appropriations a report outlining how the needs of HSls will be
addressed in fiscal year 2013 and any plans to establish an HSI-focused program in fiscal
year 2014. This report shall be submitted no later than 120 days after the enactment of
this Act." Although the House bill became stuck in the Senate, there are still several
years of pending instructions in this area. While I appreciate the efforts NSF is making in
expanding opportunities to underrepresented minorities, including through the
establishment of a new program in this year's budget, I am troubled that NSF has not
established a dedicated Hispanic Serving Institutions Undergraduate program. Latinos
are now the largest minority group in the United States, and are severely
underrepresented in the STEM fields. More importantly 1 Congressional instruction was
very clear in this regard. In addition to report language, the America COMPETES Act,
P.L. 110-69 authorized the creation of a Hispanic-Serving Institutions Undergraduate
Program at the NSF for $30 million. Earlier this month, 21 of my colleagues and I sent a
letter to President Obama restating our support for the creation of a dedicated HSI STEM
program within the NSF and encouraging the Administration to work with Congress as
the America COMPETES Act Reauthorization approaches.
n

Question 1. What is the status of the report? Why has the NSF refused to comply with
Congressional instruction?
Answer: The aforementioned HSI report is being drafted and will be submitted by the required
deadline of May 17, 2014. NSF will address funding of HS ls through its existing programs in
order to meet the specific needs of HSls, as required by the joint explanatory statement.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by
Michael M. Honda

Transitioning Innovations from the Lab to the Marketplace
Question 1. Often, startup companies and researchers have trouble transitioning
discoveries and inventions from the lab to the market. The NSF Innovation Corps
program is purposed with connecting NSF-funded research with the technological,
entrepreneurial, and business communities to help bridge this gap between discoveries
and downstream technological applications. How do the Innovation Corps and the
"Nodes" and "Sites" that NSF supports work with researchers to "build, utilize, and
sustain a national innovation ecosystem that augments the development of technologies,
products, and processes that benefit the Nation"? How else is the NSF helping
researchers transition their innovations from the lab to the marketplace?
Answer: The purpose of NSF I-Corps is to support NSF-funded researchers who, with teams,
are interested in transitioning their research out of the lab. I-Corps awards are based on the
maturity of the effort (i.e., whether the research is ready to leave the lab), strength of the team,
and anticipated market value. The teams selected for I-Corps awards will receive additional
support - in the form of mentoring and funding - to accelerate innovation that can attract
subsequent third-party funding.

NSF •established the I-Corps Nodes program to support regional needs for innovation
education, infrastructure and research. The interconnected nodes of this network are diverse in
research areas, resources, tools, programs, capabilities and geographic locations; while the
network has the flexibility to grow or reconfigure, as needs arise.
I-Corps Nodes foster understanding on how to:
• Identify, develop and support promising ideas that can generate value,
• Create and implement tools and resources that enhance our Nation's innovation capacity,
• Gather, analyze, evaluate and utilize the data and insight resulting from the experiences of
the I-Corps Teams/Sites, and
• Share and leverage effective innovation practices on a national scale to improve the quality
of life for the U.S. citizenry.
I-Corps Regional Nodes contribute to the National Innovation Network in the following three
ways:
Level 1 Contribution: /-Corps Regional Training: Nodes demonstrate the capacity to deliver an
innovation-enhancing training program based on the hypothesis/validation "Customer
Development" curriculum that is used to support NSF I-Corps teams. NSF may call upon !Corps Regional Nodes up to twice a year to host a cohort of approximately 20-25 I-Corps teams
in the delivery of the NSF-selected I-Corps curriculum.
Level 2 Contribution: I-Corps Node Regional Infrastructure: I-Corps Regional Nodes are
developing near-term tools and resources that are intended to impact and expand the benefits
of the entire I-Corps program within a 2-3 year timeframe. Level 2 efforts are also addressing
the issues associated with accelerating the diffusion/adaption/adoption of effective innovation
practices in the national ecosystem, while further building entrepreneurial capacity in the node
environments.
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Level 3 Contribution: I-Co1ps Node Blue Sky Research: I-Corps Regional Nodes are leveraging
and analyzing data from Level 1 and Level 2 contributions. Key activities are focusing on: 1)
developing an understanding of how institutions can improve support for innovation ecosystems;
2) sharing and developing methods for successfully scaling effective practices and models that
foster innovation; 3) exploring how the National Innovation Network can enable new
collaborations among geographic regions to support commercialization - independent of
geographic locations; 4) examining and tracking the I-Corps teams' dynamics, activities and
outcomes; and 5) identifying and proposing improvements to the I-Corps curriculum materials,
training practices, and National Innovation Network utilization.
NSF established the I-Corps Sites program to contribute to the nation's innovation ecosystem.
The goals of the Sites program are
spur translation of research, to encourage collaboration
between academia and industry, to develop formal, active, local innovation ecosystems that
contribute to a larger, national network of mentors, researchers, entrepreneurs and investors,
and to train students to understand innovation and entrepreneurship. Through I-Corps Sites,
NSF investments strategically strengthen the innovation ecosystem by addressing the
challenges inherent in the early stages of the innovation process - the program supports
activities that are designed to overcome many of the obstacles in the path of innovation. I-Corps
Sites are housed in academic units whose mission is to provide resources to individuals and
teams in the form of space, seed funding, entrepreneurial mentoring, curriculum, or other assets
needed to transition technology into the marketplace.

to

As part of an evolving national innovation network, I-Corps Sites are funded at universities to
nurture and support multiple, local teams by providing infrastructure, advice, resources,
networking opportunities, training and modest funding ($1,000 to $3,000 per team over a 3-6
month period) to enable researchers to transition their ideas, devices, processes or other
intellectual activities into the marketplace or into becoming I-Corps Team or SBIR
applicants. While different institutions may choose different mechanisms for achieving the goals
of their I-Corps Site, certain characteristics of a Site must be consistent - projects must be
team-centric, the origin and nature of the projects must be STEM-focused, and the kind of
support that is provided to the teams by the Site must include assets needed to explore
transitioning technology into the marketplace.
The Innovation Corps program is a key element in a series of NSF-supported programs
concentrating on the innovation ecosystem. I-Corps has its genesis in a number of longstanding programs within NSF that support the innovation ecosystem, such as Engineering
Research Centers (ERC), Industry/University Cooperative Research Centers Program
(1/UCRC), Partnerships for Innovation (PFI), Science and Technology Centers (STC), and
Materials Research Science and Engineering Centers (MRSEC). In FY 2011 and FY 2012,
investments in the inaugural year for I-Corps complemented these long-standing investments.
All of these programs are built on the backbone of support for core research, primarily to
individual investigators, found in every directorate at NSF.

Cybersecurity
I often hear from technology leaders in Silicon Valley that the government and this
country must get more serious on cyber security. The number of attacks is increasing
dramatically and as our lives, personal data and the Nation's critical infrastructure
become more connected online, we put ourselves ever more at risk to large scale
destructive breaches and attacks. A key step to addressing these cyber threats is
bringing academics, government agencies, internet/telecommunication companies, and
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cyber security companies together in a safe haven environment to share experience and
strategies to more effectively combat this growing problem. I have introduced legislation
(the Excellence in Cybersecurity Act} that would create centers of excellence around the
country to bring together industry leaders with government agencies to identify and
analyze existing and future cyber security challenges faced by various industries, to
create solutions and promote best practices to address such challenges, and to
collaborate with individuals in those industries to share knowledge.
Question 2. How is the NSF's Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC) program
addressing the issue of cyber security? Will the SaTC program partner with cyber
security industry leaders and try to find industry specific solutions by sharing
experience and knowledge?
Answer:
How is the NSF's Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (Sa TC) program addressing the issue of
cyber security?

The NSF's Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC) is an NSF-wide investment that is
building the knowledge base in cybersecurity by enabling discovery, learning and innovation,
and that will lead to a more secure and trustworthy cyberspace. Through a focus on long-term,
foundational research, SaTC is developing the scientific foundations for cybersecurity research
that will be useful for years to come. It is also broadening the cybersecurity research portfolio to
include more cross-disciplinary projects and to increase opportunities for implementing new
technologies that emerge from the research. It is expanding the number of large, multiinstitutional projects that provide high-level visibility to cybersecurity grand challenges; and it is
establishing curricula recommendations for new courses, degree programs, and educational
pathways to develop future cybersecurity experts. SaTC is building a cybersecure society and
providing a strong competitive advantage for the Nation's ability to produce high-quality digital
systems and a well-trained workforce.
In 2011, the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC), with the cooperation and
involvement of NSF, put forward a strategic plan titled Trustworthy Cyberspace: Strategic Plan
for the Federal Cybersecurity Research and Development Program. This plan identifies a broad,
coordinated research agenda to make cyberspace secure and trustworthy. The strategic plan
details four goals that together cover a set of interrelated priorities for the federal agencies that
conduct or sponsor research and development in cybersecurity. These four goals are: (1)
inducing change, (2)"developing scientific foundations, (3) maximizing research impact, and {4)
accelerating transition to practice. SaTC is meeting these goals through investments in the
following areas:
• lnducrng change in the current state of cybersecurity by funding research that encourages
an adversarial perspective (i.e., thinking like an attacker, with the same goals and methods
as an adversary) and that closely examines the security, reliability, resiliency, privacy,
usability, and overall trustworthiness of digital infrastructure. Areas of research include
tailored trustworthy spaces, moving target, and economic and social incentives.
• Developing scientific and mathematical foundations for cybersecurity research to derive first
principles and the fundamental building blocks of security and trustworthiness.
• Maximizing research impact by catalyzing integration across academic disciplines,
increasing cooperation between government and the private sector, increasing collaboration
across international borders, and protecting critical infrastructure.
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•

•

Accelerating transitions to practice by encouraging and enabling adoption and
implementation of new technologies so as to create measurable improvements in the
cybersecurity landscape.
Addressing the pivotal issues in the education and preparation of tomorrow's cybersecurity
researchers and professionals across all areas of science and engineering.

Will the Sa TC program partner with cyber security industry leaders and try to find indusfty
specific solutions by sharing experience and knowledge?

SaTC has, and continues to develop, partnerships with other agencies and industry to
effectively achieve its long-term goals. The ongoing partnerships with indust1y for sharing
expertise and knowledge that will lead to industry solutions are described in more detail in the
following paragraphs.
The yearly SaTC solicitation has a Transition to Practice (TTP) Option that supports the
leveraging of proposed research activities and ideas whose outcomes at the end of the award
are capable of being implemented, matured, applied, experimentally deptoyed, or demonstrated
as a useable capability. SaTC provides additional funding for these awards so that research
results can be further developed, matured and experimentally deployed in organizations or
industries, including in networks and end systems.
The SaTC solicitation established in FY 2012-2014 a project class for "Frontier'' awards with
budgets of up to $10 million and durations of up to five years. These are large, multi-disciplinary,
multi-organizational, and/or multi-institution projects that provide high-level visibility to grand
challenge research areas in cybersecurity. In FY 2012 and 2013, NSF funded five Frontier
projects, including projects on cybersecurity for healthcare and wellness, cybersecurity for cloud
computing, and cybercrime ecosystems. Some of these projects have collaborations with
industry to further the linkages between knowledge and practice. For example, the cloud
computing project, which started in FY 2013, plans to hold "Cloud Security Horizons" summits
with industry stakeholders to help shape the future of security in cloud computing. The
cybercrime ecosystems project is working with Twitter to improve the company's abuse
detection infrastructure by integrating into it the project's findings on the underground market for
fraudulent accounts.
In FY 2013, the SaTC program held a workshop in partnership with the Computing Community
Consortium (CCC) and the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) on fundamental
cybersecurity issues of interest to both the semiconductor industry and academic researchers.
SRC is a leading technology research consortium, comprising semiconductor companies and
university research programs. One of the outcomes from this workshop was a joint partnership
between NSF and SRC to support research on Secure, Trustworthy, Assured and Resilient
Semiconductors and Systems (STARSS) with a focus on Design for Assurance. More
specifically, in FY 2014, the STARSS program plans to fund its first awards on new strategies
for computer hardware architecture, specification, and verification, with the aim of decreasing
the likelihood of unintended behavior or access, increasing resistance and resilience to
tampering, and improving the ability to provide authentication throughout the supply chain and in
the field.
In FY 2014, NSF released a Dear Colleague Letter for Innovation Transition (lnTrans) awards
for pl"Oject teams completing five-year Frontiers projects in the SaTC program. Research is
expected to build on innovations developed within a given Frontier project through close
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coordination with industry partner(s). The fundamental research results of the Frontier must
drive more applied research with the potential to enable the industrial partner(s) to develop
technological innovations with concrete and tangible positive impacts for society. The
collaboration must also provide students with opportunities to work closely with industry
researchers. To ensure indust1y commitment to the research grant, these awards will be co- ·
funded by NSF and industry. Further, industry partners will be required to provide the majority of
the funding as NSF support for lnTrans awards will not exceed one-third of the total co-funding
support provided by industry.
In FY 2013, the SaTC program held a first-ever Principal Investigators' (Pl) meeting. The
meeting brought together over 300 SaTC-funded Pis and co-Pis with interested parties from
industry and government agencies and included a focus on results and open questions in the
Science of Security. A second SaTC Pl meeting is being planned for early- to mid-FY 2015 and
will continue to involve industry and government agencies.
In FY 2014, the SaTC program sponsored a 2.5-day workshop centered on identifying highimpact actions that could be taken in any sector to better secure the Internet. The workshop,
called the Cybersecurity Ideas Lab, brought together 35 invited experts in computer science,
cybersecurity, economics, social science and policy. These experts were drawn from industry,
academia, and the government. In addition to advancing the national dialogue on cybersecurity,
the workshop yielded a list of concrete recommendations for enhancing the security of the
Internet ecosystem that will be published in an upcoming report.
Also in FY 2014 NSF will initiate collaboration with Intel in the area of security for critical
infrastructure. Cybersecurity threats exploit the increased complexity and connectivity of critical
infrastructure systems, placing the Nation's security, economy, public safety, and health at risk.
This partnership combines NSF experience in developing and managing successful large,
diverse research portfolios with Intel's long history of building research communities in emerging
technology areas through programs such as its Science and Technologies Centers Program.
In FY 2015, the SaTC program is planning to hold a cross-agency workshop that will review the
progress made in developing a science of cybersecurity, and that will propose ways that
requirements and results can be better communicated across the agencies, as well as among
academics and industry.
High-Performance Computing
Question 3. I commend the NSF for its important and historic role in advancing the
Nation's competitiveness through support of advanced computing infrastructure and the
science and engineering applications it enables. In view of NSF's considerable expertise
in high- performance computing for open science, what is NSF's vision for its leadership
role in the broader federal context of science-supporting' agencies? In particular, how is
NSF planning for, and how committed is it to, its vision for maintaining and modernizing
its world-class big data and high-performance computing infrastructure, software, and
applications that support all areas of scientific research and education, including the
most demanding "grand challenge" science problems, accelerating transition to
practice?
Answer: Innovation and discovery in science and engineering is increasingly dependent on a

cohesive yet dynamic and powerful cyberinfrastructure in which high performance computing
(HPC) plays an essential and integral role. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has been
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an international leader in high-performance computing deployment, application, research, and
education for almost four decades. With the success of HPC modeling and simulation across
an increasingly wide range of multidisciplinary research topics and teams, coupled with the
advent of next generation instruments and sensors producing vastly larger and more diverse
datasets available in real or near-real-time, NSF is committed to position and support the entire
spectrum of its research communities, enabling them to be at the cutting edge of advanced
computing technologies, hardware and software.
With the Cyperinfrastructure for 21 st Century Science and Engineering Advanced Computing
Infrastructure Vision and Strategic Plan, NSF seeks to promote a complementary,
comprehensive, and balanced portfolio of advanced computing infrastructure and programs for
research and education.
This portfolio supports multidisciplinary computational and dataenabled science and engineering that in turn support the entire scientific, engineering, and
education community. NSF is a leader in creating and deploying a comprehensive portfolio of
advanced computing infrastructure, programs, and other resources to facilitate cutting-edge
foundational research in computational and data-enabled science and engineering (CDS&E)
and their application to all disciplines.
The strategies for fulfilling this vision include the following:
• Foundational research to fully exploit parallelism and concurrency through innovations in
computational models and languages, mathematics and statistics, algorithms, compilers,
operating and run-time systems, middleware, software tools, application frameworks, virtual
machines, and advanced hardware.
Applications
research and development in use of high-end computing resources in
•
partnerships with scientific domains, including new computational, mathematical and
statistical modeling, simulation, visualization and analytic tools, aggressive domain-centric
applications development, and deployment of scalable data management systems.
• Sustainable and innovative resources built, tested, and deployed into a collaborative
ecosystem that encompasses integration/coordination with campus and regional systems,
networks, cloud services, and/or data centers in partnerships with scientific domains.
• Comprehensive education and workforce programs, ranging in scope from programs
designed to develop deep expertise in computational, mathematical and statistical
simulation, modeling, and CDS&E to programs designed to enable an advanced technical
workforce with career paths in science, academia, government, and industry.
• Transformational and grand challenge community programs that support contemporary
complex problem-solving by engaging a comprehensive and integrated approach to science,
utilizing high-end computing, data, networking, facilities, software, and multidisciplinary
expertise across research communities, other government agencies, and international
partnerships.
While support for larger and more complex multiscale, multiphysics simulations are
encompassed in these strategies, NSF perceives that an opportunity exists for expanded
discovery and economic impact with this comprehensive approach to advanced computing.
In 2013, NSF initiated a two-year National Academy of Science study to examine anticipated
priorities and possible decision-making frameworks for NSF in the implementation of its
computing strategy in the 2017 - 2020 tlmeframe. The committee has been recently charged
and named. An interim report may be available in late calendar year 2014.
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NSF's Assistant Director of the Directorate for Computer and Information Science and
Engineering (CISE) is co-chair of the Networking and Information Technology Research and
Development (NITRO} Subcommittee of the National Science and Technology Council's
Committee on Technology. NSF works in close collaboration with other science-supporting
agencies through the NITRO High End Computing (HEC) lnteragency Working Group.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by
Adam B. Schiff
Hispanic-Serving Institutions Program
As you know, the America COMPETES Act of 2007 .authorized an NSF program to
support Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSls). Despite language in the reauthorization of
America COMPETES Act of 2010 directing the NSF to maintain support for each of its
existing programs for minority-serving institutions -- including HSls - an HSI-specific
program has not yet been established.
In both FY 2013 and 2014, the Committee
weighed in on the issue and asked the NSF to report back on plans to establish an HSIfocused program and how existing and planned efforts will meet the specific needs of
HSls through NSF's other programs. Subsequently, the NSF reported on the logistical
difficulties of establishing and managing such an initiative and then "proposed a multipronged approach ... to meet the needs of HSls by building on prior efforts and focusing
on efforts to build capacity, especially in community colleges ... including opportunities to
increase the participation, retention, and graduation of Hispanics in STEM,,.
While
programs dedicated to Historically-Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and TribalServing Institutions (TSls) have been in place at the NSF for over a decade, HispanicServing Institutions (HSls) remain one of the most crucial cohorts of minority-serving
institutions yet to receive targeted NSF infrastructure development funding in the areas
of science, technology, engineering, and math. Recognizing that NSF funding to HBCUs
and TSls have proven essential to the demonstrated success of strengthening STEM
initiatives at these institutions and assisting in preparing a strong STEM workforce in a
time of utmost need, it would be remiss for us not to continue encouraging and working
with the NSF to assist HSls as well.
Question 1. Can you elaborate on the logistical difficulties of establishing and managing
a dedicated HSI program at the NSF, and explain why, in light of the existing program
models for other minority-serving institutions that the NSF has managed for over ten
years, these difficulties could or could not be overcome?
Answer: In FY 2013, NSF funds awarded to Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSls) totaled
$155.65 million through 332 awards. NSF support to HSls continues to be strong and exceeds
the combined total of $104.52 million for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
and Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs). While there are about 105 HBCUs and 30-35
TCUs, in 2010-2013 there were 370 HS ls (defined as institutions with 25 percent or more total
undergraduate Hispanic full-time equivalent student enrollment), with an additional 277
"emerging HSls" (defined as institutions with 15-24 percent undergraduate full-time equivalent
Hispanic enrollment). These 370 institutions of higher education are very heterogeneous,
including small community colleges, four-year primarily undergraduate institutions, and large
research-intensive universities, all with different missions. The range of available STEM
programs within these diverse institutions is quite wide. Crafting a single program, comparable
to NSF's dedicated programs for HBCUs and TCUs, which has the potential for national scale
and serves such a variety of institutions presents a logistical, programmatic, and financial
challenge, particularly as the numbers of HSls are increasing rapidly.
Question 2. Can you update the Committee on the progress of the NSF's proposed
initiatives to meet the needs of HS!s that the Foundation committed to undertaking in its
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August 2013 report to the Committee? In particular, how has the NSF proceeded to assist
STEM initiatives in community colleges?
Answer: In the August 2013 response to Congress, NSF indicated a desire to implement a
comprehensive approach to address the needs of HSls including Dear Colleague Letters
(DCLs) that focus on undergraduate education and/or express a commitment to broadening
participation of underrepresented groups, engaging HSI community colleges, and creatlng
opportunities for capacity building in HSls. NSF has developed two DCLs to complement the
letter (NSF 12-081) issued in FY 2012, which is still active. 6
One of the new DCLs encourages HSls, especially community colleges, to build research
capacity through special grant opportunities including Early Concept Grants for Exploratory
Research (EAGER) and Conferences, Symposia, and Workshops that focus on evidence-based
practices that have been shown to be particularly effective for students at HSls, as well as
exploratory research that may lead to new models and best practices. 7 Examples of
appropriate topics include:
• Understanding factors that will lead to improved retention of students in STEM programs at
two-year HSls.
• Understanding barriers and challenges that prevent the transfer of students at two-year
HSls to four-year colleges; understanding factors that promote the transfer of students
including articulation agreements.
• Improving the quality of STEM undergraduate academic and research experiences at twoyear HSls.
• Research on strategies that enhance interest and motivation of students and improve
persistence and graduation rates in undergraduate STEM programs at HSls through
innovations in STEM curricula, instructional materials, and research experiences.
• Building capacity at HS ls through collaborations with majority institutions that support faculty
research, professional development, and mentoring.
The second DCL encourages current awardees, including HSls, to apply for supplemental
funding to active awards for the purpose of increasing the matriculation of graduates of two-year
HSls to four-year institutions while strengthening strategies for retention in STEM majors, such
as providing research experiences for first and second-year undergraduates. 8
These activities complement ongoing programmatic efforts, which resulted in 46 awards to HSls
in 2013 through several EHR programs including Advanced Technological Education, Louis
Stokes Alliances for Minority Participation, and the Robert Noyce Scholarship Program.

Question 3. Has the NSF considered the possibility of creating, or at the very least
beginning outlining a plan to create, an HSIMfocused program in FY 2015 and to what
extent has this been discussed?
Answer: NSF is developing plans to invest in approaches to improve STEM learning for all
students, at all levels, including the rapidly growing number of Hispanic students in K-12
settings. NSF continues to explore strategies to increase funding for innovative approaches to
improving STEM education at HSls, especially two-year institutions. More than half of HS!s are
two-year institutions. More than half of all undergraduates attend two-year institutions; however,
6

www.nsf.gov/pubs/2012/nsf12081/nsf12081.jsp
www.nsf.gov/pubs/2014/nsf14064/nsf14064.isp
8
www.nsf.gov/pubs/2014/nsf14065/nsf14065.isp
7
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relatively few Hispanic students who begin college at two-year institutions continue on to earn
baccalaureate degrees, particularly in STEM. NSF is aiming to identify the factors that will
facilitate the transfer of students from two-year to four-year institutions prepared to enter STEM
majors. For FY 2015, discussions are underway to build on the Dear Colleague Letters issued
in FY 2014 and to identify options for tracks within existing programs targeting HSI community
colleges and critical junctures (high school to college, two-year to four-year institutions). These
activities provide the foundation for future efforts designed to build capacity and improve
undergraduate education at these institutions. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the DCLs and
expanded program tracks will inform future efforts and directions regarding HSls.
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The Honorable Susan M. Collins
Full Appropriations Hearing on Innovation in the FY 2015 Budget Request
Questions for the Record

(Director Cordova) Director Cordova, the Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (EPSCoR), which is administered by NASA, the Department of
Energy, and your organization, the National Science Foundation, has played a critical
role in helping to advance our nation's research infrastructure and integrated STEM
workforce development eff01ts.
In my state, EPSCoR is housed at the University of Maine at Orono, but the funding has
facilitated collaboration among institutions statewide and has enabled colleges,
universities, and researchers to forge partnerships with private, non-profit, and
governmental sectors.
NSF EPSCoR grants have been pmticularly beneficial to Maine. For example, in 2006,
Maine ESPCoR received NSF seed funding to initiate a Forest Bioproducts Research
Institute with the goal of creating and commercializing wood bioproducts while
maintaining forest health. Before long, industry recognized the great R&D work that the
FBRI was conducting and forged a technology transfer partnership-resulting in major
private capital investments and the establishment of a full-fledged research institute and
technology center. The FBRI has brought over $3.5 million in new capital equipment to
Maine and produced 11 patents. Perhaps more important, however, than the development
of new technologies is the development of a STEM-ready workforce.
The public-private partnerships between the FBRI and industry have suppo1ted more than
100 graduate, undergraduate, and high school research internships, and integrated more
than 5,000 students into its STEM outreach activities.
What role do you see EPSCoR playing in helping states to develop self-sustaining
academic research enterprises that not only produce new technologies but also prepare
students for employment in STEM fields?

Sen. Tom Udall
Questions for the record
Senate Committee on Appropriations
Hearing on "Driving Innovation through Federal Investments"
April 29, 2014

Questions for Dr. France Cordova (National Science Foundation)
1. NRAO and radio astronomy in New Mexico (NSF)
Dr. Cordova, NSF plays a key role in supporting astronomy and STEM education activities at National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) facilities in Socorro, New Mexico. NRAO enables research into
the birthplaces of stars and planets, super-massive black holes, gravitational waves, chemical precursors
of life, and the remnant heat of the Big Bang. How is the NSF leveraging federal investments in NRAO
and other scientific facilities to foster innovation?
2. NSF investments in international radio astronomy facilities

The Federal government is investing in ground-breaking international facilities such as the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array in Chile. How is NSF ensuring that these investments leverage and
contribute to our critical domestic science facilities?
3. NSF radio astronomy and solar observatories role in promoting STEM education

Dr. Cordova, we share a keen interest in attracting young American students to STEM fields and
encouraging greater participation in STEM career fields. Given that astronomy is a field that often
sparks a lifelong interest in science, how is NSF using federal research facilities such as those of the
NRAO in Socorro, New Mexico and the National Solar Observatory (NSO} near Alamogordo, New Mexico
to help foster a new generation of young scientists?
4. Impact of budget cuts and budget uncertainty on American scientific capabilities

Could you describe how recent budget cuts, budget uncertainty, and the recent government shutdown
have impacted American researchers and scientific facilities, such as the NRAO and NSO observatories in
New Mexico? How does this impact the retention of core US scientific capabilities?
5. Spectrum sharing and radio astronomy

How is NSF working with the Department of Commerce, the Federal Communications Commission and
others to ensure that efforts to increase commercial access to radio spectrum for mobile broadband and
other uses do not prevent the ability of radio astronomers to continue to make observations from NRAO
facilities?
6. Leveraging commercial spaceflight investments to promote scientific research and STEM activities

New Mexico is home to some exciting research and STEM activities that take advantage of suborbital
space launches. Test flights have already begun at Spaceport America for commercial reusable
suborbital vehicles that could dramatically increase access to microgravity environments for scientific
research. I have heard from scientists from New Mexico and across the country who eagerly anticipate
doing more experiments at lower cost in microgravity and space environments thanks to America's
burgeoning commercial spaceflight industry. This includes research relevant to numerous fields as well

as studying the upper parts of Earth's atmosphere itself. These upper parts of the Earth's atmosphere
are currently so inaccessible--and so little understood--that scientists sometimes refer to it as the
"ignorosphere." What plans does NSF have to support scientific research that takes advantage of access
to suborbital space to advance the frontiers of science and technology? How can NSF encourage more
researchers to take advantage of such opportunities as they become more widely available through
commercial suborbital spaceflights?

7. National Solar Observatory site in New Mexico
New Mexico is home to the National Solar Observatory's Richard B. Dunn Solar Telescope (DST). Located
on Sacramento Peak near Alamogordo, this telescope has revealed many intricacies of the surface
features of the Sun. DST has also served as a test bed for adaptive optics technologies and the next
generation of solar instrumentation. Yet my understanding is that the National Science Foundation is
developing a plan to potentially close this facility by the time the new Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope
(DKIST) in Hawaii becomes operational. I have serious concerns about a potentially costly closure of DST
given the value of continuing to operate this telescope facility for scientific research and training
purposes, even after the newer DKIST facility becomes operational.
•
•

Will you assure me that NSF will keep me apprised of any plans regarding the future of the
National Solar Observatory's Richard B. Dunn Solar Telescope?
Before NSF decides to divest from or close DST, will you seek to find suitable entities willing and
able to continue operating the facility?

8. Behavioral and social sciences funding
Many challenges facing society ranging from pollution to violence are often related to human behavior.
Given the importance of studying human behavior, what implications do you see for the proposed cuts
to NSF funding for the behavioral and social sciences?
9. Support for Hispanic Serving Institutions
The America Competes Act authorized the NSF "to establish a new program to award grants on a
competitive, merit-reviewed basis to Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSls) to enhance the quality of
undergraduate STEM education at such institutions, and to increase the retention and graduation rates
of students pursuing associate's or baccalaureate degrees in STEM." My understanding is that NSF did
not submit a proposal to create such a program and has even expressed its intent to never fund this
initiative. Why is it so difficult for the NSF to create an initiative focused on HSls within its Directorate
for Education and Human Resources?

UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
.
Hearing on
Driving Innovation through Federal Investments

April 29, 2014
Dr. France Cordova, Director, National Science Foundation

Questions for the Record Submitted by Sen. Tom Udall
NRAO AND RADIO ASTRONOMY IN NEW MEXICO
Question 1: Dr. Cordova, NSF plays a key role in supporting astronomy and STEM
education activities at National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO.) facilities in
Socorro, New Mexico. NRAO enables research into the birthplaces of stars and planets,
super~massive black holes, gravitational· waves, chemical -precursors of life 1 and the
remnant heat of the Big Bang. How is the NSF leveraging federal investments in NRAO
and other scientific facilities to foster innovation?
Answer: Investments in these facilities foster in.novation, first and foremost, by providing tools
for frontier scientific inquiry by thousands of U.S. scientists each year. Worklng at the frontier
provides training opportunities for young students, postdocs, and early-career faculty to develop
their scientific and technical careers, renewing the capabilities of young STEM professionals in
the U.S. Over the longer term, technical advances in areas such as low-noise radio receivers,
advanced data-analysis and big data techniques (such as the extraction of signals from noisy
data sets), and application of- adaptive optics are likely to lead to innovative uses of such
technologies in the broader society.
NSF INVESTMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY FACILITIES
Question 2: The Federal government is investing in ground-breaking international
facilities such as the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array in Chile. How is NSF
ensuring that these investments leverage and contribute to our critical domestic science
facilities?
Answer:
The U.S. science community that -employs the Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array (ALMA) for observations is conducting its research through the work of
hundreds of investigators located at institutions within the United States; the actual location of
the Observatory is critical for these scientists to acquire the best data to achieve the goals of
their scientific investigations, but their research is largely conducted at their home institutions in
the United States. A number of the ALMA technologies are common with those of the Karl J.
Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) in New Mexico, so shared scientific and technical personnel
simultaneously contribute to the success of both VLA and ALMA.
NSF RADIO ASTRONOMY AND SOLAR OBSERVATORIES ROLE IN PROMOTING STEM
EDUCATION
Question 3: Or. Cordova, we share a keen interest in attracting young American students
to STEM fields and encouraging greater participation in STEM career fields. Given that
astronomy is a field that often sparks a lifelong interest in science, how is NSF using
federal research facilities such as those of the NRAO in Socorro, New Mexico and the
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National Solar Observatory (NSO) near Alamogordo, New Mexico to help foster a new
generation of young scientists?
Answer:
The National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) and the National Solar
Observatory (NSO) support observation by a large number of students, often in conjunction with
their advisors at their home institutions; the tools at the national facilities provide these students
with forefront data that are not available through any other observatories. For decades, these
national facilities also have hosted independently funded NSF Research Experiences for
Undergraduates (REU) programs. NSO partners in an award via NS F's Partnerships· in
Astronomy and Astrophysics Research and Education (PMRE) program; PAARE seeks to
. enhance training of individuals from Institutions that focus on the teaching of under-represented
groups. Finally, both of the mentioned NRAO and NSO sites have active visitor centers that
support both formal and informal science education programs.

IMPACT OF BUDGET CUTS AND BUDGET UNCERTAINTY ON AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC
CAPABILITIES
Question 4: Could you describe how recent budget cuts, budget uncertainty, and the
recent government shutdown have impacted American researchers and scientific
facilities, such as the NRAO and NSO observatories in New Mexico? How does this
impact the retention of core US scientific capabilities?
Answer: Budget uncertainty and constraints are a challenge to all American researchers and
scientific facilities. Budgets are always limited, of course, and this limits the number of facilities
that can support researchers and necessitates difficult choices within the portfolio of e;xisting
and future facilities. Development and construction of new scientific facilities at the forefront of
the field is an outstanding way to attract talented young Americans into astronomy, thus
ensuring the retention of core US scientific capabilities. For example, development of the
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) and the Daniel K. lnouye Solar
Telescope (DKIST) are crucial to the retention of US leadership in radio astronomy and solar
physics, respectively.
Development and • implementation of the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST) will provide an avenue for leadership in the scientific ·uses and exploration of
"Big Data," in a way that has not been possible with any previous astronomical facility.
SPECTRUM SHARING AND RADIO ASTRONOMY
Question 5:
How is NSF working with the Department of Commerce, the Federal
Communications Commission and others to ensure that efforts to increase commercial
access to radio spectrum for mobile broadband and other uses do not prevent the ability
of radio astronomers to continue to make observations from NRAO facilities?
Answer:
NSF is actively working with these agencies, generally through the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), in order to satisfy the spectrum
requ·irements of radio astronomy while also enabling societal use of the radio spectrum.
Ex·amples of current items in which NSF is engaged include the re-distribution of Channel 37
and television "white space" spectrum as weU as the spectrum allocations for automobile radars.
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LEVERAGING COMMERCIAL SPACEFLIGHT INVESTMENTS TO PROMOTE SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH AND STEM ACTIVJTIES

Question 6: New Mexico is home to some exciting research and STEM activities that take
advantage of suborbital space launches. Test flights have already begun at Spaceport
America for commercial reusable suborbital vehicles that could dramatically Increase
access to microgravity environments for scientific research. I have heard from scientists
from New Mexico and across the country who eagerly anticipate doing more experiments
at lower cost in microgravity and space environments thanks to America's burgeoning
commercial spaceflight industry. This includes research relevant to numerous fields as
well as studying the upper parts of Earth 1s atmosphere itself. These upper parts of the
Earth's atmosphere are currently so inaccessible--and so little understood--that
scientists sometimes refer to it as the "ignorosphere.,, What plans does NSF have to
support scientific research that takes advantage of access to suborbital space to
advance the frontiers of science and technology? How can NSF encourage more
researchers to take advantage of such opportunities as they become more widely
available through commercial suborbital spaceflights?
Answer: NSF's Division of Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences (AGS) in the Directorate for
Geosciences supports research on the lower thermosphere and mesosphere; regions
sometimes referred to as the "ignorosphere." Presently, observations of this region of near
Earth space are provided by high power radars and lidars, as well as NASA rocket~based
experiments. AGS has also supported research using Cube~Sats, which are small low-cost
observational satellites, typically with a volume of 1 liter (10 cm cube) and that are launched as
secondary payloads on existing missions. When the cost and availability of suborbital vehicles
is established, NSF expects to entertain proposals that use these additional tools for upper
atmospheric studies.

The aeronomy community is well aware of this emerging opportunity to access suborbital space.
To catalyze research interest, NSF cosponsored a workshop: "The End of the lgnorosphere:
An Aeronomy Researcher's Conference on Commercial Suborbital Access to Space 11 in April
2013. In addition, this research community's largest annual workshop, which was attended by
more than 300 scientists, featured a presentation on this opportunity last year in June.
NATIONAL SOLAR OBSERVATORY SITE IN NEW MEXICO
New Mexico is home to the National Solar Observatory's Richard B. Dunn Solar
Telescope (OST). Located on Sacramento Peak near Alamogordo, this telescope has
revealed many intricacies of the surface features of the Sun. DST has also served as a
test bed for adaptive optics technologies . and the next generation of solar
instrumentation. Yet my understanding is that the National Science Foundation is
developing a plan to potentially close this facility by the time the new Daniel K, Inouye
Solar Telescope (DKIST) in Hawaii becomes operational. I have serious concerns about
a potentially costly closure of DST given the value of continuing to operate this telescope
facility for scientific research and training purposes, even after the newer DKIST facility
becomes operational.

Question 7: Will you assure me that NSF will keep me apprised of any plans regarding
the future of the National Solar Observatory's Richard B. Dunn Solar Telescope? Before
NSF decides to divest from or close DST, will you seek to find suitable entities willing
and able to continue operating the facility?
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. Answer: As mentioned in a previous response, the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST)
is a critical component in retaining the core capabilities and leadership of the American solar
physics community. The Richard B. Dunn Solar Telescope (DST) test-bed activities in adaptive
optics and solar instrumentation have been aimed specifically at the development and
implementation of DKIST, so one of the primary test-bed functions will be concluded upon the
completion of DKIST construction. NSF and the personnel of the National Solar Observatory
are actively seeking entities that are interested in the continuation of operations at Sacramento
Peak.
NSF will keep the committee apprised of its plans for the future of the telescopes it currently
supports.
BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES FUNDING
Question 8: Many challenges facing society ranging from pollutron to violence are often
related to human behavior. Given the importance of studying human behavior, what
implications do you see for the proposed cuts to NSF funding for the behavioral and
social sciences?
Answer: The proposed reductions to NSF's research funding for the social, behavioral, and
economic (SBE) sciences will seriously affect the near- and long-term Tesearch agenda .
. In 2013, the directorate sponsored a two-day workshop on ''Youth Violence: What We Need to
Know." This two-day workshop brought together researchers from sociology, anthropology,
psychology, communications, computer science, information systems, and public policy to
identify much of the existing scientific evidence regarding the precursors and causes of violence
· perpetrated by children and adolescents and underscored the need for additional· study to
enhance our understanding of the dynamics of, contributors to, and impact of violent ideology
and violent acts. Just this April, U.S. Representative Ed Royce (R-CA), Chairman of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, held.a hearrng to examine how the education of women in countries
prone to violent extremism can create economic opportunities and help counter the spread of
radicalism. In his opening statement and drawing on examples in Pakistan, Chairman Royce
noted the importance of the SBE sciences and their global reach:
Studies have shown that women tend ·to invest more in their children than men,
which is why increases in female income improve child survival rates some
twenty times more than increases in male income. Women who can read also
stand to benefit from the pamphlets distributed in public awareness campaigns,
and have been shown to better understand radio broadcasts ·designed to keep
them informed. 1
Such studies, which examine deep relationships among gender and family dynamics, education,
employment, political participation, and the roles of media and communicatlons, are precisely
the type of long term, interdisciplinary research that are at risk.
SBE's .contributions to public health and safety, education, innovation, and the economy are well
documented. Consider just a h;,indfut:

1

http://fo reig naffairs.house. g ovfpress-release/chairman-royce-convene-hea ring-wome n-s-ed ucation.
promoting-develop ment-cou nteri ng
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•

In 2012, Alvin Roth shared the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences with Lloyd S. Shapely
"for the theory of stable allocations and the practice of market design," which has had
applications that range from matching compatible organ donors and recipients to
matching- medical students to residencies. NSF/SSE has supported his research since
the late 1970s.
Through the National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis at the University
of California-Santa Barbara, NSF-funded researchers have developed transformative
GIS technologies, embedded in large systems and handheld devices. NSF/SBE has
supported this work since the late 1980s.
·
Working with state, county, and city planners, SSE-funded researchers are modelling
ways to allocate scarce water resources, implement new mosquito control systems, and
decipher the social networks that both enable disease to spread and encourage
vaccination programs.
SBE-supported researchers provided the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
with its current system for apportioning the airwaves via a fruitful practical application of
·game theory and experimental economics.
Since their inception in 1994, FCC
"spectrum auctions" have netted over $60 billion in revenue for the federal government
and have been emulated in several other countries.
NSF-funded investigators are examining the development of political protests iii the
Ukraine and elsewhere, focusing on ways that social media allows for "leaderless"
protests. These findings have been reported in several outlets including CNN, Voice of
America, and Huffington Post.
·

These examples, which provide dear value to the Nation, are based on research sustained over
decades, but it is the innovation pipeline to the future that is most threatened. Early results in
the psychological sciences suggest ways that experiences as a child, whether leaming to speak
another language or to play a musical instrument, affect cognitive capacity much later in life,
which has profound implications for an aging population. Much more research ls needed to
establish robust connections and relevant recommendations for structuring work, retirement,
and long term care for the elderly. Fundamental research in neuroscience extends to
developmental issues, illness, and traumatic injury, and thus has broad implications for the
disabled, many of whom are returning veterans. Global migration -- from poor countries to
wealthy, from south to north, and from societies dominated by the young to those that are aging
- threatens to overwhelm social organtzations, distort labor markets, and destabilize political
structures. Fluctuations in population combined with global climate change and its impacts on
habitat, agriculture, trade and finance require more -- not less - SSE analysjs to tease. out
causality and identify points where interventions might be effective.
Responding to the nexus of aging, disability, retirement, and long term care or modeling
population, environment, and behavior defies reduction to a single discipline and draws on
research in a broad range of disciplines from neuroscience and psychology to economics,
spatial sciences, and anthropology. Cutting funding for long term research in the SBE sciences
now compromises the future.
·

SUPPORT.FOR HISPANIC SERVING INSTITUTIONS
Question 9: The America Competes Act authorized the NSF ~1to establish a new program
to award grants on a competitive, merit-reviewed basis to Hispanic Serving Institutions
(HSls) to enhance the quality of undergraduate STEM education at such institutions, and
to increase the retention and graduation rates of students pursuing associate's or
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baccalaureate degrees in STEM." My understanding is that NSF did not submit a
proposal to create such a program and has even expressed its _intent to never fund this
initiative. Why is it so difficult for the NSF to create an initiative focused on HSls within
its Directorate for Education and Human Resources?
Answer: ln FY 2013, NSF funds awarded to Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HS ls) totaled
$155.65 million through 332 awards. NSF support. to HSls continues to be strong and exceeds
the combined total of $104.52 mHlion for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
and Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs). While there are about 105 HBCUs and 30-35
TCUs, in 2010-2013 there were 370 HS!s (defined as institutions with 25 percent or more total
undergraduate Hispanic full-time equivalent student enrollment), with an . additional 277
"emerging HS!s" (defined as institutions with 15-24 percent undergraduate full-time equivalent
Hispanic enrellment}. These 370 institutions of higher education are very heterogeneous,
inducting small community colleges, four-year primarily undergraduate institutions, and large
research-intensive universities, all with different missions. The range of available STEM
programs within these diverse institutions-is quite wide. Crafting a single program, comparable
to NSF's dedicated programs for HBCUs and TCUs, which has the potential for national scale
and serves such a variety of institutions 13resents a logistical, pr0grammatic, and financial
challenge, particularly as the numbers of HSls are increasing rapidly.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by the Honorable Susan M. Collins

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO STIMULATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH (EPSCOR)
Director Cordova, the Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
(EPSCoR), which is . administered by NASA, the Department of Energy,
organization, the National Science Foundation, has played a critical role in
advance our nation's research infrastructure and integrated STEM
development efforts.

Research
and your
helping to
workforce

In my state, EPSCoR is housed at the University of Maine at Orono, but the funding has
facilitated collaboration among institutions statewide and has enabled colleges,
universities, and researchers to forge partnerships with private, non~profit, and
governmental sectors.
NSF EPSCoR grants have been part:icularly beneficial to Maine. For example, in 2P06,
Maine EPSCoR received NSF seed funding to initiate a Forest Bioproducts -Research
Institute with the goal of creating and commercializing wood bioproducts while
maintaining forest health. Before long, industry recognized the great R&D work that the
FBRI was conducting and forged a technology transfer partnership-resulting in major
private capital investments and the establishment of a full-fledged research institute and
technology center. The FBRI has brought over $3.5 million in new capital equipment to
Maine and produced 11 patents. · Perhaps more important, however, than the
development of new .technologies is the development of a STEM-ready workforce.
The public-private partnerships between the FBRI and industry have supported more
than 100 graduate, undergraduate, and high school research internships, and integrated
more than 5,000 students into its STEM outreach activities.
Question 1: What role do you see EPSCoR playing in helping states to develop self-.
sustaining academic research enterprises that not only produce new technologies but
also prepare students for employment in STEM fields?

EPSCoR stimulates research that is fully competitive in the disciplinary and
multidisciplinary research programs of the National Science Foundation. Specific EPSCoR
objectives are: (1) to catalyze key research themes that empower knowledge generation,
dissemination, and application; (2) to activate effective jurisdictional and regional collaborations
that advance scientific research, promote innovation, and benefit society; (3) to broaden
participation in sci_ence, engineering, and education by institutions, organizations, and people
within EPSCoR jurisdictions; and (4) to use EPSCoR for development, implementation, and
evaluation of future programmatic experiments that inform programmatic enhancement and new
initiatives.
Answer:

For FY 2013, NSF EPSCoR's Research Infrastructure Improvement (RII) Track-1 awards
supported 1,535 faculty members who produced 679 publications based on research funded
primarily through their RII Track-1 projects. Primary support is defined as research that is
directly funded by EPSCoR. These researchers also produced 1,254 publications that were
partially funded by EPSCoR. Partial support is defined as use of equipment or facilities that are
funded by EPSCoR. Moreover, Rll Track-1 researchers leveraged their EPSCoR support and
were awarded 654 grants for a total of $259.5 million in FY 2013. Funding sources include
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NSF, other federal agencies, foundations, and state agencies. Also, 12 patents were awarded
based on RII discoveries and 55 patents are pending.
Moreover, with regard to workforce development, student engagement is an important part of
EPSCoR Rll Track~1 projects. In FY 2013, for example, these projects supported 1,383
graduate and 1,955 undergraduate students, of which 43 percent were female, 15 perce"nt
underrepresented minorities, and 1 percent disabled. A total of 305 graduate students
completed degrees (41 percent female, 11 percent underrepresented minorities and one person
with a disability). In addition, 825 undergraduate students graduated (30 percent female, 12
percent underrepresented minorities, and two persons with disabilities).
An example of how these investments prepare students for employment is South Dakota, where
research, education, ar:id economic development partnerships involving 200 different companies
have created 773 industry and university internships for students; 32 percent of which have
resulted in fuff-time job offers for the interns.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

March 27, 2014

OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chainnan
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Smith:
Over the course of the past year, we have had a number of productive discussions on the topics
of NSF grant transparency and the importance to this nation of responsible stewardship of
taxpayer dollars. I have appreciated the opportunity to work alongside you exploring ways to
improve how NSF supports research and education.
From the hearing held by your Committee earlier this week, I learned from your opening
statement that you believe "NSF refused to provide a response" to a request you made last year
for the scientific review and analysis supporting five grants. I was surprised to hear this, since I
believed NSF had in good faith offered to arrange a briefing for the Committee. Specifically, my
May 15, 2013 letter stated:
"Mr. Chairman, given the overarching confidentiality and privacy concerns associated
with your request, and the potentially harmful effects such a disclosure may have on our
reviewer community and our merit review system, I am hopeful that there might be
another way to better help the Committee understand how NSF makes decisions to
approve and fund grants short of the approach outlined in your letter. For example, I
would be pleased to arrange a briefing for the Committee on the robust nature of our
processes and accountability of the merit review system and provide general information
on the grants in question, in order to assist this effort."
Through this offer, NSF was willing to provide you the basic information you requested without
violating reviewer confidentiality or sacrificing the credibility of our merit review process.
Furthermore, in subsequent conversations between us, I understood that you were no longer
interested in pursuing the infonnation you had previously requested regarding those grants.

If you are indeed still interested in this infonnation, my offer still stands. Can we find a mutually
agreeable way to provide the information that you are looking for while also protecting reviewer
confidentiality?
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The Honorable Lamar Smith

I sincerely hope we can meet to discuss how best to resolve this issue, and that I can continue to
demonstrate to you the ways that NSF is a dynamic organization constantly seeking to improve
its transparency and accountability to the public.
Sincerely,

Cora B. Marrett
Acting Director
cc:
Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
Dr. Dan Arvizu
Dr. John Holdren

LAMAR S. SMITH, "foxnr.

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON, loxns
RANKING MEMBER

CHAmMAN

<ronyress of the (tlnittd ~tatcs
i1ousc of 1R.cprcscntatincs
COMMIHEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHING'fON, DC 20515-6301

(202) 225-6371
www.sclonce,J1ouso,yov

April 7, 2014
The Honorable France Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova,
Congress' authority to obtain information from federal agencies is broad. The Supreme Court has
established that such broad power is necessary for the legislative function, including oversight and
investigations. In McGrain v. Dougherty, the Supreme Court described the power of inquiry, with the
accompanying process to enforce it, as "an essential and appropriate auxiliary to the legislative process."
In Eastland v, United States Serviceman's Fund, the Court stated that the "scope of its power of inquiry
. ,. is as penetrating and far-reaching as the potential power to enact and appropriate under the
Constitution."
I am requesting paper copies of the following public records: every e-mail, letter, memorandum, record,
note, text message, all peer reviews considered for selection and recommendations made by the research
panel to the National Science Foundation (NSF), or document of any kind that pertains to the NSF's
consideration and approval of the grants listed below, including any approved amendments to the grants:
•

3/4/13 Award #1010974, The Great Immensity, Awarded Amount $697,177. NSF Program:
Division of Research on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings

•

8/25/2010 Award #1247824, Picturing Animals in National Geographic, 1888-2008. Awarded
Amount $227,437. NSF Program: Division of Social and Economic Science

•

11/22/14 Award #1154738, Culture, Change and Chronic Stress in Lowland Bolivia, Awarded
Amount $19,684, NSF Program: Division of Behavioral and Cognitive Science

•

8/16/2009 Award# 0917732, Collaborative Research: the Kalavasos and Maroni Built
Environments Project. Investigating Social Transformation in Late Bronze Age Cyprus, Awarded
Amount $107,570. NSF Program: Archeology

•

10/1/2010 Award# IOI 1801, CNH: Does Community-Based Rangeland Ecosystem Management
Increase the Resilience of Coupled Systems to Climate Change in Mongolia? Awarded Amount
$1,499,718, NSF Program: DYN Coupled Natural-Human, Collaborative Research

•

3/15/2011 Award# 1060807, The Reciprocal Dynamics of Family Transformation Through
International Marriage Migration, Awarded Amount $147,460. NSF Program: Cultural
Anthropology

•

6/21/11 Award# I 115361, The Prehistory ofChiapas, Mexico, Awarded Amount $276,586.
NSF Program: Archeology

•

9/21/2012 Award# 1024413, Ecosystem Resilience to Human Impacts: Ecological Consequences
of Early Human-Set Fires in New Zealand, Awarded Amount $339,958. NSF Program: Geology
and Spatial Science, Collaborative Research

•

7/10/2013 Award# 1313688, An Analysis of Disturbance Interactions and Ecosystem Resilience
in the Northern Forest of New England, Awarded Amount $235,494. NSF Program: DYN
Coupled Natural-Human

•

8/13/2013 Award #1026143, Transnational Adoptees and Migrants: From Peru to Spain,
Awarded Amount $246,454. NSF Program: Cultural Anthropology

•

7/21/2009 Award #0928339, Human Control of Bicycle Dynamics with Experimental Validation
and Implications for Bike Handling and Design, Awarded Amount: $300,000. NSF Program:
Division of Civil, Mech.anical and Manufacturing Innovation

•

8/7/2007, Award #0722825 and 0723986, The Veiling-Fashion Industry: Transnational
Geographies oflslamism, Capitalism, and Identity, Awarded Amount: $199,088. NSF Program:
Division of Behavioral and Cognitive Sciences

•

7/28/2006, Award #0550605 1023067, After the JD Ill; The Trajectories of Legal Careers,
Awarded Amount: $735,228. NSF Program: Division of Social and Eonomic Sciences

•

9/26/2010, Award #1024674, Metallurgical Practice, Technology and Social Organization during
the Middle to Late Bronze Age in the Southern Urals, Russia, Awarded Amount: $134,354. NSF
Program: Division of Behavioral and Cognitive Sciences

•

5/30/2012 Award #1023167, Rags to Riches: An Archaeological Study of Textiles and Gender in
Iceland, AD 874 -1800, Awarded Amount: $487,049. NSF Program: Division of Polar Programs

•

8/21/2013 Award #1303898, Weaving Isiands of Cloth: Gender, Textiles, and Trade Across the
North Atlantic from the Viking Age to the Early Modem Period, Awarded Amount: $2 I7,957.
NSF Program: Division of Polar Programs

•

11/16/2011 Award #0909289, The Study of Social Impacts of Tourism in Finnmark, Norway,
Awarded Amount: $275,139. NSF Program: Division of Polar Programs,

•

4/23/2008 Award #074 7522, Automated Support for Novice Authoring of Interactive Drama,
Awarded Amount: $516,000. NSF Program: Division of Information and Intelligent Systems

•

9/16/2005 Award #0524539, Constructal Theory of Social Dynamics, Awarded Amount:
$79,988. NSF Program: Division of Social and Economic Dynamics

•

5/6/2010 Award #0947787, Izapa Regional Settlement Project, Awarded Amount: $280,558.
NSF Program: Division of Behavioral and Cognitive Sciences

I would appreciate if the information described above could be forwarded to me as soon as possible. If
your staff has any questions, please contact Cliff Shannon, Staff Director of the committee's Research
and Technology Subcommittee at CliffShannon@mail.house.gov or 202.226.9783.
S~ely,

~~

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

MAY O1 2014

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Smlth:
Thank you for your April 7, 2014 letter requesting paper copies of public records
for 20 National Science Foundation (NSF) grants.
We are pleased to provide the Committee with the public records for two of the
awards as a template for compiling the remainder of your request. It took
approximately 26 hours of NSF staff time to gather and review the documentation
for one grant. We estimate that it would take about 18 weeks to complete this
review process for the other 18 grants, including the determination of specific
material that may be commercial or proprietary. Therefore, before we proceed to
complete your request for the balance of the grants, we would l\ke to ensure this
material satisfies your interest. The publicly available records we are providing
include the proposal, correspondence, fact-based documents, and post-decisional
documents, redacted as appropriate to protect the confidentiality of the reviewers
and proprietary information.
To further your understanding of our decision process, we are also willing to
provide access to NSF's review analyses, which represent the syntheses of
individual peer reviews, for all 20 grants. These documents are pre-decisional,
deliberative process documents that would not be made available to the public. To
help NSF preserve its ability to protect these pre-decisional documents from future
disclosure and to further protect the confidentiality of the review process, we would
ask you or a senior staff member to examine these documents at the NSF. I
would plan to be present during this review to answer any questions.
I would also like to update you on our efforts to accelerate our progress in
response to your rnterest and our commitment to continuous· process improvement
regarding transparency and accountability. The Transparency and Accountability
Working Group established last December has completed its efforts to ascertain
best practices and identify needed policy updates to document new procedures.
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As of May 1, all o,f our Assistant Directors have implemented new measures of
accountability to enhance their responsibility for the proposals awarded funded
through their directorates, as well as the alignment of investment decisions to the
national lnterest. Furthermore, we are working with NSF program staff to
strengthen the communication clarity of fundlng justifications in research grant
abstracts made available to the public. Finally, I have appointed Dr. Peter
Arzberger within the Office of the Director as the permanent leader for this activity
to ensure continued focus and consistency across the Foundation, to evaluate our
effectiveness and to be the point of contact for external concerns.
Dr. Arzberger was co-lead of the NSF Transparency and Accountabillty Working
Group, which has produced a report "Strengthening Transparency and
Accountability at the National Science Foundation: Policy and Practice
Recommendat[ons for a Path Forward." The report contains several
recommendations that we will be implementing.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the Committee in supporting
our nation's science and engineering enterprise and ensuring strong stewardship
of the public trust. Please feel free to contact me directly at fcordova@nsf.gov or
(703)292-8000, if you have any questions, or ask your staff to follow up with Judy
Gan, Head of our Office of Legislative and Public Affairs, at jgan@nsf.gov or
(703)292-8070.

France A. Cordova
Director
Enclosures

CC: Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
The Honorable Dan Arvizu
The Honorable John P. Holdren
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May 12, 2014

The Honorable France A. Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova:
As of April 8, 2014, Microsoft has stopped providing free support, including service updates
to mitigate potential security vulnerabilities, for Windows XP. We are concerned because,
according to news sources, despite the security risks ofrunning outdated and unsupported
software, an estimated 10 percent of federal government computers are still running Windows
XP, leaving agency systems vulnerable to hackers and cybercriminals. 1 While costly custom
agreements with Microsoft to provide continued support may be an option for some users, the
continued use of Windows XP with or without custom support comes at a hefty price - both for
taxpayers and for the security posture of the federal government.
The Chair of the Internet Security and Privacy Advisory Board in March 2012 wrote to then
Acting Director of the Office of Management and Budget Jeffrey Zients, expressing concern
with the government's reliance on such systems, stating, "[c]ontinuing to use XP after [the end
of support on April 8, 2014] will magnify security risks and associated mitigation costs,
considerably." 2 The Board made the recommendation that the government phase out outdated
operating systems, which the Board believed " ... would have a significant positive impact on the
cyber security posture of Federal agencies, and would demonstrate security leadership by
example from the govemment." The President's Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology made a similar recommendation in 2013 to phase out unsupported and insecure
3
operating systems, such as Windows XP.
The National Science Foundation Fiscal Year 2013 Federal Information Security
Management Act (FISMA) report identified several assets that at the time of the report were
1

Craig Timberg & Ellen Nakashima, Government computers running Windows XP wilt be vulnerable ro hackers
after April 8, WASH. POST, Mar. l6, 2014, http://www.washinglonpost.com/busincss/tcchnology/governmentcomputers-run nin g-w indows-xp-wi 11-be-vulnerable-to-hackcrs-after-apri l-8/20 14 /03 / l 6/9a9c8c7 c-aS 53-11 e3-a5 fa55 f0c77bf39c~story. htm I.
Letter from Daniel Chenok, Chair, ISPAB to Jeffrey Zients, Acting Director, U.S. Office of Management and
Budget (Mar. 30, 2012) available al http://csrc.nisL.gov/grnups/SMA/ispab/documents/corrcspondence/lspab-ltHoomb_ outdatcd-os.pdf.
2
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running on a version of Windows XP . Given the likely security risks of continuing to use
unsupported operating systems, we ask that you provide answers to the following questions to
assure us that the National Science Foundation and its offices and directorates are making every
effort to prioritize the security of federal systems and information.
1. Does the National Science Foundation currently own or use any systems, operated by or
on behalf of the federal government, running on an unsupported operating system or

software such as Windows XP? Ifso, for each of the Federal Infonnation Processing
Standard Publication 199 categorized impact levels for systems (High, Moderate, and
Low), what is the total number of systems running on unsupported operating systems at
the agency (including each office or sub-component)?

2. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends as part of the
security controls for federal systems that agencies replace unsupported system
components and provide "justific.ation and documents apprnval for the continued use of
unsupported system components required to satisfy mis~ion/business needs."5 If the
agency or any office is continuing the use of operating systems and software that no
longer receive support, what analysis led to that decision and did the organization follow
the NIST recommendation for providing justification and documents approval? Who was
involved or consulted in this decision making?
3. Does each office continuing to run unsupported operating systems such as Windows XP
have custom support agreements for such systems? If so, please provide documentation
of such agreements, including expectations, security requirements, duration, and total

dollar amount.
4. Please provide any agency plans regarding the use of or transition from unsupported
operating systems, such as Windows XP, including, the timeline for transition. associated
costs of a transition, including a cost-benefit analysis, and an explanation of how the
agency secures systems running unsupported operating systems during the transition to
newer operating systems in order to manage any associated risks and vulnerabilities. If,
withih the past year, the-agency or any office has made a transition from unsupported
operafing systems, such as Windows XP, please provide similar information regarding
that transition.
5. Describe whether resource limitations have hampered efforts by the agency to phase 'Out
unsupported and insecure operating systems, such as Windows XP.

~ U.S. NAT'L SCI. FOUND., FY 2013 ANNUAL FISMA REPORT: CH!Ef' lNFORMATlON OFFICER SECTlON REPORT, at 3

~2013).
U.S. DE!>'TOF COMMERCE, NAT'L INST. OF STANDARDS & TECU., SPECIAL PUBLICATlON 800-53
PRlV/\CY' CONTROLS FOR FEDERAL 1NFORMATION SYSTEMS AND ORGANIZATl0NS,

22 at F-l 82(2013).
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Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. We would appreciate receiving your
response to this matter by June 6, 2014. If you have any questions, please contact Cheri Pascoe
with the Minority Committee staff at (202) 224-1251 or Mceran Ahn with the Majority
Committee staff at (202) 224-1300,

Sincerely,

John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman

cc:

Amy Northcutt

Chief Information Officer
National Science Foundation

John Thune
Ranking Member

NATlONAt SCl~NCf. FOLH'JOAlfON
4.201 WILSON HOUU::VAHD
AilUNGTON, VIRGINIA 2;??.30

June 1, 2014
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The Honorable ~lohn Thune
Ranking Member
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Thune:
I am writlng in response to your May 12, 2014 letter to the National Science Foundation (NSF)
regarding the use of Windows XP systerns within the agency.
NSF is familiar with the recommendations of the Internet Security and Privacy Advisory Board
(ISPAB) and the President's Council of Advisors on Sclence and Technology, cited in your letter,
regarding the risks posed by continued use of Windows XP and other operating systems once they
out of support. The following sections describe NSF's current use of Windows XP, in response to
your specific questions.

are

1. Does the National Science Foundation currently own or use any systems, operated by or on
behalf of the federal government, running on an unsupported operating system or software
such as Windows XP? If so, for each of the Federal Information Processing Standard
Publication 199 categorized Impact levels for systems (High! Moderate, and Low), what is the
total number of systems running on unsupported operating systems at the agency?

As cited in your letter, NSF's Fiscal Year 2013 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)
report identified several assets running a version of Windows XP. At the time of our report, which was
submitted to the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) on December 2, 20i 3, NSF had 98
Windows XP machines in use.
95 of the Windows XP machines in use at the time of the agency's annual FISMA reporting were
upgraded to the Windows 7 operating system or decommissioned prior to the April 8, 2014 end of
support date for Windows XP.
At present, NSF has three machines running Windows XP in use within the agency. NSF has not
assigned a Federal Information Processing Standard Publication (FIPS) i 99 impact level to tl1ese
individual machlnes, as they do not Individually or collectively constitute an information system
requiring designation of an impact level.

The Honorable John Thune
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NS F's FYi 3 FISMA report also identified 88 machines running Mac OS X version 10,6 (Snow
Leopard). Apple does not typically announce end-of-suppoti dates tor its operating systems, but it
stopped providing patches for the Snow Leopard operating system on February 25, 2014. Since
December 2013, NSF has decomrrtissioned or upgraded all machines that were previously running
Snow Leopard.
2. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends as part of the
security controls for federal systems that agencies replace unsupported system components
and provide "justification and documents approval for the continued use of unsupported
system components required to satisfy mission/business. needs." If the agency or any office is
continuing the use of operating systems and software that no longer receive support, what
analysis led to that decision and did the organization follow the NIST recommendation for
providing justification and documents approval? Who was involved or consulted in this
decision making?
With the continued operation of tt1e three Windows XP systems still in use at the agency, NSF has
followed NIST recommendations for providing justtfication and documenting approval. As part of the
migration planning activities associated with NSF's move from Windows XP, NSF established a plan
to upgrade or replace the Windows XP machines. When NSF identified the need for continued use of
three Windows XP machines past Microsoft's end-of-support date, the agency's Chief Information
Security Officer (CISO) implemented a plan to mi\i~Jate the risk of continued Windows XP use, and
ensured that the appropriate approvals were obtained.
The three Windows XP machines are print controllers managed by NSF's internal print shop to
provide quick printing and copying services to agency staff. NSF's CISO and the NSF information
technology (IT} security staff have isolated the tl1ree Winr;iows XP machines from the internal NSF
network and to prevent them from accessing external sources that could introduce threats. Access to
the print controllers is tightly managed and monitored; only one print server, the print shop manager's
workstation, and the NSF security scanners can connect to these machines. As an additional
protection, internet access from these machines has been disconnected; although these machines
would not normally be used tor internet access, this provldes an added layer of security from potential
threats. Finally, NSF has documented an acceptance of risk (AoR) for continued use of the Windows
XP machines.
In keeping with NSF's policies regarding AoR documentation and approval, NSF's Chief Information
Security Officer consulted with other agency officials, NSF infrastructure staff and the machine owners
to appropriately document and obtain approval for the AoR approach. The AoR for the three
Windows XP systems is valid for one year; at this time NSF is evaluating potential approaches to
migrate its print controller services to another platform.
3. Does each office continuing to run unsupported operating systems such as Windows XP have
custom support agreements for suct1 systems? If so, please provide documentation of such
agreements, lncludlng expectations, security requirements, duration, and total dollar amount.
NSF is able to use standard support agreements for machine-related issues not specific to the
Windows XP operating system. The agency is aware tl1at Microsoft offers custom operating system
support for Windows XP systems; we do not currently have such an agreement with Microsoft, but we
have the ability to enter into it if needed. We understand that executing such an agreement would
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involve a set enrollment fee to enter the program, plus a flat support fee per device per year, and
specific dollar amount charges per machine to perform security hotfix support.
4.

Please provide any agency plans regarding the use of or transition from unsupported
opera ling systems, such as Windows XP, including tt1e timeline for transition, associated costs
ot a transition, including a cost-benefit analysis, and an explanat!on of how the agency secures
systems running unsupported operating systems during the transition to newer operating
systems in order to manage any associated risks and vulnerabilities. If, within the past year,
the agency or any office has made a transition from unsupported operating systems, such as
Windows XP, please provide similar information regarding that transition.

NSF strives to limit the number of unsupported operating systems in use at the Foundation.
NSF's transition planning and execution activities involve a partnership between tt1e agency's IT
security, infrastructure, and customer support teams, and include regular management reporting as
well as the use of automated inventories to assess and track transition status.
NSF plans to transition the three remaining Windows XP machines to newer operating systems within
one year. The information provided in response to question 2 highlights the analysis that NSF
conducted prior to detern1inin[J that the Windows XP machines could remain in operation after the
April 2014 end-of-support date, and addresses the mechanisms used to rr1itigate risk while the
machines continue to operate.
5. Describe whether resource limitations have hampered efforts by the agency to phase out
unsuppo1ted and insecure operating systems, such as Windows XP.
Resources are one consideration in NS F's phase-out plans for legacy operating systems, but NSF
develops transition plans with many factors in mind. Additional factors that are considered in the
decision to phase out unsupported operating systems include an assessment of agency risk, the
availability of replacement technology, the availability of third-party support, and the ability to apply
mitigating factors (e.g., isolating potentially vulnerable machines from broader agency network
access). NSF strives to be proactive with regard to planning for and conducting transition planning for
end-of-life systems; for example, NSF's migrations from the Windows XP operating system started
more than two years before the Microsoft end-of-support date.
In closing, I'd like to assure you that NSF is committed to maintaining the integrity of agency systems
and data. The agency places a high priority on cybersecurity efforts, including the mitigation of risk
associated with the use of legacy operating systems.
Thank you for your interest in NSF. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any additlonal
information.

France A. Cordova
Director

Identical letter to: The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV, Chairman
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The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
I am writing in response to your May 12, 2014 letter to the National Science Foundation (NSF)
regarding the use of Windows XP systems within the agency,
NSF is familiar with the recommendations of the Internet Security and Privacy Advisory Board
(ISPAB) and the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, cited In your letter,
regarding the risks posed by continued use of Windows XP and other operating systems once they
are out of support. The following secHons describe NSF's current use of Windows XP, in response to
your specific questions.
1. Does the National Science Foundation currently own or use any systems, operated by or on
behalf of the federal government, running on an unsupported operating system or software
such as Windows XP? If so, for each of the Federal Information Processing Standard
Publication 199 categorized impact levels for systems (High, Moderate, and Low), what is the
total number of systems running on unsupported operating systems at the agency?
As cited in your letter, NSF's Fiscal Year 2013 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)
report !dentified several assets running a version of Windows XP. At the time of our report, which was
submitted to the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) on December 2, 2013, NSF had 98
Windows XP machines in use.
95 of t~1e Windows XP machines in use at the time of the agency's annual FISMA reporting were
upgraded to the Windows 7 operating system or decommissioned prior to the April 8, 2014 end of
support date for Windows XP.
At present, NSF has three machines running Windows XP in use within the agency. NSF has not
assigned a Federal Information Pwcessing Standard Publication (FIPS) ·199 impact level to these
individual machines, as they do not individually or collectively constitute an information system
requiring designation of an impact level.
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NSF's FY13 FISMA report also identified 88 machines running Mac OS X version 10.6 (Snow
Leopard). Apple does not typically announce end-of-support dates for its operating systems, but it
stopped providing patches for the Snow Leopard operating systern on February 25, 20i4. Since
December 2013, NSF has decommissioned or upgraded all machines that were previously running
Snow Leopard.

2. Tl,e National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends as part of the
security controls for federal systems that agencies replace unsupported system components
and provide "justification and documents approval for the continued use of unsupported
system components requirnd to satisfy mission/business needs." If the agency or any office is
continuing t1"1e use of operatlng systems and software that no longer receive support, what
analysis led to tl,at decision and did the organization follow the NIST recommendation for
providing justification and documents approval? Who was involved or consulted in this
decision making?
With the continued operation of the three Windows XP systems still in use at the agency, NSF has
followed NIST recommendRtions for providing justification and documenting approval. As part of the
migration planning activities associated with NSF's move trom Windows XP, NSF established a plan
to upgrade or replace the Windows XP machines. When NSF identified the need for continued use of
three Windows XP machines past Microsoft's end-of-support date, the agency's Chief lnforrnation
Security Officer {ClSO) fmptemented a plan to mitigate the risk of continued Windows XP use, and
ensured that the appropriate approvals were obtained.
The three Windows XP machines are print controllers managed by NS F's internal print shop to
provide quick printing and copying services to agency staff. NSF's CISO and the NSF information
technology (IT) security staff have Isolated the three Windows XP machines from the internal NSF
netwmk and to prevent them from accessing external sources that could introduce threats. Access to
the print controllers is tightly managed and monitored; only one print server, the print shop manager's
workstation, and the NSF security scanners can connect to these machines. As an additional
protection, internet access from these machines has been disconnected; although these machines
would not normally be used tor internet access, this provides an added layer of security from potential
threats. Finally, NSF has clocumented an acceptance of risk {AoR) for continued use of the Windows
XP machines.
In keeping with NSF's policies regarding AoR documentation and approval, NSF's Chief Information
Security Officer consulted with other agency officials, NSF infrastructure staff and the machine owners
to appropriately document and obtain approval for the AoR approach. The AoR for the three
Windows XP systems is valid for one year; al this time NSF is evaluating potential approaches to
migrate its print controller services to another platform.
3. Does each office contlnuing to run unsupported operating systems such as Windows XP have
custom support agreements for such systems? If so, please provide documentation of such
agreements, including expectations, secudty requirements, duration, and total dollar amount.
NSF is able to use standard support agreements for machine-related issues not specific to the
Windows XP operating system. The agency is aware that Microsoft offers custom operating system
support for Windows XP systems; we do not currently have such an agreement with Microsoft, but we
have the ability to enter into it if neecled. We understand that executing such an agreement would
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involve a set enrollment fee to enter the program, plus a flat support fee per device per year, and
specific dollar amount charges per machine to perform security hotfix support.
4. Pleasy provide any agency plans regarding the use of or transition from unsupported
operating systems, such as Windows XP, including the timeline for transition, associated costs
of a transition, including a cost-benefit analysis, and an explanation of how the agency secures
systems running unsupported operating systems during the transition to newer operating
systems in order to manage any associated risks and vulnerabilities. If, within the past year,
the agency or any offic.e has made a transition from unsupported operating systems, such as
Windows XP, please provide similar information regarding that transition.
NSF strives to limit the number of unsupported operating systems in use at the Foundation.
NSF's transition planning and execution activities involve a partnership between the agency's IT
security, infrastructure, and customer support teams, and include regular management reporting as
well as the use of automated inventories to assess and track transition status.
NSF plans to transition the three remaining Wlndows XP machines to newer operating systems within
one year. The information provided in response to question 2 highlights the analysis that NSF
conducted prior to determining that the Windows XP machines could remain in operation after the
April 2014 end-of-support date, and addresses the mechanisms used to mitigate risk while the
machines continue to operate.
5. Describe whether resource limitations have hampered efforts by the agency to phase out
unsupported and insecure operating systems, such as Windows XP.
Resources are one consideration in NSF's phase-out plans for legacy operating systems, but NSF
develops transition plans with many factors in mind. Additional factors that are considered in the
decision to phase out unsupported operating systems include an assessment of agency risk, the
availability of replacement technology, the availability of third-party support, and the ability to apply
mitigating factors (e.g., isolating potentially vulnerable machines from broader agency network
access). NSF strives to be proactive with regard to planning for and conducting transitlon planning for
end-of-life systems; for example, NSF's migrations from the Windows XP operating system started
more than two years before the Microsoft end-of-support date.
In closing, f'd like to assure you that NSF is committed to maintaining the integrity of agency systems
and data. The agency places a high priority on cybersecurity efforts, including the mitigation of risk
associated with the use of legacy operating systems.
Thank you for your interest in NSF. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any additional
information.

France A Cordova
Director
Identical letter to: The Honorable John Thune, Ranking Member

Mason, David
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jester, Julia
Tuesday, December 09, 2014 10:49 AM
Gibson, Anthony J; Pearce, Karen; Canfield, Neil; Macklin, Sheila V.
FW: Follow-up to May letter from Ranking Member Thune and Chairman Rockefeller

From: Jester, Julia

Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 10:48 AM
To: 'Pascoe, Cherilyn (Commerce)'
Cc: Ahn, Meeran (Commerce); Seidel, Rebecca (Commerce)
Subject: RE: Follow-up to May letter from Ranking Member Thune and Chairman Rockefeller

Hi Cheri,
Regarding the update to our June 1, 2014 response pertaining to the use of unsupported operating systems within the
Foundation:
•

The Foundation has upgraded or decommissioned the three Windows XP systems that were still operational at
the time of our June response. NSF has no remaining Windows XP systems in use within the agency.

•

At the present time, we have five agency servers running Solaris 9, which reached end of support on October 30,
2014. This is down from 18 Solaris 9 systems, as identified in NSF's FY14 Federal Information Security
Management Act (FISMA) report. We have a documented acceptance of risk for continued use of the five
remaining Solaris 9 systems, and will upgrade or decommission these systems within six months.

•

As described in our June 2014 response, NSF strives to limit the number of unsupported operating systems in
use at the Foundation. We continue to take a proactive approach to transition planning for agency systems that
are approaching their end of support date. When NSF must maintain a device past the vendor's end-of-support
date, our security, infrastructure, and customer support teams work closely together to document risk
mitigation strategies while we work to upgrade or decommission the impacted devices.

I hope this answers your questions - please let me know if you need anything further.
Thanks,
-Julia

From: Pascoe, Cherilyn (Commerce) [mailto:Cherilyn Pascoe@commerce.senate.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 5:02 PM
To: Jester, Julia
Cc: Ahn, Meeran (Commerce); Seidel, Rebecca (Commerce)
Subject: Follow-up to May letter from Ranking Member Thune and Chairman Rockefeller

Hi JuliaWith the end of the year approaching, we wanted to circle back for an update on the agency's efforts on the use
of unsupported operating systems since Ranking Member Thune and Chairman Rockefeller sent their May 12,
1

2014 letter. The agency's response letter on June 1, 2014 identified that the agency at the time of the letter had
three devices running Windows XP. Since the date of the agency's response letter, has the agency transitioned
any systems/devices it owns or uses rnnning unsupported operating systems, including Windows XP? What is
the total current number of systems/devices running on unsupported operating systems?
We look forward to receiving a prompt response. Similar requests have gone out to all agencies that received
this letter. Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Cheri

Cherilyn (Cheri) Pascoe
Professional Staff Member and investigator
Senator John Thune
U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
560 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-1251
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May 22, 2014
The Honorable France C6tdova
Director
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1205N
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova:
As you are probably aware, the Commerce, Justice, Science (CJS) and Related Agencies
. Appropriations Act for fiscal year 2015 will be considered by the House of Representatives next
week. I expect that the debate on this measure will once again include a discussion of the value
and relative priority of individual National Science Foundation (NSF) grants.
The fiscal year 2015 CJS bill provides a significant funding increase to NSF, bringing the
agency's total budget to a record-high $7.4 billion. With this increased funding, however, must
.come increased re~t\9nsi~ity to ensure that all Federal funds are being used efficiently and
effectivl1y.1'~'SF m st ta e every necessary step to ensure that its grants are scientifically
meritorious and aligned to national _needs, and the purpose and value of each grant must be
communicated to the· Congress and the public in a clear, easily understood manner.
I tmderstand that the agency recently defined some actions to take in order to increase
accountability and transparency in its grant decision making. Those steps include improving the
quality of award titles and abstracts so that they more clearly reflect what is being funded and
why, as well as the institution of new management review processes to ensure that funding
decisions at the individual grant level and the broader portfolio level reflect national priorities
and interests,
These are positive steps, and I encourage you to fully and aggressively implement them
and any other measures that you believe will strengthen accountability and transparency in NSF
operations. I also urge you to emphasize to all NSF employees the critical importance of these
measures. Every time a grant is awarded that is-or even just appears to be-frivolous, wasteful
or low priority, it becomes more difficult to justify and sustain funding for the important work of
the Foundation. I don't want to see that happen, and I lmow that you don't, either.

P~eas.e remain in regular touch with the Subcommittee on this issue. An open line of
~om mumca~ion between our offices will be both necessary and useful as you continue to
imp 1ement 1mprovements.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

May 23, 2014

OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

Dear Chairman Wolf:
Thank you very much for your letter to me last night. I greatly appreciate the
confidence that you have placed in the National Science Foundation and its mission.
As you and I have discussed, the Foundation takes very seriously our stewardship of
taxpayer dollars, and our accountability for those resources. That is why, as you
referenced in your letter, we are implementing a Transparency and Accountability
Initiative that will further ensure the research investments we make are in the
national interest, represent wise stewardship of the taxpayer dollars, and reflect our
commitment to transparency and accountability.
I am proud of the Foundation and the people that work here, and deeply honored to
be its Director. As we work through these difficult financial times, I know that NSF
will continue to expand the frontiers of knowledge and yield significant returns to the
U.S. economy and society.
I value your committed leadership to strengthening our nation's science and
engineering enterprise. We will strive to ensure that your trust in the Foundation and

its mission is well placed. Please feel free to call on me at any time.

d':;; ~~
~e~6rdova

cc: Dan Arvizu, Chairman, National Science Board

ll'til
LAMAR S, SMITH, Texas
CHAIRMAN

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON, Texas
RANKING MEMBER

[ongrtss of tile !lnited ~tatcs
!louse of 1Rcprcscntntincs
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

DC 20515--6301

(202) 225-6371
www.sclance.hollse.gov

July 28, 2014

The Honorable France A. C6rdova
Director
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlhigton, VA 22230
Dear Dr. C6rdova,
Please provide all records (as defined by attachment A) related to the selection,
procurement, and construction of the new National Science Foundation headquap:ers, including,
but not limited to: the General Services Administration (GSA) space review; the GSA market
survey; the GSA "space needs" assessment; the review of available options; the Request for
Proposals to developers and the responses submitted by developers; the prospectus submitted to
Congress; and budget estimates produced throughout the process. The attachment sets forth the
standard scope of info1mation requested by the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
when conducting oversight in the Committee's jurisdiction. Please adhere to the relevant aspects
of the attachment in compiling information to respond to this request.
Please prnvide the requested materials by Monday, August 11, 2014. If you have any
questions related to this inquiry, please contact Mr. Cliff Shannon, Staff Director, Subcommittee
on Reseal'ch and Teclmology at 202-225-6371.

Sincerely,

Y~ . . ·- U·
t::::-ith
Chairman ·

ATTACHMENT A
1. The te1m "records" is to be construed in the broadest sense and shall mean any written or
graphic material, however produced or reproduced, of any kind or description, con~isting
of the original and any non-identical copy (whether different from the original be~ause of
notes made on or attached to such copy or otherwise) and drafts and both sides thereof,
whether printed or recorded electronically or magnetically or stored in any type of data
bank,. including, but not limited to, the following: co1Tespondence, memoranda, records,
summaries of personal conversations or interviews, minutes or records of meetings or
conferences, opinions or reports of consultants, projections, statistical statements, drafts,
-contracts, agreements, purchase orders, invoices, confirmations, telegraphs, telexes,
agendas, books, notes, pamphlets, periodicals, rep01ts, studies, evaluations, opinions,
l~gs, diaries, desk calendars, appointment books, tape recordings, video recordings, emails, voice mails, computer tapes, or other computer stored matter, magnetic tapes,
microfilm, microfiche, punch cards, all other records kept by electronic, photographic, or
mechanical means, chaits, photographs, notebooks, drawings, plans, inter-office
communications, intra-office and intra-departmental communications, transcripts, checks
and canceled checks, bank statements, ledgers, books, records or statements· of accounts,
and papers and things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated.
·
2, The terms "relating," "relate," or Hregarding" as to any given subject means anything that

constitutes, contains, embodies, identifies, deals with, or is in any manner whatsoever
pertinent to that subject, including but not lintited; to records concerning the preparation
of other records.
'

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

August 21, 2014

OFFICE OF THE

DEPUTY DJRECTOR

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. l-lol1se of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Smith:

In response to your request to NSF Director C6rdova for information regarding the National
Science Foundation (NSF) relocation to a new headquarters facility in Alexandria, Va., we are
providing the documents responsive to your request. Today the Committee will receive
approximately 20,000 documents, which include the NSF Headquarters relocation project office
files. Also included is a portion of the project director's email correspondence; we are
continuing to collect the remainder of this email correspondence and will provide it as it
becomes available.
These documents may contain source selection information related to the conduct of a Federal
Agency procurement, the disclosure of which is restricted by Section 27 of the Federal
Procurement Policy Act (41 U.S.C. 423), as well as "sensitive but unclassified" information. It
is our understanding from the General Services Administration (GSA) that the unauthorized
disclosure of source selection information may subject both the discloser and recipient of the
information to contractual, civil, and/or criminal penalties as provided by law. NSF anticipates
that the Committee will appropriately dispose of this material when its review is completed.
Please note that other documents relevant to the Committee's request are likely retained by GSA,
which is l'esponsible for the lease on behalf of the government. We have made GSA aware of
your interest, and we would recommend that you contact them for information that may be
responsive to your request.
Sincerely,

Cora B. Marrett
Deputy Director
Cc Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson

Dr. Dan Arvizu, National Science Board Chairman

LAMAR S. SMITH, Toxas
CHAIRMAN

EDDI~ BERNICE JOHNSON, Texas

.

RANKING MEMBER

<tongrcss of the tlni tcd ff, tatcs
-!louse of 1rlcprcacntatioc.s
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON,

DC 20515-6301

(202) 225-6371
www.sdanc8.housa.yov

July 28, 2014

The Honorable France A Cordova
Director
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr, Cordova;
I regret that you do not acknowledge the Committee's authority to receive inf01mation
from the National Science Foundation. Supreme Court decisions have repeatedly upheld
Congress' broad power to obtain information from federal agencies. In Eastland v. United States
Serviceman's Fund, for instance, the Court asserted that the "scope of [Congressional] power of
inquiry , .. is as penetrating and far-reaching as tµe potential power to enact and appropriate
under the Constitution."
NSF spends more than $7 billion per year of taxpayer funds. Unimpeded Congressional
access to official info1111ation is required by Congress for appropriate oversight. Such oversight
is impossible if an agency of the federal government unilaterally determines to limit the
information that it furnishes to Congress, and permits review of official documents only at its
offices and under NSF staff supervision. This is legally unsupportable. It is also an affront to
taxpayers. In the strongest terms, I urge you to reconsider your decision.
In spite of your improper withholding of infmmation, the Committee intends to press
· forward as best as it can with carrying out its oversight responsibilities. When Committee staff
members were allowed limited, supervised access to information requested in my April 7, 2014
letter, the brief period of time allotted to review project files did not allow much information to
be absorbed. Neve11heless, a few initial impressions were made:
•

Project jackets are organized consistently, but the amount and detail of information in
individual jackets varies widely. A few jackets contain fairly detailed information about
how reviewers evaluated both funded and competing proposals. But other project jackets
contained almost no information about the peer review process that resulted in taxpayer

funding.

·

Dr. C6rdova
July 28, 2014
Page2
•

Reviewers' written comments varied significantly, from reviewer to reviewer and from
project to project. There no miirntes or notes of discussions among external reviewers
and NSF staff. Some reviewers' comments were detailed and substantive. Other
reviewers' wiitten comments were just one or two paragraphs, providing little or no
insight into their views of the scientific merits and potential value of pr(?posals.
• In one case, the documents in a project jacket featured an NSF notification to an applicant
that relatively low competitive standing would not permit funding of a proposal. But the
· proposal was funded, and the project jacket yielded no additional information~ about
reconsidered reviews, additional availability of funds, or merits of competing unfunded
proposals.·
Committee staff members will be contacting your staff soon in order to arrange for
additional document review. Among the material they will seek to inspect: (a) grant applications
that competed with the 20 projects identified in my April 7, 2014 letters; (b) reviewer and NSF
staff written evaluations of these competing grants; and (c) the competitive rankings of all of
these grant applicatfrms.

i{f;~
Chairman

l

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

August 21, 2014

OFFICE OF THE
DEPUTY DIRioCTOR

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. I-louse or Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Smith:
In response to your request to NSF Director C6rdova for information regarding the National
Science Foundation (NSF) relocation to a new headquarters facility in Alexandria, Va., we are
providing the documents responsive to your request. Today the Committee will receive
approximately 20,000 documents, which include the NSF Headquarters relocation project office
files. Also included is a portion of the project director's email correspondence; we are
continuing to collect the remainder of this email correspondence and will provide it as it
becomes available.
These documents may contain source selection information related to the conduct of a Federal
Agency procurement, the disclosure of which is restricted by Section 27 of the Federal
Procurement Policy Act (41 U.S.C. 423), as well as "sensitive but unclassified" information. It
is our understanding from the General Services Administration (GSA) that the unauthorized
disclosure of source selection information may subject both the discloser and recipient of the
information to contractual, civil, and/or criminal penalties as provided by law. NSF anticipates
that the Committee will appropriately dispose of this material when its review is completed.
Please note that other documents relevant to the Committee's request are likely retained by GSA,
whkh is responsible for the lease on behalf of the government. We have made GSA aware of
your interest, and we would recommend that you contact them for information that may be
responsive to your request.
Sincerely,

Cora B. Marrett
Deputy Director
Cc Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
Dr. Dan Arvizu, National Science Board Chairman

LAMAR S. SMITH, Texas
CHAIRMAN

EDDIE BERNICt JOHNSON, Texas
RANKING MEMBER
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August 28, 2014
Dr. Pramod P. Khargonekar
Assistant Director
Directorate of Engineering
National Science Foundation
4201 WilsonBlvd.
Arlington) VA 22230
Dear Dr. Khargonekar,
On behalf of the Subcommittee on Research and Teclmology, I want to express my
appreciation for your participation in the July 29, 2014 hearing titled, "A Review of the Nation.al
Eaithquake Hazards Reduction Program."
I have attached a verbatim electronic transcript of the hearing for your review, The
Committees mle pe1taining to the printing of transcripts is as follows:

The transcripts of those hearings conducted by the Committee and Subcommittees shall
be published as a substantially verbatlm account ofremarks actually made during the
proceedings, subject only to technical, grammatical, and typographical corrections
authorized by the person making the remarks involved.
Transcript edits, if any, should be submitted no later than September 11, 2014. If no edits
are received by the above date, I will presume that you have no suggested edits to the transcript.
I am also enclosing questions submitted for the record by Members of the Committee.
These are questions that the Members were unable to pursue during the time allotted at the hearing,
but felt were important to address as part of the official record. Responses to the enclosed questions
·
must be received no later than September 11, 2014.
All transcript edits should be submitted to me and directed to the attention of Christian
Rice at Christian,Rice@mail.ho1ise.gov. If you have any futther questions or concerns} please
contact Mr, Rice at 202.225.6371.
·

Dr. Pramod P, Khargonekar

Ai1gust 28, 2014
Page2
Thank you again for your testimony.

Sincerely,

JoJ/!J

.

Rucilion

· Chairman
Subcommittee on Research
and Technology

cc: Rep. Dan Lipinski
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Research and Technology
Enclosures: Transcript

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
"A Review of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program"
Dr. Pramod P. Khargonekar, Assistant Director, Directorate of Engineering, National Science
Foundation
Question submitted by Rep. Larry Bucshon. Chairman, Subcommittee on Research and
Technology
1. Following-up on my question during the hearing, please provide a list of the research and
development being suppo1ted thmugh NEHRP related to lifelines in a seismic event.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

September 9, 2014

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Smith,
Thank you for your August 27, 2014 letter regarding the availability of NSF grant info1mation
for the House Science Committee.
As I have expressed to you in person and fo several letters over the last four months, NSF fully
recognizes, appreciates and acknowledges the Committee's jurisdictional authority and oversight
Iesponsibilities. For example, we recently delivered 31 packages of material including over
27,000 documents to the Committee in response to your request for inf01mation regarding the
NSF headquarters relocation.
·With respect to your request for documents concerning 20 NSF-funded grants, your letter
suggests that we have been withholding infonnation from the Committee. To the contrary, NSF
has provided the Committee full and complete access to our files for each of the grants of
interest, providing in camera review by Committee staff at NSF with the only redactions being
the deletion of reviewer names, per our agreement. I have not been made aware of any indication
of inappropriate actions or misapplication of our procedures during these document reviews. Any
variability in the documents produced is due to program officers' approaches to administrative
record keeping - not any pm'J)oseful removal of data, as your letter seems to suggest. Also, it is
my understanding that we have been accommodating of your staffs schedule and their
availability for review of this infonnation, as well as for the Committee's recent additional
request for documentation regarding competing, non-funded proposals. I visited with Committee
staff during one of the recent review sessions, and I can attest that the Committee staff members
received the appropriate inf01maiion they sought.

Yow· letter asse1is that NSF does not tmst the Committee, yet the agency has provided
unprecedented and complete access to Committee staff for the requested info1mation. As I have
previously mentioned, we are balancing this access with the need to preserve the trust of the
scientific community whose participation in the merit review process occurs in a confidential
environment. Proposers and reviewers alike rely on the understanding that their comments,
evaluations, intellectual property and other proprietary information will be safeguarded. An in
camera review protects the integrity of the expert peer review process.

The Honorable Lamar Smith

2.

In camera inspection is a time--honored and well-accepted accommodation for Congressional

review of agency documentation. It is a practice that has been accepted by many different
Administrations and Congresses. This approach, I believe, best suppo1is our mutual interests. It
provides full access to requested information to enable Congressional oversight. And it preserves
the expectation of confidentiality by the scientific community who engage in the merit review
process and the undeniable benefits of that process for the American people. Finally, this in ·
camera process of providing the Committee with highly confidential material and Privacy Act
protected information helps mitigate any tmfounded and unreasonable allegations of political
inte1ference with the merit review process, a point I know you also feel very strongly about.
Ind~ed, by keeping the grant material in house, we are helping to ensure that the process remains
apolitical.
·
I assure you that accountability to Congress and the taxpayers is of paramount importance to me.
NSF's Congressional charter requires us to "promote the prngress of science." The integrity of
the merit review process, which has served the nation well for over 60 years, is essential to this
mission. As you are aware, the Fom1dation has taken significant steps over the last year to
strengthen this process even fmiher, including ensuring greater transparency and documenting
accountability for our investment decisions. These efforts have included new processes for
accountability within all of our research directorates, the establishment of a position within the
Office of the Director to ensure continued focus and consistency, community awareness, and
training for NSF pi-ogrnm staff on clearer and more transparent justifications for funding
decisions. For example, as of May 1, we have implemented new processes to ensure that titles
and abstracts more clearly convey the potential societal impact of the funded research to the
public.
NSF welcomes suggestions from the Committee and others for continuous improvement of our
merit review process. I am also available to answer any specific questions about the merit review
process or any other NSF matters. I will continue to make documents available for in camera
review at NSF for as long as the Committ~e needs in order to conduct its review and oversight
Mr. Chaitman, I am eager to meet with you to discµss these issues at your convenience.

France A. C6rdova
Director

Cc: Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
Dr. Dan Arvizu, National Science Board Chaitman

/11 V{
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

September 15, 2014

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chainnan Smith,
Thank you for your September 11, 2014 letter requesting paper copies of records for 30 NSF
grants.
I will be pleased to provide the information responsive to your request for in camera review
at NSF. We will stait to collect these documents immediately and would plan to provide the
fil'st few files for the Committee's examination by September 22, with the balance
completed by October 1. As before, we will redact reviewers' names and any personally
identifiable information. I have asked Judy Gan, Head of our Office for Legislative and
Public Affairs, to coordinate this review with Committee staff. She can be reached at
igan@nsf.gov or (703)292-8070.

Sincerely,

c::_~-~t:~d..__
France A. Cordova
Director

Cc: Ranking Member Eddie Bemice Johnson
Dr. Dan Arvizu, National Science Board Chairman

I.

LAMAA $, SMITH, Texas
CflAIRMAN

EDDIE BERNlCE JOHNSON, Texas
RANKING MEMBER

.,
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WASHINGTON,
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September 11, 2014

The Honorable France Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation

420 I Wilson Blvd
VA- 2223 0

.

Arlington,

Dear Dr. Cordova,

I request paper copies of the following public records: eve1y e-inail, letter, memorandum, record, note,
text message, all peer reviews considered for selection and recommendations made by the research panel
to the National Science Foundation (NSF), or document of any kind that pertains to the NSF's
consideration and approval of the grants listed below, including any approved amendments to the grants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Comparative Histories of Scientific Conservation: Nature, Science, and Society in Patagonian
and Amazonian South America
Regulating Accountability and Transparency in China's Dairy Industry
Does Community~Based Rangeland Ecosystem Management Increase the Resilience of Coupled.
Systems to Climate Change in Mongolia?
Izapa Regional Settlement Project
CAREER: A Political Approach to Rural Sanitation in India
Life History Transitions among the Toba in Northern Argentina
Ancient Mayan Wooden Al'chitecture and the Salt Industry
Bronze Age Village Life and Landscape Dynamics at Politiko-Troullia, Cyprus
Ecosystem Resilience to Human Impacts: Ecological Consequences of Early Human~Set Fires in
New.Zealand
How Marginalized Populations Self-Organize with Digital Tools: Ethnographic Case Studies in
Africa and China
Metallurgical Practice, Technology and Social Organization During the Middle to Late Bronze
Age in the Southem Urals, Russia
Kinship, Women's Labor and China's Economic Performance in.the l i 11 ;..., 21 "1 Centuries
Ethnic Boundaries and Cultural Chatige in an Amazonian Population
Oppression and Mental Health in Nepal
A History of the Impact of Euro-American Linguistic Technologies on Chinese Information
Infrastructure
An Ethnoarcheological and ATcheological Study of the Garno Caste System in Southwestern
Ethiopia
Investigating the 9pemtion of and Reaction to the Public Vehicle Registry in Mexico

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Change Nanative Game Education
CRPA: How Do We Learn the Fate of Tropical Forests Under Climate Change? A Multimedia
Exhibition of Photographic Art Portraying Scientists and Students at Work in Amazonia
TheChange
Hotspot California: Bringing Dioramas to Life Through Community Voices
Crowd Somcing Apprenticeship Learning: LawMeets -A Web Platform for Teaching
Entrepreneurial Lawyel'ing
Prnductive Play; The Convergence of Play and Labor in Online Games and Virtual Worlds
Communicating Climate Change
Cultural Dynamics and Overlapping hlteraction Spheres in the Marmara Lake Basin, Western

Turkey
•
•
•
•
•

A Linguistic Ethnography of the Global Trade in Indigenous Plants
Polar Leaming a11d Respondiq.g: POLAR Climate Partnership (I and II)
Culture, Change and Chronic Stress in Lowland Bolivia
Legal Mobilization of Enslaved Litigants: Ecclesiastical versus Civil Lawsuits
Phonelab: A Programmable Patiicipatory Smartphone Testbed

Please make this information available to me by Monday, September 22. If you or your staff have any
questions, please contact Cliff Shannon, Staff Director of the Research and Technology Subcommittee at
Cliff.Shannon@maH.house.gov or 202,226,9783.
Sincerely,

~
Chairman

Committee on Science, Space,

and Technology

LAMAR S. SMITH, Texas
CHAIRMAN

EDDIE BERN!CE JOHNSON, Texas
RANl<ING MEMBER

ltongress of the ilnitcd ~tatcs
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 RAYBlJRN HOlJSE •FflCE BUILDING
WASHINGTON,

DC 20515~6301

1202) 225~6371
www.scionce.houso.Qov

October 29, 2014
The Honorable France Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova,
l request paper copies of the following public 1:ecords: every e-mail, letter, memorandum, record, note,
text message, all peer reviews considered for selection and recommendations made by the research panel
to the National Science Foundation (NSF), or document of any kind that pertains to the NSF's
consideration and approval of the grants listed below, including any approved amendments to the grants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ANIMA (Accelerometer Network Integrator for Mobile Animals), a New Instrument Package for
Integrating Behavior, Physiology and Ecology of Wild Mammals (Award #0963022)
Effect of Self-Control on Antisocial and Prosocial Behavior (Award #1104118)
CAREER: Flexible control of reward based decisions (Award #1253576)
Collaborative Research: Turbulence and Suspension Feeding- a New Approach using the Lobate
Ctenophore Mnemiopsis Leidyi (Award #1061268)
RAPID: When Pride Becomes Shame: Organizational Identification and Self-Presentation During
Scandal (Award #1260929)
CCEP-II: Polar Learning and Responding: PoLAR Climate Change Education Partnership
(Award #1239783)
Pa1ticipant Support for.the Zero Emissions Category of the Clean Snowmobile Challenge
(Award #1062619)
Collaborative Research: EvalFest (Evaluation Use, Value and Leaming through Festivals of
Science and Technology) (Award #1423050)
Collaborative Research: Wildpedia and the Democratization of Academic Knowledge
(Award #1322934)
Co1laborative Research: Wildpedia and the Democratization of Academic Knowledge
(Award #1322971)
Geoinfonnatics: Leveraging the Paleobiology Database for Research, Education, Mentorship, and
Interoperability (Award #0949416)

If your staff has any questions, please contact Cliff Shannon, Staff Director of the Research and
Technology Subcommittee, at Cliff.Shannon@mai1,house.gov or 202.226.9783.
_Sincerely,

X~P
Lamar Smith
Chairman
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'
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LAMAR SMITH, Texas
CHAIRMAN

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON, Texas
RANl<ING MEMBER

ltongrcss of the tlnitni ~tatrs
iltousc of 1R.rprcscntatiues
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON,

DC 20515-6301

(202) 225-6371
www.sclence.houso.gov

October 29, 2014

The Honorable France Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd
Arlington, VA 2223 0
Dear Dr. Cordova,
l request paper copies of the following pubHc records: every e-mail, letter, memorandum, record, note,
text message, all peer reviews considered for selection and recommendations made by the research panel
to the National Science Foundation (NSF), or document of any kind that pertains to the NSF' s
consideration and approval of the grants listed below, including any approved amendments to the grants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ANIMA (Acceletometer Network Integrator for Mobile Animals), a New Instrument Package for
Integrating Behavior, Physiology and Ecology of Wild Mammals (Award #0963022)
Effect of Self~Control on Antisocial and Prosocial Behavior (Award #1104118)
CAREER: Flexible control of reward based decisions (Award #1253576)
Collaborative Research: Turbulence and Suspension Feeding - a New Approach using the Labate
Ctenophore Mnemiopsis Leidyi (Award #1061268)
RAPID: When Pride Becomes Shame: Organizational Identification and Self~Presentation During
Scandal (Award #1260929)
CCEP~II: Polar Leaming and Responding: PoLAR Climate Change Education Paitnership
(Award #1239783)
Participant Support for the Zero Emissions Category of tbe Clean Snowmobile Challenge
(Award #1062619)
Collaborative Reseai'ch: Eva1Fest (Evaluation Use, Value and Leaming through Festivals of
Science and Technology) (Award #1423050)
Collaborative Research: Wikipedia and the Democratization of Academic Knowledge
(Award #1322934)
Collaborative Research: Wikipedia and the Democratization of Academic Knowledge
(Award #1322971)
Geoinfonnatics: Leveraging the Paleobiology Database for Research, Education, Mentorship, and
Interoperability (Award #0949416)

If your staff has any questions, please contact Cliff Shannon, Staff Director of the Research and
Technology Subcommittee, at Cliff.Shannon@mail.house.gov or 202.226.9783.
_Sincerely,

Lamar Smith
Chairman

j.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230
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OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chainnan
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chainnan Smith,
Thank you for your November 10, 2014 letter detailing your request for information about NSF
award #1101743, "ICES: Large: Meme Diffusion Through Mass Social Media/'
With regards to your request, NSF will be happy to provide you with the applicable solicitation
for proposals, as well as records pertaining to the development of the solicitation. Additionally,
we will share with you NSF rules or official guidance, if any. that are provided to staff, external
reviewers and grant applicants regarding the "use of taxpayer funds by NSF grantees that directly
or indirectly supports political action or advocacy,'' per your request. This infonnation will be
delivered to your offices no later than November 28th.
Regarding the specific information requested associated with award #1101743, I will be pleased
to provide the information responsive to your request for in camera review at NSF by November
28th. This information will include, per your request, a list of all proposals received in response
to the solicitation, and whether the proposal was recommended for award and which received
awards.
As before, we will redact reviewers' names and any personally identifiable information. I have
asked Judy Gan, Head of our Office for Legislative and Public Affairs, to coordinate this review
with Committee staff. She can be reached at jgan@nst:gov or (703)292~8070.

Cc: Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
Dr. Dan Arvizu, National Science Board Chairman

lAMAR S, SMITH, rex.a.

EDDIE BERN ICE JOHNSON, Ti,xas
RANKING MEMBER

CHAIRMAN

tr:ongrcss of the tini_trd ~tatrs
t~ousc of 1R!prc,srnratiurs
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
232°1 RAYBURN HOUSE Off1Ct;
WASHINGTON,

BUILDING

DC 20515-6301

(202) 225-6371
www.screnco.hoUb-e.gov

November 10, 2014

The Honorable France Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd ·
Al'Hngton, VA22230
Dear Dr, Cordova:
I am concerned that a National Science Foundation (NSF)-approved grant, "ICES: Large Meme Diffusion
Through Mass Social Media" (Award #1101743), was intended to create standards for online political
discussion. According to the grant abstract published on the NSF website, the research team planned to:
".,, create a web service open to the public for monitoring trends, bursts, and suspicious memes..
This service could mitigate the diffusion of false and misleading ideas, detect hate speech and
subversive pr•p!lganda, and assist in the.preservation-of open debate." .

wa~·

Tiie\~,eb ~~rvice developed u~d6; tli6 gi·a~t
nam'~d "Tr~thy," a term borrowed from politicai' satirist
Step~~q Colbert. Truthy wasti.sedt0.target political·messages and commei1tary connected to "Tea Party,"
"GQP?' and «conservative."

While some have argued· that-Truthy co1,tld be used to,better understand tl{ings lik~ disaster
communication OT to assist Jaw enforcement, ins_tead it appears Tnithy focused on examples of "false and
misleading ideas, hate speech, and subversive propagand,a" communicated by conservative groups.
. Whether by amazing coincidence or 011 pmpose,:it appears that several social inedia accounts tltat were
highlighted by Truthy ~~1:e. subseq~ently terminated· by the-owners of the social media pfotfonns,
·
effectiv~ly.tp.uzzHng the political free speech of the targeted individu~ls ~nd groi1ps. ·
fn presenting and publishing the findings of their taxpayer-supported work, the research team pl'oudly
described how the web service targeted conservative social media messages. Their presentations featured
examples of what they found to be online political speech "abuses" by suppo1ters of these gmups (e.g.,
11
A~tI~e of Social Media a,n9 Political Manipulation"), The authors also alluded to instances in which they
wert? awarethat some ofthe~e individuals' social.media-accounts had been terminated.
.

'

It should be noted that there is significant and growing concern about the reluctance of owners of some
social media platforms to. limit or block free speech in any form, including th1:eats to commit rape and
murder. Against that backdrop, it would b.e truly shocking if NSF funds contributed to suppressioi1 of

online political speech. It is also of interest-that at least one prominent federal official has called recently
for the federal government to regulate and limit online political speech.
The Committee and taxpayers deserve to lmow how NSF decided to a:ward a large grant for a project that
P\'oposed to develop standards for online political speech and to apply those standards through
development of a website that targeted conservative political comments.
I request all infmmation fo the Foundation's possession about Award #1101743, "ICES: Large: Meme
Diffusion Through Mass Social Media," a $919,917.00 grant made by the Foundation in July 2011. This
infonnation should include:
•

The application submitted to the Foundation for the above project.

•

The Foundation solicitation for proposals that elicited the application; every internal and external
e-mail, letter, memorandum, record, note, text message or other document that pertains to
development of the solicitation; and a list of all applications i·eceived in response to the
solicitation. (Please denote applications which were recommended for awards and which received
awards.)

•

For the ·above project, eve1y e-mail, letter, memorandum, recorq, note, te_xt message, all peer
reviews considered for selection and recommendations made by the research panel to NSF, or
document of any kind that pe1tains to NSF's consideration and approval, including any approved
amendments to the grants.

•

The annual and final reports received by NSF for the above project, as well as any interim reports
and every e-mail, letter, memorandum, record, note, text message or other document received or
sent by NSF about the project during its active phase or subsequent to the project's completion.

•

NSF rules and other official guidance provided to its staff, external reviewers and grant applicants
; re~arding use of taxpayer funds by NSF grantees that directly or indirectly supports political
action and advocacy.

I would appreciate if the infonnation described above could be forwarded to me as soon as possible. If
your staff-has any questions, ple~se contact Cliff Shannon, Staff Director of the committee's Research
and Technology Subcommittee at Cliff.Shannon@mail.house.gov or 202.226.9783.
Sincerely,

~~
Lamar Smith
Chai11nan

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

December 23, 2014
OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

The Honorable Frank Wolf
Chainnan
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice,
Science and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Wolf:
As required in H. Rept. 113-71 accompanying H.R. 2787, the Commerce, Justice,
Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2014, I am pleased to provide
this letter response to the Committee's request to rep011 on "steps the Foundation is
taking to better explain and communicate the impact and relevance ofits research
grants, both collectively and individually."
NSF takes very seriously its stewardship of taxpayer dollars, and its accountability for
those resources. Wise stewardship of taxpayer dollars is necessary to maintain and
ensure the public's trust for NSF's funding of fundamental scientific and engineering
research, especially in an era of competing priorities for limited discretionary funds.
NSF must continually review and strengthen its accountability and transparency in
making investment decisions that support the public good.
In order to further build and sustain public trust, and as pa1t of our ongoing
commitment to seek opport1mities to more effectively fulfill our mission, NSF
leadership established a Transparency and Accountability Initiative in 2013. This
Initiative was crafted after a review of our ongoing operations by NSF senior
leadership, and in consultation with the National Science Board.

Om goals with the Transparency and Accountability Initiative are to ensure the
research investments we make are in the national interest, represent wise stewardship
of the taxpayer dollars, and reflect our commitment to transparency and
account.ability. Our approach reinforces the integrity of the merit i-eview proeess. It
will strengthen the management of that process through targeted. ac;,tions at every level
of the organization.
The Initiative is already strengthening NSF's alignment of individual investment
decisions with the national interest, as defined by the NSF charter "to promote the
progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity and welfare; to secure
the national defense ... " in all facets of the merit review process through management
reviews, clarified roles and responsibilities, training, and improved communications.

·.-.·.: ·.......:._ ....... : _·:.·~··•"•····· . -.· ~.
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Since I joined NSF in April 2014, I have overseen implementation of many of these
actions,
The Initiative has established and deployed training for Program Officers and other
leadership and staff to ensure national interest always underlies fonding
recommendations and is well aiticulated in NSF guidelines for award abstracts made
available to the public.
These efforts will engage the research community and general public through a
campaign that clearly articulates NSF's mission and stewardship responsibility and
highlights the requirement for alignment of grant proposals with the national interest
as well as research pottfolio objectives. To date, NSF has issued two Memorandums
to Staff(see attached Memorandum O/D 13-26, and O/D 14-01). At a March 13,
2014 state of the agency meeting for staff, Acting Director Marrett explained and
emphasized the Foundation's policy for accessible abstracts and reinforced leadership
expectations for the initiative.
The two above referenced memorandums outlined the importance ofNSF's
responsibility to build and sustain public trust, and announced the establishment of the
Transparency and Accountability Working Group (TAWG). The TAWO is
composed of individuals from each of the research directorates. It is responsible for
assisting in the implementation of the initiative, and reporting back to me on ways to
strengthen the Foundation's communication of its funding on an individual award
basis, and the larger context in which those decisions are made.
· With the strong recognition that NSF cannot achieve new transparency and
accountability goals by ourselves, Acting Director Marrett released two "Important
Notices to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and other National Science
Foundation Awardee Organizations» (see attached Notices No. 135 arid 136) that
alerted the community to our efforts. These notices called upon their assistance to
engage the public in order to understand why their projects are wo1ihy of taxpayer
suppmt. l will continue to engage and remind the community that they have an
obligation to help achieve these goals as-recipients of taxpayer funded support. In
fact, at the November 2014 National Science Board meeting, in open session, I shared
the progress NSF has made to date on transparency and accountability. I plan to
communicate in January 2015 to the NSF community about the Initiative's recent
activities, including the creation of a public website on Transparency and
Accountability (http://www.nsf.gov/od/transparency/transparency.jsp), with the
continuing goal of emphasizing how seriously we value the public awareness and
understanding of NSF funding.
·
The net result of these actions will be greater accountability for taxpayer dollars at all
1evels of the organization and improved transparency to the scientific community and
the public regarding NSF' s processes and decisions.
Mr. Chainnan, NSF, in strong partnership with the legislative branch and the nation1s
scientific community, has created what is arguably the world's most successful rneritbased model for allocating funding for fundamental research. The results of this
research have expanded the frontiers of knowledge and yielded significant returns to
the U.S. economy and society. I feel confident that this Transparency and
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Accountability Initiative will improve our processes, strengthen the science we
support, and further advance the national interest. I am committed to making
transparency and accountability a core value embedded into NSF's everyday work.

I greatly appreciate your strong support of the National Science Foundation and
advancing science and engineering in the national interest. Thank you for your
leadership at an important time for om great nation.
Sincerely,

4--x~
France A. Cordova
Director

Identical Letter To: The Honorable Chaka Fattah, Ranking Member
Enclosures:
Staff Memorandum 0/D 13-26:
Portfolio Framework
StaffMemorandum 0/D 14~01:
Transparency and Accountability Working Group Charge and Membership
Notice No. 135
Important Notice to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and Heads of
Other National Science Foundation Awardee Organizations regarding
Transparency and Accountability at NSF

Notice No. 136
Important Notice to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and Heads of
Other National Science Foundation Awardee Organizations regarding NSF
abstracts and titles

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

December 23, 2014
OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

The Honorable Frank Wolf
Chairman
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice,
Science and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Wolf:
As required in H. Rept. 113-71 accompanying H.R. 2787, the Commerce, Justice,
Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2014, I am pleased to provide
this letter response to the Committee's request to report on "steps the Foundation is
taking to better explain and communicate the impact and relevance of its research
grants, both collectively and individually."
NSF takes very seriously its stewardship of taxpayer dollars, and its accountability for
those resources. Wise stewardship of taxpayer dollars is necessary to maintain and
ensure the public's trust for NSF's funding of fundamental scientific and engineering
research, especially in an era of competing priorities for limited discretionary funds.
NSF must continually review and strengthen its accountability and transparency in
making investment decisions that support the public good.
In order to further build and sustain public trust, and as part of our ongoing
commitment to seek opportunities to more effectively fulfill our mission, NSF
leadership established a Transparency and Accountability Initiative in 2013. This
Initiative was crafted after a review of our ongoing operations by NSF senior
leadership, and in consultation with the National Science Board.
Our goals with the Transparency and Accountability Initiative are to ensure the
research investments we make are in the national interest, represent wise stewardship
of the taxpayer dollars, and reflect our commitment to transparency and
accountability. Our approach reinforces the integrity of the merit review process. It
will strengthen the management of that process through targeted actions at every level
of the organization.
The Initiative is already strengthening NSF' s alignment of individual investment
decisions with the national interest, as defined by the NSF charter "to promote the
progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity and welfare; to secure
the national defense ... " in all facets of the merit review process through management
reviews, clarified roles and responsibilities, training, and improved communications.
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Since (joined NSF in April 2014, I have overseen implementation of many of these
actions.
The Initiative has established and deployed training for Program Officers and other
leadership and staff to ensure national interest always underlies funding
recommendations and is well articulated in NSF guidelines for award abstracts made
available to the public.
These efforts will engage the research community and general public through a
campaign that clearly articulates NSF's mission and stewardship responsibility and
highlights the requirement for alignment of grant proposals with the national interest
as well as research portfolio objectives. To date, NSF has issued two Memorandums
to Staff(see attached Memorandum O/D 13-26, and O/D 14-01). Ata March 13,
2014 state of the agency meeting for staff, Acting Director Marrett explained and
emphasized the Foundation's policy for accessible abstracts and reinforced leadership
expectations for the initiative.
The two above referenced memorandums outlined the importance ofNSF's
responsibility to build and sustain public trust, and announced the establishment of the
Transparency and Accountability Working Group (TAWG). The TAWG is
composed of individuals from each of the research directorates. It is responsible for
assisting in the implementation of the initiative, and reporting back to me on ways to
strengthen the Foundation's communication ofits funding on an individual award
basis, and the larger context in which those decisions are made.
With the strong recognition that NSF cannot achieve new transparency and
accountability goals by ourselves, Acting Director Marrett released two "Important
Notices to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and other National Science
Foundation Awardee Organizations" (see attached Notices No. 135 and 136) that
alerted the community to our efforts. These notices called upon their assistance to
engage the public in order to understand why their projects are worthy of taxpayer
support. I will continue to engage and remind the community that they have an
obligation to help achieve these goals as recipients of taxpayer funded support. In
fact, at the November 2014 National Science Board meeting, in open session, I shared
the progress NSF has made to date on transparency and accountability. I plan to
communicate in January 2015 to the NSF community about the Initiative's recent
activities, including the creation of a public website on Transparency and
Accountability (http://www.nsf.gov/od/transparency/transparency Jsp), with the
continuing goal of emphasizing how seriously we value the public awareness and
understanding of NSF funding.
The net result of these actions will be greater accountability for taxpayer dollars at all
levels of the organization and improved transparency to the scientific community and
the public regarding NSF' s processes and decisions.
Mr. Chairman, NSF, in strong partnership with the legislative branch and the nation's
scientific community, has created what is arguably the world's most successful meritbased model for allocating funding for fundamental research. The results of this
research have expanded the frontiers of knowledge and yielded significant returns to
the U.S. economy and society. I feel confident that this Transparency and
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Accountability Initiative will improve our processes, strengthen the science we
support, and further advance the national interest. I am committed to making
transparency and accountability a core value embedded into NSF's everyday work.
I greatly appreciate your strong support of the National Science Foundation and
advancing science and engineering in the national interest. Thank you for your
leadership at an important time for our great nation,
Sincerely,

~5,,y.u__,
France A. C6rdova
Director

Identical Letter To: The Honorable Chaka Fattah, Ranking Member
Enclosures:
Staff Memorandum 0/D 13-26:
Portfolio Framework
Staff Memorandum 0/D 14-01:
Transparency and Accountability Working Group Charge and Membership
Notice No. 135
Important Notice to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and Heads of
Other National Science Foundation Awardee Organizations regarding
Transparency and Accountability at NSF
Notice No. 136
Important Notice to Presidents of Universities and Colleges and Heads of
Other National Science Foundation Awardee Organizations regarding NSF
abstracts and titles

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
ARLINGTON, VA 22230
STAFF MEMORANDUM

0/D 13~26
November 19, 2013

SUBJECT:

Portfolio Framework

As a public agency, the National Science Foundation is responsible for building and sustaining the public
trust through the transparency of our processes and the accountability of our organization. This obligation
is important to advance our mission, paiticularly in an era of competing priorities for limited discretionary
funds. Today, I would like to share with you a po1tfolio framework we are adopting to ensure and
enhance transparency and accountability at NSF, and outline steps to engage you in most effectively
implementing this framework.
This action follows extensive discussions with the National Science Board and with senior NSF
management over the last several months and builds on efforts already in place in parts of our
organization. Our goal is to consider and communicate individual investment decisions in the context of
broader research portfolio objectives that are aligned with the national interest as defined by NSF's
mission "to promote the progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity and welfare; to
secure the national defense .... " The framework reflects our commitment to continuous improvement in
fulfilling our mission, the core value of "accountable" as articulated in the NSF strategic plan, and
engages employees at all levels across our organization as follows:
o

o

o

o

o

Programs demonstrate that funding recommendations advance science, engineering and
education through a portfolio of awards that support NSF's mission. They articulate the
content and oppo1tunities oftheirportfolio and provide grant abstracts that clearly explain to
the public the project's significance and funding justification.
Divisions regularly review the development and portfolio of both individual and cross-cutting
programs to ensure that investments promote the progress of science, engineering and
education, address both intellectual merit and broader impacts, and align with directorate and
agency priorities.
Directorates and the Office of International and Integrative Activities aiticulate the
substance, goals and priorities of the combined research portfolios they oversee. They
carefully assess their investments to ensure that they promote and align with NSF's mission.
Office of the Director establishes the directions and goals of the entire Foundation and
conducts an agency-wide management review to ensure that investment decisions promote
and align with NSF's mission and investment priorities.
Administrative Offices work with program officers and others in the directorates to identify
efficiencies in reviewing, training, and other aspects of continuous improvement for the
Foundation.
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Initial discussions within offices and directorates have already confirmed our commitment to these
effmts, and we now intend to expand these engagements with staff through the following near term
actions:
o
o
o
o

Directorate and Office town hall meetings to answer questions and collect feedback within the
next two weeks.
Establishment of an NSF-wide working group within the next two weeks, to provide
recommendations to the NSF leadership team and me on cross-cutting issues and opportunities.
Pilot training for program staff on writing effective abstracts and titles, beginning in January.
An NSF-wide town hall meeting to share perspectives in January.

As we move ahead, we will identify and leverage effective practices, monitor our progress, and assess the
internal and external impact, making adjustments as appropriate.
With your support, this increased focus on transparency and accountability will improve our processes;
strengthen our research, infrastructure and human capital development programs; enhance our public and
community communications; and advance the national interest.
I'd also like to take this opportunity to thank you for all of your hard work that has helped us recover
from the recent lapse in appropriations. You have shown, once again, that through your dedication and
commitment, we can overcome adversity and advance our vital mission to the nation.
Thank you in advance for your thoughts, suggestions and support.

Cora B. Marrett
Acting Director

Distribution: All NSF Staff

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
ARLINGTON, VA 22230
STAFF MEMORANDUM
OD 14-01
January 14, 2014

ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
Subject:

Transparency and Accountability Working Group charge and membership

On November 19, 2013, I issued O/D 13-26, which announced the establishment of a new NSFwide activity to enhance the transparency and accountability of NS F's funding decisions. This
was done after extensive discussions with NSF Assistant Directors/Program Office Head (ADs)
and members of the National Science Board. The approach I articulated relies on the
development of a robust and dynamic NSF-wide award portfolio, which reflects NSF's
programmatic goals.
While O/D 13-26 identified the framework to enhance the transparency and accountability of
NSF's funding decisions, it did not provide details on implementation. Therefore, through this
memorandum, I am establishing a Working Group with strong programmatic expertise to help
make O/D 13-26 operational NSF-wide. NSF always seeks to improve procedures, processes
and communication, and the work of this group will continue our efforts in these areas. As the
group conducts its work, I have asked the group to keep in mind the following:
•
•

•

the primary responsibility for directorate and program office actions and communications
rests with the Assistant Director or Office Head;
flexibility is needed to accommodate a diverse array of disciplines and programs, as well
as different approaches already utilized or being developed by each directorate and
program office; and
any actions taken to support this activity should minimize additional workload.

The Working Group will support the ADs by addressing issues that cross directorate and
program office boundaries and warrant deliberations by senior management. In addition, the
Working Group should highlight any other topic that should be on the agenda of the
ADs. Therefore, the Working Group will need to maintain a close relationship with the ADs.
Initially, I would like the Working Group to:
1. assess how the Foundation is currently handling portfolios, training, and other topics
related to transparency and accountability;
2. seek input on these activities from staff at all levels; and
3. determine the kinds of issues arising both within and outside of NSF on what is being
d[scussed.
Additional Working Group tasks will develop from what emerges through this information
gathering process.

Members of the Working Group include:
Erwin Gianchandani, CNS/CISE
Larry Goldberg, ENG
Brian Humes, SES/SSE
Brad Keister, PHY/MPS
Carter Kimsey, DBI/BIO
Alexandra Medina-Borja, OIIA/OD
Don Millard, DUE/EHR
Saran Twombly, DEB/BIO
Dave Verardo, AGS/GEO
Mark Weiss, co-chair
Peter Arzberger, co-chair
Please feel free to contact any member of the working group with your comments or questions.
I want to thank them for their commitment to this important activity.

Cora B. Marrett
Acting Director
DISTRIBUTION: All Staff

National Science Foundation
Office of the Director
Arlington, VA 22230
December 11, 2013

Notice No. 135

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PRESIDENTS OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES AND
HEADS OF OTHER NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION A WARDEE
ORGANIZATIONS
Subject: Transparency and Accountability at NSF
As a public agency, the National Science Foundation builds and sustains trust for our mission through the
transparency of our processes and the accountability of our organization. Periodically, as a learning
organization committed to continuous improvement, we review our processes to ensure that they continue
to engender this trust. A recent review by NSF senior leadership in consultation with the National
Science Board affirmed our fundamental principles and identified opportunities for improvements in two
areas to enhance our public stewardship.
One area is our accountability for ensuring that our investment decisions support the national interest,
defined by NSF's mission "to promote the progress of science; to advance the national health, prosperity
and welfare; to secure the national defense ... " To strengthen this alignment, our directorates and offices
are examining process improvements for defining research priorities and objectives at all levels of the
organization and at all stages of merit review. As a result, the community should benefit from greater
understanding and knowledge of the priorities and objectives of our research programs. We would
certainly welcome the community's thoughts and suggestions in this regard.
A second area is communications regarding our investment decisions. In the current fiscal environment,
it is more impmtant than ever to justify the expenditure of public funding. We believe we can enhance our
public communications of what we are funding and why it is imp01tant. The immediate focus will be on
improving our research abstracts, ensuring these primary sources of public information clearly articulate
the broader context and funding justification. While our program officers are responsible for preparing
abstracts, this often involves input from principal investigators, and so we will be directly engaging the
community in this effo1t. Of course, one of the most effective outreach mechanisms for improved
communication is through our community, and we look forward to working with you as we identify other
mechanisms to strengthen our public message.
From an implementation perspective, our efforts may result in the adoption of new policies and improved
processes, which we will share with the community. We expect that, over time, this increased focus on
transparency and accountability will improve our processes, strengthen our research programs, enhance
our communications and advance the national interest.
Thank you for your continuing suppoti for NSF and the nation's science and engineering research and
education enterprise.

Cora Marrett
Acting Director

National Science Foundation
Office of the Director
Arlington, VA 22230

Notice No. 136

March 28, 2014

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PRESIDENTS OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES AND
HEADS OF OTHER NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION A WARDEE
ORGANIZATIONS

Subject: NSF Abstracts and Titles

Since the issuance of the December 11, 2013 Important Notice to the Community (IN-135) that
announced our focus on transparency and accountability, we have developed and are now
implementing an approach for addressing the two primary areas of the initiative.
•
•

The first is improving public understanding of our funding decisions through our award
Abstracts and Titles.
The second is ensuring that the broad areas of supported research (or portfolios) are
aligned to the national interest, as defined by NSF's mission, " ... to promote the progress
of science; to advance the national health, prosperity and welfare; to secure the national
defense ... "

In this notice, I want to clarify the NSF policy on award Abstracts and Titles. We are acting to
ensure that our award Abstracts and Titles clearly convey to the public justification for our
actions.
First, NSF abstracts are the public face of NSF investments and decision-making and they can be
used to immediately address a specific area of interest from those outside of the NSF regarding
what projects are supported and why. By providing clearer articulation of our actions we will
benefit the scientific enterprise and better communicate the value and excitement of what we do.
An NSF award abstract, with its title, is an NSF document that describes the project and justifies
the expenditure of Federal funds.
There are two major components of the NSF Abstract:
•

A nontechnical description of the project that states the problem to be studied, and explains
the project's broader significance and importance, that serves as a public justification for
NSF funding. This component should be understandable to an educated lay reader. It may
include such information as the theoretical or analytical foundation of the proposed research,
the fundamental issues that may be resolved by the research, the project's relation to NSF's
mission, the project's place in the context of ongoing research in the field, the project's
1

•

potential impact on other fields, and the prospect that it will lead to significant advances or
the integration of related lines of inquiry.
A technical description of the project that states the goals and scope of the research, and the
methods and approaches to be used. In many cases, the technical description may be a
modified version of the project summary submitted with the proposal.

Thus, an NSF award abstract which is intended for a broad audience may differ from the Project
Summary that is submitted as part of a technically reviewed proposal.
Furthermore, the title of an NSF supported project must describe the purpose of the research in
nontechnical terms to the fullest possible extent.
Your appreciation of the role of the NSF abstract and title is essential.
We thank you for your understanding. As always, we welcome your input.

Cora B. Marrett
Acting Director
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I.AMAR S. SMITH, Teens
CHAlf\MAI~

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON, Texas
RANKING MEMDER

<.tongrcss of the tinited ;eratcs
iiousc of 1Rcprczcntotiocn
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 RAYBURN HousE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC 20515-630'1
(202) 225-6371
www.sr.ie1h~tJ.hous.(,i,gov

February 10, 2015
The Honorable France A, Cordova
Director
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova,
The Committee on Science, Space, and Technology is continuing its oversight of the National
Science Foundation ( NSF). As part of this oversight, I have previously requested copies of documents
and information related to the NSF grant consideration and approval process. To date, the NSF has not
complied with these requests. Although the Committee is availing itselfofthe limited access to
documents that you have provided, I still have questions regarding the grant process.
The Committee requests that the NSF produce c1II documents including, but not limited to, every
e-mail, letter, memorandum, record, note, text message, peer views considered for selection and
recommendations made by the research panel to the NSF referring or relating to the NS F's
consideration and approval for the grants listed below, including any approved amendments to the
following grants, in electronic format:
1.

"Geoinformatics: Leveraging the Paleo biology Database for Research, Education, Mentorship,
and Interoperability." (Award #0949416)
2. "Bringing Dioramas to Life Through Community Voices." (Award #0915778)
3. "Trial Network to Bring Music to the Study of Biology," (Award #0956196}
4. "Enhancing Diversity in Environmental Biology." (Award #0829236)
5. ''Preparing to Prepare the 21st Century Biology Student: Using Scientific Societies as Change
Agents for the Introductory Biology Experience.'1 (Award #0840911)
6. "Biogeochemical Modification of Seawater CO2 Chemistry in Near-Shore Environments: Effect of
Ocean Acidification." (Award #1255042}
7. "Atmospheric Mixed Phase Chemistry for Improved Climate Predictions: Field Measurements
and Modeling of the Southern Oxidant and Aerosol Study." (Award #1242258)
8. "Synoptic Geospace Systems Analysis Utilfzing Instrumentation from South Pole and McMurdo
Stations." (Award #1248062)
9. "Random, Stochastic, and Self-similar Equations." (Award #1106982)
10. "Resiliency against Coordinated Cyber Attacks on Power Grid." (Award #1202229)
11. "Resiliency against Coordinated Cyber Attacks on Power Grid." (Award #1202542)

1

12. "Biodiversity & Biofuels: Finding Win-Win Scenarios for Conservation and Energy Production in
the Next Century." (Award #1332342)
13, "CAREER: Human-Behavior Driven Malware Detection." (Award #0953638)
The Committee on Science, Space, and Technology has jurisdiction over the Natlonal Science
Foundation as set forth in House Rule X.
We request that you provide the requested documents and information as soon as possible, but
no later than 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, February 24, 2015. When producing documents to the Committee,
please deliver production sets to the Majority Staff in Room 2321 of the Rayburn House Office Building
and the Minority Staff in Room 394 of the Ford House Office Building. The Committee prefers, if
possible, to receive all documents in electronic format.
If your staff has any questions about this request, please contact Cliff Shannon, Staff Director of
the Research and Technology Subcommittee, at Cliff,Shannon@mail.house.g.QY or 202-226-9783.
Sincerely,

~~~
Chairman

cc: The Honorable Eddie Bernice Johnson, Ranking Minority Member
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

February 10, 2015

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Smith,
Thank you for your letter dated today, February 10, 2015 requesting paper copies of records for
13 NSF grants.

I will be pleased to provide the information responsive to your request for in camera review at
NSF by February 24, as requested. As before, we will redact reviewers' names and any
personally identifiable information. I have asked Tony Gibson, Senior Advisor for Legislative
Affairs, to coordinate this review with Committee staff. He can be reached at agibson@nsf.gov
or (703)292-8070.
Si:P

A

c~~-~~
France A. Cordova
Director
Cc: Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
Dr. Dan Arvizu, National Science Board Chairman
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February 11, 2015

The Honorable France A. Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230

The Honorable Daniel E. Arvizu
Chairman, National Science Board
420 l Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230

Dear Ors. Cordova and Arvizu:
FederallyMfunded research facilities contribute to important areas of science and
engineering, help maintain our nation's competitive edge, and deliver significant economic
benefits. Proper accounting of facility budgets - including comprehensive and accurate
information pertaining to the construction and operation of these facilities - ensures that all
expenditures are fair and reasonable and protects funding for important core research grants and
programs. Therefore, to ensure the efficient use of taxpayer dollars and to maximize Federal
research investment, the Commerce Committee requests information regarding the National
Science Foundation~s (NSF) fiscal management of its large facility cooperative agreements for
facility construction and operation.
Multiple reviews and reports by the NSF Office of Inspector General (OIG) have
recommended improvements in NSF's methodology for estimating and tracking facility costs. 1
Independent external audits of NSF financial statements have also suggested the need for close
attention to construction-type cooperative agreements. 2 The Committee welcomes recent NSF
efforts to make some improvements to its management of large facility cooperative agreements.
For example, NSF has expressed its intention to change its end-to-end cost surveillance policies
and procedures and obtain audits of certain awardccs' accounting practices prior to entering into
3
a large facility construction cooperative agreement totaling$ l 00 million or more.

1
Memorandum from Bretl M. Baker, Assistant IG for Audit, NSF, to Martha Rubenstein, Dir... Office of Budget, Fin., and Award
Mgmt., NSF, NSF 010 Aler[ Memo, Report No. 12-6-001, NSF's Management ofCooperalivc Agreements (Sept. 28, 2012),
availctb!e al http://www.nsf.gov/oig/rcpol'ls/Alcrt%20Memo%20on%20Mgmt%20of%20Cooperativc%20Agrccments.pdf; NSF
OIG, SEMIANNUAL Rli!'ORT TO CONGRESS (Sept. 2014), available al hllp://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2015/oigl 5001/oigl 5001.pdf.
"NSF, FY 2014 AGENCY FINANCIAL REPORT {Dec. 15, 2014), available al
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/20 l 5/nsfl 5002/pdJ)'nsfl 5002.pdf.
3
Memorandum from Richard 0. Buckius, Chief Operating Officer, NSF, (o Allison C. Lerner, JG, NSF, NSF's Management of
Large Facilities Construction Projects (Jan. l3, 2015).

The Honorable France A. Cordova & The Honorable Daniel E. Arvizu
February I I, 2015
Page2 of3

Nonetheless} the OIG has identified accountability over large facility cooperative
agreements as a top NSF management and perfonnance challenge for Fiscal Year 2015. 4
Resolving this challenge. in order to maximize the budget available for funding scientific
research is a goal shared by NSF, the O1G, and awardees. The Committee also shares this goal
and supports both a review of current NSF policies and the establishment of improved
procedures, where necessary. As pait of the Committee's oversight function, and to assure
Congress and the American public that NSF is prioritizing the financial management oflarge
facility cooperative agreements, the Committee requests the information described below.
1. Please provide all internal policies and procedures governing the approval and oversight
oflarge facility cooperative agreements) including end-to-end cost surveillance, from
Fiscal Year 2010 through the present.

2. Please provide documents detailing agency responses~ including prior and current
positions, to the recommendations made by the NSF OIG, the Defense Contract Audit
Agency, and CliftonLarsonAUen pertaining to large facility cooperative agreements from
Fiscal Year 2010 to the present.
3. Please identify each active large facility cooperative agreement with a National Science
. Board approved award amount totaling $200 million or more.
4. For each large facility cooperative agreement identified under 3, please provide the
annual project reports, business system reviews, cost proposal reviews, sufficiency
reviews, incmred cost audits, and any other financial reviews from Fiscal Year 2012 to
the present.

5. For each large facility cooperative agreement identified under 3, please provide a full
accounting of funds that NSF has requested or plans to request to be returned, as well as
any funds returned, from Fiscal Year 2010 to the present,
6. Please provide any plans for an extemal review of the NSF's management oflarge
facility cooperative agreements.

4

Memorandum from Allison C. Lerner, lG, NSF, to Da.n Arvi,;u, Chairman, Nat'l. Sci. Bd. & France C6rdova, Dir.. NSF,
Management Chalhmgcs for NSF in FY 2015 (Oct. 23, 2014), available at
hnp:/twww.nsf.gov/oig/2 O15 ManagemenlChallengcs.pdf.

The Honorable France A. C6rdova & The Honorable Daniel E. Arvizu
February 11, 2015
Page 3 of 3
Thank you for your cooperation and prompt attention to this matter. We would
appreciate receiving your response as soon as possible, but by no later than March4, 2015.
The Committee is making this request pursuant to its authority under Senate Rules XXV
and XXVI. An attachment to this letter provides additional information about how to respond to
the Committee's request. If you have any questions, please contact Cherilyn Pascoe or Missye
Brickell with the Majority Committee staff at (202) 224-1251 or Brad Torppey or RichardDuane Chambers with the Minority Committee staff at (202) 224-0411.

Sincerely,

~~~
Chairman

Enclosure

cc:

Ms. Allison C. Lerner
Inspector General
National Science Fow1dation

f;;g})~BILL NELSON
Ranking Member

Z!tlniteb ~tntez ~enatr
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE,
I\ND THANSPOF\TATiON

W/1.SHIMCTOtt DC ;>m;10-G12!j

RESPONDING TO COMMITTEE DOCUMENT REQUESTS

In responding to the document request, please apply the instructions and definitions set forth
below:
INSTRUCTIONS
1. In complying with this request, you should produce all responsive documents that are
in your possession, custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or present
agents, employees, and representatives acting on your behalf. You should also
produce documents that you have a legal right to obtain, documents that you have a
right to copy or have access to, and documents that you have placed in the temporary
possession custody, or control of any third party,
2. Documents responsive to the request should not be destroyed, modified, removed,
transferred, or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.
3. In the event that any entity, organization, or individual denoted in the request has
been, or is currently, known by any other name than that herein denoted, the request
should be read also to include them under that alternative identification.
4. Each document should be produced in a fonn that renders the document susceptible
of copying.
5. When you produce documents, you should identify the paragraph or clause in the
Committee's request to which the documents respond.
6. Documents produced in response to this request should be produced together with
copies of file labels, dividers, or identifying markers with which they were associated
when this request was issued. To the extent that documents were not stored with file
labels, dividers, or identifying markers, they should be organized into separate folders
by subject matter prior to production.
7. Each folder and box should be numbered) and a description of the contents of each
folder and box, including the paragraph or clause of the request to which the
documents are responsive, should be provided in an accompanying index.
8. It is not a proper basis to refuse to produce documents that any other person or entity
also possesses non~identical or identical copies of the same document.

9. The Committee prefers to receive documents in electronic format (e.g., CD, flash
drive, portable hard drive) in lieu of paper productions. Such documents should
include the following:
(a) Single page Tagged Image File (' 1TIP'}, files accompanied by a
Concordance-format load file) an Opticon reference file, and a file
defining the fields and character lengths of the load file.
(b) Document numbers in the load :file should match document Bates
numbers and TIF file names.
( c) lf the production is completed through a series of multiple partial
productions, field names and file order in all load files should match, be
searchable and accompanied by a Concordance-format load file.
Please consult with Conm1ittee staff to determine the appropriate format in which to
produce the information. Documents produced in electronic fo1mat should be
organjzed, identified, and indexed electronically in a manner comparable to the
organizational structure called for in (6) and (7) above.
10. If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer is, in your possession,
custody, or control, you should identify the document {stating its date, author, subject,
and recipients) and explain the circumstances by which the document ceased to be in
your possession, custody, or control.
11. If a date or other descriptive detail set forth in this request referring to a document,
communication, meeting, or other event is inaccurate, but the actual date or other
descriptive detail fa known to you or is otherwise apparent from the context of the
request, you should produce all documents which would be responsive as if the date
or other descriptive detail were correct.
12. The request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly discovered document.
Any document not produced because it has not been located or discovered by the
return date should be produced immediately upon location or discovery subsequent
thereto.

13. All documents should be Bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially. In
the cover letter, you should include a total page count fur the entire production,
jncluding both hard copy and electronic documents.

J4. Two sets of the documents should be delivered to the Committee, one set to the
majority staff in Room 512 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building and one set to the
minority staff in Room 425 of the Hart Senate Office Building. You should consult
with Committee staff regarding the method of delivery prior to sending any materials.
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15. In the event that a responsive document is withheld on any basis, you should provide
the following information concerning any such document: (a) the reason the
document is not being produced; (b) the type of document; (c) the general subject
matter; (d) the date, author and addressee; (e) the relationship of the author and
addressee to each other; and (f) any other description necessary to identify the
document and to explain the basis for not producing the document.
16. If the request cannot be complied with in full, it should be complied with to the extent
possible, which should include an explanation of why fu]l compliance is not possible.
17. Upon completion of the document production, you should submit a written
ce1iification, signed by you or your counsel, stating that (1) a diligent search has
been completed of all documents in your possession, custody, or control which
reasonably could contain responsive documents; and (2) all documents located during
the search that are responsive have been produced to the Committee or identified in a
privilege log provided to the Committee, as described in (1.5) above.

DEFINITIONS
1. The tenn "documenf1 means any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regard1ess of how recorded, and whether the original or copy, including,
but not limited to_, the fo11owing: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books,
manuals, instructions, financial reports, working papers, records, notes, letters,
notices, confinnations, telegrams, receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines,
newspapers, prospectuses. interoffice and intra-office communications, electronic
mail ( e-mail), instant messages, text messages, social media posts, calendars,
contracts, cables, notations of any type of conversation, telephone call. meeting or
other connnunication, bulletins, pdnted matter. computer printouts, invoices,
transcrip1s, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries, minutes, bills, accounts, estimates,
projections, comparisons, messages, correspondence, press releases, circulars,
finandal statements, reviews, opinions, offers, studies and investigations,
questionnaires and surveys,_ power point presentations, spreadsheets, and work sheets.
The te1m includes all drafts, preliminary versions, alterations, modifications,
revisions, changes, and amendments to the foregoing, as well as any attachments or
appendices theteto. TI1e tenn also means any graphic or oral records or
representations of any kind (including, without limitation, photographs, charts,
graphs, voice mails, microfiche, microfilm, videotapes~ recordings, and motjon
pictures), electronic and mechanical records or representations of any kind (including,
without limitation, tapes, cassettes, disks, computer server files, computer hard drive
files, CDs, DVDs, memory sticks, recordings, and removable computer media such as
thumb drives, flash drives, memory cards, and externaJ hard drives), and other
written, printed, typed, or other graphic or recorded matter qf any kind or nature,
however produced or reproduced, and whether preserved in writing, film, tape,
electronic format, disk, videotape or otherwise. A document bearing any notation not
part of the original text is considered to be a separate document. A draft of non~
identical copy is a separate document within the meaning of this term.

3

2. The term "documents in your possession, custody or control" means (a) documents
that are in your possession. custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or
present agents, employees, or representatives acting on your behalf; (b) documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy) or to which you
have access; and (c) documents that you have placed in the temporary possession.
custody or control of any third party.
3. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure, transmission,
or exchange ofinformation, in the fonn of acts, ideas, inquiries, or otherwise,
regardless of means utilized, whether oral, electronic, by document or otherwise, and
whether face-to-face, in a meeting, by telephone, mail, e~mail, instant message,
discussion, release, personal delivery, or otherwise.
4. The tenns ~'and" and ''or'' sho,tld be construed broadly and either conjunctively or
disjunctively as necessary to bring within the scope of this request any information
which might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. The singular includes the
plural number, and vice versa. The masculine includes the feminine and neuter
genders.
5. The tenns ''person 1' or "persons" mean natural pe1'sons, firms, partnerships,
assodations, corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments,joint ventures,
proprietorships, syndicates, or other legal, business or government entities, and all
subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions, departments, branches, and other units thereof.

6. The terms "referring'' or ''relating," with respect to any given snbject, mean anything
that constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states, refers to, deals with, or
is in any manner whatsoever pertinent to that subject.
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Mason, David
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Gibson, Anthony J
Wednesday, February 11, 2015 4:21 PM
Macklin, Sheila V.
Jester, Julia
Letter from Chairman Thune and Ranking Member Nelson to Director Cordova and
Chairman Arvizu
Thune & Nelson Letter to NSF 2-11-2015.pdf; Responding to Committee Document
Requests.pdf
High

Sheila:
Attached is a letter from the Senate Commerce Committee (Chairman Thune and Ranking Member Nelson) to the
Director and Chairman Arvizu requesting information and documents about the agency's financial management of its
large facility cooperative agreements for facility construction and operation.
Can you please log in and task BFA with writing the response and collecting the documents for transmittal?
Our response is due to the Committee by March 4. We should probably have this due for review by Feb. 25.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks much,
--Tony

1

NAT(ONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

March 4, 2015
The Honorable Bill Nelson
Ranking Member
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Nelson:
Thank you for your letter of February 11, 2015, regarding the National Sci~nce Foundation's
(NSF) fiscal management of its large facility cooperative agreements for facility construction and
operation. We welcome the opportunity to respond to your questions and provide you with the
documentation that demonstrates how seriously NSF pursues its oversight of these financial
assistance awards.
Over the past several years, NSF management and the National Science Board (NSB) have
worked in concert to enhance oversight of large facility cooperative agreements. The
improvements range from strengthened internal procedures for NSF management to a more
thorough review from NSB in vetting and approving projects for construction. The Agency has
also added more stringent requirements for any prospective recipients of large facility
construction awards.
Financial management oflarge facility cooperative agreements is a top priority at NSF. While
the OIG's proposal audits focused on contingency estimates, NSF took the opportunity to tighten
requirements and assessments for all cost and schedule risks. NSF's Large Facilities Manual
now specifies these requirements and assessments, and the Agency is applying them to new
awards.
In addition to the Large Facilities Manual, the documentation responding to your letter provides
a record of our improvements from Fiscal Year 2010 to the present. We would like to highlight
the commitments that NSF's Chief Operating Officer recently made in his Audit Follow-up
Official decision of January 15, 2015. NSF pians to obtain accounting system audits where
appropriate; to perfonn a thorough cost analysis of proposed budgets and require independent
cost reviews; to obtain incuned cost audits and explore other best practices for cost surveillance;
and to ensure that controls and thresholds for contingency expenditures are strengthened and
well documented. We are establishing a series of work sessions with our OIG to ensure that all
parties fully understand these commitments. The Board's Audit and Oversight Committee will
also be engaged in this process.

'i,

The Honorable Bi11 Nelson
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To continue these improvement effo1ts, NSF management and the NSB will commission an
independent, external review to assess out cooperative agreement procedures and e;.;.plore areas
for improvement. We look forward to sharing the results of the study with the Committee as we
work to address this OIG Fiscal Year 2015 management challenge.

Again, we appreciate the Committee's attention to these important matters, as we share your
goals of ensuring efficient use of taxpayer dollars and maximizing the Federal research
investment. We look forward to answering any questions you may have related to the enclosed
documentation 1 and to a continuing dialog toward the progress of science in the service of the
nation.
Sincerely,

~5¥tfd.._o.
France A. Cordova
NSF Director

~{~~~
NSB Chairman

Enclosures:
Appendix I~ V
~eference Table
Electronic Flash Drive

Identical letter to:
The Honorable John Thune

cc:

1

Ms. Allison Lerner
Inspector General
National Science Foundation

We wish to note that the transmitted documents may contain sensitive or confidential information, and
should be treated accordingly.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGIN/A 22230

March 4, 2015

The Honorable Jobn Thune ·

Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Thune:

Thanl< you for your letter of February 11, 2015, regarding the National Science Foundation's
(NSF) fiscal management of its large facility cooperative agreements for facility construction and
operation. We welcome the opportunity to respond to your questions and provide you with the
documentation that demonstrates how seriously NSF pursues its oversight of these financial
assistance awards.
Over tlie past several years, NSF management and the National Science Board (NSB) have
worked in concert to enhance oversight of large facility cooperative agreements. The
improvements range from strengthened internal procedures for NSF management to a more
thorough review from NSB in vetting and approving projects for construction. The Agency has
also added more stJ:ingent requirements for any prospective ncipients of large facility
construction awards.
Financial management of large facility cooperative agreements is a top priority at NSF. While
the OIG's proposal audits focused on contingency estimates, NSF took the opportunity to tighten
requirements and assessments for all cost and schedule risks. NSF's Large Facilities Manual
now specifies these requirements and assessments, and the Agency is applying them to new
awards.
In addition to the Large Facilities Manual, the documentation responding to your letter provides
a record of om improvements from Fiscal Year 2010 to the present. We would like to highlight
the commitments that NSF's Chief Operating Officer recently made in his Audit Follow-up
Official decision of January 15, 2015. NSF plans to obtain accounting system audits where
appropriate; to perform a thorough cost analysis of proposed budgets and require independent
cost reviews; to obtain incurred cost audits and explore other best pra~tices for cost surveillance;
and to ensure that controls and thresholds for contingency expenditures are strengthened and
well documented. We are establishing a series of work sessions with our OIG to ensure that all
parties fully understand these commitments. The Board's Audit and Oversight Committee will
also be e11gaged in this process.
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The Honorable John Thune

To continue these improvement effo1is, NSF management and the NSB will commission an
independent, external review to assess our cooperative agreement procedures and explore areas
for impi;ovemei1t. We look forward to sharing the results of the study with the Committee as we
work to address this O1G Fiscal Year 2015 management challenge.
Again, we appreciate the Committee's attention to these important matters, as we share your
goals of ensuring efficient use of taxpayer dollars and maximizing the Federal research
investment. We look forward to answering any questions you may have related to the enclosed
documentation 1 and to a continuing dialog toward the progress of science in the service of the
nation.
Sincerely,

France A. Cordova
NSF Director

Enclosures:
-

Appendix I-V
Reference Table
Electronic Flash Drive

Identical letter to:
The Honorable Bill Nelson

cc:

1

Ms. Allison Lerner
Inspector General
National Science Foundation

We wish to note that the transmitted documents may contain sensitive or confidential infonnation, and
should be treated accordingly.

Mason, David
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Trovato, Joseph <Joseph.Trovato@mail.house.gov>
Tuesday, May 26, 2015 4:04 PM
Macklin, Sheila V.
Congressional inquiry - Michael MacWithey
macwithey.pdf

Ms. Macklin,
Good morning! I called the main congressional line for this inquiry and was referred to you. Michael Mac Withey
contacted the Congressman for assistance concerning his reimbursement for travel for the 2014 Einstein Fellowship
finalist interview in DC. He was working with an organization called the Triangle Coalition. Attached is his privacy
release and additional information.
According to Mr. Mac Withey, he had contacted the Triangle Coalition multiple times requesting an update on the
reimbursement and was told that there were delays and checks will be mailed as soon as possible. This went on for a
while, until he recently checked again and received an email stating that the grant had been closed, they wish he had
gotten in touch sooner, and that he should "live and learn". Can you provide any insight onto what happened and if he can
get reimbursed?
Thank you so much for looking into this!
Joseph Trovato
Office of Congressman John Mica
407-65 7-8080

ConirHSmaa John L Mk:,,
7~ Uistrlct. •1urid1

MaitJaad Ollkt

Pkaw IMunt 101
f:ongru,111.1n John L M~

Congre~s of tbe Utnttrb &tattB
11,out of l\epreientatfbtd

IIM) Ea.'11 Sybclia Avenue
Sui1c 34')

flarblnaton. 3BC 20515

M•Jlland. 1-1. 327~ 1
Phone'. 407,657.Jl(J8CJ

Fu: 407-l,S7-53SJ

PRIVACY ACT RELEASE FORM
Th• PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 nquins that wrilltn conStnt ht obtained from tht con.vtilutnt b,Jort Information tan In
disclostd from recanh with a Jttirrul agency. So that Congri:s.fman Mica might act on your IHhfll/, ht would
apprrcialt your si1ninr 1h• following naltmtnl. If you an inquiring on bthal/ of onOlhtr ptrson, it is ntc~ssary rhal
theJ sign th• stalemtnt.

Addrc~:
....L..l-Jloc~~l,.LL_ _ _ _ _

Sca1c:

t=L

Zip:.3 Z 7/ '2,,

___ _____ ----~

,__

)

Jfapplicab1e lo your Inquiry, please provide lhe following informalion:

Social ~urity #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Vel(!ran's Clni111 #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alien Registration /#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Visa Application#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other ldenlificalion

#=-------------~---------------

Please provide a brief des(lriptlon of the Issuer and llsl the desired outcom11:. Attach photocoplts ofany additional

Trovato, Joseph
from:
Sent:

M~cwith11y, Michbel L. (b)(6)
Tuesd!ly, June 03, 2014 12:08 PM

To:

'Anthonette Peno'

S11bjei;t:
Attachments:

RE: Thank you for opp!y/09 to the Albert Einstein Distinguished ~ducotor ~~llowship Program
Eln5tein recptS.pdt Einstein recpt4.pdf: Einstein recpt3.pdt Einstein recpt2 pdf; Einstein recptl.pdf

neb

This i~ all my receipts, There wns the tlighl (I ~cnt that), the rental cur und gus (those arc here), trnin ond tuxis,
and some foo<I.

·rhanks, Mike

:M.ili.e :M.ac')Vitliey
Apopka High School

From: Anthonette Pena [ma.fil.Q_;.~_pg[lft.@trJ.~.ngl.¢.f.'.P.!i.!.U.tlo.D.&WJ
Sent~ Tuesday, June 03, 201411:27 AM
To: Macwithey, Michael L.
Subject: Re: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Disttngulshed Educator Fellowship Program

Hi Mike,
We received your reimbursement request, but unfortunately there has been significant delays In receiving
the funding from NSF. Checks will be mailed as soon as possible. Thanks for your contrnued patience.
Anthonette Pena, NBCT

Program Director
Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Feltow, 2008-10

r/•

flf.RIANGLE COALITION
STEM EOUCATION

ltDJI
Albc=rt Ei11std11
•-·OT------~--~

1840 Wilson Blv<l., Suite 2011 Arlington, VA 22201 (703) 516-59631 apena@trJanglecoalillon.org
www.triangfecoalition.org I Twitter: @ElnsteinFellows I Facebook

From: <Macwithey>, "Michael l." [(:JruJ
.net>
Date: Tuesday, June 3, 2014 at 8:16 AM
To: Anthonette Pena <agena@trianglecoalitlon.org>
Subject: RE; Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program

I have not seen uny type of reimbursement for travel, food, or anything. Please advise,

I thought I dld the pnperwork while in the waiting area.
Mike

:Milie .~acl'Vitliey

Apopka High School
From: Anthonette Pena [nu.iilto:apena@trianqle~oaHtlon.om)
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 12:26 PM
To: Macwlthey, Michael L
Subject: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program
Please see lhe attached letter.
Anthonette Pena, NBCT
Program Director
Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellow, 2008-10

TRIANGLE COALITION

fa• STI:M EDUCATION

1840 Wilson Blvd., Suite 2011 Arlington, VA 22201 (703) 516-5963 Iapena@trlanglecoalltion.org
www.trianglecoalitlon.org I Twitter: @EinsteinFellows I Facebook
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Trovnto, Jo,eph

••

From:

Anthonette Pen.i <openil@lriilnglecoalition.org >

Sent:

Tuesday, June 03. 2014 11:27 AM

To:

Macwilhey, Michael L.
Re: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship r.-ogrnm

SubJoct1

Hi Mike,
We received your reimbursement request, but unfortunately there has been significant delays in receiving the
funding ftotn NSF. Checks will be malled as soon as possible. Thanks for your continued patience.
Anthor,ette Pena, NBCT
Program Director

Albert Einstein Dislingulshed Educator Fellow, 2008"10

TRIANGLE COALITION
/•• STEM EDUCATION

lt#i
Alben Einstein
r,,.,.,.,.,.lffll,,,......,

,.~...,.-1'"~

1840 Wilson Blvd., Suite 2011 Arlington, VA 22201 (703) 516,59631 5mena@lrianglecoalition.org
www.trianglecoaliHon.org I Twitter: @EinsleinFellows I Facebook

[0IW

From: <Macwithey>, "Michael L.'·
Date: Tuesday, June 3, 2014 at 8:16 AM
To: Anthonette Pena <apena@.tr_i.2n8!,~oaUtion.0rg>
Subject: RE: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program

I have not seen any type of reimbursement for travel, food, or anything. Please advise.
I thought l did the pnpcrwmk whilf;! in the waiting Men.
Mike

Jvlike JvlacWitfiey
Apopka High School
From: Anthonette Pena [majftq: 9pen.1@trianufecoalltlon,o.il)]

Santi Monday, March 10, 2014 12:26 PM

To: Macwlthey, Michael L
Subject: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program
Please see the attached letter.
Anthonette Pena, NBCT
Program Director
Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellow, 2008-10

l

TRIANGLE COALITION
for STEM EOUCATIOH

Albert E:inslelo

1840 Wilson Blvd., Suite 2011 Arlington, VA 22201 (703) 516-5963 I apena@trianqlecoalitlon.org
www.trianglecoalition.org I Twilter:@EinsteinFellows IFacebook
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amJ th!ln(O

tbi~ lll~·-~S8tJe (tom YOHI

i;J.Jl"l1pilh,!l

Trovato, Joseph

From:

Subj~t:

Dcbor;ih Mumiy <murri1yd@trlang'.ec0alition.ocg:.
Tuesday, April 28, 2015 9:37 AM
Macwithey, Michael L.
Anthonette Pena; tiffl
om'
RE: FW: Thank you for ;ipplying to the Albarl Einstein Distinguished Educator fellowship Progrnm

Importance:

High

flollow Up Flag:

Follow up
Flogged

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Flag Status:

Michael,

.

Unfortunately, we have been told that this grant has been closed, therefore we will not b·e able to reimburse
you for your expenses. I sure wish you had gotten in touch much sooner. Live and learn.
Regards,
Debbie

Deborah Murray
Director of Finance and Administration

TRIANGLE COALITION
/•' Slf!M l!PUCATION

1840 Wilson Blvd., Suite 201 IArlington, VA 22201
(703) 516-5960 I Mobile {202) 213•3581 I murrayd@trianglecoalilion.org
www.trianglecoalltionRffi I Twilll:lf @TriCoalilion I Facelmok

From: Macwlthey, Michael L.
Sent: Monday, Aprll 131 2015 11:22 AM

net]

To: Deborah Murray

Cc: Anthonette Pena; [{DlGJ
corn'
Subject: RE: FW: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program

I didn't send the map because of what was indicated below on the reimbursement guidelines sheet (highlighted
below), Is this in the emnil okny or I can send the map ns a sepurute document.
1didn't use a POV as the rental car got better gas mileage (over 22 mpg) and we were leaving It in DC and

flying home.
843 miles times $0.56 would be $472.08 and we only had the rental cur um.l two tanks of fuel for $200.41.
Transportation
Flight/Train
Travel using conch/economy class only. Business-class or tirstMclnss fares are
not reimbursable
·
List baggage fees on the "Other travel" lirles on thp Reimbursement Porm; be
sure to include 11 receipt

'

Original boarding passes must be submitted for all your flights/trains
Driving
If you arc driving n Privutely Owned Vehicle (POV) to Interview Weekend, you
can be reimburned for the mileage at $0.56 per mile. This rate includes the cost
of fuel and wear and tear on your vehicle. You must attach a map showing the
total mileage driven and the mute taken to your reimbursement form.
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:Mike :Mac'Witney
Apopka High School
From: Deborah Murray (mallto:murrayd@trlanglecoalition.org)

Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 10;48 AM
To: Macwlthey, Michael t.; Anthonette Penn

cc

com 1
SubJect: RE: FW: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program
Importance: High

Michael,
You need to send us a map (i.e., Google m~p) that indicates the route and number of miles you
travelled via car.

Thanks,
Debbie
Deborah Murray
Director of Finance and Administralton

TRIANGLE COALITtON

/ot STEM EDUCATION

1640 Wilson Blvtl .• Suile 2011 Arllnglo11, VA 22201
(703) 51 G-5960 j Mobile (202) 213-3581 I murrayd@trianglecoalition.org
YiVN/.trlangiecoalilion.orq l Jwitle.r: @Tri Coalition IfaceboQ!s.

From: Macwlthey, Michael L. [!Mlltc.ruii©
,et]
Senu Monday, Aprll 13, 2015 7:35 AM
To: Anthonette Pena; Deborah Murray
Cc:
com'
Subject: RE: FW: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator fellowship Program
Let me know If 5omething ls missing, I bellove I double checked the list you sent and everything Is there.
Th,inks, Mike

Jvlike J\1ac11'itfwy
Apopka High School

.

From: Macwlthey, Michael L.
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2015 10:52 AM
To: Anthonette Pena (ape11,1@trianl(lecoalft1on.org}: 'Deborah Murray'
Subject: FW; FW: Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program

Importance; High

3

I am not sure what this means. I have se/\t multiple emails with 110 reply and the deadline w.is Implied to be close.
I am at a loss on what else I might do .

.'Mifi..e .':MacvVitliey
Apopka High School

From: Microsoft Outlook
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2015 10:45 AM
TQ: Macwlthey, Michael L.

Subject: Relayed: FW; Thank you for applying to the Albert Einstein Dlstlngulshed Educator Fellowship Progrcim
lmportance1 High

Delivery to these recipients or distribution lists is complete, but delivery notification
was not sent by the destination:

Anthonette Pena (apena@trianglecoalltlon.org)
'Deborah Murray'

Subject: FW: Thank you For applying to the Albert Einstein Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program
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Dale; 06/09/20·14

TRAVEt
Travel location (city, stole): Orlando, FL
·- Start dale: 3/22/14
Purpose of' 1rlp (no m:rrmym.r): Elnstien Fellows finalist lnle!View process in DC 2,. 6 \ 4
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Tr11ns110r(l'llion
o. Fare:;<• airllno, mil, b1l~, co111mo11 carrier
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.Rch1rn Co: Ei11std11 Fellow.ship, Trl11ugle Co:itilion, 18-10 Wilson Blvd, Sullr 201, Arllngton, YA li201

Received:

TRL\NGLE USE ONL \'
l'roc~d:

Acct ii:

v.082213

Travel Expense Regulations (TER) Any trawil for which mimbursemant Is to b0 made by tile Triangle coalltfon shall be ln accordance with GSA f'odoral
Travel Regulations (FTR}. Ploas-o revlow tho FTR carefully before submitting your travel reimbursement form, The FTR
can be viewed on 1he GSA website WWW,m>o,govlfcocraltrave1requlaU9n.
Al! original roceipts are required for roJmbursomo11t.
1. Transportation: Includes fares, mileage expenses. rental fees, and other e)(penses related lo transportation. Yau must
select the method most advantageous to lhe Government, when cost and other factors are consfdered. Travel must be by the
most expeditious means of transportation prac:ticab1a an<i commensurate With the nature and purpose of your du\les. Travel
by common earner (e.g., aircran, train, bus, privately owne<I vehlcie} ls presumed to be the most advantageous method of
transportation and must be used when reasonably available.

a. Fares~ AlrllnefTraln: Travel using coach class service only. You wm not be reimbursed for buslness or first class
service. Original recelpt(s) re{'.\u!red.
b. Trip Auto Mileage: Travel by Privately Ownecl Vehlde (POV) may be claimed only when commercial carriers are not
available, or when the total amount charged is less lhan that for a least expensive commercial carrier. The current
reimbursement rate is 56.5 cenl!J per mile,• plus tons end parking, but only to a maximum of the lowest~t commercial earner
fares actually available at that lime for that destination. The POV rate Is meant to cover the cost of gas and wear & tear on your
personal vehlde. Do not also submit recelpls for the purchase of gasoline.
• NOTE: The POV rate changes from time to lime -go the GSA website at www.gsa.gov/mfleage for the most current rate
when fllllng out your reimbursement form.
c. Taxicabs, Shuttle Services; Taxlcaln; and shullle services are reimblll'5able for travel to and from a!rport/lrain slalion, for
travel lo oblaln mears, etc. You should use courtesy transportation service fumished by hotels/motels to lhe maximum extent
possible as a first source oftrnnsportatlon. Original mceipl{s) reql.lired.
d. P11rklngfT0Us: Travel by POV can Include expenses for tolls and parking. Original re<:alpt(s) required.
e. Automobile Rontat Automobile rental P.xpense..c; can he reimbursed only when authorized in advance, and are flmlted to
moderately-sized vel1tctes depending upon use, as rar haunng exhlbltS. Original receipt required.
2. Per Diem: You are eligible for a11 allowance when you perfonn olfic:iaf travel away from your agency office. You will not be
reimbursed far per dfem expenses ff your official travel is 12 houra or less. Your Ternporaiy Duty (TOY) travel locatfon
determines your maximum per diem reimbursement rate. Follow the applicable GSA per diem rate for your travel focat!on,
For GSA por diam rates go to the GSA webslle at www.gsa.gov/oerdiem.

f. Hotel: FollowU1c applfcnb!e GSA perdlern Mte for your travel localion. An orlgittal receh)l from the hotel Is required (nol
Just a paid receipl from an onl!ne travel site such as Expedia or Travelocily}.
g. Moats & lncldontal Expansas (M&IE}: Follow lhe applicable GSA per diem rate for your travel location, NOTE: Only 75%
of ths par diem Is allowed on actual days of travel, GratultJes for meals aro not rolmbursabhl-lhe per diem Is expected
lo cover such expenaea.
3. Other Travol: The following am examples of mlsceUaneous expemes that are reimbursable.
•
•

Tips: Tips lo !axis & shuttle drivers, courtesy transportation services, hotel bellman, and airport or railroad porters are
reimbursable up to a maximum of 15%. Gratuilie$ fur meats arc not rolmbursabfe - the pet diem Is expected to
cover such expenses.
Baggage Foos: Fees for checked baggage. (A receipt must be provided.}

Your completed ,ravel Reimbursement Form shall be expected within 10 days of the last day of !ravel, but In exceptional
circumstances, wllh prior approval from the Triangle Coall!lon, this 10 day limitation may be exfended up lo a maximum of30 days,
Pena!lles for falsification of travel vouchers involving Federal funds may result In fines and/or imprisonment.

t

,,:RIANGLE COALITION

,

,/\t Sfj;M EPUCATIOH

Albert Einstein
Distinguished Educator Fellowship Program
REIMBURSEMENT GUIDELINES FOR 2014--15 CANDIDATES
(This does not apply to candidates whose travel was arranged through Ole
ORISE travel team.)

With original receipts, candidates can be reimbursed for the following expenses:
1. Transportation to and from Washington, DC (flight, train, or driving mileage)
2. Transportation to/from the airport/train station to the hotel
3. Meals and Incidental Expenses (at a set per diem rate)
4. Transportation around Washington, DC for participation in interview weekend
events.
5. Checked baggage fees

Transportation
FlighVT,a;n
Travel using coach/economy dass only. Business-cf ass or first-class fares are
not reimbursable
✓ •
List baggage fees on the "Other travelH lines on the Reimbursement Form; be
sure to include a receipt
..; • Original boarding passes must be submitted tor all your flights/trains

j •

Driving
•

If you are driving a Privately Owned Vehicle (POV) to Interview Weekend, you
can be reimbursed for the mileage at $0.56 per mile. This rate includes the cost
of fuel and wear and tear on your vehicle. You must attach a map showing the
total m!leage driven and the route taken to your reimbursement form.
✓
If you are driving a rental car to Interview Weekend, you can be reimbursed for
the cost of the rental car and gas. C
1
O
0 rt pA 1-'2. «tTax l!Shuttfe!Metro
• Travel to and from the airport/train station and the Moliday Inn Capitol are
reimbursable
• Other transportation costs related to Interview Weekend events will be
reimbursable with original receipts.

•

Per Diem

/ Hotel
Triangle Coalltion has made your hotel reservation. The cost for the two nights
(and any additional pre-approved nights) will be billed directly to the Triangle

II/

••

••-•-~-·~-•---••••

•••-u

••-··-•--~---

Coalition. You will be responsible for additional nights, room service, and other
lncldentals during check-out.

Meals and Incidental Expenses
Candidates wlll be reimbursed for Meals and Incidental Expenses {M&IE) at the
set government rate. Per Federal Travel Regulations, the first and last calendar
day or travel will be reimbursed at 75% of the full rate. Any meals provided as
part of the program should be deducted from the daily per diem rate.
The daily per diem rate for Washington, DC is $71 (Breakfast~ $12, Lunch= $18,
Dinner"' $36, Incidental Expenses = $5). Therefore, the 75% rate Is $53.25.
Since the reimbursement rate Is set, you do not need to tum In receipts for meals
or lncldental expenses from Interview Weekend. If you choose to spend more
than the provided amount for M&IE, you will not be reimbursed for the additional

expense.
For example:
Saturd av, Februarv 22

First day of travel at 75%
Dinner Provided bv TC
Reimbursable per diem

$53.25
-$36.00
$17.25

Sundav, Februa,v 23

Full day per diem
Breakfast Provided by TC
Reimbursable per diem

$71.00
-$12.00
$59.00

Mondav, Fe b ruarv 24
Last day of travel at 75%
Breakfast & Lunch Provided by TC
Reimbursable per diem

$53.25
-$30.00
$13.25

Saturday
Sunday
Monda
Total Reimbursable er diem-

$17.25
$59.00

I

Other Travel

✓

Checked Baggage Fees

You may be reimbursed for 1 (one) checked bag each way with an original
receipts.

i S ,00
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WASHINGTON REAGAN
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Amer[can

Q

OPERATED BY US AIRWAYS CHECK-IN 'MTH OPERATING CARRIER

Mlchael Macwlthey

Seat20E

Economy

Judith Macwilhey

Seat20F

Economy

Receipt
Ticket#

Passenger

1

Fare-USO

Taxes and CarrierTicket Total
lmeo;;~_d_F_e_es_ _ _ _~ - -

0012387133891

10/l.84

10.16

~

0012387133892

108.84

19.16

128.00

--•• ...- - -.. ---•-••••-•--•••-~u•----•--•--•

21.i Masler Card XXXXXXX

$ 256.0D
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Baoonuo lnfortnatlon
8ag9ago charges for your llinar.11y 1W1 hP. govam!'ttl by l\rr,eric,.m A11llnris 13AG ALLOWANCE •OCAMCO-No fme chor:xe<l llags/ American
Ahlltll.!S 1STClil:CKEP BAG f'EE•OCAMCO-USD35.00/ Anr.rlcan Al!linos /UP ro 50 1.B/23 l<G ANO UP TO 6;! LINEAR INJ160 LINEAR
CM 2NOCHECl<ED BAG FF.E·DCAMCO•US0150,00I AmP.llt:an Ahfines /UP TO !'iO LB/23 J(G AND UP TO 62 LINEAR IN/1513 I.INEAR CM
A001110NAL ALLOWANCES AND/OR DISCOUNTS MAY /\PPi. Y

You hilvo purchased a NON-1<1::r-uNOAOL~ t:i~. TI10 ttlrtarary lr!ISI be c.,nceletJ berore the lickattid dl)pac1ure time of lhe Orsi unused
coupon or Ille Uckel lwu no value. 11 ltw fare nllvws chnngoa, ;i foa may be o~:;esscd ror chongos ancl ra~hicllons may ripply.
One ormmu ofyour!Hghls Is a CodoslHJra Righi and Is t!p!!mleLI hy a P,Hlne, Ahllne, If your Joumey llegl11s wilh u night operaled by 01111
of Arnarlc.in'i. Partner Airlines, lhon ploase check-In w\lh lho Partner A!fl'i110 (or lh;it porlion of your journey. Upon check-In, lhoy will cht:<:k
1O~,r lugg-age to il~ fin:.,I cteslinolioo anti provide boaftling passes for your connecting ffighl ~. if 11pplic<1blc,
Elcclronlo tickeb ore NOT TMNSFERAOU'.;. ·fici<t:1$1•.illt nonros1ricHvo far.-is me vaf.d forono year rrom originat dote or Issue. lfyov hove
quE!slions reyordlng our refund poUcy. pkrnsa vlStt V/\'1,v,na,conlfmfonds.
10 Change your rc9crvolion, ploa!ie <:.ill HlOD-433-73OO .ind roflilr lo you1 mcocd loca\or.
Check•ln lime~ v.111 vary IJy cJep~nure lucaU011. I.fl omer lo deta1ml11c lhe time you need lo cha di-In al lhe airport, ptoase vlsll
www.aa,corn/Olrponexper.tallons.

/\Ir t1.i1,~rort;illon 011 An1e1ka11 Ahll11es and the: Amo11ron E:uglo carrlorsfr le sulJjeCl lo Americon's condil:oris of c:11rl.i11c ..

NOTICE OF lNCORPORATl:D TERMS OF CONTRACT

MacWithey Einstein Fellows Trip to DC Quotes

One way return trip
from DC lo Orlando Is
$125.00.

Rental Car from
Orlando to DC was
$99.41 and the fuel
was $101.0D. Receipts

are attached.
I, •.

·.-;• .• , \

.!.J11·.,\1,. {r~a

Total with rental car

I• , ", 11 11 1·~ , ..

and fuel to DC and
fltght home was
$361.41.[Qrul

•. ' i

. :i·, >.\•.-·

-

, ~'

•

and drove

into DC Sat morning.

Below Is the same quote for round trip flight quote from Orlando to DC of $494.40.

/~meriran Airlines''\.•

11 .•.
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Mason, David
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jester, Julia
Thursday, June 11, 2015 10:11 AM
Macklin, Sheila V.
Sullivan, Michael
FW: Congressional inquiry - Michael MacWithey
macwithey.pdf

Sheila -

I spoke with Mr. Trovato and believe that he is happy with the response - we can close out this correspondence without
an official response to Chairman Mica.
-Julia

From: Trovato, Joseph [mailto:Joseph.Trovato@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Macklin, Sheila V.
Subject: Congressional inquiry - Michael MacWithey

Ms. Macklin,
Good morning! I called the main congressional line for this inquiry and was referred to you. Michael Mac Withey
contacted the Congressman for assistance concerning his reimbursement for travel for the 2014 Einstein Fellowship
finalist interview in DC. He was working with an organization called the Triangle Coalition. Attached is his privacy
release and additional information.
According to Mr. Mac Withey, he had contacted the Triangle Coalition multiple times requesting an update on the
reimbursement and was told that there were delays and checks will be mailed as soon as possible. This went on for a
while, until he recently checked again and received an email stating that the grant had been closed, they wish he had
gotten in touch sooner, and that he should "I ive and learn". Can you provide any insight onto what happened and if he can
get reimbursed?
Thank you so much for looking into this!
Joseph Trovato
Office of Congressman John Mica
407-657-8080
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October 6, 201 S
The Honorable France A Cordova
Director
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova,
I request copies of the following public records: every e-mail, letter, memorandum,
record, note, text message, all peer views considered for selection and recommendations made by
the research panel to the National Science foundation (NSF), or document of any kind that
pertains to the NSF's consicleralion and approval for the grants listed below, including any
approved c1rnendments:
•
•
•

Collaborative Research: Predictability of the Physical Climate System (Award #0830062)
Predictability of Earth's Climate (Award #0332910)
Predictability and Variability of the Present Climate (Award #9910853)

This request is part of an investigation into allegations regarding a series of federal grants
awarded to the Institute of Global Environment and Society (IGES) and George Mason
University, in which Dr, Jagadish Shukla was the Principal Investigator or Co-Principal
lnvcstigator. 1 Questions have been raised regarding the fiscal management of federal grant
dollars received by IGES and the transfer of IGES to George Mason University, The
organization reportedly paid Dr. Shukla and his wife Anastasia a total of $5,6 million in
compensation since 2001. This is in addition lo an annual salary of approximately $314,000 paid
to Dr. Shukla by George Mason University. There are also reports tbat IGES shifted$ 100,000 in
grant money to an education charity in Inclia.2
Pursuant to Rule X of' the U.S. House of Representatives, I request that you provide all
requested information to the Committee by October 16, 2015.

1

Michael Bastasch, "Climate Scientists Asking Obama to Prosecute Skeptics Got Millions from US Taxpayers,"
Dai~)' Caller, September 21, 2015, Avai Iable at: ht1p://dailycallc1:,com/:Z0 15/09/21 /climate-sci_enti~t~-askin_g~l)__b_ nmalo-proscclllc-s kcptics-gcts-111 i 11 ions-from-u-s-tnxpayers/
2
lan Tuttle, "Gelling Rich off Climate Ex1re111is111," National Review, October I, 2015, Available at:
bttp://w1yw .nat iQ_11,1lr\!vicw.co111/11ocle/:I 21 187 5

1

When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets to the Majority
StalT in Room 2321 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the Minority Staff in Room 394
of the Ford I louse Office Building. The Committee prefers, if possible, to receive all documents
in electronic format.

ff your staff has any questions, please contact Cli IT Shannon, Staff Director of the Research
and Technology Subcommittee, al Cliff.Slrnnnon(w,mail.house.gov or 202-226-9783.

cc: The Honorable Eddie Bernice Johnson, Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on
Science, Spnce, nnd Technology

2

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230
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The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
U.S. House of Representative
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Smith:
I would like to follow-up on my October 16, 2015 letter to you regarding the Committee's request
for records involving three awards made by the Foundation. The Office of Inspector General has
informed me that it has no ongoing need for the award jackets we provided them and has returned
those documents to the Foundation. I also understand that NSF' s OIG does not have any
investigation underway.
We appreciate that the Committee's request involves allegations regarding the fiscal management
of federal grant dollars or the appropriateness of an awardee's use of grant money. In an effort to
be fully responsive to the request for documents of interest to the Committee, I am providing to
the Committee, in accordance with its October 6, 20 I 5 letter, the financial documents and records
contained in the three award jackets that were requested.
In addition, as with previous requests by the Committee for confidential and highly sensitive
merit review material contained within these award jackets, we will provide to the Committee
in camera access at NSF in the same manner as before (reviewer names redacted).
We trust this gives you full access to the documents we have pe1taining to these three awards.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or Amanda Hallberg Greenwell,
Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs, at (703) 292-8070.
Sincerely,

4-__9(: ~
France A. Cordova
Director
Enclosures
Copy to:
Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
Allison Lerner, NSF Inspector General
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February 17, 2011
Natiom1I Science Fo11ndm:io11
420 I Wilsc1n 13oult:rnrd
Arlington, VA 22230

RE: NSF Av,:ard # ATM0:132910 -- Equipment Di-;posal
Dear Ors . .lay Fein and Eric De Weaver.
We urc seeking instructions on the disposal or n computt:r cluster (spccificntions below) thut 1,,vas
pmchascd using funds from NSF, A"vard # ATM0332910, (.I. Shukla~ Principal Investigator)
which has CXJ>ircd. !'he c.lu~tcr is no longer in use for federally-funded research, and is no longer
under hardware maintenance. Please note that the computer clw,1cr purchase wus rnu<lc also
usi11g funds from grant.<: from l\OAA and '-IASA that arc r,urts of the COLA omnibus multiagency grnnL

Please let us know, in writing, if we may dispose of this computer clusier or if there is anotJu:r
procedure we must undertake. Please also let us know il' then,'. is another pcri;on / office Ht I\SF
with whom we should correspond.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

✓f
·1I

l:i,{' .,-/'

v/ -/

Stacey Whitlock
Office Coordinator
HP XC Cluster:
88 Prolinnt DL 145 Dual Mvll) Optcron
64@ 2.4GHz 12GB f\.-lcmory
24 @2.8GHz f 401'3 MCtllOI')'
4MPG SVG Rock 4211
72 250GB SA TA 1.5GB, 7200111·11 clrivc
I - SOGB ATA lntem:il dr vc

1211 1IOGF~ ATA 7200rpm drive
lntcgratc<I I0il00/1000 NIC
I - Myri::om 17 slot &witch
12 - Myri::om 8-port fibre switch
2 Prolinnl DL 31!0 03 lnlcl Processor, 3.06GH7
2 Pmliant DL 31l0 GJ Xcon Proccs~or, .1.0GGH,

4041 Powder MIii Road, Suite 302, Calverton, MO 20705-3106
Telephone: (301) 595-7000; Fax: (301) 595~9793
COLA is a Center of the Institute of Global Environment and Society,
Inc. (IGES)

Correspondence_0332910
Best Regards,
Stacey
Stacey Whitlock
office coordinator
IGES/Center for ocean-Land-Atmosphere studies
4041 Powder Mill Road, suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705
Ph. 301-595-7000 / Fx. 301-595-9793
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Young, Shaun L.
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rogers, Roddy
Monday, December 06, 2004 1:07 PM
Huang, Pei-Chiung (Anne); Joel, Ruth E.; Fein, Jay S.
RE: AMS ref JAS3093

I'm sorry for creating this problem. l have a thought for an alternative solution, that would not involve Jay or Shukla. There is a regular grant to Ira Geer at AMS
for his educational program. It goes through PMET, but Jarvis covers it from his funds. Maybe that could be increased somehow to cover these page charges. It
would then go directly to AMS without a third party. What do you think, Anne?

----Original Message---From: Huang, Pei-Chiung (Anne)
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2004 10:14 AM
To: Joel, Ruth E.; Fein, Jay S.
Cc: Rogers, Roddy
Subject: RE: AMS ref JAS3093

No longer be able to increase any amounts on CG ls. They'tl all have to be treated as supplements. These days one can only reduces on CGls, but not increases.

Anne
---Original Message---·rom: Joel, Ruth E.
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2004 2:13 PM
To: Fein, Jay S.
Cc: Huang, Pei-Chiung (Anne); Rogers, Roddy
Subject: RE: AMS ref JAS3093

Jay -Are you referring to Shukla awd 0332910 which has fyOS increment due?

My recollection is that we need a separate supplement request if you want to add additional funds. (no matter how much is being requested). My recollection is
that previously we could increase the cgi amount {up to 10% with inst/pi request for additional funds) without formal supplement request and process the
increase with the scheduled cgi as one action.
1

Anne is really the expert though.
-----Origina! Message---!=rom: Fein; Jay S.
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2004 1:53 PM
To: Rogers,. Roddv
Cc: Joe1, Ruth E.
Subject: FW: .A.MS ;ef jA.53093

rod; as i ,ecail, the plan was for phy met to sign off on the 3k for cdp's award to Shukla at GMU and for shukla to be billed.
'a cornpiication may be thar we can't change a CGI any longer and that shukla wou!d have to submit a supplemental request.

if ruth says that is indeed the case, then i'l! try to get the 3k to ams via a different route.

Ruth?? jay
----Original Message----Frnrn: Aiexei Koroiev fmailto:alexei.korolev@:0gers.coml
Sent: V,.iednesday, December 01, 2004 9:57 AM
To: lfein@lnsf.gov
Cc: mmcmahon@ametsoc.org; imazinl@gmu.edu

Subject: Re: AMS ref JAS3093

)ear Dr. Fein,
1n the previous year, in 2003, we had an agreem~ent with Roddy Rogers that

the
page charges for the paper "Supersaturation of Water Vapor in Clouds"
by Alexei Koro!ev and Ilia Mazin published in the Journal of the Atmospheric
sciences
wiii be paid through the NSF. Be!ow is the e-mail to Mary McMahon (AMS)
confirming
this arrangement. Unfortunately, i recently found that the page charges
ln amount of $2,337 have not been paid, although the paper was published in
the j/l.S 2003 (V60, pp.2957-2974). Since your name was indicated rn the
2

iist of contacts in the email below, I assumed that you are somehow involved
in this arrangement,
and might be able to provide information regarding the status of this
payment.
! would appreciate any info;mation related to the above matter. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Alexei Koro!ev

>
• >From: "Rogers, Roddy R." <rrogers@nsf.gov>
> >To: "Mary McMahon (E-mail)" <mmcmahon@ametsoc.org>

> >Cc: "Fein, Jay S." <jfein@nsf.gov>,
>>
"Alexei Korolev (E-mail}" <Alexei.Koroiev@rogers.com>,
>>
"Ilia Mazin (E-mail)" <imazin1@gmu.edu>
> >Subject: AMS ref JAS3093
> >Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 14:53:50 -0400
> >X-i\J!ai!er: Internet Mai! Service (S.5.2656.59)
>>
> >Dear Ms. McMahon,

>>
> >Th\s is to confirm what I explained to you on the phone. it is our
> >intention to pay the estimated $3000 page charges for the paper by
Korn!ev
> >and Mazin, "Supersaturation of Water Vapor in Clouds," which is scheduled
>for publication in the journal of the Atmospheric Sciences. The payment
> >wli! be provided by a colleague of Dr. Mazin at George Mason University,

as
> >yet to be determined, who is supported by a grant from the National
Science
> >Foundation. Please do not bill us now. We will let you know to whom the
> >charges shouid be billed later in FY04, when our funding situation is

dear.
>>
> >Please get in touch with me if you have further questions,
>>
> >Thank you fo; your understanding of this irregular arrangement.
3

>>
> >Sincerely yours,
>>
> >Rod Rogers

>
>
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Directorate for Geoscie11ces
Division ofAtmospheric Scie1tces
Memorandum

DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

March 6, 2008
DGA Grants Office
Jay Fein, Director-ATM/Climate and Large Scale Dynamics Program
Supplemental Request (ATM-0819652) for Grant ATM-0332910 (PI:
Jagadish Shukla, Institute of Global Environment and Society)

Dr. Shukla has requested supplemental funding at the level of $40,000 for the
project entitled ''Predictability of Earth's Climate" supported under ATM-0332910
(Institution: Institute of Global Environment and Society). This is the second request for
supplemental funding under this award. Since the combined supplemental funding will
be less than 20% of the original award ($7,047,000 for ATM-033291 O) no external
reviews were solicited (PAM NSF Manual #10: XC.4.a.).
The original award provides funding for support of the Center for Ocean-LandAtmosphere Studies. Work at COLA is towards an understanding of the predictability of
Earth's cunent climate fluctuations on seasonal to decadal time scales using state-of-the
art comprehensive models of the global atmosphere, world oceans and land surface. The
most recent award included an expansion of studies into how seasonal to interannual
predictability is altered as climate changes. This supplement will provide funding for US
participation in the World Modeling Summit for Climate Prediction. The emphasis for
the summit will be on simulating and predicting the physical climate system, with a
forward-looking goal of prediction ofregional climate change. The supplement includes
travel and subsistence costs for 12 US scientists and 5 scientists from developing
countries to attend the event in Reading, England.
We find that this supplemental funding request is consistent with the original
work plan and appropriate with respect to advancing understanding of regional climate
prediction. We therefore recommend the PI be awarded supplemental funding at the
requested level of $40,000. The PI has been infonned of this recommendation. There is
no overlap between this award and others of the PI. The World Climate Research
program and the University of Reading, UK, are co-funding the Summit.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR
HISTORY REPORT
CURRENT PROPOSAL NUMBER

Jngadish Shukla /
000028696
Pl/PD NAME/ lD
INSTITUTION NAME/ CODE lustitutc of Globnl Environment 1111d Society I
BRANCH DR COMPONENT Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies
DEPARTMENT (IF KNOWN)
Pl HANDICAP: N

PIGENDER: M
Pl MINORITY CODE:
NSF STATUS

ABBR DATE

PROP NO

NSF OAG.
AWARD-JO/ AMO NO CODE

• 0819652

5300002833

Pl DEGREE:
~
Pl DEGREE YEAR-REQUESTED/AWD
.AMOUNT
OUR(months)

TITLE

DATE

9BA

RCVD

DUE

PRfNCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR
HISTORY REPORT
CURRENT PROPOSAL NUMBER

Jagadlsh Shukla
Pl/PD NAME/ ID
INSTITUTION NAME / CODE Institute of Global Environment and Society I
BRANCH OR COMPONENT Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies
DEPARTMENT (IF KNOWN)

• 08196S2

5300002833

..,

PIGENDEA: M
Pl MINORITY CODE:

Pl HANDICAP: N

Pl DEGREE;
SC.D.
Pl DEGREE Y E A REQUESTED/AWD
AMOUNT
DUR(months)

SUMMARY:

TITLE

DATE
RCVD

D.N.
Subject: 0631413
Supplement for the second wotkshop on corl'ecling lropical biases in clhnntc models
Pl:
Jagadish Shukla, GMU und IGES,
(Parent grant; 0332910, Predictability of Barth's Climate)

As the Pl points out, all coupled oceau-atmosphert1-land general circulation models
(COCl\ll's) have bi uses in their simufotiorn.i oflhe tropics, which means such models fll'C
unrelinble for predicting long-term. climate. This issue is important in its own right, bul
more so bectn1se adding chemistry and hioohemistry to climate models (the next
generation climate model) will produce ci:cdible simulations and prcdicfio1ls only if the
tropical dynamics and thermodynamics arc well simuhi.tcd m1u predicted. This [s because
tropical convection and clonds control imJJortant parls of chemical and biogeochentical
processcR.
The Pl, and COLA scientist Ed Schneider, in particular, convened the first workshop fo
2005 in collaboration with NCAR scientists. It was well altonded by most of the major
climate modeling groups uround the world. A schedule of rcsOi'rch by these groups and
university scientists was established.
This second workshop, in June, 2006 (the PI submitted lhis proposal in mid-April, but I
hove been very late in getting supplements out), held at the end of the annual CCSM
Breckenridge workshop, examined progress to date and fulUrc directions. 1l was also
well attended.

l recommend a supplement of $20,000 to cover the costs of some of the invited
participants and meeting cosr.s (room, working meals, coffee, etc.)
Jay S. Feii~u.

08(09/06
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SUMMARY RESULTS OF ASSIGNMENT
Date:

03/04/2004

Grantee:

Institute of Global Environment and Society.

Review:

FL-99, $15,266,000; ESJ.0332910

OVERVIEW: Educational Equity Concepts is being considered fol' an award of
$15)266,000 for the predictability of the Eat'ths climate.
INDIRECT COST RATE~

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM:

Per review of the offeror>s financial management systems questionnaire, it appears to
have an accounting system adequate to accumulate and segregate costs to perfonn cost~
type projects.

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY:
The recipient appears to be adequately finhncially capable to perform an award of this

nature.

IOESFL99,RVANHOUT
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:0332910

Pl Nnme:Shukla, Jagadlsh

Award Date:
Grant No.
Amendment No.
Proposal No.

May 2, 2008
ATM-0332910
006 .
ATM~0819652

Dr. Jagadish Shukla
President
Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc.
4041 Powder Mill Road, suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705-3109
Dear Dr. Shukla:

The National Science Foundation hereby awards $40,000 to Institute of Global
Environment
and Society, Inc. for additional support described in the
request· for supplemental support.
This project, under the direction of Jagadish Shukla , is entitled:
"Predictability of Earth 1 a Climate."
Thia award with this amendment totals $7,107,000 and expires December 31,
2008.

This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 u.s.c. 1861-75,) and is subject to NSF
Grant General Conditions (GC-1), dated 6/1/07 available at
http://www.naf.gov/awarda/roanaging/general_conditiona.jap ..
Funds provided for participant support may not be diverted by the awardee to
other categories of expense without the prior written approval of the
cognizant NSF Program Officer. Since participant support cost is not a normal
account classification, the awardee organization must be able to separately
identify participant support costs. It is highly recommended that separate
accounts, sub-accounts, sub-task, or sub-ledgers be established t.o accumulate
these costs. The awardee should have written policies and procedures to
segregate participant support costs.
Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged,
Please view the project reporting requirements for this award at the following
web address
[httpe://www.faatlane.nsf.gov/researchadmin/prsLoginHome.do?awdID~o332910J.
The attached budget indicat'es the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has
based its support.
The cognizant NSF program official for this grant is Jays. Fein (703)
292-8527.
The cognizant NSF grants official contact is Anna-Lee M. Misiano (703)
292-4339.

Sincerely,

Robert F. Joyce
Grants and Agreements Officer
CFDA No: 47.050
shukla@cola.igea.org

Printed rrom eJacket: 07i3Mi8
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ATM-0332910
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET
Person MOS
A, (0.00) Total Senior personnel

B, Other Personnel
1. (0.00) Post Doctoral associates
2. (0,00) Other professionals
3. (0.00) Graduate students
4, (0,00) Secretarial~clerical
5. (0.00) qndergraduate students
6. (0.00) Other
Total salaries and wages {A+B)

cal

o.oo o.oo

acad

Funds
granted
aumr By NSF
0.00 $0

0.00

0.00

o.oo

o.oo

0,00

$0

0,00 $0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

c. Fringe benefits (if charged as direct cost)
Total salaries wages and fringes (A+B-~C)

$0

D. Total permanent equipment
E. '!'ravel
1. Domestic
2, Foreign
F. Total participant support costs
G. Other direct costs ·
1. Materials and supplies
2. Publication costs/page charges
3. consultant services
4. computer (ADPE) services
5, Subcontracts
6. Other
Total other direct costs
H, Total direct costs (A through G)
I. Total indirect costs
J. Total direct and indirect costs (H+I)
K. Residual funds/ Small business fee
l, Residual funds (if for further support of
current projects AAG I.D.2 and I.D.3)
2. Small business fee
L. Amount of this request {J) or (J-Kl+K2)
M. Cost sharing

$0
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:033291 O

Pl Name:Shukla, Jagadlsh

Dr. Jagadiah Shukla
President
Institute of Global Environment
and society, Inc.
4041 Powder Mill Road
Suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705

Notification of NSF Approval of Additional Funding Support

Award No.
Amendment No.
Release Date:
2007

Released By:
Amount:
New Expiration Date:
2008

ATM-0332910
005

November

a,

Lori c. Wiley
$1,508,000
December 31,

As authorized by the original award, the National Science Foundation hereby
releases $1,508,000 for additional support of the award referenced above. ~he
award, with thia amendment, now totals $7,067,000 and will expire on December
31, 2008,

The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has
based its support.
The award is subject to any special conditions applicable to the original
grant and is subject to NSF Grant General Conditions {GC-1), dated 6/1/07
available at http://www.nef.gov/awards/managing/general_conditiona.jep ..
Any technical or programmatic questions regarding this notification should be
addressed to the cognizant NSF Program Officer: Jays. Fein, (703) 292-8527,
jfein@nsf.gov.
Any award speciflc questions of an administrative or financial nature should
be addressed to the NSF Grants Official at
http1//www.nsf.gov/bfa/dga/docs/liaison.pdf, The cognizant Grants Official
can be identified by associating the three-letter division identifier in the
above-referenced award number with the Grants Official for that division on
the liaison website.

Ple1u1e view the project reporting requirements for this award at the following
web address
(htt:psi//www.fastlane.naf.gov/researchadmin/prsLoginHome,do?awdID>=0332910).
CFDA No::

47,050

Email address:

Printed from eJacket: 04/04/08
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SUMM~RY PROPOSAL BUDGET

Person MOS
A. {3.00) Total Senior personnel

a.

Other Personnel
1. (0.DO) Post Doctoral as~oaiates
2, (1.00) Other profepsionala
3, (0,D0) Graduate students
4. (1,00) Secretarial-clerical
S. (0,00) Undergraduate students
6. (4,00) Othar
Total salaries and wages (A+n)
C, Fringe benefits {if charged ae direct oost)
Total salaries wages and fringes (A+B•~C)

D. Total permanent equipment
E. Travel
1. Domestic
2, Foreign
F. Total participant support costs
G. Other direct costs
1. Materiala and supplies
2, Publication costs/page charges
3. Consult~nt services
4. Computer (ADPE) services
5, Subcontracte
6. Othe1:

Total other direct coats.
H. Total dil'ect coat~ (A through G)
I. Total fodirect costs
J. Total direct and indirect costs (H+I)
K. Residual funds/ small busine~s fee
1. Residual funde (if for further support of
current projects MG I.D.2 and I.D.3)
2, Small business fee
L. Amount of this request (J) or (J~Kl+K2)
M. Cost sharing
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Proposal for the U.S. Participation in th~

World Modeling Summit for Climate Prediction
Budget Justification

All ftmds are to be used for travel support of scientists from the U.S. and developing
countries to attend the Modeling Summit and local conference costs. COLA wiil bear all
administrative costs associated with travel and reimbursement of U.S. travelers. The
European Centre for .Medium-Range Weather Forecasts will arrange trayel for foreign
scientists from developing countries and cover some local conference costs 1 billable to
COLA. A table showing the costs is given below.

Cost Sharing-

COLA will pa1tial1y cover the participant costs with funding from the National Science
Foundation as part of its "omnibus" grant that has as one of its goals to foster research
collaboration on climate modeling and prediction, and provide administrative support.
Persons
Partlcl ant Costs
US Scientists

12

Forei n Scientists

5

Local Conference Ex enses
Total Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Cost Sharln b COLA
Total Cost to NSF
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Young, Denise 0.
Monday, November 06, 2006 11 :25 AM
Rozell, Tracy L.
BFA DGA Awards; Rozell, Tracy L.; Fein, Jay S.
Award Id : 0332910, Pl: Shukla

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Dr. Jagadish Shukla
President
Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc.
4041 Powder Mill Road
Suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705

Notification of NSF Approval of Additional Funding Support
Award No.
Amendment No.
Release Date;
Released By:
Amount:
New Expiration Date:

A'rM-0332910
004

November 6, 2006
Denise o. Young
$1,457,000
December 31, 2007

As authorized by the original award, the National Science Foundation hereby releases
$1,457,000 for additional support of the award referenced above, The award, with this
amendment, now totals $5,559,000 and will expire on December 31, 2007.
The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has based its
support,
The award i.s 1mbject to any special cpnditions applicable to the original gr.ant and is
subject to NSF Grant General Conditions (GC-1), dated 3/15/06 available at
http://www.nsf.gov/awards/managing/general_conditions.jsp ..

Any technical or programmatic questions regarding this notification should be addressed to
the cognizant

NSF

Program Officer:

Jay S. Fein,

{103) 292-8527, jfein@nsf.gov.

Any award specific questions of an administrative or financial nature should be addressed
to the NSF Grants Official at http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dga/docs/liaison.pdf. The cognizant
Grants Official can be identified by associating the three-letter division identifier in
the above-referenced award number with the Grants Official for that division on the
liaison website.

CFDA No::

Email address:
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:0332910

Pl Wame:Shukla, Jagadlsh

Award Date:
Grant No.
l\mendment No,
Proposal No,

August 28, 2006
ATM-0332910
003

ATM-0631413

Dr. Jagadish Shukla
President
Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc.
4041 Powder Mill Road
Suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705
Dear Dr. Shukla:
The National Science Foundation hereby awards $20,000 to I11stitute of Global
Environment
and Society, Inc. for udditional support described in the
request for supplemental support,
This project, under the direction of Jagadish Shukla, is entitled:
"Predictability of Earth's Climate,"
This award with this amendment totals $4,102,000 and expires December 31,
2006.
This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 u.s.c. 1861-75,) and is subject to NSF
Grant General Conditions (GC-1), dated 3/15/06 available at
http:/ /www.nsf.gov/awards/managing/general_conditions, jsp ..
Punds provided for participant support may not be diverted by the grantee to
other categories of expense without the prior written approval of the
cognizant NSF Program Officer.
Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.
The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has
based its support,
The cognizant NSF program official for this grant is Jay S. Fein (703)
292-8527.
The cognizant NSF grants official contact is Denise 0. Young (703) 292-8216.
Sincerely,
Kathleen C, Baukin
Grants and Agreements Officer
CFDA No:

4 7 .-050

Printed fromeJacket: 09/08/06
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Person HOS
A, (0, 00) Total senior pe1:sonnel

B, Other Personnel
l. (0,00) Post Doctoral asaociatea
2. (0,00) Other professionals
3. (0, 00) Graduate students
4. (0,00) Secretarial-clerical
5, {0.00) Undergraduate students
6, (0,00) other
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Funds
granted
sumr By NSF
0,00 $0

o,oo $0
0,00 $0
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$0
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$0

c.

Pringe benefits (if charged as direct cost)
Total salaries wages and fringes (.A+s+c)

$0
$0

D, Total pet"l'Oanent eqUipment

$0

E. Travel

1. Domestic
2, Foreign
F, ~otal participant support costs
G. Other direct costs
1, Materials and supplies
2, FUblication costs/page charges
3, Consultant servioap
4. computer (ADPE} services
5. Subco:nt>:acts
6. Other
Total other direct costs
H, '!'otal direct coats (A through G)
I. Total indirect costs
J, Total direct and indirect costs (H+I)
K, Residual funds/ Small business fee
1. Residual funds (if for further support of
current projects GPM 252 and 253)
2, small business fee
L. All'~unt of this request (J) or (J-Kl+K2)
M, Cost sharing
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:033291 o

Pl Name:Shukla, Jagadlsh

Dr. Jagadish Shukla
President
Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc.
4041 Powder. Mill Road
Suite 302
Calverton, l1P 20705

Notification of NSF Approval of Additional Funding Support
Award No.
Amendment No,
Release Date:
2006

Released By:
Amount:
New Expiration Date:

ATM-O332910
002
February 9,

Denise O, 'ioung
$1,408,000
December 31,

2006

As authorized by the original award, the National Science Foundation hereby
releases $1,408,000 for additional support of the award referenced above. The
award, with this amendment, now totals $4,082,000 and will expire on December
31. 2006.
The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has
based its support.
The award is subject to any special conditions applicable to the odginal
grant and is subject to NSF Grant General Conditions (GC-1), <;lated 6/15/05
available at http://www.nsf,gov/publications/pub_surum,jsp?ods_key~gc1605.
Any technical or programmatic questions regarding this notification shouid be
addressed to the cognizant NSF Program Officer: Jays. Fein, (703) 292-8527,
jfeinGnsf,gov,
Any award specific questions of an administrative or financial nature should
be addressed to the NSF Grants Official at
http1//www.nsf.gov/bfa/dga/docs/liaison.pdf. The cognizant Grants Official
can be identified by associating the three-letter division identifier in the
above-referenced award number with the Grants Official for that division on
the liaison website.

CFDA No::

47,050

Email address:

Printed from eJac"Ret: 08/10/06
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:O332910

Pl Nam~:Shukla, Jagadls~
ATM~0332910
002

SUNMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET

Person MOS
A,

(.3. 00) Total Senior personnel

B. Other Personnel
l, (0.00) Post Doctoral a~sociates
2. (1,00) other professionals
3. (0.00} Graduate students
4. (1.00) Secretarial-cler,ic~l
s. (0.00) Undergraduate students
6. (4.00) Other
Total salaries and wages (A+B)
c. Fringe bianefits (if charged as direc't cost
'l'otal salaries wages and fringes (A+B+C l

D. Total permanent equipment
.E. Travel
1. Domestic
2. Foreign
F. Total participant support costs
G. Othex- direct costs
1. Materials and supplies
2. Publication cost~/page charges
3, consultant services
4. Computer (ADPE} services
!;, Suboontre1-cts

6. other

Total other direot costs
H. Total direct co~ts (A through GJ
I. Total indireot costs
J, Total direct and indirect costs (H+I)
I<. Residual funds / small busine13S fee
1. Residual funds (if for further support
current projects GPM 252 and 253)
2. small business fee
L . .!\mount of this request (J) or (J-K1+~2l
M. cost sharing

Prlnted1rom eJacket: 08/10/06

Paga20(2

...,,
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

w

JC

Rozell, Tracy L.
Monday, December 20, 2004 1:13 PM
Huang, Pel-Ch!ung (Anne}
FW: Award Id: 0332910, Pl: Shukla

-----Original Message----From: doyoung@nsf.gov [rnl:lilto:doyoung@ns:f:,govJ
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2004 11:50 AM
To: trozell@nsf.gov
Cc: dgaawd@nsf.gov; trozell@nsf.gov; jfein@nsf.gov
Subject: Award Id : 0332910, PI: Shukla

Dr. Jagadish Shukla
President
Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc.
4041 Powder Mill Road
Suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705

Notification of NSF Approval of Addttional Funding Support
Award No,
Amendment No.
Release Date:
Released By:
Amount:
New Expiration Date:

ATM-0332910
001
December 20, 2004
Denise o. Young
$1,360,000
December 31, 2005

the National Science Foundation hereby releases
$1,360,000 for additional support of the award referenced above. The award, with this
amendment, now totals $2,674,000 and will expire on December 31, 2005.

As authorized by the original award,

The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has based its
support,
This additional support is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1861-75.) and is subject to NSF Grant
General Conditions (GC-1), dated 07/02 available at
http://www.nsf.gov/home/grants/grants_gac.htm, and any spacial conditions applicable to
the original grant.
Any technical or programmatic questions regarding this notification should be addressed to
the cognizant NSF Program Officer: Jay S. Fein, (7031 292-8527, jfein@nsf.gov,
Any award specific questions of an administrative or financial nature should be addressed
to the NSF Grants Official at http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dga/liaison.htm, The cognizant
Grants Official can be identified by associating the three-letter division identifier in
the above-referenced award number with the Grants Official for that division on the
liaison website,
CFDA No::

Email address:

47,050

ATM-O332910
001
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Award Date:
Aw<1rd No.

Proposal No.

March 17, 2004
ATM-03329IO
ATM-0332910

Dr. Jagadish Shukla

President
Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc,
4041 Powder Mill Road
Suite 302
Calverton, MD 20705
Dear Dr. Shukla:
The National Science Foundation hereby awards a grant of $1,314,000 to Institute of Global Environment
and Society, Inc. for support of the project described in the proposal referenced above as modified by
revised budget dated November 7, 2003 and NSF to apply the indirect cost rate negotinted with IGES.
This project, entitled "Predictability of Earth's Climate," is under your direction

This award is effective January 1 , 2004 and expires December 31, 2004.
This is a continuing grant which bas been approved on scientific/ technical merit for approximately 5 years.
Contingent on the availability of funds and the scientific progress of the project, NSF expects to continue
support at approximntely the following level:
FY2005

FY 2006
FY2007
FY 2008

$1,360,000
$1,408,000
$1,457,000
$1,508,000

This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended
(42 U.S.C. 1861-75) and is subject to NSF Grant Genernl Conditions (GC-1), dated 07/02.
Funds provided for participant support may not be diverted by the grantee to other categories of expense
without the prior written approval of the cognizant NSF Program Officer.
The Foundation authorizes the awardee to enter into the proposed contractual arrangements and to fund such
arrangements with award funds up to the amount indicated in the approved budget. Such conu·actual
a1Tangements should contain appropriate provisions consistent with Articles 8.a.3 and 9 of the NSF Grant
General Conditions (GC-1)(dated 07/02) or Section 5 of the FDP IV General Terms and Conditions (dated
10/0 l/02) and any special conditions included in this award.
All materials produced as part of this project, including electronic components such as World Wide Web
pages, must include a clear indication of source(::;) of support (both NSF and any other contributors.)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4?.01 WILSON BOULEVARD, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

The nmount grnnted includes an indirecl cost nllowance at the rnte o@atotal direct costs excluding
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Budget Impact Statement

This proposal fs to be funded jointly by the NSF, NOAA and NASA. 'fhe original budget
submitted with this proposal was for the total cost of the project, to be borne by the
three agencies together. The total amount was used, because the review was conducted by
the NSF on behnJf of the three agencies, NSF, NOAA and NASA. The budget revision is to
sepa1·ate the NSF budget from the total ..The other two agencies wilt provide funding
through their own agency mechanisms. 'fhere Is no anticipated impact on the NSF research to
be conducted unless NOAA and/or NASA provide less than that requested of them. In that
event, we will talk to the NSF progl'am director about NSF priol'ltles and adjust them
accordingly.
Please note that to determine the modified direct costs used in calculating the indirect
costs, the equipment and participant costs have been excluded from the total. In pl.ace of
the to~I amount of the GMU sub-award, the direct costs of salul'ics and fringe benefits· of 1
those individuals with joint COLA-GMU app_ointm~hts and the graduate students were included
in the modified dh·ect costs, 'fhe indirect costs charged by GMU on the subcontract were
specifically excluded from the determination of the base amount. This determination is In
uccol'dance with prior guidance rcceive<l from NSF as per the letter from the Chief of the
Cost Analysis and Audit Resolution Branch of the NSF (dated 15 April 2003).
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Institute of Global Environment and Society, Iuco
6 Mey 2003

Dr. Jny S. Fein
Division of Atmospheric Sciences
National Science Foundation
Room 775

National Science Poundntion
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Al'lington VA 22230

S1Jbject: NSF Proposal 0332910 ··· "Predictability of Earth's Climate"

Dear·~~)
Please find enclosed t\vo lette1·s from George MMon U11iversity documenting GMU's support for
and intent to participate in the abovc~1·cforenced proposal for tho COLA "omnibus.. grant for 2004M
2008.
The first lcllcr, from Dr. Menus Kafatos, Dean of the GMU School ofCompl1tational Sciences, and

Dr. Edwin Schneider, who will act as principul investigntor for the GMU portion of the proposed
work, was included electronically with the FastLane submission. We are sending you the signed

original for your 1iles.
11,o second letter, from Dr. Alan Mci'Lcn, President of GMU 1 formally expresses the same intent and
documents the legal obligations under which GMU will operate with respect to the sub-awnrd. This
letter is n]so for your files, although it -was not included electronically in the FastLanc submission.
Please Jet me know if you have any questions about either oflhesc letters. Thank you.
Sincerely,

»!_~
(. Shukla
Principal Investigator

James L. Kinter m
Excculivo Director

4041 Powder Mill Road, Suite 302, Calverton~ MD 20705--3106
Telephone: (301) 595-7000/Fax (301) 595u9793

f

George Mason University
~"'CS I SCJIOOL OF COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES
9April 2003
Dr. J. Shuklo
Celiter for O~ea11~J..nnd•Am1ot.phero StudieH
4041 P.owdtir MIil R<md, Suilo 302
C11lvcr1on, MD 20705

'Dear Dr. Shukfo,
We n.rc pleuood to p11rtici!'nte in lho unMolicit~"" rm:oroh proposnl entitled, "Predicrnbility of tho EarU1's
CJinmtc," 1\111t the Center for Oceun-U1nd-Atmo~'J)hcrc Studies (COLA) ilj submiUing lo tho Nt11io11ol
Science Foundation, National Oceunic and Atmoaphcric Administrntion ond N11tional Aerummtics nnd
Spac1.1 Adminial'J'll.lion for tlie 2004·2008 period. We completely endorse fhe project, whioh ;s do.'IOribed In
this proposal, nnd we hereby agree (o p11rllcipnto ut Che level indicated Rnd uccording to the budge I
enclosed,
11u: projoot hos tile potentilll to signtncrmtly ad\'lln<:e ow quuutl1otive 1mdcraumding of tho 0011li211blc
predlctal,llity of the total climate systom 011 Heasonal 10 decade I time Rcnles. We are committed lO tnllintaln
the high lcvol ofresearch excellenco ulld 11chola.ship tliat has been a bellruark of COLA research in ,he
p11~t 'rhe new Cllmalo Dynnmk11 Ph.D. Progtrun at Gt:01)'.?c MB11on University (OMU) will pro\·idc tho
e<luoalionnl complontcnt to thRt roooaroh thnl wm .se1vo to cmia1 1he ncKt generation ot: climate wode!or.i,
As indicated on tl10 attached budget, tbi, coinponem of lhi11 project that wilJ

he admini11tered by GMU will
Dymunics fucully (P.rofs. De!Solo, Hunug, Kinter, Klrrmnn, Schneider
and Strous) fo
uo.demii; ycur 8.$ woll as throe full-time graduate rcsenroh os11istE111.ts
(OUA). The U
1mpport for the oth
oodemic year for theao faculty
membcr11, In addition, three addition11I GRAs will be provided to students in the Climate Dym1mi1:s
Program by OMU under the High Pote111ial Graduate Research Assistnntship 11rogmm.

support six me

We tmticip11te tbnl lhc combination of COLA resct1rch nnd GMU education wilJ mnke import1111t
1:ontributlons 10 qunutifylng clima1e predictabllhy and will quickly become the prr.:mier Ph.D. program in
cllmntc dynamic.sin the Nation, Wo look forWlml to this exciting prospect.

i
I/. j',__
/c~ ~

SUW,roly,

.

/I /

~

/j:' ~ ~ L ,..

Edwiu ({. Scluieider, Profes...or, Climate Dynamics Pro~m
.Menas K.ofatos, Deru1, School ofComputntiona) Scie1tces

Office <1flhi: lkii11, /Off J'cl1111ci tt1td 1'cch1111togy I, J7alrfa.r, VA ZWJtJ.4-414
Plume: ?IJ]/993-1990
Fax: 703/993-1980

•

George Maso1t1 Urliversity
Fairlax. Virginia 22030-4444

April 11. 2003

Dr. James Ki11Lc1~ Executive. Director
Center for Occun-Lund-Atmosphere Studies
4041 Powder Mill Rone!, Suite 302
Otlve1ton, MD 20705

Dmir Dr. lGntcr:
George Muson University (GMU) looks forward to coopcrnting with the Institute of Global Environment
and Society on your proposal. Dt. Edwin Schneider, School of Comput11tio11al Sciences, is the principul
inves1iga1or for the Univcrs.ity suhcomrnct component of the project.
OMU understands th11t any subcomrncl resulting from this proposal will include those clnuses required by
the prime contract, all clauses required by law on tl1e dnlc of execution of the subcontract, nnd any other
mutually agreeable clauses, terms um! co1Jt.litions excepl those inconsistent with 0MB Circular A-110
(Grant$ und Agrcem~111s wrn, Jnstit111ions of Higher Educ11tion, etc.) and 0MB Circular A-21 (Cosl
Principles for .Educational Jnstilutiom:;), or thMe not allowed by Virginia state law.

ln accordance with 0MB Circular A-21, cost reimbursement and fixc<l t>ricc contracts are the nppl'Opriate
contract vehicles for institutions of higher education, Since not ull govcmmcut-contrncting officers are
experiet1ccd in conlructing with univcri;ities, GMU requests that U1e GMU Office of Sponsored Programs be
notified should 11cgotiations begin wilh dm govcmmenl regarding an award of a contrnct. Notification of
GMU during inilifll negotiutiom, will ensure that tho contract contains nppropriate clauscR for unlvel'sitic.s
ond thnt che execution of subsequent subcontract i.,; facilitated.

a

Por questions regarding the technical proposal, plcuse tecl free to contact Dr. Schneider ut (301) 595-7000.
Any questions regarding budget or university policies and procooures should be directed 10 Joanne Carter,
Grants J\dministmtor, Office of Sponsored Programs, 11l 703/993-2976.
Sincerely,

&tt~

Dr. Alan Merten
P1-esident
George Muson University

Enclosures
cc:

Dr. E. Schneider
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Budget Impact Statement

This proposal is to be funded jointly by the NSFt NOAA and NASA, The original budget
submitted with this proposal was for the total cost of the project, to be horne by the
three agencies together. The total amount was used, because the review was conducted by
the NSF on behalf of the three agencies, NSF, NOAA and NASA, The budget revision ls to
separate the NSF budget from the total. The other two agencies will provide funding
through their own agency mechanisms. There is no anticipated impact on the NSF research to
be conducted unless NASA and/or NOAA provide less than that requested of them. In that
event, we will talk to the NSF program director about NSF priorities and adjust
accordingly.
Please note that to-determine the modified direct costs used in calculating the indirect
costs, the equipment and participant costs have been excluded from the total. In place of
the total amount .of the GMJ} sub-award, the~direct costs of the salaries and fringe
benefits of those individuals with joi.nf COLA-GMU appointments and the graµuate student.s
were included in the·modlflcd direct costs. The Indirect costs charged by GMU on the
subcontract were specifically excluded from the determination of the base amount. This
determination is in accordance with 1>rior guidance received from NSF as per the letter
from the Chief of the Cost Analysis and Audit Resolution Branch of the NSF (dated 15 April
2003).
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1. OOME3TIC NOL. CANAOA, MEXICO AND U.S. POSSG:SSIONS

2. FOAEIQN

:JI
. -

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS

$-----

t. STIPENDS
2, TRAVEL
8. SUBSISTENCE
4,0THEA
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MAT!;AIALS AND SUPPLIES
2, PUBLICATION COSTS/OOCUM!!NTAltON/DISSl::MINATION
3.CONSULTANTSEAVIC_E_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(b)(4)

4. COMPUTER SERVICES
5. SUBAWARDS
6.0THEA
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
H, TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUG~I G
f. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A}(SPECIFY RATE AND BAS!:)
Ind. costs J(b)(4)
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS FM
J, TOTAL DIRECT AND INDlRECT COSTS H + I
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS lF FOR FURTHER SUPPORT OF CURRENT PROJECTS SEE GPG 11.C.6•.
L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR (J MINUS K
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED LEVEL$
No Shown
AGREl:D LEVel lF DIFFERENT$
Pf/PD NAME
FOR NSF USE ONL V
Ja adlsfl hukla
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
lnlliol& - ORO
0416 CltO<kad
Cato OJ Rnlo Shoel
OAG. REP. NAME•

James klnter
6 'ELECTRONIC $10NATIJRES REQUIRE0 fOltRl'!VJSE0 BUDGET
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PROPOSAL NO.
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Ii II a nl Global Envlronm nl
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~
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"
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•
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.,,_'_.

(b)(4), (b)(6)El'!J'!illmlmJ
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3.
,1,

Ii.

C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
TOT/IL SALARIES, WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A,. B + C
O, 1:QUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING$

TO'fAL EQUIPMENT
1. DOMESTIC INCL. CANADA. MEXICO AND U.S. POSSESS IQ S
2. FOREIGN

E. TRAVEL

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1, STIPENDS
2, TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE
4.0THEA
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
OTHEA DIRE:CT COSTS
1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2, PUBLICATION COSTSIDOCUMENTATION/OISSEMINATION

_'

-

I

-

I

$------

---•

(b)(4)

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

a.

3. C O N S U L T A N T S E A V I C ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. COMPUrl!A SERVICES
6, SUBAWARDS
6.0THER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Ii, TOTAL OIAECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I, INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFV RATE AND BASF.}
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TOTAL l N O I A E C T C O S T ~ . { l : ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J. TOTAL OIAl:;CT AND INDIRECT COSTS H + I
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•• •
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M. cqsT SH/IRING PROPOSED LEVEL$
N hown
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I •
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Ja adlsh Shukla
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AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT$
FOR NSF USE ONL V
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
DaloCMc!ted
C

Oala 01 llale Slteel
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'EUWTRONJC SIGNATURES REOUIAED FOR REVISED BUDGET

0332910

Budget Explanation

tllis pl'oject.
Oracfrmw Students: Funds nre requested to support three Brnduate stti<lents on gaged in a course of
study lending lo the Ph.D. degree in o suitl\ble discipline. These ~tudents wilJ conduc:r their dissei'tation
research under direct supc1-vision <,f COLA sc.ientists, Support for the students is included in the OMU
portion oflhc funding (see below).
Seerctaria/lC/cric(I/: Full time suppo1t is 1-cquested h, direct cQst sal9ries; for the proJect manager
(Avaslhy) and an ndministrMivc nssistant whc:>1 under the supel'vision ofthe Exec\ltive Director of COLA,
perform nil 1hc 11dmiui8tri1(..ivc cluti~s required for coordinotio11 of nctiviti~ ossocinted with Chis largo

arup1pn!ll uppo

Support is requested for the COLA Visitor Program. The Vi!:iit01· Program sponsors visits to
COLA by distinguished scientists 011d exports In climale modeling for the purpose of fostering
collahorati<,n and consultation 011 this and other projects. In the cnse of thls prQ1cct, extensive
collaborative reserirch is 1mticip11\cd with licicntlsts from NCAR and the NOAA ARCs. Funds are
1'0q11ested for 10 expertS in climate modeling and climate diagnostics to visit COLA for periods of five to

1

0332910

Special remarks.about P~s1-docto1·al.. as~ooiates

This budget does not include any support fo1• post-doctornl ~ssoclates, beetiuso it was not possible
to include such o line item with.in the budget guidelines from the uae1lcies and bec-m1se the highest p1·iority

was given to continuo lo suppo1t the scie1ttists who have been working nt COLA for many years. r:o,· a
center like COl.,A, ii is vitally irn_portant that it has n post-doctoral prowam. Although the agencies have
given the budget guideline, tho ogonoioo huve uloo iudicnted that this molter will be discuS!led at u luler
stuge in the revlow pl'Ocess for tltis proposal.

2
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YEAR 1
SUMMARY
PROPOSAL BUDGET

FOR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAL NO, DURATION monlha

ORGANIZATION

......
Pco osed

GEORGE Ml\ 0 UNIVERSITY
Edwin K chnol or
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co•Pl's, FAcully and Other Senior Assooie.tas
(Lisi each separately wilh 1111&, A,7, show number In bracl<als)

; t · ',I II ••

J !1 _. . -

&a E!Im

(b)(4), (b)(6)

• ;

t

,

; ,

. ..... '

:t

:

.•

,

~ 1 ·, •

. ''

•. ,.

·-

4,
6.
6,
OTHERS LIST INOIVIOUAll VON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAGE
7.
3) TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEi. (1 - 6)
B, OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACl(ETS

2.

Granted

AWARD NO.

PR!NOI PAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR

.•

-·.·.

OTHER PROFESSIONALS TECMNICIAN PAO GRAMMER, ETG.
GRADUATE STUDENTS

TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES A+ 1J
C. FRINGE BENEFlTS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL SALARIES WASES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ 8 + C
0, EQUIPMENT {UST ITEM ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EAC~I ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
E, TRAVEL

1. OOMESTIC INCL. CANADA, MEXIOO AND U.S. POSOuSSIONS

2. FOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
$----2. TRAVEL
3, SUllSISTENCE
4. OTtlEA
(b )(4)
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS
1---G_._O_TH""'E;;;.;A..;..D;;.;lc...:R.:::EC::..T;_C°"O;:;.;S""T-S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ - - - - - 1, MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES
2. PUBLtCArlON COSTS/OOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINI\YION
3, CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES
5, SUBAWARDS

I

e.OlHER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
H. TOTALOIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY AA TE AND BASE)

OIi-campus • •
'fOTAL INDIRECT COSTS F

-=
••-

K. RESIDUAL FUNDS IF FOR FUA:rHEA SUP['ORT OF CURRENT PROJECTS SEE GPO 11.c.e:.
mETIEill] ·.
L AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS K
AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED LF.VEL $
Nol SI own
Pl/PD NAME
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
w Schn Ider
lnllia!s, ORO
Oa!aChe~od
DAIO 01 Raia Sn,et
ORO. REP, NAME•

•

J0mos klnter
1 'ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES REQUIRED FOR REVISED BUDGET

0332910

FOR NSF US!: ONLY

PROPOSAL NO.

ORGANIZATION

DURATION monlhs
P,o osed Granted

GEORGE MASON UNII/ERSITV
AWAAONO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA10R /PROJECT DIRECTOR

Edwin KSchnl!ldQr
•

,,,-

.•··-·,,···-··;-.·······-···
. ... . . ' . ..' '
l . .,,•

I\ ..

lfflill:.m'mEmm

k

•

I

.

. I

•

I

--•
-
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(b)(4), (b)(6)

7.

OTHERS UST INOIVIOUALLYON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAG

3 TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEL

0

OTHER PROFESSIONALS

1• 6

ECHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER, ETC.

D UNOERGRAOUATESTUDENrs
5.

0

•

;·

•

-

ti.

6.
6.

~

I

·-----SF.Cf:IETARIAL • CLERICAL IF CHARGED DIRECTLY

C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL SALARIES WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ 8 + C
0, EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
E, TRAVEL
1, OOMESTIC INCi., CANADA MEXICO AND U.S. POSSESSIONS
2, FOREIGN

F, PARTICIPANT SUPPORT GOSTS
1, STIPENDS
$--------0
2.TRAVEL
0
3. SUBSISTENCE
0
4.0THEA
0
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
0
G, OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

=
-I

(b)(4}

2. PUBLIOATJON cosrsroocuMENlATION/OISSEMINATION
$. CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES

5. SUBAWARDS
6.0THEA

TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
H. 'l'OTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (FM)(SPl:GIFV RA'l'E ANO BASE)

m1-11ampus (b )(4)
TOTALINOIRECTCOST$ FM
J, TOTAL OIAECT ANO INDIRECT COSTS H + I
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS IF F0.£1 FURTHER SUPPORT OF CURRENT PROJECTS SEE OP0 11.C.6..
L AMOUNT' OF THIS REOUEST J OR J MINUS K
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED LEVEL$
NoLS.!m~~=n-~A_(IB~D LEVEL IF DlFFEAENT $
Pl/PD NAME

Edwin KSchnelder
ORG, REP. NAME•

.

.

~ ·

FOR NSF USE ONL V
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
Otl0 01 RalQ Sheet

lr.Hlilb·ORG

m khlte
2 •eLEGtA0NIC SIGNATURES RE0UIRF.0 FOfl flEViSl:DBUDGET
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ORGANIZATION

GEO GE MASON UNl\fERSITV
Edwin KSch o
;

3.

~illll-•,,,. ;.-~
AWARDNO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT OIREGTOA
O.

'

;

, · · ,·

I

' .. ,

:

'

IED&m&lil

(b)(4), (b)(6)

.... ·

mMI

-·---·--

--

I
•
I

Da

4.
5.
6. (

0) OTHERS (LJST INDIVIDUALLY ON 13UD~ET JUSTIFICATION PA
C
7.
TOTAL SENIOR PERSON EL 1 • 6
8. OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS

1.

-

0 POSTDOCTORAL ASSOCIATES

2. LJU.9THER PROFESSIONALS TECHNICIAN. PAOGRAMMl:R ETC.
3.
3 GRADUAtE STUDENTS
0 SECRETARIAL• CLERICAL IF CHARGED DlREC'flV
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES A -1- ll)
C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL 6ALAfUES, WAGES AND FRINGE Bt::NEl'ITS A+ B + C
0. l:QUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACli ITEM F.XCEEDING $6,000.)

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
F.. TRAVEL

-•• i
I

I. OOMESYIC INCi., OANAOA MtXICO ANO U.G. P06S!:66IONS
2, rOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1, STIPENDS
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,.0

0

2, TRAVEL

S. SUBSISTENCE

0
4,0THEA
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
0
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
I. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICATION COST /DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

(b)(4)

3, CONSUL TANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES

5. SUBAWARDS
6.OTHEA

-=
-I
-

TOT/IL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
·--------~--------~
H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS {F&A)(SPEC!FY AATF. AND DASEl
OIi-campus (b)(4)
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS F&A
J. TOTAL DIRECT ANO INDIRECT COSTS H + I
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS IF FOR FURTHER SUPPORT OF CURRENT PROJECTS Sl!E GPG 11.C.6..
L AMOUNT OF THIS AECllJEST OR J MINUS K
M. COST SHARING PROPOSEf>-=LE=-=-V:.:.EL__$;:;....._-="-"'"-"-""'----'--'--'A.;;.13;.;.RE;;.:·E;;.::O;..;L;;.:E:..:.V=-E=-L;;,.IF..D,.IF..,f,;;;;E..,.RE;;.;'N_,T....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.1
Pl/PO NAME

Edwin K Schnelder
ORG, REP, NAME'

Ja os klntor

FOR NSF USE ONLY
INDIRECT COSTAATEVERIFICATION
0~1• O! RQIG Sneol

~ - - · ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - -_ _,...___ _ _ _ _......~_ ___,
3 'ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES REQUIRED FOR AEVISl!O BUDGET
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YEAR 4
SUMMARY
PROPOSAL BUDGET

FOR NSF USE ONLV
PROPOSAL NO. DURATION monlha

ORGANIZATION

GEORG MASON UNI

Pro osed Orantod

ITV
AWAADNO.

PRINCIPAL INVES'f!GATOR / PROJECT DIRECTOR

Edwin KS no Ider

1. Edwin K chnal er • Pl
James L Kinter

2.

3.
4.
6.
6.

n vld M Slrau

0 OTHERS LIST INOIVIDUALLVON BUDGET JUSTIFICArlON PA

7.

TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEL t • 6
B. OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS
_,_
0 POST DOCTORAL ASSOCIATES

0

OiHER PROFESSIONALS TECHNICIAN. PROGRAMMER ETC.

TOTAL 6ALARIESANO ~ES (A+~,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS)
TOTAL SAi.ARiES WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A +B + C
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLi.AA AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)

0

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
1. DOMESTIC INCL. CANADA MEXICO AND U.S. POSSESSIONS
2. FOREIGN

0
D

E. TRAVEL

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1.STIPENOS
$--------=D
2. TRAVEL

0

3. SUBSISTENCE
~
4,0THER
T,OTAL NUM!3ER OF PARTICIPANTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2, PUBLICATION COSTSIDOCUMENTATIONJDIBSEMINATION

.•

.... ·,:.

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
Oale Chsckl!II

Dalo QI Aalo Shl!OI

l/\ll141S·OllG

4 'ELECTRONIC SIGNAll,IRES REQUIRED f'OR REVISl:D BUOGET
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FOR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAL NO. ounATION months
Pro osed GranlQd

ORGANIZATION

GEORGE MASON U IVERSITY

AWARDNO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT OIREC'TOR

E win I< Schn I e

:. ~·•.:. :•~.1:t
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•

6

5

-:··.•lJ•~'•_·. ... , ,., ·

(b)(4).(b)(6)
Ell··•

•

•

- ~ • · .·:

•

3.
4.
6.
6. ( 0 OTHEAS LIST INDIVIDUALLY ON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAGE
7,
3 )TOTAL SENIOR FEF!SONNEL{1 _· 6L __________
B. OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACl<ETS
1,
0 POST DOCTORAL ASSOCIATES
2.
0 OTHER PROFESSIO ALS ECHNICIAN PROGRAMMER ETC.
3.
3 GRAOUATE..§TUDENT.§. _ _ _ _ _
4.
0 UNDF.AGRADUATE STUDENTS
G.
0 SECRETARIAL· CLERICAL IF CHARGED DIRECTLY

~----~--

TOTALSALAAIESANDWAGES A•t B
C. FRINGE BENEFITS IP CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL SALARIES WAGES ANO FRINGE BENEFITS A+ a+ C
D, fQUIPMcNT (LIST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR 1:ACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000,)

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
E, TAAVl:L

1, DOMl:STIC INCL. CANAOA, MF!XICO AND U.$, POSSESSIONS

2, FOREIGN

r. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
$------~....2, TRAVEL
3, SUBSISTENCE
4.0THER

________

TOTAL NUMBEA OF PARTICIPANTS
TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
...........................................
~-----·-·-··--··---- . .. .. _,_,,._,._,,
i. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2, PUBLICATION COSTS/OOCUMENTA1'10N/OISSEMINATION
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUlER SERVICES
6. SUBAWARDS

___.......

(b)(4)

- _·_,,_

e. OTHER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
...,.._H____
, 'T__O'-T~AL=O~IR~E~·c~T~C_OS
....T~S~A_T""'H....R~O=U,~GH~G~)- - - ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ , = = ~ · ~ ..--·- ... ~-.. ~- .
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATE AND BASE)

Off-campus • ,
TOTALINOIR
It RESIDUAL FUNDS IF FOR FURTHER SUPPORT OF CURRENT PROJECTS SEE GPG 11.G.G:.
L. AMOUNT OF l'HIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS K)
M, COST SHARING PAOPOSEO LEVEL$
Nol Sllowo
AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT$
Pl/PO NAM!;
FOR NSF USE ONl.Y
Edwin K Schnelder
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
ORG. REP. NAME·
Oola Cliacl<Gd
0818 OI ARIO Shaot
ll'iu.lS • ORO

Jam

tor
6 'E!.ECTRONIC SIO.NATURES fll!QUIAEP FOR REVISED BUDGET
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SUMMARY

PROPOSAL BUDGET

FOR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAL NO. DURATION mo11lhB

ORGANIZATION

Pro osod

GEO GE MASON UNIVERSITY
Edwin

s

Granted

AWARD NO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR

nelder

-1•
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.-mEmmJmm

(b)(4),(b)(6)
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I'

I,
I

. ..
,I

I

A

I

I

4,

6.
7.

OTHERS LIST INDIVIDUALLY ON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAG
TOTALSENIORPERSONNEL 1 ·8

2,
S.

OTHER PROFESSIONALS
GRADUATE STUDENTS

U,

I
I
I

ECHNICIAN PROGRAMMER ETC.

I
!'

C. FRtNGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS OIRl:CT COSTS
TOTAL SAI.AAIES WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C .
D, EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EAC~l ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000,)

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
1. DOMESTIC INCL CANADA, MEXICO AND U.S. POS$cSSIONS

E, 'TnAVEI..

2. FOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
2. TRAVEL
3, SUBSISTENCE
4. OlHEA
(b)(4)
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - 1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLU:S
~. PUBLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION
3,CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES
6. SUDAWAROS
a.OTHER
TOTAL OTHEA DIRECT COSTS
Ii. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFV RATE AND BASE)

$--------

•

•

••

p

'fOTAUNDIRECT COSTS F&A

J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS H + I
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS IF FOR FURTHER SUPPORT OF CURRENT PROJECTS SEE GPG 11.C.6, •
I•

••

Pl/PD NAME

Edwin K Sclm11lder
OflG. REP. NAME'

I

t

AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT
FOA NSF USE ONLY
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
Oa10Cllaciloo
oa1oOIReleS110D1
lnJllsl,·ORO

Ja
C 'ELECTRONIC 8IONATUHl!S REQUIAEO FOA REVISED BUDGET
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Budget ExJ)launtlon for GMU Sub-awnrd

os • oc ora ssocu, es. one.
Other Professionals, None.
Graduate Studems: Funds are requested to provide grnduate research assistantships nnd tuition
snppoit to three graduate students engaged In a course of study leading to the Ph.D. degree in a suitable
discipline. These students will conduct their disseltation research underdil'ect supervision of the faculty
of the GMU Climat6 Dynamics Pl'ogmm.
.
·
Secretarial/Cle1'ical: None.
.
,l /I · tJ. ./. I.I. ··r
/ s·PG 11- 0 f ou" v~.t. ({
Other:Non&. .. - - - - ~

Pennanent Equipmel)J;
None,

'.fmY.!:1
None.
Padicipant Suppo11
None.
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~ \ \ ~ , ).\,,-tfA- ~ K,n~ ',j\o......
(;..._.,¾\G.i-.t... fv'..:. M'XL l-<,~'-0 -H\,/~ ·-tv~ .
~ .ll O \C..Q..-~ ,H\..t'('~ -t{~ AWL $"(!..-I~\.. ,;,h;
,( •
1

.1. __, .JJ l\

I "\Iv_..,..,_

\"'"""'-' Ii'

vJ"-0

iM--

Other Direct Costs
Funds are requested to pay tho tuition fol· thxee (3) graduate students.

o-

Indirect Costs
Indirect costs associated with this project will be charged at the off-campus rate
modified total direct costs (total dfrcct costs excluding equipment, participant costs and tuition).

1
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File Edit

View

'fools

Window l'telp

Award ID 1)830062
Pl NamJ:iaaadish Shukla
. ~titution Name: fGeorae Mason Un.iversitv
Select the apl:it.from which to upd11le thii program reference code 9. Then
(lditthe p:roaramreference codoo f'orthai 6fJlli.

correspondence.__0830062 (2)
From: NSFARRAReviewer@nsf.gov
sent: 03/07/2013; 12:53 PM
To: mlaskofs@gmu.edu
CC: pmi1ler5@gmu.edu
subject: Acceleration of NSF Recovery Act (ARRA) Waiver Awards

Dear Authorized organizational Representative:
You are receiving this email because your organization currently has one or more
active ARRA awards. This message identifies the current status of these awards and
should help inform their management going forward.
In accordance with the office of Management and Budget (0MB) Memorandum
M-11-34,?"Accelerating spending of Remain'ing Funds from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act for Discretionary Grant Programs, "?ARRA expenditures beyond
September 30, 2013 require a waiver from 0MB. The awards listed below have been
included in NSF's waiver request and can continue in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the award:
Div Code/ Award# I PI Name I Unexpended Balance as of 12/31/12
AGS /<0830062>

Shukla, Jagadish I$ 1,133,561

AST /<0847409>

Rosenberg, Jessica I $ 351,962

ECCS/<0846649>

Li, Qiliang I $106,812

Regardless of an award's current status, all awardees are encouraged to responsibly
accelerate expenditures and are reminded that expenditures must be allowable
pursuant to the applicable cost principles and terms of the award. Payment requests
must be necessary to meet current needs. Please be aware that awardees will still
have time to closeout and draw down funds to cover costs properly incurred prior to
the expiration date of the award.
For additional information, please refer to the Acceleration-related Frequently
Asked questions (FAQs) found on NSF's Recovery Act site at:
http!//www.nsf.gov/recovery. If you have awara-specific guestions, please contact
the NSF Pro~ram officer designat€d for the award. General inquiries regarding NSF's
implementat1on of 0MB Memo M-11-34 may be emailed to:
mailto:NSFARRAReviewer@nsf.gov.
Thank you for your continued assistance in managing the acceleration of your ARRA
awards.
Policy office
Division of Institution and Award support, National Science Foundation
Telephone; (703) 292-8243
Email: mai lto: NSFARRARevi ewer@nsf.gov
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1111s form should be completed by program staff within NSF
Divisions, and submi1 ·o your Directorate/Office Front Office,
Directorates/Offices w111 then submit only those requests that they
believe hnve n compelling and defendnble rntionale to
ARRA@nsf.gov.

ARRA Expenditure Waiver Request Form
(ft is nol necessary lo submil waiver reques/s for CAREER 4W(Wds, a11 NSF will be requesting a programwatrc waiver for this progm11,}

NSF Directorate/NSF Division

Program Name
Program Office1•/Contact Person
Numbel' of 11wnrds for which waiver is t·equested
Award Number(s) (enter nll applicable aw1u•d
numbers if more than one)i

Geosclences/Atmospherlc
Sciences

and

Geospace

Climate and Large-Scale Dynamics
Eric DeWeaver
2

0830068
0830062

Program description

Waiver criteria: Check one (or more) ofthe applicable waiver criteria listed below.

l2?J

The project is long-term by design, and acceleration would compromise core programmatic goats (you must list
befow reasons the project is long term by design and why acceleration would be impossible).

D
0

The project must undergo complex environmental review that cannot be completed within this timeframe.

D

Special circumstances exist {examples of special circumstances might include unnecessary harm or unreasonable
risk to vertebrate animals or human subjects involved in the research; natuml events; severe weather
complications affecting field work in polar regions; 01• unavoidable complications from complex international
science projects).

Contractual commitments between the awardee and vendors/subrecipients legally prevent adjusting the timeline
for spending (you must list below the contractual relationships at issue, including employment commitments),

Provide a compelling and defendable narrative supporting the applicable criteria you have checked above (attach
additional pages ifnecessary):
The awards are parts of a collaborative five-year grant that supports l 5 scientists at the Center for Ooean-Land-Atm~sphoro Studies
(COLA) end 8 faculty members end 5 graduate students in the Climate Dynamics PhD progmm at George Mason University (OMU),
TI1is is a unique project whose long-term goal is to establish and quantify the predictab11ity of climate. The project end date is 31
August 2014, so accelerated spending will result in termination of the project I I months sooner than originally planned. This will not
only seriously disrupt the phosed work plan but it will olso jeopardize the employment of the long-term scientific staff working on this
project and therefore the opportunity to continue the project in the future,

In addition to the above, list and explain any additional existing barriers that prevent acceleration ofspending:
The work is being done by a well-established team ofuniquely"qualified and experienced scientists. Accelerated spending will
jeopardize the stability of employment of the long-term staff members on this project. The project completion cannot be accomplished
by the short-term hiring of severnl new researchers.

Please let us !mow ifthe award(s)lprogram falls into an apparent grouping around which a waiver request may be
drafted:
COLA is a unique, long-term research center that supports 15 scientists and other staff who have been working together as integral
members of a well-focused team for over 20 years.

Dnte offonn: Februarv I. 2012

correspondencc_0830062 (4)
From: nsfarrareviewer@nsf.gov
sent: 02/07/2012; 5:51 PM
To: jshuk7a@gmu.edu
cc: mlaskofs@gmu.edu; Fein, Jays.
subject: Important Information about the Expiration of Your
and Revised Deadline to Contact NSF

NSF ARRA

AV\lard <0830062>

Dear colleague:
You are receiving this email because you are currently the Principal Investigator
(PI) or co-PI for NSF grant <0830062>, wlri ch was awarded wi'th Amer1 can Recovery and
Rei nvestrnent Act (ARRA) -funds. On sep·tembe r 15, 2011, the off·i ce of Management and
Budget (0MB) issued Memorandum M-11-34, "Accelerating spending of Remaining Funds
from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act for Discretionary Grant Programs"
(http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/fi les/omb/memoranda/2011/m:l.1-34. pdf). Th·i s
memo specifically directs federal agencies to take steps to ensure that grantees
complete ARRA projects by September 30, 2013. NSF will not have the authority to
app1·ove the extension of any ARRA award beyond this date without a waiver from OMB.
on December 13, 2011, NSF issued a notice
(http: //iwM. nsf. gov/recovery/acceleration. pdf) regarding the Foundation's

implementation or th-is OMB directive, stipulating that, regardless of an award's
current expiration date, grantees are strongly encouraged to responsibly accelerate
expenditures for a11 active ARRA grants. r·1 ease remember that, in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the award, all expenditures must be allowable pursuant
to the applicable cost principles and that requested payments must be necessary to
meet current needs.
Please be advised that your award currently expires on 8/31/2014. Unless OMB
approves a waiver for your award to continue beyond September 30 1 2013, NSF will
amend the expiration date of your award to comply with the 0MB directive. Because
your award currently expires after September 2013, you must contact your cognizant
NSF Program officer in writing (and copy your organization's sponsored ~rojects
office) by March 2, 2012, with either a plan to accelerate completion of your
project or to request that a waiver be sought for you to complete the project as
originally planned. If you anticipate that it will be vital for completion of your
proJect for NSF to request a waiver from OMB.i you must follow the guidelines -in the
NSF notice (http://www.nsf.gov/recovery/acce1eration.pdf) and include a compelling,
dcfondabl e rationare based on one or more of the OMB waiver criteria. NSF win then
evaluate all submitted requests to determine whether they will be included in our
agency waiver request pack.age to 0MB.
Also be advised that the deadline to contact your NSF Program officer by March 2,
2012, is earlier than the date specified in the NSF notice
(http://vN.rw.nsf.gov/recovery/acceleration.pdf). This is necessary for NSF to prepar'e
and submit the Foundation's waiver package to 0MB by June 2012. 0MB has instructed
agencies to request waivers sparingly and indicated that they will be granted only
due to compelling legal, policy, or operational challenges. Information has not
been provided on when responses to waiver requests will be issued.
If you have any questions regarding your ability to complete yollr project on or
before September 30, 2013, please contact your NSF Program officer copied on this
email as soon as possible. General inquiries regarding NSF's implementation notice
for OMB memo M-11-34
(http://wv.w.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/f-iles/omb/memoranda/2011/mll-34.pdf) may bC!
d·i rected to the following:
Po ·r icy office
Division of Institution and Award support National science FOundation
Telephone: (703) 292-8243
Email: mailto:NSFARRARP.viewer@nsf.gov
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correspondence_0830062 (5)
Dodson, Martha Ione
Friday, January 27, 2012 10:59 AM
To:
oeweaver·, Eric Thomas
cc:
Huang, Pei-chiung (Anne); DiGiovanna, Deanna Lea
subject:
RE: ARRA spendout at GMU
From:
Sent:

Eric,
Although I agree that there does not appear to be any restriction on re-budgeting
the way they
suggest, I think they should go to NSF's webpage on ARRA-funded awards to review all
the
requirements, just so they can be assured that they are complying with everything.
It is good that
they are being pro-active about the acce'I erated spending requirement on ARRA awards.
Yesterday I provided Anne with the link to our
i t : He re i s the
link: http://www.nsf.gov/recovery/

ARRA

webpage.

Here it is if you need

Martha
From: oeweaver, Eric Thomas
sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 6:00 PM
To: Dodson, Martha Ione
subject: Rv: ARRA spendout at GMU
Dear Martha,
I am taking over from Jay as the program manager for COLA, which was funded through
ARRA funds. I
have been in contact with ors. Kinter and Shukla regarding the spendout of ARRA

funds, and they
believe they have a strategy to do this.
at your convenience.

I will be happy to discuss this with you

As part of this correspondence I received the email below from Dr. Shukla, asking if
he is allowed to
rebudget funds intended for tuition (in item B.6, other Direct costs) to pay for
stipends and salary
instead (this is for AGS-0830062). I have looked at the AAG section on rebudgeting
and r do not see
any restriction on rebudgeting tllition, so my answer would be that or. Shukla ·is
allowed to rebudget at
his discretion. However, I've been advised that there may be additional constraints
because this is an
ARRA award. Do you know of any reason why or. Shukla would be restricted from
rebudgeting tuition
to salary and stipends?
Thanks very much, Eric
------ Forwarded Message
From: J Shukla <shuk'la@iges.org>
Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 14:59:45 -0500
To: El'ic oeweaver <edeweave@nsf.gov>
cc: "James L. Kinter, III" <kinter@cola.iges.org>
subject: ARRA spendout at GMU
Dear Eric,

Both Jim and I have conc'luded that we will spend the foll NSF ARRA award at COLA and

at GMU by the
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end of August 2013.

correspondence_0830062 (5)

I have one specific question about the GMU part of the award. The amount of student
tuition money
in the award is more than we can spend (this happened in part because GMU made a
university-wide
change in po'I icy that for Ph. o. graduate students GMLI will charge the in-state
tuition rather than outof-state tuition which was budgeted in the proposal). In order to be able to spend
this additional
tuition money, we will require your approval to revise the budget and re-budget
tuition costs to
stipend and salary costs. of course all the funds are already at GMU, but I am not
familiar with the
rules of revisinQ budgets for ARRA awards, especially because overhead was not
included on tuition
costs. Any guidance you can provide on this question will be appreciated.
Regards,
Shukla
------ End of Forwarded Message
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Correspondence_0830062 (5)
From:
Dodson, Martha Ione
sent:
Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:17 PM
To;
Huang, Pei-chiung (Anne)
subject:
RE: ARRA spendout at GMU (AGS--0830062)
Anne,
I would suggest that they review the information on the ARRA website on NSF's
website. Here is the
link: http://www.nsf.gov/recovery/
Martha

From: Huang, Pei-chiung (Anne)
sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:11 PM
TO: Dodson, Martha Ione
Cc: oeweaver, Eric Thomas
subject: RE: ARRA spendout at GMU (AGS-0830062)
Importance: High

Hi Martha,
Please help.
Thanksl
Anne
X4723

From: De\>Jeaver, Eric Thomas
sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:49 PM
To: Huang, Pei -chi ung (Anne)
subject: FW: ARRA spendout at GMU (AGS-0830062)
Hi Anne, is there anyone who can advise me on special rules applying to ARRA funds?
Shukla got a lot
of ARRA funds for COLA, and the question is whether he can rebudget tuition costs to
fund stipends
and salaries. For regular grants there is no restriction against this, but Ruth
suggested that there could
be special rules for ARRA money. Thanks, Eric

------ Forwarded Message
From: J shukla <shukla@iges.org>
Date: Thu, 26 Jan 2012 11:36:45 -0500
To: Eric DeWeaver <edeweave@nsf.gov>
cc: "James L. Kinter, III" <kinter@cola.iges.org>
subject: Re: ARRA spendout at GMU

• ear Eric,
Yes indeed, ba$ed on the NSF guidance it is entirely OK to re-budget. r just wanted
to get some
guidance from you because this is an ARRA award. I intend to go forward with
re-budgetin~ unless I
hear othetw1se.
Regards,

shuk·la

on Jan 12, 2012, at 6:39 PM, Eric oeweaver wrote:

Re: ARRA spendout at GMU
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Hi Shukla, I don't see any reason why you can't ·rebudget from tuition to salary and
stipends, based on
the ·tanguage in the NSF Awards Administration Guide. However, I've been cautioned
that there may
be special issues because this is ARRA money, so I have forwarded your request to my
contact in the
Division of Grants and Agreements. I will let you know if she finds any
restrictions. Best, Eric
on 1/12/12 7:59

PM, "J

shuk"la" <shukla@iges.org> wrote:

Dear Eric,
Both Jim and I have concluded that we wfll spend the full NSF ARRA award at COLA
and at GMU by the
end of August 2013.
I have one specific quest·i on about the GMU part of the award. The amount of
student tuition money
in the award is more than we can spend (this happened in part because GMU made a
university-wide
change in policy that for Ph.D. graduate students GMU will charge the in-state
tuition rather than outof-state tuition which was budgeted in the proposal). In order to be able to spend
this additional
tuition money, we will require your approval to revise the budget and re-budget
tuition costs to
stipend and salary costs. of course all the funds are already at GMU, but I am not
familiar with the
ru'les of revisinQ budgets for ARRA awards, especially because overhead was not
included on tuition
costs. Any guidance you can provide on this question will be appreciated.
Regards,

shul<"la

------ End of Forwarded Message
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correspondence_0830062 (4)
Huang, Pei-chiung (Anne)
Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:11 PM
To:
oodson, Martha Ione
cc:
oeweaver, Eric Thomas
subject:
RE: ARRA spendout at GMU (AGS-0830062)
From:
sent:

Importance:

High

Hi Martha,
Please help.
Thanks!
Anne
X4723
From: aeweaver, Eric Thomas
sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:49 PM
To: Huang, Pei-Chiung (Anne)
subject: FW: ARRA spendout at GMU (AGS-0830062)
Hi Anne, is there anyone who can advise me on special rules applying to ARRA funds?
Shukla got a lot
of ARRA funds for COLA, and the question is whether he can rebudget tuition costs to
fund st·i pends
and salaries. For regular grants there is no restriction against this, but Ruth
suggested that there could
be special rules for ARRA money. Thanks, Eric
------ Forwarded Message
From: J shukla <shukla@iges.org>
Date: Thu, 26 Jan 2012 11:36:45 -0500
To: Eric oeweaver <edeweave@nsf.gov>
cc: "James L. !<inter, III" <kinter@cola.iges.org>
subject: Re: ARRA spendout at GMU
Dear Eric,
Yes indeed, based on the NSF guidance it is entirely OI< to re-budget. I just wanted
to get some
guidance from you because this is an ARRA award. I intend to go forward with
re-budgeting unless I
hear otherwise.

Regards,
shukla

on Jan 12, 2012, at 6:39 PM, Eric DeWeaver· wrote:
Re: ARRA spendout at GMU
Hi shul<'l a, I don't see any reason why you can't rebudget from tuition to salary and
stipends, based on
the language in the NSF Awards Administration Guide. However, I've been cautioned
that there may
be special issues because this is ARRA money, so I have forwarded your request to my
contact in the
oivis'ion of Grants and Agreements. I will let you know if she finds any
restrictions. Best, Eric
on 1/12/12 2:59 PM, "J Shukla" <shukla@iges.org> wrote:
Page 1
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Dear Eric,
Both Jim and I have concluded that we wir! spend the full NSF ARRA award at COLA
and at GMU by the
end of August 2013.
I have one specific question about the GMU part of the award. The amount of
student tuition money
in the award is more than we can spend (this happened in part because GMU made a
university-wide
chan9e in policy that for Ph.D. graduate students GMU will charge the in-state
tuition rather than outof-state tuition which was budgeted in the proposal). In order to be able to spend
this additional
tuition money, we will require your approval to revise the budget and re-budget
tuition costs to
stipend and salary costs. of course all the funds are already at GMU, but ram not
familiar with the
rules of revisinQ budgets for ARRA awards, especially because overhead was not
included on tuition
costs. Any guidance you can provide on this question will be appreciated.

Regards,
shuk·ra

------ End of Forwarded Message
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correspondence_0830062 (5)
From: nsfarrareviewer@nsf.gov
sent: 01/06/2012; 4:54 PM
To: mlaskofs@gmu.edu
cc: pmi1ler5@gmu.edu
subject: FederalReporting.gov submission due January 14th - NSF's 2nd Reminder to
George Mason university
Preliminary records retrieved by the National science Foundation (NSF) from
FederalReporting,gov as of the morning of January 6, 2012 indicate that a report has
not been subnri tted fop one or more of your organizat-ion' s awards. Pl ease note that a
report submiss'ion for your organization is expected for the award(s) ·1·isted below in
accordance w·ith sect-ion 1512 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(ARRA) by January 10, 2012. The office of Management and Budget has issued an
extended submission period, and reports can be submitted through January 14, 2012
without being flagged as late. If you have not done so already, please ensure that
you submit a report for the follow"ing awar·d(s) and receive confirmation from
Federal Reporting.gov:
<0830062>;<0846649>;<0847409>;<0855393>;<0901236>;<0902146>;<0904253>;<0905189>;<090
7325>;<0919179>;<0934824>;<0940922>

The schedule for reporting activities this quarter is included below:

?

January 1 - 10: Recipients enter and submit reports;
January 11 - 14:
Extended submission period;
?
January 15 - 17:
Recipients review and revise data;
?
January 18 - 29:
Agencies conduct data qual'ity review and notify
recipients of necessary corrections; Recipients make corr!:!ctions;
?
January 30:
Reports are published on Recovery.gov
?

NSF encourages your organization to complete reporting EARLY to avoid any reporting
or techni ca'I system issues and to use copy forward funct"iona1ity to l"ink your
reports.
Please consult NSF-specific ARRA reporting guidance
(http: //www, nsf. gov/pubs/po ·1 i cydocs/arra/arradatamode1-10410. pdf) and NSF 1 s common
Reporting Errors Guidance
(http://www.nsf.gov/recovery/ARRA-NSFCommonReporting%20ErrorsGuidance.pdf) for
assistance in completing your report(s).
Detailed guidance regarding ARRA Recipient Reporting policies, procedures, and
deadlines is available on the following websites:
http://www.Recovery.gov; and
http://www.FederalReporting.gov.
Any quest·i ans re9ardi ng ARRA reci p·i ent report·i ng may be d·i rected to the NSF ARRA
Recipient Reporting Team at mailto:NSFARRAReviewer@nsf.gov.
sincerely,
National science Foundation
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, Pef-Chiung (Anne)
lay, January ·12, 2012 4:05 PM
:uth E.; OeWeaver, Eric Thomas
~RA spendout at GMU
As long as same set of rules apply to ARRA, then
I for record.

simply follow Ruth's forwarded guideline. Please upload any

3:36 PM

'4U
ebudget between cost categories per NSF policy without NSF approval, if the rebudgetlng does not cause a significant change
time. Usually significant means a change of 25% or more. Rearrangements/Alterations are probably not applicable-this
1 the PAPP:

Uteratlons
Jrams, NSF does not normally make grants for construction or facility improvements. However, rearrangement and alteration costs
ruction (I.e., rearrangements and alterations aggregating less than $25,000) may be allowable under NSF grants to adapt space or
structure to accomplish the objective of the NSF-supported activity, provided that the:
Jal or a foreign instltution;
? consistent with project purposes and Is architecturally sultable for conversion;

·rntion are essential to the project supported by the grant; and
ally be occupied by the project. In situations where the space Is rented, in order for the costs of the rearrangement and alteratlon
must secure a lease for the length of the project. (See AAG Chapter V.C.3.)

!

rations under $25,000 may be approved by grantees. For rearrangements and alterations expenditures exceeding $25,000, the
approval from NSF via use of the Notification and Request module in Fastlane. Otherwise, any plans for such rearrangement or

1

set forth In the proposal, If approved by NSF, such approval wlll be Indicated In the grant. Note that lWMlliitXA ConlJ:ij_c_t
:ontalns various requirements concerning contracts for construction or repair In excess of $2,000.

roposed constitutes a significant change1 they would submit a Fastlane request for NSF approval. I'm copying Anne fn case she

! 3:14 PM

d to rebudget tuition money to "stipend and salary costs". I don't see anything In AAG that suggests he needs to ask
fn Exhibit II there Is a reference to "Rearrangements/Alterations In excess of $25,000" and I'm sure this will be more than
1llowed to rebduget? This is for AGS-0830062, the COLA grant at GMU. Thanks very much, Eric

0500

,sf.gov>
ma.iges.org>

1t we will spend the full NSF ARRA award at COLA and at GMU by the end

of August 2013.

: the GMU part of the award. The amount of student tuition money in the award is more than we can spend (this happened in
sity-wlde change In policy that for Ph.D. graduate students GMU will charge the in-state tuition rather than out-ofestate tuition
;al). In order to be able to spend this additional tuition money, we will requfre your approval to revise the budget and red salary costs. Of course all the funds are already at GMU, but I am not familiar with the rules of revising budgets for ARRA
~ad was not Included on tuition costs. Any guidance you can provide on this question will be appreciated.
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correspondence_0830062 (7)
From:
Dodson, Martha rone
sent:
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:34 AM
To:
Fein, Jays.
cc:
Joyce, Robert
subject:
RE: Kinter, COLA, IGES, 0830058 and Shukla, GMU, 0830062
Jay,
My

apologies for the de"lay in responding ·to your quest-ion.

look at this

I

did have the chance to

collaborative. I see that the Institute of Global Environment and society (IGES) is
the lead on this twoaward collaborat·ive. You stated that the Lead wants to accept an offer to be
brought ·into George
Mason university as a research lab, which is the non-lead collaborator on this
project, and they want
to transfer the·i r award to GMU. The awards were made with ARRA funding.
unfortunately, we cannot transfer an ARRA award H any funds have been drawn down

from the

award. In this case, IGES has drawn down funds and so we cannot g·ive them
permission for the grant
transfer. This is a hard and fast rule from the Pol"icy office.
r know this isn't the answer that they were hoping for but we have to abide by the
rules governing
ARRA-funded awards.
Martha
From: rein, Jays.
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:39 PM
To: Dodson, Martha Ione
subject: Kinter, COLA, IGES, 0830068 and Shukla, GMU, 0830062
Hi Martha:

This is a large ARRA collaborative.

There's a lot of background information r can provide if you see a path toward my
objective, but for
now, here is the question.
COLA, IGES is a GMU-affililated, not-for-profit research lab.
Shukla ·is a Professor at GMU and also President of IGES (under which COLA res·ides).
About 5-6 COLA

researchers are also faculty members at

GMU.

These ARRA grants cover the same research. The budget is split between COLA and GMU;
tu'ition and
student costs are funded to GMU and research staff, rental space, etc., are funded
at COLA.
~ecently GMU offered to bring all of IGES 1 COLA into the university as a department
lab. That's an
attractive offer for COLA, IGES and they want to accept it.
So, Kinter and Shukla asked me if the COLA grant could be transferred to GMU.
Kinter will be a
professor at GMU and he and shukl a would be PI, co Pr.
They and r were told no, because the collaborative is funded under ARRA.
that the issue is
Page 1

I be.lieve

correspondence_0830062 (7)
reportin9 on ARRA grants must be done by the original grantees (I could be mistaken
about this).
1\/hat this means is that COLA, IGES, instead of dissolvi_ng wi"ll have to retain its

identity as a research

lab.

Is this the case?

Thanks and sorry for the question being asked again. The COLA IGES management
(Shukla and Kinter)
are concerned about the cost and complication involved in staying open as an
institution.
Jay_

Page
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correspondence_0830062 (11)
Jones, Thomas J
sent:
Tuesday, ~uly_27, 2010 3:01 PM
To:
Huang, Pe1-ch1ung (Anne)i Joel, Ruth E.
cc:
Fein, Jays.
subject:
RE: arra grants transfer
From:

Ruth, Anne, and Jay,
Thank you for the foqui ry.
since the organization would have submitted the required qt1arterly ARRA project
report,
and they have spent funds on this award, NSF w'ill not be able to approve a grant
transfer of
the award. with that being the case, the only course of action is to:
1)
2)

~?Fl~~~

have the awardee institut'ion to request a PI/Co-PI change or Add-PI
the awardee would then need to submit a request to contract or transfer the

Please keep in mind that the awardee institution will still have the
requirement to submit the ARRA quarterly report. That responsibility is not
transferred to the subaward institution.
I hope that this information is helpful.

Thank you,
Tom
From: Huang, Pei-chiung (Anne)
sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2010 2:14 PM
To: Joel, Ruth E.; Jones, Thomas J
cc: Fein, Jays.
subject: RE: arra grants transfer
Also, this is a set collaborative grants if it matters.
From: Joe1, Ruth E.
sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2010 2:02 PM
To: Jones, Thomas J
cc: Fein, Jay s. ; Huang, Pe·i -chi ung (Anne)
subject: FW: arra grants transfer
Tom
The ·I nsti tut ion has spent some funds a 1 ready on the ARRA award (083 0068) that they
want to
transfer. Does this mean that transfer option is out? Is there some workaround for
situation if
transfer not possib'le-close out the award and make new award perhaps.
would you let us know your thoughts on this or should we discuss with Martha or sob
Joyce.
Ruth Joel, AGS
rjoel@nsf.gov
x4706

From: Fein, Jays.
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sent: Monday, July 26, 2010 5:55 PM
To: Joel, Ruth E.

subject: arra grants transfer

Ruth:
Please find out if an ARRA grant can be transfered from one collaborating
institution to
the second collaborating institution. The specific grants are Kinter's (IGESt COLA)
~7M/5 yrs
and (GMU) shuk1a's "'3M/5 yrs (0830062).
The transfer would be from JGES to GMU.
institute
within GMU.

The reason is that IGES would become an

jay
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Diary Note
Propoeal:0830062

Name:
Dato:

Pl Namo:Shulda, Jagadish

jfeln

08/12/2009 04:37 PM
Keyword: (b)(4)
Note:
D.N,
Subject: 0830008 and

Kinter, COLA and Shukla, GMU
Justiflcatlons (b)(4)

IGES, COLA Is a nat-far~profit laboratory with no state support.
Jay S. Fein

08/12/09

Printed from eJacket: 10/07/15
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Pl Name:Shukla, Jagadfsh

Award:0030062

Award Date1
Award No.
Amendment No.

March 5, 2014
AGS-0830062
001

Mr. Michael Laskofski:
Director, Office of Sponsored J?rograms
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4422

Dear Mr. Laskofski:
By letter dated August 30, 2009 the sum of $3,798,208 was awarded to George
Mason University under the direction of Jngadish Shukla for support of the
project entitled:

"Collaborative Research:

J?redictability of the Physical Climate system."

Thia award is funded under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
{ARRA} (Public Law 111-5}. Recipient reporting for ARRA awards has been
repealed by Congreas as of February l, 2014, Therefore, the January 2014
reporting cycle was the last time you will be required to report on your ARRA
award.

Recipients must still comply with reporting requirements in standard NSF award
conditions (Research Terms and conditions or Grant General Conditions, as
applicable) .
Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged,
The cognizant NSF program official for this grant is Eric T. DeWeaver (703}
292-8527, The cognizant NSF grants and agreements official contact is Brenda
T. Thomas (703) 292-4830.
Sincerely,

Jamie H. French
Grants and Agreements Officer
CFDA No. 47,082
mlaskofs@gmu.edu
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:0830062

Pl Namo:Shukla, Jagadlsh

Award Date:
Award No.
Proposal No.

August 30, 2009
ATM-0830062
ATM-0830062

Mr, Michael Laskofski :
Director, Office of Sponsored Programs
George Mason university
4400 UNIVERSITY DR
FAIRFAX, VA 22030-4444
Dear Mr. Laskofski:
The National Science Foundation hereby awards a grant of $3,798,208 to George
Mason University for support of the project described in the proposal
referenced above as modified by revised budget dated August 24, 2009,

This project, entitled "Collaborative Research: Predict.ability of the
Physical Climate System," is under the direction of Jagadish Shukla, in
collaboration with the following proposals
Proposal No:

PI Name/Ina ti ti1tion

0830068
Kinter, Institute of Global Environment

Jamee L.

and Society, Ino.

Thia award is effective September l , 2009 and expires August 3li 2014.
This award is funded under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
{ARRA) (Publio Law 111-5) and is subject to the ARRA Terms and Conditions,
dated May, 2009, available on the NSF website at1
http://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?ods_keycarraOS09
This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 u.s.c, 1861-75) and is also subject to
Research Ter.ma and Conditions (RTC, dated July 2008) and the NSF RTC
Agency-Specific Requirements (dated January 2009) are available at
http1//www.nsf.,9ov/awards/mana9ing/rtc.jap. This institution is a signatory
to the Federal Demonstration Partnership (FDP) Phase V Agreement which
requires active institutional participation in new or ongoing FDP
demonstrations and pilots ..

The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has
baaed its support,
Please view the project reporting req~iremcnts for this award at the following
web address
[https://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/researchadmin/prsLoginHome.do?awdID-0830062).
The cognizant NSF program official for this g1.·anl: is Jay s. Fein, (703)
292-8527.
'l'he cognizant NSF grants official contact is Anna-Lee M. Miaiano, (703)
292-4339.

Sincerely,
Robert F. Joyce
Grants and Agreements Officer

Printed from eJacket: 16708115
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Grant Letter
Award:0830062

----------~-P_I_N_am_e:_Sh~~!a, Jagadi$h
ATM·0830062
000

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET

l?eraon
A.

Funds
granted

MOS

(30.00) Total senior personnel

B. Other Personnel
1. (0.00) Post Doctoral associates
2. (0.00) Other professionals
3. (21.00) Graduate students
4, (0.00) Secretarial•clerical
S. (0.00) Undergraduate studenl:s
6.

(5.00) Ot.her

Total salaries and wages (A+B)
C, Fringe benefits (if oharged as direct cost
Total salaries wages and fringes (A+D+C)
D. •rotal permanent equipment
B. Travel
1. Domestic
.2. Foreign

F. Total participant support costs
G. Other direct costs
1. Materials and Aupplies
2. Publicatio11 coats,lpage chargea
3, Consultant services
4. Computer (ADPE) services
!; • SuhoontJ.·,,rnLB
G. Ot:her

Total other direct costs

l-1. •rot:al direct costs (A through G)

I. Total indirect costs
'.l'ol:al direct and indirect costs (H+I)
K. Residual funds/ small business fee
1. Residual funds (if for further support of
current projecl:s MG I.D.2 and I.D.3)
J.

2. Small business fee

L. Amount of. thia request
M, Cost sharing

Printed from eJacket: 10/08J-l5

(J) or (J-Kl+K2)

$0

,

ACTlON PROCESSING FORM

30. Proposal No.

I

!
I. RECOMMENDED AWARD DATA
32. and 33, Submitting lniit. and Inst. Coda
131. Prav. Award No.
George Mason University
Name of Pl(s)/PP(s)
136, Award Our.
60
Shukla, Jagadlsh

'

134. Rec. Award lslr.
0037499000

STND
38. Rec. Natr of Award
NEW

ATM-0830062
36. Rae. Eff. Dato
09(1612009
39, TIiie Collaborative Research: Predlctablllly of the Physical Climate Sy5lem

137.

Obj.

Pgm.

40,

ornanlzallon

Element

1.

06020106
Pgm. Refs:

5740
0000 OTHR

2.

Pgm.R&rs:

3,

Pgm, Refs:

4.

Pgm,Rllfs:

C

6,

Porn.Refs:

0
D

6.

Pgm,Refs:

7.

Pgm. Refs:

8.

Pgm.Refs:

f
I
N

Appr.
01R9

Class

Funded Amount

4110

$3,798,208

PO or Recommending
Officlal

DD or Approving Otnclal

A

N
C

I
A
L

E

s

TOTAL RECOMMENDE:O AMOUNT • $a,798,200.00

41. Future Commllmanl\l
FY

FY

42, Special Certlflcutlons

r

r

I
Human Subjects

r

l.R.B.

Exempt

I

FY

r

r

fV

Vert. Animals
IACUC

43c, Name of Country

43. Foreign or lnternallonal lmpllcallons

Intl Collaborallon

Name

Cocle

43a. Any foreign or lnlarnatlonal Activlly ?

43b. Any NSF-funded stud1mts traveling Internationally?

44, Signature~ MBna~ Program orncer and Section Head (If Required) and Dale
Jay S. Fein
·• - • ~ - ~ ~
'\ \?. \ O
O -=,
45, Signature of
ng {visl~rDfr ct% anaAsslata/t~~t/3 equlred) and Date
Jarvis L Moyers
/ e/
~
V Off
1
41!, Division Funds Certlflcallon Signature (If Re"ftl!Trltd} and Date

M,jl111;

l

. .,_ u

~

l \ /~f\\") q .

1 I L'JR '-t . \

52. Effective Dato (It different)

166, Natr of Awd {ff different)

r ___ Monlh(s) No-Cost Extension

r

06020108

)

11, AWARD PA 'A (DGA USE ONLY).,.
\
49. Award Amount (If different)
48. Award No. (If different}

51. Award Duration (If different}

r
r

fJ

I

47. Oate of Award

55, Award Instrument
STND
69. Ramarks

I Managing Org

>I

Original NSF Abstract Stlll Valid

P.I. Transfer
Pra-Colrege Curriculum

COMPUTER GENERATED FORM 1036

From

I

I 63, Expiration Date

57, Type of Contract

To:

I

··C-'

)

-(j,

60. Cumulative Award

164. Submitting Inst. Code (If different)

166, OGA lnltlals and Date
Mode of Support:

~,,u(k-

ev\\~o£.,-.,e
~ (~\IV\~3DO lo<2.i I ~- t.vd"Cv"
u \e,es.
NSF FORM 1036 {09/96)

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
PROPOSAL BUDGET
ORGANIZI\TION

~aorge Mason UnJverslty
PRINCIP/\l INVESTIGATOR /PROJECT DIRECTOR

AWAADNO,

0830062

Shukla, Jagadlsh

A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-1"1':1, Facully and Other Senior Ass~l~les
(LIB! each eeperalely with Ulle, A.7. ehow number In btackelsl

,.

2.

3.
4.
5,

IS.

0

Sl:CRETMIAI. -Cl.1:H!CAL {!!:. CK'IROEO DIRECTlY}

8.

5

OTHER

0, EQUIPMENT (LIST ITI!M ANO OOUAR AMOUl'lT' FOR liACH ITEM l:XCEEDJNO ~000.J

I
2
3

Other~: (sec budget comment pqo ...)
0

l.E;QU PM

trr

0

11~1 i~liti

J_F_...::r:...:i~~:.::i::.~.:....:..,.:_:~_:_p_~:R:T:C:O:S=T_s:::::=-=_=_=_=_=--------------------...ffl~Vi!,
0 TOTALPARTICIPANTC::OSTS
OTHER OIRECT costs
1. MATERIALS ANO SUPPUfl'S
2. PUSUCAnON COSTS/DOCUMENTATION ISSEMINATION
3 CONSULTANT SERVICES
G, COMPUTER SERVICES

=~~---·"-~---------

~~--.8--'U'-"0'-'flW'"'"AR""-"'D'""S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ti, OTHE

TOTAlOTHl:ROIRE~,.._ST.,.8~-------~----H. TOTAL~QT COSTS {A THROUGH G)
I. INDIRECT COSTS (FMl{sPECIFV RATE ANO 8ASt;)
TOT INOIRECT~SYS(F&AJ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----·-·-·-------

J, T TA!.. OIRECT AND INOlnECT COOTS A. TIIROUOH G
K.FEES

KtRE~OUALPc.,U~N"'-OS::;____________

1<2SMAU.B~!!'t~~...F._EE,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L.AMOUffi:Qf JJ:11$Rr=o~~(J)OR (J • K1 t K2)
-----,-----------•-<-=-----'-==..-::=i
M. COST SHARING PROPOSEDLEVE
__L""-"O'------~-.........,c:..A,.:G"'"R,.EE=D....,l=l!...._.VEl.=-"IF_,D"-'IF...F...
ER'-"ENT=-"$------------1
Pl/PO TYPEO NAME: ASIGNATURE'
DATE
FOR NSI' U8H ONLY
-·~
1-------------------+-----+-----r'IN""O"'IR"'E::::CT~C-"'O~ST AATeVl!_R_IF,.ICI\_TI_ON
_ _ _ _-1
Dole Cheeked
Oeto of Rslo s11001
lnlllnll • ORO
ORO, REP. TYPF.O NAME! & SIGNATURE'
1181' Porm tOlD (111111,) Gupm~tt lll ~vlo11t odltlon•
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ORllANIV\TlON

Io II

~------------.__-----l-'-=,,..'!!!'f--===-1

PRINCIPAl INVESTIOATOR / PROJECT DIRECTOR

Ja

dish Shukla

C. FRINOE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS OIRECTCOSTS
TOTAl 8At.Al3[!:S1 WAGE
D FRINGE DENE FITS A+ B +C
O, EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM ANO DOLtAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEOIN~ $6,000,)

1--=T=OT...u.'A'E, TRAVEL

U MENT
1. DOMESTIC INCL. CANAD

MEXICO ANO U.S. PO~~~§!QN=S=-------+----+---

2. FOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1, STIPENDS
3-----_J
2, TRAVEL
____(I
3, SUBSISTENCE
4, OniER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
O. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION
3. CONSULTt',NT Sl:RVICES
4, COMPUTER SERVICES
5. SU8AWAAD9
6.0THER
TOTAL OTHER OIRECf COSl$
H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH 0
I, INOIRECi COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATE /\ND BASE)

.

.

.•

i .. '

TO'J'AL PARTICIPANT COSTS

Motlllied Tolal Direct •
fOTAL INOIRECTC STS
··---------------J. TOTAL OIRECT ANO INDIRECT COSTS H +I
K. RESlOUAI. FUNDS

INCIRl:CT COST RATE Vl:f.UrlCATION
Oa~Chmtd

D1IHUR1ltflhul

ltduala·ORO

1 •aecmoNIC SIONAWRl!S REQUIRl:D FOR Rl:Vl8ED BUDGET

Revlsci(I Proposal FJtldget Revislo1l # 2 for 0830062 Submitted On Aug 24 2009 9:59AM Electronic Sfgnaturo

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS ~ Year 1

othBr Santor Personnel

Name• TIiie
Straus, Dau!d M • Faculty Associate

Acad Sumr Funds Raquasla d
(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Cal

T

YEI-JU-=---------~
2
FOR NSF US6 ONLY

PROPOSAi. NO.

ORGANIZATION

Goorg8 Mason lJJlll/tnsJty

DURATION moolh~
Pm oaod

PRINCIPAL INVESTIG/\lOR / PROJECT OIREGTOR

Granluct

AWARD NO.

l!!flildlsh Shuk a
A. $1::NIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PO, Co-Pfs, Facully and Olhor Sehlor As&aclales

(Lisi each separaloly wllh mr", A. 7. show n11mbor In bmclcols)
Jauadlsh Shukla• Pl
_.b....lW.ulJ &l1ln • Fapully l\ssoclato
1.

Thnollll/ Dolaalu.• flljUJJ1111SQQ/JIIQ. _ _ _._____ ..___ _
no IO Uan I• EMYl1V Assool BID
s.. ~~_win KSchnelder· Faculty Asmlalo
3,
4.

__ f!,_L,_1 )OTHEH~ll::J[fJNDIVIOUAlLYON BUDGET' JUSTIFICATION P/\G
7.
6 TOTAi. SENIOR PERSONNEL 1 • 6
B. OTI-IER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS l~_!!RACII.ID"2~---t.
OJ POST DOCTORAL. SCHOLARS
-·------:?, ( 0) OTHER PROFES$10NAI.G (JECHNICI/\N,.f.!}Q~AAMMER, (§TC.
_1,_L 5}GRADUATE STUDENTS

4. L_O l UNOERGRAf)UATE S1UDENTS
5. (
G.

.......... - - - - - ·

0 I SECRET/\RI/\L • CLEfllCAL (II' CHAR CEO OIRECTLVI
1 )OYHER

TOTAL SAi.ARiES AND WAG=ES"'-"'(A~+~O~l_ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

C. FRINGE UEt,IEFITS (IF CHARGEO AS Q!RECT COSTS)
TOT L SAlARIES, WAG.f.:S AND FRINGE 13ENEFITS (A·~ B + Cl
0. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM /\NO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEOING $5,000.)

TOTAi. ECJIUPMENT
__________
_ _ _ -·-··-------+--·---"'0+-----1
_§ TRAVEL
1. DOMESTIC (INCL. CANAOA1 MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSESSI0~.~?)_-----+-------"-1-----t

_-1,.fQRE_IG_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
S---

2. TRAVEL

3. SUBSISTENCE

0

0

-----····-jl

..===============~----·~--

l--.'!:4,~0~T.!:!HF.:!:J.RtL___
1----"T...
O""TA~L""N""U""M'-D-'E""'R~O"-Fa...PA""'R""T'-'-IC.c.;l""'PA""N""'T""S'--_,__--=0,.L)_ _ _ _-'-T-"OT""A""L""~-'-/l"-'R""Tl=GIPANT COSTS.·-____Q.__QWER DIRECT COSTS

1. MI\TERlALS ANO SUl'.f:h!!iS ·-·

2. PUIJLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES

__ ,1. COMPUTERSERV!9.ES_ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
G.SUBI\WI\R~------~-----••"--•--·-----------6.0THER
TOTAL OTHER lllllECT COSTS
H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATS AND BASE)

Modified l'atar Olrocl Costs ,
TOTA.lfNOIRl:CTCO~!ill.~------------------J. TOTAL DIRECT AN!) INDIRECT COSTS (H + I) _., _ _ ···- _______________
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS
L. /\MOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS K
AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT.$
M C Sl' SHARING PROPOSED LEVEL$
0
FOR NSFU8E ONLY
Pl/PO NAME
INDIAECl COST lv\T_E VEllj_flCATION
Ja ad'sh Shukla
Dalo Chocl<od
Oolo Of Raia Shoot
ORG. HEP. NM~E•

--·-·-·-----..~~~~~~----

!randr11.~J!llso""n'--------------------

2 'ELECTRONIC SlGNATURliS REQUJRSJ FOR REVISED SUOGET

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS Year 2
w

Other Senior Personnel

Name·Tlt!e

Cal

Straus, David 111 • Facully Associate

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Aoad Sumr Funds Raqueste1I

SUMMARY
YE
.------------"-PR...,=Oc..e.P_::O:..:S,,....~ BUDGET µu,___,_FO_R_N_SF'-V-Sl!_O_N-LY----,
ORGANIZATION

PROPOSAL NO.

-1lru!mf!!llnwi unrversUv

DURATION •~~~!)

Pro osed Omnl!J.~AWARONO,

PRINCIPAi INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR

la adlsh Shukla
A. SENIOR PE.RSONNEL; PUPO, Co·Pl'51 F11c~lly 11nd Olh11r Senior AssocJeles

(List oacll separately wllh 111111. A.7. show number ln brackets)

Juoudish Shllk)a • P
Kyunu Chin • facullv Amo1a1a
_--1,_Jlmothv D!l!ruo •£acuity Assgclale
4. Bohm1 H an • Fuc l!~lQ9.IJ!=le~---------5. Edwin KSolrnold11.r..:£nouUv Asmiato

1.
__ 2.

6,
OTHERS LIST INOIVIDUA~~V ON BUDGET JUSTIFICATLON Pf!.§.~
7. ( ()) TOTAL SENlOR,'--'PE""R..;.:Sc.:Oc.:..N"-'N=E=-L-'--'(1_·..cc6),____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
13. OTHF.R PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS
1,
0 l POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

2, (
3.

0) OTHE;R PROFESSIONALS (TECHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER, cTG.L_
6 GAAOUATI: STUDENTS ____ ,________

~JU.UNDERGRADUATE SWOENTS
5. ( 0) SECR(TARIAL • CLERICAL.QF CHARGED OIRECTLV)
,_.LJ_..1JOTHEl"t · · - - - - · - - - ~ - - - - - - - TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES,""-A,._+....BOL.....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C. FRINGE DENE FITS (If-' CHARGED AS DIRECT C06t:~L · · - - - - __
T9TAL SALARIES, WAGES AND Ff31NGE BENEFITS A 413 4 C
0. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM ANO 001.LAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXC:EEOING $5,000.)

TOTALEOUl~PM~S~N~T'---------------·-----------Jf-----~Ot----1
E. IMVEL
1:Jl.QM~STIC (INCL CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSESSIO~N_S~)------t----~t-----•
__2..,.~f!_O_R~E'-IG___
N.._..~~----------------------+----....,.+--

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
$
2,TMVEL
3, SUBSISTENCE

0
0

i,__1,4.J,OUJTHt!!E~RL_~~=========::::::::::.D__________________.ffll'l'Jlll
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPAIIJJS
O)
TOTAL PARflq_1£fil!J£q§~
G. OTHF.R DIRECTCOSTS ____ ,_, _ _ _~ - - - - ......1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2, PUBLICATION COSTS/OOCUMENTIITION/OISSl:Ml!'4~A'-T~IO~N~---3. CONSUL TANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES

~--~J,!9,!'-WAHDS
8.0THEtl
_,_TOTAL 0TH R DIRECT COSTS
H. TOTAL OIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATE AND BJ\SE)

Modl!lod Total Dlroct Costs I (b)(4)
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)
J. TOTAL DIRECT ANO ltlOIRECT COSTS H + I
K RESIDUAL FUNDS
l. /\MOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS I<
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED ll:.Vf:L $
Pl/PD N/\ME

Ja ad

0

AGRE~D LEVEL IF DIFFERENT$
FOR NSF use ONLY
~b.Sh~.-"'kl,.,,a__________________,___ INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION

ORO. REP. NAME•
fillfilll!rA.llllW!IL

Dtlo Ch11<ked

····•-------- ---·-

l.llfo 01 Raio Shol

ln!1!,J,-OM

····--·-··----------__..,---..,__-------'------'
3 'ELECTRONm SIGNATUR!:S REQUIRED l"OR REVlSEO aUDGET

······· ·•·

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS .. Year 3
······•····-------·-·······- ··-···· ... ···-----~----···•-·-•·---•-

Dlhor Senior Personnel
Name• Tl!fe

Cal

Slraus, David M• Facuuy Assoolnle

(b)(4) & (b)(6).

-·· .. ···-·-·

··---~

·····--•·•-··•·-

..

Acad Sumr Funds Requested

---·-------· ... ------· --···-----·~- ··-------- - ------

SUMMARY
YEAR 4
...---------~--=-P--=-B...,O'""P._O=-=S...,A=L f3_UDGET _____ ;-:,__'"_____
"" __.__Fo_n_N_sr-_u_sE_o_N-LY_ __,
PROPOSALNO.

ORGANIZATION

oMason U n l v e t ! l ! Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i - - - -

G

PRINCIPAL fNVESTIGAiOR / PROJECT OJREClOR

DURATION months
Pro osecl Grantod

AWAllDNO,

-~.filll!J!L___ _ _ _ _ ----:"---~----,------i~=;---r-7"'::--r'--:--:--1
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-Pl'o, Fooully and Other s~nlor A11socleles 1---...P,.IOllll:.llllflllbl,
(UBI ooch soparaloly wllh Ullo, A.7. show number
l!raci<ots}
_In_
___;__~--fl1'm

_____hlp..9~.!!.!.~.Lfil!=--uk,.,_,la,_·__,_P.._l_ _ _ _ _ __

2.

KYHllil...!t!.tl!! • Facull![ Assocl=al"'11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3,

Ilmotllv Delsol11 • F.,,_a,..ou.,.11,,_v'""A8,.,,_s=or.,,.,la,.,_,to=----------

4.

Dohua Huann.:..Em.!!v.A!soolalo · - - ~ - - - - - - -

s. E I KS

Id • Faoult~.Assoolelo

---~---------

...~:..L. l) OTMERS (LIST INDIVIDOALLY Ot:J_BUDGET JUSTIFl(lA...'.flON PAGE
7,
6 TOT~SC:NIOR pcmsoNNEl (1- fJ) -·-·······---.• 13. OTl;t~R PERSONN(;L (SJ1OW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS)

__J.,..LJ!Jf..Q~] DOCTQ_[t4L SCliOLARS • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___1:_~
3.

0l OTHER PROFESSIONA~.~

ECHNIGIAN, PROGRAMMER GTC,

3) GRADUATE snJO~NTS
4. ( 0) UNOERGRAOUATE STUDENTS
6.
0) SECfITTARIAl. • CLERICAL (IF CI-IARGED DIRECTLY

6.

1 OTHER

TOTAL SALAf!IES ANO WAGES (A •• B) - - - · - - - - ~ C. FRINGE BENEFITS II' CHARGED AS DIRECT COST SL_ ____ ~
T0TA~.§AlA~L~S AGES AND FRINGE DeNE/:ITS A + B + C
D. EQUIPMENT (!.ISl' ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.1

~~=~~V~IPwM~E~N~T_________________
0
1. DOMESTIC (iNpl. CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. PQ~=s=es=s;.;.,1o"'NCC.S'4.-_ _ _--ic--------g·t------t
2, FOREIGN
0 ---·-····

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1,SYIPENOS
$---------"Q
2. TRAVEL
--·--·
0
3. SUBSISTENCE
..J
4.OTHER
0
TOTAL NUMBER or- PARTlqil'AN!~S_ _._____....:OJ -···-- --~T~01~·A~L.....P~A~R~TI_C~IP~/l;.;.NT~C
....o
...s_T_S_ _
1---=G.,_.-=O-"TH""'E..c.R""D""IR'-'-l:""'·O'"'T'-C"""O'""'S'"'T...
S_ _ ~ - - - - - - - - - · - · - · - · - · - - - - - - - - - ._ t MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICATION C0STS/D0CUMENTAJI0NIDIS_SEMJr:lf\TI0.:..;:N_ _ _ _ _~ - ~ - - 3. CONSULTANT SERVICES
_1, COMPUTER6EHVICES
6, SUBAWAROS
6.0THER
'rOTALOTHER OIRECl COST$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GL_~~--

H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THRO!,!GH
1. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)ISPEClFY RATE AND EIASF.

Mollillall Tola! Direct Cqsfs • •

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS F&A
J, TOTAL OIRECI~ND IN""Dc..;1._RE=C~T~C-0,...S~TS_(~H~+....,0.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
K. RESIDUALFUNDS

·--······--·

----------------t

1.. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST {!11.9.!~ (J MINUS Kl
M. COST SHARING PROPOOED LEVEL$

·o-

AGRt;r:D LEVEL IF DIFFERENT$
FOR NSF USE ONLY

_ _ _ _ _ ---------1-.....:lc..;N"-'Dl;.:.;R~EO;=...T'--C:a..O""'S;;.;T....RA.;;..;.:,T.:::.E..:..V.:::.ER:.:.cl;...;1'1,:;CA'"'"Tc..c.lO""N-"--•

OHG. REP. NAME•

Jhaunra wa11011

Dale Clletkad

D,1e 01 Reio Shaol

ln!li>b-ORA

··----•-·---'-----'-------'-----'

4 'F.I.EC)"RONIC SIONATURES REQUIRBO l'OR REVISED BUDGET

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS ~ Year 4
••·••-•~•••••••" • ••-••-·•-•~•---.••·---•••••"-"~•••-••-•-•·~---· .. , . , ~ , • • ~ - - ~ • - • • • u • • " "_ _ _ _ _ _ ·•

Olher Senior Personnel

Namo-Tltle

Cal

Straus, David M• Facul!y A~oclale

llcatl Sumr Funds Requoslod
(b)(4) & (b)(6)

I

• •

•

• •• •

-

40•• - - · - - - · · · · - - - · - · • • • • · - · - · - - - · - · · - - • · - - - · · - - - - · - • - - - · - - - - - - - - - - · ·

.. ~ - -

- - , - ~ - - - - · - · .... , .....

··----·-----J .

SUMMARY

PROPOSAL BUDGET

..--------·-ORGANIZAYION
G

YEA

•.

!>----~~--.. . . .

-----·· l'OR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAi. NO.

MasqnUnlmstty · - - · - - - - - - - - - -

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PRO.JECT DIRECTOR

DURATION w11thsl
Pro osod Orantod

AWARD NO.

_lfill!!dlsh Shukla
A. SENJOR Pl:RSONNEL: PlfPD, Co•Pl'8, l'acully end Olhor Senior Asscclalus
(list GA eh separa1111y with title, A:t. show numbor In llr:ickets]

1---..fiJ~iw,'i).li!..__I

-----

......J.... i!!I.D~~lsh Sliukla •_,_,__I_ _ _ _ _ __
~ ... l<YJl!J!l!ib.ht • Facullv Associate
3. T[moh)y Delsol11 • Faoullv Assotjale --····- ---······· ... ·.-

4.J.Q!.l!!.ui.!!Aim.11Gll.lJ~_.o_=la=lo_~__

s.
6. (

In K So old • eoul Assooloto - - -..--~--11 OTHER,S (LIST ~.Q!Y!pUALLY ON BUnGF.T JUSTIFICATIO

7,
6 TOTAL ~ENIOR PERSONNEL (1 • 6)
.•~. OTHER PERSONNEL (811OW NUMBERS IN BRACK!:TS
..LL O} POST OJ?CTORAL SCHOLARS
2.
0) O'J'HER PROFESSIONALS {f~C_HNICIA!!, PROGRAMMER,
3.j 3)0RADUATESTUDENJS _ _ _ __

... 3.d.. 0} UNOERClRADUATE STUDENTS
~J_,!)J SECR§TARIAL • CLERICAL (ti' OliAROEQQIHECTlY)
6. 1 OJ!:!§"-'R'------------~--TOTAL SALARIES ANIJ WAGES .."-'-'•:...,B::,___ _ _ _ _ __

C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS OIRECl. COSTSL _ _
TOT/II. S_p.t.A_filES, WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C
D. EQUIPMENT (UST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEElillNG $5,000.)

TOTAL E.QUIPMliNT

_!;,_ _TRAVEL

0

.~---0~·-----·.
2. f'Q(:tEIGN ·---------------------1--0 ·-··········

--~-~-

1. DOMESTIC {INCL. CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSESS10N$)

-

. --··-·""'·····-··· .......

I', PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS

·--····

____________

1. STIPENDS
2. TRAVEL

$-------->0
------- 0
3. SUBSISTENCE
_Jt
_ _....==========·:::-:::--:::Q::___ _ ~·---·--···-·----·--~~-~4!...,QOT!!Hll;E!iR
TOTAt NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
O
TOTAL. PARTICIPANT ~9~S~T=S_ _

1

G. OTHER ~!B.l§""CT~CO.;;;..S.;;;..T:..;;S~----------1. MATERIALS AND SUPPi.i ES
2.·PUBLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION
3, CONSULTANT SERVICES

f---'-4''--'c'-o'""M"-P___
UT
___E=R__S=E_,.R=V=IC:..;;Ecc,S_________ •____________________
1---:=:6·-=Sc;:;U.::.:BA-"lf..:..:.'ll\""R;,;;;O.;;;..S_ _ _ - - - - - - - · -.. •·•-·- · · · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -

M. COST Sl·l~<l.ffi.Oac.:P...;O;;.;:Sc::E.:cO~L-"-EV.;..;E:acl'-"$'--____...,.___ __,c..cA..c..'3=.cR=E~ LEVELJI' DIF'""F'""l:;;.;R...,EN
..T
..S,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _- 1
Pl/PO NAME

Jgggdfsh Shuhi a
ORG. H.EP. NAME'

llliruIIiU'OO.fil!ll_

~-

FOR NSF USE ONLY
IMOIRECT COST RATE VERIFtCA1ION
n~I• Ch•tktd
D•t•OI Rut.Shoot
Jr,l~al•. mm

-

-

5 'El.fiCTIIONlO S!ONAlURES ntHl\llRIZO FOR Rf!VJSED EIUPlll:T

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS Year 5

---------•--· .... ·••--·•-·--·--·-· ···---·-···-·----- ·-·-···----.. ··-· ····--···-Olhar Senror Personnol

Name •Tille

Cal

Slraus, David M • Focurty i'\ssoclalo

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Acalf Sumr Funds Requeslod

N

SUMMARY

Cumulotlve

~---~---PRQ~QSAJ.,jl...\lDGfT
ORGANIZATION

_Ooor~Jln.[varsuv._____~_ - ~ -

l'ORNSFUSEONLY

PROPOSAL NO.

__

DURATION_(tllot11hs}

_________,________,Proposed_~rnnt~_
AWARDNO,

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT OIRECTOR

[!l]ll~lsll Shukla
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-Pl's, Fecully and Olher Selllor Associates
{Usl each tieparalelywllh IIUe, A,7. ehow number Ill bmckots)

-----

Jaoadlsh Shukla· Pl · - - - ~ - - - - - - - - 2, Kyunn_Qbin • Fac!!J!yJls""s,,,oG.,..,la,.,,IB.___ _~ - - - - - ~
3, Tlmolhv Do~a_:Iecu11y_,_A,.,.ss,.,o"°cl,.,.a,.,,la_______~
1.

~~,_ll.fill.l!ll Huann •Faoullv Associate
~JiJ!WIII KSchnellW.:f~::,S=SD=!i=la,..,le_ __,._
_!L(_.1l.9THERS (UST INDIVIDUALLY ON BUDGET JUST_lf'lqATION PAG!:

---1:_LQ.) TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEL (1 -B)
-~• OTHER PERSONNEL (SHOW NUMBERS IN ~:.:.RA:..:.;C::.:l<;.::E:..:.T~S).___~--_1,.LJ!,J_POST 000-CORAL SCHOLARS
2. ( 0) OTHl:R PROFl:SSIONALS (TECHNICIAN, PHO GRAMMER, ETC,
3. 21)GRAOUATsGTUD~~N-'-T....
S _ _ __
_ 4,..l O) UNDERGRADUATE STUDE!'!!~--5. ( 0) SECRETARIAL• CLERICAL _(!f CHARGED OIREOTLY

o. c li IQJ:tt.§!L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - -

TOTAt SALARIES AND WAGES A+ B
C, FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGEO AS O.IBl;._9,.,_T..=Cc::O.:::.ST.,_,S::,__ _ _ __
TOTAL SAU\RJES WAGES AND ffllNOE BENEFITS A ·t B -t C
0. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND !)OLLAR AMOUNT fOR EACH ITEM EXCEEOlNG tS,000.)

Ii,

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
_p_
IHAVl;h_____ 1, DOMESTIC (INCL. CANADA, MEXICO mo U.S. l'OSSESSJQ!i~~·---· - - · - · · - " - 1 - - - . . J
2. FOREIGN
0

--------·· -·----------'---

F, PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS

$-------~0

2, TRAVEL
0
3, SUBSISTENCE
JJ
0
4,0THER
TOTAL PARTICIPA!fT COSTS
TOTAL NUMBE:R OF PARTICIPAN'fS
0)
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
••
2. PUOLJ!)l\"!JON COSTS/DOCUMENTATIQt-/lDl~SEMINATION
1-..c.3"',C,_O_N,;,,;:S""U"'LT:.:.AN"""-T_S=-ERc.cV~IC""'Ecc·Sc..____ ____ · · - - - - ____1, COMPUTER SERVICES
5. SU9AWARDS
6.0THER
--------·------------TOTAL OTHl:R DIRECT COSTS·------H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS IA TH_f!.9-..:::Uc=G!.!.H..=G,._)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I. INDIRECr COSTS (F&Al(SPECIFY RATE ANO 8ASE)
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (FM)
J. TOTAL DIRl:CT AND INDIRECT COSTS (H + I)
K. RfSIOUAL FUNDS
L. MIOUNT OFTHIS REQUEST (~19-::;Rc:..i::J..:.:M.::.:IN.,_,U::..::S,-,K,,___ _ _ _ __
M. COST SHARING P~OPOSC:O.1:,EVEL $ _
_.. -IL.__
AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFE!!E~NT.:.:.,:S::.__ _ _ _ _ _ _--.-1
PIJPD NAME:
FOR NSI' use ONLY

·---------

.. ..llluadlsh Shulda

. ·- -·~- .. - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -• --1"-'N-=-O"-'IRc::;EC;,:.:T cosr_RflTF.J.EAlFICA'flON

ORC3. REP. NAME•

.....Slli!Otlt1_\YA~ID,~----·~~----·----------L.--....1-------1.---...J
C '{:LECTRONIC SIGNAlURES Rl:'.QUIRED FOR REVISEIJ BUDGET

Budget Impact Statement

---------------------iilii~~i¥..¥ill for most of the senior
a YalUllil~I uppo1'1. They conduct
research In collaboration with IGES which is a not-for-pro I a ora ory with no slala support,
1.0., Is totally on ?soft? funding. The research to be conducted will be done In the mode
of a research team, that Is, scientists working together to accomplish the project's central
goal, which ls lo Improve understanding of the potential predlclabflll>' of climate and to
work with operational cllmote prediction centers lo help !hem achieve this potential.

--- -----·--·-··--·--

··- ·······-·----

.... _,,

___

SUMMARY

eROPOSAL~UD ___......__" ___F=OR~=s.......________
ORllANllAllON

_.(l~sllY

___________

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR

_J.!J@tl(ab
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PO, Co-Pl',, Faculty Md Olh&r Senior Auoclelas

(Usl aac.h eeparatelywtlh tide, A.7. at10wnumb81'ln btatkels)
1.
2.

Jaqadlsl) Shuk_(J.;_-_e,~.~-Assoclolo

T0f/\l.$ALARIESANOWA<31:~,PJ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C, FRIN E 81:NE~.t!f..~JMS DIR~QI.9.0.~S~T~S~----TOTAL SALARIES WAGES ANO F !NOE B);NEFITS (A• ~!..QL ___ .
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITl:M AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEOJNCJ $5,000,)

'TOTAi. F.QUIPMF.NT
1. DOMl:STIC INCL, CANAOA MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSESSIONS)

E. TRAVEL

., g,

F O R ~ - , , - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -+------<
'.,:

/··

F, PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS

$---------"'

2, TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE
4,0THER

··--=======~:,___-~--~,

1----'-TO:,.;T.::..Al.=-'N""UM:.:..B::..,l::::..R..aO:a.:.F.:.P.,_A,_,RT.:..:l.:..Cl,P....
ANT~S_..._'"""'0 L, ____T,_O~TA~L~P....
A_RTICI PANT COSTS_~
O. OTHERDJRECTCOSTS
1.MATERIAl.8AND 8UPPLIE....
S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2, PUBLICATIONCOSTSIDOCUMENTATION/OISSEMINATION
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES

4. COMPUTER SERVICES

-----=. . .....,..---------------·-·--·---------5, 6VBAWAR09
6. OTHER
TOTAL OIBER OIRECT COSTS
!:I• TOTAL OIRECT COSTS A ntROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&AJ(SPECIFY RATE ANO PASE)

Modlfialflotel Ulroct Costs ,(b)(4)

TQI.~.!!!Q!.~.§CTQQ_SJS(F§,\_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,!: TO'l'.AL DIRl:CT A!.!Q!Nt>IRt:CT C;Q!}TS (H +IL_,.__ ,_______________
_I<. RE"S10UAI.FUN09_~-------------L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQL!gil.{~LOR (J MINUS K)
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED l~1J _ _ ___,.,__~........,AGREEO LEVEL IF DIFFERENT S
Pl/PD NAME
___ _£OR NSF USE ONLY
t--=>i:dt:o-:b.§b!!l!la
INDIRECT COST RATE! vemPICATION
ORO, REf', NAME•
o,1,t111n:lod
Dol10IR1lo8h..t-~ lnl)llla-ORll

Cs.mJ.:oo.n C9.,,_t11!=B....§Y,....__ _

·-···---···--·-····----------'----'--------....__-__,
1 'ELEOfflONIC BIONATUfH:S REQUIRED FOR REV181:08UDOET
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 1

.

···~----•·--·------~-

Olher Senfor Personnel
Name• TIiie
Straus, Oautd M • Faculty Associate

··--... --- ....... ~----

-----··-----------

Cal Acnll Sumr Funds Roquesled
(b)(4) & (b)(6)

,. .... _._._._...... -....._ -·. - ,- ., ...-- ..... •-·- ••• " ' • • · · - - - · · - •••• ··-····-- ~ --~---"--·

•ic--~.. -~~-~-·-····· .... _..,,, ____ • ··-·

SUMMARY

,____________P~B~.9POSALBUDGET

YE R 2
i-"-'----'=-FO_R_N_8_FU-S_6_0N_L_V~-~

ORGANIZATION

PROPOS/\L NO,

e ason U luor~y _______

o

Pf(JNCIPAL INVESllGATOR / PROJECT DIRECTOR

!lli!!®Q.N (l}!!'nlh,)
Pt 1m1d G"!.!!.1£!!...

AWARONO.

rnttUsh sJmkJa
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: PIIPD, Co•Pl'c, F:ioully nntl Olhor Sonier Assoclalas 1----,oi=.11111p~-1
(Lisi oneh sopnrntaly with Ullo,./\.7. lihow number In brackol:i)

.--2.!..~~~i8h Sfmkla • Pl
.. 2. Kvunu Chin• Facully Assool=a=e___________

J.i.l!!lli!ll!YJZ!!!fil!la • Faculty As.qoclate
hlla l:{uang • FacuUv Assoclelo

4. D

....~, (__ ] l OTHERS (UST INDNIOUALLY ON BllDC,lF.J JUSTll'ICATION PAG
7, L. 6) TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEL (1- 6)
8, OTHER PlaRSOt:l_t,!!:_I:: SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS
_1_. ( _gJ_POST DOCTORAL SCHOLAHS
_______
2,
0 OTHER PROFESSIONAi:_$ (TECHNICIAN PROGRAMMl:R, ETC.
3.
5 ORADUATE STUOENHL. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4,
D UNDERGRAOUATE STUDENTS
__5, ( 0) SECRETARIAI.-CLF.RICAL (IF CHARGED DIRECTLY)
6.( jlOTHER
TOTAL SAi.ARiES ANO WAGES (A+ B)
C. FRINGE BENl.;FITS [lit CHARGE.QA~OIR'-"'E=CTc.....;c.CO.c...S=Tc.cSCL...._ _ _ __
TOTAL SAi.ARiES, WAGES ANO FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B t C
0. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM ANO DOLU\R Af/tOUNT FOR EACH J'fEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)

OTA QUIP, F.NT
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,O____ _
E. TRAVEL
1. DOMESTIC {!NCL, CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSESSl...,ON'-'-S;;.,....._ _ _ _.,__ _ _. x + - - - - l
__:1_.-'-F-=O..:.:Rc:.F.l:.aG..:.:Na...-_ _ _ _ _ _ •__ •_____ ,___________________~0-i-----;

-------------------•-----•-··------t

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
S·

V

2.TAAVEL
0
3. SUOSISTENCE •
__11
~.OTHER
----·-0
TOTAL NUl\j!3~f...RTICl~ANT.~S_ _..(_·_0,,_L _____T-'-'Oc..cTcc..A=L~PA--"R"'T~IC=l~PA~N~T~C""O~S~T.c...5_ _
1--=G~.-"O-"TH""E"'"R""'O;.al;.aRE=C'--T....C...o__s....
r....s ____________ - - ~ - - - 1. MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICATION COSTSIOOCUMENTATION/OISSl:MINATION
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER Sl:RVIGla8

-~-~BA\l'{f\t{DS
-~----·-·--~---·---------6. or:.:.tlE:cR.c__.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS __________________________
H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A](SPECIFY RATE AND RASE)

~···------

Modlllutl Tola! OlreGI Coti16 (b)(4)
1---'-T.o..OT=A-=L;;.;.IN""'O;;.;.IR'-'-E=C--'T'-'C---'OS'-'--'-TS~F....&__
A.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,. _____ ,______
...},_ TOTAL DIRECT ANO INDIRECT COSTS (H + I)
K, RESIDUAL FUNDS

--·--····-----------

L. AMOUNT 01' THIS REQUEST (J) O~{J MINUS f~L---~-----··-·--------''--'-="-'-=.:..&----J

M,CAAT SHARING PROPOSED LEV!:.L S _____
Pl/PO NAM!:
...Jruwjlsh Shukla
ORG, RF.P. NAMEa"

0

AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERENT S
FOR NSF USE ONLY

··------·-------•

JNOIRECT COST RATE VERIFICATION
Dolo C~otl<o~

Dolo Ollloto 611001

1nfflol1,ono

aro ·A
2 'ELECTHONIO SIGNATURES REQUlftED l'OR REVISED RUDOl:l'

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS Year 2
M

Other Senior Personnol
Name• Tlllo

Cal

Slraus, David M• Faaully Assoolalo

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Aond Sumr funrts Requoslod

YE

3

ORGANll/lTION

PROPOSAL NO.

OUAAllON lllOlllh~

_ _n~orge Mason UnlverslJL______ ~--------------~+----------··· Pro osM urantcd
PRINCIPAi. iNVESTIGATOR I PRO,JECT DIRECTOR

AWARD NO.

~natUsh Shukla

mim"I

A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: PIIPD, Co•Pl's, Facully and Olhar S,mlur A,;91>1;lul11s
(Lisi oaci1 sopamloly wltll 11110, A.-,. show numllor ln brockels)

___ .1.J.!!!N.~!!11..S.b.11kl6..:fl ____~ - - - - - - - - (b)(4), (b)(6)
2.

K uno Chin • Fnoullv Assoalola · - · · · · · - - - - - - - - -

- 3. Tlmolhy Onlsolo • Fncully AS.~.Q~ll!!@,, _____ ~ - - - - - 4. Bowa Huang· Facultv)lssoqlato ______ ··-~·- ___ _
5. E w
S n r - ~.1!.Ylk.8iSQClatu
6.
1 l OTHERS (LfST INDIVIOUALLVON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAGE
7,

__ J.
2.

:\.

0 POST
• OOCTORAL SCHOLARS
I

-=
--

.

6 TOTAL Sl!NIOR PERSONNEL 1 • Ii

'

•

• • I~• .

L.....=.J'-'-'-'-=-'-'--------'-'-'-'---'-'-'-~-'---'-'---.-L-'-~~--~-'-"--

6

GMPUATI: STUDENTS

I

C

J I

I

.• _ TOTAL SALARIES ANO WAGl:S (A+ B)
C. FRINGE llENEflTS (IF Cl-lARGEO AS DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL SALARIES. WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST llEM ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEOING $5,000.)

0

1---T_OT.c..A!.~OUIPME'NT

E. TRAVEL

1, DOMESTIC INCL. CMIIIDA MEXICO AND U,S, PO~SESSIO~~~-----+--··--J!. _____,
2. FOREIGN

. ---·-··~---+------"o+------1

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1.STIPENOS
$-------!)

0

;!. TRAVEL

3. SUBSISTENCE - - · ' ~----~0
_jl
4. OTHER
_______ _
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS _____ .(_, 0 )._ __________ TOTALPARTICIPANT COSTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATERIALS AND SUPPl.lES
2, PUBLICATION COSTS/OOCUMENTATlON/OISSEMIN/\TION
3. CON§ULTANT SERVICES

(b)(4)

4,.,99.t,1...!'Y.l!;~R..:cS~ER.,_V'-'-IC;:.:E==S=----------------------

G, 81.JBAWARD$

6. OTHER

--~~-----------------~--·------------

'fOTAL OTHER Olf{_""E""C-'--T~CO=S~l=·s_ _ _ __
H, TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (A THROUGH 0)
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&Al(SPECIFY RATE ANO 8ASE)

Modille~ Tola! Dlroct • •
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS ·
J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT Q~_._TS=(H:..;¼;..;I,_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

K. R E S I O U A L F U N D S _ ~ - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS I(
f

•

c--t•f

I

.

I

•

•

I

I

•

•

I

I
..-.Ill

Pl/PDNMIE

1---"'J..,.,,,..lu~h,.,§.,.h""u&,,_,la...__________ .. __________-¾---'I-'--"NO"""l"""RE=r·Cc.c.T..,oC~OST RATE VERIFICATION
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 3
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Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Requestetl
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..........~o:...n
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$------
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS Year 4
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$--------:0
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 5
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Cal

Straus, Davlcl M• Faculty Assoc la le

(b){4) & (b)(6)

Acad Sumr funds Raquoslo11
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SUMMARY
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PROPOSAL NO,

ORGANIZATION

George Mason Unlversl!,__________________--+---~---P.r...,o'-"-'osed
PRlNCIPAt.lNVESTIGATOR / PROJECT DIRECTOR

~~-

AWARD NO.

Ja Is 8 B..• · - - - - - · • · · - - - - - - - - - - ~
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-PJ's, Faculty end Othor Sonlor As~o~lales 1---/JIWO:IJl!lllllln...(Lisl each B6J!Pralely Willi 1111&, A,7. show numbar In brackel~)
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3. Timothy Dolsole • fa~ul!~_Assoclalo ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

__. . i , ~ r n ? l ! ! f l = l e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. Edw1
o noldor-Faoully~.._--------~

6, L1J_C,WiERS (LJST INDIVIOUALLYON BUDGET JUSTIFICA"flOt{ PA(l
T.
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GRADUATE STU DE~_!§________
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
SECRETARIAL..:_2~ERICAl (IF CHARGED DIRECTLY)
OTHER
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C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF' CHARGED AS DIHECT COSTS

TOrAl SAI.ARIF.S, WAGES ANO FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C
0. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)

TOTAL EQUIPMENT · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - + - - · - _ . - . , 0 4 - - , - ~ ~ - - i

1. DOMESTIC (INCi., CANAOA1 Ml:XICOAND U.S. PO.SSESS~IO_N_s....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D__ _

I::. TRAVEL

__ g~__ FORl:IGN

0

F, PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS

1. STIPENDS
5-------~
2, TRAVEL
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l-4:l.,.J_,Ou_THetl§:RL__

__;===:::==::::==:===::=.----···~--·------------- --··------,_w

TOTALNUM6fROFP~A~RT~l~CI_P_AN_T'--'9'--_,___,Q~)c........_

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
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4. COMPU1'ER SERVICES
5, SUBAWARDS
6.0THER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS

-~--------~~-~-~------------------H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (A THROUG~g~,..,.,.--=-~~~~----------~-~1. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPF.CIFV R/\TF, AND BASE)
TOTAJ:..INDIRECr CO§.Il?..oc.Cf'..=:&'""'Al.___ _
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K. RESIDUAL FUNDS

-r~----------~-~--=-~~.

L. AMOUNT or: ms HEQUEST J OR ~)_NU_S_l<,___ _
M. COST SHARING PRO~SED LE.VEL $
0
Pl/PO NAME

AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFER NT
FOR NSF use OHLV
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ORG. REP, NAME'

l1111~11-0RO

~nCourt11011 __________________.,___ _....__ _ _ _ __._ _.......,
C 'ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES REQUIRED FOR REVISED OUDGeT

Budget Impact Statement

The revised budget has requests support for five Ph.D. students for
five years, whereas the previous budget had support for only three
Ph.D. students for five years. The budget Includes Graduate Research
Assistantship for 20 hours per week for the academic year and for 40
hours a week during the summer for all the five Ph.D. stuclen!s. This
enhanced budge! will help in bulldlng capacity and educating young
climate dynamlclsts who will be trained In climate modeling and
application of climate models for climate prediction for the benefit
of society.

------~---------~~--·····--~--------------
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3. SUBSISTENCE
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5. SUBAWAROS
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SUMMARY
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 2
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TOTAL INOIRl!C O S &Al
•

I

'

..

...

' '
l. AMOUNT or 11-11S REQUEST

•

J OR J MINUS K
M.COSTSH@J!!,(il'R~pOSEOLEVEL$
PJ/PO NAME

0

.nmliJ

-=
I-

AGREE0LEVELl•~F~0~IF~FE~R~E~N~T~$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

FOR NSf USE ONLY
__ Jomes u«nto1__ ___________~--------1-_,::IN,::D::;;IR.::E:;C;.:.T..=C:.::O:.::S..:.T.:.:R:..:.AT;..;E:..V;..:E:::.R::.:.lr-.,;1c,.A.:..:T.:.:IO:.:CN:...-.,j
Daru Chot~td

ORG. REP. NAME•

J_imlllfiln,,.._,__r____________________ ,,____

~

Dalo OIR•IA ~ftool

_ _.____...1......:___ _ _ _....__ _..J
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS ~ Year 3
.~~·---,,.·---......

Olltor Senf or Personnel
Name• TIiie

1mngor, nnrrv •
Schnelder, Edwin •
Straus, Davltl •

·••

~-----···-·
Cal

........

-'".--......----·-•·-

.-..----.......... ----......---------·-~. ,-

--

Acsd Sumr Funds Requesled

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

TDD, Dacadnl •

..... -..... --·- . -------•·"·-- ...
• • - - - - • • • - - ~ - - . - • - - - • T - - • ~ • - ' • ·• - • - - • • • - • - - - - - • - • • • - • • - • - - - · - , - - - - • ~ - • - - - - - .--,. .....'1-•••·,o-•

---,,

SUMMARY
YE,pAR~..:r.__ _ _ _ ____,
.-------------'P'-'R=-=O=P---"O=S=A...==L'""""B:...,c.D..GJ.;T
_____ FOR NSF use ONLY
ORGANIZATION

PROPOSAL NO.

fl~10N (monlhsl

_Jnft!ill!!!t of G(f)~~lJnvlronnumµnrl_ Society -· ------·-· ···-····-·-----~-------l-'-P.,_,ro:,:.O::.,Sc:;Gd:e+--G=.:r.::,an"'-lo"°d'-1
AWARD NO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DI ~l:CTOR

____ht..filQ11.KJ,,.nt.,.ar'-------------------.------,""""-......----.---'----.-'----I
A, Sl:NIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PO, Co•Pl'a, Facully n11d Olher Sonlor A:;soclaloll 1-----J.'ll0!4ll:.lllllll!l11L--l
(Ust &ech 1oparatelv willl llUI:\, A:f. $how nvmtierln bf'llckels)

1. Jamos L Klnt_11.r .·.!l=lr=o=ct=or~----- ________
-1.,..JIII!fill!Y DelSolp._______________
3. P I Dlrmo or ___________

4.

Dobua Huana

s.

a~nlnmln Khlman

·-----·---

___M 4 ) OTH.!fil!. LIST INDIVIDUALLY ON BIJ• Gr;T JUSTIFICATION PAGE
_ _!_J_ 9) "TOTAL S~NIOR PERSONNEL (1 • G)
8. OTHER PERSONNI: L SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS
1,
1 POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS
2.
3 OTHER PROFESSIONALS (TECHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER ETC.
_._3.
0 QR/IOUATE STUDENTS
4. ( 0 I UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
6. ( 1 ! SECRETARIAL• CLF.RICAL (IF C.!!!°l~.!3.~0 DIRECTLY! ........ ·-~
6.
1 OTHER

TOlAL SALARIES AND W:..:AG=E::.:S::.,:,:Ac..;.+-=B"---------C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED ~S::.=.D,,.;IR...,,E=.CT.!..-"'CO,c.S:::.T:.::S:.,___ _ _ __
TOTAL SAi.ARiES, WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C
o. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITl:M ANO UOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITC:M excee

addlllonal disk capacnv
replacument ol obsotate perlpheral oqulpmanl
upgra1fos to GOLA clusters and fllo servers
TOTAL EQUJPM6NT
E. TRAVEL _ -~ , 1. DOMESTIC (INCL. CANAOA1 MEXICO AND U.S. POSS[:SSIONS}

:l, l ' O R l : I C ~ - - - - - - - - -

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
3~~--2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE

4. OTHER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

TOTAL PARTICIP1NT COSTS

___Q,j!J~ERDl~9TCOST~6'---------·~---

1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

2. PUBLICATION COSTS/OOCUMENTATION/OISSEMINATIO_~..
3. CONSULTANT se~V,l.;:C:.:E:=-S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. COMPUTER Sl:f3Y~IC_E_S_ _ __
5,SUBI\WARDS
·---·-········-·--···--·-------6. OTHER
·-·--·1----TO
...T:.:..AL=O-"TH""E;:;..R_D"'"l..,E._·C_T..C'-"'O-"'S...
TS,._________ •__ •••- · - - - M. TOTAL DIRflCT COSTS A THROUGH 0
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&/1.)(SPECIFY RATE AND BASE)

lndlrectcosls~
TOTAL INDIRECT O 8 ( F A A ) - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
.I._ TOTAL DIRECT ANO II\IOIREC,,,,T"--C:::.O:::;S=.:Tc::S'-'{H:.:._+.!LI)_ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I<. RESIDUAL FUNDS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST (J) OR (J MINUS 19
•-"-M"-.c"'"o""s""r""s;;;..H""'A""'R:.:..IN:.;:;o'-'-P~R..;:Oc:..P.;::.o.::;se=-=o:..;L,c;E;..;v~E---'-L.,.,_ _ _ _=o--~r..,.A~G'""R=EE=-D..!fil'.fil:.1F
.....
OI__F""'Fe:"":R..1:""m""""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
FOR NSF USE ONLY_ _ __.
Pl/PD NAME
INDIRECT GOST RATE VERIFICAlJ.Qt!__
--1lt.ln!s LKlntor
Wllo)a,ORG
Dalo Ct,otk4d
Oolo 01 Raio Sh••I
ORG. REP. NAME'

_ ,fan1B§kln!!H_ __________________
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS ~ Year 4

Other Senior Personnel
Namo • Tille

···-~--······...................... -----·····
Kflnger, Ba,nr Schnul~ar, Edwin -

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Raquusted

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

strnus, Dauld •
TBD, Oooadal -

--•~ •---·•·----- •-· ••-•- •-•--·~• •• •~-•• •••·• °'•-----•--·-~••--•-•>• ••••-••• .. ------•--•-

•,~"·•·-•••--

L---••

--~--•

ORGANIZATION

PROPOSAL NO.

Ins llu e o GI b Env o on and So11l'!!L....-----------1--- --·--

PRINCIPAL fNVESTlGATOR / PROJECT DIRECTOR

DURATION monlh~

Pro osed Granlel!.

AWARONO,

James l K. ar
1. James L Kln!~r.:_Dlracl=o~--~------

2. l

I

UlS='o=l~-----------------

3. Pa11r m a er
5,
0.

en

I Klr I a

-------~--~

41 OTH~RS

LIST INl)IVIDUALLV ON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAG!:
7,
0 TOTAL Sl:NIO,!!f,ERSONNEL (1 - 0)
El. OTHE~ PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN Dl'lACKETS
2.
l. (

3 OTHER PROF~SSIONALS (TE~!:!!'!!9JbN, PROGRAMMER, ETC,)

D) GRADUATE STUDENTS
Ql UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
·- !l, LJ I SeCRETARIAL • CLERICAL (lF CHARGED Oll~ECTLY
---~-.{ 1 )OTHER
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES (A+ B)
C, FRINGE.fil;t!sf!J~(!f..£l!AAGED AS OIRECl' COSTS)
TOTAi. SAi.ARiES WAGES ANO FRINGE BENEFITS ~-"B~+_C.,__ __
D, EQlJIPMENT (LIST ITEM ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT f'OR EACH ITEM EXCEF.

4. (

ad!llllonal disk &apaclly
replacement ol ohsoleto peripheral equl[lment
uporndes lo COLA clusters anti file sarvors
TOTI\L EQUIPMI.NT
E. TRAVEL
1. OOMESTIO (INCL CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSESSIONS]
2, FOREIGN

f. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
~-~--2. TRAVEi.
3. SUBSISTENCE

4.0THl!R
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS ··-1, MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION·
3, CONSULTANT SERVICSS
4.COMflJTsR SERVICF.S .......
5. SUl3/\WARD~--------6. 0THER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
H. 'l'OTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATE AND SASE)

Indirect costs (b)(4)
TO'f/lL INOlRECT COSTS F&I\)

...· - - · - · " · - - ~ - - - - - - · · - - ' - - - - - - - -

J. lOTAl DIRECT ANO INDIRECT COST$ H ,1, l
K RESIDUAL FUNDS
L AMOUNT OF THIS ~EQUEST (J) OR {J MINUS K)
M. COST SHARING PROPOSEO LEVEL$ _ _ _ _oc--_~A~G~R=E=E_D~L=Ev~e~.L..,IF,...0
...1....
FF....
"E..,R....
E.,.NT....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _~-""1
Pl/PD NAME
FOR NSF USE ONLY
l I lier
INOIR!:CT COST RATE VERIFICATION
NAME•
Dalo Chocliod
Oola or Ro1n SMol
Jnill,1l•, ORr~

Jilill.ilr.. _ __
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS • Year 5

Other Senior Personnel
Name· Trtlo

Kllnaar, Barry •

Cal

Acatl Sumr Funds Raqueslod

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Schnaldar, Edwin •
Slrau~. Dauld •

TBO, Deca,rnl •

iI

I

"~.

•

i

..

.
.

J

ORGAN11ATION

.

.

.

.....
I
•-=
• •
I

•

•

•

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR

Ja1t10 LKlnle

A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PO, Co,Pl's, Faculty end Other Senior Assoclules 1---P:=.IDll/l'....._--I
(Lisi each B&f)Rraloly wllh IIU11, A.7 . .show number In bmckots)

1. J!!II!!!S l Kinter• Director
~ Tlmotliv D1@.9!9.___ _ __
3.

au!J!!l1Il!!Yfil'..._____~ - - - - - - - - uan

4.

~=~=e.........-~--------6,
,1 OTH6RS UST INDIVIDUALLY ON UUDGET JUSTIFICATION PA
7, ( Q) TOTAL Sl:NIOR PERSONN!:,b.J.L:.~L....._ •. _ _ _ __
B. 01!!.~R PERSONNEL (SHOW NUMBEflS IN_!l.!{_A~C~K_ET~S.....__ _ __

1. L .. .!iJ_P.OST OOCTORALSCHOI.ARS
2, 1 . Olt!ER PROFESSIONALS {TECHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER,.~JQ.J.
3.

0

GRAOUATG STUO!;NTS

~~Ii~)S_ECRETARIAL • CLERICAL (II' CHARGl:O DIR'-"E=C'-'l=LY'-'---6.

6 OTHER

1--~T~O~TALSAlARIES.ANO WAOF.S_(A + Bl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C,.J'BJ~GE ~.ENEATS (IF Cli~GEO AS DIRECT .@~S~TS~----TOTJ\L SALARIES, WAGl::S AND fRINGE BEN~fJ.rn + B + C
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITl:M ANO OOll.AR AMOUNT FOR EI\CH ITEM EXCEEDING $6 00 .

(b)(4)

TOTALEQV~~5_N_T~-----------------------

,,!:.J,MYJ:L

1. DOMESTIC (INCL. CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. PQ§""SE""Sc...S~IO""N"--'S'-L-_ _ __

.!. FOREIGN

I'. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
$-------s

2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE
__ f.OTHER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTIG!PANTfL
0. Olt!ER DIRECT COSTS
1, MAH:RIALS AND S""U"-P'-PL=IE=S'-------~. PU8LIC~ILQ.l!J.f_c:)STSfDOCUMENTATION/DJSSEl';,11NATION

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

------····-------·----

:3..Q.9.~l,!LTAf::IT SERVICES · - - - - · - - · - - 1---"4.;..;:C:.:.·O.,,M:.:..P,:.UT""E""Re,;:S;.;;;;E;.;,RV._.l~CF."-'.S:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,___ .. ________
AW
.....A""R'""O_S~.--------------·--·~--.. -·- ..• - ~ - - - - t-_!i_,S....U...B....
G. OTHER
___ TOTAi. OTHIJR OIRl,CT COSTS
. H. 'fOTAL DIRECT COSTS (A 'lliROVGH GL _________,_________
I. INDIRECT COSTS (f8A)(SPl1CIFY RATE AND DASU)
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (F&A) - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -·-· __
TQJ~L OIREC"f.:f\NO INDIRECT GOSHI.iii!.!.)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1-K....R
.....E
___S.IO_U___A___
L __
FU___N___o~s_________________________ ,
J,

L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS I_Q~----···

M. COST SHAAING PROPOSED LEVEL S
Pl/PD NAM!:
-~!!nlDS

.

m,mJs
o al Env!ronmenUD.!lS..,n._.c.,.lawlV'--___________ ..._._____-i-,...,==-1--"~"-'=-I

lnslllu!o o

LID!l-=le.,_r________________ ,, __________ --.!~.l?J~GTCOST RATE VERIFIC_&TION

ORG. REP. NAME•

OotoChoctAd

OoloOIRoloSholll

lnJUal1-0nll

Jamesk nter
C •eLECTRONIC SIONATURES REQUIRED FOR REVISED BUDGET

------- --· --·---

Budget Impact Statement

The second revision of the budget Is to remove a TBD post-doctoral research associafe from
tho staff of tho project. The position will be requested In a separate proposal. The impact
on the amount of !he request is less than 10% of the five-year total.

- - ~ - - - -- -----··•·•--,-··-··-·••---•------•-•--- •· -----·~-~---" •»•-···-··---------- ···---~-----

p
ORGANIZATION

lnellluto olGlohel EnvlronmenuntJSocla
PRINCIPAL !NVESTIOATOR, PROJEcr OIRECl'OR

J

l Kl te

8. OTHl:R PL;RSONNE~ SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACK!: S
1,
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

TOTAL SALAAll:6 AND WAOES A + B
C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS OIREC COSTS
TOTAL SAlAR!ES, WA9ES ANO FRINGE Bl:NJ:FITS A + B + C
0. EQUIPMENT (UST ITEM AND OOUAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING

additional dlek capaolly
r&placemrint ot obsolete porlpheral aqulpmonl
upgrades lo COLA clusters and ma sarvera
'l'O'l'ALEQIJIPME.NT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t. DOMESTIC INCL CANAD MEXICO AND U.S. POSSESSIONS

E. TRAVEL

2. FOREIGN

F, PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS

1, STIPENDS
$----2, TRAVEL
3, SUBSISTENCE
4.0THER
t--_TO-'-T=f\htlUMBER OF PARTICIPANT
G. OTHER OIRECTCOSlS
1. MATERIAi.SANO SUPPLiES
_..1:J:J,!filJCATION COST8/00CUMENTATION/01S6EMINATtON
a. CONSULTANT SERVI ES
4. COMPlJTERSl::~VIC,.:::E""'S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. SUBAWARDS
8.0lHER
TOTAi. OTiiER DIRECT COSTS
11, TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH 0
I, INOIFU!CT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATE ANO BASH)

lndlroat oosla • •
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS F

L AMOUNTOF'fHtSREQUEST J OR J MINUS!<

M.COSTSHARINGPROPOSEDLE~----li!.--....1...!A~G~R~E~ED~L~E~V~EL~l~F~O~IF~F~~k~ENT::.:,:.~S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,1
Pl/PD NAME:

m

nl

ORO, REP, NIIMI;"

FOR NSF use ONL
INDIRECT COST RATE VERIFICA'flOI~
DoloCl,ecl<ed

Dn1"0l~1t8hool

lnlll.!ll•ORG

s klnt
1 '1:Ll!CTRONIO 8IONAltJRES Rl!QUIRED FOFUUiVIBEO BUDGl!T
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS ~ Year 1
--------•-

------·--·-----····--·---

Olhor Sonfor rorsonnal

Nanto• Tll!e

Kllnoor, Barrv •

Sohna!dor, Edwrn Straus, Da1Jirt •
TnD, Dacadal -

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Roquoslod

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

SUIVIMARY

YEAR

,..------------____e,soPOSAf.. BUOGEI._. -O~<MNIZATfON
__jn,l(IUJO or Global l:nvlronmenl and Socla!L.__ _
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR

__,____ ----·

---2...

F-0-R-NS_t=_U_Slf_O_N_LY--.....
PROPOSAL NO. .Q!!.~TION monll,IJl
1-------t-'"-'Pr-"loC.:oC:.so_.d+-'G-'ra-"n=lijtJ_
AWARD NO.

'-.U!n!!L_~-------------...--~""""'......-,------.---'--·-~---1

Jll

I\. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PO, Co-Pl'a, Fmrully and Olher SunlPr M~oclal85

(Lisi each l!l!pauitaly with IIUe, A. 7. show mJm~ar lo brackets)
... 1.

Jamos L Klnloc:..Pi@clQL_____________

~·nmolhy DelSolo

· · - - - - - - :-~--·---.l Paul mrmoV.DL-._...• ---------•·-• .. - - - 4. Oofma Uu1111u
~amln Klrtman
_ _ _ ••
6, •.4) OTHEHS {LIST INOIVIUUALL:i'.QN BUDGITT JU§!f.~!QtlTION ['!.\9
...1:L.~J.JOTAL SENIOR f'E~~ONNEL (1 • 6)
··--~-B. OTHl:R PERSONNEL (SHQW NUMBERS IN BMCKETSL • _ __

_ 1. (

2) POST DOCTO~L SCHO~L{\RS

·-·---···----

3 OTHEn. PROFESSIONALS jTl:CHNICIAN, PROGRAMMrn, qc.
3. __ .Ql GRAOUATE_S_T_U~O~F.N~T...S ~ - - - - - - · - - - - 4. ( 0 IUNOEl:{GR/\O_U'--A~T~E""S"'"TU
...l""JE""'N.;.;T...c.S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2.

~

5.
1 SECRETARIAL· CLERICAL IF CHARGEO DIRECTLY
..•!!:.L 1 )0THER
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOll\L SALARIES AND W~~i.1:~----C. FRINGE Bl:NEATS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL SALARIES, WAGES AND FRINGE B1:NEFITS (A+ 8 • Cl
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEOI

addition al disk CA(IBOlty

roplacemunt of obsotelo perl11llaral equipment
upgrados to COLA cluslers and Ille servers
,OTAL EQUIPMENT
----~----E. TfYWF.L
1. DOMl:STIC (IN.CL. CANAO,\ MEXI0.9 AND
2. FORl.:ION

u.a. POSSESSIONS)

- - - - - - - - - · •.. - - - - - - - - - -

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
$-~--2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE
4.0THER
TOTAL NU ~BER 01' 1'/\RTICIPANTS
TOTAL PARTICIPANT cosrs
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1, MATERIALS ANO SUPPI.IES
_ 2. PU_BLICATION COS'fS/OOCUMENT~TIONIDISSEMINATlO~!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4, ~9MPUTER SEltVICEl:l..

----~--·-·---

····----

BUOAWARDS
.~.OTH~R
,___T~O'-'-T.f,L OTHER,YIREcc.C~T_C-O~S~T_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(i,

1!:...JQ!6b.Q1RECT ~OSTS (A THROy$:!._qL,---=
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPEOIFY RATE ANO BASE}

lntllrocl costs • •
TOJ.filJ!iQIRECT COSTS (f""&A""J,__ _ _ _ .,_________
J. 'TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT OSTB (Hil.,._________
_ It RE.~DUAL FUNDS

L. AMOUNT Of TljL~B§.9Qg!JJ..!19BJ~_MINUS Kl
. M. COST SHAAll'.l.0 PROPOSED LEVEL$
Pl/PO NAME
~ L Klnlor
ORG. REP, NAME'

J

s klnlar

....Jl....... ==i

----~

···-------

..

AG~f.ED LEVEL IF DIFFi:RENT -~~-~~t'OR NSF USE ONI.V
·-INDIRl;CT cost RATE VERIFICATION

_________

OoloChor.l\od

______ __

......,

Oolo 0/fleloShool

lnllalf ·OftG

..__

2 'ELECTRONIC 810NATURl!S REQUIRED FOR REiVl!ll:O BUDGET

..,

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS Year 2
M

- - - - - - • ' " • " ' " • ~ - - - - • • - ~ - • •-•----,_..,.,•~u•~--•n _ _ _ - - -

Other Senior Personnel

Name •Tltla

Kllnuor, Barry •

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Requqslsd

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Schnaldsr, Edwin •
Slrnus, Oa~ld ·
TBD, Dooadal •

--··-- -------~-----------

SUMMARY
YE
a
.-------------'P,_,,__,=O=P--=-S=A,._,__L l;lUOGET ····-µ.>.-><--FO_R_N_S_FU_S_E_O-HL_Y_ __,
PROPOSAL NO,

ORGANIZATION

lnsm11111 of alohal Enulroomi,uJ.i,nd Soclatv_____
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT OIRECTOR

Ja a

K

-----·

AWARD NO.

--~---f

- - - - - · - - - ~ - -.......- - - - ~ -......
anti Other S&nlor l\oaoclates 1--../'JlJll!lli:.lllijll~L-l

A SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co,Pl's, Facully
·-··
(LISI each s0par11101y wllh Ullo, A. 7. __ show number In brackols)
1. James LK!!!l!lt:.D=lre=c~to=r____________
2.

a.
4.

OURA'flON mC1nlh&

__., _________ Pro osed Granrod

Tlmolh DalSol
Paul Dlrmevor

Bohua Hmmu ......

6. De a I

mn

•••
I

____________ _

•.. ..!LI 4 1anu:ms (LIST INl.llVIOUALLY QN BUDGET JUSTIFICATION
---1:..LJ) TOTA~ $Efil~R Pr.RSONNt;;L (1_:_fil_ _ _ _ _ __
ll. OTHER PER~QNNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS
J.4_ 1 ) POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS
2.
3 OTiiER PROFESSIONALS TF.CHNIClAN, PROGRM1MER,
3.
0 GRADUATE STIJDENTS
~LJ!JUNOEHGRAOUATI: STUDENT~---·---------,. -~.:..l 1 ) SECRETARIAL :.9.~ERICAL (IF Ctf.~GEO DIRECTLY
6, ( 1 ) OTHER
_ _ _ _ __

I
I

rotl\L SALARIES AND WAGES A+ 8
C. rRINGE BENEFITS (IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS)
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former will receive training In advanced Earth system modeling. h8 atter wlll parilolpale
In the application of very high reaolution models (IFS from ECMWF and NICAM from Japan} to
us supercomputers.
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By e!eclronlca!ly gfgnlng !ho NSF Ptoposa! Cow Shoel, the Aulhorizcd Organfinfionnl Represeololivu or lndhi!dual Appllcenl Is providing tho Drug
froo Work Place CalllOt;1tlon ronlailleu h1 E)ihlbll 11·3 of UH! Gf'l!nt Proposal GU/d&,

Debarment and suspension certification

(If answer''yoa•, please pro~lde eKplanollon.)

rs 1~o otQMl?alion or lI9 pr'.nclpsls j)(esenUy debarred, wspe11dod, propo$ed for dobwrmanl, declated Jne'lglble, or volunlarUy exdud:d
rrom c011e1od Jransacilons by ony Fedoral <'loptlllmant or e9eney?

Ya

By efeelronlcally clg1llng tho NSF Proposal CoverSheel, lh& Aulho~zed Orgnnllallonal Repre!!llntalil/a or lndivldua!Appllcant rs ptovlding lhe
Oebannenl Bild 3U5pensiun Cer1lflcal!on contained rn Eldlll>ll tI·4 of lhB Grant Proposal Gukle.

Certlflaatlon Regarding Lobbying
TIie rollowlllg cetl!Rcaflon Is raquirfld ror an award of a Federal conl/'act, omni, or ooojl6ratlve aoreemcnl &xr.andino $100.000 and for sn avmd of a Federal loau or II ecmrnlrment providing
lor the Uniled Slelee lo Insure or guarantM a loan exceeding $150,000.

Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans and Cooperative Agroements
Thu undnr,;lgnnd co,tllles. lo tho bes! of his or her l:/lowltdga and beflel, lhal:

(1) No feds ml npproprfPied lun!ls hr,.e bean paid or w:U be paid, by or on hchnlf of the untlereigi,ed, lo eny persoo !or "111uendng or allamplln9 fu rnnuooee an ol/icer or emproyM of any
agency, a Mflll!bor or Congre es, on OffiC(!r or employee of Congren, or en employau of II Member ol Congroaa In connecllon Wi!h tho .iwordlnll of ony federal conlracl, !he mnldn11 of any
Federal grsnr, the making o/ any Fe~eral loan, tho unlorlng Into of any cooperaUve ngreement, and tho okte11alon, conlln11Rllon, mMwal, anwndmenl, or modification of any Fedora!

conlrocl, Qlllnl. fMn. or coopatalive Bgrl!~IIU!nl.

°'

(2) II any (unda oilier fhan Federal appropiial&d funds have baen pllld orl'<lll bo paid lo any pamon for i110uel)(;ir.g ul11mpUn9 lo Jnnuenco im officer or employee ol any Sjjoncy, 11
Member or CongMe, on officor or employee or Cangro,s, or en employee er a Mam~er ol Congr6$s in wnoectlon wllh this Federal ccnlratt, grant, loan, or cooperative egroernent, Ola
undcrsign~d 3hell romplale end ~ubn~I Stenderd Form-Lll, ''Ol~dueu1e ol t.obbyb19 Activities," In accorcianco 1\'Jth Hs inslrucllons.
(3) The undcrslgned shall require lhsl lhe languaoe of lhls (ll)rtirtcaUon bo lm:luded In the award documnnls ror off eubawards al ell tiara Jnclutllno wb(onlmr.l~, ~uborilnts, Pnd C()nlracls
umler gfllllls, loan~. and cooperative ogreemcnls and thot a'I subredplents shl!II l'Ar1lf>r nnd dlsdou accordlnoly.

Tub cert1Hca1lon Is e me!ertal rev,esen!RUon of lac! upon which reliance was placed wllen lhls transaction was made or onlored into. Subm1"1on or thl& cartiRcaUon ~ a pmequlslle for
maklno or enlering inlo Ihle trensscilon Imposed by sect~ 1362, TrUo St, U.S. Code. Afly parson who fall& lo mi lhQ requf1cd cer1!ffcaUon shall btt sullJecl to ad~I penalty ol nol le!ls
!han $10,000 ond no! n1D/e than $100,000 !or ~ach &ud1 rduru.

Cerlificatton Regarding Nondiscrimination
By elsc.Jrontcally slgnlr!ll lho NSF Ploposol Caver Sha el, the Alllhnrll/MI Organlr,nioonl Representative Is prov.ding Iha Corllflcallon Rogardin~
NO!ldl!Cl1mlnRUon contarnad In Exhibit 11·6 ol lhu Grsnl PropOiQI Gulde.

Certification Regarding Flood Hazard Insurance
Two S<)l)lf~ns or lhe NaUonal Flood lnsurancaAc.J of 1868 \42 USC §40I2a and §4106) berFederil agencl~s rrom giving fioancful assistance for acq~la!Uon or
~ns!rucuon purposes In any ll!ea ldenUfled by lhe Fndem Emergency MHnagemint Agency (l'l:MA) es havlng special llood hazarda unius the:

(1) c-omntunllt In v11l!ch lhel oroa Is loc:atad pMlclpatos in lhe national nood inmimce progiam; and
l>uikliog (and any relll!ed equlpmenl) Is oovered by el!equato ffoV<I lnsuronco.

(2)

Ry nlaclrllllloally slonlno Uie NSF P1oponl Co1•er ShooI, lhA 1\1.llltorfaoo Oc9nnii~llonol RcprosentaUve or lndlv!dual Appncanl locale!/ in FEMA.<feslgnated spacial flood flazard oreas i,;;
c«fl~lng lhal adcquale lload lnsur~nce llos been orw~I be obl!lioed In lhe lolluwlny sll\JaUons:
(1)
(2)

tor NSF granls ror lhe oonsrructioo of e buRdlng or ladliry, reosrdfes$ nf !he dol!ar ~mount o/ 1~11 granl; and
forclhOr NSF Grants when more lhan $25,000 has been bUd(lfl!ed i~ lho proposol lor repeir, olleratlon or lmprovamonl (r.cnsltucllon) ol II bulldlllg orfat!ity.

AUTHORIZED ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
NAME

Jnmes L Kinter
TELEPHONE NUMBER

301-595-7000

I

SIGNATURE

Eled1·onlcSlgn11tt11·e

ElECmONIC MAIL Aoonr:ss

klntc1·@cola.lgcs,org

DATE

I

Mar 14 2008 5:10PM

FAX NUMaER

301-595-9793

•SUBMISSION OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS IS VOLUNTAllYAND Wlll NOT AffECT THE OkGANIZATION'S ELIGIBILITY fO!'l AN AWARD. HOMVER. lliEY ARE AN
INTI;ORAL PART OF 'fHE INFORMATION 6YSmM AND ASS!STIN l'ROCESS!NO Tlll: PROPOSAL. SSN SOLICITED UNDER NSl' ACT OF 1950, AS AMENDED.
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COVER SHEET FOR PROPOSAL TO THE NATlONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
FOR NSF USE OHLV

------------·---··NSF PROPOSAL NUMBER

PD 06-5740

1--------··--••- ..

0830062

F0RCONSIOF.RA:lf0N8Y NSF 0RGANIZAJION UNIT{S} ,ll<!'.-1at1,cm,v1.pu:1,eur.,b-,,1e.p,,,01en-,~,i,1,n.•I•)

ATM - GEO/ATM· Cllnwtc & LnrRc-Scnle Dynnmlcs

FILE LOCATION

DATE RECEIVED NUMBER OF COPIES DIVISION ASSIGNED FUND CODE

1-----------------~----1-------+---------.--.. --- ~--•------0J/{412008

06020000 ATM

1

5740

0?7817450

flm!!'EM~P~L~OV~E!".!R~IOc'!!l:!!"NTI~F'"!'IC!';A...
TI~ON~N!""UDCM!"'B""'eR"'"(~IEl,;;,N)"'!O'"!R""'l'"':!s""Ho'!"w'\IP"'R""1:'"'v1""o""us""A"'w""A""no""N""o....1r..F""TH""'1..
s 1'""s""""''"""~f"'l"!'S~THN.'IS!"'f~'fl~...
ue""'M'"'n""'1""Eo_T_O__A....
No'""r""H"'"ER_F_E...
0 ...
ERA_t._"'
TAXPAYER lDENTIFICATION NUMBER (TIN)
0 A RENEWAL
AGENCY? YES[] NO ll<l IF YES, LISf ACRONYM(S}
0 AN ACCOMPLISHMENT-BASED RENEWAL

5408363S4
----~---~
.....-•--·---~------·~,----~--~----------·-··. -------...
NAME OF ORGANl2ATI0N TO WHICH AWAR0 SH0UI.0 DE MADli
AU0RESS OF AWARUEE 0R0ANl7J\TI0N, INCI.U0ING ODIGIT ZIP CODE
George Mason University
1MOO University Drive, MSN 4C6
Folrfnx, VA. 220304443

Ooorge M11$00 University
AWARD!it; ORGANIZATION CODE (IF XIIOVIN)

0037499000
NAM~ OF PERrOrtMING ORGANl2Al10N, IF Olr-FERENHROMAUOVf;

/IOORf.SS Of PERF0RMIN0 Of\OANla\TION, If' Oll'fERENl', INCLUDING 9 DIGIT ZIP CODe

PERFORMING ORGANIZATION COOi: (IF Ktl<™IJ

•

IS AWARUl:E ORGANl7ATION {Chocll.AII Thal Apply}
0 SMALL HUSINESS
MINORITY BUSINF.Sfi
I O IF THIS ISA PRHIMIN/\RY PROPOSAL
{Sea GPG 11.C For OeOniUons)
·---··· 0 FOR.PROFIT ORGANIZATION !] WOMAN-OWNED BUSINESS! TIIFN CHECK HERE
TlnEOFPROPOSEDPROJECT Collnborntivc Rcsenrch: Pl'.edlcfftblllty of the Physlc11l Clinudc

System

I

I

I

----.
.---.. -------~---------......
---·------~---------------1
REQU!;STI;OAMOUNT
PAOPOSlil) l>UMTION {160MONTHS) Au.OIJl:STED STARTING DAU,
SHOWH£lATEO l'RELIMINMY l'ROl'O!JAL ND.
3,298,209

$

60 months

OJ/01/09

If" Al'PllCADLE

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES) IF lttlS PHOP0SAL INCLUDES ANY OF THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW
RF.GINNING INVESTIGATOR (f'3PG I.G.?.)
HWAN SUltJECTS (GPG 11.0.e) Human Subjeci!IAnurence Numller_....;.._ __
0 OISCLOSURE OF LOBBYING ACTNrrl!'S (GPG 11.C)
Ex&llljl'Jon Sllb!e<tlon _ _ or IR!l App. Date _ _ _ __
0 PROPRIETARY & PllMLCGtD INroRMATION (GPG I.D, 11.C.1.d)
0 INTERNA'll0NAL COOPEMTIVE AcnvmES; C0UNTKY/CQUNTRIES INVOLVED

•

0

•

HISTORIC PLACES {GPG 11.C.2.j)

{GPG II.C.2D

0 SMALi. GRANT FOR EXP LOR. RESEARCH (SGER) (GPG 11.D.1)
0 VElfrEBRI\TE /\NIMALS (0PG 11.0.5) IACUG App. Dote - - - - ·
PHS Animal Wei/are Assurunce Number __

PiiPiioEPARlMENT

George Mason Untvel'slty

Pl/PD FAX NUMBER

301~595-9793

Nf.MES (NPED)
PVPONMIE

0 HIGH RESOLUTION GAAPIJICSI0THER GRAPHICS WHHII: (:)(ACT COLOR

...... ___

REPRESENlATI0N IS REQUIRE0 ~OK PRUPEH INlEltPKE.T/\TI0N (GPG LG.1)

Pl/PP l'OSTAl ADDRESS

4400 Unlvcl'sfty Drive
Fairfal(, VA 22030
llnlfl>d Sfoll:s

High Oegr-00

Yrof Dcorco

n:Ja.-

Te[ephono Nurnber

Efedron!cMallAddross------~--

---~-------·-

_J-'ug=..a_d_lsJ_1_SJ_tu_k_la____ ···-··... Sc~--~-·.,----- 301-595-?~~ .Jshu_~t_lR--"'@..g'-n~1u_.c_d_u_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1
CO-PUPO

r----..

----~.------.L-•-----. ____ ._. ., ________~---------~-----.. . . ----------------1

CO,PJ/PD

-·-------····-··-··--·------·~-~•4'-............ -.. ~--.. . ,-~-- --~·-·----------+-----·--------·---CO-Pl/PO
CO-Pl/PO

-

- - - - - - - ---- · - . ~--

'

------t-------+-----•,----------····-··-~·-·------·- •··-
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CERTIFJCATION PAGE
Certlflcation for Authorized Organizational Representative or Individual Applicant:
8y slgufng and eubmHling thl! propos.it, die Alllhorlred Ory!llll?aUonal Ropre$!!1llative or lr1dMduel App!cant ls: (1) ceUif}iog lhal slelem!nl~ mado heroin am lruo and com!)lela to the
bosl or hlsnier knowledge; and (2) agreeing lo ao...~p! tho obige!ion lo complywllh NSF award terms and coon1Uons If nn ll',~artl It made as a resuH oflhis oppR~lion. Furlh01, 1110
applicenl is hereby pro~iding cernrica11ons 1eoard¥lg debarment and wspens!on, drug-rroo v1ompfaco, and lobb;1ng llctlvll/cs(aoe below}, nondl$1.1lm'nall0r1, anil ffoud IHU&rd Insurance
(Whoo applicable) as set fo11h In the NSF Proposal &/11mm1 Po~cles & Procedures Gulde, Part I: Iha Grant Proposal Gul~e (GPO) (NSF OIH). W\liM ~rovlslon ol false informellon in !his
appli~lfQn 11nd Hs aupp01ll/1JI docurnentaor lo raporls requ!red under an enSt!!ng SWP!'d rs a criml'nal Q!fense (U.S. Codo, lillll 18, SicUoo 1001).

Confllct of lnlElrest Certification
In addition, If the npp8Cilnl lnsmuuon ortljlloya more lhM Glly pP.rsong, by eleclronlcally signing lho NSF Propo sol Cover Sheijl, Ille Aulhoozed Org~nlzot1011~r Rtljlresenlall\18 or Uie ~ppUcan!
lnslllutlon Is cetl~ylno lh~I Iha JmlilvVon !las lmplBmenlad 11 writlen ond enforctd confllcl o/ lnlaresl polley lhal Is consistent 1•mh Iha pro~1slons ol lhc NSI' Proposal & Award Po/Jcles &
P1ocodurM Guido, Plllt II, AVtard & AdmlnMrHllon Guido (MG) Chapter IV.II; !hilt la the best or his/her knowledge, ell Hnanc!BI dlselosures required by llrnl conmcl of lnler11sl po~y have
been made; 1inll lhal al ldenMed cof11lJCls or lnlerosl wrn hnvo been snllS/aclO!lly mMaged, rnduced or P.llmlllol~d prior lo Ute lnslllllllon's OICJ!Mdlloro of MY r~nds undar Iha award, rn
occordnnca v~lh tho tns!llution's ccnfilct ol lnl_eresl pollcy. C:onmc1s which eruinol oo saUs!ai:to~[y managed, roducod or eliminated musl be dl1losed lo NSF.

Drug Froe Work Placo Certification
By eleclronlool~ ~lgnlno the NSF Proposal Cover Sheet, lite Authorized 0Iganl18llonal Represonl~ive 01II1dl'lldual App,~C!lnl Is providing !l;e Drug

r-,oe Work Plat~ CijitlaCilllon conternorl In Exhibit 11·3 of u,c Oranl Ptoposal Gulde.

Oobarment and Suspenelon Oertlflcallon

(If aniwcr•ycs•, proese ptO',fdeoxplanallon.)

mm

la lhe organlwl1011 or Us prindpal1 prosenlly daba11ed, ouspendad, proposed for dBbarmcn!, detlared lneflglbie, or volunlarify excluded
rrom oa~ed lransucllon~ by any l'ad9ral dopllllmonl or agency?
Ye • - - •
By elacl,on!cally alonlflll lhe NSF Proposal Cover Sheer, Ute ~Utonze<! Oiganlzatfonal Rcpresenrallvo or lndlviilllel Applicant Is provldll\g Iha
Debarment and suspension CorldiCB\ion contained In Exhibit 11•4 or Iha Gran! Proposal Gulde.

•

NJIRI@

·••••-

Certification RElgarding Lobbying
Tho rollowtqg ce1Ullcalfon Is IG(!Uircd for !Ill award of a Federal oonlr.cl, grant, orro11perativo uo,eemool &XCi!Ming $100,00D and ror an award of a Federal foan vr a commllmenl pro'lidlno
ror the Unlled Slalei lo tr.sure I)( 01tmillllce a loaJt exceeding $150,000.

Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans and Cooperative Agreements
The under,lgned cerunes, lo lhe bssl or his or hor knowlQdgo ond belief, Iha!:
(1) No federal appropriated funds bave boen pald orw1I bo pllld, by oron behall of !he uncter3lgnod, 10 ~,y µer~on fOl ronuenclng or alle111Jl[ln9I0 loITuence an officer or employee or any
agency, s M~mber ol ~ngress, an ~ r or employee or Congress, or un employee or ~ Member or Congrc~ In connection Wilh lhe awatding or •ny federal conlracl, lhe making of ~I'll
Folleral grant, the mnkln9 Of any federal loan, Iha anter!ng Into of any coopersllva agteWMnl, and lhA exlen,ton, conUnuaUon, renewal. amcndmcn~ or modiRcallon or any Faderul
conl1eo~ grant. loan, or coopo,aU~D ~rocmonl
(2) II any funds olhor lh~n Fcdijfal epproprtaled limds hnve boon p.!id or win bo po!d to any 11orson for tnnuem:lng or ullompl!ng lo Influence 811 officer or employee or any aoency, ~
Msmber ol CongroG, on officer or employee ol Congre,s, or on mttployee or a Member al Cougrsss In r..onneclion willl lh!s Federal conlracl, granl. loan, or coaperal!YB ogreemanl, Iha
undo11l9nad sha0 ~mplele ti~d submY Slill!derd Fonn•LLL, "Dls~lowre ot L0IJllylng Acll'l1Ues," In &ccordance with Hs lnslrud!one.

(3) The undarslgned sh~II requite Iha! the language or lhls celiillca!lon bo Included In the eWllnJ dooomenls for at1 !IUbawards al ell llars lnc!udlllfl cubco11trac1,, subgrunls, and conlracia
under grant&, loans, and coopBr.!Uve ~greomenls and lhRI en wbrcdp!Mlll sholl ccr\il'y and disclose accordingly.
TIiis C11rMca\lon Is II malonal reprasenlaUon or racl up011 which rallanoo was plalllld when Ut19 lransocUon was rnllde or entered Into, Submission or U1s tertlr1C<11lon Is e p1ereqursua for
moklngor enfe,lng lnlo lhls lransnctlon Imposed by sccllon 1352, TIiie 31, U.S. Code. Any par~0111-.hu falls lo !He lhc required ccllirtcaUon shall bo subjeel lo a civil penally ol no! less
than $10,000 and 1101 morn lllan $100,000 ror uach such lei lure.

Certification Regardfng Nondiscrimination
Cly alacJmnl~!ly signing tho NSF Proposal Covar Shoe!, lite Avlho1lzcd OrganlzaUonal Reprosenl~livo 19 providing Iha CerllRi:aUon Reg~rdirig
Nnndlscrfmlnallon conlanu<I In El<hlbll 11-6 of lho Gran! Pt-Opooe1 Guide.

Certification Regarding Flood Hazard Insurance
TVto secCons of Ille Nallonal flood ll!suranco Atl of 11168 (42 USC §40120 011d §4106) bar Federal agencies from glv!ng r.m111ciel anlilancelor acquleltlon or
construcil011 pulJlDS61 In any men klcnlified hy lhe l'ar!e1al Emergency M3nagemon!Agency (FEMA)es having sp~i~I Rood hazards unless lhe:

m
CQ01munlly In whlch lhal araa fs localoo pafllcipull!!I ht rhe nallonar nood Insurance program; Pnd
(2) 1Jui!d1ng (and any relnled equipment> Is c,;vered by adequate flood lnsumoce.
By olectronir:a!ly slgnrn11 Iha NSF P10pot:il CovorShael, the AIJihorlzcd Or11a11lz~tlonal Rep106enIalllle or ln~IYldU8I AppJ:canl IIJcale<I In FEMA-dos1tnated ~pccie1 Oood haze rd areas is
cc~lfyillfJ Uibl cck!quelc Rood fn5uranct1 has heen 01 wlU ba oblelned rn !he lo!IOWlng s1tuaUons:
(I)

(')

tor NSF oronls rorlhe cons!nic1!on or a hut/ding or racmry, regor<llesa of Ille dollar arnounl ol lho Qront; end
for olher NSf GrW1ls whon more lh3n $26,oOO has been budge led In Iha proposal for 1op;i1J, ijHeral!On or Improvement (conatnrClion) or a buirdlng or fllcili!y.

AUnlORIZEO ORGANl7.ATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
NAME

SIGNATURE

01\lE

Electronic Signature
Mor 14 2008 5:20PM
J<aren G Cohn
-----------....------------'--------------.-~-'--------------TELEPHONE NUMBER
J nECTRONIC MlltLAODREss
IFAX NUMBtR

I

703-993-4104

lccohn@gmu.edu

703-993-2296

'SUBMISSION OF SOCIAL SfCURllY NUMBERS IS VOLUNTARY AND WILL NOT AFFECT THE ORGANIZATION'S ELIGIBILITY FORANAWIIRO, HOWEVER, TUEY AllEAN
INTEGnAl. PAfff OF
INFORM/\TION SYSTI:M AND ASSIST IN Pl;!OCl:SSING THE PROPOSAL SSN SOLICITEO UNDER NSF ACT OF 1950, AS AMENDED.

nm

-------------------------...,..-,..-,~-------------------------'
Page2or2
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SUMMARY
YER
PROPOSAL BUDGET ·~--F--0-R-NS_F_U_SE_O_N_LY---,

-~------------'....,'-=''--"'c.==-""--"'c=~=,__.__--l-_ _...;..;;;.:.:,.:..:;:.!.~=='---1
PROPOSAi.. NO.

ORGANIZATION

OUJlA'flON months

.........

lnstllul0 of Gloh~! l:1111ironi,n:.:.e..,,11"'1.::Jan.,,,tf...,S.,,,o...,ol..,oty..,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......._ _ _ _ _ _____..:..==:-.=..i
AWARD NO,

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR J PROJEC'f DIRECTOR

James I. Kinter

A. SENIOR PERSONNEL! Pl/PO, Co-Pl'n, Faounv nod Other Senior Associates 1_ _...uJl.l!f!:IJ!.lll
{llHC each s.eparatelywlll1 UUo, A.7. show number In brackets)

----

1. James L Kinter •_Dlrecmr__ ____, ~ - - ~ - - - - (b)(4), (b)(6)

-

2. Ben aml,.,_,n..,,G""ns'""h.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-~' Tlmo1iw~n=o=l8~ol=0_ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Paul Dlqnayer

--·---··----

Bol1un Hu,,.a,.,_,nr,._____________ ._ _
_!h_l_1!!J OTHERS (l}ST INOIVIOUAltV ON nUDGET JUST1FICA1l0N
.... .J. { 16) TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEL (1 • 6)
6.

.

El. OTHER PERSONNl:L (SHOW NUMDtons IN BRACKETS>
It

t

I

•

•• • •

t

t

•

••

'

•

.

-'

I
• •c·••
6. ( 1 SECRE'fARIAL· CLEHICAL{IF CHARGED DIRECTLY)
6,
1 OTHER
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES A+ B
·---0, FRINGE BENEHIS (IF_CHARGEU AS OIRECT COSTS)
TOTAL SALARIES, WAGES ANO FRtNGE BENEFITS (A+ B + C
D. EQUIPMF.NT (I.IST ITEM AND OOLlAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING ~5,000.)

$

addlllOIIAI disk oarmcllv
roptacanuinl of obimlete poriphoral e11ulpmonl
upgrades lo COLA clusters and Ille son.rem

TOTAL EQUIPMl:NT
___ · · - - - · - · · · - - - - E. TRI\VEL
1. DOMESTIC (INCL. CANADA, M~}'.(_ICO AND U.$, POSSESSIONS
2, FOREIGN

F, PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE
II.OTHER
TOTAL NUM131ER OF PARTICIPA
..... G. OTIIER DIRECT COSTS
.. 1_,MATf!RIALS AND SUPPLIES

$----

(b )(4)

-•
I
(b)(4).,
(b)(4)

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS ..

.

-·~···--,-•·---..- - . · · - - - - ~ - - -

___

,__.,;;;,2';..:.P-=Uc.=.D"'Ll~CA,.;.;T""IO=-'-N-'"--C:;..;Oa;.;cS.,.T=S/O~O..;;.C-"-UM-'-"l;""'·N""T-'--'A""Tl=O;:.;;N/D.::..:..::IS..:;.8E;;;:M.;.;.:1.:.;;NA"'"T"'-IO:;..;N-'--_ _ · · · · - - - - - - - - 3. CONSULTANT SERVICES
... - ..,
COMPUTER SERVICES
6. SUBAWAl~DS
6. OTHER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
11. TOTAi. DIRECT COSTS A 'fHROUOH 0
I, INDIRECT COSTS (FSA)(SPECIFY RATE ANO BASE)

•.

·---------·--------

·-------

lndlroctcost1;tl3tD
i-;.T~OT~A~L~IN~D~IR~E~C~T~C~~~T_S'-"-"FAA~----------·-------------J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT cosrs (M 41)
J<. RESIDUAL FUNDS
L AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS K
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED ~.E=..Vl:.:.='Lc.:;S_ __,N"-'o'--'-l-"-Sl,.,_,1<-'w,.,,n_ _,__:...:..:::::..:==..::.::a..:.:==;.
Pl/PP NAME

- ~ s L Klntar, ____ ,, ________________
ORG. RF.P. NAME"

Dela Cho,J«d

DJfO or Relu Sh~>ol

llilloli•ORG

Jamns Kinter
1 'l:LECTRONJC SIGIU\TURES REQUIR!:O FOR REVISEO BUDGET

0830068

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS "Year 1

Othar Senior Personnel
Namo • TIiie

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Raquestad

Jin, Emllla •

Klrlmon, Benraniin -

1mnoor, narrv

•

Krishnamurthy, V. •
Misra, Vasullandhu Peglon, Kathy- •
Schnolclor, Edwin •
Straus, David -

TBD, Deontlol •
Tl1D, ENSO -

••-~--•••-

~

~•n••-•·u-~--.--------•-~•• ~ ~ - ~ - - r • --.,,• •••----•---•-.. -••-•••---•,._.,_..._,.,, ____ •-•-•---

0830068

SUMMARY

------~----~P~R~O~P~QSALJ3U GT

VEAR

2

~--'~FO_R_N_S~F-US_E_O_NL_Y_ __
PROPOSAL NO.

ORGANIZATION

_.,_,ln:.: s""tl ""11>=lec..: o:.i.l.;;G""loc.=.ha"'l-.:cE"'nv""'l,_,ro'""11~m""'81!.pl,._,an=d=-So~t""'lo:.:.tvL-____________ , _____ ,._

1

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR

DURATION monlhs
Proposed Granted

AWARD NO.

Jamus L lnl r
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-Pl's, Facully end Other Senior A-.soclafos 1----J!JiiMl!l:m;Jil!i.L--f
(Lisi each aeparalely with tilla, A.7, uhow numb!!r In b!aokols)

1. Ja es l I e • Dlrecl!Jr

l!ru!Jamln Cash
om_y_ UulSo_lQ_________________
4. Paul Dlnnavor
_,!>. Bolm:i Huanq
2.

a.

_.Qj_10 OTHERS LIST INDIVIDUALLY ON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION f'A0E
t5l TOTAL SENIOR PERSONNEL 1 ·6
B, OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS

_LL
1.

2. (
3. (

4.

5.
6.

posr DOCTORAL SCHOLAR$
--··· -~~~-0} OTHER PROFESSIONAl.3 ti:_E..Q!:lli!Q!.~1 PROGRAM~ER,_ETC.

1

0) GRAD~A...:.;Tc.=E:..;:S..:.T~UD:::..:l::;..;.N.c;.T-=.S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - D UNDERGRADIJATE STUDENTS

1 SECRETARIAL• CLERIOAl IF CI/ARGEq_ Q!f§Ql~Y.l'----1 OTHER
- - ~ - ~ - - - - _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES A+ B
C. FRINGE BENEFITS IF CHARGED AS DIRl!CT COSTS)
___!OTAL SALARIES, WAGE~.~D Fn!NGR BENEFITSJA + 8 + C)
0. EOUIPMENT(LISTlTEM AND POI.U\RAMOUNT FOR l:ACH ITEM EXCEED!

addltlonal disk capacllv
rcpl11oon1enl of ohsotelo 11erlplteral equlp111onl
upgrades lo COLA clusters aml Ille servors

.l=·

TOTAL 1:QUIPMENT
TMY._l:L
1. DOMESTIC (INCL CANAOA~MEXICO AND U.S. POSS_~_§SlONS)_ _ ,2. FOREIGN

F. l'ARTlCIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1. STIPENDS
i---2. TRAVEL

3. SUBSISTENCE

.....:::::::.:======

4. OTl~~E~R_ _
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT
G. OTHER DIREC't COSTS

TOTAL PARllCIPANT COSTS

1, MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
•.• · · - - - - - ~ - - - · - - ~ - 2. PUBL1CATION COSTSIOOCUMENTATIONIOISSEMINATION
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES

~~..£',YTEf!!!E~R..:..:V.:..:lC:;,:;E;:..;S'--------------------~-5. SUBAWARDS
B. OTHER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
IL TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
I. INDfRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RAlE ANO llASE)

hnlireot cos ls • ,
TOTAL INDIRl:CT COSTS (FM)

J. TOTAL DIRECT ANO INDIRECT COSTS (H + I)
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS
L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUES!J..!) OR (J MINUS K L - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~

_Jl cosr SHA~~-0 PROPOStD lEVEL S

Nol Shnwn

Pl/PD NAME

~ James l..:.aK='"='11""r_ __
ORG. REP. NAME•

INOIRECT COST RATE Vt::Rlf'ICATION
llala Chod<e~

O•lo Otl'Mo Sluwl

lnililllt•OflG

Js es Klntor
2 'liLliCTRONlC SIGNAIURP.S REQUIRED FOR REVISl!O BUDGET

0830068

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS "Year 2
.__~_,. •.,, •. ,.,,•-••··.-•~•••-··•-·•-><.,.,,,.__.--..• , .. ..._ _ _ _ ~__,,.,__, _____ ...,,_,._..,_...,.__.._-«,......,.__...,..,___,_..., .. ______ •.,.~.•••~•---,

Olller Sen for Personnel
Name· Tl!lo

Gal

Acad Sumr Funds Requested

·····································m·!l'fKll'WlJlmi't~
J In, Emilia •

Kinman, Benjamin •
K!lnoar, Darry •

Krlshnamurlhy, v. ·
Misra, Vasubandhu •

Peghin, Kalfly •
Sr.hn aider, Ed\1/ln •
Straus, Onvld •

TOO, Dooa1lal •
TOO, ENSO·

- - - - - - - - - - ··-· - ---- --••···•·-••·----··-·---··--·~···-·-·--··"'"~---·
0830068

SUMMARY

YE ___) _ _ _ _ _ _~-,

-~~-----~--PROPOSAL BUDGET

FOR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAL NO. DUAA'flOl'!J.!!_~nlhs2
_l_uslllula ol Global Envir!l!![DDnl and_~!tlfil.L _ _ _.________________
Pr~o~o_se_t1-+-G_1o_n1_co....
PHINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR
AWARD NO.
ORGANIZATION

James L Kinter

--·-·-·----,·

A SENIOR PERSONNF.L: PUPO, Co,Pl's, Faculty and Olhot Senior Associates
(I.I&! each aep.er.etely w!lh lille, A.7. ehow number In bmckele)
•• • - - h ....• . - - - - ~ • - • - • • - - • - - - - - -

1,

Jamos LKinter: Director

2.

Bonlamln Cl!filL

3.

TlmoU!'LID!!.~JL. _____.__......... "---------····-··--· ..-....._....... -·.

Paul Dltn=1a=--v=or~-.__s. Bohua Jil!!ll!""O__________________
4.

6. {

10 l OlHERS (LIST INDIVIDUALLY ON llUDGET JUSTIFICATION PAGE

--.3:.( 1li) TO'l'I\L SENIOR PERSONNEL (1 - 6)
B. OTHER PER.~QNNEL (SHOW NUMOERS !N BRACl(ETS)

... _J. (

-·-·~L
3.

4.

1) POS'f DOClOAAL SCH.Ql.AR__~..........·-·-·--·------·6) OTHER FROF~_SIONALS TECHNICIAN PROGRAMMER !;TC,
0) Gl~DUAT~_§.J.UOENTS
0) UHDF.RORAD_\!ATESTUOENlS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(H_.1 J SECRETARIAL- CLF.RICAL (IF CHARGl::O DIRl:CTLY)
6.
1 OTHER
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES (A 4 ~~l____________
C. fRl~GE BENEFll~QF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS) - - · - - TOTAL SALARIES, WAGE$ AND FRINGE BENEFITS (A • B + Gt ____
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLi.AR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXGEE

11ddlllumll disk cripacilv
rnplaoomont of ohsoloto p11rlpharal equlpme11I
upgrades to COLA clusters and fife s1u11ars
lOTAL EQUIPMENT
E. TRAV1'L

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. DOMESTIC (INCL. CANADA, MEXICqM!Q.!/&.!QSSl':SSIONS
2. FOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1.STIPtNOS

;-----

2. TRAVEL

3. SUBSISTENCE
4. OTHER

TOTAL NUMBER UF PARTICIPAN}:~

t--'-G'-,O;;..TH'-'-=E"-'-R=D=IR=EC"",T,_C___
,0'--S-'-TS~-~-----·--···--·· ......... · - - - - - - ~ - - 1. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

2. PUBLICAl'I0N C:OSTSJO00UMl:NTATIONIPISSEMINATION
3_.C-'O""N""S"-UL=T-'--'A"-'-NT-'--S.a..;'E-R-'-'Vl-=C=I:'-"-$_ _ _ _ _ _ ._._ .. -···-..----.. -1_ _

··--------

4. COMPUTER SERVICES.. ___ ...... · - - -

5. SUBAWI\ROS

ll. OTHER
TOTALOTHE~..O_IR_E_·C_T_C_o_s_rs~----

1-1. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (A THROUGH G)

-- ----.. -

--·•-,.--~-----

I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY FIATE AND BASF.)

ln!llreot costs iiffl:&i

~----------~-------

__'l'O_TA
__L.c.ol.c.Nc..Dl~R=EC~Ti~CC-'-O'--'s'l'_:S""'.,_(F-'-&A_,)........__
i-'-J....T_O~T""/\C-'-1."--Dl"-'R"'-EC"""T'""A""'N-'-O_IN_O____IR_f:"":C'--T_C'--'O""'S-'-lS-C..L;,H,..+--'l'-----------·•--·------1<. RESIDUAL FUNQ~---~L. AMOUN"f OF TM1$ HEg~i:ST (J) Q.li.H~JNU§.!5L_ _ _ _ _ __
M. COST SHARING PHOPOSEO LF.VF.L s _____ Not Shown
AGREED LUVEL IF DIFFERENT$ ---··-·----i
Pt/PD NAME
FOR NSF IJ§.E_O'--NL_V_ _ __,
_4an!J!~J..,K!D!?L
lNOIRF.CT COST RAIT: V!!R!~•.G.A!lQ.I'!___ _
ORG. RF.P. NAMF.'
O.to C.ti•r~ud
OoloOIRnlo Shoat
loi1;i1s-011G

I

ij~QL. - - -

------·-----·-

3 'ELECTRONIC SIGNA'fURES REQUIIIEO FOR Rl>\llSED SUDGH

0830068

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 3

---------~--·--····-·

Other Senior Personnel
Name• Tille

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Roquestod

Jin, Emma•
Klrtman, Bonjam!n •
KIIIIJJ8t, Harry •
Krishnamurthy, V. •
Misra, Vasubaodhu •
Pegfon 1 Kalhy •
Sphnelder, Edwin •
Straus, David nm, Deoadal •
TBD, ENSO ·

0830068

SUMMARY

~------~--~PROPOSA

DGET

YE

4

·-..,.--ro--R-NS_F_u_s~-o-N-~--PR0Pos11L NO,

ORGANIZAilON

DURATION monlhs

_JnstUulo oJ Global Environment and Soolel,,_____________----1~-------+-'-'-Pf=o"--'o'--'--se"--'d !--'0....ra'""n""te_,,.d_ 1
0

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIREC'fOR
Janies L Kinter

AWARD NO.

t Ja es L Kinter· Olraclor
2.

llenlamln Cash

Tfmotll DelSolo
"·· raul Dlnmtvar
3.

----·---~ -..-~----·-·-~--------

6. Bahua Huang
••..!>.,J.JO IOTHfill§.{US'f INOJVIDUAL.\;,Y, ON BUOGEr JUSllFICATION PAGG)
___L( 16) r•TAL SENJOI"< PERSONNF.L (1 • O) · - - - ~
13. OTHER PERSONNEL (SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS)
_ l i 1 ) POST OOCTORAL SCHOLARS
. ~ { __ 6) OTHl.:R PROrESSIONAlS (TeCHNICIAN,fiOGAAMMER, ETC.
_:!:J......P,J_~RAOUATESTUDrrNTS
4.
0 IJNOERGltADIJATE S'fUOE:NTS
6. ( 1 ) SECR!crARI/\L • CLl:RICAl (IF CHARGED DIRECTL
-'LLJ.<,.;;.OT~H~E~R'------~~---------,.-~TOTAl SALARIES ANO WAGES A -1- O)
... C. f-RINGE BENEFITS If' CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS)
TOlAL SALARIES, WAGES ANO FRINGE OENEFITSJ~.:!:~.tf)_ _ _
0. EQUIPMENT (LIST ITF.M ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EeACH ITEM EXCEl:OIN

addlltonal drsk oapanltv
replaccmant of obsololo perlphoral oqulpmonl
uporedas lo COLA clusters and Illa soivors
TOTAi. EQUIPMENT

E."lRAVEL

1. DOMESTIC {INCL. CANADA, MEXICO AND U.$. POSSESSIONS>
2. FO~EIGN

----~

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORl cosrs
(b)(4)
1. STIPENDS
$~---2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE
4.0THER

I
I

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT '
G. OTHEROIRECTCOSTS

1, MATERIALS AND SUP PU ES
2, PUBLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION
3. CONSULl'ANT SERVICES
4, COMPUTER SERVICES

5. SUBAWARDS
6.0THER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
H. TOlAL DIRECT COSTS (A THROUGH 0)
I. INOIRl::CT COSTS (F'&A)(SPECIFV RATE AND BAS£)

lndlract costs • ,
TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (.F&A)
J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS H + I
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS
_L. AMOUNTOl'_Jl~IS REQUEST (J} OR (J M_IN_U_S_K,.__ ___,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__~~==""""----f
M. COST SWIRlNG PROPOSED LEVEL$
Nol SJ!!!WJ!.
PIIPDNAMF.

Jamos I. Kinter__ ___ --~ ______

......... ----·····----·-~·

.• ___ INDIRECT COST RATE \/f;RlffCATJON.~

ORG. Rl=P. NAME•

JiimosKfntar - · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - _ . . . . ~_ _,..___ _ _ _ _.....,___ ,
4 'ELECTRONIC SIGNAllJRES tlr.QUtRED i:oR RuVIS!,O 13UDlll:T

0830068

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS .. Year 4

Olhar Senior f'er~onnel
ffama -TIiie

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Reques!ad

Jin, Emilia Klrlman, Benjamin •
Klfngor, Barty •
Krishnamurthy, V, •
Misra, Vasuhandhu •

Paglon, KalhV •
Solmelder, Edwin •
Straus, David •
TDD, Decadal •
TDD, ENSO •

\ ..

0830068

SUMMARY
PROPOSALBUDGET

YEAR

5
____
F_O_R_~-F--U-S_E_O_N_L_V_ __

ORGANIZATION

PROPOSAL NO.

._. lnsUUtle of Global Environment and.Soclotv
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT l)IRF.CTOR

AWARD NO.

Jaines L lntar

lllmEmmml ., .. ,.

A. SENIOR PERSONNEi.: Pl/PO, Co-Pl's, Faculty and Olhar Senior Assocfetes l----+"'~~wi---1
,.
(Lisi each separnlely wilh mle. A,7. show numbarln brackels)

1, Jamos L K , lor • Dlroclor

(b)(4). (b)(G)

_4_. f.m1I Dlnnevar

Bolma H11n111

.

L.1fV OTHERS (b!§J..lfiR.I,Y!OUALLY ON BUDGET JU~JIFIGATION PAG
7. 1~JJ.9.TAL SENIOR PERSONNEL (1 - 6)_ ___________

B, OTHER PERSONNF.L SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS

1. (
?..

1 ) POST DOCTORAL SC MOLARS

6) OTHER PROl'E6SIONAlS (TECHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER. ETC~
0 GRADUATE STUDENTS
0 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
1 ) 8r-CRETARIAl • CLERICAL (IF C_HARGED OIRECllY
6.
1 _OTHE'-'-·R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES A+ B)
_C. fR!!'!QE B~!°iEFITS (IF CHARG~D AS DIRECT ~o~S_T_S~)_ _ _ __
"fOiAL SAL{\RIES, WAGES AND FRINGE B1:NEFIT~.(A + B + C>._ __ _
O; EQUIPMF.NT (LIST ITF.M ANO DOU.AR AMOUNl FOR F.ACH ITEM EXCEF.OI

additional tllsk oapaolly
roplooamant of obsoh1te perlplterol oqulpme11I
upgrado8 to COLA cluslors an!I Illa sorvors
...

~

•=

:II•

(b)(4)

(b)(4)

iOTAI. EQUIPMF.NT....•... ·-•·--•···---.. - - - - - - - - - -

E. TRAVEL

Granfod

-

_2_. Bo~~-mln Casl1,_- - ~ - - - - - · - - - - - - - - 3. T!malhy DolSala

5.
6.

---

DURATION mon\l!a

------------1--------1 Proposed

1. DOMESTIC INCL, CANADA MEXICO AND U.S. POSSt:SSIONS
2. FOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT cosrs
1, STIPENDS
$----2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSISiENCE
4. OTHER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS

TOTAL PAffffCll''Al'~'I" COST$

1. MATERIALS ANJ;!.3i.U_P_P~LI_ES~------2. PUDLICATION c_OSiSIOOCUl.mNTATION/OISSGMINATtON

3, CONSULlANT SERVICES
4, COMPUTER SF.RVlCES

t---"6.c...cS=U=EIA..:..:W...:.;.'A..:c.R=D..;;.S________________________________~
6. OTHER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT C:08TS
n TOTAL_~l!!_E_QT COSTS (A THROUGH G)
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RATI: AND BASE)

l11Cllrocl costs (Raio: • •

)

TOTAL INDIRECT CQ.STS (f&A)
J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIREfil...
C-'OS..;;.T.:....S-"-'H_+.;;,I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~
IC. RESIDUAL FU!:!Q.S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.. L. AMOUNT or nil$ RE:QU_~~.}:J~lQBJJ MINUS K) -·--~---·-------..L.:..--"-=
M. COST SHARING PROPOSITD LEVEL$
Not Sl)~0\~~•-1_ _A_G_R_E_EO_LE_V_EL__,.IF_D__IF_FE....R_E...N_T_$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pl/PD NAME
FO~ NSF" USE ONLY

Jumes L !ntcr ····-----~-~---··----······--··-··--·
ORG. REP. NAME•

. IN_p_!R,E,CT COST RATE VERlfJCA]_<lli__
D11t 01 flal~ ShP01

JamBs Kinter
6 "ELECTRONIC 81GNAl"URl!S REQUIREU FOR IIEVISE0 BUDGET

0830068

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 6

Ollwr Senior Personnel

Name• TIiie

Cal

Acad Sumr Funds Roquaslod

Jin, Emllla •
Klthnan, Boofarnln ,

Kllooar, Barry -

Krlslmamurthv, V. •
Misra, Vas11~andhu •
Peyton, Katliv •

Schnoldor, Edwin •
Straus, David •
TBD, Decadal •

TBD, ENSO ·

0830068

i,,.==.a...,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SUMMARY
cu u!a ive
__________ P.JlQPOSAL BUDGET
FOR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAL NO.

ORGANIZATION

tnsllluta ol Global l:nvlronmont and Socrot

DURATION monthSl
Pr osad ..Qt:~_IL

AWARD NO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT OIRl::CTOR

James L Klnlor
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-Pi's, Faculty and Other Senior Associates J--...J?"J.fii!!i::W(rfl/iL_....j
(Ua! each seporalely wilh 1ill11, A.7. show number ill bracl<ols)

-· ··--·--··. ·1.

Jamas L Kint"'e...,r•~O~l~re=cl=o...
r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2, Ben amln Cas/1
_3JLmolhv,_'"'Do""l,,,So""lo"--____~ - - - - - - - - - - - 4.
5,

· ..

Paul !)lrmever
Bohua Hua!J,..._g_________________

6J 10} OTHERS (LIST INDIVIDUALLY ON BUDGET JUSTll'ICATION PAG
7. ( 15) TO'fAl;__~~NIOR PERSONNF.L 1-tl
A. OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMllERS IN lll~AC_l<_ET_S~)_ _ _ _ __
__ 1. ( 5) POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS
__ g_,..( -~.!)) 01HER PROFESSIONALS (TECMNICIA!ll~OGRAMMEll, ETC.
3.
{I GRADUATE STUDENTS
_-!.,{ U)UNDERORADUATESTUDENTS
_ _ _ _ __
5.•..Ji.~~J;~~JAL • CLERICAL (IF CHARG_!!D DIR~Coc..l=L-'-'Y'--_ __

---~d. 5 l OTHER
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES (A+ Bl
c. FRINGE B!_f:lf.:!:frs (IF CHARGl:p AS DIRECT COSl$
TOTAL SALARIES, WAGES AND FRINGE llEN!fflTS A+ 0 ·t C
D. EOUIPMENT(LIST ITF.M ANO DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM

TO'l'AL EOIJIPMEN'f

E.

EXCEE

TRAVEL-----,.-0-0_M_E_STICINCL, CANADA Mexico ANO U.S. possi:-:s_S_IO_N_S_ - - - - - ·
0

______ 2._FO_R_E_IG_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1, STIPENDS
$····---2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSIS'fl:NCE
4, OTHER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPA
..... G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATER!ALSAND SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICATION COSTSIOOCUMENTA!!.ON/DISSEMfNATION
3, CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES
5. SUBAWARDS
1--..a.6.'"'0""'T.;.aH~ER,.a..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
TOTAl OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Ii. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS (A THROUGM_Q)
I, INDIRECT cosrs (l'&A)(SPECtFY RA TE AND BASE)

TOTAL PARTICIPANT c_os_r_s__

TOTAL INDIRECT C__9.Q!S (FM)
_
./. TOTAL OIRl:.CT AND INDIRECT COSTS ili.!._,_1)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
K. RESIDUAL FUNDS
·------~-------------L. AMOUNT Of" IJJ[S REQUEST (J) OR (J MINUS K)
AGRl:l:D LEVEL IF D..!f.!:.!ill{:....NT.......,$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~
_M ..COST SHARING PROPOSED LEVEL s ··- Not Shown
Pl/PO NAME
1-----c..FO~R~N~S;;_F~~~O_N_l_V_ _ __,
___James LKinter
COSTRAiF.
----..··- - - - - - - - - t - - - - - ,INDIRECT
~~-~
- - ' - -VEAIFlCAllON
-r-~~-1
O~I• CMd<~
0•lo omcr, S!Jool
lriOolt · O11G
ORG. REP. NAMF-•

I

lamas Kinter
C 'ELECffi0NIG SIGNATURES REQIJ!nED FOR REVI11ED 8UOGET

0830068

Budget E,q>lnnatiou

Predictability of the Physical Climate System - Budget Explanation

1

0830068

0830068

..

~---- -· - ... ···-•

-··".

-- - .. ·-

· -··-

·· ·.. ---.- ......

-·•·-

SUMMARY

YE

PROPOSAL BUP._GET
.--0-R-G-AN_I_ZA_T_IO_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-~=•~~--~·

j_ _ _ _ ____,
FORNSFUSEONLY
PROPOSAL NO. DURATION months

_Georoo Mason Unlversllv _______________

Pro oeed Greoled

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR

}aaadlsh Shukla

AWARD NO,

··---------------.------,!==......,..,_.---,-_....__...,__--1

A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co•Pl's, Faculty and 01111:!r Senior Assocletes
(Ll&l eoch aepBrately with HIio, A.7. uhow number in brackets)
__ 1.

Jaoa!llsh Slmklu • Pl

---±:...l<.Y.11nn Chin• Facullv~Jl=ss=o=ol=at=o____________
. 3. T[mo!hv Oelsola - Fncul.!Y.M=so"""c,.,,Ja=ltt.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Bohn Humm::.facullv l\i.~=t"'"&___________
5.
win KSchnaldor • Focultv A soc al
0.

1 OTHERS LtSYINDlVIDUA!.LY ON BUOGH JUSTIFICATION PAGE

7, ( 6) TOTAL .SENIOR Pl:RSONNl:L J!.: BL_··----B. OTHER PERSONNEL SHOWNUMBERSJN BRACKETS)
1, ( 0) POST UOCTORAL SCHOlARS
. 2. ( 0) OTHER f.rlOFESSIONA1.S (TF.CHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER, f;.!Q-L
3. L 3) GRADUATE STUDEN'TS
4. ( 0) UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
_. ~( 0) SECRETARIAL• CLERICAL (IF CHARGED • IRECTL Y)
6.
1 O'fHER
TOTAL SAlA~IES AND WAGES (A+ B)
C. f:RINGE BENEFITS (IF CHARGED AS DJRF.C'J'. 9osT_~),_ _ _ _ __
TOTAL SALARIES, WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C)
P. EQUIPMENT (LISrlTEM AND DOLLAR AMOUN'fFOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING :¥5,00D,)

-----t----- _JI_

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
E. TRAVEL
1. DOMESTIC (lNCL. CANAQA, MEXICO AND u.s, 1:9sse§~IONS)_.
2. FOREIGN

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT cosrs
1, STIPENDS
$-··?..TRAVEL
3. SUBSISTENC!o
4.0THER

0

0

0
0
0

___
____________
p
_

TOTAL NUMBl:R OF PARTICIPANTS
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS

0)

TOTAL PARTICIPAN r c;::osrs.

•.

1,MATE~~LSA~DSUPPUfS
·---~--~----2. PUl3LICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATIO_N/DISSEMINATI0~.. - - - - - - - - - - 3, CONSUL' ANT S E R V I C E S · · - · - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - ~!J.Ml'UTER SE_R_Vl~C_E_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. SUBAWARDS
6. OTHER
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
·-·········------------~-H. TOTAL OIRECTCOSTS A THROUGH G)
I. INDIRECT COSTS (i=M)(SPECIFY RATE ANO OASE)

Modlllod Tola I Dlrecl Cosls . b 4

..

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS (F&A}
J. TOTALDIRECTANDINOIRECTCOSlS H+Jl~--K. RESIDUA~Ft.!NOS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.. L AMOUNT OF THIS REQlJEST I,!} OR (J MINU~.
M. COST SHAR!NG P~OPOSEO LEVEL$
NOi ShOIW

Pl/PO NAME

A1.1~lllsl1 Shukla
ORG. REP, NAME•

I AGREED _LEVEL IF..-----------------------Dll'fl:RENTSFOR NSF USE ONLV
INDIRECr COST RATE VERIFICATION

Dalt Chac;l\G~

P~I• 01

n.,.

Sh~ol

1n1a111- ORG

Karen Co""hn.,___________ · - - - - - - ~
1 •ELECTRONIC SIGNAiURES Rl!QUIREll FOR REVISED BUDGET

0830062

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 1

OHm Senior Personnel
Name• TIiie

Cal

Straus, David M • Faculty Assootato

(b}(4} & (b}(6}

., .......••-····

.. ., ...... --••-·••······--·•--·

•···

..

I\C11d S11mr Funds Requested

······•·.. ·····---------·----·-·-·

0830062

·------------ORGANIZATlON
~11

SUMMARY
YEAR
PROPO$_A 8
GET ,...,......_.,._F_O_R_NS_F_U_SE-0-NL_Y_ _..,
PROPOSAL NO.

Mason Unlverslhl

~

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR

DURA'!_IQN (mon\hs)

Pro osod Granted
... .......... ... --..- ··-·------~~---~--.~--,
~

~

AWARD NO.

Ja ad! Sl1 1lda

a

TOTAL SAlMIESAND WAGES A+
C. FRINGE BENEFITS (IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
lOTAL SALARIE~AGJ:S AND FRINGE Bf:NEFITS A+ B + C
D, EQUIPMENT (LIST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH llEM EXCEEDING SS,000.)

TOTAL GQUIPM~NT

E. TRAVEi.

0

1. DOMESTIC INCL. CANADA, MBXICO AND U.S. POSSESSIONSL____, ____ -1----~0-i-~--,
2. FOREIGN
0

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
1, STIPENDS
$---------"D
2. TRAVEL

a. SUBSISTENCE

0

..=::::::============~=~-.. ···~·-·~---- _ --·-··--------aenin
TOTALNUMBERQtPA~RT~IC~l~PA~N~T~S_..,___,._0,._______T~O~t~A~L~PA~R~T~IC~IP~A~N~TC~O~S~T~S'------'

1-24,~0:!.]T~H1=.ER~_ _

G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MATERIALS AND SUPPUES
2. PUBLICATION COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSEMINATION

_3. CONSULTANT Sl!RVlCf!S
4. COMPUTER SERVICES
6. SUBAWAROS
S.OTHER

·--~

--~----···------~--------

----. lOlAL OTHF.R DIRECT cosr~s_ _

=~-~~----'---------~--~----------------

H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A THROUGH G
1. INDIRECT cosrs (FM)(SPECIFY AAlE ANO BASE)

l-"~---'-........

Modified To!al Dlrocl Cosls •
lOTAL INDIRIZCl COSTS FM
J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INOIRECT COSTS H -~ f
K. RESIDUAL fUNDS
L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS I<
M. COST SBAR!NG PROPOSED LEVEL i
Nol SbO\ n
Pl/PO NAME

AGREED LEVEL IF DIFFERl!N'!' $
FOR NS!= USE ONLY

i--=J.....
ad...ls=h._.S=h=uk=la___________________-t---"IN_D_IR_,ECT COST RA'TE VERIFICATION
ORG. REP. NAME•
O•to Chctl<od
D"lo 01 R•lo $hoot
tn!Jlm-ORG
aren Co
2 •1:LECTROHLC SIGt-lA TURES Rl!QUIRF.O FOR REVISEO lSUUGE I"

0830062

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS .. Vear 2

-------------------~----·--···••--Othor Sonlor Porsonnol
Name• TIiie

car

Slraus, David M• facully Assoclato

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

Acad S11mr Funds Requoslad

--~---··•···•·"··~---~----

0830062

SUMMARY

"PROPOSAL BUDGET

YE;A_R_,_,___ _ _ _ _------.

ORGANIZA'flON

_J!!)orgo Mason Unlvorsll
PRINCIPAL lNVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECTOR

Jau.!Ll!.i§h Shukla
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, (:o-Pl'o, Facully and Other Senior Auoi:ls!es
(List esch separately wffl1 Ullo, A. 7. ehow number In bratkolr.)

FOR NSF USE ONLY
PROPOSAL NO. DURATION (months}
Pro osad GrBnfe<!~
AWARD NO.

~.....-.

1--:-:--/JiJwlli:~~~

IIRDmfflfflm~

Janadlsh Shukla• Pl______
- - - - - - - - - - - (b)(4). (b}(6)
•...?~~..V!lllll Chin -~Fe=a....ul~I__..A=s=so=ol'"'"al=o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1.

-

I

-~1,.1!.!llfil!IY..!lo.!filllj • FacullY/\Urullli~,~e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Bo)lua Huann • F110.1tftv..Assocl,"'a1=e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~Edwin KSohnoldor • Faculty Assocla1e
_ 8, { 1 ) OTHF.~S (UST _INOIVIDUALLVON BUDGET ,IUSTIFICATION PAGE

7. (

·

•

1) )JQfAL SENlO--'-R'--'P...cE=R=SO"'"'N--'-'....
N E=L....1...•...6 . _ _ _ ~ ~ - - - - -

8, OTHER PERSONNEL {SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKETS
1. ( 0) Posr DOCTORAi. SCHOtARS
...&_i O) O"IHER PROFESSlONAlS (!F.CHNICIAN, PROGRAMMER, ETC.}_

I

3 GRADUATE STUDENTS
0) UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
_Y.~sC_B.sTARIAL • CLERICAL (IF CHARGED OIRECTL't'.°,._,_~~6. ( 1 OTHER
iOTAL SAlARll:$ AND WAGES A+ B
C. FRINGE BENEFllS IF CHARGED AS DIRECT COSTS
.. -~~
TOtAL SAIMIE$, WAGE$ AND FmNGE BENEFITS {Al B + Cl
D. EQUll>MENT (UST ITEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)
$.

4. (

T01'AL l!QUIPMeNT_ _ _ _ _ _,., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0'+----~i

i---c;E....""'lM"'--'-'Yl:-'-':;..:.L_ _ _1-'".-'D--'O..c.M'""'E..;..ST'"'"IC~(IN-C'-L_,C_A-'N"-A=DA'-"---M...E"'"X....
IC__
O-'-AN='...
D"""U"'"",S"'.'-PO=S'-"S.c;E=SS"""l"-ON'-'-S=---~--t-----'Q -··-

0

2. FOREIGN

F, PAR'l"ICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS

1. STIPENDS
2. "fRAVEL
3. SUBS!STl!NCE
4.0THER

$-------_.,0
0

0

_ _ _Q

1----'-TO.;;.t;..:.AL.=.;.;N;..;;.U"-"M.;;.BE""ll--'--O-'-'F---'__
PA.;;.R;..:.T.:..;.IC.:.;.IP...
A'-"'N-'-TSC.-_._--.::0CL-_ _ _ _JOTAL PARTICIPANT cosrs
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MA'fERIALS AND SUPPLIES
2, l'UBLIOATlON COSTS/DOCUMENTATION/DISSl:MINA'rlON
3, CONSUi.TANT SERVICES

----------~-.-·--·~--···-------

__
4,~C'-'O"-'M'--P"'"U--'Te=·R~S~·c=R~Vl~C.c...l:.c..S____ ,.., _ _~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5. SUBAWARDS
6. OTHER
TOTAL OHIER DIRECT COSTS
ll TOT~OIRl!Cl' 0081$ (A THROUGH G)
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F8A}(SPEctFV RATE AND BASl,;l

Modified Tnlal Dlrenl Gosls , ,
TOTAi. lNDIRECTCOSTS f'&A
J, TOTAL !)~T ANO INDIRECT COSTS Ii + I
K. RESIDUAL ~UNDS
_1:-...~lOUNT OF!HIS REQUEST J OR J MINUS K
M. COST SHARING PROPOSE!) LEVEL 5
Nol Shown
Pl/PD NAME

Ja.nadtsh Shuk,a
ORG. REP. NAME'

AGREED Ll::VEI. IF DIFFERENT$

FOR NSF USF. ONLY

··--···--··- --·--·-------------~IN_D_IR_EC,T_C_O_S~T._M_TF._.V_E_,R_l!'_"ICA.-r_,o_N__l
Da1e Chee~•~

°"'" Of R•IA Sho•I

lr,ll°ol,; • ORO

Karan Cohn
3 "l!LECTnONfC SlGNAlURl:S Rt:QU!Rtll l'OR Rc\t!Sl!O BUDGET

0830062

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 3

-------------···-··-----------------Other Senior Personnel

Namo • TIiie

Slraus, David M - Fncullv /lssoclate

Cal Aoad Sumr Funds Requested
(b)(4) & (b)(6)

----.. -·•----- ·-··~~- . ~'-•-~··--~
-

0830062

SUMMARY

.------------_J'ROPOSAL BUDGET
ORGANIZATION

VEA~R..,__~4---~FOR NSf'_U,....S~l:O~N_LV_ _- f
PROPOSAL NO.

Gr!Q_!'.IIJtMason U11iuers~i~----------------···--•--------- _Propouod G1an1cd
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR

AWAAD NO.

__J!nud~hS/111k~-:.------------------,,--....-----.la==--.-----,i....-,----,,.....-------,
A SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PO, Co-Pl's, Facully end Other Senior Assoclotes
(List oaeh separalely wllh 1111c, A7. ~how mimbe, in brackets)

1---------

1.

Ja adlsU Shuklu- Pl

?... l!tnnq Chin•

Fafil!!Jy Assocl~ll!
------~-1J.OJJ!lbVJ?.§!lQill..:fMltllY.1\trurn.la.!lL.--.•- - - ~ - ~
4. f.lohuoJi!!..ang • Facullv Assoclal!!,, ___________
5. Edwin I< Schnolder • Facttl.l!Lll!m..iitl!!.__ _______
6.
1 0THl:RS jLIST INlllVlrJUALLYON BUDGET JUSTIFICATION {'AG .
7. ( ~-L!_(?.!AL Sf:NIOR PERSONNEL (1 -G)
13. OlHER PERSONNEL (SHOW NUMBEHS IN llRACl(ETS)
1.
0 POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS
?.. ( 0} OTHER PROFESSIONAi.$ (TECHNICIAN, f'ROGRAMMl:R, ETC.)
3.
4.
l;,

3 GRADUME SlUDENT$ ·-··---····---·--··--··----0) !JNDEHORADUATE STUDENTS
0 SECRETARIAL-0!.l:RIOAL ll'GHARGl!DDIREOTLY) ·-···-· _

-~J___.1_lOTHER_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - -

__
TOTAt SAU\RIES ANO WAGl:S A+ B
C. FRINGE BF.NEFITS(IF CHARGED AS OIRr:.CT CO(HS)
TOTAL SALARIES, WAGES AND FRINGE. BENl'FITS (A+ B + G)
D. cOUIF'MENT (LIST ITF.M AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM f;_XCEEDI

iOi/lL tQUIPMr::NT
---------·-·
E. TRAVE'=--1. DOMESTIC (lNCI.. CANADA, MEXICO AND U.S. POSSESSIONS)
2. FOREIGN

0
0
0

F. PARTICIPAN"f SUPPORT COSTS

1. STIPENDS
2. TRAVEL
3. SUBSJSlENCE

$--------0
0

__________ JI

"· ornm
-----·~--o
.................ro....1....A___L-'-N'-"U_M""Bl:=·R..c..O_F_P_A_R__TI_C..c..lP_A--'-N--'-TS'---_ L O)

iOTAL ~~RllCIPANT COSTS

G, OTHER DIRECT GOSTS

1. MAlERIALS AND SUPPLIES
__________ - ~ - - - - - - - - - 2. PUOLICATION COSTS/OOCUMENTAllON/DISSEMINA"rlON
3. CONSULTANT SERVICES
4. COMPUTER SERVICES
..
5. SUBAWARDS

-----~---- ----.-~----------

6.0THl:R
TOTAL OT.Hl;R OIRF.CT COSTS

H. TOTAL Oll3Q9T COSTS {A THROU5!.tJ_G'-'------------------I. INDIRECl COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RAn; AND BASt:)

Modified Total Dlrocl Costs , ,
TOTAL INDIRECT COST$ F8A
J. TOTAL DIRECT ANQ_JNDIRECT COSTS (H + I)

--·-~-----------~-----------

~-~ESIDUAL J:UNDS
L. AMOUNT OF THIS REQUEST {J)OR (J._.M;;.;.IN.;.;;U;.;;S..;.19"-----.,..---------M. COST SHARIN~0SE0 LEV!:L s -·· Not Sho\1/n
PI/PDNAMI:

Ja adlsh Shuklo
ORG. RP.P. NAME'

K~ran Cohn

Oolo Chee!<od

Dalo 01 /lpl~ Shlll

---·•·-·-··---·------------

····--······-4 'ELJ;l'HRONIC SIG'1ATUflr.l3 mi.QUIRED FOR Revlllf.D BUDGET

0830062

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Vear 4
__,,-..,····--···---··---·--·-···-···~----·--······-.. ------ _.... ".. ···-··------··-·-- ········· -'-••··· ··---··-Olhor Sonlor Porsonnol
Name· Tltlo

Cal

Straus, David M• Faoully l\ssoclate

______

., __________

/lead sumr Funds Req11&~te1l

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

~·· --··-----·•·.--••···· .

..

·······~ ·--··--·---·-----~·~-------

0830062

SUMMARY
YE.-AR......_.....
5 --------.
, - - - - - - - - - ·. -----·- PROfOSAL BUDGET
FORNSFUSEONLY
PROPOSAL NO.

ORGANIZATION

Gaor e M son Untuor_~l.!Y__________
AWARD NO.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT OIRECYOR

adlsh S uk

DURATION (months)
Pro oaed ..Q~!<!.

-----~---1m11lrall····

A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co,Pl's, Faculty nnd Other Senior Associates 1--..t9Jw,i,li!i!Ji!iiL-1
(Uol llach se!)malely wilh Ulla, A.7, show numbor In brncllet11)
1.

-

2.
3.
4.
5.

Ja adlshSh=u=k=la_·~-~-~---------- (b}(4),(b)(6)
K un b!n - Faculty Associate
Tlmotllv DQlso!11 • fapufly As~oclalo ... ~ - ~ - - - - - Hohua Huang· Fac~Hum.~---------Erlwlo K,Schnofdor • F!P~DJl!aJ~o_ __
.QJt!ERS LIST INOMDUALL YON 8UOGl:'f JUSTIFICA1'10N PAGI!

6,

7, ( 6) TOTAL SENIOR PE.RSONtl_s~ (1 - 8)
····-----·----8. OTHER PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN BRACKE'fS
I
I

3.
4,

6.
6.

•
t

•.,
•

•

t
I

•

'•

..... ,.,11 ..,,,,.. • •

•~".!l!U!llt•

3 GHAOUATE STUDENTS
0 UNDERGllAOUATE STIJDENT$

0

SECRETARIAL• CLERICAL {IF Clj(IRG1£0 DlflECTLY)

1 OTIIER
1--~~~---------•-----h•••-•-----TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES (A+ a
C. FRINGE 81:NEFITS If CHARGED AS DlRECY COSiS) .. ·- .......
TOTAL SALARIES WAGES AND FRING!: BENEFITS A+ B + C)____
D. EQUIPMENT {UST ITEM AND DOU.AR AMOUNT FOR F.ACH ITEM EXCEEDING $5,000.)

TOTAL CQUJF'ME,!!_,:_

E. TRAVEL

_ _ _ _ .,.,_ ............. _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,0:-,.----·--

1. DOMESTIC (INCL. CANADA, ME~!f.O AND U:~OSSESSIONS
2. FOREIGN

0
___
0,1---~-1

F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS
O
1. STIPENDS
$-------~
2. '!RAVEL
3. SUBSISTENCE ----

0

0

4.0THER _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _o
_________

t----"rO~T......'A~L.....N__U_M_BE_R_O_F_P~A_R~T_IC~IP_A__
N_Ts_________o..,__ _ _ _
TO_Tfil,fllRTICIPANT COSTS
<3. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. MA 'ff.RIALS ANO SUPPLIES
2. PUBLICA'f!ON COSTS/DOCUMENTATIONIDISSEMINATIOH
--·~. CONSULTANT SERVICl:S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - 4. COMPUTER SERVICES
5.SUBAYlf....;~-"'R.....o_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--~-•.. •-----------

1--.=.:6.-=0:..:.T"'"HE=R-'-----------------------·----··--TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
H. TOTAL DIRl:CT. COSTS (A THROUGH 0)
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFV RAT£ AND BASE}

Modllled Total Olracl Gosls , ,
"fOTAL INDIRECT COSTS F&A
J. TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS (Ii 1- l)
K Rl!SIDUAL FUNDS
L. AMOUNT Of THIS REQUEST J OR {J MINUS I<} __ - - - - , . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - ' - ' - - - : . . ~ ~ ~ - - - 1
M. COST SHARING PROPOSED LF.V!cl $
Nol SJi.!ll~-- AGRF.F.D LEVEL IF OIFFEREN'f $
Pl/PD NAME
FOR NSF use ONLy
J11 adl hShukla
____________
INDIRECTCOSTBgEVERIFICATION
0•le Chacl<•d
Dato OI Rnl~ Shoo!
ln!Y>ln-OHG
ORG. R1'P. NAMI!•

Karon Goltn ··--~-···-----

5 'ELECTRONIC SIGNATIJRES REQUIRP.O FOR REVISED B\JDGET

0830062

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET COMMENTS - Year 5

other Senior Personnel

Name• Tille

Cal

Straus, David M • Faculty Assoclale

(b)(4) & (b)(6)

. . . . . . . . . . . .,...

-•~-

•~

• - - - - .. --~•- .. ~ - - - • - - - - • •

Acall Sumr Funds Roquesled

••••--•-••••~ ·~·-••--"''

--LS.,MO

•

-

- - - - · - · · • · - ........._ _ _ a_,04_,,... __, .. , _ _ _ ,.., ....... _ _ _ , _ , . , , , . _ , ~

0830062

ORGANIZAllON

Georqo Mason U!.1JYJ1><>r,,,sl,...l11...._______________
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR I PROJECT DIRECTOR

AWARD NO.

Ja911drs11_~'""h""uk,..la=---------------------r----:!,,,,,,........,---..-....,__ _.,...__ _--i
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL: Pl/PD, Co-PJ's, FecuKy end OU,cr Sonlor Associeles ~-.J'.illlan
(Us! each separately with lllle, A.'7. show number In brockels)
_1.

2.

Jrum#Jsh Sl1ukla • Pl
u nc111n • E111mttv l\l!lloclnto

a. Timothy Oel3olo • f_q,c_ylJy=f!=ss=o=~l.,,.al....
11~-----

.....!..!Mma Huang • Faculty Associate

_.£-.l.~.Y!l!J KSchnelder· fa;unv Assoointo

.• 6. { 1 ) OTHERSJLIST INDJVIOUAU.Y ON 8UOGET JUSTIFICATION PAGsj
.•. -~ ( 6) TOTAL SENIOR Pl:R§,2!:J_~E_L~<~1_·G..,_)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
tl. OTHJ;R PERSONNEL SHOW NUMBERS IN aRACl<ETS ·

.... ?,
3.

0 OTHER PROFESSIONALS lECHNICIAN PROGRAMMER CTC.]
r. GRADUATE STUDENTS

C. FRINGE BENEFllS (IF CHARGEO AS DIRECT COSTS)
___ JOT/IL SAi.ARiES, WAG!:~ @O FRINGE BENEFITS A+ B + C
D. EQUIPMENT (LIST IYEM AND DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR EACH ITEM EXCEEDING ~6.000.)

iO,AL uOUlflMENT
- - - - - - - - · · - · - · _ _ _ ___,Y...---1
E, TRAVEL
1. DOMESTIC INCL CANADA, MEXICO ANO U.S. POSSl!SSIONS
0
2, FOREIGN
0

f. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT C06T3
1. STIPENDS
$-----~0
2. TRAVEL
0
3. SUBSISTENCE. - - - - - ____ ,Q
4. OTHER
---~ij
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICJPANTS
( · 0)
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS
__J., MATF.RIALS AND SUPPU!i'.S

TOTAL PARTICIPANT COSTS

2. PUOLICATION COSTS/OOCUMENTATION/DISS!::MINATIOf:!. .., ~ - - - - - - - - - 3. CONSULTANT SERVICES ··-··- ... _-~----- ... _______
__4, COMPUTER SERVICES
S. SUDAWARDS
__ _G, OiHER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS

H. TOTAL DIRECT COSTS ffi.JHROUGH Q} ______________________________
I. INDIRECT COSTS (F&A)(SPECIFY RA1 E AND BASE)
·roTAL INDIREC'l" COSTS (FAA)
J. TO'fAL DlflECl' ANO INDIRECT COSTS (tl.!:..:t.ll_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

K. RESIDUAL FUNDS

L AMOUNT OF_l'HIS Rl!QUES1'_,._J'""'O'""R~J"'"M...
IN;..;,U..a.S-'-"-----.....--------·--·•-·
M. COST SHARtN~ROPOSED LEI@,.!__....,_,_,,~"-"'Sl,,..10:.:.:lli,,.n_ _.__~AG;:.:R.:..:E:.;::Ec=D..:L=.EVEc.=Lc:;IF-'D:.:.l:.:FF..=E~.R.::,EN"-'T,._$..__ _
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0830062

.,!Y,!~l!:,,,~122.. To:
Cc:
Subject:

shukra@cola.lges.org
Fein, Jay S.
2nd Reminder Continuing Grant Increment

Annual Report for Continuing Grant Increment
Award No. ATM-9910853
lncromsntal Amount for FY 02: $249,989
Grant Expiration Date; September 30, 2002
Annual Report Due Date: May 31, 2002
PLEASE NOTE. Since Dr. Fein must develop a spend out plan
for this fiscal year, we must have your report in Immediately. Thank you.
Dear Dr. Shukla:
The above referenced proposal is due fo1· an Increment, and the
Annual Report must be submitted through Fastlane. You can access
The Fastlane Reporting System from the NSF Home Page at
«https://www.fasUane.nsf.gov>>, or you can go directly to tho new
project reporting system at
<<!:!ttps://www.fastlc1ne.1J.§l. Qov/cqi-bin/NSF_P.rlBm.>>
The Program Officer responsible for your grant is Dr. Jay S. Fein,
Climate Dynamics Program. He can be reached by phono at (703)
292-8527, or by E-mail at www.Jfeln@nsf.gov

Thank you in advance for your report. ff you have any
questions, please give me a call.
PLEASE NOTE: Any overdue Final Reports that are not
submitted to any program in NSF will block the processing of your
increment.
Joyce Muir
Program Assistant
Climate Dynamics
(703) 292-8527

J,e.ya
Jovce Muir, Program Assistant
ClimC\te Dynamics Program
Physlc:al Meteorologv Progrom
(703) 292-8527
(fox) (703) 292-9022

,

Pl/PD NAME:

Jagadl.sh Shulda

GENDER:
CITIZENSHIP:

C

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

,

PRJ..... IPAL INVE!STIGATOR / PROJECT DIFU!CT<..,,

Paga: 1 of 2
· Dnte: 07(26/1989

HISTORY REPORT

Tlma: 14:46:23

DEGRl:E:

M

HANDICAP: N

DEGREE VR:

SC.D,

PW

PRIM ADDRESS: Oenrerfor Ocean·Land·Almosphore Sludles
4041 Powder Mill Road, Suite 302
Calverton MD 20706

PHONF.::
EMAIL AOOR:

FA}{:
801 •595-7000
shukla.@oola.lge11.org

COITVPE:

No conmct of Interests.

301-595•9793

ORQ:

EfFDATl::

STATUS

CODE

DATS

PROP

AWARD

AMO ORG CODE

AMOUN1' OUR ROLE

RECelVF.D FPR DUE
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PRI. •..JIPAL INVESTIGATOR/ PROJECT DIRECT'-',.
HISTORY REPORT

Pl/PD NAME:

Jegadlsh Shulda

GENDER: -

M

CITIZENSHIP;

C

DEGREE:

HANDICAP: N

Oale:·07/26/1999
Time: 14:46:23

$0,0.

DEGRE!: V R : -

PRIM ADDRESS: Centerfor Ocean-Land·Almoaphere Sludies
4041 Powder MIii Roacl 1 Softe 302
Cafverton MD 20705

PHONE!

301-595-7000

EMAILADOR:

FAX:

shukla@cola.lgGs.org

COITVPE~

No oonfllot of lnt('res\s.

301-595-9793

ORG:

EFflDATE:

STATUS

CODE DATE
(b)(4) & (b)(6)

PROP

AWARD

AMD ORG CODE

AMOUNT OUR ROLE

RECEIVED FPR DUE

DN

f

Subject: ATM Cj /0~] Pl, J. Shukln, GMlJ
1'J1e PI is the President of the oot-for.,profit .rcselll'ch orgunizntion, 'Ibe Institute of
Global Environme11t and Society (.iG-ES) and a ,rofessor at GMO.
·

Witll the exce1>tion of the cover sheet, bu,lget, etc., this pi·oposal front GMU Is
ideoticnl to thttt which was peer reviewed. It has ·been submitted separately by
GMU in order to snve the extra subcontrnct indirect costs associated with n
snbconti·aet to GMO from IGlES. The same procedure was used by IGES in 1995,
when the Pl bccnntc affiliated with GMU (see 'J'11b 18).
I recommend n fiver.year awaa-d at ahe levels of:
FV 1999:
FY2000:
F\'.'2001:
FY2002:

$249,957
$249,989

FY2003:

$249,961

$249,920
$249,814

'l'here is no ove1·h1p between this awsiird and othel's of the PI, ahbough Ids grant tQ.
IGES is complimentary to this award,
Jays.Fein
7/28/99

~ !. f\~
U <l

•t

J
\ .:,

There Js no overlap between this award and others of the Pis,

although they a.re related and complementary.

Jays. Fein
CDP
12/30/98

cc:

P. Stephens, NSF
M. E:akin, NOAA

K. Bergman, NASA

\~

DN

SUBJECT: ATM 93 21354
The

F\' 1995,

PI, J. Shukla, IGES

second y~c:1).'.' commi l.;mant for. the subject grant is
Tfaf :PI /'"\t;ho ·1 is the;,·,J?r.esident•;... 9-f_;;,.t_he:(Ins:t•itute

$900, oo.o from NSF.
oiY?Glob,d >>Env'. •

action raql1ired on . . . . . . . . . NOAA will (b) (5)

'rhm;e is no overlap between this award and others of the PI.

Jay s. Fein
3/14/95

George Mason University
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444

2 July 1999

(703) 993-1000

TOD: 1703) 993-1002

DI', J. Fein, Program Dh'eclor

Climate Dynamics Program, Room 775
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230

D011r fay:

Please find enclosed two copies of a proposal entitled, 11.Predictability nnd Vnriability of tho Present Climate."

.

.

The research proposed here is an i11teg111l pru1 of the work approved in tho NSF grant ATM•98~14295. The
purpose of this letter pro11osnl fa to request that a portion of the funds from this grant (fo1· the P.I. nnd student
suppo11) be awarded to 1he Geo1·ge Mnson University. As described below, approval of this rnquest will help
establish an education and thesis research program at GMU and enhMce the student involvement in COLA
reso1m~h.
1.

Since COLA left the University of Maryland, wo have been working closely with nrea universities so

that COLA can continue to be involved with the education and training of grndunte sh.Jdents. GMU has
offered me a tenured professorship in the Institute of Computational Sciences 011d Informatics (CSl),
and 1 continue to be the President of IGES.
·
2.

In the original approved proposal, support for grnduate students at area universities was explicitly
included,

3.

GMU has agreed that COLA will remain my principle place of research work. My status as a faculty
member gives me the oppol'tunity to train graduate students by invo.lving them ln COLA research. GMU
has also ngreed thnt some of the g1·aduate courses in climate dynamics and g_lobnl ch1!!_1,Wwill be given
at the COLA premises. lt is our intention to nil ow graduate students from· other Rl'CI\ universities to also
attend courses offered at COLA.
(b)(4) & (b)(6)

4.

salary. Please note
oes nat include any
salary.

5.

The proposed budget for GMU component is within the approved budget and no additional ftmds are

being requested.
If you have My further quostions or clarificntions on this proposal, please give mo a call.
Thank you.

Cc: M. Black (CSl)

Yours sincerely,

J. Shukla

r~

-----

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATiur.f
Grant Letter
Award:9910853

Pl Name:Shukla, Jagadish

Award Date:
Award No.
Amendment No.

October 5, 2004
ATM-9910853
005

Ann T. McGulgan, Ph.D.

Director, Office of Sponsored Programs
George Mason University 4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030"4443

Dear Dr. McGuigan:
letter dated September 24, 1999, as amended, the sum of $1,249,641 was
aw<\rded to George Mason University, under the direction of Jagadish· Shukla
for support of the project entitled,

By

"Predictability and Variability of the Present Climate. 11
The purpose of this amendment is to extend the expiration date of the grant
fr.om September 30, 2004 to September 30, 2005 without additional funds in
order to a1loi•1 for tbe completion of the agreed level of effort.
Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.

The cognizant NSF program official for this grant is ,Tay S. Fein (703)
29?."8527.
The cognizant NSF grants official is Denise o. Young (703) 292-8216.
Sincerely,
Denise 0. Young
Grants and Agreement$ Officer
CFDA No, 47.050
mbarnhar@gmu.edu

·•

Printei:lTrom eJacket: 08/28/06

Paga 1 of2
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NJ"\TIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATlv1-.J
Notlffcation/Roq uost
Pl Name:Shukta, Jagadlsh

Award:9910853

Request Type

Award Number
Award Titre

NSF Status
NSF Status Updated

NSF Approved No-Cost Extension
9910853
Predictability and Variability of the Present Climate
Approved by Grants Official.
Denise 0. Young

By
NSF St~tus Date

10/05/04

Recommended By
Jays. Fein
Recommendation
10/04/04
Date
Recommended
09/30/05
Expiration Date
Recommendation TextTha Pl and his group are conducting excellent research and are
mentoring very good students. I recommend that NSF

Prepared By
Submitted By
Submitted Date
Revised Exp Date

Amount
Justification

Plan For Use

Jagad!sh Shukla
Karen G. Cohn
10/01/04
09/30/05
160000.00
Several elements of the project are stlll ongoing and Involve
graduate students In their final year of study. A no-cost
extension is requested to support the research and the ·
graduate students.
Same as originally approved. To support graduate students and

post-docs.
Explanation For Late The P.I. was on travel for the last two weeks for grant related
Request

work.

--Page 1 of 1

lt~Mit\-$P

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jgrzecho@nsf.gov
Monday, August 11, 20D3 10:02 AM
mbarntrnr@gmu.edu
dgaawd@nsf.gov; trozoll@nsf.gov; jfein@nsf.gov

Award Id : 9910853, Pl: Shukla

Award Date
Gr.ant No.
Amendroent No.

f\ugu!-lt 11, 2003
A'l'M-9910053
004

Ann T. McGuigan, Ph.D.
Director, Office of Sponsored Pr.ograms
George Mason University
4400 University D~ive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4443
Dear Dr. McGuigan:
The National Science E'oundation hereby awa1:cls $249 1 961 to George Mason University for
add.i.tional .support of the project being funded by the above-referenced award.

'l'his project, under. the direction of

Jagadish Shukla, is entitled:

"Pr.edictability and Variability of the Present Climate."
Thi!! award wHh this amendment totals $1,249,641 and expi.res September 30, 200/J.
'l'his grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of
1950, as amended (42 u.s.c. 1861-75.) and is subject to NSF Grant General conditions (Gel), dated 07/02.
E>ccept

a~ modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.

The attached budget indicates the amounts, by catego.ties, on which NSF has based its
support,
The cognizant NSF pi:ogram official for this grant is Jay S. Fein (703) 292-8527.
The cognizant NSF grants off:icial contact is Denise o. Young (703) 292-8216.
Sincerely,
John K. Grzechowiak
Gtants Officer

CFDA No: '17,050
mbarnhar@grnu.edu

..-..
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON ~JOULEVAAD. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Award Date
July 3, 2002
Grant No.
ATM-9910853
Amendment No. 003
Ann T. McGuigan, Ph.D.
Director, Office of Sponsored Progrnms
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4443
Dear Dr. McGuigan:
The National Science Foundation hereby awards $249,989 to George Mason University for additional
support of the project being fonded by the above-referenced nward.

This project, under the direction of Jagadish Shukla, is entitled:
"Predictability and Vm·iability of the Present Climate. 11

This awru:d with this amendment totals $999,680 and expires September 30, 2003.
This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as
amended (42 U.S.C, 1861-75.) and is subject to NSF Grant General Conditions (GC-1), dated 07/02.
Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.
The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has based its support.
The cognizant NSP program official for this grant is Jay S. Fein (703) 292-8527.
The cognizant NSF.gt·ants official contact is Denise 0. Young (703) 292-8216.
Sincerely,

Denise 0. Young
Grants Officer
CFDA No: 47.050
mbamhar@gnm.edu

·•

NAilONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
t1201 WILSON BOULF.VARO. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

ATM-so1 oesa
003

SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET
Person MOS

Funds
granted

A. (2.00), Total Senior personnel
B. Other Personnel
1. (0.00) Post Doctoral associates
2, (0.00) Other professlonals
3. (3.00) Graduate students
4. (0.00) Secretarlal•clerlcal
6. (O.QO) Undergraduate students
6. (0.00) other
Total salaries and wages (A+B)
C. Fringe benefits (If charged as direct c
Total salaries wagos and fringe

D. Total permanent equipment
F.. Travel
1. Domestic
2. Foreign
F. Total participant support costs
G. Other diroot ooste

1, Materlals and supplle:,s

2. Publlcatlon costs/pago charges
3. Consultant services
4. Computer (ADPEJ services
5. Subcontracts
6. Other
1
Total other direct costs
H. Total direct costs (A through G)
I. T6ta1 Indirect costs
J. Total direct and lndll'ect costs (H+I)
K. Residual funds I Small business fee
1. Residua! funds (If for further support of
current projects GPM 252 and 253)
2. Small business fee
L. Amount of this request (J} or (J-1(1 +K2)
M, Cost sharing

$249,989

$0

.. 2 -

A'J'M-991O053

004

SUMNAHY 1.'ROfOSAL BUDGET

Funds

PeJ:sun MOS

granted
~

A.

{2.00) ~otal Senior personnel

B. Other P~~sonnel

1. (0,00) rost Doctoral associates
2. (0, 00) Ol:her profe:rnlonuls
3.

{3.00) G.1:aclual:e .!ltudentt.

4. (0.00) Secret~rial-clerical
5. t0,00) Undergraduate students
6. (0.00) Other
Total salaJ:.i.c~:'l and wages (1\H3)

C, F~inge benefits (if charged as direct
'l'otttl salar.lP.S wages and fringes (JHJHC)
D. Total permanent eqt1ipme11t
E. Travel

1, Domestic
2, Foreign
F. 1.'ota.1. pa.t:ticip.int support costs
G,

Other direct cost!!
J.. Matedals and st1pplie.s

2. Publication costs/page chatges
3. consultant services
!1. cornputcr {ADl'E) nervices
5. Sttbcon'tr.icts
6. Other
Total other direct costs
H, Total direct cost.:.'l (1\ throl1gh G)
I. Total ihdir.ect costs
J. Total direct and indirect coats (H+l)
K. Residual funds / Small business fee
1, Residual funds {if for further support of

current projects GPM 252 and 253)
2. Snmll business fee
!,. Amount of this r.equest

M, Cost sharing

(J)

or (J-Kl+K2)

$249,961
$0

2

NAilONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON F!OULEVARO. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Award Date
Grant No.

August 7, 2001
ATM-9910853

Amendment No. 002

Ann T. McGuigan, Ph.D.
Dircctort Office of Sponsored Programs
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4443

Dear Dr. McGuigan:
The Nationa1 Science Foundation hereby awards $249,957 to George Mason University for additional
support of the project being funded by the above-referenced award.
This project, under the direction of Jagadish Shuklat is entitled:
11

Predictability and Variability of the Present Climate."

This award with this amendment totals $749,691 and expires September 30, 2002.

This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42
U.S.C. 1861 et seq.) and is subject to Grant General Conditions (GC-1) dated 04/01.
E,xcept as modified by this ame11dment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.
The attached budget indicates the amounts, by categories, on which NSF has based its support.
The cognizant NSF program official for this grant is Jay S. Fein (703) 292-8527.
The cognizant NSF grants official contact is Denise O. Young (703) 292-8216.
Sincerely,

Denise 0. Young
Grants Officer

CFDA No: 47.050
mbamhar@gmu.edu

Jr 4: OIJI01102 - 08/31/D3
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULGVARD. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Award Date
August 7, 2001
Grant No.
ATM~9910853
Amendment No. 002
Ann T. McGuigan, Ph.D.
Director, Office of Sponsored Progrnms
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4443

Dear Dr. McGuigan:
The National Science Foundation hereby awards $249,957 to George Mason UniversHy for additional
suppo1t of the project being fonded by the above-referenced award.
This project, under the direction of .Tagadish Shukla, is entitled:
11

Predictability and Variability of the Present Climate. 11

This award with this amendment totals $749,691 and expires September 30, 2002.
This grant is awarded pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42
U.S.C. 1861 et seq.) and is subject to Grant General Conditions (GC-1) dated 04/01.
Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.
The attached budget indicates the omounts, by catego!'ies, on which NSF has based its support.
The cognizant. NSF program official for this grant is Jay S. Fein (703) 292-8527.
The cognizant NSF grants official contact is Denise 0. Young (703) 292-8216.

Sincerely,

Denise 0. Young
Grants Officer

CFDA No: 47.050
mbarnhar@gmu.edu.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD. AAI.INGTON, VIRGIN!/\ 22230

ATM-9910853
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SUMMARY PROPOSAi. BUDGET

Person MOS

Funds
granled

A. (2.00) Total Senior personnel
B. Other Personnel
1. (0.00) Post Doctoral associates
2. (0.00) Other professionals
3. (3.00) Graduate students
4. (O.OO} -Secretarlat-clerlcal
5. (0.00} Vndergraduate students
6. (0.00) Olher
Total salaries ancl wages (A+B)
C. Fringe benefits (if charged as direct c
Total salaries wages and fringes
D. Total permanent equipment
E. Travel
1. Domestic
2. Foreign
F. Total parliclpant support costs
G. Other direct costs
1. Material~ and uuppllos
2. Publication costs/page charges
3. Consultant services
4. Computer (AOPE) services

5. Subcontracts
6. Other
.
Total other direct costs
H. Total direct costs (A through G}

I. Total Indirect costs
J. Total direct ancl Indirect costs (H-~I)
K. Residual funds I Small business fee
1. Residual funds (If for further supporl of
current projects GPM 252 and 253)
2. Small business fee
L. Amount of this request (J) or (J-1(1 +1<2)
M. Cost sharing
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOUI.EVARD.ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Award Date

June 28, 2000

Grnnt No.

ATM-9910853

Amendment No. 001
Ms. Margaret E. Hanson
Assistant Director for Preaward andDevelopment
George Mason University

4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030-4443
Dear Ms. Hanson:

to

The National Science Foundation hereby awards $249,814 George Mason University for additional
support of the project being funded by the above-referenced award.
This project, under the dil'cction of Jagadish Shukla, is entitled:

"Predictability and Vm-iabHity of the Present Climate. 11
This award with this amendment totals $499,734 and expires September '.30, 2001.
This grant is awarded pursuant to Uie authol'lty of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42
U.S.C. 1861 et seq.) and is subject to GC-1 Grant General Conditions (10/98).

Except as modified by this amendment, the grant conditions remain unchanged.
The attached budget indicates the amounts, by catego~·les, on which NSF has based its support.
The cognizant NSF program official for this grant is Jay S. Fein (703) 306"1527.
The cognizant NSF grnnts official contact is Denfae 0. Young (703) 306-1216.
Sincerely,

Denise 0. Young
Grants Officer
CFDA No: 47.050

rnhanson@gmu.edu

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
420 I WILSON BOULEVARD, ARLIN0l'ON, VIRGINIA 22230
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SUMMARY PROPOSAL BUDGET

Person MOS
A. (2.00) Total Senior personnel
B. Olher Personnel
1. (0.00) Post Doctoral associates
2. (0.00) Other professionals
3. (3.00) Graduate students

4. {0.00} ~ecretarial-clerical
5. {0.00) Undergraduate students
6. {0.00) Other
Total salaries and wages (A+B)

o. Fringe benefits (If charged as direct

Total salaries wages and fringe

D. Total permanent equipment

E. Travel
1. Domeslto
2. Foreign
F. Total participant support costs
G. Other direct costs
·1. Materials and supplies
2. Publlcallon costs/page charges
3. Consultant services
4. Computer (ADPE) services
5. Subcontracts
6. Other
Total other direct costs
H. Total dtrocl costs (A through G)
I. Total Indirect costs
J. Total direct and Indirect costs (H+I)
K. Reslclual funds I Small business tee
L Restdual funds (If for further support of
current proJects GPM 252 and 253)
2. Small business fee
L Amount of tilts l'equest {J) or (J•l<1 +1<2)
M. Cost sharing
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 Wll.SON BOULEVARD o ARLINGTON, Vll~GtNIA 22230

Award Date

Sept:embe:r; 24,

Grant No.
Proposal No.
Ms. Marga1.'0t E.

l

99 9

ATM-9910853
ATM-~9910853

Banson

Assis.tant Di:r:ecto17 fo:r. .Preaward a.11.d

Development
qeorg~ Mason lln:i ve:r.sity
4400 University Dr·ive
Fairfax, VA .22030~1:1443
Dear M1;1 . Hanson:

'!'he National Bcience Foundation he:ceby awards a gr:ant of .:$1,:\9, 920 to
GeorgE! Maraon th:tve:i:,·s.il:y for support of the pr.oje-:·L des0:i;-:tb0<l Ji::.. r:he.
propoi:.ia.l ref e1,'e:nce<;1 a;boi.~e.
r

'This pr.ojf)ct:, nnde:r: the direction of Jagad:i.sh f:lh1.1.klfa, Inst:Ltuh, .:for·
1
.
. J.ona.
'
1 ,._,CH)r.wes
C'
'
'
. ent· .1.· t:· J_(';:\t:i:
"
Comput:~n.·.
a.nd J'.l1 f orma t J.Cs
r is
. ,
•
:•
·
11

Prediotc1billty and Vari.ab:l..lit:.y of the Present Climate." ·

'l'his awq.t·d :LH •~~i:ft'wt.ive October 1, ·1999 and exp:Li::es f:kpt.em.bor 30 1 20.0(}.

This L<3 a continuing $trant which has been approved on scient:Ji: ic /
t:echn:i.ca;L ma:dL 'Ecit appro:x.imately 5 years. Contin9t:mt on the·
availabi.Hty of funds and th~ scientific progress of.. the p:ro;je,.:::t, NSF
expects to cont J.nue support at approximately the fo.i lr)wing leve.Ls:
FY2000 $249,-814

FY2002 $249,989

FY2 001 $249, ~!5?
FY2003 $249,961

This grant :i.s ~lw.:1rded pursuant to the authority of. the Nat:J.onal Sc.i.~nce
Foundati.orA Act of .l9SO (42 u.s.c. 1861 et seq.) and ia subject to IJC-·1.
Grant Gene:r.al Conditions ( 1.0/98) .

The attached budget indlcates the amounts, by categor:Les, on wh:lch NSF

has based its support.
The cognizant NSF program official for this grant .:J.s ,Jay S. Fein
(703) 306-1527. 'fhe cognizant NSF grants official is Susan K. McDonnell
(703) 306··1218.

f?Jr.iG;rely,

u!s~h,l/·
l)f/jl

,J. Mannion

Grants Officer

Email address
mhanson@gmu.edu

.,
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October 30, 2015
The.Honorable France A. Cordova
Director
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear. Dr. Cordova,
I am writing in response to your letter of October 23, 2015, regarding the House Science,
Space, and Technology Committee's request for records related to three National Science
Foundation (NSF) gl'ant awards. Your letter indicated that after initially denying the
Committee's request for documents in an October 16, 2015 letter and refoning the matter to the
Office oflnspecto1· General, that you would provide limited access to the documents.
I appreciate that your staff has delivered copies of the financial documents and records
contained in the three award jackets requested. However, I regret that as in previous responses
to requests made the Committee, you are providing only in camera access for review of
approximately 1,000 pages of material related to the awards. While the Committee will again
avail itself of the limited access you are providing to review the documents at NSF headquarters
by appointment, as in previous conespondence I must assert that the Committee has a legal right
to copies of all requested documents.
In your letter, you continue to maintain that NSF is bound by self-regulated standal'ds
regarding potential sensitive information and is not bound by the U.S. Constitution. Congress's
authority to obtain federal information, including but not limited to, confidential information is
extremely broad. The U.S. Supreme Court has unequivocally established that Congress's power
to conduct investigations and oversight is so essential to the legislative ~unction that it may be
implied from the general vesting of all legislative power in Congress.

In this case, the Committee is investigating serious allegations of fraud and abuse of
taxpayer dollars related to several federal grants <1wardcd to the Institute for Global Environment
and Society. It is a critical function of Congress to conduct oversight of federal taxpayer do liars;
and for the Committee to conduct oversight of the federal agencies under its jurisdiction. Such
oversight is impossible if an ngency of the federnl government unilaterally determines to limit
the information that it furnishes to Congress, and permits review of official documents only at its
offices and under NSF staff supervision.
In spite of yom improper withholding of information, the Committee will move forward
with reviewing documents in camem. My expectation is that if the Committee's staff determines
that any or all of the documents reviewed are required as part of the investigation, that you will
produce copies to the Committee.

If your staff has any questions about this request, please contact Cliff Shannon, Staff
Director of the Research and Technology Subcommittee or Tim Doyle, Staff Director of the
Oversight Subcommittee, at 202-225-6371.
Sincerely,

(-f
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Lamar Smith
Chairman
cc: The Honorable Eddie Bernice Johnson, Ranking Minority Member
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LJ\MAn S. SMITH, Toxos

EDDIE B~HNICE JOHNSON, loxns

Clll\!RMAN

11ANK1Nl1 MF.Morn -

<rongrczs of the ~nited ~tates
~omw of 1Kcpre,nmtotiucz
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 llAYBURN !·lousi: Omer, BUILO!Nll
WASHINGTON,

DC 20515-6301

(202) 22(Hi371
W\Vw.s.cionca,l~ousa.umi

Nove111bt;\r 4, 2015
The I-Ion6rablc FrMce Cordova
Director
National Scie1we Po1.indatio11
4201 Wilson Ifoi.ilevard
Arlh1gton, VA 2223 0

Pea1· Pr. Cordova,
l am writing as a follow-up to the headng the House Science, Space, and Tech116logy
Corn.mittee held on September 18, 2015, "NEON Wamfog Signs: Examining the Management of
the Nutional Ecological Obscr\1atory Nctwoi'k.'' The he~dng ex:ami.ned the National Sci~nce
Foundation (NSF) announcement that the NEON J)l'ojecti.\1ot1ld be $80 111illion.overh1dge1 and
l 8 mmiths behind its construction schedule on its ctll'J"G11t tr~jectory, as well as de,-scopingplans
and Oqrreclive actions to keep the project on budget.

As part ofthe questions submitted to the NSF for the hearing record, the committee
inquired c\QO.ut whnt co111n:tll!Jicfl[iol1s took place betwe~n NSF at1d NEON, Inc; fro~n January 1,
2013-Sc1ncmbc1' 18, 2015 regarding the constrnction schedule and bm!I,set, as witnesses frorn
NSF and NEON, Inc, provided conflicting information on those comiuurticatfons. NSF provided
a sumn1ary of the cormmrnications for the hearing recofd.
As the Committ.ee contiih1es its oversight of the managernent of NEON> I now wi"ltc to
request copies of the following public records: cve1•y e~mail, letter, memorandum, record, note,
text l)H~$s_age, .or document of any kind that pertains to the budget, costs, schedule or
management ofthe National Ecoiogical Observatory Network from Junuary I, 2013-November
4, 2015.

Pt11·suunt to Rule X of the U.S. House of Reprei;entatjves, l request that you provide all
requested information to the Comrnittee by No,•embcr 18, 2015.

When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets to the
Majority Staff in Room 232 l of the Rayburn House Office Building an<! the Minority Staff 111
Room 394 of the Ford House Office Building. The Committee prcfors, if possible, to receive all
do.cumcnts in electronic format.

The Honorable France Cordova

November 4, 2015
Page 2 ·

If your slafrlms any questions, please contactJc1mifor Wiclnc, Professiom1l Staff,
Research and Technology Subcommittee, at Jcnnitel'.Wido.:tl@mail.housc.gov or 202-225-6371.

~c
Lamar Smith
Chail'man

JvU+h~

cc: The Honorable Eddie Bernice Johnson, Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on
Science, Space, and Technology

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD, SUITE 1245
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

November 18_, 2015
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE
& PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chainnan
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
U.S. House of Representative
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Smith:
This letter responds to your letter dated Nov. 4, 2015, following up on the National Ecological
Observatory Network (NEON) hearing before the House, Science,. Space and Technology
Committee on September 18 requesting copies of public records related to NEON. -We
appreciate the support of the Committee in our efforts to address the management of this
scientifically important project, and we understand you have a particular interest in
communication between the National Science Foundation (NSF) and NEON, Inc. regarding the
construction schedule and budget.
We have enclosed official correspondence between cognizant NSF program officials and NEON,
Inc. authorities that concern construction budgets and schedules. We are also attac_hing a
detailed breakdown of contingency funding and approvals that we believe will be useful to you.
These materials may contain sensitive information, and we ask that you treat them accordingly.
As Dr. James Olds, assistant director for NSF's Directorate for Biological Sciences, testified at
the September 18 hearing, NSF is undertaking a series of contemporaneous actions to
immediately strengthen its oversight of NEON Inc. Specifically, NSF has instituted a
compliance schedule for NEON Inc., with concrete deadlines, benchmarks and deliverables. The
purpose of these benchmarks and deliverables, which we are monitoring closely, is to discern,
promptly and with rigor, whether NEON Inc. is capable of continuing to manage this project.
NSF has all expert hands on deck in order to make this detennination in a timely fashion.
The amount of information the Committee has requested reflects an enormous undertaking at the
very time NSF employees are currently attempting to rectify the challenges faced by this project.
We harbor serious concerns about the added workload this request would impose upon the staff
who are needed to assess and correct the issues discussed during the two committee hearings on
the issue.

Page2

The Honorable Lamar Smith

Mr. Chairman, as this is a highly sensitive time as we address the NEON challenges at alJ levels
of NSF, we respectfully ask that you further limit the scope of any remaining request for
documents. This would greatly assist the Foundation's ability to ensure the NEON project
remains scientifically sound and on track for U.S. taxpayers.

We would be happy to brief you and the Committee foHowing our review and assessment of the
benchmarks and deliverables that NSF has required of NEON, Inc. As we indicated at the
September 18 hearing, we respect and share your concerns about the future of the NEON project,
and we are making unprecedented efforts to address those concerns on behalf of the U.S.
taxpayer and in the intetest of science.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (703) 292-8070.

Amanda Hallberg Greenwell
Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs

Enclosures
Copy to:
Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson
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November 9, 2015
The Honorable France A. Cordova
Director
National Science Foundation
420 l Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Director Cordova:
Cell"site simulation technology, commonly referred to as "Stingrnys" or ('dirtboxes," 1
allows law enforcement agents to simulate a cell phone tower, which results in nearby mobile
phones and other wireless communication devices connecting to the simulated tower instead of
the phone carrier's legitiJnate tm,vel', When the mobile device connects, the simulation device
can see and record the mobile device's unique ID number and approximate location.
The Department of Justice (DOJ) and Department of Homeland Security (DI-IS) recently
released enhanced policies governing those departments' use of cell-site simulation devices for
domestic law enforcement actlvities.2 Those policies require that, with limited exceptions,
officers obtain a search warrant before using the devices. The policies also govern officer
trainillg, data retention policies, and statistics the departments are required to keep about the use
of the devices,

Recent press repmis indicate that federal law enforcement agencies other than DOJ and
DHS may be using cell-site simulation devices, including the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).3
In addition, the American Civil Liberties Union identified 12 other federal agencies with cell-site
simulation devices. 4
1
Examining Law Enforceme11t Use of Cell Plume Tracking Devices, Hearing /"!fore the S11bco111111.for h?fo. Tech. of
the H. Camm. 011 Oversight and Gop 'I Reform, ! 14th Cong. (Oct. 21, 2015); see also Letter from Hon. Jason
Chaffetz, ct al., Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Gov. Reform, to Hon .. Eric Holder, All'y Gen., U.S. Dcp't of
Justice (Apr. 24, 2015), https://oversight.housc,&ov/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2015-04-24-JEC-EEC-WH-RK-toHoldcr-DOJ-stingrnys-due-5-8.pdf.
2
U.S. Dep't of Justice, f)epartment qj'Justice Policy Guidance: Use of Cell-Sile Stimulntor Technology (Sept,
2014), http://www.justicc.gov/opa/file/767321/clownload; U.S. Dep'I of Homeland Security, Department Policy
Regarding the Use o/Cell-SireSimu/aJor Technology, Policy Directive 047-02 (Oct. 2015),
https://ww1v.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Departmen1%20Policy%20Rcgarding%20thc%20Use%20o!%2
0Cell-Site%20S imulator%20Technology.pdf.
3
Nicky Woolf & William Green, IRS posse.\\\·ed Stingray cellphone s11rveilla11ce gear, documenls reveal, THE
GUARDIAN (Oct. 26, 2015, 8:25 AM), hltp://www.theguardian.com/world/20 l 5/oct/26/stingrar-smveillrmcetechnology-i rs-cellphone-tower.
.
1
• American Civil Liberties Union, Stingrny Ji'r,cking Devices: Who's Got Them?,
https://www.aclu.org/nrnp/stingray-1n1cking-dcviccs-wltos-got-thcm#agc11cies (accessed on Oct. 29, 2015).

The Honorable France A. Cordova
November 9, 2015
Page 2

As it was wilh DOJ and DHS before those agencies issued department-wide policies
governing use of the devices, the Committee is concerned that other fodernl agencies may be
governed by a patchwork of policies. Those policies may pennit the use of cell-site simulator
devices through a lower standard than a search warrant obtained after a showing of probable
cause.
So that the Committee can better understand National Science Foundation's use, if any,
of cell-site simulation technology, please provide the following documents as soon as possible,
but no later than 5:00 p.m. on Novemb~r 23, 2015:

I. ;\11 Agency-wide and component agency policies, guidance, or memornnc\a on the nse
of cell-site simulation technology.
2. All Agency-wide and component agency policies, guidance, or memoranda on the use
and retention or in formal ion collectec\ by cell-site simulation technology.
3. All Agency-wide and component agency policies, guidm1cc, or memoranda on the use
of ccll~site sinrnbtion technology by any component agency of National Science
Foundation (NSF) in wnjunction with joint lmv cnforccmcnl operations conducled at
the State and local level.
4. All Agency-wide or component agency policies, memoranda of understanding, or
non-disclosure agreements entered into by any component agency of NSF '.Vith State
nnd local law enforcement agencies rcgmding the use of cell-sile simulalion
technology.
5. All policies, guiclancc, or memoranda on the use of NSF grants and the total mnmmt
or money disbursed by NSF lo State or local law enforcement agencies to obtain cellsite simulation technology.
6. All documents referring or relating to any allegation of misuse of cell-site simulation
technology by any component agency of NSF regarding <1ny misuse.
7. /\ll documents related to the cost and possession of cell-site simulators in the
possession of the componcnl agencies of NSF. In lieu of documents, NSF can
prnvide an inventory of the cell-site simulators in the possession of the component
agencies of NSr. The inventory is to show for each agency:
a. the total number of such devices in possession of the agency;
b. the name, make, and model of the devices used by or in possession of the agency;

c. !he total number ol' devices in possession of the agency for each make nnd model
of device; and,
cl. the cosl or each individual device and !he tol,ll amount each agent:)' spent in Jiscal
years 2010-2015 on acquiring and using cell-site simulation technology.

The Honorable France A. Cordova
November 9, 2015
Page 3
In addition, please contact the Committee as soon as possible to arrange a briefing on this
matter by November 20, 2015.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigfltc "m1y mattel'" as set
forth in House Rule X.
When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets to the
Majority staff in room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the Minority staff in
room 2471 of the Rayburn House Office Building. The Comtnittee prefers, if possible, to
receive all documents in electronic format. An attachment to this letter provides additional
information about responding to the Committee's request.
Please contact Troy Stock of the Majority staff at (202) 225-5074 or Brian Quinn of
Ranking Member Cummings' staff at (202) 225-5051 v.rith any questions about this request.
Thank you for yom attention to this matter.

a
~ ~or!,

Sincerely,

Chairman

WJQ,~

Will Hurd
Chairman
Subcommittee on
Jnformation Technology

Enclosure

Robin Kelly
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on
Information Technology

Responding to Committee Document Requests

1. In complying with this request, you are l'cquil'ed to produce all responsive douuments that arc
in your possession, cusLody, or contrnl, whether held by you or your prn;t or present agents,
employees, and representatives acting on your behalf. You should also produce documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy or to which you have
access, as well as documents that you have placed in the temporm·y possession, custody, or
control of any third pmiy. Requested records, documents, data or information should not be
destroyed, modificd, removed, transferred or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.

2. In the event that any entity, organization or individual denoted in this request has been, or is
also known by any other name than that here[n denoted, the request shall be read also to
include that alternative identification.
3. The Committee's preference is to receive documents in electronic form (i.e., CD, memory
stick, or thumb drive) in lieu of paper productions.
4. Documents produced in electronic format should also be organized, identified, and indexed
electronically.
5. Electronic document productions should be prepared according to the following standards:
(a) The production should consist of single page Tagged Image File ("TIP"), files

accompanied by u Concordance-format load file, an Opticon reference file, and a file
defining the fields and character lengths of the load file.
(b) Document numbers in the load file shou lei match document Bates numbers and TIF file
names.
(c) If the production is completed through a series of multiple pmtial productions, field
names and file order in all load files should match.
(d) All electronic documents produced to the Committee should include the following fields
of metadata specific to each document;
BEGDOC, ENDDOC, TEXT, BEGATf'ACH, ENDATTACH,
PAGECOUNT,CUSTODIAN, RECORDTYPE, DATE, TIME, SENTOATE,
SENITlME, BEGINDATE, BEGlNTIME, ENDDATE, ENDTIME, AUTHOR, FROM,
CC, TO, BCC, SUBJECT, TITLE, PILENAME, FILEEXT, FILESIZR,
DATECREATLm, TIMECREATED, DATELASTMOD, TIMELASTMOD,
INTMSGID, INTMSGHEADER, NATIVELINK, INTFILPATH, EXCEPTION,
BEGAITACH.

6. Documents prnduccd to the Committee should include an index describing the contents of

the production. To the extent more than one CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box
or folder is produced, each CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box or folder should
contain an index describing its contents.

7. Documents produced in response to this request shall be produced together with copies of file
labels, dividers or identifying markers with which they were associated when the request was
served.
8. When you produce documents, you should identify the paragraph in the Committee's
schedule to which the documents respond.
9. It shall not be a basis for refusal to produce documents that any other person or entity also
possesses non-identical or identical copies of the same documents.
10. If any of the requested information is only reasonably available in machine-readable form
(such as on a computer server, hard drive, or computer backup tape), you should consult with
the Committee staff to determine the appropriate format in which to produce the information.
11. If compliance with the request cannot be made in full by the specified return date,
compliance shall be made to the extent possible by that date. An explanation of why full
compliance is not possible shall be provided along with any partial production.
12. In the event that a document is withheld on the basis of privilege, provide a privilege log
containing the following information concerning any such document: (a) the privilege
asserted; (b) the type of document; (c) the general subject matter; (d) the date, author and
addressee; and (e) the relationship of the author and addressee to each other.
13. If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer is, in yolll' possession, custody,
or control, identify the document (stating ils date, author, subject and recipients) and explain
the circumstances under which the document ceased to be in your possession, custody, or
control.
14. lf a date or other descriptive detail set tenth in this request referring to a document is
inaccurate, but the actual date or other descriptive detail is known to you or is otherwise
apparent from the context of the request, you are required to produce all documents which
would be responsive as if the date or other descriptive detail were correct.
15. Unless otherwise specified, the time period covered by this request is from January l, 2009
to the present.
16. This request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly-discovered information. Any
record, document, compilation of data or information, not produced because it has nol been
located or discovered by the return date, shall be produced immediately upon subsequent
location or discovery.
17. All documents shall be Bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially.
18. Two sets of documents shall be delivered, one set to the Majority Staff and one set to the
Minol'ity Staff. When documents are produced to the Committee, production sets shall be
delivered lo the Majority Staff in Room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the
Minority Staff in Room 2471 of the Rayburn House Office Building.

19. Upon completion of the document production, you should submit a written certification,
signed by you or your counsel, stating that: (I) a diligent search has been completed of all
documents in your possession, custody, or control which reasonably could contain responsive
documents; and (2) all documents located during the search that are responsive have been
produced to the Committee.

Definitions
1. The term "document" means any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regardless of how recorded, and whether original or copy, including, but not
limited to, the following: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books, manuals, instructions,
financial reports, working papers, records, notes, letters, notices, confirmations, telegrams,
receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers, prospectuses, inter-office and intraoffice communications, electronic mail (e-mail), contracts, cables, notations of any type of
conversation, telephone call, meeting or other communication, bulletins, printed matter,
computer printouts, teletypes, invoices, transcripts, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries,
minutes, bills, accounts, estimates, projections, comparisons, messages, correspondence,
press releases, circulars, financial statements, reviews, opinions, offers, studies and
investigations, questionnaires and surveys, and work sheets (and all drafts, preliminmy
versions, alterations, modifications, revisions, changes, and amendments of any ofthe
foregoing, as well as any attachments or appendices thereto), and graphic or oral records or
representations of any kind (including without limitation, photographs, charts, graphs,
microfiche, microfilm, videotape, recordings and motion pictures), and electronic,
mechanical, and electric records or representations of any kind (including, without limitation,
tapes, cassettes, disks, nnd recordings) and other written, printed, typed, or other graphic or
recorded matter of any kind or nature, however produced or reproduced, and whether
preserved in writing, film, tape, disk, videotape or otherwise. A document bearing any
notation not a part of the original text is to be considered a separate document. A drafl or
non-identical copy is a separate document within the meaning of this term.
2. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure or exchange of
information, regardless of means utilized, whether oral, electronic, by document or
otherwise, and whether in a meeting, by telephone, facsimile, email (desktop or mobile
device), text message, instant message, MMS or SMS message, regular mail, telexes,
releases, or otherwise.
3. The terms "and" and "or" shall he construed broadly and either conjunctively or disjunctively
to bring within the scope of this request any information which might otherwise be construed
to be outside its scope. The singular includes plmal number, and vice versa. The masculine
includes the feminine and neuter genders.
4. The terms "person" or "persons" mean natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations,
corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments, joint ventures, proprietorships, syndicates,
or other legal, business or government entities, and all subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions,
depattmcnts, branches, or other units thereof.

5. The term "identify," when used in a question about individuals, means to provide the
following information: (a) the individual's complete name and title; and (b) the individual's
business address and phone number.
6. The term "referring or relating," with respect to any given subject, means anything that
constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states, refers to, deals with or is pertinent
to that subject in any manner whatsoever.
7. The term "employee" means agent, borrowed employee, casual employee, consultant,

contractor, de facto employee, independent contractor,joint adventurer, loaned employee,
pml-time employee, permanent employee, provisional employee, subcontractor, or any other
type of service provider.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD, SUITE 1245
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

November 30, 2015
OFFICE OF LJ:cGISLATIVE
& PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The Honorable Robin Kelly
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Information Technology
Committee on Oversight and
Government Refom1
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative Kelly:
i

~.

Thank you for your letter of November 9, 2015, requesting documents related to tho use of
cell-site simulation technologies by the National Science Foundation.
The National Science Foundation does not have any documents responsive to your request. The
Foundation does not use cell-site simulation devices, and we do not have any policies regarding
their use.
As requested, we will be in contact with you regarding a briefing on this matter. If you have any
questions about this response, please feel free to contact me at (703) 292-8070.

Amanda Hallberg Greenwell
Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs
Identical letter to:
The Honorable Jason Chaffetz
The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings

The Hono1·able Will Hurd
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NATIONAL SCIENCE f:OUNOATION
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4201 WILSON BOULEVARD, SUITE 1245
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

November 30, 2015
OFFICE. OF LEGISLATIVE
& PUBUO AFFAIRS

The Honorable Jason Chaffetz
Chaim1an
Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515"6143
Dear Chahman Chaffetz:
Thank you for yoU1' letter of November 9, 2015~ requesting docuinents related to the use of
cell-site simulation technologies by the National Science FQtmdation.
The National Science Foundation does not have any documents responsive to your request. The
Foundation does not use cell-site simulation devices} and we do not have any })olicies regarding
their use.
As requested, we will be in contact with you regal'ding a briefing on this matter, If you have any
questions about this response, please feel free to c~ntact me at (703) 292-8070.

Amanda Hallberg Greenwell
Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs

Identical letter to:
The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
The Honorable Will Hurd
The Honorable Robin Kelly
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD, SUITE 1245
ARLINGiON, VIRGINIA 22230

November 30, 2015
OFFICE OF l.6GISLATIVE
& PUBL!0 AFFAIRS

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and
Govemment Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-6143
Dear Representative Cummings:
Thank you for your letter of November 9, 2015, requesting documents related to the us·e of
cell-site simulation teclmologies by the National Science Foundation.
The National Science Foundation does not have any documents responsive to your request. Tho
Foundation does not use cell-site simulation device~, and we do not have any policies regarding
their use.
As l'equested, we will be in contact with you regarding a briefing on this matter. If you have any
questions about this response, please feel free to contact me at (703) 292-8070.
Sincerely,

.

.

f!Jafl~~-G/

Identical letter to:
The Honornble Jason Chaffetz
The Honorable Will Hurd
The Honorable Robin Kelly

~

Amanda Hallberg Greenwell
Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
420·1 WILSON BOULEVARD, SUITE 1245
ARLINGTON, Vll1GlNIA 22230

Novembe1· 30, 2015
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE
& PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Tho Honorable Will Hurd
Chairman
Subcommittee on hlfo1mation Technology
Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Hurd:
Thank you for your letter ofNovembel' 9, 2015, requesting documents related to the use of
cell-site simulatiqn technologies by the National Science Fo\indation.
The National Science Foundation does not have any documents responsive to your request. The
Foundation does not use cell-site simulation devices, and we do not have any policies regarding
their use.
As requested, we will be in contact with you regarding a bl'iefing on this matter. If you have any
questions about this response, please feel free to contact me at.(703) 292-8070.

Since,~ly, .

,,

~

'~~~
~ -

Amanda Hallberg Greenwell
Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs

Identical lette:t to:
The Honorable Jason Chaffetz
The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
The Honorable Robin Kelly
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COMMIHEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE,
AND TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGlON, DC 205'l0-G'li5.
W~,1 i,nE: hllp:1/cnrnincrce.sonato.fJOV

December 9, 2015

The Honorable France A. Cordova
Director, National Science Foundation
420] Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 2223 0

The Honorable Daniel E, Arvizu
Chairman, National Science Board
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington,Virginia 22230

Dear Drs, Cordova and Arvizu:
On February 11, 2015, Ranking Member Nelson and I wrote to you regarding the
National Science Foundation's (NSF) fiscal management of large facility cooperative agreements
for t:acility construction and operation. The NSF Office oflnspector General (0IG) recently
ide11tified establishing accountability over large cooperative agreements as an ongoing top
management challenge for NSF in fiscal year 2016. 1 I am writing today to request an update on
progress to address the management and cost contrnl challenges of one such project, the National
Ecological Observatory Network (NEON), Both NSF and the NSF OIG have reported that,
::mvcral years into the project, NEON faced a significant potential cost overrun of approximately
$80 million. This potential cost ovemm requii-ed NEON management to de~scope the project.
While I appreciate NSF's cooperation with the Committce,s inquiry thus for, these reports raise
further questions about NSF's ability to manage cooperative agreements effectively in order to
maximize federal research investments and protect taxpayers from costly or uncontrolled
spending,

NEON is a $433.8 million construction project intended to build a geographically
distributed infrastructure of sensor networks across the United States to measure a wide variety
of ecological data, In Junc 2015, NEON informed NSF that the program wc1s projected to face a
schedule slip of as much as 18 months 2 and a potential cost overrun of approximately $80
million,3 in addition to the $60 million included as contingency funds in the original budget, 4
1 Nat'I

Sci. Found., Office oflnspector Gen,, Semiannual Repo1t to Congress, at 39 (Sept. 2015),
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2016/oigl 600 I/oigl 600 l .pdf.
2 NF,ON

Wamin[c; Signs: Examining the Management of the National Ecological Observatmy Network:
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Research & Tech, and the Subcomm. on 0Persight of the H Comm. on
Sr:i., Space, & Tech., 114th Cong, (Sept. 18, 2015) (statement of Dr. James L. Olds, Assistant Director,
Direct9!'ate for Biological Sciences, Nat'[ Sci. Found.),
3 NSF, Office of Inspedor General, NSF's Management of Potential $80 Million Cost Overrun for
NEON, Report No. 15-3-001 (Sept. 15, 2015), https://www,nsf.gov/oig/._pdf/15-3-001-NEONOvcrrun.pdf
[hereinafter NSF OIG Report],
~ H. Comm. on Sci., Space, & Tech., Hearing Charter: NEON Waming Signs: Examining the
Management of the National Ecological ObserPafory Network,
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NSF responded to this potential cost ovemm by convening community representatives to
redefine the project, promoting greater agency involvement, and requiring revised project
documentation. 5 As a result, I am aware that a number of changc;:_s were made by NSF to descope the project, including reducing the number of sites from I 06 to 82, removing an
experimental component, aµd making other changes to control costs. 6 Additionally, on
September 8, 2015, NEON announced that Dr. Russ Lea, CEO·sincc February 2012, would be
stepping down, and that its board of directors had .started a search for his replacement. 7
While I understand and appreciate that NSF has made several recent improvements in its
overnight of cooperative agreements, the NSF Office of Inspector General (OlG) remains

concerned about the level of scrutiny NSF applies in overseeing NEON in particular. In a
September 2015 report, the OIG observed that while some factors may have been out of the
NSF's control, "serious accountability concerns associated with NEON" contributed to NEON's
potential cost ovemm. 8 In fact, the OIG noted that it has been recommending that NSF address
"serious financial risks in the NEON project" since 2011. 9
According to the report, the OIG identified numerous warning signs including
inadequacies in NEON's cost estimates and other financial reporting. The OIG concluded that, if
"NSF had strong cost smveillance practices in place from the stai.t of the project, it would have
had the information it needed to identify the potential cost overruns early on .... " 10 The OIG
report recommended that NSF conduct an independent evaluation of NEON's new cost estimate
to complete construction, due this month, and that NSF take prompt action to address its
findings. 11 In addition, the OIO recommended that NSF require special payment treatment of the
project and that NEON jnclude sufficient, qunlity information in its project reports to ensure that
NSF can manage the program effectively. 12
In its response to the OIG report, however, NSF appeared to disagree with the OIG's
conclusion that improved cost controls would have allowed NSF to catch NEON's problems
earlier and prevent the project's potential overrun. NSF also did not agree to implement all of
the OIG recommendations fully. Although NSF proposed several actions of its own to monitor
NEON going forward, including placing NEON as the inaugural project on a newly created
https://scicnce.housc.gov/sites/repu blicans ,science.house.gov/files/doc·umcnts/HHRG-114-SY 1520 I 50918-SDOOl .pdf (Inst visited Dec. 9, 2015).
5 See Letter from Grants & Agreements Officer, Division of Acquisition & Cooperative Support, NSF, to
Dr. Russ Lea, CEO, NEON (July 30, 2015).
G NSF OIG Report, supra, note 3.
7
NEON, Inc., Leadership transition announced at NEON, Inc,, http://www.nconinc.org/updatcscvcnts/update/leadership-transition-announced-neon-inc (last visited Dec. 9,.2015).
8
NSF OIG Report, supra note 3, at 2.
9
Id. at 1.
10 Id. at 6.
11

Id

12
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"W11tch List," 13 the OIG repo1t expressed "concerns with the sufficiency ofNSF's proposed
actions in response to all of our recommendations:' 14 Given the scale of the NEON project and
its history of financial management issues, Jam particularly cohcemed that NSF is not fully
heeding OIG recommendations. Taxpayers will not receive all the scientific benefits originally
promised tlu·ough NEON now that the project has been de-scope~. Therefore, NSF must work
even harder to ensure the project constrnction is brought to completion efficiently and
responsibly so that even the lesser return on investment may soon be-realized.
I appreciate your willingness to work with the Co1mnittee to address current policy
challenges, specifically with regard to the Committee's cffmt to reauthorize science and
technology research and development policies. I seek to ensure that the NSF and the National
Science Board are making· every effort to continue to prioritize fiscal management of NEON.
Therefore, to assist the Committee in its ongoing oversight of NSF cooperative agreements in
general and its financial management of NEON in particular, please provide responses to the
following:
1. If NSF has not addressed nil of the OIG's recommendations to date regarding
NEON, please specify any outstanding l'ecommen<lations and provide a sh01t
description of NSF's cunent progress in addressing them. For each OIG
recommendation regarding NEON that NSF has addressed, please describe
how NSF implemented that reconnnendation and how such implementation
differed, if at all, from the OIG's recommendation;· What accounts for any
differing characterizations by NSF and the OIG about NSF's acceptance of
OIG recommendations?

2. By how much, if at all, have the de-scoping effort and improvements in
management efficiencies reduced the potential cost overrun to date?
3. What is the current estimated completion date for the NEON project?
4. Did NEON meet recent September 15 and October 15 deadlines for the
submission of revised project documentation, as well as the December 1
deadline for the submission of the comprehensive, revised cost proposal? If
so, please provide copies of these documents to the .Committee.

your

5. What is
confidence level in NEON's ability to complete constmction on
the project and oversee operations and maintenance one~ completed? Will it
be necessary to re-compete the cooperative agreement?
6. If, dqring the initial review and investment decision-maldng phase, the NEON
pr~ject ha~ been proposed at its cur_rent de-sco~ed benefit f.evel, would that
13

14

Staff Memorandum from Prance A. C6rdova, Dir., Nat'I Sci. Found. (Sept. 23, 2015).
NSF OIG Report, supra nqte 3, at 6.
·
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have changed the NSF's decision to ptoceed with the project? Would NEON
have remained as high a priol'ity among othc1· projects competing for the same
funding if the lesser return on investment had _been expected?
In addition, please provide a briefing to update Committee staff on.NEON regarding
(1) any policy changes NSF and NEON have implemented to improve cost monitoring and
accomplish the de-scoping pl_an since August 2015; (2) any actions NSF can take if a potential
cost overrun recurs at NEON; (3) any future audits of NEON planned; (4) the status of the search
for a new NEON CEO; and (5) the status of the National Academy of Public Administration's
review of cooperative agreement procedures,
Please provide the requested infom1ation as soon as possible, but by no later than
December 23, 2015. If you have any questions, please contact Ashcik Pinto or Missye Brickell
of the Committee staff at (202) 224-1251. Thank you again for y'our prompt attention to this
important matter.
Sincerely,

JOHN THUNE
Chairman
cc:

The Honorable Bill Nelson
Ranking Member

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

January.19, 2016

The Honorable John Thune
Chairman
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transpo1iation
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Thune:
Thank you for your letter of December 9, 2015, regarding the National Science Foundation's
(NSF) management of the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON), We welcome the
opportunity to respond to your questions and provide an update on the recent steps we have taken
to address the future management of NEON, as well as respond to concerns raised by the Office
oflnspector General (OIG).
Over the past several years, NSF management and the National Science Board (NSB) have
worked in concert to enhance oversight of large facility cooperative agreements. Financial
management oflarge facility cooperative agreements is a top priority at NSF. We arc focused on
ensuring that NEON completes construction efficiently and delivers the promised science.

We appreciate the Committee's attention to these important matters, as we share your goals of
ensuring efficient use of taxpayer dollars and maximizing the Federal research investment. We'
look forward to ~mswering any questions you may have related to the enclosed responses and to a
continuing dialog toward the progress of science in the service of the nation.
Sincerely,

4--.c;;y. d.L.~~
,,./

France A. Cordova
NSF Director

NSB Chairman

The Honorable John Thune
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Enclosures:
-

cc:

Responses
Correspondence between Dr. James Olds and Drs. Collins and Kelly, 12/11/15

The Honorable Bill Nelson
Ms. Allison Lerner
Inspector General
National Science Foundation

In response to your letter dated December 9, 2015 NSF provides the following:
1. NSF agrees with the spirit of the latest OIG recommendations given in its Ale1i memo
dated September 15, 2015 (15-3-001) and had already implemented all necessary and
relevant actions prior to receiving the final memo. The agency actions underway that
address the OIG recommendations, and as further stated in NSF's Corrective Action Plan
(CAP) to the OIG dated November 23, 2015, are as follows:

•

Special payments treatment in which NSF requires NEON to provide detailed
invoices before payment is made.

Initial NSF Response as part o(CAP: NSF is conducting monthly expenditure reviews,
and has strictly limited the funding made available to NEON Inc. In addition, we will
take into consideration NSF's special payment policies and procedures and modify our
existing activities as warranted.

Update: None
•

More substantial NSF involvement in NEON management.

Initial NSf Response as part of CAP: NSF has increased its involvement in the
management of the NEON project as evidenced by increasing technical oversight, cost
monitoring, assistive visits, and review of project documentation. As issues have arisen
there has been a corresponding escalation of management involvement and NSB
oversight.

Update: See below on NSF's decision to replace NEON, Inc. as the managing
organization,
•

Independent assessment of the December 2015 cost estimate to complete.

lniaal NSF Response as part of CAP: NSF plans to contract for an independent
assessment of the December 2015 cost estimate to complete constrnction of the NEON
project, subject to NEON's submission ofrevised project documentation.

Update: Tn accordance with recently strengthened policies, NSF has contracted for an
Independent Cost Estimate (ICE) of the remaining technical scope. The ICE commenced
on December 18, 2015, is scheduled to be received in mid-Mal'ch 2016 and will inform
NSF's cost analysis for a future award to the new managing organization.
•

Obtain EVM reports with sufficient qualHy and with sufficient detail to manage the
project's progress and cost.

Initial NSF Response as part of CAP: NEON Inc. 's Earned Value Management System
has been problematic with regard to the efficiency and reliability of showing trends in

performance. Insisting on compliance with the new standardized monthly reporting
requirements has helped to illustrate this weakness compared to other projects. This is
one of the many components covered by our review of project documentation that was
required to meet NSF's standards by December l, 2015. As described in NSF's Scope
Management Letter to NEON Inc. dated July 31, 2015, NEON Inc,'s ability to provide
these deliverables and effectively evaluate and respond to trends in performance within
the timeframe required and at a level of clarity and detail acceptable to NSF will have a
direct impact on future decisions concerning continued funding of the NEON project.
Improved EVM data from NEON will feed into the trend analysis done by NSF.
Update: Continued insufficient reporting helped inform NSF's decision to seek a new
managing organization. NSF expects the new managing organization to unde1iake EVM
reporting in compliance with NSF and industry standards. This will be a condition of the
new award.
2. The de-scoping effort and management efficiencies had the desired effect of reducing the

projected cost overrun and re-focusing NEON, Inc.'s efforts toward project completion
within budget. However, the December 1, 2015 revised cost proposal from NEON, Inc.
still showed a potential cost overrun of $19M. This, combined with a schedule extension
of two additional years, led NSF to make its final decision to seek a new management
organization to complete construction and initial operations.
3. NEON, Inc. 's latest estimated completion date for the NEON project as stated in its

December pt deliverables package is mid-2019; or two additional years from the current
completion date. NSF expects the potential new managing organization to propose ways
to move the completion date sooner. NSF is worldng closely with NEON, Inc. to identify
and implement ways to improve schedule while the transition between managing
organizations is taking place.

4. Yes; NEON, Inc. met the·September l 51'\ October 15 th and December 1st deliverables
requirements, including the revised cost proposal submission. However, in each case,
NSF deemed significant elements of the documentation to be insufficient. This informed
NSF's final decision to seek a new managing organization for the NEON Project. These
insufficiencies included but were not limited to improper incorporation of risk
management and a severe lack of schedule discipline. Please see enclosed
correspondence between NSF and NEON management on December 11, 2015 for further
information.
5. Based on a detailed assessment of the required deliverables described above, NSF's
confidence in NEON, Inc. 's ability to complete construction and manage initial
operations is low. As a result, NSF decided to replace NEON, Inc. as the managing
organization as documented in NS F's letter to NEON, Inc. dated December 11, 2015.
NSF needed to act expeditiously in order to stabilize the Project and bring new and
experienced project management on board to complete construction and commissioning.
Although the approach of conducting a formal, full and open competitive process for

such an award was explored, NSF recognized that a standard competitive process would
require an unacceptable amount of time to implement under the circumstances, causing
furthe1· schedule delays and increased costs. Consequently, NSF decided to engage in an
alternative approach using the general authority and tlexibil ity available under the NSF
Act, as amended, provided by 42 U.S.C. § I 870(c), to expedite the selection of a
successor organization which will be subject to NSB action.
6. On December 18th, NSF's Directonite for 13iological Sciences (BIO) accepted a final

report from the scient:e t:ommunity re-affirming the scientific value and transformational
aspects of the de-scoped NEON facility. The report states, in part:
''Perhaps the best way to examine the impact of the totality qf the cuts is to re-examine
NEON's ability to answer thej1ve grand challenge questions that.framed the
ObservatmJ1's initial design. In the view of this Subcommittee, NEON after the scope
changes is still capable ofdelivering important data to advance each of the five
questions.,,

And ...
"In short, given robust NSF cmnmitment to NEON operations and data production,
.fi1turc investigator-led research on the NEON pla(/orm, and sufficient investment in
education of the scientific community, NEON'spotential to enable transformative
research will remain strong. "

The NEON facility remains a high priority to the U.S. biological sdences community
and, as a result, to NSP, which was the bm,is behind NSF's decision to continue the
project by seeking a new, qualified management organization.
NSF would be pleased to provide an additional briefing to Senate Commerce Committee staff in
the near future. With regard to the Committee's additional questions in preparation for that
briefing:
1. NSF has already implemented its plans to strengthen cost monitoring on all of its large
facilities project including NEON as described above. No additional policies or plans
have been implemented ::;ince August 2015.
2. NSF actions regarding the latest projected $ l 9M cost overrun presented by NEON, Inc.
on December Ist are described above with the transition to a new mamiging organization.
3. Under its new policy, NSF is planning an incurred cost audit of the Nl~ON Project in FY
2016.

'1. NEON, Inc, has appointed an interim CEO who is actively engaged in stabilizing the
project and supporting the management transition period.
5. The National Academy of Public Administration's report was received on December 18,
2015 which was supportive ofNSF's use of cooperative agreements for large facility
construction projects. NSF is in the process of reviewing the recommendations for
implementation.
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Dr. France Cordova
Directo1· of the National Science Founda\ion
The National Science Foundation
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova:
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has implemented a series of actions to increase
transparency and acc~mntability to ensure that awards for bask reseai·ch and education be in the
national interest. We appreciate NSF's commitment to ensuring that limited appropriated dollars
are spent wisely. We expect this commitment to continue.
The Committee understands that the "national interest" determination is based on a written
justification of why the award is worthy of Federal funding and that this determination is made
after the award proposal has satisfied the Foundation's review for merit and broader impacts. In
addition, we understand that this determination shows that the award will be in the national
interest by having the potential to achieve at least one of the following:
• increased economic competitiveness in the United States;
• advancement of .the health nnd welfare of the American public;
• development of un American STEM workforce that is globally competitive;
• increased public scientific literacy and public engagement with science and technology
in the United States;
·
• inc1·eased partnerships between academia and indusll-y in the United States;
• support for the national defense of the United States; or
• pl'omotion of the progress of sciel1ce.
The Fiscal Year 2016 Consolidated Approp1'iations Act includes report language directing
the NSF to continue efforts to implement transparency processes, which include requiring that
public award abstracts articulate how the p1:oject serves the national interest, and provide
periodic updates to the Committee on these activities.

I
I

!

On behalf ofmyseifand Chahman Smith of the Committee on Science, Space, .and
Technology, we ask you. to commit to maintaining current practices requiring that research and
education activities be in the national interest, as required by the Fiscal Year 2016 Consolidated
Appropriations Act.
·
We· appl'eciate your commitment to preserving A111eric~ leadership in scientific research
and discovery. We look forward to your l'esponse to this letter.
Sincerely,

~tlb~
Chairman
Subcommitte~ on Commerce, Justice, Science, and
Related Agencies

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230
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Th~ Honorable John Culberson
Chairman
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice,
Science and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Culberson:
Thank you very much for your letter to me this morning about articulating to the
public how the National Science Poundation (NSF) projects serve the national
interest. I greatly appreciate the confidence that you hnve placed in the NSF and lls
mission.
NSF takes very seriously it<; stewardship of taxpayer dollars, and its accountability

for those resources. Wise stewardship of taxpayer dollars is necessary to maintain
and ensure the public's trnst for NSF's funding of fundamentnl scientific and
engineering research, especially in an era of competing priorities for limited

discretionary funds,
For more than a year, NSF has required NSP staff to ensure that every award abstract
includes a" ... nontechnical description of !he project, which explains the project's
significance and importance. This description also serves usu public justification for
NSF funding by articulating how the project serves the nalionul interest, as stated by
NSF's mission: to promote the progress of science; to advance the national health,
prosperity and welfare; or to secure the national defense, .. ",
Furthermore, effective January 25, 2016, our public guidance will also conform to
the established policy, by requiring that, "An NSF award abstract, with its title, is an
NSF document that describes the project and justifies the expenditure of Federal
funds by articulating how the project serves the national interest. .. ".

Pugc 2

The llunnrnhle John Culhcrson

Mr. Chairmnn, NSF, in Mrong purlncrship with the legislative branch and the nation's
scientific community, has created arguably the world's most successful merit-based
model for nllocaling funding for fundamental re.'ieurch. The results of this research
have expanded the frontiers of knowledge und yielded significant returns. to the U.S.
economy and society. I um personally committed to improving our lrnrniparency and
accountability to the Congress and public, and to maintaining our cun-ent practices
which require each award to provide a clear justification of its potential to achieve
advancements of importance to our nution.
I greatly appreciate your continued strong support of the National Science
Foundation, and I look forward to continuing working with you to advance science
and engineering in the national intcrc.~t.

Sincerely,

4-;SYriL~_,
France C6rdova
Director

I 2-2.1<;
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December 18,2015

Mr. Richard Buckius
ChiefOperating Officer
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22230

bear Mr. Duckius:
As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Investigations, Oversight aud Regulc1tions of the
Committee on Small Business, I am writing to request information l'elated to the suspension and
debgrment activity of the National Science Foundati:on. The Interagency Suspension ~md
Debarment Council (ISDC) annually reports the government•-wide gross number of suspensions and
debarments to Congress. For example, in fiscal year 2014, it reported that within the National
Science Foundation, there were 9 suspensions, 33 proposed debm'n1ents, tind 25 cl~barments,
However, the data presented docs not provide more detailed information about the businesses tha.t
were rcforrc<l for suspension, proposed clcbm-ment, or debarment.
Therefore, r am writing lo request the following information from the National Science
Foundation.
1. Of the reported suspensions, proposed debarments, or debarments reported by the National
Science Foundation to ISDC, what number or percentage of these actions were for small
ln1sinesscs? Please provide this information for fiscal years 2012, 2013, and 2014.

2. The number of small businesses and other-than-small businesses suspended for each of the
reasons enumerated in Feclcrnl Acquisition Regulation (F.A.R.) 9.407-2, Please provide this
information for fiscal yems 2012, 2013, and 2014.
3, The number of snrnll businesses ancl other~than-small businesses proposed for debarrnent
for each of the reasons emnncratc:d in F.A.R. 9.406-2. Please provide this information for
fiscHl years 2012, 2013, and 20M.
4. The number of small businesses ancl other-than-small businesses debarred for cHch of the
reasons enumerated in F.A.R. 9.406-2. Please provide this information for fiscal years
2012, 2013, and 2014,

Please provide the ahswcrs to these rec1tiests electronically to Emily Murphy
(Btnily.mmphy(w,mail.house.gov) and Viktoria Ziebarth (Viktoria.ziebaith(mmail.house.gov) of the
Committee on Small Business staff no later than January 15, 2015. Should you have any questions
·regarding these requests, please contact the Committee staff at (202) 225-5821.

Cresent Hardy
Cludrman
Stibcommittee on Investigations, Oversight, and Regulations

?.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

January 13, 2016

VIA EMAIL TO:
Emily.murphy(,,~nrnil.housc.gov 11nd Viktorin.ziebaith@mail.house.gov

The Honorable Cresent Hardy
Chairman, Subcommittee on Investigations, Oversight, and Regulations
Committee on Small Business
·
U.S. House of Representatives
2361 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6315

Dear Chairman Hardy:
Please find below the response to your letter dated December 18, 2015 requesting infonnation
related to the suspension and debarment activity of the National Science Foundation (NSF). As
the information below indicates, because we are a grant making agency, most all of the
suspension and debarment activities of NSF arise under 0MB Guidelines to Agencies on
Government-Wide Debarment and Suspension (Nonprocurement) found at 2 C.F.R. Part 1801 as
opposed to the Federal Acquisition Regulations. As such, I have included information for NSF's
nonprocurement suspension and debarment activities and I have provided citations for the
nonprocurement parallel provisions to the FAR provisions referenced in the letter.
1. Of the reported suspensions, proposed debarments, or debarments reported by the
National Science Foundation to ISDC, what number or percentage of these actions were
for small businesses? Please provide this infom1ation for fiscal years 2012, 2013, and
2014.
The suspensions, proposed debarments, and debarments for small businesses by NSF for 20 l 2,
2013, and 2014 are as follows:
Suspensions
Proposed Debarments
Debarments

2012 (total)

2013 (total)

3 (7)
2 (8)
1 (8)

I (6)
1 (18)
1 (7)

2014 (total)
2 (9)

6 (33)
4 (25)

2. The nwnber of small businesses and other~than-small businesses suspended for each of
the reasons enumerated in Federal Acquisition Regulation (F.AR.) 9.407~2. Please
provide this information for fiscal years 2012, 2013, and 2014.

The llonorable Cresent Hardy

Page 2

As explained above, NSF has no small businesses and other-than-small businesses suspended
under the Federal Acquisition Regulation (F.A.R.) 9.407-2 for this period. Generally, NSF's
suspensions occur under 0MB Guidelines to Agencies on Government-Wide Debarment and
Suspension (Nonprocurement) found at 2 C.F.R. Part 180. The number of small businesses and
other-than-small businesses suspended for each of the reasons enumerated in 2 C.F.R. § 180.715
are: 2012 3 (small businesses), 7 (total); 2013 1 (small business), 6 (total); and 2014 2 (small
businesses), 9 (total).
3, The number of small businesses and other-than-small businesses proposed for debarment

for each of the reasons enumerated in F.A.R. 9.406-2. Please provide this infomiation for
fiscal years 2012, 2013, and 2014.
NSF has no small businesses and other-than~small businesses proposed for debarment under
F.A.R. 9.406-2. The number of small businesses and other-than-small businesses proposed for
debarment for each of the reasons enumerated in 0MB Guidelines to Agencies on GovernmentWide Debarment and Suspension (Nonprocurement) at 2 C.F.R. § 180.800 are: 2012 2 (small
businesses), 8 (total); 2013 l (small business), 18 (total); and 2014 6 (small businesses), 33
(total),
4. The number of small businesses and other-than--small businesses debarred for each of the

reasons enumerated in F.A.R. 9.406-2. Please provide this information for fiscal years
2012, 2013, and 2014.
NSF has no small businesses and other-than-small businesses debarred under F.A.R. 9.406-2.
The number of small businesses and other-than-small businesses debarred for each of the reasons
enumerated in 0MB Guidelines to Agencies on Government-Wide Debarment and Suspension
(Nonprocurement) at 2 C.F.R. § 180.800 are: 2012 I (small business), 8 (total); 2013 1 (small
business), 7 (total); and 2014 4 (small businesses), 25 (total).
Should you have any questions about the foregoing, please contact me at (703) 292-8070.
Sincerely,

Cf!i1.,f:.:,:(/lfi'

Head, Office of Legislative and Public Affairs
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November 4, 2015
The Honorable France C6tdova
Director
National Science foundation
420 l Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Cordova,
I am writing as a follow-up to tbe bearing the House Science, Space, and Technology
Committee held on September 18, 2015, "NEON Warning Signs: Examining the Management of
the National Ecological Observatory Network." The hearing examined the National Science
Foundation (NSF) announcement that the NEON project would be $80 million over bt1dget and
18 months behind its construction schedule on its current trajectory, as well as de-scoping plans
and conective actions to keep the project on budget.
As pa1i of the questions submitted to the NSF for the hearing record, the committee
inquired about what communications took place between NSF and NEON, Inc. fro1n January 1,
20 l 3"Septembcr 18, 2015 regarding the construction schedule and btidget, as witnesses from
NSF and NEON, fnc. provided conflicting information on those communications. NSF provided
a summary of the communications for the hearing record.

As the Committee continues its qversight of the management of NEON, I now write to
request copies of the following public records: every e-mail, letter, memorandum, record, note,
text message, or clocumcnl of any kind that per1ains to the budget, costs, schedule or
management of the National Ecological Observatol'y Network from January 1, 20 l 3cNovember
4, 2015.
Pursuant to Rule X of the U.S. Hot1se of Representatives, I request that you provide all
requested information to the Committee by Noycmbcr 18, 2015,
When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets lo the
Majority Staff in Room 2321 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the Minority Staff in
Room 394 of the ford House Office Building. Tbc Committee prefers, if possible, to receive all
documents in electronic format.

I
.,f

The Honorable France C6rdova
November 4, 2015
Page 2
If yolll' staff has any questions, please contact Jennifer Wickre, Professional Staff,

Reseilrch and Technology Subcommittee, at JernJll~r. Wickre@mail.house.gov or 202-225-63 7 J.

l J
;??J:JlltGL-L., {dfvtJ}V\~
Sin~rely,

f

_ll

• Lamar Smith
Chairman
cc: The Honorable Eddie Bernice Johnson, Ranking Minority Member, Hotise Committee on
Science, Space, and Technology
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IS NSF PROPERLY MANAGING ITS ROTATING STAFF'?

5

Thursday, June 25, 2015

6

House of Representatives,

7

Subcommittee on Over.sight,

8

joint with the

9

Subcommittee on Research and Technology,

10

Committee on Science, Space, and Technology,

11

Washington, D.C.

12

PAGE

1

The Subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 9:34 a.m.,

13

J.n. Room 2318 of t~e Raybu:cn House Office Building, Hon. Barry

14

Loudermil_k [Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight]

15

presiding.
i

• I

i
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

The Comrn:i.ttee on Science,

2

Space,

17

and Technology joint hev.ring of the Subcommittee on Oversight

18

and the Subcommittee on Research and Technology will come to

19

o.nJer.

20
21

22

W.i.thout object.ion, the Chair is autho:t::i.zed to declare
recesrJ of the Committee at any time.

Good morning and welcome to today's hearing titled ''Is
J recoi::rnize myself now

23

NSF Managing It-s Rc.Jtat.itKJ Staff?''

24

tor 5 minutes for an opening statetwmt.

25

I would like to thank our witnes::c-ies for being heiAe this

26

morning,

27

on this very irnport.::mt matter.

28

and I'm looking forward t.o hearing from both of you

We're here today. to discuss the National Science

29

Fouw::lf.ition' s llSe of the Rotator Program,

30

individuals who are assigned through the Intergovernmental

31

Personnel Act,

32

engineers, tmd educators from univenJi ties and industry who

33

help staff the N,SF on a temporary br1s:Ls.

34

NSF employs Visi t.ing Scientists, Engineors, and Educators,

35

which,

OJ:

IPAs ·.

specifically, the

These IPAs are top scienU.1::ts;

together with the IPAs,

In addition, the

form the NSF RotatOJ: Program.

36

While the Rotato:r: Program bringtJ expert.:L:ie, diverse

37

skill sets, and frosh perspective to the NSF, JPAr.; come with

38

a significant cost to the NSP, which is cornpletf'!ly

39

uintcceptable.

For Rx,:i_mple,

these JPAB remain an employee of

------~·-·---.

- -
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10

their home irwU.tution and their calaries are matched by the

41

NSF throu~Jhout thei1.· tenure as an IPA,

12

1 to 3 years.

43

IJ:lAu lout consulting fees,

1,1

development travel,

15

expenses.

1

typically ranging from

In addition to salary matching, the NSF pays
individual research and

tringe benefits, and temporary l;L ving

46

Conniclering that NSF employ:3 184 IPAs, which it.: 12

47

percent of the total NSF' work.force, these costs add up very

18

quickly.

~1.9

General r·epox·t, IPAs cost t,he NSF f,;36, 448 more per IPA on

SO

ave.i:age than the. average permanent federal employee, and in

51

2013,

In fact, acr-ording to the 2013 NSF Inspector

the NSF .spent more than $6. '/ million on IPA-related

52. costs.

When an agency ifl spending millions on rotatin9

53
54

staff- -not pe:crnanent fJtaff., -one would hope that they a:i-;e the

55

best-suited individuals for the positior1s they are tilling.

!56

However, that doesn't appear to bo the case with Lhe NSF.

~,7

2010,

58

pouitions at the NSF lacked inr:1titutional knowledge about the

59

federal employment p1:otocol I

60

key management issues and functions.

61

In

an NSF IG report. found that IPA.s in manaqement-·level

training, and expectations, ctll

The NSF funds a variety of large research projects,

62

including multiuser researcll facilities, too18 for research

63

and education, and d.L:::t.ributed inotrurnentation networks.

64

Tak.ing into account that some of these IPAs corne from

PAGE
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organizations ,;1nd insU. tut.ions that would be intereGted in

66

some of these funds, thel.'e is cilso t.he chance that. if not

67

properly managed,

68

with certain proposals and awards.

69

released a report detailing a situation that falls into this

70

catc9ory, which I am lookin.g fonvard to learning more about

71

today.

72

dfi

IPA could have a conflict of inte~est
The NSF IG recently

As a small business owner, I unconditionally underHtand
'l'he fa:tet that these temporary

73

the need for accountability.

74

staffers are being paid more money for jobs that they are not

75

necessarily qualified for and have an inherent ability to

76

take advantage of, is completely inexcusable.

77

overoight,

78

who make more money than they should for jobs they may not: be

79

qualified for in roles that are suscepti.l)le to conflicts of

80

interest.

81

irreoponsible spending over the past few year::.i, and this is

82

just another unfortunate example.

83

adequate measures to implement proper.oversight, management,

84

and plain responsibility?

85

Without. prope1:

the NSF is wasting taxpayer dollars on individuals

Thif3 cormnittee has warned the NSF ttbout. the

When will the NSF take

I look forward to today's hearing, which I anticipate

86

wiJ.l inform

87

them, as well as the oversight an<l accountability of what

88

they are being paid.

89

ensure that these assigrnnents are not using hard-earned

UB

more about: IPAn at the NSF, the manas:_1ement of

We owe it to the l\merican people to

----,--,-----------

~ - .- ..
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90

taxpayer morn'oy t.o overpay for subpar work.

91

B\-=;em fair?

92

In the end, though,

5

How docs that

J hope that tl1is hearing will bring

93

to light tbe is.sue of rot:at-. ing staff and inform us of- -on how

94

to provide better oversight. and management of federally

95

funded rotating staff to guarantee taxpayers that they can

96

trust us with their money and know that it will be spent in

97

lhe most efficient way.

98

99

[The statement of Chairman Loudermilk follows:]

*************** INSERT 1 ***************
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I now recogni7,e the Ranking Member

101

of the Subcommittee on Oversight, the s:1ent.leman f:r_-orn

102

Virginia, Mr. Beier, for an opening statement.

103

Mr. BEYER.

104

The Nationa1 Science Foundation employs thousand:c: of

105

hardworking scientists and staff, many of whom live in my

106

district, and I value the tremendous benefit that the agency

107

has brought t,o America. and Americans over the past 65 years

108

by supporting a wide r'anqe of ::.icientif:i.c discoveries that

109

have improved our understanding of eyery facet. of U1e. world

110

around us.

111

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ao with any organization, public or private, sometimes

112

problems emerge.

113

administrative oversight enhanced.

111

focus on the management and oversight of the NSF's Rotator

115

Program.

116

Management improvements can be made and
Today's hearing will

'Ehe NSF' s Rotator Proqrarn, primarily Int.erc;overnmental

117

Pel:sonnel Act por~itionfJ, allow1c1 nonfederal employees from

118

academic institutions and research labs to work at. NSF for a

1.1.9

temporary period of up to 4 years.

120

program is that it guarantees a continuous infusion of

121

scholars at the forefronts of their fields.

The advantage of this

122

This approach to staffing is similar to another program

123

tha.t has long been viewed aG one of the most valuable in the

124

U.S. Go~ernment, in fact, the most valuable in the world, the

. -c--.,,-------~-----·····-·---·----

.........
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125

DefenGe Advanced Reaearch Projects A9ency.

DARPA also relies

126

on rotators to come in and manage research portfolios focused

127

on im1ovative emerging research.

128

While there are obvious benefits to th:i.s program, it's

129

impossible to use such a system without running some risks.

130

IPA staff are not necessarily trained managers ~ut fill

131

professional ;=;taff positions and a.s NSF 1~elies on the IPA

132

program to fill posit.ions far in excess of other federal

133

agencies.

134

employor.':ls.

135

civil flervice n=mks with an appreciation of tl1e :i.rnpo:r.-ti:mce of

136

avoiding conflicts of interest.

13'/

Th:i.s can cause nume problems i:1.mong rank-an.d·-file

IPAs hav(~ also not been brouqht up through the

Rach year, NSF providRs around 7 billion in grant awards

138

and cooperative agr0ement.s Lo academic institutions.

13 9

widely praised for U1e effj ci.ency of its qrants management

140

system and widely copied by foreign governments looking to

141

spur creativity and innovation.

142

It's

However, when ornployees of grunt·-receiving institutions

143

come to NSF on temporary asfJignment,

it's important that the

144

Foundation routinely ensure that each rotator ia properly

145

trained and monitored to ensure"! they manage their portfolio

146

wisely and :i.n compliance with the law.

147

take prompt steps to identify potential conflicts of interost

14 8

and that the rotator • have the proper training to unden;Land

149

their obligations to avoid v:iolating conflict-of-interest

The Found0.tion must

HSYJ.76.210
150
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rules al the agency.

1 151

Tocl.ay I we I l l hea1~ from the Inspector General about

152

single rotator who failed to meet obligations for disclosing

153

conflicts and for laking ethics training.

15,J

the ind:i. viclual was invol vec1 in three granL dec:i. sions with

155

inappropriate ties tb the grant recipient, call into question

156

the integrity of the award.

15'7

the degree of this one fail.i.ng represents systemic issues

158

with the way NSF manaqes IPAs or whether it's just an

159

unfortunate one off failin9, but I agree with the IG that

160

this incident points to broader rnana.gr-:ment issues rega:t'ding

161

NSF's oversight of the Rotator Program, and th~

162

recornrnendationG contained in thei;i::- report seem :t'eaEJonable and

163

obviously overdue.

164

i:l

The IG found that

It's ha.rd to determine whether

I know NSP has not had much time to evaluate the

16!>

specific recommi=mdations I but l believe that where managemP..nt:

lGG

problems exist, they need to be quiekly fixed.

167

conflicts of int:erest emerge, they need to be removed and

168

rectifJed, and the public has to have confidence that NSF is

169

managing its fun.d8 with ab;=mlut.e int<='grity.

170

Where

These new n~commenc1ations regarding conflict· of-interest.

171

polid.GD join a :::;Landing list of other Inspector Genera:\

172

recommendations on the p:rociram that were deo:i.gncd to control

173

the cosLH of thut program.

171

of these changes in place, I'm disappointed to learn that

While Nf:lF has moved to put some

PAGE
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those reforms have been moving a very, very slow track.
Without enrlorsing any particular n3conm1endation at this

177

time, w;F_shoulcl know that we,

178

Commit.tee, exp0.ct. t-.h-Ls leadership to do mure and quickly in

179

this area.

180

bring great benefit to NSF and to the Federal Government.

181

helps to spark fresh and innovative .i.de.3.s,

182

collaboration between the Federal Gow'ornrnent and America'o

183

intellectually rich academic community and improves the

184

advancement of sc:i.entific discoveries a.ncl cutting--edge

185

technological developments on a wide ranye of subjects.

186

9

the members of this Oversight

I believe that the Rotator Program.as a whole can

It

it fosters

As we st.rive to promote greater economic efficiencies on

187

the NSF Rotator Program,

I believe it's important to keep Lhe

188

benefits of the program in mb1d.

189

crisis make and the Committee would

190

this in mind.

191

General this week in trouble.

192

Members of our Congress have been in trouble just this year,

193

and we don't want to throw out the baby with the bathwater.

194

I look forward to hearing from our two witnesses

195

about--both about the issues that have been identified but

l9G

t.h.e acts thc:1.t you've taken to con:e.ct them.

One bad case does not a
br.:;

well-served to keep

We read the sad story of the two-star Army'
We've wat-_ched how various

19'7

Thanks very much; M:r. Chairman.

I yield back,

198

[The statement. of Mr. Beyer follows:)

H.SY176.210
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200

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

201

If there are any Members who wish to submit additional

Thank you, M1·. Beyer.

202

opening stat.ements, your statements will be added to the

203

record at this point.

204
205

At this point I ask unanimous conBent to enter documents
into the record.

206

Without objection.

207"

['rhe information. follows:]

208

*************** INSERT 4 ***************
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

209
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12

At t.his tim,co I Id like t.o introduce

210

our witnes~:ies.

Our first witness is Ms. Allison L1~rner.

Ms.

211

Lerner is the Inspector C~eneYal for the National Science

212

Foundation, o:c the NSF.

213

2009, Ms. Lerner Berved J.n many leadership positions at the

214

Department of CoITTnerce, including counsel fo the Inspector

21.5

General.

21G

excellence and war, selected to be a member of the Government

217

Accountab:i.1 ity and Tra1rnparency Board by the P:t·esident in

218

June 2011.

219

degrees from the University of Texas.

Before joining the NSF in April

Slte has received several national awards for

Ms. Lerner received her law and under'.Jraduate

The final witness toclay--on today's panel is Dr. Richard

220

221

Buckius.

222

NSF.

223

2014

Dr. Buckius is the Chief Operating Officer for the

Mr. Buckius assumed his position of COO in October
1

having previously been a Senior Policy Advisor foL· NSF.

224

He i.s an. author and coauthor of numerous publications on the

225

topj.cs of radiation, heat tranafer, numerical fluid mechanics

226

and combustion.

227

master's and Ph.D.

228

University of California Berkeley.

229

Dr. Buckii.1s received his bachelor's 1
in rnechanic,:11 cnqineering at the

At this point the Chaii would like to recognize the--I'd

230

like to recognize the Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on

231

Research and Technology I

232

Lip:i.nHki, tor her openins_J statement.

233

Mr. LIPINSKI.

the gentleworn,;1.n. from Illinois, M::;.

Well, kind of close.

---~---------~-

~,---...------~---,,-------··· - · · - - - ..
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234

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

235

Mr. LIPINSKI.

~36

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Or hir,.

I'm sorry,

sir.

Thank you.
You're--my apologies.

Instead

237

of--I thought I was--I had it r~ght and then I read the

:ne

script.

239

Mr. LIPINSKI.

240

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

24]_

Mr. LIPINSKI.

212

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

243

Mr. LIPINSKI.

24.4

13

1~at's always a mistake.

Well,

Ye.s.

I-My apoJogiefJ.

I apologize for bRing late.

I undc:rsland

we bad to move this up because of votes.

:,:4r:;

I want to thank Chai.rman Loudermilk and Chairwomc1,n

246

Comstock for holding this hearin.9 on NSF's management of the

247

IPA Rotator Program.

. 248
219

Lerner for being here.

I want to thank Dr. Buclcius and Ms .
Good morning.

I- -you know, we know what the issues are, reports ist1ued

250

by the NSF Inspector General over the last few years,

251

including last Friday's report, make it clear that there are

2•:;~>,

some manctgernent and oversight. isuues wi t.h the Rotator Program

253

that are worthy of our cc.:n1.cern ,;1nd attention.

25 11

pursue our oversight responsibilities, we should not lose

2135

sight of the tremendous value that the Rotator Program brings

256

to NSF and to the scientific community.

257

2S8

However, as we

NSF has a very talented workforce across the board.
Long-term federal Pmployees servinq in program officer and

----~-,
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259

execut.i.ve positions come to the 0.gency with many years of

260

experience and scientific research, as well ar.; in managing

2G1

program budgets in participating NSF 9rant review process.

/,62

Those recruited to executive positions are also experienced

263

managers.

7.G4

memory and knowledge of federal rules and regulations is

26!5

invaluabh:.

266

After several years at NSF, their institutional

But we also kruJw that rotators also come to NSF with

267

many years of experience and similar ukilJ.s.

26H

the Rota.t.or Program unique and e~1(1ential is that rotators

269

provide a constant influx of new ideas, new perspectives, and

270

a b:ontline unde:r:standing of emerging trends in science and

;,~·71

enginee:cinq.

272

evaluate high-risk, high-reward research proposals and ensure

273

that NSF continues to support a pox·tfolio that includes

274

transformative resea~~h, a topic which we discuss often in

275

this committee.

2'/6

And what makes

As such, they are pa:cticula:t'ly wel 1 placed to

While exploring options to strengthen rnancl~ernent of the

277

program and to irnplernent cost cont.1:ols, we t,hould not even

278

unintentionally take steps that comp1:omise the benefits this

')79

program provides to the agency and to scientific progn:!B:J.

:.mo
281
282
283

Now,

having said that, the Inspector neneral has raiuec1

several issues in thA last few years that warrant our review.

From the cost associated with the IPA program to the
management benefits such as independent researcl1 and

HSYl 76.
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284

development and tlH?. requirements such as et.hies trainlng,

285

there is room for iinprovernent.

·2s6

most. J_·ecent report on a conflict-of-interest case only la.st

287

Fridcty g.i.vinq them little time to review the specific

28B

recomrnend.ationG.

289

postpone this hearing by a couple months.

2.90

here today.

291

The Foundation received Lhe

It might have been }Jetter, perhaps,

to

However, wo are

This particular case dates back to 2013, so I expect Dr.

292

Buc:kilw will be able to share with us some of his thinking

293

about what went wrong in terms of management controls and how

294

procedures can be tightened up gciing forward.

295

that Dr. BuckiuA will be able to share with us actions N$F

296

has taken since the 2012 and 2013 IG reports to strengthen

297

management and oversight of other aspects of the Rotator

298

Program,

299

I also hope

In no way do I want to diminish _the issues that have

300

been raised.

301

oven_\ight and that. NSF i.G responding appropriately to the

302

findings ..

303
304

305

30G

We need to make sm.::e that we are providing

I vvant. Lo thank the witnesses for bein9 hel:e,
forward to your testimony.

Thank you.

[The nt:aternent of Mr. Lipinski follows:]

*************** INSERT

3

***************
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Again, thank you, Mr. Lipinski,

and again, 111y. sincere apoJ.ogies.
Pursuant to the committee rule:=:, aJ.1 witnesses will be

310

sworn in before they testify.

311

raise your right hand.

312

If yc>u'll please rise and

Do you soJ.enmly swear or affinn that the testimony you

313

are about to give w:i.11 be the truth, the whole truth, ,:ind

314

nothing but the truth, so help you God?

315

316
317

I.et the 1:'ecord reflect. that the v1itn0sues answered in

tho affirmaU.ve.
Beiuro we begin,

I will requei:-;t. that our witnessefJ

It seems there

318

please limit your testimony to 5 minutes.

319

will be anotbe1,- series of votes called in about an hou..r and I

320

want to make i:iure that we have t.i.me for discussion.

321

eut.ire w:d.tten statement v1ill be made part of· the record.

322

323

Your

I now r<cJCOgnize Ms. Lerner fox· 5 minuteG t.o present her'
testimony.

HSY176,210
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324

TESTIMONY OF ALLISON LERNER, INSPECTOR GENERAL, NATIONAL

325

SCIENCE FOUNDATION; AND RICHARD BUCKIUS, CHIEF OPERATING

326

OFFICER, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

327

TED'l'IMONY OF ALI.ISON LERNER

Ms. LERNER.

17

Mr. Chairman and members of the

329

subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity to discuss my

330

office's over1:1ight oJ: NSF'H management. of its rotc1.ting staff,

3:31

espc~cially assic..i11ments under the Intergovernmc.~ntal Personnel

332

Act.

333

three.:: audits completed by my office, one on cost associated

334

with NSF's use of rotators, a second on personnel management

r·
, .)
3 .J

issues related

336

and oversight of the Independent Research and Development.

337

program, or IR/D.

33f3

I' 11 foc:uB on finding some recornmendo.tions made in

Lo

rotators, and a third on NSF'o management

Finally, r.;ince rot.ato:n3 oft.en make funding decicionn,

339

I'll discuss a recent investigative report which identified

340

ways for NSF t.:.o improve

341

rotators' conflicts of interest.

iltJ

controls to identify and mitigate

342

To udvance its rniEJsion of supporting science and

343

engineering research and education, NSF bringo scientists,

34 11

engineers, and cclucal on:: from academia, industry, or other

J4S

organizations Lo the Foundation for rotational assignments of

346

up to 4 years.

M1ile there are definitely benefits that come

--~-------------------HSYl76.210
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347

from having rotators at NSF, there are also challenges.

348

example, because of rotators' limited tenure, there's almost

349

constant turnover .i..n sta-ff, especially in senior leade1:ship

350

positions.

351

and rotators 1 lack of familiarity with government processes

352

and culture,

353

For

Other challenges include higher cost for rotators

The additional cost of usin~J rotators instead of

354

permanent federal employees is considero.ble.

355

NSF paid an added cost of approximately $6.7 million or an

356

average of over $36,000 per IPA for the 184 IPAs we looked at

357

in a 2013 i:;1.1_.1dit,

358

reduce these costs such as increasing rotators' use of

359

telework, increasing cost-sharing by l1ome institutions, and

360

lin1iting salary to the maximum federal pay rate for the

361

position.

362

'
examine rotator cost but much work remains to be done to

363

accomplish the actions included in that plan.

364

We found that.

We recommended that NSF evah1a.te ways to

NSF has developed a plan to accomplish--a plan to

NSF' s reliance on rotators also propo.ses pe:i:.-sonnel

365

management challenges.

For example 1 at the time of our 2010

3 66

a.udi t, NSF did not require rotatorG to have annual

367

performance evaluations even though they functioned in the

368

same capcteity as NSF's federal executives who are evaluated

369

each year.

370

accountable as it does federal employees for accomplishing

371

NSF's missions and goals.

As a result, NSF risks not holding IPAs

In response to our

HSY176.210
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3 72

J:ecornmendations, N.SF has put: ;;tll IPAs under a performance

373

nw.nagernent system and reports that it received 117 IPA

374

appraisals in the most recent cycle.
We alr~o examined cont1~ols over NSF' s IR/D progra111, which

375
376

is utilized primarily by rotators to maintain their

3?7

professional competencies and, remain actively involved with

378

their reor:\arch while at. NSF.

379

NSF policy allowed :CR/D particip;;mts to spend up to SO days a

380

year, or 20 percent of their time, on IR/D activities.

381

2010,

382

other visiting scientists took 90 percent of the IR/D trips

383

during this period.

3e4

st:rengthened oversight at the IR/D program and taken steps to

or:
3 V->

reduce its costs.

386

At the Lime of our 2012 uudit,

IR/D travel costs were $1.8 million.

Since our ci.u.di t,

In

Rotators and

the Fonndation has

In li9ht of the Poundation'n reliance on rotators lo

38?

make funding decisions,

it's critical that strong controls be

388

in place to identify and mitigate conflicts of interest that

3B9

occur as a result of rotators'

390

connections with their home institutions.

391

protect rotators, many of whom have never worked in a federal

39:2

environment,

research activities or their

Such controlr•

as well as the Foundation itself.

393

A recent investigative report documented problems with

394

controlr~ over COis that we identified in the context of one

395

rotator 1 s tenure at NSF.

396

manage the t·otator' s known conflict was developed and

we found that no concrete plan to

______

,,,_

~-

.. ------~----··--,-_-,-,--~----~~----~------
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397

cornmunic;;lted, that there were significant delays in tbe

398

rotator's completion of a required et.hies course and her

399

submission of a required financial disclosure form,

400

actions tak~)n

401

of interest on an award she made were seriously flawed, that

402

the narne8 of the persons wllo wrote the justification for

403

funding and who actu0.lJy made the decision to fund the award

404

with v,hich the rotator ha.d conflicts were not includr~d in

405

NSY's system of record, undermining the agency's ability to

'106

identify and mitigate conflicts of interest, and that a

407

critical tool used to enforce the one-year cooling-off period

408

following the rotat.ur's tenure at NSF was circumvented.

409

co

as:=:;ess the impact of the rotator's conflicts

We recommended that NSF tako various actions to

410

strengthen its controls over conflicts.

411

our investiqative report lant week,

412

opportunity to formally respond.

1113

that

Since we just issued

the agency has not had an

Rotating staff are a.n important component of NSB" s

414

workforce and brin~J valuable experience to the .Foundation.

415

While we recognize Lhe significant cont.ribl1tions mad.e by

416

rotators,

417

associated with the rotaLor program to ensure that federal

418

funds entrusted to the Foundation are being spent effectively

419

and efficiently.

4?.0

-justifications and 1·ecommendations made by rotators be free

421

from confl lets of :i.nte:cest, as the iutegri ty of those

Jt•s essential for NSF to examine the cost

It's als0 critical that funding

-·---~-

- -. ·
i
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decisions is essential to NSF's merit review process.

My office remains committed to providing rigorous and

424

dependent oversight of NSF' s management of its rot.ating staff

425

and will continue to work with the Foundation and the

426

Congress to this end,

427

I'd be happy to answer c:nY questions.

428

[The statement of Ms, Lerner follows: J

..

~~~
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Thank you, Mrs. Lerner.

430

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

431

I now re~ognize Dr. Buckius for 5 minutes to prcocnt his

432

Lestimony.

433

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD BUCKIUS

434

Mr. BUCKIUS,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, Mr.

Membero of the comrni t t.ee, thank you for tho

1J,35

Chairman.

436

opportunity to discuss NSF's Rotator Programs, particularly

437

as you've heard the IPA assignments.

438

NSF supports fundamental research at the frontier across

439

a11 fields of science and engineering through an inve1Jtment

440

in more than ,12, 000 act. ive awards.

441

exploit nc?.w concepts in sc:i.ence and engineering and provide

442

global leadership in research and education.

443

NSF to create an ever-chauging vision for the future

444

innovations and provide tho resources to make vision into a

415

reality.

446

constantly changing,

447

change with continuity in mo.n.aging our merit review process

448

and overseein9 our awards.

449

NSF seeks to create and

This requires

The expertise needed l.o carry out this work is

The challenge for NSF is to blend

A mix of federal employees and rotators, some of whom

450

are IPAs,

is essential to NSF.

Experienced federal employees

451

provide continuity of scionLific expertir:-Je, management,

452

oversight, while rotators come from across the country w:i.th

~-----~-,-------~-·H8Y176.210
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new perspectiveo in scie11cc, engineerinq, and education.

45L1

Because NSF supports fundamental research at the frontier,

455

NSF relies on a mix of federal employees and rotators for a

456

constant infusion of new knowledge into the structure of the

457

rigorous merit review and poet-award over • ight.

458

The scientific corntmmity sees serving a.s a rotalur at.

459

NSF as a public service.

460

expanding the rotator's scientific perspectives, can disrupt

461

the rotator's personal life and lead to a loss in continuity

4.62

at the home institution.

J63

from the exp0.rience and expertise the IPA gains but it does

1

The opportunity to serve, while

The IPA's home :inotitution benefits

46 11 · not have accetin to the faculty members, contributionB, and
465

all the uH1.wJ. functionB dur:ing the IPA assignment.

-166

Therefore,

467

on these rotators who choose to engage in the public aervice.

468

NSF costs a.nd the oversight of our staff are continuaJ.ly

it iG important for NSF to avo.i.d negative impacts

469

mon:i.tored.

470

and discoverie~

471.

with the impact on our pJ:ograrns and the community.

1.172

case of IPAs, NSF requests cost-sharing from ,;1.ll potential

473

rotators and Gcrutinizes a1l salaries above the maximum

474

federal rate.

47S

476

Reducing our overhead cost t.o fund. discoverers
is

always a goal, and this must be balanced
In the

While roLal:.ors perform their respons.ibilities at NSF,
they are not allowed to handle any matterR related to their

HSY176,210
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477

home institution and are subject to NSF policies on conflict

478

of interest 1 performance, training, and conduct.

479

federal employees,

480

statutes, as well as government-wide ethics regulations.

481

Like

rotators must follow conflict--of-interest

To bolster the awareness and compliance of these

482

st.atutefJ and regulations, IPAs, like other federal

483

colleagues, ,;tre stubj ect to mandatory conflict-of-interest.

484

training.

485

provide perfo:i:mance plans for their IPA oervice.

Also like federal-· -other federa1 employees, IPAs

486

The Foundation has benefited from the Office of the

487

Inspoctor General reportB on op_portunities to improve the NSF

488

IPA programs.

489

impor.tance in improving the IP.As in the agency's Formal

490

Performance Management System.

NSF responded by taking

491

act.i.011 to :incorporate all IPAs,

including those operating at

492

and below the executive level into the agency's Formal

493

Performance Management System, and the OIG

494

re(;ommendecl--recommenclation was satisfied the very next year.

495

496
,197

As she has referred,

the 2010 OIG report noted

The change ensures that IPAs are held <;J.ccountable to the

agency and to the taxpayers.
_This approach to accountability is also applied to NSF's

498

Independent Research and Development Pi~ogram, IR/D.

499

response to the ·01G management report that identified

500

internal control issues on our IR/D program, NSF immediately

501

formed a task group and proposed changes.

In

In 2012 the OIG

PAGE
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502

auditors favorably reviewed the ta0k force recommendations

503

and su9gested additional controls.

504

place.

505

rotators, has--now has much more accountability.

506

NSF put those controls in

The IR/D program, available to federal employees and

I recognize that the OIG released a new repor·t last

507

Friday focused on the management of conflict of interest of

508

our rott:i.tors.

509

specific case.

5J.O

the agency worked to address the situation and hold

511

individuals accountable.

512

It is important to note that this was one
Well before the release of the OIG report,

My written testimony does not address the report'f::l

51:.3

recommendations due to the timing of its rele.;l.sc.

.514

like to thank the IG, though, for her support of NSF and for

51 1:i

her concerns about the integrity of the IPA program ..

I

wot1ld

516

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, bringing

517

scientists, engin,ee:rs, and educators from the community to

518

join NSF's permanent staff contributes to the NSF mission of

519

advancing the progress of science and its strategic goals of

520

transforming the frontiers and addressing national needs.

521

The Rotator Programs at NSF include the--including the Il?A

522

assigrnnents are essential elements of achieving NSF's

57.3

mission.

524

Poundation will continue to enhance these pr.ograms to best

525

serve science and technology in the national interest.

526

With the support of the OIG, Congress, the

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify and I

------.

--~,--,------------~-
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528

529

look forwa:n-;1 to answering your questions.
[The statement of Mr. Buckius follows:]

*************** INSERT B ***************
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Thank you to both of cnu: witnesses

531

for being here today, and now we're goir~ to begin our

532

quest.ion:i.ng.

533

And the Cha:i.:c l:ecoqnizes himself fm: 5 minutes.

Ar-J I mentioned in my opt::?ning stalemenl, the IG found

534

that in 2013 the NSF spent more than 6.7 million on

535

IPA-related costs, with the NSP spending on ~verage $33,448

536

more on IPA assignments than c1verage permanent federal

537

employee~J.

538

cornn1lling fees,

539

fringe benefits, and temporm:y living expense::,.

540

541

These costs include ,,ialary matcbinq,

individual n~search and development travel,

Dr. Buckius, of that G.'7 millicm spenl: in 2013,

how much

of it was spent on these varying cbets that I just mentioned?
Mx· . BUCKIUS .

543

lost

In--·you want the--excuse rn~, you want the

fractions on each one of those?

514

Clvd.rman LOUDERMILK.

545

Mr. BlJCKIUS.

Yefl,

sil·.

So the biqgest one .is :?3 million salaries

It's important: to note, too, if you read her

546

of the 6.7.

5tl7

report carefully, on a· footnote it only provides you. the

548

numbers :Eo:r· ,those t.ha t are above the federal rate.

549

include those that are below the federal rate, the neL gain

550

is only half of that,

551

consulting,

552

are accurate as far as we can tell.

553

554

1.5 million.

The other copts,

If you

lost

travel.--excuse me, location allowance and IR/D

It's also important to note,

though, thnt the IR/D .is

availa.blc to nll rotatorG and federal employees at NSF.

Only

HSY176,210
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555

63 percent of those a.llocations are to IPAs.

556

to f.edera.l employees and visito:i.'s.

557

available to JPAs.

The rest. goes

So it's not only

558

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

559

Can you tell me, what did lhe National Science

560

561
562

Mr. BUCKIUS.

I'm sorry.

I can get you that number.

I

don 1 t have that with me.
Chairman LOUDERMILK.

564

Mr.·. BUCK I US.

565

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Okay.

You don't?

No, I do not.
Mrs. Le:r:ner, do you know what that

number is?

567

Ms. LERNER.

568

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

569

Thank you.

Foundation spend in 2014 on IPA-related costs?

563

566

Okay.

28

I

do not.

Okay:

That'll be helpful if you

could get back with us on that number.

570

Dr. Buck.ius, how do you justify the additional cost

571

these IPA assignments--of these IPA assignments than what you

572

pay the average permanent tederal employee?

573

Mr. BUCKIUS.

So as it's been discussed by Lerner, as

574

well as Mr. Lipinski, this is a very different agency than a

575

lot of the other agencies.

576

an absolutely essential pa.rt of ou:r program.

577

very excellent tederal employees that give us the continuity

578

but we don't have the ability, unlike,

579

staff that does research at the forefront, has facilities at

The IPA, the RotatoJ:.. Program, is
We have very,

say, DOE that has

HSY176.210
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We don't do· that.

That I s not in our mis,sion.

So by bringing these front--these forefront leaders into our

582

agency, they' re able to bring that new expertise, bring th.at

583

new knowledge, bring the ability to change into our agency.

584

This is essential to ollr agency.

585

So the costs that we have to pay, we want to rnake sure

586

that we can recruit the best possible leado:ts and schola.rs to

587

come and help this agency, and therefore,· we really need to

588

be able to pay market-force value for these folks in order to

5

89

590

get them to come to the agency c'tnd serve.
Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Can I ask you, is~-what benefit do

591

these scientists and other IPJl~s have leaving their permanent

592

job to take a leave of absence or whatever to come to NSF?

593

Mr. Bucruus.

Okay.

So let me just preface this w.:i.t.h I

594

am an IPA and so- --and I also waG a department head and I also

595

was an AD and so I've been on all sides of this issue.

596

the IPA is probably, as a rotator and when they first come,

597

which I did in '88, you're trying to manage your program at.

598

the university, your students, ahcl you're trying to also

599

manage the pOJ~tfolio that you' re having to accesn at NSF.

600

it t·equires you to really--I would argue--most IPAs that are

601

involved in this probably work, you know, more than 40 hours

602

a week for sure just in order to make it all work.

603

family sometimes stays at home.

604

time here, and in all fairness,

So

So

You.r

You then come and spend your
it'a a 24/7 kind of a job

--------· ..
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605

then l:!ecause,- right, you don't have your family with you.

606

And so you spend a. lot of time doing it.

3 Ci

The home institution, though, gains, too, so I don't

607
608

want to ever belittle that.

By brJnging the IPA back, the

609

IPA then has a much broader perspective of what the country's

GlO

about, what the researcl1 is about, and that will help- -that

611

will definitely help the b.ome unit.
But, unfortunately, the home unit doesn't gain all the

612
613

other attributes that the :Eaculty member provides, committee

614

work, general advising, issues that n,,late to the comm.unity

615

aspects of a department.

616

department gains and loses, the IPA gains and loses.

You lost all that.

So the

What happens, though, is when you're on the side of NSF

617
618

and v.re want to recruit these top scholars and we want them to

619

come, we don't want t.o have any impediments that.' 11 make it

620

more difficult for them to come.

621

I often don't want them to go either because :t need them as a

622

department head.

623

the way we've done it so fa1:,

624

everybody loses and I think that's probably the fairest way

625

we can go.

So it's this constant balance.

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

626

As a department head also,

And I think

I think everybody gains and

One last quest.ion.

I see I 1 m

627

running out of time and I'll be respectful of everyone 1 s

628

time.

629

of those that

Is there a recruitment issue or do you have a backlog
Wi:.lnt

to be IPAs?

PAGE
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630

It is a recruitment issue.

31

We often don't

63l

get the people we want for all the commitments that I've just

632

E;aid.

633

often--it rectlly affects thei.r long-tenn career programs,

634

their research programs, and they have to balance th~t with

635

the public service.

Individuals, when they consider coming to NSF', they

636

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

637

Mr. GUCKIUS.

Are you fully staffed now?

In IPAG, no.

We

Ccl:O

638

think we--I think you aaid we're at 180.

639

as low as 173.

640

641

Chairman LOUDI1RMILK.

Okay.

go up to 195 an.cl I
We've been down to

Thank you.

I see my time

is expired and I now recognize Mr. Beyer for 5 minutes.

64:2

Mr. BEYER.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

643

Dr. Buckius, I was going to ask you a question about can

644

full-time,

6 115

kind of insight and creativity .i.n science that these IPAs do?

646

J.ong--term government employees provide the same

And I think you've done a great job answering that.

lam

though, that the same argumenL r.011ld be made for

647

concerned,

648

many other government agenci.cs, for example, the Department

649

of Justice where I see lotu of sort of mid-career brilliant

650

attorneys stolen out of private practice who come work for

651

the same governmental maxirrrum for 3, 4, 6 years in order to

652

contribute the:Lr expertise on terror.ism, on financiny, and

653

lots of interesting thingf~.

65·1

And- -but I'm also part:i.cularly aware of the balance

·····-••
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655

between outside people who come in and the long-term federal

656

employees.

657

I'm very sensitive to how that affected the morale of the

658

career foreign service officers who perhaps didn't get a

659

chance to be ambassador because these political guys were

660

there,

661

I wan a politically appointed ambassador, and so

So I look at the rtumbcn:'8, the ones that I have at least,

662

of the seven Assistant Directors, six are IPAs; of the 32

663

Division Directors, 2 11 are IPAs.

664

top-level positions are fi~led by IPAs, doesn't it give the

665

rank-and-file federal service worker not much hope for career

666

advancement?

667

If so many of these

And what is the effect on morale?

Mr. BUCKIUS,

So that's a very difficult question for me

668

to answer.

669
670

though, by the career federal employees regarding l:heir
'
interactions with t.he IPAs. So they also gain a lot, too,

671

right?

672

and I have an IPA that comes in and runs a similar program, I

673

get to exchange creative ideas where the--that the IPA can

674,

bring at the forefront where I might not have that

675

experience.

676

level, there's a lot to be gained.

677

I have heard of a few complaints, really very few

So if I'm a federal employee, a running a program,

So even individual, at the one-on-one kind of

Regarding the executive service, we--I think you're

678

accurate.

I think that the percentage of IPAs in our most

679

senior leadership positions is larger than the overall

---------- ----.
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680

f:r_·action of IPAH in the agency.

681

of federal employees that end up having--being our Division

682

Direct.ors, as well as our office heads, and so it's not that

683

it's closed out; it's just that it's not as probable.

684

We do, thou9h, have a number

t.hough, I noted a couple of comments that

Typically,

685

they don't bring the federal experience to these leadership

686

:roles.

687

leadership.

688

led major collr.gcs,

689

country.

690

rni9ht have to get a little more fine-tuned on the federal

691

issues.

692

leaders.

That'

i:;

a true statement but they bring. a lot of

We have folks that have led rnaj or clepartmc-,nts,

So they have a lot of leadershj_p skills.

They just

But by and lar0e I think they're reaJ.ly superb

Mr. BEYER.

693

in the case of enginee1--ing, around thifJ

You jumped ahead to another questio11 I had,

694

which is v.rhat necessarily mc1kes a great r;cientist a grei;tt.

695

manager bocaunc I don't seP. them as equivalent at all.
Mr. BUCKIUS.

696

And I think you're right, okay, and I'll
There are some scientists, engineers who

697

aqree with that.

6 98

prol:nlbly shouldn't be leaders, okay.

699

doing the fundamental research ;;u1d leading ntudents.

700

then there are those that actually havt'; a very st.rang

701

resea.rch port.folio and they also are very good leaders.

702

GO

703

2md department heads who are leadin~ major, major units

704

aJ~ound this count.1.y who come to NSF and impa:r:r_ that

in tho car;c~ l

They' re much better

But

And

just referred to, you know, we have deans

•a • • •·•••~,. ~ • ~ - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - , - - ~ ~ - - -
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705

leadernhip ability into the agency, and I think it's really

706

valuable.

707

Mr. BEYER.

Doctor, let me get. to what seems to me

?08

perhaps the most existential question here, and forgive me

709

for m:i.sinte:r.preting this.

710

with the associated problems and benefits is--or let's just

711

say overdependence on IPAs is because we in Congress don 1 t

712

author:i.ze enough money for long-term federal staff, and

713

therefore, you have to take resources out of the research

71 11

budget. to fund the IPAs?

715

more money to the full-time government service, you know,

716

say, a 50/50 ratio or whatever it is, would we be able to

717

have more money for the research that then does so much good

718

things'?

719

Mr. BUCKIUS.

720

Mr. BEYER.

721
722

How much of the dependence on IPAs

And what if we had- -if we committed

Well, so that--

Is this--are IPAs a back way of avoiding

what decisions we make in our Budget Committee?
Mr. BUCKIU8.

So my answer to that would be no.

723

Regardless of where you tell us to put the money for an IPA,

721

we woulcl still think that they're essential and we would

725

still hire them and recruit. them the way we do now,

726

r.egar<lless of where the money comes from for the reasons I've

727

just stated.

728

of the fact that we don't have these large facilities doing

729

fundamental research, we need this infusion of folks,

Because of the nature of this agency, because

So we

.,.

.. ·····"--
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730

take it out of R and RA.

731

role--input on that because we still would need those folks

732

in the agency in order t.o be able to make us have the impact.

733

that we're having.

If it. was in AOAM, I have no

734

Mr. BEYER.

'/35

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.

736

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

737

The Chair now recognizes Mr. Posey fOJ: 5 minutes.

738

Mr. POSEY.

739

Dr. Buckius, can you describe in one sentence the

Okay.

Thank you, Doctor.

'I'hank you,

Mr. Beyer.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

'740

rotators or the IPA employee- -I_ ro.ean would you call them like

741

rental expeJ;ts that you bring in,

742

description for me.

743

Mr. BUCKIUS.

'744

Mr. POSEY.

745

Mr. BUCKIUS.

just the shortest possible

Of what they do-or who they are?
Both.

okay.

So they'ro typically leaders and

746

scholars from around the country and they provide two things

747

for us.

748

leading-ecl~:ie thought, as well as function to perform some of

749

the functions--

7S0

Mr. POSEY.

751

752
753
754

They provide an infusion of new, creative,

Okay.

But--so they're part-timers you bring

on?
Mr. BUCKIUS.

No, they're full-time employees for a

short period of time.

Mr. POSEY_

For a short pe:riod of time, okay.

Can you

..

-'.·

-·.

__
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75S

give me an example of one or two of them that you think are

756

especially valuable in what they do?

757
758
759
760

761

Okay,

Mr, BUCKIUS.

Well--so let me be personal because

I c'\icl them--I've done all--so I've been a program. person-Mr. POSEY.

No, not you,

Give me another one.

Use

another one.
Mr. BUCKIUS.

Okay.

Good 1 because I don't like to talk

762

abo,1t ·myself.

763

comes from a major institution, was a dean, leads now one of

'764

our major directorates, has moved that directorate into

765

different areas that weren't before, hasn't even tak.en

766

employees--

767
768

769
770

771

Mr. POSEY.

So in the case of 1 say, one of our leaders who

Okay,

That's satiric platitudes.

Anything

really specific you can tell me?
Mr. BUCKIUS. · I think we' re looking for leadership and·
that's leadership.
Mr. POSEY.

Well, you can say that about anybody.

In

772

March 2013 it was stated that the NSF paid 54 IPAs' salaries

773

exceeding the federal executive pay limit of almost $180,000,

774

which is about probably five times the average annual wage in

775

my district, which is the highest salary earned by federal

776

employees at NSF, including presidential appointees.

777

these 54 IPAs,

778

annual salary and over $300,000 to an Assistant Director.

779

you believe that was appropriate compensation?

Of

the NSF paid 34 a salary of over $200,000 in
Do

HSY1'76.210
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Mr. BUCKIUS.

781

Mr. POSEY.
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Yes, I do.
Okay.

What proc_edures does NSF have in

782

place to properly asseso the cost-to-benefit ratio of these

78.3

high-dollar rental people or temporary people?

784

Mr. BUCKIUS.

So NSF over the yearn has done a number of

785

independent studies by various organizations.

786

have all done a13sessments of our program and they have

787

recommended changes, just like Lerner has r~comrnended.

788

the sarne time, thcry've given very positive_ remarks about the

789

progra.rn.

790

M:i:·.

POSEY.

Okay.

NAPA, OPM, GAO

At

Fifty-four IPAs earned a salary over

791

the federal executive pay limit.

792

to the NS1''' s own employees who cannot receive compensation

793

that. exceeds a pay grade of almost $180, 000?

791J

Mr,

BUCKIDS.

So remember

Do you believe· that's fair

the reason why

we bring them.

795

We bring them to do function and we bring them to do

796

leadership in forefront activities~-

797

798

Mr. POSEY.

I know.

They have talent. that your own

people don't h~ive preS"l.unably,

799

Mr. BUCKIDS.

800

Mr. POSEY.

No, they have different talento.
Oh, okay.

I was surprised to find Mrs,

801

Lernert_,s revelation that the temporary employees you bring in

8 02

are responsible for making awa1:d funding clecisionG.

803

tell me if any of them had any hand in awarding theGe grants:

804

3,10,000 to study human-set fires in New Zealand in the 1980s;

Can you
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805

227,000 to study pictures of animals in National Geographic

806

magazine; $200,000 to otudy Turkey's failing fashion

807

industry; 1.5 million to study pasture management in

808

Mongolia; 50,000 to study civil l~wsuits in Peru in 1600 to

809

1700; 200,000 to study gender bias jn Wikipedia pages;

810

164,000 to study Chinese immigration in Italy; 170,000 for

811

two studies of native people 1 s basket weaving in Alaska;

812

487, 000 to study textiles and gender in Iceland from 87 11 to

813

1800,

814

traditional Alaskan music from the 1940s; $50,000 for stem

815

cell education in Sri Lanka; 15,000 to study gender and

816

fishing practices at Lake Victoria, Africa; 147,000 to study

817

interna.tional marriages between France and Hadagascar?

818

you know,

819

these temporary employees were responsible for funding any of

820

those projects absolutely unequivoca.l.ly yes or no?

821

the Vi]dng Bra; 136,000 to Tepatriate recordings of

I have pages here, but can you tell me if any of

Mr. BUCKIUS.

I cannot tell you who has funded those but

822

we surely can get you that information, whether they're

823

federal employees or rotat:o:i:.-s.

824

825

And,

Mr. POSEY.

But they would hi;J.ve--rotators would have

responsibility to fund crap like this,

BUCKIUS.

826

Mr.

827

Mr. POSEY.

828

Mr. BUCKIUS.

829

Mr. POSEY.

right?

I mean· -

Rotators---projects like this, excuse me.

I'm sorry.

--could fund projects like that, yes.
Thonk you.

I

see my time is up, Mr.

HSY176.210
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I yield back.

il 31

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Tha.nk you, Mr. Posey.

832

The Chair now recognizes Mr. Lipinski.

833

Mr. LIPINSKI.

834

Yea.h,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I certainly agree, Dr. Rucki us,

that the rotato:r·

835

program is a.n essential element of the NSF mission, as you

836

stated, and I have to say it's a little surprising to me to

837

hear such strong Republican support for federal employees, cIS

838

we've heard here, but welcome that.

839

But I think the Rotator Program is very important.

a

840

But--and I've been

c1efender of :i.t, and when there have been

841

issues that have come up, I've defended it,

842

issues that need to be dealt with here.

843

about a couple of the IG recommendations that have not

844

been--my unde:l:.'Standing is that NSF has not followed through

845

on the recommendations.

846

that the IG recommended the NSF appoint a single individual

847

to help champion NSF Rotator Proqrarn, would also help improve

848

NSF oversight of the program.

849

recommended that the NSF produce.formal guidelines on travel

850

and possible telework for those enqaged in the IR/D program.

851

Could you address why NSF has not followed through on eith_er

852

of those recommendations?

But there are

And I wanted to zisk

'

853
854

Mr. BUCKIUS.

And these two are,

fh:-st of all,

The second one is the IG

So the first one regarding an individual,

I cannot really answer that question.

As I said, I came in

--,--
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855
856

857

October and I don' L know what the pri:1.ctices were before then.
I think it's a very good recommendation.

I see no reason

why we shouldn't do thci.t,

858

On the telework issue, we are sl:.arting to impleme11L

859

that.

860

cost-savings that it'-s been purported to.

861

to run the experiment and see if this actually pl~ys out.

862

40

I'm not confident it's going to see the significant

So I think we have

The other two issues that--or the main issue that was

863

brought. up was regarding cost-share.

864

they are working on their contract if they will cost-share,

865

and some can and some do not.

866

with, you know, a lot of the public institutions around the

867

country now are not seeing the budgets that they saw betore,

868

anc1 therefore, providing cost-share for these kinds of

869

activities

870

wo:r:ry from the point of view of cost savings.

871

is

We ask every IPA when

Part of the problem I think is

becoming harder and harder.

Mr. LIPINSKI.

Okay.

And so that's a

And I was going to ask tllis the

872

other- -two quesU,ons ·the other way around.

873

sure you had an opportunity to answer those two.

874

I want eel to make

Ms. Lerner, can you just mention some of the things very

875

briefly--now, you had discussed some o;E these.

876

NSF recommend.ations--have they implemented in a way that you

877

think has been very responsive and helpful to the Rotator

878

Program?

879

Ms. LERNER.

What has the

I think NSF' has clone a fantastic job of

HSY176.210
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880

implementinsi the recomrnenclationr:: that we made with J:espect to

881

the IR/D progr;;,.m.

882

of a Management Implication Repur~ and NSF set up an IR/D

883

task g.roup.

884.

recommendations, and NSF has been tremendously responsive.

885

They have--1.et n,e see.

886

had no idea how much money they were spending on t,he IR/D

387

proq.ram and they didn't know how much time people were

888

charging.

889

And we made recommendations initially out

We also did a further audit, made additional

They've--when we d.i.cl our audit., they

They now have codes to track bot:h of Ll1u.se tJ1.ings.

There's an Annual r • port on costs associated with the IR/D

890

program that lhey 1 ve provided in 2013/2014, and I'm sure they

891

will in 2015,

892

tbat's taking place.

893

2.0

there's much more oven1i9ht of the program

'1,hey have provided mm:e training for people who are

894

using the pro9ram and who are approving the propona1s for

B95

peoplP who want to participate in the programs so there's a

896

better 1u:tderRt.r-inding of how that's working.

897

what---in that area in particular you've seen a great way thal

898

the agency can respond to concerns that the IG has raised and

899

take them to the next level so--

900

Mr. LIPINSKI.

So I

think

And not to diminish any of your

901

recoinmendations, but what do you think are the most ·important

902

ones t.hat NSF st.ill need:c1 to follow up on?

903

904

Ms. LERNER.

I think certainly taking more concrete

actiono with respect to the recommendations that we rnade

HSY17G.210
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about the cost of rotators would be quite important.
I know there--what we recognized is that there are a

l.:1x•Je number of rotators who are not. the• senior managers and
so it seems like there are--you know, after an iniLial period

909

for them to get used to the Foundation,

910

opportunities t.o use telework thero more robustly, especially

911

w:Lth all of the technical tools that we have and the ability

912

to nm virtual panelr:: a:J well.

913

like to see more action on that--with respect to that

914

recommendation.

915

there are real

So I woFld- - I really would

And on the cost-sharing, I mean certainly we

916

recommend- -as people are ;;lsked abuul: whether they wm1t to

917

cost-share hut there hasn't been- we did not see, when we did

918

our audit work--mue:h in the way of negotiation.

919

be helpful if the document that they had wanted to prepare

920

that outlined the benefits and thaL made it easier for them

921

to have--to really negotiate that was finalized.

922

Mr. LIPINSKI,

Thank you.

923

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

So :it would

I yield back.

All right.

Here's the posture

924

we're in right now.

VoteG obviously have been called.

925

only have two other Members who are here to ask que,.;t.ions.

926

J..1.nd what I propose is if each Member would keep their

927

questions to less than 5 rninutes and .if the witnesHes would

928

be succinct and concise with their answers, we could go ahead

929

and finish out..

We

Otbcrwise--that way we wouldn't have to hold

-----

-

-

-
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you ovm::- until afte:r. votc,s if that works with everyone.

All right.

So at this point the Chair recognizes M~.

Westerman.
' Mr.

~rnSTERMAN.

Thank you, Mr. Chair,

and I' 11 talk fci,Jt

for a guy from Arkarn.iar-J.

Mo. Lerner, your most recent report focused on an IPA

936

confl:ict of interest at the NSF and found that NSF failed to

937

develop a clear plan to manage crnd mitigate the IPA'

938

conflict of interest: from the out.set.

939

took months for the IJ?A to meet with their d:i.vifdon conflicts

940

official to discuss how to handle the conflict.: of interest?

13

known

Is it true that it

That's what we were informed.

9~! 1

Ms. LERNER.

942

Jvlr. WESTERMAN.

So given the seriousness of conflict of

913

interest and those type of iBsueo, have you found that this

944

kind of delay is commonplace at NSF baaed on your. work?

915

MEI. LERNER.

I can't speak to·--we haven't looked broadly

946

to see if this is--this issue is recurring.

9 117

something that., you know, I think we want to talk with the

948

agency about, you know, what we do moving forwa.rd to

949

access--to determine the breadth of these issues.

950

9 1:il
9;i2

Mr. WESTERMAN.

That's certainly

Do you believe proper procedures are in

place to mitigate this kind of issue in the future?
Ms. LE!RNER.

If l did, we would not have made the

I think what we identified are

.953

recommendations that we did.

954

real opportunities to tighten controls so that it's clearer

~~-.,-------..,-------,,------
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955

to everybody that when th8[1e people

956

needs to be prompt. action to train them, to identify the

957

conflicts, and to make sure that there's a plan in place to

958

manage them.

959

Mr. WESTERMAN.

Okay.

cornt:>

on, they need--chere

So from your work when you

960

investigated an IP.A at the NSF you found that it ha.cl clear

961

conflicts of inteJ~est present and they ultimately contributed

962

to tbe awardin:=:1 of three gr.;:i.nts that you found dicl not meet

963

the merits c01rnistent with standard NSF practices.

96o'.l.

correct?

965

Ms. LERNER.

'T'hat is

That's--it wasn't our determination.

966

was !.:he determination of---the reviewers raised questions

967

about that process, yes.

963

Mr. WESTERMAN.

969
970

It.

So what were the total dollar figures of

those grantB?

Ms. LERN8R.

I believe total they came to about $2

971

million but I'd lvwe to get. back t,o you with the p'tecisc

972

number.

973

Mr. WESTERl:'1AN.

974

Ms. LERNER.

Are they still open'?

They are still open and there's about--at

975

least at the--as of the end of May there was about $100,000

976

remaining on those three awards.

977

Mr. WESTERMl-'..N.

Okay.

So one of the more startling

978

observations made in your t.ootimony is about how a rotator

979

violated a one-year ban when applying for $14 million in NSF

-----,--····--·~
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930

funding ;:.mcl how it appears that someone within the agency

931

tried to cover that person's tracks by cr.ei'tt.:i.ng a rJ.i.fferent

982

ID number for that person.

983

isolated incident w.i.th one person knowingly and willfully

984

.i<J11oring government ethics rule:,; or do you have concerns that

985

cit.hies violations are niore widespread?
Ms . LEF'. NER .

986

Do you think that: t.his ·i

G

an

I certainly hope that this paxticular

987

c:t·eation of

988

evidence to show. tlvlt. that is a w:i.despreac.1 problem, but what

989

we also found is, you know, it would be very difficult for us

990

to tell if that .. ~if- -you know, wbo was do:tng that.

991

ia--certainly is a matter of concern for ua.

.:i.

second PI ID is i co lated, and I don't have

Mr. WESTF,RMP,N.

992

So that

So do you th.i.nk that. a single person

rotating peJ~sonnel might do a better

993

overseeing all of NSP'

994

job in ensur:i.n9 compliance with 9overnment. ethics laws?
Ms. LERNER.

995

fJ

A single person overseeing?

I think, you

996

know, that would certainly--having one person with broad

997

responsibility to look at, you know, the use of rotators and

998

f:.o ensure that they are being appropriately trained 2mcl

999

sen,.,;i ti ve to the issueg of conflicts would holp. · Right now,

1000

the management is very diffuse and that makes it difficult to

1001

enAure accountability.
Chairman LOUDERMILK.

1002

1003
1004

Ollf)

In the interest of time so we· have

more Member, is it all right if we-Mr. WEfl'l'ERMAN.

I'll yield back, Mr. Chairman.

-- -~-,-,,-------:-------~--·~ ~
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1005

Chainnan LOUDERMILK.

Okay.

1006

Mr. WESTERMAN.

]007

Chainnan LOUDERMILK.

1008

The Chair recognizes Mr. Tonka.

1009

Mr. TONKO.

1010

While NSF's system is by no mPans perfect, I'm concerned

Thank you.

Thank you,

Thank you, Mr. Westerman.

M1~.- Chair.

1011

by the majority's continued fixation with NSF's peer-review

1012

process, wh:Lch in large part r·eJ.ies on IPAc.

1013

organization, NSF's process--processes have room for

1014

improvement.

1015

Like any

In response to past IG J:eports, NSF has taken concrete
It is likely that similar

1016

steps to improve its practices.

1017

stepG will be taken in

1018

However, baaed on wlrn.L I have J:ead,

1019

signs of syr;temic problems that require dramatic changes to

1020

the overall structure of the Rotator Program.

1021

costs at NSF has agreed to incur, which are associated with

1022

the Rotator Program,

1023

rer:1ponse to the most recent report.
these reportG are not

.

In fact,

the

in part show how highly NSF values IPiis.

The NSF and our system of ur:d.versity-based research is

1024

the envy of the rest of the world.

NSF's model for funding

1025

has made this program the premier university-based·scientific

1026

research program.

1027

and be accountable, certainly when it makes sense we should

102 8

be ca.reflil i:ll1d weigh the s,iv-ings against any posBibl e

And although we all want lo l.i.mit costs

1029

47
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1030

Now, Dr. Buckius,

in regard to the last series of

I'm assuming you might have a response.

Instead

1031

quest.ions,

1032

of goinq with my quest.ions, I ' l l give you the time that I

1033

have remainins:_1 to per·haps respond to that earlier series of

1034

questions.

Mr. BUCKIUS,

103 r5

Thank you.

I appreciate that.

Conflicts

1036

of interest are taken very serious at the National Science

1037

Foundation.

1038

that individual was recommended for termination and that

1039

appointment

1040

one that: discovered this and told the IG, which subsequently

1041

investigated it.

1042

we've~·that have been talked about and administratively

1043

removed them iu accordance with cstablished_procedures and

1044

applicable regulations.

104,5

this case.

Tl1is is one case.

w2u:i

This iG one individual.

not renewed by NSF.

Remember also NSF is the

We also then took two of our staff that

We proceeded very deliberately in

I've been at NSF, for like I sa'id,

1046

And

1047

was he.re 4 years before.

J.048

of.

1049

one person who k.new of une other case.

the last 6 months.

I

This i.s the only cat3e I have heard

I did a couple of checks around the agency.

We found

So the point I'm trying to make is conflicts of interest

1050

1051

are taken very, very seriously.

1052

we can improve and we will try, but th:i.s is just one case.

1053

A10 I

We can improve.

Def·ini tely

think we'vB tried to handle it in as best a way we

H8Y176.2.l0
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1054

poasibly can.

1055

a_cccpting wlv~t: the IPA did, nor are we accepting what the two

J.056

NSF r:;taff rnernberG did and we're t.ryi_ug to manage that one

1057

particular case very, very carefully,

1058

It's not acceptable what happened.

We're not

The 10 or so recomrnendationG that the IG provid~d us on

1059

Friday, I got. t.hern Friday afternoon,

1060

review them.

1061

recommendations as best we possibly can,

We will definitely try to meet all of those

1062

Mr. TONKO.

106.3

ready to close?

Can I get another question in or are we

Chairmv.n LOUDERMILK.

1064

I've had a chance to

It looks J.ike we're going to need

We' re running out of t irne quickly to :Jet to the

1065

to cJ.o:3e.

1066

Floor to vote so--

1067

Mr. 'l'ONKO _

Thank you.

1068

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

1069

Again,

Thank you,

Mr.

Chairman,

Thank you, Mr. Tonko.

I thank the witnesses for their testimony and

1070

Mernberr..; for their quP.fltions.

I would like to enter

1071

into·-enter the following documents into the record for the

1072

2010 IG report,

1073

the June 2015 redacted IG report.

the 2012 IG report,

1074

Without object:i.on,

1075

[The information follows:]

1076

·k·.~

**. * * * ***·k-J:* '),· ·k

the 2013 IG report, and

so ordered.

COMMITTEE INSERT

*·):·J:*·ki:

** **** i:-1:·k
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

PAGE

And I'll also add Chairman Smith's

openin'7.J statem<~nt..

1079

Without objection, so ordered.

1080

[The statement: of Chairman Smith follows:]

1081

49
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The record will renmin open for ;~

1083

weeke for additional written comments and writ't.en questions

1084

for the Members.

1085

you.

1086
1087

The hearing is hereby adjourned.

Thank

[Whereupon, at 10:26 a.m., the Subcommittees were
adjourned.]

- - . --
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IS NSF PROPERLY MANAGING ITS ROTATING STAFF?
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1

Thursday, June 25, 2015

6

House of Representatives,

7

subcommittee on Oversight,

8

joint with the

9

Subcommittee on Research and Technology,

10

Committee on Science, space, and Technology,

11

Washington, D.C.

12

PAGE

The Subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 9:34 a.m.,

13

in Room 2318 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Barry

14

Loudermil,k [Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight]

15

presiding.

------------------

"

........... '

.'

....

-

---------,-----~---

'. ~-.~,.-.
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

2

•rhe Committee on Science, Space,

17

and Technology joint hearing of the Subcommittee on Oversight

18

and the Subcommittee on Research and Technology will come to

19

order.

20
21

22

Without objection, the Chair is authorized to declare
recess of the Committee at any time.
Good morning and welcome to today's hearing titled ''Is

23

NSF Managing Its Rotating Staff?''

I recognize myself now

24

for 5 minutes for an opening statement.

25

I would like to thank our witnesses for belng here this

26

morning, and I'm looking forward to hearing from both of you

27

on this very important matter.

28

We're here today. to discuss the National Science

29

Foundation's use of the Rotator Program, specifically, the

30

individuals who are assigned through the Intergovernmental

31

Personnel Act, or IPAs.

32

engineers, and educqtors from universities and industry who

33

help staff the NSF on a temporary basis.

34

NSF employs Visiting Scientists, Engineers, and Educators,

35

which, together with the IPAs, form the NSF Rotator Program.

These IPAs are top scientists;

In addition, the

36

While the Rotator Program brings expertise, diverse

37

skill sets, and fresh perspective to the NSF, IPAs come with

38

a significant cost to the NSF, which is completely

39

unacceptable.

For example, these IPAa remain an employee of

------·~---------.

.,

........

,,

.. -.........,...,,,.... ....,

--._.-------~·"·--···-~---··-~·-····• ..
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40

their home institution and their salaries are matched by the

41

NSF throughout their tenure aa an IPA, typically ranging from

42

1 to 3 years.

43

IPAs lost consulting fees, individual research and

44

development travel, fringe benefits 1 and temporary living

45

expenses.

In addition to salary matching, the NSF pays

46

Considering that NSF employs 184 IPAs, which is 12

47

percent of the total NSF workforce, these costs add up very

48

quickly.

49

General report, IPAs cost the NSF $36,448 more per IPA on.

50

average than the average permanent federal employee, and in

51

2013, the NSF spent more than $6.7 million on IPA-related

In fact, according to the 2013 NSF Inspector

52 -costs.

53

When an agency is spending millions on rotating

54

staff--not permanent staff--one would hope that they are the

55

best-suited individuals for the positions they are filling.

56

However, that doesn't appear to be the case with the NSF.

57

2010, an NSF IG report found that IPAs in management-level

58

positions at the NSF lacked institutional knowJ.edge about the

59

federal employment protocol, training, and expectations, all

60

key management issues and functions.

61

The NSF funds a variety of large research projects,

62

including multiuser research facilities, tools for research

63

and education, and distributed instrumentation networks.

64

Taking into account that some of these IPAs come from

In

·••.•·"""""

•······~--~

-------------

........
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65

organizations and institutions that would be interested in

66

some of these funds, there is also the chance that if not

67

properly managed, an IPA could have a conflict of interest

68

with certain proposals and awards.

69

released a report detailing a situation that falls into this

70

category, which I am looking forward to learning more about

71

today.

72

The NSF IG recently

As a small business owner, I unconditionally understand

73

the need for accountability.

74

staffers are being paid more money for jobs that they are not

75

necessarily qualified for and have an inherent ability to

76

take advantage of, is completely inexcusable.

77

oversight, the NSF is wasting taxpayer dollars on individuals

78

who make more money than they should for joba they may not be

79

qualified for in ~oles that are susceptible to conflicts of

BO

interest.

81

irresponsible spending over the past few years, and th~s is

82

just another unfortunate example.

83

adequate measures to implement proper oversight, management,

84

and plain responsibility?

85

The fact that these temporary

Without proper

This committee has warned the NSF about the

When·will the NSF take

I look forward to today's hearing, which I anticipate

86

will inform us more about IPAs at the NSF, the management of

87

them, as well as the oversight and accountability of what

88

they are being paid.

89

ensure that these assignments are not using hard-earned

we owe it to the American people to

-

-- .. ···-----~---~---------------~-

..
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taxpayer money to overpay for subpar work.

91

seem fair?

92

... ., .......

5

How does that

In the end, though, I hope that this hearing will bring

93

to light the issue of rotating staff and inform us of--on how

94

to provide better oversight and management of federally

95

funded rotating staff to guarantee taxpayers that they can

96

trust us with their money and know that it will be spent in

97

the most efficient way,

98

99

[The statement of Chairman Loudermilk follows:]

***** ***** *****

INSER'r 1

*******~·**** ***
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.
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I now recognize the Ranking Member

101

of the Subcommittee on Oversight, the gentlemun from

102

Virginia, Mr. Beyer, for an opening statement.

103

Mr. BEYER.

104

The National Science Foundation employs thousands of

105

hardworking scientists and staff, many of whom live in my

106

district, and I value the tremendous benefit that the agency

107

has brought to Ame:dca and Americans over the past 65 years

108

by supporting a wide range of scientific discoveries that

109

have improved our w1derGtand:i.ng of every facet of the world

110

around us.

111

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As with any organization, public or private, sometimes

112

problems emerge.

113

administrative oversight enhanced.

114

focus on the management and oversight of the NSF's Rotator

115

Program.

116

Management improvements can be made and
Today's hearing will

The NSF'a Rotator Program, primarily Intergovernmental

117

Personnel Act positions, allows nonfederal employees from

118

academic institutions and research labs to work at NSF for a

119

temporary period of up to 4 years.

120

program is that it guarantees a continuous infusion of

121

scholars at the forefronts of their fields.

The advantage of this

122

This approach to staffing is similar to another program

123

that has long been viewed as one of the most valuable in the

124

U.S. Government, in fact, the most valuable in the world, the

PAGE
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125

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

DARPA also relies

126

on rotators to come in and manage research por.tfolioo focused

127

on innovative emerging research.

128

While there are obvious benefits to this program, it'~

129

irnpos,d.ble! to use such a system without running some risks.

130

IPA staff are not necessarily trained managers but fill

131

professional staff positions and as NSF relies on the IPA

132

program to fill positions far in excess of other federal

133

agencies.

This can cause some problems among rank-and-file

134

employees.

IPAs have also not been brought up through the

135

civil service ranks with an appreciation of the importance of

136

avoiding conflicts of interest.

137

Each year, NSF.' provides around 7 billion in grant awards

138

and cooperative agreements to academic institutions.

It's

139

widely praised for the efficiency of its grants management

140

system and widely copied by foreign governments looking to

141

spur creativity and innovation.

142

However, when employees of grant-receiving institutions

143

come to NSl? on temporary assignment, it's important that the

144

Foundation routinely ensure that each rotator io properly

145

trained and monitored to ensure they manage their portfolio

146

wisely and in compliance with the law.

147

take prompt steps to identify potential conflicts of interest

148

and that the rotators have the proper training to understand

149

their obligations to avoid violating conflict-of-interest

The Foundation must

PAGE
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rules at the agency.
Today, we'll hear from the Inspector General about a

152

oingle rotator who failed to tne!2lt obligations tor disclosing

153

conflicts and for taking ethics training.

154

the individual was involved in three grant dc~eisions with

155

inappropriate ties to the grant recipient, call into question

156

the integrity of the award.

157

the degree of this one failing represents systemic issues

158

with the way NSF manages IPAs or whether it's just an

159

unfortunate one off failing, but I agree with the IG that

160

this incident points to broader management issues regarding

161

NSF's oversight of the Rotator Program, and the

162

recommendations contained in their report seem reasonable and

163

obviously overdue.

164

The IG found that

It's hard to determine whether

I know NSF has not had much time to evaluate the

165

specific recommendations, but I believe that where management

166

problems exist, they need to be quickly fixed.

167

conf.licts of interest emerge, they need to be removed and

168

rectified, and the public has to have confidence that NSF is

169

managing its funds with absolute integrity.

170

Where

These new recommendations regarding conflict-of-interest

171

policies join a standing list of other Inspector General

172

recommendations on the program that were designed to control

173

the costs of that program.

174

of these changes in place, I'm disappointed to learn that

While NSF has moved to put some

.

--•·

...
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those reforms have been moving a very, very slow track.

176

Without endorsing any particular recommendation at this

177

time, NSF should know that we, the members of this Oversight

178

Committee, expect this leadership to do more and quickly in

179

this area.

180

bring great benefit to NSF and to the Federal Government.

181

helps to spark fresh and innovative ideas, it fosters

182

collaboration between the Federal Government and America's

183

intellectually rfch academic community and improves the

184

advancement of scientific discoveries and cutting-edge

185

technological developments on a wide range of subjects.

I bel.i.eve that the Rotator Program as a whole can
It

186

As we strive to promote greater economic efficiencies on

187

the NSF Rotator Program, I believe it's important to keep the

188

benefits of the program in mind.

189

crisis make and the Committee would be well-served to keep

190

this in mind.

191

General this week in trouble.

192

Members of our Congress have been in trouble just this year,

193

and we don't want to throw out the baby with the bathwater.

194

I look forward to hearing from our two witnesses

195

about--both about the issues that have been identified but

196

the acts that you've taken to correct them.

One bad case does not a

We read the sad story of the two-star Army'
We've watched how various

197

Thanks very much, Mr. chairman.

I yield back.

198

[The statement of Mr. Beyer follows:]

-·--·•··
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200

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Thank you, Mr. Beyer.

201

If there are any Members who wish to submit additional

202

opening statements, your statements will be added to the

203

record at this point.

204

205

At this point I ask unanimoµs consent to enter documents
into the record.

206

Without objection.

207'

[The information follows:]

208

**°A''l."k********** INSERT 4 *************"k*
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At this time I'd like to introduce

2.10

our witnesses.

Our first witness is Ms. Allison Lerner.

Ms,

211

Lerner is the Inspector General for the National Science

212

Foundation, or the NSF.

213

2009, Ms. Lerner served in many leadership positions at the

214

Department of Commerce, including counsel to the Inspector

215

General.

216

excellence and was selected to be a member of the Government

217

Accountability and Transparency Board by the President in

218

June 2011.

219

degrees from the University of Texas.

Before joining the NSF in April

She has received several national awards for

Ms. Lerner received her law and undergraduate

The final witness today--on today's panel is Dr. Richard

220

221

Buckius.

222

NSF.

223

2014, having previously been a Senior Policy Advisor for NSF.

224

He is an author and coattthor of numerous publications on the

225

topics of radiation, heat transfer, numerical fluid mechanics

226

and combustion.

227

master's and Ph.D. in mechanical engineering at the

228

University of California Berkeley.

229

Dr. Buckius is the Chief Operating Officer for the

Mr. Buckius asaumed his position of

coo in October

Dr. Buckius received his bachelor's,

At this point the Chair would like to recognize the--I'd

230

like to recognize the Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on

231

Research and Technology, the gentlewoman from Illinois, Ms.

23;2

Lipinski, for her opening statement.

233

Mr. LIPINSKI.

Well, kind of close.

-•·

.. ···-----.
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

235

Mr. LIPINSKI.

236

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Or his.

I'm sorry, sir.

'fhank you.
You're--my apologles.

Instead

237

of--I thought I was--I had it right and then I read the

238

script.

239

Mr. LIPINSKI.

240

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

241

Mr. LIPINSKI.

242

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

243

Mr. LIPINSKI.

244

13

That's always a mistake.
Yes.

Well, I-My apologies.

I apologize for being late.

I understand

we had to move this up because of votes.

245

I want to thank Chairman Loudermilk and Chairwoman

246

Comstock for holding this hearing on NSF's management of the

247

IPA Rotator Program.

,248

249

Lerner for being here.

I want to thank Dr. Buckius and Ms.
Good morning.

I--you know, we know what the issues are, :reports issued

250

by the NSF Inspector General over the last few years,

251

including last Friday's report, make it clear that there are

252

some management and oversight issues with the Rotator Program

253

that are worthy of our concern and attention.

254

pursue our oversight responsibilities, we should not lose

255

sight of the tremendous value that the Rotator Program brings

256

to NSF and to the scientific commun:i.ty.

257
258

However, as we

NSF has a very talented workforce across the board.
Long-term federal employees serving in program officer and

-·---·------·-

~----------------

...
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259

executive positions come to the agency with many years of

260

experience and scientific research, ae well as in managing

261

program budgets in participati.ng NSF grant review process.

262

Those recruited to executive positiono are also experienced

263

managers,

264

memory and knowledge of federal rules and regulations is

265

invaluable.

266

Ai:te:r several years at NSl•', their institutional

But we also know that rotators also come to NSF with

267

many years of experience and similar skills.

268

the Rotator Program unique and essential is that rotators

269

provide a constant influx of new ideas, new perspectives, and

270

a frontli11e understanding of emerging trends in science and

271

engineering.

272

evaluate high-risk, high-reward research proposals and ensure

273

that NSF continues to support a portfolio that includes

274

transformative research, a topic which we discuss often in

275

this committee.

276

And what makes

As such, they are particularly well placed to

While exploring options to strengthen management of the

277

program and to implement cost controls, we should not even

278

unintentionally take steps that cornp1:omise the benefits this

279

program provides to the agency and to scientific progress.

280

281
282

283

Now, having said that, the Inspector General has raised

several issues in the last few years that warrant our review.
From the cost associated with the IPA program to the
management benefits such as independent research and

··""•. ····-~·-c-'--•--·----·-·-·--·-···-··-···-··'
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284

development and the requirements such as ethics training,

285

there is room for improvement.

'286

The Foundation received the

most recent report on a conflict-of-inter.est case only last

287

Friday giving them little time to review the specific

288

recommendations.

289

postpone. this hearing by a couple months.

290

here today.

291

15

It might have been better, perhaps, to
However, we ·are

This particular case dates back to 2013, so I expect Dr.

292

Buckius will be able to share with us some of his thinking

293

about what went wrong in terms of management controls and how

294

procedures can be tightene.d up going forward.

295

that Dr. Buckius will be able to share with us actions NSF

296

has taken since the 2012 and 2013 IG reports to strengthen

297

management and oversight of other aspects of the Rotator

298

Program.

299

I also hope.

In no way do I want to diminish the issues that have

300

been raised.

301

oversight and that NSF is responding appropriately to the

302

findings ..

303
304
305

306

We need to make sure that we are providing

I want to thank the witneRses for being here, look
forward to your testimony.

Thank you.

[The statement of Mr. Lipinski follows:)

*************** INSERT 3 ***************
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Again, thank you, Mr. Lipinski,

and again, my sincere apologies.
Pursuant to the committee rules, all witnes~es will be

310

sworn in before they testify.

311

raise your right hand.

312

.................,-"·~--___,.....
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,

If you'll please rise and

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you

313

are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and

314

nothing but the truth, so help you God?

315
316
317

Let the record reflect that the witnesses answered in
the affirmative.

Before we begin, I will request that our witnesses

318

please limit your testimony to 5 minutes.

319

will be another series of votes called in about an hour and I

320

want to make sure that we have time for discussion.

321

entire written ata.tement will be made part of the record.

322

323

It seems there

Your

I now recognize Ma. Lerner for 5 minutes to present her·
testimony.

••

-
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TESTIMONY OF ALLISON LERNER, INSPECTOR GENERAL, NATIONAL

325

SCIENCE FOUNDATION; AND RICHARD BUCKIUS, CHIEF OPERATING

326

OFFICER, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

327

TESTIMONY OF ALLISON LERNER

Ms. LERNER.

328
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Mr. Chairman and members of the

329

subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity to discuss my

330

office's overs,ight of NSF' s management of its rotating staff,

331

especially assignments under the Intergovernmental Personnel

332

Act.

333

three audits completed by my office, one on cost associated

334

with NSF's use of rotators, a second on personnel management

335

issues related to rotators, and a third on NSF's management

336

and oversight of the Independent Research and Development

337

program, or IR/D.

338

I'll focus on finding some recommendations made in

Finally, since rotators often make funding decisions,

339

I'll discuss a recent investigative report which identified

340

ways for

341

rotators' conflicts of interest.

NSF

to improve its controls to identify and mitigate

342

To advance its mission of supporting science and

343

engineering research and education, NSF brings scientists,

344

engineers, and educators from academia, industry, or other

345

organizations to the Foundation for rotational assignments of

346

up to 4 years.

While there are definitely benefits that come

!

I

I

·I

_____

_______

.,.,.,,...,_

...,....
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347

from having rotators at NSF, there are also challenges.

348

example, because of rotators' limited tenure, there's almost

349

constant turnover in staff, especially in senior leadership

350

positions.

351

und rotators' lack of familiarity with government processes

352

and culture.

353

For

Other challenges include higher cost for rotators.

The additional cost of using rotators instead of

354

permanent federal employees is considerable.

We found that

355

NSF paid an added cost of approximately $6.7 million or an

356

average of over $36,000 per IPA for the 184 IPAs we looked at

357

in a 2013 audit.

358

reduce these costs such.as increasing rotators' use of

359

telework, increasing cost-sharing by home institutions, and

360

li~iting salary to the maximum federal pay rate for the

361

pos .i. t ion.

We recommended that NSF evaluate ways to

362

NSF has developed a plan to accompl:i.sh--a plan to
'
examine rotator cost but much work remains to be done to

363

accomplish the actions included in that plan.

364

NSF's reliance on rotators also proposes personnel

365 _management challenges.

For example, at the time of our 2010

366

a.udit, NSF did not require rotators to have annual

367

performance evaluations even though they functioned in the

368

same capacity as NSF's federal executives who are evaluated

369

each year.

370

accountable as it does federal employees for accomplishing

371

NSF's missions and goals.

As a result, NSF risks not holding IPAs

In response to our

--------·-~-•-·--~

-~--------------------,-·
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372

recommendations, NSF has put all IPAs under a performance

373

management system and reports that it received 117 IPA

374

appraisals in the most recent cycle.

375

We also examined controls over NSF's IR/D program, which

376

is utilized primarily by rotators to maintain their

377

professional competencies and.remain actively involved with

378

their research while at NSF.

3'19

NSF policy allowed IR/D participants to spend up to 50 days a

380

year, or 20 percent of their time, on IR/D activities.

381

2010, IR/D travel costs were $1.8 million.

382

other visiting scientists took 90 percent of the IR/D trips

383

during this period.

384

strengthened oversight at the IR/D program and taken steps to

38.5

reduce its costs.

386

At the time of our 2012 audit,

In

Rotators and

Since our audit, the Foundation has

In light of the Foundation's reliance on rotators to

387

make funding decisions, it's critical that strong controls be

388

in place to identify and mitigate conflicts of interest that

389

occur as a result of rotators' research activities or their

390

connections with their home institutions.

391

protect rotators, many of whom have never worked in a federal

392

environment, as well as the Foundation itself.

Such controls

393

A recent investigative report documented problems with

394

controls over COis that we identified in the context of one

395

rotator's tenure at NSF.

396

manage the rotator's known conflict was developed and

We found that no concrete plan to

•o

••.

·•

00

•

••

O.O•L~,--

0

••
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397

communicated, that there were significant delays in the

398

rotator's completion of a required ethics course and her

399

submission of a required financial disclosure form, that

400

actions taken to assess the impact of the rotator's conflicts

401

of interest on an award she made were seriously flawed, that

402

the names of the persons who wrote the justification for

403

funding and who actually made the decision to fund the award

404

with which the rotator had conflicts were not included in

405

NSF'a system of record, undermining the agency's ability to

406

identify and mitigate conflicts of interest, and that a

407

critical tool used to enforce the one-year cooling-oft period

408

following the rotator's tenure at NSF' was circumvented.

409

we recommended that NSF take various actions to

410

strengthen its controls over conflicts.

411

our investigative report last week, the agency has not had an

412

opportunity to formally respond.

413

Slnce we just ·issued

Rotating staff are an important component of NSF's

414

workforce and bring valuable experience to the Foundation.

415

While we recognize the significant contributions made by

416

rotators, it 1 s essential for NSF to examine the cost

417

associated with the rotator program to ensure that federal

418

funds entrusted to the Foundation are being spent effectively

419

and efficiently.

420

justifications and recommendations made by rotators be free

421

from conflicts of interest, aa the integrity of those

It 1 s alsd critical that funding

--·
i

"'.

.

----··-~~---------
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decisions is essential to NSF's merit review process.

My office remains committed to providing rigorous and

424

dependent oversight of NSF's management of its rotating staff

425

and will continue to work with the Foundation and the

426

Congress to this end.

427

I'd be happy to answer any questions,

428

[The statement of Ms. Lerner follows:]

429

*******~******* INSERT A***************
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430

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Thank you, Mrs. Lerner.

431

I now recognize Dr. Buckius for 5 minutes to present his

432

testimony.

433

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD BUCKIUS

434

Mr. BUCKIUS.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

~han.-A-~u

435

Chaixmr.Members of the committee, thank you for the

436

opportunity to discuss NSF's Rotator Program~,<'.--particularlry

437

as you've heardJthe

438

IPA assignments.

NSF supports fundamental research at the frontier across

439

all fields of science and engineering through an investment

440

in more than 42,000 active awards.

441

exploit new concepts in science and engineering and provide

442

global leadership in research and education.

443

NSF to create an ever-changing vision for the future

444

innovation,and provide the resources to make vision into a

445

reality.

44.6

constantly changing.

447

change with continuity in managing our merit review process

448

and overseeing our awards.

449

NSF seeks to create and

This requires

The expertise needed to carry out this work :i.s
The challenge for NSF is to blend

A mix of federal employees and rotators, some of whom

450

are IPAa, is essential to NSF.

Experienced federal employees

451

provide continuity of scien_tific expertiae, management,

452

oversight, while rotators come from across the country with

µ,d

..
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453

new perspectives in science, engineering, and education.

454

Because NSF supports fundamental research at the frontier,

455

NSF relies on a mix of federal employees and rotators for a

456

constant infusion of new knowledge into the structure of the

457

rigorous merit reviewAand post-award oversight.

458

/Vl. 1>-·U,:,D

The scienti£ic community sees serving as a rotator at

459

NSF as a puhlic service.

The opportunity to serve, while

460

expanding the rotator's scientific perspectives, can disrupt

461

the rotator's personal life and lead to a loss in continuity

462

at the home institution.

463

from the experience and expertise the IPA gain,-but it does

464

not have access to the faculty members, contributions, and

465

all the usual functions during the IPA assignment.

466

Therefore, it is important for NSF to avoid negative impacts

467

on these rotators who choose to engage in the public service.

468

NSF costs and the oversight of our staff are continually

The IPA's home institution benefits

469

monitored.

470

and discoveries io always a goal, and this must be balanced

471

with the impact on our p1~ograms and the community.

472

case of IPAs, NSF requests cost-sharing from all potential

473

rotators and scrutinizes all salaries above the maximum

474

federal rate.

475
476

Reducing our overhead cost to fund discoverers

In the

While rotators perform their responsibilities at NSF,
they are not allowed to handle any matters related to their

________________ ____

........,...__,

,
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477

home institution and are subject to NSF policies on conflict

478

of interest, performance, training, and conduct.

479

federal employees, rotators must follow conflict-of-interest

480

statutes, as well aa government-wide ethics regulations.

481

482

Like

To bolster the awareness and compliance of these

statutes and regulations, IPAs, like other federal

493· colleagues, are subject to mandatory conflict-of-intereot
484

training.

Also like ~ e d e r a l employees, IPAs

485

provide performance plans for their IPA service.

486

The Foundation has benefited from the Office of the

487

Inspector General reports on opportunities to improve the NSF

488

IPA programs.

As she has ~eferred, the 2010 OIG report noted
fa,Y~(._J..ut.t;,._X;(,'>½'J_,

489

importance in ~ h e

490

Performance Management System.

491

action to incorporate all IPAs, including those operating at

492

and below the executive leve'iinto the agency's Formal

493

Performance Manage~nt Syste~ 8 #.;.he OIG

494

r~dea..---,-recommendation was satisfied the very next year.

495
496
497

a......---

ttPAs

in the agency 1 s Formal
NSF responded hy taking

.-

The change ensures that IPAs are held accountable to the
agency and to the taxpayers.
This approach to accountability is also applied to NSF's

498

Independent Research and Development Program, IR/D.

In

499

response to the OIG management report that identified

500

internal control issues on our IR/D program, NSF immediately

501

formed a task group and proposed changes.

In 2012 the OIG

.

---,.------------·~---•---HSY176.210
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502

auditors favorably reviewed the task force recommendations

503

and suggested additional controls.

504

place.

505

rotators, hc!:,'-3'.:.,~how
has much more accountability .
..... ....

506

25

NSF put those controls in

The IR/D program, available to federal employees and
.,/)....... --"'

~

I recognize that the OIG released a new report last

507

Friday focused on the management of conflict of interest of

508

our rotators.

509

specific case.

It is important to note that this was one
Well before the release of the OIG report,

510 · the agency worked to address the situation and hold
511
512

individuals accountable.
My written testimony does not address the report's

513

recommendations due to the timing o~ its release.

I would

514

like to thank the IG, though, for her support of NSF and for

515

her concerns about the integrity of the !PA program.

516

Mr. Chairman, members.of the committee, bringing

517

scientists, engineers, and educator/:! from the community to

518

join NSF's permanent staff contributes to the NSF mission of

519

advancing the progress of science and its strategic goals of

520

transforming the frontiers and addressing national needs.

521

The Rotator Programs at NS"" ~h:e--including the IPA

522

assignment,are essential elements of :,-ieving NSF's

523

mission.

524

Foundation will continue to enhance these programs to best

525

serve science and technology in the national interest.

'

526

/-;-----

With the support of the OIG}L./\Congress, the

'I'hank you again for the opportunity to testify and I

HSYJ.76. 210

527
528

529

look forward to answering your questions.
[The statement of Mr. Buckius follows:]

*************** INSERT B ***************
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for being here today, and now we're going to begin our

532

questioning.

.534

...

\ \,JLJt,.- · V
\. 1J f,<v
(~J1,p~

-~,., :>
•.>r-, ,~?
✓ t
,,_

.1\

..-i,._t,J,•

Thank you to both of our witnesses

531

533

. -r0

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

27

And the Chair recognizes himself for 5 minutes.

As I mentioned in my op~ning statementr the IG found

that in 2013 the NSF spent more than 6.7 million on

535

IPA-related costs, with the NSF spending on average $33,448

536

more on IPA assignments than average pe:r.1nanent federal

537

employees.

538

consulting fees, individual research and development travel,

539

fringe benefits, and temporary living expenses ..

These costs include salary matching, lost

540

Dr. Buckius, of that 6.7 million spent in 2013, how much

541

of it was spent on these varying costs that I just mentioned?

542

f\

P-.,.

::.·-:::.-,, j1)i:-. BUCKIUS.

In=-·--y.ou-\'lilltt-.t.b.e=e.xc.u.-ae--·me, you want the

-----·· ----· ,,,•.543
fr.actions on each one of those?
544

,1:/) \\''

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Yes, sir.

\
~~

f

545

~r. BUCKIUS.

~...,,.

76

the biggest one is $3 milHon"'salaries

-s:

(\

546

of the//,. 71'\'

It's lmportant to note, too, if you read her

547

report carefully, on a footnote it only provides you the

548

numbers for. those that are above the federal rate.

549

include those that are below the federal rate, the net gain

550

ia only half of that,/!,1.5 million.

551

consultinr~us-e~-;::cation allowanc~and IR/D

552

are accurate as far as we can tell.

1.,.

553
554

If you

The other coats, lost

It's also important to note, though, that the IR/Dis
available t.o all rotators and federal employees at NSF.

Only

....

···-···.
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555

63 percent of those allocations are to IPAs,

556

to federal employees and visitors.

557

available to IPAs.

The rest goes

So it's not only

558

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

559

Can you tell me, what did the National Science

560
561
562
563

564
565

566

Thank you.

Foundation spend in 2014 on IPA-related costs?
~t:'.

BUCKIUS.

~ ~ - - - - -I can get you that number.

r

don't have that with me.
Chairman LOUDERMILK.
~ - .BUCKIUS.

Okay.

You don't?

No, I do not.

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Mrs. Lerner, do you know what that

number is?
I do not.

567

Ms. LERNER.

568

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

569

Okay,

28

Okay:

That'll be helpful if you

could get back with us on that number,

570

Dr. Buckius, how do you justify the additional cost

571

these IPA assignmenta--of these IPA assignments than what you

572

pay ~~e average per.m~~t federal employee?

573

--11):'.

BUCKIUS.

/o ~s
5

r/16,

it's been discussed by~Lerner, as

574

well as Mr. Lipinski, this is a very different agency than a

575

lot of the other agencies .

576

an absolutely esaent:i.al part of our program.

577

very excellent federal employees that give us the continuity

578

but we don't have the abilitv.,,~unlike, say, DOE that has

579

staff that does research at the forefront, has facilities at

The ~ t o r Program/'is

We have very,

- ·-
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We don't do that.

580

the forefront.

That's not in our mission.

581

,Vb,,.·y b ringing
'
'
thefie..~e--tt
"'~-..-.
J h ese f.ore f ron t 1 ea d ers 1n
' t o our
v~o

582

agency, they'r~ble to bring that new expertise, bring that

583

new knowledge,/\ bring the ability to change into our agency.

584

This is essential to our agency.

~

585

/o<_he costs that we have to pay, we want to make sure
-e:

586

that we can recruit the best possible leaders and scholars to

587

come and help this agency~ ey.nJ;;~erefore, we really need to
'·"
·~~;
be able to pay market-force value for these folks in order to

588
·599

get them to come to the agency and serve.
Chairman LOUDERMILK.

590

Can I ask you, is--what benefit do

591

these scientists and other IPAs have leaving their permanent

592

job to take a leave of absence or whatever to come to NSF?

593

~r. BUCKIUS.

Okay-.--sC:\et me just preface this with I

~

,.

~ ..:as a department hea')'an~ I also

594

am an

595

was an .7\.0and so I've been on all sides of this issue.

596
597

t..b.a IPA j.s-_p;iroba-nJ.y, is a rotatott\J aj.lti when they first come,
.,,,.
which I did in 'BB, you're trying to manage your program at

598

·the university, your students, ahd you're trying to alao

599

manage the portfolio t h a ~ r e having to access at NSF.

600

.;Lt,..---li'eqti.-i"l:'e.S-¥0lJ.-to-rea·3:-J.y- -I would argue;fefuost IPAs that are

601

involved in this probably work.?-~~m~e than 40 hours

602

a week for sure just in order to make it all work.

603

family sometimes stays at home.

604

time here~ ~ n all fairness, it's a 24/7 kind of a job
z:.
7

IPA arui-so--and I

/

.JL-__.,

y

-s~

do-

Your

You then come and spend your

/

---···-~----·~

-.

'

..

-.----------~-··-·~~

·····~·.. -...-.............
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605
606 Jfud so you spend a lot. of time doing it.
'rhe home institution, though, gainytoo, so I don't

60'7

600

want to ever belittle that.

By bringing the IPA back, the

609

IPA then has a much broader perspective of what the country'o

610

about, what the research is about, and that will help--that

611

will definitely help the home unit.
But, unfortunately, the home unit doesn't gain all the

612

/\

613

other attributes that the faculty member provides; committee

614

work, general advising,Aissues that relate to the community

615

aspects of a department.

1//rV'.)

You lost all that.

So the

F\

616

department gains and loses; the IPA gains and loses.
What happens, though, is when you're on the side of NSF

617
618

and we want to recruit these top scholars and we want them to

619

come, we don't want to have any impediments that'll make it

620

more difficult for them to come.

621

I often don't want them to go either because I need them as a

622

department head.

623

the way we've done it so far, I~t;.hin'k ·everybody gains and

624

everybody lose Aand I think that's probably the fairest way

625

we can go.

v},)t' s

this cons ta:~ b~lance.

/r.

think

1

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

626

As a department head also,

One last question.

I see I'm

627

running out of time and I'll be respectful of everyone's

628

time.

629

of those that want to be IPAs?

Is there a recruitment issue or <lo you have a backlog

- - - - ... -· ... ...

.

..... -~-,

'

. ·---~

---~---,.--...,--,---..-·-~-••----~~ ---~
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~:r.. BUCKIUS.

It is a recruitment issue.

. 31

We often don't

631

get the people we want for all the commitments that I've just

632

said.

633

9Jt-efn--it really affects their long-term career programs,

634

their research programs, and they have to balance that with

635

the public service.

636

637

Individuals, when they consider coming to NSF,

•"~-;~ ..

Chairman LOUDERMILK.
-~r. BUCKIUS.

Are you fully staffed now?

In IPAs, no.

We can go up to 195 and ~I--<_ ...,

638

~~:~~J5.~J1.t~t'.:"_:_·1 think you said we're at 180.

639

as low as 173.

640

641

tl.i.ey(2____--

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Okay.

We've been down to

Thank you.

I see my time

is expired and I now recognize Mr. Beyer for 5 minutes.

642

Mr. BEYER.

643

Dr. Buckius, I was going to ask you a question about can

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

644

full-time, long-term government employees provide the same

645

kind of insight and creativity in science that these lPAs do?

646

And I think you've done a great job answering that,

I am

647

concerned, though, that the same argument could be made for

648

many other government agencies, for example, the Department

649

of Justice where I see lots of sort of mid-career brilliant

650

attorneys stolen out of private practice who come work for

651

the same governmental maximum for 3, 4, 6 years in order to

652

contribute their expertise on terrorism, on financing, and

653

lots of interesting things.

654

And--but I'm also particularly aware of the balance

..

····•
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655

between outside people who come in and the long-term federal

656

employees.

657

I'm very sensitive to how that affected the morale of the

658

career foreign service officera who perhaps didn't get

659

chance to be ambassador because these political guys were

660

there.

661

I was a politically appointed ambassador, and so

a

So I look at the rtumbers, the ones that r·have at least,

662

of the seven Assistant Directors, six are IPAs; of the 32

663

Division Directors, 24 are IPAs.

664

top-level positions are filled by lPAs, doesn't it give the

665

rank-and-file federal service worker not much hope for career

666

advancement?

667

If so many of these

And what is the effect on morale?

~ - BUCKIUS. J~~at's a very difficult question for me
~

I hav~ heard of a few complaints, really very few

668

to answer.

669

though, by the career federal employees regarding their

670

interactions with the IPAs.

#fhey also gain a lot, too;i

671

~~ f

672

and I have an IPA that comes in and runs a similar program, I

673

get to exchange creative ideas where t h e - ~ can
/Gb
~
bring fi;,.J:he forefront: where I might not have that -

674

I'm a federal empl;yee//~lll1ing a program,

.. £")

11

_s:t-._-

675

experience . .)!o-even indi.1tld-mr..l'., at the one-on-one kind of

676

level_L,there's a lot to be gained.

677

---.:,

Regarding the executive service,

✓~ink

you're

678

accurate.

I think that the percentage of IPAs in our most

679

senior leadership positions is larger than the overall

·-·-· · ''. ~-.. . . ~---~ -.. .~~-~-!
j

i
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680

fraction of IPAs in the agency.

We do, thoµgh, have a number

681

of federal employees that end up h~·::-"being our Division

682

Directors, as well as our office heads, and so it's not that

683

it's closed out; it's just that it's not as probable.

c;t_ ... ---·--··

684

.

Typ:Lcally, though, I noted a couple of comments thi::lt

:.rPA?

685

~~don't bring the federal experience to these leadership

686

roles.

68?

leadership.

688

689

led major colleges, ..in-.t-h-e-e-mre---e;E.--.eng~~ this
.
country. cSo,e,,.,--_h
t ey have a lot of leadership skills. They Just

690

~
might have to get a little more fine-tuned on the federal

691

issues.

692

leaders.

That's a true statemen~but they bring a lot of
/

~

We have folks that have led major departments,

,:;,

But by and la1.·ge I think they' re really superb

Mr. BEYER.

693

You jumped ahead to another question I had,

694

which is t-ihat necessarily makes a great scientist a great

695

manager becauoe I don 1 t see them ~s equivalent at all.

696

j,r. BUCKIUS. ~ h i n k you're right,

~and- I'll

.
/Vvt,{') .
There are some scientiats,Yl eng1neero/ who

697

agree with t h at.

698

probably shouldn't be l e a d e r s ~

699

doing the fundamental :r:esearch and leading students.

700

701

then there are those that actually have a very strong
2:
research portfoli1and they also are very good leaders.

702

J1,.n the case I just referred

~

<..

They're much better

to~~~ have

~---

~

deans

703

and department heads who are leadin!:f major, major units

704

around this country who come to NSF and impart that

I

·•·

....
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705

leadership ability into the agency, and I think it's really

706

valuable.

'/07

Mr. BEYER.

Doctor, let me get to what seems to me

708

perhaps the most existential question here, and forgive me

709

for. misinterpreting this.

710

with the associated problems and benefits is--or let 1 s just

711

say overdependence on IPAs is because we in Congreso don't

712

authorize enough money for long-term federal staff, and

713

therefore, you have to take resources out of the research

714

budget to fund the IPAs?

715

more money to the f_ull-time government service, you know,

716

say, a 50/50 ratio or whatever it ~s, would we be able to

717

have more money for the research that then does so much good

718

things?

How much of the dependence on IPAs

And what if we had· -·if we committed

•c···.>)-····

719
720
721

722

~ . BUCKIUS.

Mr. BEYER.

Well, so-.-that ..../
Is this--are IPAe a back way of avoiding

what decisions we make in our Budget Committee?

~-

BUCKIUS. ~ y answer to that would be no.
-':".

723

Regardless of where you tell us to put the money for an IPA,

724

we would still think that they're essential and we would

725

still hire them and recruit them the way we do now,

'/26

regardless of where the money comes from for the reasons I've

727

just stated.

728

of the fact that we don't have these large facilities doing

729

fundamental research, we need this infusion of folks.

Because of the nature of this agency, because

3.i~~e
.7
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730

take it out of R ~ · RA.

731

:r;.ul,e-Linput on that because we still would need those folks

732

in the agency in order to be able to make us have the impact

733

that we're having.
'£hank you, Doctor.

734

Mr . BEYER.

735

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.

736

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

737

'rhe Chair now recognizes Mr. Posey for 5 minutes.
. Mr. POSEY.

'738

Okay .

If it was in AOAM, I have no

Thank you, Mr. Beyer.

Thank you I Mr. Chairman.

Dr, Buckius, can you describe in one sentence the

739
740

rotators or the IPA employee--I mean would you call them like

741

rental experts that you bring in, just the shortest possible

742

description for me.

{!11:r:.

743

BUCKIUS.

Mr. POSEY.

744

_(}tr.

745

BUCKIUS.

Of what they do. or who they are?

Both.
Okay. y~hey're typically leaders and

?

746

scholars from around the country and they provide two things

747

for us.

748

leading-edge thought, as well as function to perform some of

749

the functions--

750

Mr. POSEY.

751

They provide an infusion of new, creative,

Okay.

on?

752

,{_Nr. BUCKIUS.

753

short period of time.

754

But--so they're part-timers you bring

Mr. POSEY.

No, they're full-time employees for a

For a short period of time, okay.

Can you

-----~--·----------~-----"-···---···
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755

give me an example of one or two of them that you think are

756

especially valuable in what they do?

757
758

759
760

761.

~✓-···';cl.~b- . .,sg\:~~

JP;r. BUCKIUS.

me be persona]. because

1-~i<l--t-h&m·~i; ve done all- -so I've t~~en a program person- -

Mr. POSEY.

No, not you.

Give me another one.

Use

another one.
J)1r. BUCKIUS.

8s3~/!;t>~~od, because I don't 1 ike to talk

762

about· myself.

yf'in the case of ,___~e of our leaders who

763

comes from a major~ institution, was a dean, leads .nr;MJ-·one of

764

our major directorates, has moved that directorate into

765

different areas that weren't before, hasn't even taken

766

employees--

'.?
7

767
768
769
770
771

Mr. POSEY.

Okay.

That's satiric platitudes.

Anything

really specific you can tell me?
J}ir. BUCKIUS.

I think we' re looking for leadership and·

that's leadership.
Mr. POSEY.

Well, you can say that about anybody.

In

772

March 2013 it was stated that the NSF paid 54 IPAs' salaries

773

exc·eeding the fedc;t:'al executive pay limit of almost $180,000,

774

which is about probably five times the average annual wage in

775

my district, which is the highest salary earned by federal

776

employees at NSF, including presidential appointees.

777

these 54 IPAs, the NSF paid 34 a salary of over $200,000 in

778

annual salary and over $300,000 to an Assistant Director.

779

you believe that was appropriate compensation?

Of

Do

.... , ...........

---------------
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781

~r. BUCKIUS.
Mr. POSEY.
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Yes, I do.
Okay.

What proc,edures does NSF have in

782

place to properly assess the cost-to-benef:Lt ratio of these

783

high·-dolla.r rental peJP_;Y or temporary people?

784

~r. BUCKIUS.

s6'NsF over the years has done a number of

785

independent studiea by various organizations.

786

have all done assessments of our program and they have

787

recommended changes, just like/)Lerner has recommended.

788

the same time, they've given very positive remarks about the

789

program.

790

NAPA, OPM, GAO

('(15' I

Okay.

Mr. l?OSEY.

At

Fifty-four IPAs earned a salary over
Do you believe that's fair

791

the federal executive pay limit.

792

to the NSF's own employees who cannot receive compensation

793

that exceeds a pay grade of almost $180,000?

794

Wr.

BUCKIUS.

3Kemember the reason why we bring them.

3-

795

We bring them to do functio~nd we bring them to do

796

leadership in forefront activities-:-

797
798
799

800

Mr. POSEY.

I know.

'l'hey have talent that your own

people don't have presumably.
~ - BUCKIUS.
Mr. POSEY.

No, they have different talents.
Oh, okay.

I was surprised to find Mrs.

801

Lerner's revelat:i.on that the temporary employees you bring in

802

are responsible for making award funding decisions.

803

tell me if any

804

340,000 to study human-set fires in New Zealand in the 1980s;

of

Can you

them had any hand in awarding these grants:

------·------ ------•-~

----.

·--•·"

·--·
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805

227,000 to study pictures of animals in National Geographic

806

magazine; $200 1 000 to study Turkey's failing fashion

807

industry; 1,5 million to study pasture management in

808

Mongolia; 50,000 to study civil lawsuits in Peru in 1600 to

809

1700; 200,000 t.o study gender bias in Wikipedia pages;

810

164,000 to study Chinese immigration in Italy; 170,000 for

811

two studies of native people's basket weaving in Alaska;

812

487,000 to study textiles and gender in Iceland from 874 to

B13

1800, the Viking Era; 136,000 to repatriate recordings of

814

traditional Alaskan music from the 1940s; $50,000 for stem

815

cell education in Sri Lanka; 15,000 to study gend~r and

B16

fishing practices at Lake Victoria, Africa; 147,000 to study

817

international marriages between France and Madagascar?

818

you know, I have pages here, but can you tell me if any of

819

these temporary employees were responsible for funding any of

820

those projects absolutely unequivocally yes or no?

821

JY'r.

BUCKIUS.

And,

I cannot tell you who has funded thosa;but

822

we surely can get you that information, whether they're

823

federal employees or rotators.
Mr. POSEY.

824

825
826

But they would have--rotators would have

responsibility to fund crap like this, right?
./1.r. BUCKIUS.

827

Mr. POSEY.

828

-l}tr. BUCKIUS.

829

Mr. POSEY.

I mean--

Rotators--

--projects like this, excuse me.

I'm sorry:

--could fund projects like that, yes.
Thank you,

I see my time is up, Mr.

'I)/

IA"./

A(A_,),.,l\ r'\'·

o-.· .) ...<-.
~

-

·-
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830

Chairman.

39

I yield back.

831

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

Thank you, Mr. Posey.

832

The Chair now recognizes Mr. Lipinski.

833

Mr. LIPINSKI.

834

Yeah, I certaJnly agree, Dr. Buckius, that the rotator

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

835

program is an essential element of the NSF mission, as you

836

stated, and I have to say it's a little surprising to me to

83?

hear such strong Republican support for federal employees, as

838

we've heard here, but welcome that.

839

But I think the Rotator Program is very important.

a

840

Eut--and I've been

841

j.ssuea that have come up, I've defended it.

842

issues that need to be dealt with here.

843

about a couple of the IG recommendations that have not

844

been--my understanding is that N~F has not followed through

845

on the recommendations.

846

that the lG recommended the NSF appoint a single individual

847

to help champion NSF Rotator Program, would also help improve

848

NSF oversight of the program.

849

recommended that the NSF produce formal guidelines on travel

850

and possible telework for those engaged in the IR/D program.

851

Could you address why NSF has not followed through on either

852

of those recommendations?

853

854

~-

BUCKIUS.

defender of it, and when there have been
But there are

And I want.ed to ask

And these two are, first of all,

The second one is the IG

()c~

So ,.,,-the first one regarding an individual,

1.,...--

---~·

I cannot really answer that question.

As I said, I came in

--------··-·"·----

-----~,--------··----~-

--~ ..
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October and I don't know what the practices were before then.
I think it's a very good recommendation.

I see no reason

why we shouldn't do that,

858

On the telework ioaue, we are starting to implement

859

that.

860

cost-savings that it's been purported to. cft~ think we have

861

to run the experiment and see if this actually pl&ys out.

862

I'm not confident it's going to see the significant

The

ot~Q.-,j~..t;.-~-n/main issue

that was

863

brought up was regarding cost-share.

We ask every IPA when

864

they are working on their contract if they will cost-share,

865

and some can and some do not,

Part of the problem I think is

.c:....-·_...,.,--

_¥<?.!Lk~;[;,

lot of the public institutions around the

866

wi t~, _

867

country now;pre not seeing the budgets that they saw before,

868

and therefore, providing cost-share for these kinds of

869

activities

870
871

is

a

becoming harder and harder.

~hat's a
~
worry from the point of view of cost savings.
Mr. LIPINSKI.

Okay.

And I was going to ask this the

872

other--two questions the other way around.

87,3

sure you had an opportunity to answer those two.

874

I wanted to make

Ms. Lerner, can you just mention some of the things very

875

briefly- -now, you had discussed s_ome of these.

876

NSF recommendations-· -have they implemented in a way that you

877

think has been very responsive and helpful to the Rotator

878

Program?

879

Ms. LERNBR.

What has the

I think NSF has done a fantastic job of

·~----------~-----·~·-··~~- .
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880

implementing the recommendations that we made with respect to

881

the IR/D pl~ogram.

882

of a Management Implication Repor~ and NSF set up an IR/D

883

task group.

884

recommendations, and NSF h~s been tremendously responsive.

885

They have--let me see.

886

had no idea how much money they were spending on the IR/D

887

program and they didn't know how much time people were

888

charging.

889

And we made recommendations initially out

We also did a further audit, made additional

They'vc--when we did our audit, they

They now have codes to track both of those things.

There's an annual report on costs associated with the IR/D

890

program that they've provided in 2013/2014, and I'm sure they

891

will in 2015, so there's much more oversight of the program

892

that's taking place.

893

They have provided more training for people who are

894

using the program and who are approving the proposals for

895

people who want to participate in the programs so there's a

896

better understanding of how that's working.

897

what--in that area in particular you've seen a great way that

898

the agency can respond to concerns that the IG has raised and

899

take them to the ne:x::t level so--

900

Mr. LIPINSKI.

So I think

And not to diminish any of your

901

recommendations, but what do you think are the most important

902

on~s that NSF still needs to follow up.on?

903

904

Ms. LERNER.

I think certainly taking more concrete

actiona with respect to the recommendations that we made

.,

··---~--~-----...,...----~-~~--

............

•--•

..... ., .... ,.

906
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...

about the cost of rotators would be quite important.
I know there--what we 1~ecognized is that there are a

907

large number of rotators who are not the senior managers and

908

so it seema like there are--you know, after an initial period

909

fo:r. them to get used to the Foundation, there are real

910

opportunities to use telework there more robustly, especially

911

with all of the technical tools that we have and the ability

912

to run virtual panels as well.

913

like to see more action on that--with respect to that

914

recommendation.

915

So I woµld--I really would

And on the coat-sharing, I mean certainly we

916

recommend--as people are asked about whether they want to

917

cost-share but there hasn't been--we did not see, when we did

918

our audit work--much in the way of negotiation,

919

be helpful if the document that they had wanted to prepare

920

that outlined the benefits and that made it easier for them

921

to have-,-to really negotiate that waa finalized.

922

Mr. LIPINSKI.

Thank you.

923

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

So it would

I yield back.

All right.

Here's the posture

924

we're in right now.

Votes obviously have been called.

We

925

only have two other Members who are here to ask questions.

926

And what I propose is if each Member would keep their

927

questions to less thari 5 minutes and if the witnecs·ea would

928

be succinct and concise with. their answers, we could go ahead

929

and finish out.

Otherwise-:-that way we wouldn't have to hold

"

.

·····~--·~--------:--------

--,,
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930
931
932

you over until after votes if that works with everyone.
All right.

So at this point the Chair recognizes Mr.

Westerman.
Thank you, Mr. Chair, and I'll talk fast

933

'Mr. WESTERMAN.

934

for a guy from Arkansas.

935

43

Ms. Lerner, your most recent report focused on an IPA

936

conflict of. interest at the NSF and fotmd that NSF failed to

937

develop a clear plan to manage and mitigate the IPA's known

938

conflict of interest from the outset.

939

took months for the IPA to meet with their division conflicts

940

official to discuss how to handle the conflict of interest?

Is it true that it

'rhat' s what we were informed.

941

Ms. LERNER.

942

Mr. WESTERMAN.

So given the seriousness of conflict of

943

interest and those type of iesues, have you found that this

944

kind of delay is commonplace at NSF based on your work?

945

Ms. LERNER..

I

can't

speak to- -we haven't looked broadly

946

to see if this is--this issue is recurring.

947

something that, you know, I think we want to talk w:i.th the

948

agency about, you know, what we do moving forward to

949

access--to determine the breadth of these issues.

950

951
952

Mr. WEOTERMAN.

That's certainly

Do you believe proper procedures are in

place to mitigate this kind of issue in the future?
Ms. LERNER.

If I did, we would not have made the

953

recommendations that we did.

954

real opportunities to tighten controls so that it's clearer

I think what we identified are

·········--.- .. ,.. ·-·~·-.---..----------r•,..,- ~ - - ·....- -...,,-,- - -
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955

to everybody that when these people come on, they need--there

956

needs t:o be prompt action to train them, to identify the

957

conflicts, and to make sure that there's a plan .i.n place to

958

manage them,

959

Mr, WESTERM/1.N.

Okay.

So from youx· work when you

960

investigated an IPA at the NSF you found that it had clear

961

conflicts of interest present and they ultimately contributed

962

to the awarding of three grants that you found did not meet

963

the merits consistent with standard NSF practices.

964

correct?

965

Ms. LERNER.

That is

That's--it wasn't our determination.

966

was the determination of---the reviewers raised questions

967

about that process, yes.

968

Mr. WESTERMAN.

969

970

It

So what we.:e the total dollar figures of

those grants?
Ms. LERNER.

I believe total they came to about $2

9'71

million but I'd have to get back to you with the precise

972

number.

973

Mr. WESTERMAN.

974

Ms. LERNER.

Are they still open?

They are still open and there's about--at

975

least at the--as of the end of May there was about $400,000

976

remaining on those three awards.

977

Mr. WESTERMAN.

Okay.

So one of the more startling

978

oboervations made in your testimony is about how a rotator

979

violated a one--year ban when applying for $14 million in NSF

...

~,---------------···---
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980

func!,ing and how it appears that someone within the agency

981

tried to cover that person's tracks by creating a different

982

ID number for that person.

983

isolated incident with one persoz:i knowingly and willfully

Do you think that this is an

981

.ignoring government ethics rules or do you have concerns that

985

ethics violations are more widespread?

986
987

I certainly hope that this particular

Ms. LERNER.

creation of a second PI ID is isolated, and I don't have

988

.evidence to show that that is a widespread problem, but what

989

we also found is, you know, it would be very difficult for us

990

to tell if that--if--you know, who was doing that.

991

is--certainly is a matter of concern for us.

992

Mr. WESTERMAN.

So that

So do you think that a single person

993

overseeing all of NSF's rotating personnel might do a better

994

job in ensuring compliance with government ethics laws?

995

Ms. LERNER.

A single person overseeing?

I think, you

996

know, that would certainly--having one person with broad

997

responsibility to look at, yot1 know, the use of rotators and

998

to ensure that they are being appropriately trained and

999

sensitive to the issues of conflicts would help. · Right now,

J.000

the management is very diffuse and that makes it difficult to

1001

ensure accountability.

1002
J.003

1004

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

In the interest of time so we have

one more Membe1·, is it all right if we- Mr. WESTERMAN.

I'll yield back, Mr. Chairman.

·••"·-..
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Okay.

1005

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

1006

Mr. WESTERMAN.

1007

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

1008

The Chair recognizes Mr. Tonko.

1009

Mr. TONKO.

1010

While NSF's system is by no means perfect, I'm concerned

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Westennan.

Thank you, Mr.. Chair.

lOJ.1

by the majority's continued fixation with NSF' s peer-review

1012

process, which in large part relies on IPAs.

1013

organization, NSF's proceas--processes have room for

1014

improvement.

1015

Like any

In response to past IG reports, NSF has taken concrete

1016

steps to improve its practices.

1017

steps will be taken in response to the most recent report.

1018

However, based on what I have read, these reports are not

1019

signs of systemic problems t~1at require dramatic changes to

1020

the overall structure of the Rotator Program.

1021

costs at NSF ha~ agreed to incur, which are associated with

1022

the Rotator Program, in part show how highly NSF values IPAs.

1023

It is likely that similar

In fact, the

The NSF and our system of university-based research is

1024

the envy of the rest of the world.

1025

has made thia program the premier university-basea·scientific

1026

research program.

102?

and be accountable, certainly when it makes sense we should

1028

be careful and weigh the savings against any poss.ible

NSF's model for funding

And although we all want to limit costs

....•...
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reduction in associated benefits.

1030

Now, Dr. Buckius, in regard to the last series of

1031

questions, I'm assuming you might have a response.

1032

of going with my questions, I'll give you the time that I

1033

have remaining to perhaps respond to that earlier series of

1034

questions.

1035

~ - BUCKIUS.

Thank you.

I appreciate that.

Instead

Conflicts

1036

of interest are taken very seriouJfat the National Science

1037

Foundation.

1038

This is one case. · This is one individual.~..--:'

that individual was recommended for termination and that

~';;,

1039

appointment was not renewed by NSF.

1040

one that discovered this and told the IG, which subsequently

1041

investigated it.

1042

~ e been talked about and administratively

1043

removed them in accordance with established procedures and

1044

applicable regulations.

1045

this case.

We also then took two of our staff that

I've been at NSF,

1046.

Remember also NSF is the

We proceede~ very deliberately in

;,lr''~:ke

I said, the last 6

1047

was here

1048

of.

1049

one person who knew of one other case.

1050

4

years before.

months.

I

This is the only case I h,~ve heard

I did a couple of checks around the agency.

We found

!:}Ahe point I'm trying to make is conflicts of interest

z..

We can improve.

1051

are taken very, very seriously.

1052

we can improve and we will try, but t h i w just one case.

Definitely

1053 ~-·.;: think we've tried to handle it ~r;-best ,,,.?way we
,,..._,.

---··•··'"'

...

. .

..,.

""•

----~----
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1054

possibly can.

1055

accepting what the IPA did, nor are we accepting what the two

1056

NSF staff members did.land
we're trying to manage that one
)

1057

particular. case very, very carefully,

1058

It's not acceptable what happened.

48

We're not

The 10 or so recommendations that the IG provided us on
-

-

;t4\1Y

1059

FridayrI got them Friday afternoon,1-/r've had a chance to

1060

review them .. We will definitely try to meet all of those

1061

recommendations as best we possibly can.

1062

Mr. TONKO.

1063

ready to close?

1064

Can I get another question in or are we

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

It looks like we're going to need

We're running out of time quickly to get to the

1065

to close.

1066

Floor to vote so-Thank you, Mr. chairman,

1067

Mr. TONKO.

Thank you.

1068

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

1069

Again, .I thank the witnesses for their testimony and

Thank you, Mr. Tonko.

1070

Members for their questions.

I would like to enter

1071

into--enter the following documents into the record for the

1072

2010 IG report, the 2012 IG report, the 2013 IG report, and

1073

the June 2015 redacted IG report.

1074

Without objection, so ordered.

1075

[The information follows:)

1076

**"'************
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10'78

Chairman LOUDERMILK.

And I'll also add Chairman Smith's

opening statement.

1079

W:i.thout objection, so ordered.

1080

['l'he statement of Chairman Smith follows:)

1081

*** ** ******* ***
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Chairman LOUDERMILK.

1082

so
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The record will remain open for 2

1083

weeks for additional written comments and written questions

1084

for the Members.

1085

you.

1086

1087

The hearing is hereby adjourned.

Thank

[Whereupon, at 10:26 a.m., the Subcommittees were
adjourned. )

............... , _ ,_,_
_

______________
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LAMAll S. SMITI I, Tesas

EDDIE BERNICE JOHNSON, Toxas
RANKING MFMUEH

CHAIRMAN

O:ongrcss of' the 1anited e.Statez
1house or 'Rcprnwntatiucn

COMMITTEE ON SCl[:NCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
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RAYIJUl1N HOUSE OFFIC[
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WASHINGTON, DC 2051!i-63Q·t

(202) 225-637'1
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July 10, 2015
Richard Buckius
Chief Operating Officer
The National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22230
Dear Dr. Buckius,
On behalf of the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, we want to express our
appreciation for your participation in the June 25, 2015, hearing titled, "Is NSF Properly
Managing Its Rotating Staff?"
We have attached a verbatim transcript of the hearing for yom review. The Committee's policy
pertaining to the printing of transcripts is as follows:

The transcripts of those hearings conducted by the Commitlee shall be published as a
substantial~F verbatim account ofremarks actual1y made during the proceedings, subject
only to lechnical, gra111111atica!, and typographical corrections authorized by rhe pel'son
making the remarks involved. Individuals whose comments are to he published as part of
· a Committee duc11111ent shall be given the opportunity to ver(fj1 !he accuracy of the
transcription in advance ofpub!icarion.
Transcript edits, if any, should be submitted no later than July 24, 2015. If no edits arc received by
the above elate, we will presume that you have 110 suggested edits to the transcript.
We are also enclosing questions submitted for the record by Members of the Committee. These
are questions that the l\!Icmbers were unable to pursue during the time allotted al the hearing, bul felt
were important to address as part of the official record. All of the enclosed questions must be
responded (o no later than July 24, 2015.
AU transcript edits and responses to the enclosed questions should be submitted 10 us and directed to
the attention of Brian Corcoran at Rrian.Corcoran(q1mail.house.gov. If you have any further
questions or concerns, please contact Mr. Corcoran at (202.) 2?-5-6171.
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Dr. Buckius
July 10; 2015

Thank you again for your testimony.
Sincerely,

l_Jarry Loudermilk
hainnan
Subcommittee on Oversight

~ Q J....

cc:

Rep. Barbara Comstock
Chairwoman
Subcommittee on Research atid Technology

Rep. Don Beyer
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Oversight

Rep. Dan Lipinski
Ranking Meniber
Subcommittee on Research and Technology
Enclosures: Transcript, Member Questions for the Record
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HOUSE COMMITfEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
, SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSlGHT
SUBCOMtvrrn'EE ON RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

Is NSF Properly .Managing lts Rotatihg Str{tf?
Thursday, June 25, 2015
QUESTIONS FOR THE Rl~CORD
Questions submitted by Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Barry Loudenuilk and
Research and Technology Chairwoman 13arbara Comstock
Dr. Richard Buckius

l. NSF matches the JP As salaries and fringe benefits they were making at theil" home
institutions, and ,1lso reimburses them for travel, temporary living expenses, lost
consulting income, and state income taxes. The IO's March 20, 2013 report found that at
the time, .the annual additio11al costs for NSF's then 184 IP As was over $6. 7 million, or
roughly $36,000 per IPA.

a. What is the 20 l 4 or current annual costs related to all IP As?
2. The March 20, 2013 IO report stated that the lPA rotato1· program is mutually beneficial
to the NSF, the home institution, and the individual. If that is the case, why is tbc NSP

fronting most of the additional costs associated with IP As?
a. Does the NSF negotiate with the IPA's home institution to share more than 15
percent of the associated costs?
b. Unclcnvhat circumstances does this usually take place?

3. Are the benefits the NSF receives from hiring IPAs who make over the federal executive
pay limit ]Jroporlionate to the costs associated with those employees?
a. Who makes that decision?
b. Do you approve these types of decisions?

4. IP As continue to receive fringe benefits, such as retirement health and life insurance,
from their home institutions. The total of these fringe benefits totaled almost $790,000
in 2013. Dr. Buckius, what are the current total fringe benefit costs at the NSF associated
with JPAs?
a. Do costs associated with fringe benefits factor into the decision to hire particular
IPAs?
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5. The March 20, 20 I}, IO report stated that the NSF did not know the components or costs
comprising the fringe benefit paclrnge it pays for IPAs. The NSF simply rei111burscs the
home institution for its contribulio11 to the IPA 's fringe benefit package based on
percentage or dollar amount provided by the institution. What information is made
available to the NSF regarding IPA fringe benefits?
a. ls the NSF concerned that they are covering costs they me not fully informed of?

b. Is that practice a responsible use of taxpayer dollars?
6. According to the IG, the NSF paid employer contributions for IPA fringe benefits at rates
ranging as high as 60 percent of the IP A's salary. To put this in context, the NSf paid its
permanent employees an average :fringe benefit of 26 percent. Why is the NSF paying
fringe be11cfits at such a high rate for temporary employees?
a. Has the NSF negotiated with the home institution to help PflY for their fringe
benefit package while the employee is an NSP IPA?
7. The NSF's Independent Research and Developrnent program provides IPAs paid time
and travel to return to their home institution and continue their research ,vhile working at
the NSF. IPAs are allo\vcd to spend up to 50 works days a year on Independent Research
and Development. In 2012, 171 of the 184 lPAs patiicipated in this program,
representing 93% of the IP As at that time. Dr. Buckius, what is the current number of
IP As participating in this Independent Research and Development Program?
a. According to the IG in 2012, the additional cost incurred by the NSF totaled over
$1 million to allow IPAs to participate in the Independent Research and
Development program. Does the home institution pay for any ofthese associated
costs?
8. IP As can receive household move or partial reimbursement for lodging, meals, and
incidental expenses for temporarily relocating to the NSF when becoming an IPA. In
2012, 92% ofIPAs came from outside of the Washington, D.C. area and opted to receive
temporary living expenses. This cost the NSF approximately $3.8 million annually.
What is the current IPA relocation related costs the NSF is paying?
a. Has there been any discussion of ways to lower the costs incurred by relocating
IP As lo the NSF headquarters?
9. How much time do IP As physically need to be present at the NSF to effectively fulfill the
duties of their assignments?
I 0. Some IP As arc placed by the NSF into managerial positions within the organization. Dr.
How many IP As arc currently in managerial positions nt NSF?
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a. When hiring IP As for managerial positions, what qua] ities do you look for and
how does that process work?
11. What type of training do IP As who become managers receive "When they arrive at the

NSF?
a.

'What docs the training consist of?

b. Is there a time period in which an IPA is required to receive proper training when
joining the NSF?
c. Does the NSF have safeguards in place to ensure IP As complete the necessary
training?
d. In the recent 2015 I G report, one IP A was able to delay receiving proper ethics
training for more than a year. ls this acceptable?
12, Many of these IP As lack the experience of managing in a federal program. Could you
please describe the struggles that the NSF's IPAs face when transitioning to the NSF's
managerial positions.
a. What rcsomces are available for IP As who request or require assistance and
direction when placed in a NSF managerial position?
13. How many IPAs in managerial positions participate in the Independent Research and
Development program?
a. How are their managerial responsibilities impacted when they are absent for up to
50 days of the year through the Independent Research and Development program?
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LAMAR S, SMITH, Texas

EDDIE Of.RNICE JOHNSON, ToXil<

Clii\lllMAN

RANKING MEMnW

Q'.:ongrenn of the 11:lnitcd Jetatcs
]1011.nc of 1R.eprrncntotiucz
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
2321 flAYUUflN 1-!0USE OFFICE BUii DING

WASHINGTON, DC 20515-6301
(202) 225-6371
www,scillncc.hauso,uov

October 7, 2015

Dr. James L. Olds
Assistant Director
Directorate for Biological Sciences
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230
Dear Dr. Olds,
On behalf of the Committee on Science, Space, one! Technology, we want to express our
appreciation for your patticipation ill the September 18 th hearing titled, "NEON Warning Signs:
Examining the Management of the National Ecological Observatory Network."

We have attached a verbatim transcript of the hearing for your review. The Committee's
policy pertaining to the printing of transcripts is as follows:
The transcripts o,f those he((rings conducted by the Committee shall be publi,1'11ed as a
substantially verbafim account of remarks actually made during the proceedings, subject
only to technical, grammatical, and typographical corrections authorized by the person
11wking the remarks involved. Individuals whose comments are to be published as parr of
a Committee document shall be given the opportunity lo ver[fj 1 the accuracy of the
transcription in advance ofpublication.

Transcript edits, if any, should be submitted no later than October 20, 2015. If no cdils are
received by the above elate, we will presume that you have no suggested edits to the transcript.
We arc also enclosing questions submitted for the record by Members of the Committee.
These are questions that the Members \Vere unable to pursue clming the time allotted at the hearing,
but felt were important to address as parl of the official record. All of the enc1oscd questions must
be responded lo no later than October 20, 2015,

All transcript edits and responses to the enclosed questions should be submit1cd to us and
direct~d to the atlcntion of Christian Rjcc at ~~hristian.Rice_f£_ilin_;_ijlJiouse.gov. If you have any
further questions or concerns, please contact Mr. Rice at (202) 2?.5-6371.

Dr. Olds
October 7, 2015
Page2
Thank you again for your testimony.

. Barry Loudermilk

Rep. Barbara Comstock

Chairman

Chairwoman
Subconimittee on Research and Technology

CC,

Subcommittee on Oversight

Rep. Dan Lipinski
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Research and Technology
Rep. Don Beyer
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Oversight

Enclosures: Transcript, Member Questions for the Record
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
SUBCOMMITfEE ON OVERSIGHT

"NEON Warning Signs: Examining the Management of 1h12 National Ecological Observatory
Nerwork"
Dr. James L. Olds, Assistant Director for Di_ological Sciences, National Science Foundation
Questions submitted by Rep, Barbarn Comstock, Chair~oman, Subcommittee on Research and
Technology and Rep. Barry Loudermil.t, Chairman, Subcommtttee on Oversight

1.

What formal and informal comnnmications did NSF and NEON, Inc. have between
January l; 2013-September 18, 2015 rcgnrding construction schedule and budget issues
at NEON? As part of your response, please pi"ovide copies of every relevant e-mail,
letter, mernorai1du1n, record, note and text message as well as any intemal NSF staff
correspondence or notes regarding NEON's schedule or budgeL

2. According to the NSF Inspector General Alert Memorandum issued on September 15,
2015, it appears that NEON, Inc. moved $35 million of contingency funds into the base
constrnclion budget. 1
a. Hus NSF determined the amount of frn1ds that NEON, Inc. has moved from
contingency into the base construction budget? If yes, what is the amount?
b. Did NSF approve the transfer of contingency funds? Jf yes, please provide
clocurnentaticm of that approval. If no, what actions does NSF plan to take to
correct the improper transfer?
3, The NSF Inspector General has previously recommended lhat NSF should retain

contingency funds for projects like NEON, and pay the conlraclor as those expenses arc
approved ns appropriate contingency costs.2 NSF has not agreed with this
recomme11c\ation.
a. Why has NSF not adopted this recommendation?
b. Would retaining contingency funds for NEON have helped alert NSF Lo the
possibility of a cost overrun sooner?

1

Natioiial Science Foundation Office oflnspcctor Gencrnl Alert Memorandum, September I 5, 2015. Available at:

http://www.nsf,gQY[~~ig/ pdtJ I .'i--3-001-NEONOvernmJi<if

2National Science Foundation Office ofinspcctor General Audit Report No. OIG-15-6-001. Available 11!:
hllp://www.nsf.gov/a ig( pd f/1 .'i-6-00 I -neon. pd f
National Science Foundation Office of Inspector General Al1dit or NS F's Management of Contingency in the
EarthScope Awards, Report No, 12-2-0 ! 0, Available at: http://ww_1yLl)sf.gov/olg(__ pdf/ ! 2-2--QlQ:Contlug~.<cY.,PJl.f
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4. According to Dr. James Collins' testimony, at least "five previous NSF MREFC projects
underwent scope revisions, management 11djustmcnts, and instrument configuration
changes during construct based on challenges wi.th increased costs for production of
instrumentation, delayed site permitting, and schedule delays." Is this statement correct?
If so, please provide a brief description of each project that underwent a significant scope
revision, including the estimated total dollar amount of the potential cost overrun that
necessitated a revision.
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Attachment 1
Timeline of Identification of.fssucs nnd Actions Taken

Diifo/ •..

; )i:••

'

Actlviiy.·-:.·<•··.·

·/'(/' ,.

Involven1ent<.

.··.

,;

:',

NEON CEO and PM/COO
visit to NSF

NSF Program and BIO
OAD Stuff

February 7-8

NEON Inc. Board Meeting

February 11-15

NSF visit to NEON
facilities, Boulder CO Site
visit and program unalysis
of the new schedule and
review material

NSF Program Staff, NEON
project Staff, NEON Board
NEON Program 1111d mo
OAD Stuff

May 13-17

Baseline Review, Boulder,

January 28-29

co

011tciim~s

7\::- •'

>i

Discussion Schedule slippage,
strategic plannit1g, CCB/CRE,
procurement/production, senior
Stafling

R!lised significant conccms about·
production/procurement;
oybcrinfrastructure and data
products

NSF l'rogrnm Staff,

Areas requiring improvement:

External Review Temn,
DACS representatives

issues identi tied in February site

May 30-31

NEON Inc. Bounl Meeting

August 19~29

In-depth site visits on
construction issues causing
delays

September 16-20

In-depth site visits on
construction issues causing
delays

NSF Program Staff

October2

Letter to NEON Inc: Board
for their Meeting

NSF Program Staff

December 2-5

Annual Construction
Review

NSF Program Start;
External Review Team,
DACS and LFO
represenlntives

visits with schedule,
manufacturing, logistics, dnta
products development, uligning
budget and schedule.
Reiterated concerns about the lack
of schedule tloat
Beginning of extensive site visits
to understand construction
schedule deluys

NSF Program and BIO
OAD Staff
NSF Pl'ogram Staff

,•'

Significant concerns raised about
the status of site deployments uncl
lack of deployments of sensors.
Root cause is the leadership of the
construction project and of NEON?
Inc.
.---~~
Areas requiring improvement:
Schedule performance and tool
effectiveness, cost basis,
production/procurement,
cyberinfrnslructure nnd data
product deliver, lrnnsition to
operations

· Outcoii'ies
Focus on Data Products and CVI
issues relating to delay in delivery
issue identification and plan to
resolve, NEON project controls,
~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - - - ~ _ b _ u ~ d g ~ t , and schedule

l>ate'

January 27-31

:Activity

In-depth site visits on
construction issues causing
delays

NSF Program Staff

1

~

Febrnary 4-7
February 24-27

April 16-18

May 13

May 14-16
May 19·20

August 12

August 25-29

September 20-21
f---

September 22-24
October l
Novcmbcr6

---

----~-

NEON lnc. Ilourd Meeting

NSF Prngrnm Stuff, NEON
_11roject
Staff, NEON Board
··-NSF Program Staff
In-depth $tte visits on
constrnction issues callsi ng
delays
In-depth site visits on
construction issues causing
delays
NEON, Inc. Stair visit
NSF

NSF Prngram Staff

NSF Program Staff, THO
OAD Staff, NEON, Inc.
Staff

NEON Jnc. Bonni
Meeting, Air lie I-louse, VA
NSF visit to NEON
facilities, Boulder CO

NSF Program Stall~ NEON
rroiect Staff, NEON l3oard
NSF Program Staff

BIO Letter

BlOAD

Baseline Review, Botilder,

NSF Program Staff,
External Review Tenm,
LFO & DACS
reprcscntati vcs

co

--·

--

-

Science Capability
Review, Boulder, CO
NEON Inc. Board
Meeting, Boulder, CO
New Observatory Director
nppointcd
!PT Kick-Off Meeting,
NSF

November 10

LFO September Monthly
Report

November 18

Call with NEON Board
Chair, J i111 Collins

November 26

BIO Science Engagement
Working Group (SEWG)
Clrnrgcd

December l ·5

Annual Work Plan Review

Discussions included CI and data
products deliver~
Topics included strntcgic
mmiugement, EVM, performance
baseline, production/procurement,
data woduct fog jam.
Discussions to develop transitions
to operations criteria

Discussions about the status of the
cost to complete and schedule
updates, milestones, transition to
operntions and Observato1y
capabilitv delivery
·Topics included strategic
management, EVM, performance
baseline, production/procurement,
data 1Jroduct log jHm.
NEON Board requested for its
plans to address management
concerns

Positive report. NSF
representatives noted concerns
about the depth of analysis of the
cost book and remaining
contingency following 1hc
proposed rc•plan.

·----

STEAC, NSF Prognun
Staff (observers)
-NSF Program Staff, NEON NSF excluded from seveml
project Staff; NEON Board important discussions.
C. J. Loria appointed and named as
Pl
ofooerations award.
Largely informational inccting
NSF Program Staff, LFO,
DACS, OGC, OLPA
about the status of NEON
constrnction and transition to
operations
NSF Program Staff, LFO
NEON cost p~rformance index
green. NEON schedule
_performance index red.
NSF informed Board Chair that
NSF Program Staff
NSF would pruticipnte in 1111 Board
meeting sessions and phone calls
from now 011.
BIO nn<l CISE Program
Development of messaging on
Directors, NSF Program
NEON transition to operntions and
Staff
early science. Development of a
DCL for use of NEON data.
NSF Program Staff,
Positive review based on outcomes
Extern.ii Review Team
of the Au[~u~t 2014 Baseline
Review
~

2

~

December 3

House Science Committee
Hearing
NSF Program Meeting
with /\lDS

December 8

Date

·/·

January 26-28

·-----··--Januury 29

January 29

Activii.v :' •.' ·•. ·.:•/·

•.

-"·•

.. ,

Operations Kick-Off
Review, Doutdcr, CO
NEON Science Day:Nsf

NEON Leadership
Meeting

--

Febrnary 3

House Science Commillee
Hearing

Febrnary 5-6

NEON Board Meeting,
Boulder, CO

Febntat)' 19-20

France Cordova visit to
NEON

_

..

March 4

IPT Meeting

March 19-20

NEON Board Meeting,
Boulder, CO
ESA nnd AIBS Visit, NSF

-----March 26

-~

First week of April

April 16

"NEON DCL: Stimulating
Research Using NEON
Da1a" posted on the NSF
web site
!PT Meeting

Involvement •:.c.

--

I .FO J mnrnry/Febru my
----•- Monthly Report

fee usage

Update on NEON constrnction und
trnnsition to operations

.,- ,> · . ""

01itcomcs
;· .· \>. i .. ·.'£'..·· ://:
Concem ubout loss of contingency,
Ji1_ck of a clear plan for T20
Opportunity for Program directors
across BIO to meet the NEON
Staff and understnnc! what NEON
is funded to deliver and when.
NSF Program Stall; NEON
Prcscntntion indicating rnpid
Inc. CEO, Project Manager, decrease in contingency, delays in
Observatory Director
planned T20 activities, evidence of
financial
errors.
- ·--~Richard Duckius (NSF
NEON management fee usage
COO), Jim Collins (NEON
B5mrd Chair)
·NSF Program Stall; NEON
NSF Progrnm expressed serious
project Staff, NEON Board
concerns about the TIO plan and
containment of costs and schedule
escnlution. NEON Bonrd instituted
additional oversight of finances,
opcratio11s, and communications.
Notification of plnnned Operations
Review in June 2015 after which
NSF would make a decision to
recomplcte NEON operations after
Observatory construction is
c9mpleted.
NSF Director, BIO
Oppo1iunity for the NSF Direc~
to see the NEON Hcadqumters nnd
leadership and Nsr
Progrnm Staff
meet the NEON leaclcrsh ip.
Schedule and contingency
NSF Program StufT, LFO,
DACS, OGC, OLPA
concerns discussed. Suggested due
dates for a revised scope
management plan were given.
Updates on audil resolution
activities provided (associated with
cost estimates).
NSF Progrnm Stan: NtON NEON Board follow-up on
project St(ln; NEON Boat'll
outcomes of additional oversight
NSF Program Stnn; society Update on NEON construction and
leadership
trai1sition to OIJerations
- Pitches for EAGERS and
NEONSEWG
workshops requested by May 8 for
funding in FY 2015

NSF Program Staff;
External Rcvit:w Team,
NSF Program Staff, NEON
project St.in; NEON Jnc.
CEO

~

NSF Progrnm Start: LFO,
DACS, OOC, OLPA

..

April 16

IG audit ofNEON management

Alison Lerner (NSF IG),
Anita Bales (DCAA)
NSF Program Stan: AIIlS
lcadc1·ship

NSF Progrnm Stan; LFO -

-3

Emergency meeting to discuss
schedule slippage and potential
cosroverruns. Reconunendation to
convey concerns to NEON via a
warning letter and postpone the
Operations Review scheduled in
June until after the project is in
cornplinncc,
-NEON cost performance index and
schedule ~erformancc index green.

April 20

NEON Staffing
reorganizalion

NSF Program Staff, NEON
CEO

April 21

Phone call with NEON
Board Chail'
Delivery of warning
letters to NEON, Inc. from
DACS and BIO

BIO OAD Staff and NEON
Program Staff
DACS leadership, BIO
OAD and Program Staff

Phone call with NEON
Board Chair
Phone call with NEON
Inc. CEO and Prnject
Mimager
NEON Board Meeting,
Boulder CO
NSF Assistive Visit,
Boulder, CO
NSF Assistive Visit,
Boulder, CO
NSF AssiRtivc Visit;
Boulder, CO

BIO OAD and Program
Staff
BIO OAD Staff and NSF
Program Staff

May 14

>---

May 14
•··

May 14

C.J. Lol'ia terminated after
submission of a request fol'
,·corganization submiltcd
Conveyed outcomes of the !PT
meeting
DACS lette,· listed non-compliant
items and appendix lists required
materials and deadlines for
deli very. HI O letter referenced
DACS letter and indicated that
assistive visits will begin to correct
non-compliance. Planned
Operations Review replaced with
an nssistive visit.
Reviewed the wnming letters
Reviewed the warning letters

NSF Progrnm Staff, NEON
project Staff, NEON Board
NSF Staff(BIO, LFO,
DACS)
NSF Program Staff

Discussion of the warning letters
nnd NSF follow-up actions
Improvements to finuncial
reporting and EAC/ETC reporting
CI discussions

Bl O briefing document for
NSF Director

NSF Program Staff,
(BIO,DACS, LFO), NEON
Inc. CEO, NEON Staff
Prepared by NSF Progrmn
Staff

June 26

Briefing for NSF COO

BIO and LFO Staff

June 29

LFO March/April
Monthly Report

BIO Progrnm Staff, LFO

July 10

NSF Prngrnm Meeting
withOGC

BIO and OGC Staff

July 14 -17

NEON Scope
Management Meeting,
Arlington, VA

July 20

NEON Scope
Management Mct:ling
debrief

BIO Program Staff,
community scientific
experts, NEON Inc. CEO,
Project Manager and
Visiting Observatory
Director, NEON Board
representatives, STEAC
Chair
DACS, LFO, OGC
represcnlatives

NSF Program, LFO and DACS
discussion of issues. Sufficiency
review.
Identified issues with the NSF
review process that missed critical
issues with NEON management
Provided a summary timeline
showing integrnted activities of
Program, LFO, nnd DACS to bring
NEON into compliance
NEON cost perfornrnnce index
green und schedule performance
index vellow.
Discussion ofoptions for
replacement of NEON Inc. as the
managing organization
Agreement on scope of the funded
construction project, identification
of scope mnnagement options,
development of a communications
plan.

July 27-31

NSF Assistive Visit,
Douldcr, CO

BlO, DACS, nnd LFO Staff

July 29

NSB call

NSF Director mid COO,
NSF Program Staff, NSB
Stufl; Lro Staff

Mny21-22
May 25-29
June 1-5
June 8-12

4

Provided sumnmry outcomes of the
meeting rmd discussed next steps,
including development of 11
directive letter to come from
DACS
Follow-up on sufficiency review
outcomes, business processes,
financial reporting, supply chain
issues, Cl
Briefing on the current issues with
NEON and the outcomes of the
scope management meeting
·-

July 30

NSfl letter

July 31

DACS letter

September 3

NEON IPT

September 15

Efficiency Manage1rnrnl
Plan Review

September 21-25

NSF Assistive Visit

September 25

Management Fee
Determination

~-

NSF Director and NSB
Chair

Written summary oflhc !JoarJ Call
discussion for the NSn Executive
Commillee
DACS Officer
Scope Management Directive letter
that outlines the revised project
documcntotion required descope
NEON and provide a revised cost
and schedule to complete the
-·--~~-- _1~!_1_aining scope.
NSF Program Slnfl; LFO,
Awnrcl/Procurement Management
DACS, OGC, OLl'A
I ssucs with respect to the NSF
BIO, DACS, and LFO efforts
un<lerw.iy with NEON, Inc. and the
coordination necessary to ensure
effective outcomes.
mo Progrnm Stan; DACS, Pim~ reduce NEON, Inc.
nnd LFO Staff
corporate cosls nnd improve
efficiencies on the Prnject to
reduce the overall construction
proj~ct dcscope costs.
BIO, DACS, and LFO Staff Follow up on Shared Supply,
Financial Expendilurcs, Transition
to Operations, Data Products, Cost
Estimating, PMCS Plan, Summary
Schedule, Key Milestones and CP
Analysis, Contingency
Management Plan, Risk
Manngement Plan and Risk
Register, Configurnlion Control
and PCCB & CR F.

to

DACS Officer

-

5

Letlcr to NEON, Inc. on the
amount and allocation of
management fee that would be
allowable based on June I, 2015
request_ by NEON, Inc.

NEON Chan2e Request
Date Submitted

6/5/2015

Award 1029808

CRETitle

Cost & Schedule Baseline Replan Application for Cost

CRE# 2.04.0085

WBS Title

Total Program

WBS

2-04

Scope: This CRE (with the attached memo) addresses the revised EaC/EtC costs as presented during the August,
2014 Cost & Schedule Baseline Review

Justification: Motivation
The NEON Construction schedule and budget were subject to a series of reviews since the start of the
program. Three consecutive reviews in 2012 and 2013 concluded that the materials presented by
NEON did not provide a sound justification for both the schedule and cost. After the May 2013 review,
the project initiated a schedule management change from a functionally oriented schedule to a
product delivery oriented one. At the December 2013 review, the cost was not properly integrated
with the schedule which in addition did not contain sufficient float for the stage of the program. With
the change in Project Management in March
· · ·· · ·-·--·· - ·· ----- · ·· ------- 2014, NEON undertook a complete revision of
Incremental Capability {
100
17
the schedule and the estimate to complete
Plan at
¾-FY
using a bottoms-up approach, followed by an
{
lnoremental Capablllly
joint confidence analysis that integrated cost,
Plan at 60%- FY1o
2
schedule and risk The NEON project prepared
~ J""nlstia~I.::.:~"'"',eotjfl~Capablllty
_\\
5
a re-plan of all activities and a new estimate to

complete using an incremental development
plan (see Figure on the right).

Jnltlal Observato?Y
Capablllty (IOC)-FY15

1.
..

.

,

Obse"rvat:ciPj Infrastructure ' ":

Figure 1. Incremental capabllltles approach

The motivation for the replan was fourfold:
• the project was still using the 2009 cost estimate and no revision had been made since then;
• the need to move from a functionally driven schedule to a product oriented schedule to focus
on an incremental delivery of the Observatory infrastructure and Science capabilities that
provides a better management of the program development;
• the need to incorporate key project milestones to the development plan that provide a sense of
progress and enable an accurate tracking; and
the
recognition from past reviews that the project progress was slipping and there was a need
•
to get the schedule and cost back on track and under control.
The revit!W held in August 2014 applauded the re-plan and the joint confidence level analysis that
integrated risks, schedule and cost. The latter provided 80% level of confidence as follows:
Page 1 of 13
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•
•
•

End of project: March 2018
EtC $270M ifrisks cannot be mitigated
Etc$ 263 ifrisks are mitigated

The NSF recommended the implementation of the replan following submission and approval of a CRE
that captured the required contingency calls on both cost and schedule following the rep1an.
The calculated risk exposure was in the order of $9M, which provided an estimate of the minimum
contingency level desired for the remainder of the construction project. The new contingency cost
level was derived from the difference between the new Budget at Complete (BAC, Estimate to
Complete plus Actuals to date, $1-11,442,787) and the Total Project Cost (TPC, $433,789,931) as
indicated below:
Contingency level after replan

:=:

TPC - BAC

==

TPC- (EtC + ACWP) = $22,347,144

Since the risk exposure was less than half of the newly calculated contingency level, the latter was
considered in August 2014 adequate to complete the remainder of the construction project as it
provided a contingency profile of about $7M/yr. In fact, the actual calls on contingency in FY15 to end
of May 2015 is $3,217,835, which is well within the linear profile of $7M.
The replan addressed all scoped NEON capabilities and a new schedule was established in accordance
with an incremental approach to the delivery of the Observatory. The initial development plan as
reflected in the old IMS had several main deficiencies: 1) it did not include all scoped activities; 2) it
did not include the logical linkages to determine critical paths; 3) it contained a high number of
critical milestones concentrated at the encl of construction, which posed a high risk of schedule
slippage; and 4) it was a functional schedule rather than a product oriented one. The new IMS
addressed these deficiencies by including all scoped activities, eliminating duplicate activities,
rearranging activities using a product oriented delivery, correcting linkages and anticipating key
milestones.
In addition to the above and related to the functional approach, the project had executerl inefficiently
and translated in a significant lack of traction in terms of deliveries. The subsequent impact is that
more deliverables were concentrated in the remainde.r of the schedule that caused further slippage of
the date of end of construction.
The strategy NEON used to replan the sequence of activities took into an:ount a number of factors,
namely:
• Permitting- the timeframe on which NEON believes they can acquire the necessary permits
for a specific activity (site characterization, construction, deployment, etc.)
• Seasonality - the optimal season in which to conduct an activity (building in winter in Alaska,
sampling during green season, etc.)
• Resources - the number of resources available for a particular activity(# of construction
supervisors,# of field deployment teams)
• Synergistic Opportunities - the ability for one resource/set of resources to cover off multiple
areas concurrently (i.e. one construction supervisor managing con.struction at two nearby
sites)
• Supply Chain - the availability of equipment, materials, power, etc. to build out a site
Page 2 of 13
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•

Science needs - whether or not construction/deployment during a particular window will
negatively impact necessary science activities (i.e. aquatics deployment concurrent with
sampling activities)
Based on the above factors, the PTLs generate their optimal schedule execution for incorporation into
the schedule. Once the activities have been incorporated, a collaborative meeting was held to discuss
the linkages and to perform further optimization of the schedule.
Furthermore, the addition of Observatory delivery incremental milestones provided the means to
group logically the multiple para11el deliveries of the NEON project allowing thus the determination of
critical paths to those milestones and a better management and control of the construction
development. Finally, the incremental delivery of the Observatory allows capturing lessons learned at
an earlier stage of the development (as soon as FY15 /16) while still having time to implement
eventual corrective actions.
The new sequencing of deployments and activities is summarized at high level in the schedule
overview shown in Figure 2. As a consequence of all corrections and adjustments made to the IMS
and development plan, the overall schedule necessitated to use all schedule contingency that was
available (88 days) and further introduced a slippage of 3 months beyond the end of construction
(marked by the fi'inal Observatory Operational Capabilities Review, FOOCR) that was originally
planned by end of Q4 FY17 and is now planned by the end of Q1 FY18. This change of the end date of
the NEON Construction project does not impact the TPC. NEON will work with the NSF on reestablishing adequate schedule float in a follow-on CRE and after further re-planning.
The table below compares the major milestone dates from August 2014 Schedule and Cost review
with the dates from before the review.

Sehed~l,;,
Revl»~

ProJnr:I Milestones

o;Ll.
IACR
jFY15

SIio•

eO,%

I0c
CAPAOIUTY

• A
ACR
FY16

CAPABILITY

!
llqR

Ij

1 ¼
CAP/I ILITY

•
II

FO&R

FYIH

i

'

l

r:=====1-mBPiwi.i~;t!
-~~P~•":--:"n=Ur.9=-1'ht:~u:::=9h=I0===~'1----II
I
PM Ueezkr QUOTltlY 085&8!
1
I
I__ -Sensor Assembllas

:

Phase

I

----i

San:101 Assemtrly Uesfgns

i

Data Products
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Cybar lnfraslruclure
Wob Portal

EducoUon Programs
HE.OIi lo~. S111T\(IUI}' 0(he4~

figure 2. NEON high level schedule overview
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SITES

Domain: 01 NORTHEAST

17-Jul-14

31-Dec-14

6

SLTES

Domain: OZ MID-A'J'LANTIC

27-May-14

31-Jan-15

8

SITES

Domain: 03 SOUTHEAST

11-Sep-13

30-Nov-14

15

SITES

Domain: 04 ATLANTIC NEOTROPICAL

10-Mar-15

18-May-15

2

SITES

Domain: OS GREAT LAKES

SlTES

Domain: 06 PRAIRIE PENINSULA

5-Dec-14

31-Dec-14

1

31-Mar-16

6-Jul-1S

-9

18-Nov-14

18-Mar-15

4

24-Nov-14

5-Dec-14

0

SITES

--· ---~Domain: 07 APPALACHIAN/CUMBERLAND PLATEAUS

SITES

Domain: 08 OZAR[{S COMPLEX

SITES

Domain: 09 NORTHERN PLAINS

l-Oct-14

29-May-15

8

SITES

Domain; 10 CENTRAL PLAINS

28-0ct-13

30-Nov-14

13

SITES

Domain: 11 SOUTHERN PLAINS

11-Mar-15

9-)un-15

3

SITES

Domain; 12 NORTHERN ROCKIES

12-Jul-16

5-Dec-16

5

SITES

Domain: 13 SOUTHERN ROCKIES

1-May-15

30-Jun-15

2

SlTES

Domain: 14 DESERT SOUTHWEST

11-Mar-15

26-May-15

3

SlTES

Domain: 15 GREAT BASIN

11-May-15

Zl•May-15

0

S[TES

Domain: 16 PACIFIC NORTHWEST

2-May-16

6-Jul-16

2

~

SITES

Domain: 17 PACIFIC SOUTHWEST

12-Jul-16

25-May-16

-2

SITES

Domain: 18 TUNDRA

13-Sep-16

25-Aug-16

-1

SITES

Domain: 19 TAIGA

SITES

Domatn: 20 PACIFIC TROPJCAL

.-

8-Sep-15

30-Ang-16

12

10-May-16

12-Sep-11

16

Portals

General Web Portal

Z·Dec-14

14-0ct-14

-2

Portals

CSA Web Portal

2-Dec-11

28-Jan-15

2

0

Portals

Citizen Science Web Portal

28-0ct-16

4-Nov-16

Portals

Educator Portal I,andcover, Landuse, Land Processes

(1)

23-0ct-15

-

Portals

Educator Portal Atmosphere

(1)

27-Apr-16

.

Portals

Educator Portal Ecosystem Health and Diversity

(1)

16-Aug-16

Decision Maker Portal

(1)

5-Dec-16

-

Portals
EDU

Project Bud Burst Program

17-Mar-14

16-0ct--11

7

EDU

Museum Projects

2-May-16

20-SeJJ·16

5

EDU

Professional Development program

18-May-16

2-Aug-16

3

EDU

Undergrad Programs

1-Mar-17

4-Apr-17

1

EDU

Internship programs

31-Dec-13

14-0ct-14

10

EDU

Grad11ate programs

llJ-Oct-16

Zl-Oct-16

0

EDU

Workshops, Seminars & Courses

17-Sep-16

27-0ct-16

1

AOP

AOPLablOCR

S-Oct-15

5-0ct-15

0

AOP

AOP Payload 1 !OCR

31-Aug-15

10-Dec-15

3

AOP

AOP Payload 2 !OCR

12-May-16

9-Sep-16

4

AOP

AOP Payload 3 JOCR

19-Sep-16

11-Jan-17

4

·-

N.B. milestones related to aggregated data products is still being worked
(1) activity in scope, but milestone was not in IMS

Following the NSF guidance to implement this replan, this change request addresses the following:
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•

Cost contingency: use $35,142,305 from cost contingency, which changes the cost contingency
from $57,489,451 (before rcplan) to $22,34-7,14-1- (after replan).
• Schedule contingency: use 88 working days of schedule contingency (May 25 th 2017 to
September 30 th 2017) and additional 3 months to change end date of Construction to end of
Ql FY18 (December 31 st 2017), which changes the schedule contingency from 88 (before
replan) to -60 (after replan).
• Performance: no changes to NEON scope or performance are requested with this CRE.
With the implementation of this CRE, NEON establishes a new cost baseline and a realistic
construction schedule.

Analysis of BAC - per fastlane categories
As a consequence of the review of the EtC, the BAC changed. The following table provides an overview
of the old and new BAC as well as the variance between the two. The graphs below provide the
comparison between the EAC right before the rep Ian and after. The following sections describe the
reasons for the changes in each category.
i------···

OLD
Salaries and W a ~ - - __$~_06,472,777

Travel

--

Consultant Services
Equipment

--

Material and Supplies
Subawards
Other Direct Costs
-TOTAL

$13,781,629
--$28,490,024
$165,811,376
$34,326,067
$11,411,318
$16,007,293
$376,300,482

----NEW
$154,336,584
$13,430,219
$10,542,714
$114,522_, 769
$21,433,940
$89,774,508
$7,402,053
$411,442,787

VAR
$47,863,807
$351,410
-$17,94~,310
$51)88,607
$12,892,126
$78,363,190
$8,GOS,240
$35,142,305

%

45%
-3%
-63%
·31%

-38%
687%
-54%
9%
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$190,000,000 ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - · - - - -

$140,000,000

--{\1'&:·--------------·

$90,000,000 · - - - - - - - WOLD

t>:lNEW
$40,000,000 - - - - - - -

i1

VAR

--·--- .... ·--~----------~-----··-·-----·----·-·-

OLD
3%
ill Consultant

Services

mrravel
,.1 Equipment
l.\'J Material

and Supplies

Ci':lQther
liiSalarles and Wages
r,i Subawards
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NEW
3% 3%
til Consultant

Services

ta Travel

UEquipment
wMaterial and Supplies
bl Other

iuSalaries and Wages
iasubawards

Salaries and wages
The updated labor costs were calculated using the resource loaded Integrated Master Schedule (IMS).
The main reasons for the increase of $47,863,807 (45% increase) in this category is due to the
following:
•

Extension of the program duration: The increased duration of the program from five (5) to
seven (7) years resulted in an extension oflabor to cover the additional constructions years.
The labor cost for 2 years based on the average of labor actuals from project inception to date
is on the order of $52M.
• Delay in Transitioning to Operations: The requirements for the start of transitioning to
Operations the completed Observatory capabilities were not met until end of 2014. As a
primary consequence, Field Operations labor and the costs of the facilities were carried over
for a longer period than anticipated in the original plans. The labor cost for this is $3.4-M. Labor
cost because of delay in transitioning EDU programs is $352K.
• Underestimated level of effort: the scope of CYI was underestimated for resulting in an
increase oflabor cost.
Synergies were also explored and implemented across the team in order to contain the increase, e.g.
Systems Integration and Valida lion, Integrated Product Teams for sensor assembly designs and
development of data products. The

FCC- 2.01 .
ENG - 2.02
CYI - 2.03
PMO - 2.04.10
PSE - 2.04.20
PER • 2.04.30
SCI - 2.04. 70
CLA - 2.04.75

$6,123,311
$2,815,332
$16,349,702
$4,465,359
$630,305
$5,431,827
$2,079,089
$572,629

$9,372,324
$11,482,405
$24,699,028
$9,681,253
$1,877,427
$3,362,987
$3,549,430
$321,629

$3,249,013
$8,667,074
$8,349,326
$5,215,894
$1,247,123
$(2,068,840)
$1,470,340
$(251,000)
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PMCS - 2.04,80
FOPS - 2.04.95
CVAL- 2.05
EDU - 2.06
SIV- 2.07
PROD - 2.08
DPS - 2.10
FIU - 2.11
FSU - 2.14
AOP - 2.15
AQU - 2.16
TOTAL

$3,848,195
$7,721,116
$1,376,335
$7,746,710
$20,102,472
$3,024,108
$4,305,289
$3,914,580
$5,256,165
$5,611,733
$5,098,520
$106,472,777

$5,975,052
$11,895,390
$2,974,692
$6,840,399
$23,690,842
$5,744,317
$5,102,067
$5,864,327
$7,661,147
$9,264,037
$4,977,831
$154,336,584

$2,126,857
$4,174,274
$1,598,357
$(906,311)
$3,588,370
$2,720,209
$796,778
$1,949,747
$2,404,982
$3,652,303
$(120,688)
$47,863,807

Travel

The travel plans for all WBS was re-evaluated using actuals leading to an overall decrease of the cost
of this category by $351,410 (3% reduction). The reasons are:
• Use of a more refined basis of estimate. Prior to the replan, a parametric value was used to
calculate the number and cost of trips. For the re plan, the number of trips was reassessed with
an emphasis on reducing the traveling requirements (duration, number of travels) and taking
into account the travel destinations (use of GSA rates). As a result, the use of more accurate
estimates led to a reduction of cost in this category.
In addition, a transfer of costs was performed between WBSs following a project reorganization
performed in 2013, e.g. from 2.02 ENG to 2.07 SIVwhere also a refined estimate was used with
subsequent reduction of cost.

FCC- 2.01
ENG- 2.02
CYI - 2.03
PMO - 2.04.10
PSE - 2.04.20
PER - 2.04.30
SCI - 2.04.70
CLA - 2.04.75
PMCS • 2.04.80
FOPS - 2.04.95
>----CVAL- 2.05
EDU - 2.06
SIV- 2.07
PROD - 2.08
DPS- 2.10
FIU - 2.11
FSU - 2.14

$2,212,395
$5,472,087
$352,246
$503,385

$$615,258
$272,687
$50,484
$143,381
$389,418
$3,825
$613,676
$335,883
$41
$292,529
$679,872
$630,083

$2,037,187
$410,849
$339,474
$575,118
$2,976
$364,637
$231,547
$470
$39,214
$511,755
$18,057
$571,642
$4,816,027
$45,440
$139,191
$845,032
$1,466,802

$(175,208)
$(5,061,238)
$[12,771)
$71,733
$2,976
$(250,621)
$(41,140)
$(50,014)
$(104,167)
$122,337
$14,232
$(42,034)
$4,480,144
$45,399
$(153,337)
$165,160
$836,719

~~~--
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AOP- 2.15
AQU - 2.16
TOTAL
--•·

-·

$488,280
$726,098
$13,781,629

$445,272
$569,526
$13,430,219

$(43,008)
$(156,571)
$(351,410)

Equipment

The Equipment category was reduced by $51,288,607 (31 % reduction) mainly due to the following:
A re-categorization of $46.4M from 2.01 FCC equipment related costs to Sub awards. Same
applies to $7.8M from 2.04.95 POPS. This re-categorization was performed in order to follow
the correct NSF cost categorization.
" The equipment costs for 2.03 CYI were reduced by $SM due to a more accurate basis of
estimate using actuals and recent quotes instead of engineering estimates.
• ENG experienced $3.6M increase based on actuals.
• Other WBS resulted in an overall net increase of about $4.3M by using more accurate basis of
estimate for both quantities and costs, e.g. use of actuals or average of relevant actuals.
In addition, three main transfers were performed to 2.08 PROD in order to centralize sensor
procurements in this WBS:
• $33.3M from 2.11 FIU
• $6.SM from 2.16 AQU
•

FCC - 2.01
ENG - 2.02
CYI - 2.03
PMO - 2.04.10
PER - 2.04.30
PMCS - 2.04.80
FOPS - 2.04.95
CVAL- 2.05
EDU - 2.06
SIV - 2.07
PROD - 2.08
DPS - 2.10

FIU-2.11
MDP - 2.12
FSU - 2.14
AOP - 2.15
AQU - 2.16
TOTAL

$73,006,977
$70,232
$18,948,054
$761,720

$$$9,281,355
$676,010
$785,123
$-

$$32,219
$33,912,440
$2,343,743
$38,366
$16,164,974
$9,790,163
$165,811,376

$26,563,793
$3,880,396
$13,892,290
$1,056,040
$14,589
$9,500
$1,489,445
$1,539,768
$120,367
$561,132
$43,879,955
$16,333
$562,315
$1,926,509
$7,622
$16,039,518
$2,963,198
$114,522,769

$(46,443,184)
$3,810,164
$(5,055,764)
$294,319
$14,589
$9,500
$(7, 791,911)
$863,758
$(664,756)
$561,132
$43,879,955
$(15,886)
$(33,350, 125)
$(417,234)
$(30,744)
$(125,455)
$(6,826,965)
$(51,288,607}
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Materials

The Materials category was decreased by $12,892,126 (38% reduction) due to the following:
• $20.6M were moved from ENG to contingency (N.B. At the time of writing this CRE, it is
evident that this amount should have been repurposed to PROD, but it was repurposed hy
increases seen in other categories).
• Increase of $4. 9M in FOPS following recategorization of equipment into materials to follow
the correct NSF cost categorization.
• Increase of $5.9M in SIV following the shift of Field Deployment scope from ENG to SIV and to
take into account.

FCC - 2.01
$•
$142,874
$142,874
ENG - 2.02
$28,815,934
$2,213,739
$(26,602,195)
CYI - 2.03
$356,084
$1,850,681
$1,494,597
PMO • 2.04.10
$13,493
$130,283
$116,790
PSE • 2.04.20
$153
$459
$306
PER - 2.04.30
$545,442
$283,692
$(261,750)
SCI - 2.04.70
$·
$3,140
$3,140
> - - - - - - - - + - · · · · - - - _ _ _ ; _ _ _ - - - - 1 -_ ___:__:.___---l--_ ____...:___:____j
CLA- 2.04.75
$1
$15,244
$15,242
PMCS - 2.04.80
$91,733
$64,034
$(27,699)
FOPS· 2.04.95
$896,770
$5,812,030
$4,915,260
CVAL - 2.05
$996,085
$1,202,410
$206,325
f---------t---------1--'---'------'---+--EDU - 2.06
$222,035
$372,428
$150,393
SIV- 2.07
$308,713
$6,287,436
$5,978,724
PROD - 2.08
$50,304
$109,621
$59,317
DPS - 2.10
$364,107
$55,213
$(308,894)
FIU - 2.11
$494,676
$752,139
$257,463
FSU - 2.14
$424,520
$228,377
$(196,143)
AOP - 2.15
$183,199
$812,908
$629,710
AQU - 2.16
$562,818
$1,097,230
$534,412
~-------+--_;_-----'-~-.:.._
TOTAL
$34,326,067
$21,433,940
$(12,892,126)

Subawards
This category was significantly increased by $78,363,190 (about 690% increase) mainly due to:
• An increase of $69M in FCC following the re-categorization of the FCC equipment and other
direct costs ($57.4M) to follow correct NSF cost categorization. The additional increase is due
to new cost estimates that have used of a more accurate basis of estimate 1 which rely on
actuals costs (or relevant averages) incurred to date.
• The reduction of non-committed $2.2M suhawards in SCI
• An increase of $l.4M in laboratory analyses of field collected samples, following a more
accurate basis of estimate using actuals;
1

See Facilities and Civil Construction Basis of Estimate, NEON.DOC. 002270
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•
•
•
•

An increase of $3.7M in FOPS is due to transferring the consulting costs along with equipment
costs(vendor supply) to subawards.
An increase of $1.0M in FSU following a more accurate basis of estimate using actuals;
An increase of $2M in AQU to outsource the construction of water wells and
building/testing/integrating and delivery of Buoys; and
An increase of $1.6M in EDU following the re-categorization of consultant services for web
development and faculty /teacher summer salaries.
,,

,,,,,

'b'e'.:-i:i

FCC- 2.01
PER - 2.04.30
SCI - 2.04.70
CLA- 2.04.75
FOPS - 2.04.95
EDU - 2.06
FIU - 2.11
FSU - 2.14
AOP - 2.15
AQU
-2.16
f--·
TOTAL

::~t-\;tt;1~QJtjfBNC~i >?Ji¾/¥-i't~!NlwJ~'Ac~ t~;f\:')~~y~fi,~ij~~~
$$$2,207,758
$1,332,799
$-

$$$5,612,816
$2,257,944

$$11,411,318

$69,039,326
$692,807

$$2,746,298
$3,747,118
$1,666,434
$348,364
$6,629,034
$2,908,596
$1,996,531
$89,774,508

$69,039,326
$692,807
$(2,207, 758)
$1,413,499
$3,747,118
$1,666,434
$348,364
$1,016,218
$650,652
$1,996,531
$78,363,190

Other Direct Costs

Overall the ODC were reduced by $8,605,240 (54% reduction) primarily due to:
• A recategorization of $1 lM in FCC to subawards in order to reflect the acl1.1al procurement
approach.
• An increase of $1.1M in FOPS to reflect actual costs of the domain support facilities.

FCC- 2.01
ENG - 2.02
CYI - 2.03
PMO - 2.04.10
PER - 2.04.30
SCI - 2.04. 70
PMCS - 2.04.80
FOPS - 2.04.95
CVAL- 2.05
EDU - 2.06
SIV- 2.07
PROD - 2.08
DPS- 2.10
FIU - 2.11
FSU - 2.14
AOP - 2.15

1----

$11,502,924
$196,411
$$631,742
$1,257,135

$$80,616
$958,826
$9,000
$134,889
$116,536
$148,428
$$43,961
$901,768
$25,013

$466,749
$159,202
$278,580
$1,172,714
$455,449
$45,813
$68,072
$2,086,061
$100,911
$16,260
$125,908
$784,392
$879
$20,104
$35,186
$1,516,769

$(11,036,175)
$(37,209)
$278,580
$540,972
$(801,687)
$45,813
$(12,544)
$1,127,235
$91,911
$(118,629)
$9,372
$635,964
$879
$(23,857)
$(866,582)
$1,491,75~
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AQU - 2.16

TOTAL

$43
$16,007,293

$69,005
$7,402,053

$68,962
$(8,605,240)

Consultant Services
This category was reduced by $17,947,310 (63% reduction) as a result of removing uncommitted
funds from almost all WBSs. This category was overestimated in the original NEON baseline. The only
areas that required additional funds were 2.01 FCC, 2.04.80 PMCS, 2.05 CVAL and 2.08 Production for
consultant support activities and temp labor for manufacturing (i.e. temp assembly work).
l>:,-r,
'"'"'

~ 1J!i~\'fP{qft.J'$A,C{ l;r;;'.;};iji~~o~; ii,t?fi:J!.~\iitnioj~;:

FCC - 2.01
ENG - 2.02
CYI - 2.03
PMO - 2.04.10
PSE - 2.04.20
PER - 2.04.30
SCI - 2.04. 70
PMCS - 2.04.80
-FOPS - 2.04.95
CVAL - 2.05
EDU - 2.06
SIV- 2.07
PROD - 2.08
DPS - 2.10
FIU - 2.11
FSU - 2.14
AOP - 2.15
AQU - 2.16
..

TOTAL
..

$27,500
$1,456,878
$11,848,137
$512,769
$59,541
$673,511

$248,499
$1,082,593
$3,437,747
$18,940
$24,137
$486,448

$-

$-

$169,556
$1,364,949
$52,777
$1,091,341
$123,794
$7,273
$986,903
$434,866
$2,598,760
$2,597,327
$4,484,140
$28,490,024

$386,748
$37,501
$96,433
$335,759
$68,565
$2,017,586
$13,007
$420,423
$1,011,867
$620,384
$236,077
$10,542,714

$220,999
$(374,285)
$(8,410,390)
$(493,829)
$(35,404)
$(187,062)
$$217,192
$(1,327,448)
$43,656
$(755,583)
$(55,229)
$2,010,312
$(973,896)
$(14,443)
$(1,586,893)
$(1,976,943)
$(4,248,063)
${17,947,310)

~

Associated Risk or Opportunity (include # and description): not associated to a risk ID in the risk register.
However the implementation of this CRE mitigates the programmatic risk of working on incorrect estimates to
complete the construction project.
Schedule Impact: Absorb 88 days of schedule contingency and extend the project completion date through

3/31/2018. The project has therefore no schedule contingency and with this CRE is also requesting nn extension of
the end date of constrnction to 3/31/2018.
Cost Impact: $35,142,305
Contingency Impact: $35,142,305 will be drawn from contingency
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House Committee on Science, Space and Technology Subcommittee on Research and Technology
"NEON Warning Signs: Examining the Management of the National Ecological Observatory Network"
Friday, September 18, 2015
Questions for the Record

Questions submitted by Rep. Barbara Comstock:
I.

What formal and infomial communications did NSF and NEON, Inc. haw between January 1,
2013 - September 18, 2015 regarding construction schedule and budget issues at NEON? As pait
of your response, please provide copies of every relevant e-mail, letter, memorandum, record,
note, and text message as well as any internal NSF staff correspondence or notes regarding
NEON's schedule or budget.

NSF Response: Since the beginning of the project, NSF has received monthly reports fi'om
NJ1_,'ON, Inc. that document the cost and schedule status. NSF conducts weekly phone calls with
Pr<decl leadership to assess detailed progress 011 cost and schedule issues, such as permitting,
pmduction and procurement, data products, transition to operations, and cyberinfi·astructure.
With the current ongoing assistive visits, frequent dialog between NSF and NEON, Inc. is being
conducted to discuss, review and evaluate deliverables related to cost and schedule.
At table summarizing these (and additional) communications since January 2013 is attached
(Attachment 1).

2. According to the NSF Inspector General Ale1t Memo issued on ~eptember 15, 2015, it appears
that NEON, Inc. moved $35 million of contingency funds into the base construction budget.
a.

Has NSF determined the amount of funds that NEON, Inc. has moved from contingency

into the base construction budget? Ifycs, what is the amount?

NSF Response: Yes; movement (allocation) of contingency to the base construction
budget was $35,142,305. However, it should be noted that NSF has not yet obliga!ed all
of the funds necess({ry to actually spend this allocation (?{ contingency and most of the rebudgeted work will take place in the ji1ture. Even though NEON, Inc. (like all Recipients)
has re-budgeting authority for work activities, NSF is in the process of determining if
NEON actually ~pent (and drew down) funds associated with some portion of this
contingency allocation in advance ofNSF approval. 111is will reqtdre a detailed look by
individual work activities. NSF is working closely with the OIG on this issue.
b. Did NSF approve the transfer of contingency funds? If yes, please provide
documentation of that approval. Ifno, what actions docs NSF plan to take to correct the
improper lransfer?

NSF Response: Yes; NSF approved the allocation ofcontingency on July 28, 2015 after
being satisjted with the sufficiency of the documentation. The appl'oval documentation is
attached (Attachment 2).
3. The NSF Inspector General has previously recommended the NSF should retain contingency
funds for projects like NEON, and pay the contractor as those expenses arc approved as
appropriate contingency costs. NSF has not agreed with this recommendation.
a,

Why hasn't NSJ 1 a<lopkcl this recommendation?

NSF Resppnse: NSF's 110/'mal practice of awal'ding contingency as part of the budget is
in cor1/ol'mance with 2 CFR, part 200.433- Contingency provisions (Uniform Guidance).
That said, NSF always maintains the option of !'e!aining (holding) contingency if there is
a perceived risk with the Recipient's management practices and as an additional lever lo
enhance oversight. It should be noted that thefi1ll budget (including the contingency
budget) is never obligated at once, but rather in annual increments that align with the
appropriations from Congress. NSF currently has the mechanisms in place to hold
contingency back and obligate on~}' as needed lo meet project objectives. Going.forward,
NSF will likely withhold more of the contingency on NEON given past pe,formance.
b.

Would retaining contingency funds for NEON have helped alert NSF to the possibility of
a cost overrun sooner?

NSF Response: No; the retention ofcontingency fimds has no relation to the projected
cost overruns on any prc1ject. Under Earned Value Management (EVM), projected cost
overnms are the difference between the approved Total Project Cost (TPC) and what the
project currently estimates the actual,jtnal total project cost to be (i.e., Estimate At
Complete; EAC). EAC is the sum of actual expenses to-date plus the estimated cost of
the remaining work.

4. According to Dr. James Collins' testimony, at least "five previous NSF MREFC projects
underwent scope revisions, management adjustments, and instruments configuration changes
during construc:t based on the challenges with increased costs for production of instrumentation,
delayed site permitting, and schedule delays." Is this statement correct? If so, please provide a
brief description of each project that underwent a significant scope revision, including the
estimated total dollar amount of the potential cost overrun that necessitated this revi~ion.

NSF Response: All MREFC projects go through significant cost, scope and schedule rejtnement
during the Design Stage. However, once com/ruction begins, ve1J'.fmv are.forced to go through
significant scope reductions to keep actual costs below the approved Total Project Cost (TPC).
NSF implemented a "No Cost Overrun" policy in FY2009. lf contingency is not able to cover all
knmvn and realized risks, de-scoping is the.first Une a/defense to meet this policy as published in
NSF 's Large Facilities Manual.
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The following table summarizes the MREFC projects completed (or nearly completed) in the last
10 years as well as those currently in construction. The table indicates those that had to be descoped during the Construction Stage (i.e. once the construction award was made) to maintain
costs below the approved TPC, the items removed from scope, and the approximate value qfthe
scope removed to maintain budget.

·-

Year

Required De-Scoping During
Construction

Complete

TPC
($M)

Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope
(DKIST); formerly ATST

-

$344

In construction. None to-date.

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST)

-

$473

In construction. None to-date.

Alaska Region Research Vessel
(ARRV)

2015/J 6

$200

None.

Ocem1 Observatories lnitrative
(OOI)

2015

$386

None. Minor scope modifications
were conducted for technical
maturity reasons; not cost.

Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA)

2015

$499

Antenna 1·cduction ($5GM), Site
Infrastructure ($2M)

Project

·-----·------

~-~-"

-~--.~--·~·

Advanced Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observato1y
(AdvLIGO)

2015

$205

None.

Ice Cube

2012

$202

None.

Scientific Ocean Drilling Vessel
(SODV)

2008

$115

Drill String ($1M)

South Pole Station Modernization..

2010

$149

None .

EarthScope

2008

$197

Bornhole redaction ($55M)

In short, implementation ofde-scoping as has been required ofNEON is not a common
occurrence for NSF projects. NSF has only been able to identify two facilities in the past 10
years that meet the same criteria and approach a similar de-scope level as NEON.
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"NEON Warning Signs: Examining the Management of the National Rcological
Observatory Network''

Friday, September 18, 2015 - 9:00am
Inserts for the record

"Dr. Old'{, one of the things in the JG 's letter, she talked about the NSF hadn't required the
incurred cost submissions from NEON nor has it conducted an incurred-cost audit of NEON,
and if NSF had taken either action, NS'F could have been able to ident[fj1 unallowable or poor
spending money on NEOJ\~ and yet I think what we've just heard is, the $80 million wasn't
unallowable or poor spending, that it was permitting, it was the shtft to operations, and it was
the absence of a secure supply chain. Am I reading that correctly, and does that make this
particular JG recommendations less meaning/ill?" p. 43-44

Insert for the Record #1, (page 44, line 980 of the transcript)
Afr. OLDS: Conf?ressnum Beyer, you are correct; tlze approximate $80M cost increase was not the
result unallowable spending. The original NEON project was approved/or $433,BM and
reevaluated by a detailed cost and schedule review in August 2014. Based 011 rising concems
about schedule mu! cost pe1forma11ce against the new August 2014 plan, NSF requested a revised
total project cost estimate in May 2015. NEON Inc. ~r revised estimate (receh 1ed on June 15, 201 .i)
was $517.9M. NEON Inc. has asserted that the potential overmn resulted from a combinat/011 of
1111derestimating costs, not appropriately accounting for costs and underestimating time/effort to
complete the project asfollmvs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production rif sensors and other site components
Corporate overhead mu/fringe benefits
11te annual cost esca/atio11
Toolik site constmction
Data products and cyberhifrn,\·tmcture
Schedule delays (12-16 month!;) associated with permitting, delayed.field deployments and
field operations
Coltlingency to mmwgefithtre risks

NSF has relative(v low co11jide11ce lu the estimates presented in June. To inform future decisions,
NSF has required a full revised and updated total project cost estimate and schedule by December
1, 2015. NSF officials are close(v monitoring the development oftltese new dellvemblesfor
sufflciency.

Insert for the Record #2
"Again, Dr. Olds, the NSF Inspector General has previously recommended that NSF should
retain contingencyfundsforprojects like NEON and pay the contractor as those expenses
are approved as appropriate contingency costs. The NSF has not agreed with this
recommendation. Would retaining contingencyfund~for NEON have helped NSF notice the
cost overrun at NEON sooner." p. 45

fgage 45, line 1029 of the transcript)

Mr. OLDS: No; the retention of contingency funds has no relation to the projected cost
overruns on any project. Under Eamed Value Management (EVM), projected cost
01 1errnns are the difference between the approved Total Project Cost (TPC) and what the
pro}ect currentl;v estimates the act11al,fl11al total project cost to be (i.e. Estimate At
Complete; EAC) ..RAC is the sum of actual expenses to-date plus the estimated cost of the
remaining work.

Insert for the Record #3

"Dr. Oldr:;, it appears that NEON has moved 35 million of contingency funds into the base
construction hudget. The cooperative agreement requires approval by NSF.for NEON to use
contingencyfimd<J. Did NSF approve the tran~fer of contingency funds?" p. 47

(page 47, line 1029 of the transcript)
Mr. OLDS: Yes,· NSF approved the allocation of contingency on July 28, 2015 after being
satisfied with the quality rfthe required documentation.

